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~\ ·'~ :· ,··-, . _ · -'./;; ~' E D I T 0 R I A L 
\. Europe and democracys a problem which affects every citizen 
\Jt· •..• 

, ... ·Among the appeals and messages issued at the New Year, there is one which merits particular atte .• ::llll==--' 

the one from Mr. Guiseppe Saragat, president of the Italian Republic. Not only because it speaks of B6Jr')IJ:ie, 
(lie is, to our knowledge, the only Head of State who mentioned Europe in his annual message), but espe 
because it is referred to as something which concerns individuals in their ea city as citizens of their 
countries. In other words, the building of Europe is not regarded as an extraneous factor to the life 
country, which is merely one among all the other problems of foreign policy, but as a factor which aff c 
the citizen and a means for preserving democracy. /--· 

Let us re-read the text of the passage in question. After pointing out that "in a democracy, an~~/~~ 
in a democracy, can the problems of mankind be solved", President Saragat appeals to the citizens not of'ftU 
the institutions to deteriorate and he warns them: "The first consequence would be that ItalY would mo y 
from democratic Europe, whose unity, which will include Britain, we regard as a fundamental goal for world 
equilibrium and a just peace. If we turned our back on democratic Europe we would see everyone's standard 
of living becoming lower, especially the workers'; for the standard of living is dependent on the consolidation 
and enlargement of the Common Market to new countries. The victories which have been won with great difficulty 
over the quarter-century since Liberation, would be compromised and the repercussions on our free institutions 
would be serious". 

As we can see, Mr. Saragat establishes a connection between the preservation of his own country's dem
ocratic institutions and the continued efforts towards the building of Europe. Moreover he insists that this 
building must be enlarged, and in particular specifies that it should be enlarged to Britain because Britain 
is a great democracy which, by its own presence, would guarantee the democratic evolution of the Community. 

This message from Mr. Saragat goes in the right direction because he makes the building of Europe a 
part of the citizen's everyday life. A number of traditional classifications disappear, and this is important. 
Many people still have an out-moded idea of Europe, for they still stick to the concept of a closed camp, within 
which the aim is to prove supremacy in order to draw the maximum amount of "national" advantages. An example 
of this way of looking at things is provided by Mr. Fran9ois Mauriac, who can hardly disguise his disappointment 
that this hegemony cannot be exercised, but who states that its "hair was bristling" when a German Chancellor 
spoke out loudly at The Hague. We should note that this Chancellor, who is in no way implicated in past or 
future "dominators", raised his voice precisely to say that those who feared his country's tendency to hegemony 
should be in favour of Britain joining the Community. We can only say that Ambassador Quarani, who, both in 
profession and temperament has nothing of the Utopian dreamer, was right when he wrote (in "L'Europa" of 24 

December) that "The Hague Conference showed that today's Europe does not have a guiding-State, which is un
doubtedly an advantage ••• the only Europe we can build is a Europe of consensus, a Europe whose oolleotlve 
will is really the result of the will of all". 
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In sum, the democratic Europe which Mr. Saragat was referring to. 

- EDITORIAL: "Europe and democracys a problem which affects every citizen" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Exchange of greet!~ between the president of the WEU Assembly and Chancellor 

Brandt - The Nordic countries 1 New Year messages - Britain and the Commo!'l Market - Special drawing 
rights form part of international liquidlties - Progress in EFTA trade 

DAILY BUU.ETIN No 48o (new serios) 
3-4 -State alcohol, matches, Thomas sinter, salt Monopolies, etc.: contents or the recommendatlons for 
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7 

8 

9 

10 

11 
12 
13-14 

their re-organization 
- Agfa-Gevaert, Kodak, Zeiss~Ikon,ete. have changed the conditions for the sale of their products 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Fight against organisms harmful to potatoes and vegetables - Premiums 

for rooting up apple, pear and peach trees - Beef for processing - Dairy produce sector- Agricultural 
structuress question No 4o3 from Mr. Vredeling - Exemption from the levies on imports or olive oil 

- French restrictive measures with regard to "licencing contracts" and foreign investment: supplementary 
reply to questions Nos 152/66, 154/67 and 224/67 from Mr. Derlnger and reply to No 333 from Mr. GUnne 

- Auctions for the sale of refridgerated butter: reply to question No 302 from Mr. Vredeling 
- International transportation of goods by road: regional statistics 
- Customs duties on imports of carpets lowered in the United States 
- The quinine cartels reply to question No 307 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Socio-economic study of the Community mining and steel regions: reply to question No J28 from Miss 

Lulling . 
- Amendments made to the system of aid to Berlin: approved by the Commission 
-~ and guarantees granted by the ECSC 
- Investment projects in the oil, natural gas and el~ltricity sectors 
- Change in the community steel industry•s price scaJ.'!S 
- PUblications of the European Communities 
- Weekly .Echoes 
.. ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1312: reply to question No 332 from Mr. Glinne 
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' \\~.• ••. \\;:~)1 ~> EDIT 0 RI A L ~ 
t::;-~ ~.t '.--' Will the European Commission have 9 members by 1 Ju].y? ~ 

Several newspapers are raising the problem of 'the important changes··which must take plaoe in the~.f· 
structure of the European Commission starting on 1 July this year. ~ 

As we know, the Treaty setting up a single Council and single Commission for the European C011111un tBID·"' 
establishes, in article 10, that the Comission is composed or nine members, while indicating that the n . : .. 
or Commission members can be changed by a unanimous .decision or the Council. Moreover, the Treaty lays ·· 
that during a maxiliiUIII period or three years (article 32) begtnning from the appointment of' its members,iiD 
CODIII1ssion is composed of 14 members. '!be aim was to provide for the transition from the triPle Execut ~ 
to the single Executive system, and the three years expire on 30 June, since the members of the single C 
ission were appointed on 1 July 1967. The Treaty provides for an automatic mechanism which will come i~ 
effect even if the governments have not proceed~. within the time-limits laid down, i.e. the 30th May a _ 
latest, to· the appointment of the members or the new COIIIllission. A number of mandates will automatical 
expire, i.e. those of the Commissioners who, being nationals of the same State, have exercised their functions 
as members of a Commission or the High Authority for the shortest length of time (in cases or equal seniority. 
those who-are the youngest). We shall leave it to those who enjoy this sort of calculation to work out who, 
given this supposition, would have to retire (some rather strange situations would occur). 

The newspapers in question are naturally drawing particular attention to questions of' individualst this 
is what the readers are most interested in. '!bus the "Financial Times" states that there was a tendency in 
favour of prolonging Mr. Rey's mandate as president for another year, particularly in view of the negotiations 
for the enlargement of the Co11111unity. The "Frankfurter Allgemeine" correspondent analyses different hYpotheses; 
especially with regard to the members of German nationality. 

We have no desire to go into questions of individua1s, especially since it is perhaps premature. We 
should like to stress in particular tb4t the problems are really or two different kinds. One is the possibility 
of confirming certain mandates and the ·possible extension or Mr. Rey's maridate as president or the COIIIIIission. 
After all, the French position in 1965 which above all consisted in rigid application of the rotation principle 
was the result of a certain attitude towards the Commission itself, which has perhaps altered. 

A completelyditferent pro\)lem is presented by the-application or the 1965 Treaty, i.e. the institution 
of the 9-member Commission, as is laid down in article ~o. We can all~ remember the discussions which took 
place on this point, and today everyone admits that the Commission's functioning would be considerable improved 
if the number of members was reduced to 9. '!bus the question now is whether we want to apply a Treaty which 
was the result of lengthy and difficult negotiation (and which can~ in any case, only be cbanged .. by a .unan1mous 
decision) or whether we prerer to yield to purely circumstantial,·-if-not personal, considerations. 

SUMMARY (D -:;) ~vtu..ax-c.-o { t{ Jo {}.j 0 ' l{·~ \ 
1 EDITORIAL: "Will the European Commission have 9 members by 1 Julz?" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: WEU Council: 9 and 10 January in Brussels - Nordek: meeting of experts - New 
German member for the European Commission. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 481 (new series): 
3 - ~k proBEamme of the Council in January 
3-4 - "Barre Pla,n": the jlroposals regarding its implementation will be completed 

4 - EEC/Yugoslavia negotiations: question No. 379 by ~tt. Vredeling . 
- AE proval for the financing of an industrial project in South Italy by the European Bank 

5 - Preliminary draft of the research and investment budget of Euratom for 1970 
6 - Sales price of cigarettes: possible repercussions of the fiscal harmonisation pro posed by the 

Commission 
7 - Specie~Agriculture" Committee: resumption of work 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORI'MTION: Lux~mburger a.gricul ture: thorough ·re-structuring - Benelux and the 
import of ethyl alcohol 

8 - Outline agreement between the EEC and the Latin American countries: Argentina's initiative 
- Franco-Hungarian agreement for the develo pment of trade 
-Towards the abolition of exchange. controls in France? 
- Will the Ja P&!!~ build cars in Europe? 
- Petrol production in the world: growing 
- Gabon ratifies the Yaounde Convention 

9 - UriifOrm interpretation of legal agreements and on the penal law applicable to european civil 
servants: re ply to question No. 290 by Mr. Vredeling 

-Use of l~sin in foodstuffs: complementary reply to question No. 332/68 by Mr. Vredeling 
10 -The Unice draws Commission's attention to the major problems facing firms in the Community 

- EEC "Councils of State": reply to question No. 326 by Mr. Vredeling ---. "':""- --
11 -Re-structuring of !ransport links between the Saar, the rest of Germany and the Community 

- Cu~toms duties for certain steel products 
12 Publications.of the European Communities 

. 13-14 - 10C9NOMJ;C :):~:ERPENEr~TION No. 1313. 
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EDITORIAL 

Finland, the Pan-European conference and the Community (1) 

The Finnish Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Karjalainen, is at present in Brussels, and theL,.nw~~ 
doubt that the talks he is to have with his Belgian opposite number will be very important. Fin 
evidently attempting to play the,role not so much of the "honest broker", but rather the more .odest 
providing the opportunity for meetings, and thus dialogue, between two parties who tor the time being art_,.. 

still adversaries and who need a neutral zone in order to get together. The talks could lead to subanP 
results, and especially they could serve to lower the tension, which is already considerable. {,~ 

However it is obvious that the fact that some form of table around which to sit is available, i 
sufficient to solve the problems, as the Conference of Paris showed so tragically. There must be a~ea ,.·n 
determination to reach agreement, and a minimum degree of readiness to understand and accept the a -~\1 

of the adversary. Now, it appears, at least until present, and with regard to the scheme tor a Europe 
conference on security, that this minimum condition is not fulfilled. There is one basic reason for this, 
namely that the Soviet Union is not at all ready to recognize that the European Economic Community is a 
reality. We mean the Community as it is at present, with its own trading policy, its own political finalities, 
which the Six confirmed at The H~1e, with its own enlargement programme which the Six have agreed to implement. 

It has been clear for a long time that the Soviet Union, while it can "tolerate" the Atlantic Alliance, 
a defence organisation which at the same time it realizes constitutes a safeguard against possible adventuriam, 
will ndt' tolerate the unification of Europe. It has always mobilized all its forces against this unifioaticn, 
including the Communist parties in the West, and its "travelling companions" such as the "Movement tor the 
Independence of Europe". It is also clear that while the USSR is to ·some extent encouraging Bonn 's tentative 
moves towards the East, this is due to the fact that - undoubtedly making a grave error of Judgement - it hopes 
that this will help to "swing" German social-democracy towards neutralist positions which would lead it to 
accept what the Soviet Union has always wanted, i.e.· a 3tatute- we apologize for having to say it- "of the 
Finnish type", in other words the system of "tolerated democracy1

' which the heroic Finnish people had to agree 
to under the threat of force. And while the Soviet Union has on several occasions supported General de Oaulle's 
foreign policy, this was mainly because of its "anti-European" aspects (or what it considered to be anti
European aspects), rather than its Atlantic secession. 

Tomorrow we shall come back to the most recent examples of Mescow's hostility, and the conclusions which 
sh~ld be drawn from them. But here and now we must ask a question. Since it is obvious that the European 
Community is regarded as enemy No 1 in· Moscow, and that the Pan-European Conference would be aimed mainly 
at destroying and bringing it down, is it conceivable that there is, within the Community itself, someone, 
seme responsible political force, prepared to encourage such a manoeuvre? The answer must.be.ne. But it.muat 
be made clear. 

stWMARY r-:Jq~"'' lGro No·'-f~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Finland, the Pan-European OQnference and the Community" (1) 
2 - POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Franco-German summit: 30 and 31 January in Paris - Mr. Soheel in 

Luxembourg - Mr. De Block leaves the Dutch government - Nerwegian Federation ef Industq 
in favour •f the Common Market - flu·. Kar~alainen in Brussels - Intematienal menetarz ceeperatien 
advocated by Mr. Jenkins - Bank Rate in FRG: possible rise 

DAILY BULLETIN No 482 (new series) 
3 - Draft Euratom research budget approved by the Comnission 
3-4 - Financing regulations, independent resources and budgetary powers of the E.P. : points still 
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5-6 
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7-8 
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10 

11 
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14/15 

unsettled 
- EEC-Lebanon: exploratory talks 
- European Commission- European Youth Movements: symposium 
- Aluminium imports : objectives of the negotations the EEC is to conduct ~ith its aatn suppliers 
- Imports of silk and silk thread: Comnission proposal on the new system to be applied by the 

Community 
-Fiscal discrimination with regard to direct sales to individuals: Belgium asked to abolish it 
- Industrial development of the Nantes/St. Nazaire area 
- Oil products: temporary measures adopted pending the achievement of a common trade policy 
- ~last-furnace coke and coal: intra-community trade down 
~.AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Harmonization of laws: mayonnaise - Aid to tobacco production in Italy -

COPA: German participation in the work - Level of co:a~nsation taxes France and Germany authorized 
to apply - Network of accounting information and its functioning 

- Polish exports to the EEC: Polish point ot view 
-Non-tariff obstacles and tariff preferences: American position 
- Amount of scrap metal used in the Community steel works 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 39.84 D/T 
- ~tblications of the European Communities 
- European parliamentary activity 
- ~ONOMIC INTERPmETRATION No 1314 
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EDITORIAL 

finland, the pan-european £2nference and the Community (2) 

18eme annee - No 483 (n.s 
Jeudi 8 janvier 1970 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

One of the reasons why Europe should make progress towards political unification as soon as possib 
and "with the pr.ospect of enlargement" (these are the words used in the Communique of The Hague), lies i 
the fact it is urgent to dispel any illusions that might be had by those who, like the Soviet Union, ha 
to be able to prevent the economic union from being achieved, to destroy any possibility of a future po 
ical union. It is certain that a solid and enlarged economic Europe, directed towards its political inde 
endence, in other words expansionist in that it would constitute an example of civilisation and of thepe~~~~ 
ful union of the free peoples, would have an extraordinary force of attraction for those Eastern Europe 
countries that have no other prospect than to beat against the brick wall of the Breznev doctrine. It i 
understood that the Soviet Union considers all this as being intolerable. 

But Europe must make progress, precisely because of this conference which might be held one day i 
Helsinki, but which will be held when everybody is prepared to lay their cards on the table, knowing tha 
amongst the interlocutors that there is one of the right size, in other words the Community, which is not 
like a conglomerate of countries to whom the replacement of the American guarantee by.the Soviet guarantee 
can be offerred as if it was charity, but who has its own voice, and is aware of its own strength. 

Only then would the Soviet Union probably change its attitude and become aware of reality. At the 
moment, it is continuing the policy inaugurated with the famous declaration of 16 March 1957. 1'he second 
item on the agenda for the european security conference, such as it was proposed in Prague on 31 October 
1969 is nothing other than an attempt to question the existence of the European Community. In the last few 
weeks, the Soviet Fbreign Trade Review has found the means to attack the Community for the agreements made 
concerning commercial policy: "the discriminating policy of the Common Market goes against the clear tend
ency towards the 'detente'", wrote Mr. Gorski. And the Radio Moscow commentator Anatoly Gan gave a warning 
to London: if Great Britain was obstinate in wanting to enter the Common Market "at any price", she must 
suffer the consequences in her relations with the Soviet Union. The Hungarian Minister of Trade, Mr. Biro, 
after signing a commercial agreement with France, stated that the Security Conference had two aspects: a 
political aspect and an economic aspect"and that it was impossible to make a clear distinction between the 
two. The Fbreign Minister of the same country, u~. Janos Peter added that the creation of a collective sec
urity system in Euro~ depends mainly on the decisions to be taken by the european governments and on the 
standpoint which will be adopted by the reoples of the continent, which clearly constitutes an appeal to 
these peop1es to put pressure on the governments. In fact, the Communist parties in the West are doing this. 

It would be necessary for it to clearly emerge from the talks in progress, including those which are 
now taking place in Brussels, th~t the peoples of the continent want to continue, complete and strengthen 
the integration which they have undertaken and to which they are attached, whatever the opinion in Moscow 
may be. 
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SUMMARY 3_. JC\~ ( q 1-0 /J<::> • ~ ~ 
- EDI'IDRIAL: "Finland, the Pan-European conference and the Community" (2) 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Will the economic day of the WEU Ministerial session be eliminated? 

- Towards a common currency in the COMEGON countries? - Gold has fallen below the official 
price - A Libyan secretary for the OPEC 

nAILY BULLETIN NO 483 (new series) 
3 - The Eurdpean Commission has resumed its work 

- Common position of the EEC with regard to the countries who have applied to Join 
3-4 - EEC-Maltar a new phase of the negotiations could open soon 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 159.61 
4 - Abolition of technical obstacles to trade : volume and gas meters 

5-6 
7 

8 
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10 
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12 
13-14 

- Right of establishment and free supply of services in the EEC: present situation 
-Court of Justice: Cases 26,31,7,33 and 4o/69 
- E.P. Social Committee: Aid to sulphur in Italy 
~ E.P. Agricultural Committees wine problem 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Mr. Manshol t asked to resign - Italian aid to fruit and vegetable 

producers' organisation: reply to question No 245 from Mr. Vredeling - EEC. farmers' organisation$· 
reply to qu~stion No 292 from Mr. Vredeling - Conflicting statements on the agricultural 
aspect of Britain's admission 

- Common energy policy: Commission's first concrete measures 
- Steel and industrial bbom in the Federal Republic 
- British steel industry: good market situation 
- Blast-furnaces in the Community 
-Wild cat strike at the Chertal d 1Esperance-Longdoz works 
- Parliamentary conference of the EEC/AASM Association in Hamburg 
- Revaluation of the DMs German satisfaction 
- Round Table on investments in the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg 
- ~~ agreement on the extension of the protocol on the A.S.P. 
- USSR/SWeden agreement for the pacific. use of nuclear energy 
- Publications af the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPmETRATION No 1315 
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OTTO DB HAPSB)URO t Lea Transpoz:ta et 1 'BuroJ?!, Lauaanne European Research Centre '(9 oh. 
28 pages, 5.50 SF. . . 

In a twenty-page brochure,· Otto de HapabOurs retraces the role Which tranaport has p1&7ed both 
the history or the relatione between the European Statea' and in the developaent ot their eoonomea, r 
the Phoenicians to the B::SC, Yia ChriatOpher ColUIIbus ancf Claude-Henri de Saint-811M1ft. Beyoncl the •••·~'B~ 

.. role ot transport in eoon0111ic integration, the inadequacy or the present. qstea oan be seen through the 
'"-otten reatrictiYe disbarmoniea at technical, adlliniatrative, legal and cuatolu.leYel, and the inauttio 

intraatructure. Transport is a challenge to the builders or Europe. 'Dle only solution can be a pol1 ti 
one, and action wst be taken quickly. 'lhe author thinks that a Joint C011111ittee on European Traneport w 
ba•e to be set up as quickly as possible in order to enable those concerned with transport in the C 
Jllarket, the EFTA and other European countries to make ·a' long-te!'lll analysis or future trencla at European 
18'f'el and to harmonize their policif:s, at the same time setting up a European Transport Bank Which would 
help to tinaDce.large innatmen:ts. 

:.. Britain and Europe, Reports presented to the "Action COIJIIIittee tor the United States or Europe, Centre 
de Recberches E\irop~ennes, Lausanne (9 ob. du Cal.aire). 1%9. 118 pages, Price t 20 SF.- 'Dlis collection 

·contains Mr .. Edgar Pisani'a report on· agriculture, Nr~ Quido Carli and RobertTrifTin 'a on currency, Lord 
Plowden and Karl Winnaoker's on technology, Walter Hallatein'a on the institutions. aa·well as Mr. Jean 
Monnet's statement at the beginning of the press conference on 16 July 1969, the Action Committee tor the 
United States... or. Europe 'a resolut.ions. .. and. joint.deo1arat1on, and a. llat.ot..tba..COIIIDi.ttee.~a .... bera ... 

- European Monetary Cooperation,. Federal Trust for Education a: Research (12a Maddox Street, London W .1.), 
October 1969, 94 pages.- 'Ibis book contains surveys as Wf!ll as a 8UIIIIII&I'J' of the discussions during a conferenct 
held on 8 and 9 July in London by the Federal Trust. Among the speakers was Mr. Raymond Barre, a lllellber of 
the European Conunission. 
- Revue de la Societe d 'Etudes et d 'Expansion, Li~e (12 Avenue Rogier), No 237;- September-october 1969~;. 
'Dlis special edition is devoted to the demonstrations which took place in Li~e in May 1909· on the 50th 
anni versacy...JJf . the...~ternationaLLabour -Office •. 

- Euro-Speotra, Scitmtifio and Technical Review· of the Europe~ COIIIIIUJ'lities, Decen~ber 1969, Vol. Vlll, Bo 4, 
Luxembourg· (29 rue A1dringer). In the Sl.lllllll&rJ't TelecOIIIIIIUilicationa 1985~ Do co8111io phenomena intluenoe the 
srowth of living creatures?, Control techniques for nuclear materials, AnatOIIly of biological reaearoh in 
the CLWmm1lt,y, .. European.. CQIM!!m1ty .. Newa •. 

- L'Euro.,een, Nos 103-104/1969, Brussels (77 rue Baron de Caatro).- Part or this edition is 48'f'ote4 to an 
_4t11Cluiry .on Por:tugal... 

-Bulletin de Documentation, Luxembourg (Press and Information Department), No 13'ot"28'NOY8111ber 1969' 
·('!be toreign'policy or the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, speech made by Mr. oaaton 'Dlorn, Minister tor IPoretgn 
Artairs,. before the Chamber of-Deputies on 21 November 1969)~ ' 

1 
2-J-3b 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
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EDITORIAL ·~ ~;·a ~!f ~~ Q 

~!_~he WEU M!nisterial Council - (1) While waiting for France's retur~~ 

The Belgian government was inspired in insisting that the WEU Ministerial Council should 
even in the absence of Fra.nce. This absence in fact no longer seems to assume the nature which it 
a year ago. Although all 1s not yet clear about the lines which will finally be adopted, and surpri~~~~ 
not be ruled out, it now seems that France, while having received Mr. Harmel's compromise proposals ~,.~ft 
terest, was not yet ready to resume its place in the WEU. Of what use would it be to force her to d 
would be of even less use since the problem of political consultations, even if it is still on the 
table, appears in a different perspective after the summit at The Hague. It must also be said that F.r~~:>( 
has already shown her good will in raising no obstacles to the Council meeting in the quarter in w c~,p, 

has the presidency, and by avoiding a repetition of the lamentable episode of last June, when the" c~tJ.c 
day" was cahcelled to avoid placing the CommiEsion in an unpleasant situation. The unanimity with wh nm _ _, 

France's return was called for is significant. · 
Now that the meeting has been held, France has been able to see that the " political consultations" 

meeting was not a machination to bring Great Britain into the Community by the back door. The main entrance 
will, in fact, soon be opened thanks to agreement between the Six (which everyone insisted on during the 
meeting), and since the Six ~re also agreed to consider the political cooperation in the perspective of en
largement 1 there is no reason why the vlEU should not be used as of now as a "testing bench". 

This is what in fact happened last Friday, even if officially this was left in the dark. There was, in 
fact, "political consultation" on a problem which was perhaps not of major importance, which however enab
led Mr. Thorn, the Acting Chairman of the Council of Europe, to give Mr. Toncic - Sorinj certain directives 
on.the question of Greece that very evening, taking account of the standpoint which was established within 
the WEU on this problem. 

The fact that this consultation could take place already constitutes an important result of the sess
ion which has just been held. But there are other points to which attention must be given. The most import
ant is without a doubt that which concerns the political future of Europesit was completely natural that it 
should be presented in a meeting which was in some way the extension of the summit at The Hague, on this 
political ground which is the WEU's own field. But there are others still, and we will return to them in our 
next comments. 
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After the WEU Ministerial Council - (2) The future of political Europe 

As we stressed yesterday, the most iJDportant point we should remember abt>ut the W1!:U Couno1l Jl~g'l 
la undoubtedly the debate which took place on 'the future of po11.t1ca1 Europe. 'There are two ware 
at this future. The first is the continuance of "political consultations" within the framework of 
which were accepted in principle in February 1969, the second concerns the possibility or moving on 
political unification within an enlarged Conmunity. The difference between these two hypotheses is 'e·--1il.l. 

'one or perspective: political consultations within the WEU can take place right now, while politicai'Dwe~ 
atton, which is referred to in the Hague oonmuniqu~, will be the subject or studies and undoubtedl 
which cannot lead to i111111ediate results. 

Mr. Stewart's noteworthy speech was very clear. He insisted on the usefulness of continuing 
developing what already exists, i.e. the political cooperation in the WEU, and in practice he asked that 
hts·country should not be left out of what is being prepared within the Community with regard to political 
unification. In sUIII, he adopted the same attitude as Mr. Heath'a in 1962, when he demanded (when the neg
otiations for joining the Community were in progress) to be kept informed or the negotiations on the ,ouchet 
Plan and subsequently to be associated with any decision on this point. Mr. Stewart expressed the hope that 
no decision would be taken by the Six on this lll&tter before the opening or entry negotiations, and without 
Brita1n 1s p(rticipation. He recalled that the Foreign Affairs Ministers of the Six undertook to establiSh 
a Report on political unification "before the end of July" and he added that he thought the Six's work 
should be limited to examining the methods by which it . would be possible to lll&ke progress, and that the Six 
should not report until the entry negotiations have opened (1). 

It is interesting to note that Mr. Stewart's statements were given a good reception bJ all the Minlstere, 
and their speeches echoed the political will expressed on the occasion or the Hague summit. This la t.portant 
because at all costs we must avo14 falling 6nee again into a situation similar to the 1962 one, when the 
oYerlap between the negotiations for joining the EEC and the negotiations amongst the Six oa political un1t1o
at1on had. an. adverse impact on both seta or negot.ia.t.icma. 

(1) On this point we should remember that the Hague COIIIIIIUOiqu~ is clear. The report IIUSt be establiShed 
•betore the end or July 1970". Now, texts circulating in the French press state that this Report has to 
be eatabUshed "before July 1970" (this is the text which ia repeated 1n Mr. van Hall's report to the lUt 
WBU Assembly session). 'Ibis lll&tter is extremely important because, by specifti~ the end or July as the 
deadllne, the Heads of State and Government clearly wanted the rtrst phase ·or the preparatory work for 
political unification to be completed only after the process for enlarging the Community had alreadr besun• 
i.e. after the end or June, but. very soon. at.terwarda, i.e. before. the end or Jug. for at .tbi.a.tt.e.. the 
"prospect or enlargement" will have materialized. 
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, i!i"ll the budgetary powers of the Europ~~n Parliament (from 1975) be queried? 

Speaking yesterday in the Belgian Senate about the agreements reached at the end of 
endent resources and the powers of the European Parliament, Mr. Dehousse wondered whether _ n 
of these powers, in budgetary matters, would be real. This is a question that might wPll be asked, 
is certain that the agreements, whose broad lines were fixed on 22 December, are appreciably far be 
the Parliament itself asked for, and it now seems that even what was granted (for 1975!) could be qu 

, We recall that France made a reservation, as we mentioned in yesterday's Bulletin, on the det i 
according to which the Parliament will be required to determine the amount of receipts (there was n-,·~
French reservation about paragraph 5 of the communique of The Hague, as someone wrote). AccorQing to_ 
statements made yesterday by the French Government's spokesman, after the Council meeting at the El s 
France believes that the European Parliament should audit the budget, but not increase the global 
expenditure. This was not in the re~olution adopted on 22 December, and no French reservation has been made 
on this point. As far as receipts nre concerned, it is already known that the Parliament could only .. alte;r 
the share of the T.V.A •. which goes to the Community budget "within the limits laid down by the act of the 
Council which will establish the tax'.'. In other words, the Parliament cannot "swell the receipts" 1 but it 
is normal that it should have the power of adjusting expenditure to the amount of receipts. 

There is a hardening in this, of which it is said that it was adopted to give satisfaction to the 
French Minister of the Armed Forces, who suspects the European Parliament and all the Institutions of the 
Communities of sliding slowly but inevitably towards supra-nationality. This hardening, if it went as far 
as querying what has been achieved, would compromise the delicate balance, which has been achieved not with
out great difficulty, on all the three problems: the financing settlement, independent resources, Parlia
mentary control. One might therefore wonder whether this is not precisely the aim followed. The relative 
S'~Ccess at The Hague, which was able to have repercussions on the decisions taken by the Council at the end 
of December, should enable the first aim, that of "completion", to be considered as reached, thus giving 
satisfaction to the lTench theory, and the following sections to be passed on to, namely strengthening and 
enlargement. Is all this understood? 

We cannot believe it. And yet, we shall see on Monday and Tuesday. We shall doubtless again hear 
appeals to the "spirit of 'l'he Hague". How many crimes are committed in the name of this spirit 1 which every
one interprets in,nis own way! This will probably be the moment to evoke, even more so than the spirit'of 
The Hague, that famous "trust" which was invoked and was given. Is this mutual trust or one-way trust? 
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~£~n Monetary Co-operation, Federal Trust for Education & Research, London. 

18eme annee -No 489 {n.s.) 
Vendredi 16 janvier 1970 

We have already mentioned the publication of this report of the debates which took place 
ago at the initiative of the Federal Trust on european monetary problems. The introductory speech was 
by Mr. Harold Lever, the Financial Secretary to the Treasury. It is useful to mention, amongst the v 
s peeches, each of which gave rise to a discussion, a propos~!_which was made on this occasion by Mr.~,._~ 
YlllJers, Managing Director of the I~R.C. (but on a purely personal footing), for the creation of a 
pean Currency. Mr. Villiers stressed the need for giving a coherent european monetary response to in err.u~~~ 
ional monetary problems. Having considered all the facts of the problem, Mr. Villers advanced three i~~-
related proposals: 
a) That Britain should acknowledge in a precise, definite and bankable way the debts she owes the wo d ~~~ 
reserve role of sterling, and that the transfer of this debt to the BIS should be negotiated to the x 
desired. 
b) The resulting loss of liquidity in the BlS should be re paired by subscription of additional 
shareholders of BIS and other institutions and countries in gold and convertible curriencies, to the--~~
necessary for maintaining the level of liquidity of the BIS. 
c) The BIS would find itself an immensely strong institution, with assets of nearly £10 1 000 million, and 
might well find it convenient to change its own parity (now a gold franc worth 0.29032258 grammes of fine 
gold) to some more recognisable figure, which would instantly become an international currency of great 
strength. This, no doubt, would be known as the Euro ••• 

The importance of such a decision, stressed Mr. Villiers, would be enormous, comparable to the sign
ing of the Treaty of Rome: it should follow when Britain enters the Community. 

- Kommunal Praxis, Information fur die Offentliche Hand, Fachmedia Verlag GmbH und Vertrieb KG (8700- WUrz
burg, Prymstrasse 3), Federal Germany.- This new review, whose first edition is dated December· 1969, is de~ 
voted to all the problems concerning local community life: electricity, gas and water su pply;hygiene prob
lems; street lighting; local firms; transport; administration; building. The Editor-in-Chief is Mr. Siegfried 
Naujoks (Sarrebruck). 

- Bulletin de la Federation des Industries Belges, No2 of 10 January 1970, (1000-Brussels, rue Ravenstein 
4).- This number contains a guide to the drawing-up of contracts concerning the international transfer of 
know-how in the mechanical industry. 

- Atti della Academia NazionAle di Marina Mercantile, Anni 1967-1968-1969, Fascicolo unico 1 Genova, Giugno 
1969, 83 pages.- ~~is booklet gives an account of the activity of the Itallan Merchant Navy Academy from 
1967 to 1969. 

-The National B~dget_Ef Norway 19~ Parliamentary Re port No 1 1 1969-701 Oslo, Norway, 1969~ 65 pages. 

_- ~FOt The World Situation of Food and Agriculture 1 62 1 United Nations Organisation for Fbod and Agricult~ 
ture, (Via delle Terme di 0aracalla, 0010-Rome 1 214 pages, Price: 6 dollars. 

- .QECD: Echan~_¥_l!rodui ts, resume PSf marches: im_E2!tat!~~~~ January-June 1969 1 Paris. 
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a.nd hemp 
- Peri@eral measures, for the steel products market extended 
- COBECHAR: extension of l;ta authorization 
- Use or coal in thermal power stations 
- Scientific and technological cooperationt ~/UK parllament&I7 SJIIP081ua 
-

6coa16 and 1steel" forecasts 
.. Uranium deposita in Afrtcat towards Franco-Japanese cooperation 
- Pol1eb coal sales 
- 'lHB liEPX IN EUROPE 
- l!roNOMIC IN'l'ERPl!2m'l'TION No 1~1 
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!he "missed opportuni tt:._~nd .V.il'. Harmel 's attitude. ' ·. • 

l, .-.. 

Our editorial, which appeared on 18 December with the title "A missed op}Drtunity", 
reactions and echoes. Mr. Vredeling questioned the Council and the Commission about the "op 

%
/ 

. 
. 
. 

was afforded to eliminate the commitment to vote unanimously which is said to be taken from t .. -, .. -~--~~·
"LuxembU:g compromise" of 1966~ an opportuuity which was not seize~ (cf. Bull~ of l2

1
.January). 

Th1.s same problem was ra1.sed last vlednesday by Mr. ~~ 1.n the Belg1.an Senate. In devel 
quest:i,on on european problems, .V.il'. Dehousse quoted us and was surprised that the other .Vd.nisters IIIEI.I~<a 
~i thout taking advantage of the breach opened by lt;r. Colombo in. his statement. He added "I would 1 "j~e t 
whether the Belgian Government intends in turn to enlarge this breach, whether it does not think ~ ~t e 
time has come to put the provisions of the treaty into effect again and to proceed with the vote Aci~·~r~ 
to the qualified major! ties determined by the treaties". . . 

In his reply, Mr. Harmel confessed that he had been rather disillusioned to hear Mr. Dehou ·s·'? 
the other Ministers had jibbed. In our editorial, we merely said that:"Not without some difficul · ,, 
sters decided that Italy should not be put in the minority. Someone said that it was not advisabl~ to raise 
this problem now", which was strictly true. But we refrained from quoting and explaining the stand.P.?int .taken 
by each of the Ministers individually: it seemed to us that this would be indiscreet; and going too far. But 
now Mr. Harmel has come to our aid. He said that he was "truly sorry" that we had not said what his attitude 
was, and therefore the Belgian standpoint, in this affair. And he pointed this out himself, in the Senate, 
which enables us now to mention H. The Belgian Foreign Minister in fact said: "Without betraying the secrets 
of the deliberations of the Council of Wd.nisters of Europe, I should like to remind you of what I said then. 
I said that the Itali~ Government was perfect~right to present the p~oblem in this wax and that its in
itiative had the merit of removing the problem from deadlock. I added that this was precisely one of the 
institutional problems which we promised to deal with amongst the six Foreign Ministers before 31 July 19701 
~~at the gues!ion would therefore be debated af~~~' but that the political will to remove the problem from 
the deadlock in which it has been since 1965 is facilitated by the new events". 

We now know the standpoint of the Ilelgian Government. But what Mr. Harmel said perhaps. ;gives the imp
ression that for the Belgian Government, £ather than seizing the opportunity offerred by .V.il'. Colombo, it ~§_ 
"advisable" to·disc!!~...l.!...l.!! anoth~.r bo_9:;y 1 namely in the Foreign Ministers' consultations which were planned 
at The Hague , - . · ' · 

This is a rather important shade of meaning which is not ~uch as to dispel our concern. Whatever may 
be, let us ~ope that the other Ministers who experienced the episode, which is till being talked about, give 
their standpoints also with the same frankness as JI"Jr. Harmel. \'le shall then know who "jibbed" and why. This 
will help us to explore the chances that exist for seeing things change in the near future. 

1 
2 

· SU!>~R! £ q Jqyt,V...q,~ [ C(7-o ~ • tf_ ct_ 6 
- EDI~RIAL "Tile 'missed opportunity' and Mr. Harmel 's attitude• 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: The Executive Conunittee of the European Movement meets - lllr. W. Brandt 

adresses the Liaison Otfice of· the European Socialist parties - Mr. Bourguiba Jr. 1n Brusaela -
Mr. Maurice SchUID8liJl_ in-I.ond.an. 

DA!tr BULLETIN No 490'(new series) 
3:..'"4 . - The Community Council opened its session this afternoon 
5 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION.- Slaughter of dairy cows - Certificates for importing beet - Closure 

of tbe -permanent auction~ of skinuned milk powder - Dispensation from marketing standard~~ - COIIIJ)8n8at 

6 

7 

8 

9-10 
10 

11 

12 
1'·14 

for German farmers' losses 1n income - Pra.vcla critici:!les collective farms 
- Economic situation in the ~·according to Graphiques et Notes rapids No 12/69. 
- International private law: towards a C9l\Vention for the harmonization of legislation 
- Sorbitol and. mannitol: .propOsal not to change the present system 
- Meeting of' the E.P. tr.ansport committee 
- Intra-community customs controls:reply to question "No 142 from Mr. Dewult 
- Self-limitation or exports in the textiles sector: reply to question No '45 fr011 Mr. 011nne 
- Steel: principles of the competition policy 
- Customs duties affecting certain steel products: the suspension •ight be extended 
- Special ·Steelat French production 
- Distut!bance at the St.Laurent power stations and in other power stations: repl.)- to question Ho ~2 

from Mr. Raedts · 
- Teaching and research progr&lliale and draft research and investMent lu5set tor 19'70• approved by the 

Council · 
- ::wEEKLY liX:HDml 
- PX:ONOMIC INmRPENETRATION No 1,22 and question No 417 t'roat Mr. Vrede11ng. 
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~. ·:t "..o ;.; ~ . 
t ~ Cautious but constructive approach to the prospect of political cooperation 

e the Community Council is trying to get out of the rut of "technical difficulties• which 
causing the main principles (The Hague, beginning of December) to be brought into question for the s 
as well as the political bases or the technical mechanisms (Brussels, 22 December at dawn), Mr. Hanae 
a meeting of the Ministers or Foreign Affairs or their representatives, to put them to task, by remi 
that the Heads of State or Government had given them a very precise mandate, with regard to the pros 
of political unification in Europe. 

In this respect, we should call to mind a historical precedent which is still of some inte~eat. 
the summit meeting which was held in Paris on 10 and 11 February 1961, the Heads of State or Goverm~.~~ 
who intended to seek for "closer political cooperation" between their countries, entrusted the prepar~~~ 
studies not to their Ministers of Foreign Affairs, but to a committee of top civil-.servants. This Coanittee. 
which was presided over by Mr. Christian Fouchet, prepared tor the Bad Godesberg summit of 18 July. and finally 
culminated in total failure on 17 April 1962. 

It is a good thing that the Ministers or Foreign Affairs, in accordance with the mandate they received. 
are personally supervising the preparatory work. It is obvious that the "technical" aspects of the problems 
raised by organising the political cooperation ot Europe, have already been examined.from every angle. The 
problem to be solved is essentially a political problem, even if the solutions on which it is possible to 
reach agreement, at least during the initial stage, deal mainly with the procedures which should be followed. 
And the "new" aspect of the attempt the six Ministers are making this time is the perspective in which they 
must seek tor solutions. There is no doubt that this perspective, i.e. the existence of a ten-me•ber Community, 
including two "Nordic" countries, makes it vital to conceive the new plans in different dimensions and in 
a different structure from the framework in which it could have··been conceived nine years ago. We should add 
that important changes have taken place in the interim in the balAnce and relations· of the political forces 
in Europe, and the Community itself has reached a maturity which it had not reached in 1961. The European 
and world-wide responsibilities of an enlarged Europe are now clearly visible, and they have nothing to do 
some or the hazy ideas which seemed to prevail at that time. 

It is normal that the Ministers of Foreign Affairs should want to make ample preparations for their 
next meeting, and that they are "hurrying slowly". And it is normal that they should provide tor the possibility 
of organising·a meeting during which the governments of the applicant countries could express their points of 
view, before drawing the final conclusions from their work. 

'!bus the possibility of seeing .. another Eur.opean.aummit, devoted to Europe's entry into &.new pbaae 
~ its .. creation, at the beginning of the SUllllller, cannot be .ruled out. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "cautious but constructive approach to the prospect of political cooperation" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY IN mJROPE: First meeting, dealing solely with procedural matters. to set in motion-

the machinery, provided for in par. 15 of the Hague communique- Debre-Schmidt talks- Japanese 
balance of J>*yments.- The.BirminghaJsLCb&mber of: Commerce. in favour of Europe 

DAILY BJLIZ1'IH No 491 (new series) 
'-4-5 - The Council attempts to overcome the difficulties concerning the final adoption of the •large 

package" on agricultural-financing, independent resources and the E.P.'s powers 

6 

7 

8 
9 
9-10 

10 

11 

12 
13-14 

- "Liberation lists" appllcable to the USSR and other East European countries: approved by the 
Council 

- Patents: preliminary draft convention on delivery procedures adopted 
- Control device for road transport: it will have to be re-defined 
- Scientific and technological cooperation: examined jointly by the Energy Committee and a British 

delegation 
- Euratom/I.A.E.A. cooperation agreement: reply to question No 341 
- For a European computers policy 
- Tax on fats and incidence on the price of margarine: reply to question No 5 from Mr. Vredeling 
-Subsidies favouring t·~ po~t of Antwerp for wool imports: reply to question No 334 from Messrs. 

Oele and Posthumus \ 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Agreement with Rumania on eggs in shells - EEC's position in world 

trade in agricultural products - Dietetic foods with low sodium content - Problems of surpluses 
- Steel production in the world 
- Extraction of· ordde iron ore 

.. ~j 

- Publications of the European Communities 
- ~ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1323 

0 
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-~ EDITORIAL 

\: . ·~ , :o, · \ \ A "mini-cris.is" which should have been avoided 
' . , I 

~&r~~. we must not dramatize - but neither should we minimize the extent, 
sequences, of what has just taken place in the Council of Ministers. 

For all this is taking place above all at psychological level, and, because o£ this, .. it'takes .... eu ;., 
political sl&nt. We must not forget that the Hague summit was finally"held, and was able to produce res ~i 
because of refound trust. President Pompidou arid Mr. Schumann appealed to this trust on several occasions -
It was given, and it enabled progress to be made. Only if it continues to prevail can further advances 
made. Now, the fact that a political agreement which had already been decided on was queried, is' likely 
to sap this trust at a time When, we niust stress, it is still very fragile. '!bus the famous "spirit ot ~.P?.,....... 
Hague" is dissipating, long before it has had time to produce its advantageous effects. 

'!here is something else. A lot has been said about realism, before and after '!be Hague. It was aa 
that doctrinal quarrels must be abandonned, and that only the realities must be considered, Which, appa~ 
lead to fruitful results. Well, the fact that a problem of doctrine was raised with regard to the budgetar)' 
powers of the European Parliament (in this case, it is a question of some minds shrinking in horror from 
anything Which vaguely reminds them of supranationality), moves us away from the realities, and plunges us 
back into sterile disputes. In short, it questions what has already been established. Certainly, we are 
well aware that Messrs. Schumann and Giscard d'Estaing tried, undoubtedly in good faith, to confirm that 
they wanted the Parliament's powers to be strengthened, and that the amendment they requested only concerned 
a ••• technical detail. But why then did they not take the explanations, the assurances, and the statistical 
demonstrations given to them both by their five partner's and the Conunission, into account? It was proved to 
them that their fears were unjustified. Mr. Coppe even specified that on the basis of a break-down and 
analysis of the budgetary items, the "independent" amendments the Parliament could make would only cover 0."' of the whole budget ! A wind of madness would have to blow over the European Parliament (which has 
to vote by a 2/3 majority), the governments, and the Commission, before the danger envisaged by the French 
government could materialize. Useless. All these explanations were useless. This means, unfortunately, 
that we are not faced with a "technical detail" but with an ideological quarrel. 

Is.there any possibility of a compromise once trust has been destroyed and the conflict has become 
ideological? Mr. Harmel put forward a suggestion: at first sight it seems acceptable, because it retains 
the principle of parliamentary autonomy. Will it be accepted by the doctrinaires? And, from the practical 
angle, does it not constitute an "automatic authorization" to the Parliament to make.increases, even if 
they are not strictly necessary? These are the questions which must be answered. 

Mr. Harmel said that this mishap will not have any effect on the procedure which is to lead to 
the Community's enlargement. However there is a "link" which cannot be ignored: without powers being 
given to the Parliament, there will be no financing regulations; without financing regulations there will 
be no completion, thus it will be impossible to move on to the other aspects. Can we regard the famous 
"triptych" as out-of-date? 

This. is where the ambig~itie~.and misunderst~dfngs.lead.us. 
but a "mini~crisis" which should have been avoided.· 

'lbere . wi.ll not,. .perhaps,. . be. a. cri.ai.a. 

SUMMARY Q \ dC\YU.LCL ~ l Cft 0 fVc • le:{ 'l 2_. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "A "mini-crisis" which should have been avoided::_. 

2 - POLI'l'ICAL DAY: 'l'he "working lun~hes" between Foreign Ministers - The British are not opposed to? 
the budgetary auditing powers granted to the E.P. - ¥~. Aldo Moro in Luxemburg- ~- Wilson and 
Europe.-

DAILY BULLETIN nO 492 (new series): 
3-4 - The Council of Ministers has post poned the ado ption of the texts regarding agricultural finan

cing, independent resources and the powers of the E.P. until February. 
3 - EUROSYNTIICAT: .!_24. 71 
5 Common organisation of the wine and grape markets: the Council has made no progress in its prep

aration. 
- The ~~· does not want to renounce budgetary powers 

6 - Common trade olic : first ap plication of the new procedures 
- Session of the EEC Greece Council at ambassadorial level 
- EEC aids to the po pulation of-Nigeria 
- Ult~trifugalisation: examination for conformity with the Euratom Treaty 

1 - !ids, access to inland :terways and the E.A.R.T. on the agenda of the next Council devoted to 
transport 

8 - E;!;C - Japan: "exploratory talks" 
- EEC - Israel: last phase of negotiations 
-Situation in Greece and the resolution adopted by the E.P.: reply to question no 318 by Mr. Glinne 

9 - Intra-Community trade and with third countries during the first eight months of 1969 
- Liberation of trade in the EEC: publication of directives 

10 - Steel: control of the application of price regulations 
- ~stocks: rapidly diminishing 
- Coke: production in 1969 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 40.50 D/T 

11 - Nuclear programme: management 
- "Otto Hahn" from the point of view of radiation protection 
- Statements by Mr. Von Dohnanyi on the need for the re-structuring of Euratom 
- Thyssen-~~nnesmann merger: authorised 
- Germano-Anglo-Dutch agreement 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENEI'RATION No 1324 

EUROPE DOCUMENTS Ho 559. 
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EDITORIAL 

Mr. Schwann 1 s visit te Lendon 

18eme annee- No 493 (n.s.) 
Jeudi 22 janvier 197 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIE 

Mr. Maurice Schumann is 1n London and tomorrow he will have talks with the British leaders, especia 
Messrs. ~ilson, Stewart and 'lbomson. 'lbe atmosphere surrounding the visit is, in spite ot the recent u~ 
and downs, both at c~it7 level and in other fields, much better than it was previoualJ'. Mr. Wilson nJJ•t~ 
said he was sure that the arranged time~table will be respected,J,.e. that the negotiations will be opened' 
before Jul)T. In sa7ing this, Mr. Wilson lmew that in communit7 circles there is open talk of the posaibi 
or negotiations being opened several weeks ahead of the maximum time-limit laid down. J]t.' ~ 

We can thus sa7 that the confidence which has been re-established within the Six, and, we trust, wi lfJ , 
not be destro7ed b7 the stupid quarrel over the p6wers of the European Parliament, is, quite natural}1', re _ 
lected at the levfi of Franco-British relations. Onl7 one more step, and we can draw the conclusion that --· 
European idea can play the role of catal7st, and help to eliminate the misunderstandings. 

Certainl)T, during this visit there will be no shortage of comments to the effect that Mr. WilAon wil 
find himself especiall)T at ease with Mr. Sohumann because he does not believe that a European federation is 
at hand either. Of-course, Mr. Wilson has said and repeated that Britain wants to join the COIIIIIUnities and 
adhere to the Treaties, as the7 are. And ever;r time he has specified that the treaties, in themselYea, do 
not illlpl)T me~rship of a European federation. Whatever Mr. Wilson's personal convi$)t1ons, it is obvious 
that what he sa7s is strictl)T true. It is also obvious that, b7 making such statements, he d18&!'118, or hopes 
to disarm, all those (and there are man7 of them, in Britain as in ~r six countries) who would not like to 
set their countr7 co11111itting itself irrevocab~ to 4\ path, leading to federation. Mr. Wilsen has eYen said 
that it would be unrealistic to think that from now on we are moving towards a federal form ot govemment. 
But never mind that! It is unrealistic to demand that London should make a federalist prefessien et faith 
before joining the Communit7. It is not up to the Governors to sa7, today: we are going to build a European 
federation~ The7 have not done so in the past, and the7 will not do so now. '!beY will do it,~perhape, when 
the people themselves realize that the social reform the7 want lies in this direction. Fer the moment, there 
IIUat be agreement among all those who, in London or elsewhere, think that an enlarged Europe will be an entitt 
which can have an influence in the world (and, in the first place •••• in EurOpe), on the impertance et the r8le 
which the Parliament. can pla7 in .this p!"ogressive unification. 'lbere have been attempts- te -.Ice the French 
pesition with regard to strengthening the powers of the Parliament look similar to the British peaitien, and 
•- people have even ·seen ·it ,as a sort of helping-hand extended .to LOndon. Now, as Mr. De Xoster eaid, and 
as we Clan see from ver;r man7 statements, the opposite is true. 

1 
2 

SUMMARY '?-;;_ dC\~ct ~ { Cj90 f0o ' L( {j~ 
- EDITORIAL: "Mr. Schumann 's visit to London" . 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: The E.P. Political Committee examines the budgetary pewere and Q~r 

political problems with Mr. Harmel - A new government in Ital;r? -Mr. Brandt'a letter te Mr. 
Will! Stoph -A Polish Minister visits Federal.Germany for the first time 

DAILY BULLETIN No 493 (new series) 
3 - European Parliament: agenda of the session from 2 to 6 February 
4~5 - Cost of the common agricultural polic7 and equilibrium of the markets 
5 -The short-term economic polic7 Committee shares the Commission's' concern OYer the intlatienar;r 

tendencies 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
10-11 
11 
12 

- The Ministers of Transport will examine the possibilities of re-organizing national ayate.a ot 
vehicle .taxation · · 

- Court of Justices state of competition in the beer sector (Case 43/69) 
- Procedures of trading pol1c7 vis-~-vis the East European countries 
- Consequences of insecticides: repl;r to question No 305 from- Mr. Vredeling 
- Following the devAluation of the French francs replJ' to question No 274 frQII Jll~. Vl"edlins 
- Trade unions organized at national level and the European COIIIIlissiont replJ' te questien Wo~ 

from Mr. Romeo -
- EFX:/Maltat proposed mandate to negotiate a two-stage agreement 
- Record steel year for the Community 
- 'lbe new 'lb7ssen Mannesmann greup JJOVeH ~ of total tube supplies 
- Ultracentrifugation: Commissien opinien en the tripartite agreement 
- Coal..,.mining in the United Kingd• 
- Industrial reconversion operations supported b7 ~se loans 
- Scrap iren cartel in the FRGt fines 
- EUROPEAN PARLIAMENTARY ACTIVITY 
- ~ONOMIC IN'IERPENETRATION Ne 1325 
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UROPEAN LIBRARY. 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

- GIDE-IDYHETl'E-NOUEL a Dictionnaire du Marche commun, 21 AvemeGeorges V, Paris Se. 
ot this dictionary has Just appeared (cf. European .Library or 21.. November 1969) • 
- L'Eurcpe en formation, No 118 -January 1970 (6 rue de Trevise, Paris 9e). 'lbe.Qpen!col'imlrlia devo•T ...... .--"" 
a discussion of the Hague SUIIIIIit bY' four European journali~ts: Jean-Franqois Dupe7ron of "Sud-Quest", 
Frisch, Paris correspondant of several.German newspapers, Emanuele Gazzo, direotor of Agenoe EUROPE 
Charles,Rebuffat, deputY' editor-in-chief of the "Soir". Other articles deal with the Greek problem, 
French. left, and.. the European federalism. ot: . .Andra.Maurois.~. .:!~l 

- Notizie IRI, No 123, December 1?69 ·(Via Ver31lia 2, 00187 Rome).- '!his monthlY' r~view gives an aoooun /d/1 
the multifarious activities of the Italian State-owned.grouJl..IRI.- Isti.tuta._per..l&..B.icaatru.zi.one. J.ndnstr 

- CNEN (Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare): Notiziar!!.o, December 1969 (Viale Regina Margherita 125, Rome).
We should draw attention to'articles on the Rospo reactor recentlY' adopted for the Italian naval progr&mmeJ 
the economic prospects for heaVY' water reactorsJ prospecting for radioactive minerals in ~i&J the Bibl1s 
power station.,. near WormsJ the effects and. applications .or. radi&.ti.on..on.po~ic .. textlle.s. 

- Parallelo 38, Rivista per~Unita Euro~a, Reggio Calabria (Croso Garib&ldi 629).- '!his monthlY' naag&zine 
which has been published for twelve Y'ears under the directorship of Mr. Guiseppe Reale, contains articles 
on. pollticaLllfe a~ well as on literacy subJects. 

- ADESSO, Informa.zioni e commenti di. politica ed economia, No 50, January 1970. ·{ool·~ Roma, via Brenta 
13),. Price of this edition : 200 lirea.- 'lbe editori&l in this edition.is devoted..to."Oreece.outaide.Burope" .. 

- Notizie NA'IO, Pubblicazione Mensile, December 1969, Organizzazione del Trattato Nord Atlantico, Servizio 
Infomazioni, Brussels.- '!his edition contains large extracts from Mr. Manlio Brosio, the Nato Secretary 
General's,. speech to the 15th general. assemblY' of the. Nm:th._Atlantic..Trea.t¥ Qrgan1sat1.on. •. 

- Forum du commerce international, October 1969, Centre du commerce international-CNUCED/GAT'l"' (Palais des 
Nations, 1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland).- '!his edition containes the full text or the guide published bJ' the 
International Chamber or commerce for the establishment of agencY' contracts, as well as a studY' of the 
Den1 sb. market. 

-Polish Foreign Trade, No 11/12 (91/2) 1969, Polexportpress, Warszawa, Kierbedzia 4.- Price of an annual 
eubscription in Europe: 45 SF.- In the summaryz ·The economic relations between Poland and the various 
socialist countrieSJ Trade with with the developed market-econoMY' countrieSJ New forms ot economic cooperation 
with the countries of Africa. Asia and Latin Americ&J Conditions of paY111Jent as ~ stimulus to investment aid 
to the developing.countries. 

- Notes on current politics. Condervative Research Department, No ·20 of 'l5 December 1969 '(Regional Develop
ment), No 21 of 29 December 1969 (Main-points or social policY'), No 1 of l.2 January 1970 (Housing, Llnd and 
Local Government) • 
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- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Excellent atmosphere for the Franco-British tall:a - !a the giant 

accelerator condemned? - Mr. Aldo Moro in· Morocco - Mr. Brandt 1s letter to Mr. Stoph 

:MILY BU'LtBTIN No 494 (new series): 
3-4-5 - The Council to discuss the ~B~rr~ Plan" on ~onday 
5 - Short~term monetary support mechanism 

6 
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10 

11 

12 

13 
14·15 

- '!he "Schiller Plan" against' inflation 
- Council of Ministers on transport questions: next session 
- Israel: final phase of negotiations with the EEC in sight 
-. G.A.T.T.: the Council session has ended 
- EEC/Tunisia: Mr. Boui.,'..liba meets Mr. Martino 
- E.I.B.: loan to a Belgian chemical industrY" 
- Mr. Mills threatens to applY' restrictions in textiles 
- Be1gium and the industrialization of New Zealand 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - EEC/WFP -U.K. s fixing of new annual import quotas for butter - National 

Centre of Young French farmers: stanppoint -·ItalY's more delay's with the EAOGF - EAOGF aid to 
tobacco and vegetables ·in ItalY' - New version of the Mansholt Plan 

- European Parliament:preparation tor the next plenarY' session 
-g. : fight against 'foot-and-mouth viruses 
- Steel industry: price movements 
- Price of steel in the U .K and the USA: rise 
- Permanent Conmittee of EnerQ Expertsa first meeting 
~ PeriJileral short-term measures: extended 
- Agreement for the verification of Euratom control within the framewbrk ot the HPT 
- "!HE WEEK lJJ EUROPE 
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'; l~.·~ ·. :· . EDITORIAL 
\ 

The "Barre Plan" under discussion - (1) 'Ihe "mechanisms"and their ef'ficaci 

The aix Ministers responsible for economic and financial affairs are meeting in Council y 
Brussels in an attempt to give the go-ahead to at least partial concrete application of' the "Barre 
whose "principles11 they approved last July~ 

We should notethat the plan comprizes, orl the one hand, a "doctrine" on the need to coorsiillll'~"ft<~Jan· 
policies and fix "uniform" objectives (the determination of the objectives to be achieved derives 
dootr1Jle) and, on the other hand, a series of "mechanisms" uhich work according to pre-determined 
We shall come back to the first part later, and for the moment deal only with the mechanisms. 

The first mechanism is the 11con1pulsory prior consultations" r they are organised so as to ena 
control and, so to speak, effective pressure to be put on the economic policy measures of the Membe 
8.1\d on their conformity to the model which has been set up by the policy objectives. The meckailism_, as it 
was proposed, and as tt is expected to be adopted now, seems to be well designed and effective. I m~At 
~ able to achieve its goal, which is to prevent "deviations" from the right path:or to enable re ~1'/ o 
be found quickly, and in common, if these deviations occur in any case. 

The second mechanism is the one drawn up by tne Governors of the Central Banks and coacens sllort-term 
maaetary support. As might have been expected, the extreme rigour oflthis mechanism (which does not involve 
any intervention by the community authorities) does not rule out very broad freedom of evaluati6n ~d action 
on the part of the si.JC Governors. They can prolong or shorten the duration of the agreementJ they can change 
the total amount of support, the size of the quotas, decide on extensions, take into consideration, in granting 
the support, all the factors which they consider to be appropriate. They can share out the costs of financing 
in a different way, reduce the amount of support requested and, naturally, lay down the conditions. 'lbe 
Governors stressed tl~ very close connection which will exist between the compulsory consultations and the 

.granting of support. We may even wonder whether this is not, in the last ana!ysis, a means of dissuasion~ 
which in practice will enable them to do •••• what they have always done up till now, since the Central Eanka 
have always agi>eed among themselves on mutual support, when they ·th6ught it useful and possible. The very 
modest support measure is an additional reason for perplexity. 

The third mechanism - which has not yet been completed -'·concerns medium-term monetary support. We do 
not yet know whether the Ministers will be able to make much progress on this matter.· But the very concept 
of such support is causing a lot of puzzlement. We get the impression that it raises many more problems than 
it can solve. 

We shall' come back to this subject tomorrow, with our thaughts .. on .the.t1xing .. at Jo1n.t.med!Wil-terll 
obJectives. 

SU1+1ARY r:L (o J C\"\_\t\_(\.~ L C(7d N C> ' t.{ q. ~ 
--1 EDITORIAL: "~arre Plan" under di~cussion - (l) The "mechanisms11 and their efficaci ty. 11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Statements by Messrs. Scheel and Soames - ·NORDEK: _continuation of negotiations 
CERN accelerator: Belgo-German talks- Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe: 21st. 
session. 

DAILY BULLETIN No~ 495 (new series): 

3-4-11- The short-term economic policy guideline~proved by the Council of Ministers 
5 
5-6 

6 

1 

8 

- ESC: agenda of the plenary session 
- ESC: Prepar'ation of the opinion on the implementation of the minimum-maximum tariff system in road 

transport. 
- The Left-'1-ling Unionists and the EEC 
- Bill for economic expansion in Be~~ reservations of some Member States 
-~he European Teachers• Trade Union Committee: has met 
- E~: preparation of the plenary session 
- E.P.: Imports of processed products based o·n fruit 

UNCTAD: Survey of EEC action for manufactured products 
- Imports of carpets and window-glass: apprehension about the tariff system applied or planned in 

the u.s.A. 
-AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION- Special Committee for Agriculture: next meeting- QuOta of 25t. of prawns 

for Belgium - Mr. Manshol t: the U.K. should not necessarily adopt the EEC's agricultural system. 
9 - Giant CERN particle accelerator: question no. 14Q_by Mr. Oele 

- Nuclear investment projects: towards the simplification of the communication procedure 
- Application of radiometric methods in the textile industry 
- Germano-Soviet agreement on natural gas will be signed on 1 February 

10 -Indirect steel trade of the Community 
- Short-term eco~omic fringe measures: extension fo~ 4 months. 
- Price of steel in the U.K. increasing 

11 - Technical and scientific research: comparison of national programmes 
- Italian nuclear potential: question no. ~38 by Mr. Oele 
- Transport Council: opening of session 

12 - WEEKLY ECHOES 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1327 
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EDITORIAL 

The Barre Plan under discussion -(2) From the mechanisms to tne objectives 

As we predicted yesterday, out of the three mechanisms which make up the Barre Plan. 
were given a favourable reception: they are effective and they are able to function here· and now. 
which deals with medium-term support, is sttll not quite complete. Even supposing it is adopted so ~f· 
there will still be arguments as to whether there la any sense in resorting to a system which·must nece~•a•·~~ 
be as rigorous as the one which already functions within the International Monetary Fund, without lnt ft 
anything really new. On the other hand, it has the great disadvantage of being based on limited reso'rti~~ 
(which partly explains: 1ts rather modest importance). Such as system could only work effectively if 
was placed within a wide enough context to enable the necessary compensation to be paid and ensure lnd b\~ e 
liquid! ty of credits right away. i'ZiU 

But, as we indicated, these three mechanisms were designed as a function of an objective which 
be achieved, and this objective constitutes the key-stone of the Barre Plan. The question is to determine 
a degree of convergence between the broad trends of national medium-term policies, in order to ensure their 
"mutual compat1bility11

• In other words, purely.national definition of the objectives of economic policy must 
give way to policy decisions taken in common, which, without making economic development in the various count
ries "uniform", gives it a certain amount of coherence. The immediate aim is to prevent the divergences from 
widening until "crevasses11 are produced, which can only be bridged by way of crises, and the final end is to 
arrive at a situation in which economic coherence will reallY lead to monetary coherence and, ultimately, a 
common currency. 

The Ministers approved of this view of the Community's future, and theY accepted the principle of de
fining medium-term statistical objectives in common, in order to arrive at effective harmonization of medium
term policies. 

Now it is up to the Commission to interpret this agreement of principle and to go ahead and define 
these objectives, which will be put before the Council next autumn and will cover the five Years from 1971 
to 1975. The problems which arise in this context are of two types. Firstly, there is the problem of 
employing, in the definition of these objectives, the necessary flexibllity, so that everyone can turn it 
to account and the succesive adjustments which will in any case be Inevitable do not involve upsets in relatlo 
to the forecasts. In the second place, there is the question as to whether these objectives will ln fact 
be applied or whether they will remain a purely theoretical exercise. One thing is certain - only if the 
answer given to the first question is positive will it be possible to give a positive reply to the second. 

The discussions which took place yesterday with regard to the divergences in development resulting 
from structural differences, show that there are many concepts which still have to be clarified ·in this 
sphere. We shall come back to this tomorrow. 
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SUMMARY -:l."l--:}o.~~ l lf'to NG .. Lt Cf.. le 
- EDITORIALs "The Barre Plan under discussion - (2) From the mechanisms to the objectives" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: The U.D.E. group in the E.P. meets in Paris - Denma:rk, the Nordek 

and the EEC - Japan to sign the NPT - Bonn negotiates with Moscow and Warsaw -Mr. Wilson 
in Ottawa and Washington 

DAILY BULLETIN No 496 (new series): 
3-4 -The Council has firmly committed the Community to the path.of monetary cooperation and 

4 
4-5 
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7-8 
8 .. 9 
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10 

10 ll 
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13-14 

coordination of economic policies 
- Ministers of Finance: next quarterly meeting 
- Council of Transport Ministers: compromises on technical questions 
- EEC-Spain: resumal of the negotiations 
- The director of the GATT attacks the Community's agricultural policy 
- E.P.: preparation for the plenary sessions wine and grape markets 
- E.P.: Market for flax and hemp 
- E.P.: to discuss the rules of competition for European companies 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - The Boerenbund rejects any adjustments of the prices of agric-

ultura1 products - TWo national food aid operations - Slaughter of dairy cows: regulation . 
in force 

- Alignments on supply prices of steel products from the East European oountrless question No 
439 from Mr. Oele 

- Price of steel in the various Community countries 
-Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1328 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDI 

However we should not confuse convergence, or conciliation of partially divergent interests, wi 
icy aimed at maintaining a status quo which is not always.satisfactory, or not satisfactory for everydd.~~~ 
by means of planned expansion. Thus, when we read in the Commission's-Memorandum on the coordination o 
economic policies that "with regard to rates of growth of production and employment" the problem is to "~ 
objectives for each country which take into account both its own possibilities and those of its partne s!Ual 
which ensure better utilization of productive resources throughout the Community, and which maintain the 
relative equilibria between the member countries", we may well wonder what exactly this means. Apparently 
it means that the rates of growth should hot change the pre-existing structure, or in other words the GNP 
of each member country can grow but the quota of each of these countries in the whole Common Market should 
not change. 

If such an interpretation were correct - and the text in question does not seem to raise any doubts -
the results, or rather the intended result, would be a crystallization of the pre-existing situations, which 
expansion would not change. It does not need much reflection to realize that such a situation is inacceptable, 
both in the interests of the various countries and in the interest of the Community as a whole. Within 
the Community, there are not only equilibria to be maintained, but also disequilibria to be changed. Nobody 
thinks that the present situation is the best possible situation. The defence of "pre-existing equilibria" 
sounds curiously similar to the "maintenance of traditional trading currents" which we often hear about. 
In both cases, the result of such a policy would be sclerosis and, indeed, slowing down of expansion, if not 
rece'ssion. A coherent and coordinated economic policy must be one which comprizes continous, almost daily 
choices, inspired, undoubtedly, by a certain common strategy, but which must free us from the constraints 
ot tradition, or simply from inefficiency, or),even worse, from slackness and negligence. 

Thus, coordination must be achieved in a dynamic perspective. Undoubtedly, the Commission is perfectly 
aware of this imperative: Mr. Barre's statements are proof. But we may ask whether it should not aspire to 
more energetic action on the part of the Governments in other spheres. We shall come back to this point later. 

SUMMARY 0-.-~ -:3"'u.u:vr-~. No . t.t..£1'1-
l - EDITORIAL: "The Barre Plan under d~scussion - (3) Expansion or rigid equilibria?" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: NoEdek; parliamentary meeting - Mr. Wilson in Washington - The convertible rouble 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 497 (new series): 

3-4-5 - ~port session of the Council of Ministers: agreement of principle on the State aids for the 
three types of transport 

3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 157.45 
5 - AGRICULTURAL INFOR}~TION - Restrictions applied on Italian pigmeat: 'reply to question no. 312 by 

Mr. Vredeling- World cereals market- Policy for agricultural profession- Special "Agriculture" 
Committee: wine- The Italian agricultural organisations discontented with the development of 
negotiations on wine - Extension of the special system for Algerian wines imported into Germany. 

~ - EEC-Spain: negotiations in progress 
-The tripartite Conference on employment could be postponed 
-Social statistics: consultation of the social partners 

7 - EP: preparation of the plenary session: LUcker Report on the agricultural markets 
-Community liberalisation with regard to Eastern European countries 

8 - Postal harmonis~tion in the EEC: reply to question no. 354 by Mr. MUller 
- _!ppointment_of Directors-General in the Commission's services: reply to question no. 3o8 by 

Mr. Wohlfahrt 
8-9 -Community statist!~ on th8 working population: reply to question no. 309 by Mr. Vredeling 
9 - pelays in the publication of the O.Q.: reply to question No.330 by Mr. Vredeling 

- Safeguard measures in the final period of the C.M.: question no. 430 by Mr. Vredeling 
10 - ~~oblems of the nuclear policy discussed by the Scientific and technical Committee 

~ !ripartite agreement on ultracentrifugalisation; Commission's opinion 
- Enrichment of uranium and the German collieries 

ll -Production and consumption of electrical energy in the Community in 1969 
- ~ations of investments and of import programmes for hydrocarbons 
-COMPOSITE PRICE: 41,17 per--

12 Publishing of the freights of the transport of ECSC products by inland waterway 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION no. 1329 
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EDITORIAL 

The Barre Plan under discussion - (4) We must not fall from one·"mytholo 

For a long time attempts were made to convince us that the creation of a system of agric 
prices expressed in units of account was enough to "hold together" the currencies of the six Communit.~C!!JIM~ 
and make any monetary adjustment "inconceivable". A' lot of people took this economic nonsense seri 
result was that.this policy, without of-course preventing adjustments in exchange rates, put the ~~~ 
agricultural policy in mortal danger. Suddenly, everyone became aware of the fundamental role play·~~~< 
currency, and we Weht to the opposite extreme, i.e. it was thought that we only needed .to have fix 
rates between the Six, by means of coordinating their economic policies. In this way, fixity of a ri~·~lbr~ 
prices in the common market would be achieved. As Mr. Raymond Rifflet said recently, we are in gra.~~wm 
of replacing the agricultural mythology by a monetary mythology, without, however, making much progress 
unification. 

Undoubtedly, it is not only desirable, but vital, that the relations between the currencies of the Com
munity member countries should be unchangeable; whenever such a result is achieved, we will already be in a 
situation of monetary union. But we must not forget that this is an end result: the various mechanisms which 
go under the name of the Barre Plan have to make this end result possible. But a process of integration -
because this is what we are .dealing with - can certainly not be set in motion simply by fixing guidelines or 
statistical objectives. We must not confuse the end with the means. When they wanted to achieve a customs 
union, the Six laid down a series of stages which culminated in total freedom of trade in goods within the 
Community. Is real coordination of economic policies and respect of the commitments taken with regard to 
objectives possible without setting up a common, unified financial structure beforehand? And without unifying 
the cost of money? What would be the sense of setting up a European commercial company without free circulation 
of capital, in all its possible forms? A Government can take action within a country to guide economic policy 
so as to eliminate economic and social disequilibria while respecting other equilibria. It can take action 
because the conditions required, i.e. uniformity, even relative uniformity of costs, and free circulation of 
capital, exist. It can also act because it has the power to take action. In the Community, as it is at 
present, the necessary conditions can only be realized if the Governments firmly commit themselves to total 
and unconditional liberation. They must also delegate some of their powers to a central authority. There is 
no ·go·od·'in discussing whether this is "supranational" or not. Whatever the .case, it is an essential pre
condition. 

Once again, we find that we end up with a political problem. This is not surprising, but it is signif
icant. 

l 
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SUMMARY Q..q '"JcnuA .. Q ~ l Cf1·<J t-J' Q • '{m 
-EDITORIAL: "The Barre Plan under discussion - (4) We must not fall from one 'mythology' into 

another" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Brandt-Pompidou meeting in Paris - Mr. Levi-Sandri receives Mr. Hans 

Janitschek - Mr. Patrick Hillery in Rome - Sibylline statement from Mr. Chaban-Delmas - Mr. 
Ansiaux and European monetary cooperation 

DAILY BULLETIN No 498 (new series) 
3-4 - E.S.C. : Unanimous approval of the plan to reform the European Social Fund 
4 - EEC-Spain: negotiations continue 

6-7 
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10-11 
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- Overdue consultation on the terms of the Germano-Soviet Agreement: arouses discontent 
- Liberation of supplies to States and local government: the C.E.E.P. adopts a position 
- Customs value: Commission recommendation for the correct and uniform application of the community 

provisions 
- Preparation for the E.P. plenary session: De Winter Report on the manufactured tobacco Monopolies 

Artzinger Report on the fiscal system applicable to certain operations between companies from 
different Member States - Rossi Report on the common fiscal system applicable to parent compantcs 
and subsidiaries from diffe~ent Member States 

- Automatic coupling system for railways 
- Savings banks in the EEC: balance-sheet 
- "Grune Woche" in Berlin: opening 
- Development of new land in the Ne~herlands: reply to question No 356 from Messrs. Boertien, Brouwer 

Van der Ploeg 
- Special committee on agriculture: preparation for the "agricultural" Council 
- Measures which could be applied in the Member States to replace art. 226 
- Freedom of establishment for owners or managers of petrol stations: reply to question No 327 from 

Mr. Posthumus 
- Liege-Belgian Limbourg- Maestricht-Aachen border region: question No 435 from Mr. Oele 
- Economic reconversion of the Albi-Garmaux region: reply to question No 353 from Mr. Oele 
- Regional policy: the E.P. and the E.S.C. prepare their opinions 
- Paul Finet Foundation: new grants 
- ECSC industrial reconversion: loans 
- Joint Research Centre: discussions on restructuring 
- Publications of the European Communities 
-ECONOMIC ~ElmTIWITON No 1330 
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r-----. EUROPEAN LIBRARY -------..;__-, 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

STEPHEN D. KERTESZ: The U.S. and Europe Today, a special off-print of an artia.l!3 published in the 
edition of "Current History". 

In view of the changes in international politics and in her domestic needs, is it still desirab 
the United States to continue its NATO and Spanish associations? It is to this question that Mr. Ker~s~-,~ 
Hungarian origin and now Director of the Institute for International Studies of the University of Notr 
in the United States, replies in this article. The author gives a broad picture of East-West relations 
stresses the importance of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. He concludes that the defence ~f Euro 
against Soviet expansion is both in the interests of the United States and of Europe herself. Mr. Ker 
however, of the opinion that the North Atlantic Council provides the framework for the preparation of 
all European settlement enabling the withdrawal of foreign forces from Europe. We recall that Mr. Ke~~~~~' 
the author of "Nuclear Non-Proliferation" and of "Quest for Peace through Diplomacy", published in 1967. 
- FERNAND GEORGES: Um Europa steht es wieder besser, Ein Kommentar zur Gipfelkonferenz; off-print of ~ 
icle published in "Le federaliste europeen" (No 4/1969), published by the Luxemburger council of the • d.!. 
pean Movement, on the results tf the conference at The Hague. 

- L'Opinion Europeenne, - January 1970, (Via Giov. Bettolo 14, 00195 Rome). Mr. Hougardy, a member of the 
European Parliament, considers the summit conference at The Hague as a positive stage. 

- Lettre de l'OCIPE (Office catholique d'information sur les problemes europeens), No 15 (December 1969), 
Strasburg {6 rue i·lencker) .- \'li th the title "Today's youth - Tomorrow's Europe", a large part of this number 
is devoted to the problems of European youth. 

- CISL: Monde du travail libre, No 235, January 1970, Confederation Internationale des Syndicate Libres (rue 
Montagne aux Herbes Potageres 37, Brussels).- We mention a study on union problems in the communist countries 
(Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia). 

- Institut Economique et Social des Classes Moyennes: Informations, No 96 -January 1970, Brussels (9 rue 
Joseph II).- We mention an article on franchising and the european prospects for this means of concession. 

IMF and World Bank: Finance and Development, No 4-1969, Washington.- In the summary: Meeting of the World 
Bank Group. Annual meeting of the Fund, Telecommunications in Ethiopia, The role of central banks in the less
developed countries, Exchange restrictions in 1969 
- Atom, No 159 of January 1970, Monthly Information Bulletin of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority 
(ll,Charles II Street, London SW 1).- This number contains extracts of the debate in the Commons on the bill 
concerning radiation protection. 

-International Atomic Energy Agency: Atomindex (vol~ll, No 24), List of Bibl~ographies on Nuclear Energy 
(Vol.III, No 3), Vienna. 

- OECD: Main economic indicators (January 1970), Overall trade by countries (January 1970), Paris 

- Boletin de la Integracion, No 46 - September 1969, Banco lnteramericano de Desarrollo, Buenos Aires. 
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SUMMARY 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- TOLFIGAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr. Jean Monnet: Europe, the Institutions and the British - Germane-

Soviet talks in Moscow - Consultative Assembly of the Council of EUrOpe: debate on the eniarge
ment - Iceland: member of the EFTA on 1 March - The political situation in Italy - The Franco
German summit 

DAILY BULLETIN No 499 (new series): 
3 - Agricultural Council: final agreement on the December "package" and definition of the initial 

4 

5 

6 

7-8 

8 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13-14 

measures for market equilibrium 
- EEC/Spain: a draft agreement is to be completed 
- Tripartite conference on employment: distribution of seats among the employers 
- EEC-Argentine: 2nd phase of the exploratory talks 
- E·I.B.: new loan to Electricite de France 
-Trade negotiations=with third countries: new special Committee 
- Court of Justice - Case 28/69: fiscal system for cocoa in Italy - Case 43/69:brewerY contracts 
- The president of the E.S.c. on an official visit to the Netherlands 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Common organisation of the market for horsemeat: reply to question 

No 362 from Mr. Vredeling - Dangers of fraud in the skimmed milk powder sector: reply to question 
No 291 from Mr. Vredeling - "Special costs" affecting agricultural products: reply to question 
No 332 from Mr. Vredeling - Refunds to exports of eggs - A new conservation agent admitted

"Grune Woche" : political SPeeches 
- Preparation for the plenary session of the E.P. - Association with Greece: oral question -

Election of the E.P. by universal suffrage: resolution - Cifarelli report: common regulations 
for bus transport between M.S. - Armengaud Report: EUropean patents system 

- E.S.C.: liberation of the medical professions 
- System applied in the FRG to imports of brandy: reply to question No 239 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Studies on the problem of cyclamates: reply to question No. 340 from Miss Lulling 
- Sunflower oil: reply to question No 339 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Internal consumptiofl:,pf energy in 1969 
- ECSC OPerational bdaget and rate of levy: parliamentary approval 
- ECSC consultative 'committee: session postponed 
- Checking·of EUratom's control system within the conteXt of the NPT 
- 'IHE WEEK IN EUROPE 
- ECONa.tiC INTERPmETRATION No 1331 
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F.DITORIAL 

BULLETIN QUO 

~·· of the number of Commissioners to nine - (1) Arguments wh~ch are only pretexts'" 

Some time ago (Editorial of 6 January) we raised the problem of the change which is to be made 
the composition of the EUropean Commission on 1 July next. Let us quickly go over the main elements · 
problem again. According to the Merger of the EXecutives Treaty, signed on 8 Ap:d.l 1965. but which Jl)PP ed 
from 1 July 1?67 onwards, the EUropean Commission, temporarily composed of 14 members (to fac11itate f~ . 
t~ansition after the merger) must go back to its normal composition, which is nine members. It is t 
this number may be amended by a unanimous Council decision (2nd parag. of art. 10). 'Ibis possibility . -~ 
legal anomaly because the number of members is one of the ba$ic norms of a Treaty'which was ratified 
national Parliaments, and it is rather strange that it can be amended without the latters' interventi~~~~~' 
Whatever the case. the general opinion is that this possibility offered by art. 10 is limited to part ar-
exigencies and cannot be used to do exactly the opposite of what the six Governments wanted in 1965 ( he':_''' 
fixing of the number of members gave rise to a very extensive debate). The governments wanted to safe~a~~ 
against the possible "inaction" of one of them,, by setting up an automatic system which would reduce the number 
of members to nine. It is thus obvious that, if this ·reduction is to be avoided,' the Six would have to make 
it quite clear that theY had all changed their minds. 

Once again, We shall leave aside considerations of 1ndividual Personalities. both with regard to the 
present Commissioners and those who might succeed them. In fact, the problem of reducing the number of Comm
issioners to nine is a fundamentally political Question, which goes beyond personal considerations. However 
it is certain that each government will have to give proof of its regard for the EUropean Institutions, by 
appointing individuals (who must obtain the votes of all the partners) whose aptitude for the verY distinguished 
position of European Commissioner is universally recognized. The Governments' responsibility in this sphere 
is very great for the level of the appointment made by one of them logically leads to alignment on the part 
of the others, upwards, but also, unfortunately, downwards. 

What is the present situation and what problems are we faced with? Undoubtedly in each country problems 
of eXPediency in relation to domestic policy hold back any new initiative and even encourage governments to 
try to maintain the status quo, which would save them from having to take decisions which may:.he unpleasant, 
and in every case difficult. But 1t is not these prbblems of a "local" nature which are being mentioned in 
order to wish or justify non-application of the merger of the executives Treaty. The pretexts put forward 
have a much more general nature and, in essence. there are two of them. The first is that the Community is 
at a difficult turning-point of its existence and it would be inadvisable to "change horses in the middle 
of the ford". The second preteXt is that, following the probable enlargement of the CoiiiiiUDity, the number 
of Commissioners will have to be increased. So why reduce it now? 

These two pretexts are not valid arguments and we shall explain why tomorrOW·· 

. SUMMARY ~ ~b-r-t .. A •. a:v""\1f [ qffl "J·o · ~ 
1 EDITORIALs "!!~~ion of the number of Commissioners to nine - {l) Arguments which are only pretexts•: 

2 - POLITICAL DAYs §~~will not be able to join the Community, states Mr. Mansholt - The Belgian M.P.'s 
heard Mr. Harmel before going to the plenary session of the E.P. - F.rancq-German summits positive 
results- United States: budget surplus. 

DAILY BULLETIN iio. 500 (new series): 

3 - Ministers of Finance: quarterly meeting put off 
-Plenary Se~~ion of the E.P.: Speeches by Messrs. Harmel, Rey and Barre 

4 - EEC - Yugoslavia: resumption of negotiations 
- EEC - Lebanon: technical assistance and preparation of the preferential trade agreement. 
-Mixed EEC/Turkey Parliamentary Committees standpoint 
- F.rancefE. Germany: long-term trade agreement 

5 -"Agricultural " Council: opening of session 
6 - Electro-mechanical industry: the Commission wants a debate on its re-struct~ing 
6-7 - Delivery of French enriched uranium for the nuclear ship "Enrico F'ormi" 
7 - !~tional Erogramm~ for research and development 

- Stray emissions of X-rays 
-Delivery of Soviet natural gas toW. Germany and supplies of German tube'for Soviet pipeline: sign-

ing of the agreement. 
- Tool steels: new standards 

8 - International shuttle services: Commission proposal 
9 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATIONs Farmers' demonstration planned in London - The USSR buys 18 million chicks 

in the EEC - W. Germany: creation of the CW. - Statements by Mr. Mansholt - Financial participation 
of ~and cane produc~in stocking costs - Food aid in Pakistan. 

10 ·- Interests of Co~~!i reply to question no. 283_by Mr. Behrendt 
-~~ of milk production: reply to question no. 281 by Mr. Vredeling 
- EDF: interventions in the Congo/Kinshasa and the Niger 

ll - Ei'e'Ctrici ty production of nuclear origins in 1969 . 
- Coal industry: output, costs and receipts 
-Refining capacities ifi the Community 

12 - WEEKLY ECHOES 
13-14- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION Ilo. 1332 a.nd reply to question ~~by Jfr. Qlinne 
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In YeSterday's Editorial we set out the two arguments, which are, in fact, only preteXts, 
are usua.iiy ptit forward by !hose wbcl wotiid pref'er the merger of the Executives Treaty not to be 
1 July this year, when the number of Commissioners should be reduced to nine. 

Let us analyse these two so-called arguments. The first one appeals to the !'difficult si tuatta!~~ 
Community is in at the moment, and stresses that it would be inadvisable to change personnel at the 
time. Unless by reducing the number of Commissioners to nine we are forced to upset the compositio 
Commission, it is obvious that that the Community has always had to and will always have to cope t 
cult situations and has to take more or less painf~l choices. The Community is in conti~ual creation~~~~ 
are no pauses or periods of inaction which can be used to change its leaders. Apart from the fact 
would be insulting to assumecthat .future Commissioners could not cope with difficult situations. I 
the governments to make sure that the individuals appointed are protected from any doubts on their~~~~ 
ies. The argument can be used in a completely different way: it could be argued that the change which comes 
about after the passage from the transition period to the final period makes it quite reasonable that there 
should be a change in leaders, in view of the development since 1952 {when the first appointments were made). 
Community political life can make do qui~e well with the formula whereby change should go alongside contin-
uity. .. 

The second pretext is founded on the fact that since the enlargement of the Community is now establish
ed (?) and the structure of the new Commission must be defined within the framework of the negotiations which 
are to be held on this subject, it would be superfluous to make changes now. This argument is wrong. In fact, 
it is possible, -though not certain, that in a Community of ten member countries, the Commission includes more 
tnan nine members. What is obvious, on the other hand, is that any valid formula - unless we wnt to arrive 
at a monster with;20 6r 22 members- should have as its starting point a reduction in the present number of 
Commissioners. Why, therefore, should a reduction, which should in any case be carried out soon, not be appl-
ied now, and resort to not applying the Treaty so as not to do it? . 

We have enough confidence in the Institution itself and in the will of the Governments to attribute to 
it it's own role, to believe that the best course of action is to faithfully apply the agreements reached, 
possibly by carrying out a thorough renewal of the College. This will enable the political 1forces in the v~ 
ious countries to entrust very responsible national functions to the Commissioners who have led:tthe Colllllis..-. 
ion up to now. In so doing, these political forces will give proof of their commitment to Europe, and will 
make a large contribution to the achievement of healthy movement of personnel between the national bodi~• 
and the european bodies, which seems to us to be vera. positive factor, at least at the high political leye1 
which is that of the Commission. 

1 

2 

SUMMARY ~ \=e\.c:>~"() t-J~ .. ~~ 
- EDITORIAL: "The reduction in the number of Coumissioners - (2) The 1965 Treaty has only to be 

applied correctly". 

- POLITICAL DAY: !!apan signs the NPT - Visit to BQnn by the Irish Fore:J.gn Minister - Germane- Polish 
economic negotiations- Council for Arab Economic Unitys standpoint -·British reservations 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 501 {new series): 

3-4-4b- Plenary Session of the E.P.s If the Council reduces the budgetary powers of the E.P., the latter 
will not recommend that the national parliaments ratify the !'package deal~~ of December. 

5-6 - !:f:.: Non-durum wheat pastes have the right to be called "food pastes" -Foot-and-Mouth disease and 
the protection of Community livestoek- Trade agreement between ~he EEC and Japan 

6 - !:f:.: Favourable opinions on the details of the_minimum-maxi~U! tariff system and bus services-
Approval of the attitude of the EEC towards Greece. · 

7 -Agricultural Councils tries to define some ~te guidelines for·the re-eatablishment of \the 
eqpilibrium of the cereals market. 

8-9 - Community patent of the Six: preliminary draft of the ConventiQn 
9 - S'tudy on infrastructure costs in urban .zones 
10 - ~ntilation of mines: reply to question No 347 by Mr. Bergmann 

- "Diffusion of information" and non-nuclear fields 
- Scrap-iron Funds Appeal against a Co~ission decision 
-Exceptions to Recommpndat· n 1/64-by the H.A. 

. - Price of Soviet gass not much lower th8n Dutch natural gas 
11 - World oil fleets development 
11-12 - Crude oil imports of the ·community 
12 . - SupPly of the Coumuni ty with nuclear fuels 
13-14 ..; ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATIO!f No. 1333 and reply to question No 351 by Jfr. Glinne 
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n frant;:als, en allemand, en ltallen et an anglals 

Unanimity for what? 

18eme ann~e·- No 5 
Mercredi 4 fevri 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIE~~ 

The parliamentary debate on the powers of the European Parliament, which should be fully imple 
1975, ended with the Parliament expressing a "unanimous will" (the Communist patrol's opposition, wh 
part of ~~e logic of the system, does not in any way alter the significance of this unanimity). 

As we described in our news items, it was not easy to arrive at unanimity. We could expound a~~~~ 
on the rather unsatisfactory nature, from the legal or textual angles, of the original formula propo 
the Spenale· Committee, whereby the Parliament solemnly declared "that it could not recommend tt,te nat 'n 
parliaments to ratify the proposals submitted to them by the Council, if the latter, etc. etc ••• " or o. 
formula. which was finally accepted by the Parliament, and which, in our opinion, is much better, for ll~ 
states that "if the fundamental positions defined by the Parliament were not accepted by the Council, 11;(~. 
latter would be unable to advise the national parliaments to ratify the proposals". In both versions the 
Parliament assumes a "negative" position, which evidently is not based 0n doctrine or practice. It would 
have been preferable.for the Parliament, for clarity's sake, to state quite frankly that,~if its proposals 
were not accepted "it would recommend the national parliaments not to ratify" the agreement which might 
be reached in the Council. 

The fact of the matter is that the problem is neither a legal nor a verbal one. It is a political 
problem, and this problem could be formulated in the following way. Can the European Parliament, by brandishing 
the threat of "not advising the national parliaments to ratify", attain its goal, i.e. lead the governments 
to conform to the Parliament's views? According to Mr. Spenale and all those who supported hin -undoubtedly, 
the majority of the Parliament - this weapon of "dissuasion" is not only legitimate but also useful. As far 
as the Gaullist group is concerned, apart from the fact that this weapon could prove to be totally ineffective, 
it could lead to an even trickier situation that the present one (which is due to the present state of the 
debates in the Council). 

We have always thought that the relentless search for unanimity in the European Parliament's deliberattqns 
is unjustified. The very nature of a Parliament requires that it .should'·be possible to manifest different 
wills, points of views and ideas. Even if the final objective is accepted by all the members, it is not 
necessarily tr.u~ that the means to attain these objectives should be the same for everyone. The search for 
unanimity serves to dampen· the political significance of every position which is adoptedt the ~.wi.shy~was~ 
resolutions which are adopted do not necessarily draw the attention of those at whom they are aimed. This 
search for unanimity is, basically, a ~onfession of impotence on the part of the Parliament, which gives up 
adopting striking positions, or bringing out clashes of ideas, for it is·per.fectly well aware that thie would 
not have any effect on the attitude of the institutions it is dealing with. Thus. it is quite understandable 
that a number of eminent M.P.s should have requested, yesterday, that a clear vote should be taken. defining 
everyone's position and possibly specifying,responsibilities. 

On the whole, we think that this time the Parliament acted correctly in attempting to reach a unanimous 
point of view. There are two basic reasons. The first .is that the object of the debate concerned the role 

-or the Parliament itself, its powers and its future. It is understandable that they should want to hide the 
fact that some M.P.s are less jealous than others of the importance of this role, and of these 'powers. In 
the second place, the isolation of a group in the European Parliament, and the identification of its attitude 
with the specific attitude of a particular individual, would present obvious dangers~ especially since there 
was a real, and we think sincere, effort on the part of the group in question to come closer to the position 
of the rest of the Parliament. Mr. Triboulet's statements, to which Mr. Habib Deloncle rightly drew attention, 
seemed to us to be particularly important. The feeling which emerged from the debate aft• a whole, and its 
conclusion, is that Mr. Harmel will have a trump cai-d'ati.h1s disposal in tha negotiations which are to open
and if possible come to a conclusion - in the next few days. His position is strengthened. For once we know 
what to do with the Parliament's unanimity. 

1 
2 

sUMMARY '-} ~'e"<"UD.~ l q f-a No , ~'"""2.-
- EDITORIAL: "unanimity for what"? 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: The Ministers of Foreign Affairs' "working lunches" - Nordek: 

experts' meeting- N.P.T.: ratified by Rumania- The French Communists attach the Common Market 

DAILY BJLI.ETIN No 502 (new series) 
3-4 - European Parliament plenary session: Budgetary powers: Slightly ambiguous but unanimous 

position adopted -Mr. Rey sets ou the Commission's main guidelines for the current year 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 155.21 
5 - E.P. - Mr. Barre 1s report on the economic situation and the prospects for 1970 
6 - E.P. - Election by universal suffrage - Approval of the Euratom budget for 1970 
7 - E.P. - Aid to Nigeria and agricultural problems 

- COMPOSITE PRICE: 44.50 D/T 
8 

8-9 
9-10 
10-ll 
11 

13 
14-15 

- Tripartite .conference on employmentt postponed 
- EEC/Yugoslavia negotiations: reply to question No 379 from Mr. Vredeling 
- EEC/Greece Associationt Commissionas attitude tn reply to oral question No 15 
~ Council an 5 and 6 January: agenda 
-. Agricu1tural''Cotmcn t agr'eement o~ tne outlines of the common organisation of the wine market 
- Conclusion of the France/Japan negotiations 
-Nuclear electria"ppwer in the COIIIIIUility 
- Uranium deposit ~iscovered in Austria 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- FX:ONOMIC INTERP:mETRATION No 1334 
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RDITORIAL 

After Mr. Rey's report to the Ruropean Parliament 

Jeudi 5 

~ 
The report made by Mr. Rey yesterday before the European Parliament did not contain any s .~t 1 

revelations, at least for those who, like the European M.P.s, follow the development of communi - le 
fairly closely. However the "gesture" consisting in informing the Parliament of the Commission entions" 
and work programmes has, undoubtedly, considerable political significance, and it is from this. a 2\t tit 
should be evaluated. Thus, from this point of view President Scelba deserved well of the Parli .i) though 
he went a bit too far in saying that thanks to this new "communication" procedure the Parliamen c. ncur 
in a positive manner in the determination of community policy". The President of the Commissio '·flfO r 
was in fact limited - 1 t could not have been otherwise - to the enun61ation of the main guideli e~ •1 was 
not followed by a real debate (and what preparations could have been made for such a debate? Th •· point 
which ought to be studied). Nevertheless the Parliament will be quite justified in asking the Commission 
to report to it on the·executlon of what was announced. 

Whatever the case may be, Mr. Rey's report deserves our attention, both for what was said and for what 
was left out. Let us begin with the omissions. In the first place it appears - because of the clearly 
political nature of the report, the politic~l vocation of the Commission, even in its spe~ific task of 
applying the Treaties and the "historical" perspective in which Mr. Rey placed U.$ ·(we:·are speaking of the 
next ten years, he stated) - for all these reasons the Commission ought to have adopted a position on the 
prospects for F.uropean political unification. Mr. Rey was present at the Hague summit. He knows that the 
Six are having consultations on this subject. He also knows that the deliberations on political union will 
have a major impact on the F.conomic Community's future (beginning with its enlargement). Thus he had a right 
and probably a duty to express his opinion. 

A second subject which, for some unknown reason, the F.uropean Commission did not mention, was .the 
?conference on F.uropean Security" proposed by the Warsaw Pact countries. The Commission cannot be unaware 
that one of the two main objectives of this Soviet initiative is to break up the Community. We only need 
read the second of the two points suggested for the Conference's agenda. The question here is not only th~ 
poLitical substance and aspects of F.uropean union, but indeed its economic content and aspects, on which 
there is no doubt that the Commission is competent. 

What makes these omissions all the more regrettable is that Mr. Rey did not hesitate to express his 
opinion very clearly on other points. In particular, we should mention his remarks on the present state 
of economic relations with the United States, and above all his standPoint on the institutional problems. 
We know that within the restricted circle of the Permanent Representatives these institutional problems 
have been raised recently -within the context of work~ng.out·a joint position for the negotiations -without 
any sign of progress being made. Mr. Rey did well to stress that the Community cannot move forward unless 
the institutions function correctly and that this was still a bone of:·contention amongst .the Six - which 
is a permanent source of difficulties. 

sUMMARY 5 HJbv--tA.a~ lCff-o No .. :s<:J~ 
1 EDITORIAL& "~fter Mr. Rey' s reEort to the European Parliament". 

2 -POLITICAL DAYa Statements by Mr. Scheel -Community problems in the light of the possible entrz of 
Great Britain- A new ~~~i-Common Market campaign in Great Britain 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 503 (new series)a 

3 - Councila Preparation of a common standpoint on the United Kingdom and the budgetary powers of the 
EP 

4-5-6 - Plenary session of the E.P.a Common policy for wine - Equilibrium of the egriouUural markets - The 
E.P. approves the proposal for ~et organisation in the sector of textile fibres 

7-8 - EEC - Spaina towards the conclusion of the agreement -----
8 - EEC - Lebanona concrete technical cooperation projects 

9 
10 

11 

- The Lebanon gives its requests to the EEC in the agricultural and industrial fields 
-EEC- Yugoslavia& the agreement will be initialled tomorrow 
-The European commitment of large French firms, according to a lecture by Mr. J. Ferry 
- AGRrCULTURAL INFORMATION - Commercial promotion of Community oranges and mandarines - Congress of 

the Committee for understanding of the young farmers- World cereals market- The U.K. will limit 
its export of pigs to the EEC 
Quotas for the export· of scrap-ir~from the Community to third. countries 

- Proportion of coke in the blast £urnaces continues to fall 
Fast reactorsa promotion of cooperation 

- Krupp increases its commitment in the special steels trade 
- E2!!!h coal industrya reoord exports 

12 - EUROPEAN PARLIAMENTARY ACTIVITY 
13-14 - ~ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 133~ 
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The idea of direct application has a key place in the law of the European Communities. This is due 
the increased penetration of Community-law into National laws and to the improvement of the legal prote-•·•~·
of private persons, which was insufficiently organised in the texts. It is to the European Court of Jus 
that the merit goes for having made this idea of the direct application of Community law an instrument fo 
the protection of private persons in their economic interests, and this development was highly desirable •. 
In the Court's jurisprudence, the pre-judicial proceedings of article 177 EEC, which organises the cont 1-
the legality of Community law, has taken on additional significance as the possibility for the legal pro 
ion of private persons~ 

Professor Constantinesco, an eminent specialist in European Law and the Director of the Europa-Institut 
of Sarrebrllck, shows in his work the place occupied by the directly applicable provisions in the Community 
legal system and examines the legal protection obtained by private persons. The heart of the-problem lies in 
the criteria defined by the- Court to establish that a.provision is directly applicable. This examination shows 
up the creative impetus which enabled the Court in the early days to give the criteria enabling this legal 
protection of private persons to be enlarged without risk of inconvenience. But Professor Constantinesco con
siders that, carried along by this impetus, the Court has exceeded the bounds of its own criteria and has 
arrived on treacherous ground, where it has discovered a certain number of contradictions. In a critical anal
ysis, he clarifies the insufficiency of the present criteria and describes_the legal insecurity which results 
from them. 

"C<J!:MUNAlJI'E EUROPEENNE-INFORMATIONS" 1 a monthly publication of the Information Bureau of the European CoiiiDun• 
ities, Paris, rue des Belles-Feuilles 61. Subscription: 40FF (together with "30 Jours d'Europe": 50FF). • 

The Paris Bureau of the Information Service of the Communities, which-publishes a brilliant European 
"magazine" (30 JOURS D'EUROPE) every month, now offers a new publication, whose practical interest is obvious. 
This is, in fact, an inter-institutional information publication, both rapid and complete, on the acts, 
decisions and publications of the Community. The "magazine" is thus relieved of a section in which ·not all 
its readers were interested, whilst-the new publication is for a different public, which wants to have select
ive, but numerous and complete references periodically on Community activities. 

- HERMANN BOHLE: ~as Ende der IlJusionen, Der Mansholt-Plan, Europa Union Verlag GmbH (Cologne), 1969, 128 
pages. 

- Europ!ische Gemeinschaft, No 2/1970, Bohn Liaison Bureau (Zitelmannstrasse 22) 1 Pricea lDM.- This edition 
is mostly devoted to the subject "The Churches and Europe".• We must also mention articles by Mr. Rainer Hell
mann on the monetary cooperation of the Six and by_Mr. Hans Hellwig on the transport policy. 

1 
2 

SUMMARY 

-EUROPEAN-LIBRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: During the working lunch, the Foreign Affairs Ministers detine the 

time-table of studies on political union - EEC/Lebanon: end of ·the. ·expihoratpry· talks - Gas 
cent-rifuge and request to join Euratom 

DAILY BULLETIN NO 504 (new series): 
3 

5 
6-7-8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
13 
14-15 

-·Council: Procedure for the enlargement negotiations and first attempts to establish a joint 
negotiating basis 

_ Q2!pletion of the financing_system and the decision on independent resourcesa no major problems 
_ Suspense in the Council about the budgetary powers of the E.P. · 
- The Council makes progress towards an agreement on the tobacco problem 
- E.P. Plenary session: European patent - Competition policy: discussion of thezesolution 

put off until the March session - Tobacco Monopolies - FCSC levy - Te~hnical obstacles. advance 
fixing of levies for eggs arld arrangements for aid to Italy in the tobacco sector 

- Mr. Colonna stresses the need to create large multi-national community companies 
- Investment projects in the nuclear sphere and their commun~cation to the Executive 
- Automation of mining operations: symposium 
- National Bank of Belgium: Report 
- Court of Justice: Italian fiscal system for cocoa (Case 28/69) 
- Priority of community Law over national Law: reply to question No 349 from Mr. Westerterp 
- EEC-Yugoslavia: agreement concluded 
- Natural gas: supply conditions· in the Community 
- THE WEEK IN EUROPE 
._ B:ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION NO 1336 

. " EUROPE/Documents No 56o: ·"Guidelines and principles of the common policy for wine in the Community 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

18~me annee - No 
Lundi 9 fevrie 

the first deCisions deriv1ng from The Hague - (1) The 

Our readers have been informed of the official and unofficial commentaries made with regard 
decisions adopted by the Council,early on 3aturday morning. These commentaries-rightly emphasize 
decisions now open the way to other actions, in the spheres of "strengthening" and "enlargine'l the c:'c)mjlliU~ 
(without mentioning the sphere of political unification). ·o~ 

We think that the most important thing to be noted is 'that, in spite of the difficulties whic lfij:Uto 
be overcome, the "movement" which originated at the Hague Conference and which has been the main feat'\~~!(" 
European construction since then has not stopped. If this is the most important result from the pol ~~ 
and psychological angles, then the most important thing to be done is to keep this movement going, t Gi6l 

) 

the tendency to stop and think whether such~and~such a compromise is good or bad, and.who is going to en~fit. 

The Community's worst enemy is stagnation·, or loss of momentum, and Europeans will have to fight to prevent 
this happening. Every result obtained, whatever its importance, must be the starting point for others. We 
have seen that, in the sphere of the Parliament's budgetary powers, the questioning of certain principles 
led to a fruitful deepening, by giving the Parliament very·far~reaching negotiating powers (as Mr. Spenale 
stressed). But thic is still on condition that matters d~velop as planned, and that we do not stop in front 
of difficulties which are of no real importance. Compromises which seem to be rather unsatisfactory can 
change completely if we make them points of departure instead of end results. 

It is particularly important to keep up this impetus because of the Community's pvesent political situ
ation, both within the Community itself and abroad. We should remember that, by means of these recent decision! 
the Community's position has becbme much clearer. It now possesses the principles and instruments of an agric
ultural policy. It possesses a system of independent resources which is the beginning of a federal budget 
whose importance will be determined by the political will which inspires the Community itself. It has comm
itted itself to making budgetary control democratic, which is the embryo of important political developme~ts. 
It can now strengthen its own institutions and as it"does so, as.Mr. Harmel specified, it will keep its future 
partners informed. In other words, the latter now know much more clear1y .. than before what the Community is and 
what it is going to become. From now on they will be called on to make their final choices. These choices 
will now be clearer·, in that it is now much clearer what direction the Community is going in. As Mr. Monnet 
has said several times, the British base their action above all on the realities they are faced witn. The 
British have in the past few days been subject to various kinds of pressure: their choice is perhaps a painful 
one. They will choose Europe as soon as they see that E~rope is a reality - a progressive, expanding and 
dynamic reality. 
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-EDITORIAL: "After the formal adoEtion of the first decisions deriving from The Hague- (1) The·imper
~!:! to keeE the movement ~ing" 

-POLITICAL DAY: Nordek becomes a reality- The Governmental crisis in Italy- The European Conference 
on the preservation of nature- Publication in London tomorrow of the rlhi te Paper on the price to··. be 

DAILY BUttETIN~No. -505 t~ew series): paid for entering the Common Market. 

3-4-5-6-7 - In the Co~cil of Ministers: ~otal agreement on the points which were pending concerning agric
ultural f~nancing, the Commun~ty's own resources and parliamentary powers 

7 

8 
9-10 

10 

11 
12-13 
13 

14 
15 

-Harmonisation of the technical characteristics of-motor vehiclesa first provisions enacted 
- Short-term monetary support between the Six: in force 
- EEC - Y~goslavia: scope of the agreement 
- AGR~CULTURAL INFORMATION:- Use of cyclamates: reply to question no. 342 by Mr. Oele - Two new 
~~cultural studies- ~ario Vetrone, President of the COPA- The COPA Assembly rejects the 
Commission's proposals on the stabilization of the markets -----

- ~itius wants to conclude-an agreement with the EEC 
- EEC - Israel: the agreement could be initialled on Thursday 
- The Treaty of Associa~--~~: standpoint by Mr. Pipinelis 
-The Minister of the Economy of Argentina visits Europe 
- ~pez Bravo in Paris 
-Nuclear r~~n the U.K.: re-structuring efforts 
- Supply in blast ftirnace coke of the blast furnaces of Western Europe 
- ECSC reconversion loans: concerted opinions 
-Specific investment expenditur!: in the coal industry: diminishing 
- Weekly Echoes 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENEI'RA__!!.QN No. 1337 

ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATIO~NDEX~~ (November and December 1999) 
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BULLETIN QUOTitte 

After what we said yesterday about the overall significance of the decisions adopted on the 
ruary, it might seem superfluous. to analyse the various aspects of the decisions taken. However we~~~ 
to do so, because we are particularly aware of the need to sketch out a general view of the far-reac 
effects these decisions will have on the future of community life. 

However we should first of all like to make some general remarks, which in:fact~result from ad\i 
analysis of what has happened in the last few days. This analysis enables us to establish that on ea' 
the controversial subjects the decisions finally adopted are not "compromises" properly speaking, b 

.) 

they are real choices. We can then understand why it was difficult to achieve results. It is alwa . icult 
to make choices which sometimes upset customs or cast doubt on principles. Every time these choices were
aimed in the right direction. This is not always very obvious (but it is this we shall try to show}. Cert
ainly, caution was required, and "life-lines" were introduced in the form of quantitative limitations, or 
delays, derogations, safeguard clauses or interpretative notes. But it is the substance which counts and the 
substance always tends'in'the desired direction, i.e. a change in the pre-existing conditions, at community 
or national level, with a view to moving on to new situations which take the common interest into account. 
This concept of common interest can only gradually be recognized and accepted. But we can see, from the 
very fact that progress has been made towards integration, that in most cases sectional or national interests 
coincide, in the long run, with the common interest. 

It has thus been confirmed, in spite of the scepticism which was expressed when community affairs were 
slipping into difficulties and stagnation, that the so-called "spill-over" phenomenon, whereby the fact of 
integration itself provides the basis for further progress, is still entirely valid. However we must not 
think that this "spill-over 11

• takes effect automatically. It can only be the result of determined political 
efforts. And this political will, or at least the impetus, the example and the demonstration of its 
cogency, can only come from the European Commission. 

The CommisSion's role has never been so preponderant and decisive as it is now. It is now that the 
Community has moved into its final phase, and that it needs to be "governed'~, that the Commission lliUst assume 
its responsibilities by committing itself not to fragmentary, dispersed action, ln·which it might easily fail, 
or waste its time, but to an overall,· carefully thought-out and coordinated programme of activity, according 
to an overall concept •.. This will not prevent it from taking advantage of favourable circumstances and 
situations, as was the case with the launchtng of the·:Hague'deliberations. 
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- EDITORIAL: "After the formal adoption of the first decisions deriving from The Haguet (2) 
Real choices which bind the future have been made" 

- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: The Central Committee of the European Federalist Movemement meets in 
Paris - Communist attack on British entry - Sir Arthur Norman: optimistic about joining -
The British White Paper bluntly sets ou the possible cost of Britain's joining the EEC 

DAILY BULLETIN No 506 (new series): 
3-4 - Raw tobacco: principles and contents of the common agricultur~l policy 
4 - Manufactured tobaccoes: the FRG to abolish fiscal discriminations without dely - then a common 

4-5 

5 
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7-8 

9 

10-11 
11 
12 
13-14 

excise system will be progressively introduced 
- State tobacco monopolies: Italy and France pledge to give up the Monopolies' exclusive right 

to import and market manufactured tobaccoes 
- Negot:l:ation :of trading agreements with third countries: composition of the Special Committee 
- Negotiations mandate concerning the verification of Euratom control over fissile materials: 

being examined by the Permanent Representatives 
- Gas-graphite reactors: regression 
· AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Preserved milks - Promotion of industrial processing of community 

oranges - Temporary suspension of the tariff preference for certain Spanish and Israeli oranges -
Plan for the defence of family farms in the EEC -International_ farm week in Brussels- Critical 
situation of the appl~ market - Fraudulent practices in the cornflour sectora reply to question 
No 329 from Mr. Richarts · 

- Relations between the ~.P. and the Commission: new procedures 
- The European Commission requests "special aid" for officials affected by revaluation of the I»f 
- Observance of language equality in the Council Secretariat 1 question from Mr. Posthumus 
- Replacement of coking plants which will be closed down between now and 1975 
- Financing of special housing for ECSC workers: reply to question No 371 from Mr. Santero 
- The Spanish economy and the Swiss economy according to the OECD 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1338. 

JlX;ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION ~ November and December 1969 
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When we spoke of the various decisions taken on 7 February yesterday, we pointed out tbat · th~ 
not "compromises", which were accepted as a way out of a difficult situation, b~t real choices whic 
every case tended in the right direction. 

This is particularly true with regard to the political problem which-was at the centre of the d 
which -had to be overcome: the European Parliament 1s budgetary powers. Everyone knows how difficult 
to break out of the vicious circle due to the fact that, on the one hand, the Parliament, since it s 
directly elected, does not manage to obtain real powers, and, on the other hand, since it has no·rea 
powers, does-not reqtiii!e to ;be directly .elected'by universal suffrage. ' 

The decisions of 7 February are·a hard blow· to this vicious circle and lay the foundations for a healthJ 
situation. Once again, the "spill-over" mechanism is set in motion and may create a new .8ituation wl'lioh will 
lead to fruitful results. We should also .state that our favourable judgement of the search tor unanimity in 
the Parliament itself (er. our editorial of 4 February) was perfectly justified. This proves that the 
European Parliament's action can be efficacious at political level, when it conforms to a certain strategJ' 
which is based on principles, but anchored in the realities - realities which must be changed, or developed. 

Analysis of the texts adopted, which complete the Council resolution of 22 December, confirms that 
the fundamental principle which was introduced by the above-mentioned resolution, namely the Parliament 1 s 
right to have the 1ast word in budgetary matters, has not been affected. Now, we know that a controversy 
arose with regard to this basic principle. We do not need to go into it deeply, but it would not be super
fluous to note that, attacked~on a,question.6f doctrine, the-community Institutions were able to rescue the 
doctrine while at the same time making the methods of application more flexible. But it is important to nota 
that it is the Commission y .~.e. the Institution which has special responsibility to watch over the common 
interest, which will determine the objective limits within which the administrative expenses may increase. 

Not only this, but the Parliament has conside~able latitude of its own with regard to the amendments 
it may propose,_ in spite of the tact that these limits are fixed. We should add that, in spite of &:number 
ot attempts, the Parliament 1s right to determine ita own expenditure remains intact. And finally, though 
this is not the least important point, we should recall the explicit statement made by the COWlcil, on the : 
cooperation which must-·be set up between the Institutions with regard to budgetary procedure. It is the 
Parliament which emerges the victor, especially since, when it has to express an opinion on a community 

·act ~iving rise to expenditure, it will do so in awareness of the financial incidence of this act. Its 
responsibility will thus be engaged twice over. 

All this means that the Parliament now possesses limited but real powers. Will it know what conaequenc' 
to draw from this fact? 

SUMMARY t l ~ \o"<'u.o. ~ [q to . tJo .-~ o7 
- EDITORIAL: "After the adoption· of the first decisions deriving from The !!ague (3) 'nle Parliament 

is endowed with real and potential powers" . 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: The British White Parzr on the U.K 1s entry into the PS: - Nordeka will 

it be in force b~ 1 July 1970- Mr. Roy Masons visit to !~rway. 
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DAILY WLLETIN No. ry.)1 (new series) : 
3-4 - Trading policy: progressive implementation of the provisions valid for the "final period" 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 154.91 
4 - The French government confirms the agreements of 7 February 

- EUropean Commission/Youth organisations symposium:' in June 
5 

6 

1 

8 

10 

11 
12-13 

- Tripartite agreement on ultracentrifugation: letters from the German ~d Dutch govern.ents to 
the Commission 

- New information teclmiques: Council reply to question No 205 from Mr. Leemans 
- ~·' favourable opinions on new financing projects 
- Definition of a work programme for the Council in the Transport sector 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION- Subsidies to storage of apples in France: reply to question No 338 

from Mr. Vredeling - Coffee problem - Tobacco market: reply to question No 336 from Mr. Vredeling 
!Jtmitation of Britis}\ exports of pigs - Mr. Mansholt to meet the Bauernverband - Ovoalbumin ' . - Schooling of migrant workers children: reply to question No 372 from Mr. MUller - Repl±es from 
the Commission to question& No 370 from Mr. Santero, 373 and 324 from Mr. Vredeling. 364 from Mr. 
Driischer concerning a hospital in Niger, European cooperation in molecular biology. the tariff 
system for silk and GAT1'/Pol1sh relaticns - Treatment of political prisoners in Greec!t reply to 
question No 385 from Mr. Raedts 

- Record steel production in January 
.:.. COMPOSITE PRICE: 45.83 D/T 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- l!.X:ONOMIC INTERPENEI'RATION No 1339 and the Council 1 s reply to question No 231 from Mr. Glinne 
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EDITORIAL 

After the formal adoption of the f~rst decisions deriving from The Hague -
(4) Results·which constitute new points of departure 

Follow!~ the decisions adopted on 7 February, the supposition contained in the European Parli ~~Js i 
resolution (of' 4 February), that the national Parliaments might possibly refuse to ratify these decis Ot1f.l· .. / 
is, in our opinion, now out of the question. Because of this, some anxiety caused by the connection t ~enoh . / 
government spokesman made between the parliamentary ratification in question and mbving: on t6 ·the twb/ ol;F 
parts of the "tryptioh", especially the enlargement, has no real foundation. \ t:>J ! 

.In reality, the problem which was raised was a political problem: the European Parliament's budg?,MO 
powers, linked to the creation of independent Community resources. This problem has been solved in a Mll 
cOn!pletely satisfactory way, as we wrote yesterday (given; Of'.,-course,: the prospect of further progres ) V . 
As for the problems posed by the other decisions, there also analysis of the texts enables·us to conclude · 
that the solutions adopted result from choices which tend in the right direction. 

Fi~'Of all, let us take the fact that two large sectors of agricultural production have been 
included in the common agricultural policy's own sphere. The two sector's in question are wine and tobacco, 
and this mtdoubtely helps to improve the balances and enable the costs to be met more easily. It goes without 
saying that enlarging the basis of a policy enables compensatory adjustments to be made which would be im
possible within a more lim~ted framework. 

If we examine the solutions agreed on for these two sectors, we can see that they cleary tend in a 
positive direction, even if sometimes·only indications and guidelines are given. In otl'ler words, they 
help to guarantee that in these two sectors there will be no risk of repeating the errors which were 
committed in ~thers, and that the common policy will force those who are behind to organise themselves 
better, and help those who are in difficulties to overcome them. From· the :agricultural and other - angles, 
the decisions taken with' regard to fiscality and monopolies 1n.the'tobaoco sphere are also very positive. 
They are nQt compromises or "ways out", because old structures are gradually to be replaced by others which 
are better adapted to the large market which is formed by the Community, in the interests of the consumers 
and also in order to make better use of the avAilable resources. 

Finally, if the consider the financing sy§tem proper, there is no doubt that it provides the necessary 
instruments for a policy which, we hope, will be wiser than in the past. A policy boldly directed 
towards structural ~eform can be ~rOmGted within the framework of this systems what was to have been a 
ceiling seems to have become a floor: we can thus hope that the Community will begin important "community" 
operations in this context, which will strengthen the feeling of solidarity which is required when sacrifices 
are demanded. · 

On this point, as on others, it is important to remember one basic principle: all these results are not 
end resultSJ ther are the bases for further progress. 
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- EDI'roRIAL: After the formal adop'jiion er .the first decisions deriving f:nom The Hague -
(4) Results which constitute new points of departure'· 

- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr. Rumor asked to form the new Italian government - Mr. Stoph invites 
Mr. Brandt ·.- Mr.- Abba Eban to visit Benelux and the FRG - The Nature conservation conference closes -
End of the France-Spanish talks -Mr. Brandt's talks in Copenhagen - Nordek: stepping up of its 
conclusion is recommended - Reactions to the British White Paper - Mr. Schaetzel: the USA supports 

DAILY BULLETIN No 508 (new series): European integration 
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~· An industrial policy for the Community: progress 
- EEC-Japan: prpgramme of Mr. Deniau's visit to Japan 
- Trading problems with the members of the GAT!': Commission recommendation 
- The Commission to defend its policy of preferential trading agreements before the GAT!' 
- 198o objectives for European youth 

Euratom reseirch policy: the Commission to submit a programme of work to the~Ceuncil 
-Unified financial.market: C.E.E.P. adopts a position 
~ EEC/Greece: the E.P. prepares a new resolution 
- Britis~White Paper: the COPA's point of view . 

·-Special Committeeon Agriculture meets in Berlin 
- Duty Free Shops: reply to question No 368 from Mr. Bading -Fiscal exemptions: reply to qu1st1c. 

No 369 from Mr. Burgbacher - Creation of a EuroP'an .Monetary' Furid: reply to question No 319 from 
Mr. Glinne 

- Use of steel in the various types of civil engineering and butlding works 
- Production ef oast iron 
- coalmines in Be.lgium: situation in 1969 
- gesearch And'Development in Electronics: just published 
7 European Parliamentary Activity 
- FXX>NOMIC INTEGRATION No' 134o 
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BULLETIN ooc/t&eN 

ADRIEN ZELLER with the collaboration of JEAN-LOUIS GIRAUDYs L'imbro lio ricole du Marche o 
by Edgar Pisani, "Questions d'actualite" collection, Editions Calmann-Levy (3 rue Auber, Paris), 
18 FF. (We shall come back to this book next week) 

FRANCO P:m:Q: L'Acciao nel 2000, reproduction of an article published in "Futuri'bili" No 16 of N~~nii~:L 
pages 66 to 86.- In this study on the place of steel in the·year 2000, Dr. Franco Peco, who is vi 
of the Italian company Costruzioni Metalliche Finsider SpA, does not base himself on purely "mec 
considerations but takes the "vital circle" formulA in+.u account. 

- Les Problemes de l'Europe, No 46, Association pour l'Etude des Problilmes de l'Europe (Paris 38 b 
George V and Rome, Via Antonio Serra 82).- We should like to draw attention to an article by Ambassador 
Attilio Cattani on the European University. The "documentation" section of this edition is devoted to an 
account of the XXllth Round Table on European Problems, which was held in Paris on 7 and 9 November 1969 
and was devoted to "the political unity of Europes contents and stages towards its achievement". 

- Affari Ester!, Rivista Ttimestrale, January 1970, (Rome 34 via Zanadelli). In this edition, which is 
mainly devoted to the problems of the Arab world, we should draw attention to articles on European security 
by Mr. Francesco Gozzano, Europe after the Hague by Mr. Marcello Gilmotti and the E:m:'s institutional activit 
by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo. 

- Interplay, The Magazine of International Affairs, December 1969 - January 1970, Welkin Corp (120 West 44th 
Street, New York),- In particular, this editi~n examines the political and economic problems of Japan. 

- Nouvelles Universitaires Europcennes, No 4o pf February 1970, (2 rue Merimee Paris 16).- The review poses 
the question: Is French education policy going to become directed towards European achievements? 

- CERN Courrier, Vol 10, January 1970, European Organisation for Nuclear Research, Geneva.- In the summarys 
The CBRN 1s scientific programme for 1970, CERN news, Induced radioactivity in the CERN, News from other 
laboratories. 

- o:m:Ds Trade by oomn'lodlbties·:, sUJIImaty'.;by 1Mllke1;s·t general rern4uks {Jan'tl&ey-Jurie)l969);~Paris 

- O:m:D: Trade by comrilodities, analytical tables (Austria, Finil&.nd, Switzerland, United Kingdon) January-
September 1969, Paris 

- Adesso, Informazioni e comment! di politica ed economia, No 51 of February 1970, Rome. We should draw 
attention to an enquiry into Trade Unions and parties. 

__ - F.lBRIMETALa Bulletin d'information, No 76 of 2 February 1970, Brussels (rue des Drapiers 21).- An article 
on the "European Communi ties at the beginning of the final phase" takes stock of the situation within the 
Common Market. 

- Polish Fbreign Trade, Nol (93) 1970, Polexportpresa (Warszawa, Kierbedzia 4). In the summarya The intens
ification of the Economyj The Machinery Industry for building and public worksj Sources of power for Ind
ustry. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 - POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr. Nyboe Andersen in Brussels - The Nordic Council ends - Mr. Roy 

Jenkins in Paris - A curious proposal put forward by an American Senator - Italy:· Mr. Rumer 's 
consultations - Nixon: "State of the world" message - Bahr-Kosygin interview 

DAILY BULLETIN No 509 (new series) 
' - "Agricultural" Council: agenda for the next session 
3-4 - EEC/Israel: the negotiations have terminated 
4 - E:m:-Spain: last phase of the negotiations postponed till March 

5 

6-7-8 

8 

9-10 

11 

12 
13-14 

- EEC-Japan: preparation of the Japanese position 
- Court of Justicea ca~es 31 and 33/69 (delays in Italy with regard to the wine and grape cadaster 

and refunds) · 
- Right of establishment: the Member States have in general applied the community ·provisions 

correctly 
- The Prime Minister of Mauritius meets the Commission 
- Fraudulent practices to the detriment of the EEC in the beef .sector 
- Belgium and the free circulation of capital 
- ECSC Consultative Committee: plenary session - Report on the financial situation of the ECSC by 

Mr. Coppe - The coal producers anxious about the alignment prices requested for coking coal 
-AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION-. Enlargement of theCommunity: the COPA's point of view- Dutch surplus 

funds for flower bulbs:reply to question No 355 from Mr. Mauk - Fats - Food aid: to Pakistan and 
the Yemen · 

- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOI'<IIC INTERPmETRATION No 1)41 
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F.DITORIAL 

18eme annee - N 
Lundi 16 fe 

of the British White Paper - (1) Reactions on the Continent 

The publication of the White Paper on the possible incidences of joining the Community on 
economy has aroused, as expected, different reactions dealing with the various aspects of the publ 
on the one hand, the contents of the document, and on the other the real or presumed intentions of 
who wanted the document to be published, at this particular time. 

We should say at the outset the largest number of reactions and, in general, the most anxiou 
have occurred in Britain. In the Continental countries, observers have in general done no more tl 
the comnentaries which have appeared in British circles. In Community circles in Brussels, there 
no indication of an official or unofficial position. All the comments we can gather are personal 
and are rooted in the personal position of each individual on the problem of British entry. It is re·jitiM~· 
that the Commission and its departments should not state a position on this matter. At the most, tfi 
do so with regard to the statements of a political nature which are contained in the document and which 
emphasize the political scope wnibh the enlargement of the Community could have for·Britain, for Europe 
and for the World. The Commission will undoubtedly study the data contained in the White Paper very 
carefully: it can neither confirm.them nor invalidate them, especially since it is a question of very 
wide minimum-maximum brackets and that any assessment would be purely hypothetical, before negotiations 
duly permit us to see move clearly. ·Besides, the Commission has already, in its Opinions, put forward 
estimates and guidelines which, however, did not go too far. It calculated how far the member countries 
and the applicants could fulfil their OW1; fc..c,d rcq•1irements, and limited itself to two forecasts. The first 
predicts a possible rise in the cost of living in Britain by 3.5% (the White Paper 1 s estimate: between 
4 and 5%). The second predicts an increase of 4oo million dollars per year in the F~GGF's revenue for 
a Community of Ten compared with a Community of Six {in 1914). 

This said, we should .note that the first reactions recorded on this side of the Channel come from those 
who were against and are still against the British application. They do not try to hide their malevolent 
satisfaction and, considering that the White Paper is aimed at torpedo~ing the negotiations, observe that 
this confirms what they had ~lways predicted, namely that Britain cannot accept the rules of the Treaties and 
especially the agricultural policy and that in any case she does not want to. According to this view, Mr. 
Wilson has acted in a Machiavellian fashion, preparing an alibi which will enable him to withdraw his 
application or break off the negotiations at the first opportunity •. "At the very time - they are saying -
when we are preparing to open the door of Europe to them, the British want to close it." 

Matters are probably much less simple, but also less Machiavellian. And we shall try to show this, 
basing our arguments on the contents of the document, the circumstances in which it was published, and the 
various hypotheses it authorizes. 

l 
2 

SUMMARY llQ ~\(:>~~ [CJ% f0o ~ s-Lcl 
- EDITORIAL:· "After the publication of the British White Paper - (1} Reactions on the Continent" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Greece denounces the Treaty instituting the Council of Europe - Mr. 

Patrick J. Hillery in Luxembourg -Mr. Willy Prandt to consult his allies before replying to 
Mr. Stoph -President Pompidou's trip to the United States -The French Radical Party: the 
Manifesto adopted - British external balance: substantial surplus - U:Rited States Dalance er 
Payments: 7 thousand million deficit 

DAILY BULLETIN No 510 (new series): 
3-4-5 ·· Report on the Community's activities in 1969 presented by tre Commission 
5 - Agreements relating to the "Omega." watches distribution and sales network: towards a favourable 

decision 
6 - Quick reply to the plan for a provisional EEC/Austria ·.agreement will be requested by the Austrian 

Minister of Trade 
- GATT: the Session of the Contracting Parties has begun 

7 - E.I.B.: financing of industrial projects in the Mezzogiorno 
- Social statistics and both sides of industry 

8 - Court. o.t' Justice: three disputes struck off the list 
- E.P. Transport Comm~ttee: discontent expressed on the evolution or the commQn transport policy 
- E.P. Energy Committee: investment projects in the petroleum, natural gas and electricity sectors 
- EEC-Japan: first official talks temerrew 

9 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Israeli oranges again ~enefit from the C~mnunity preference - The British 

10-11 
11 

12 
1~-14 

White Paper considered too optimistic - Italy will have to admit imports of tomatoes and other 
vegetables from the other Member States - Imperts of Algerian'wines into the Cemmunity- "Agric-
lt '11 

u ural Council : Mr. Mansholt insi~ts on the need for the Ministers to adept measures in the 
surplus-producing sectors without delay 

- Coal and coking coal supplies 
- Production of iron ore in 1969 
- Steel-works' order•books 
- WEEKLY ECHOES 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1342 
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';~M'}\~: publication of the British White Paper - (2} Unbalanced contents 

Let us begin with the ~ontents of the "White Paper''. Its main aim should be, in theory, 

I 

who are not up-to-date to become "informed" on what would happen in Britain if _she was to become aJIIU!IIilbfl'f' 
the European Economic- Communi t.'J. 

'I'hus it is an "information" document. However, we can r'!ad in sevt>r~l pansages that the 
only partial and h:fpothetical, and thi.s is for several reasons. In the first place, because it 
to evaluate "behaviour" faced with ne\'l situations. T'nen, because we do not know when and hOW cert 
will be applied. Finally, because we d'1 not know what the results of the negotiations will be. n 
all these objective difficulties the Bri+.ish government tho1 J~ht 11 ·a.lvisable to go ahead with thi~•~t-wliPll~~e 
But, in goin3 ahead wHi1. it, the government removed a certain amOtmt of its cred:lbillty by indicat 
wide rninimwn-maximum brackets, whid., undoubtedly, re:3pond to obJective crjteria, but which certa 
satisfy the need for information. 

Whatever the case may be, this information - which~ in the last analysis, is hardly credible - can 
be divided broadly into two parts. 'rhe first part is made up of flgures and percentages - in short, ii;. is 
quantified. Well, thls first part constitutes, in substance, a negative evaluation. For, while the brackets 
are on the whole very large, there are two which are relatively narrow. The~;;e are the ones which concern the 
expected increase in the prices of food (+18-26%) and the increase in the cost of living (+4-5%). We could 
deduce from this that these are the only data which, if not certain, are at least likely. Moreover, they are 
the only facts which are accepted by the large,ma.Jority of the British public, and in particular by the 
housewives who are probably uuaware of all the incidences on the balauce of· payments or the possibility for 
British industry to conquer positions on the Coll'mon Market. 

In short, all the figures in the White Paper lead one to adopt a negative atl.itude or to conslder the 
present condition:;; as unacceptable. And this negative influence is exerted on the large mass of puplic opinion~ 

Oh the other hand, the second part of the document contributes positive elements to the overall 
judgement. But these elements·are neither quantified nor quantifiable. They are political or economic 
arguments which are, however, adressed to a minorltyt experts, politicians, journalists, economi~ts, indust
rialists. In short, to all those who are able to Judge for themselves, and who have probably already adopted 
their position. 

The conclusion.to be drawn from this analysis is that, if we were to consider this document only as 
a means for informing British public opinion, its consequences on the public's attitude could.only be 
negative. 

We must however also assess .the poll tical significance of the document and the cont.ext in- which it 
should be placed. 

l 
2 

SUMMARY {T~b~~ {qffl J..)o ·~' 
- EDITORIAL: "After the publication of the British White Paper - (2) Unbalanced contents"· 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr. Thomson confirms Britain's political will to join the Colll'i!Uniti6-....--

Commonwealth Ministers: a meeting in July? - Possibility of creating a European "I.R.I." -
Mr. Hillery in the Netherlands - Mr. Mitterer has talks with the C011111issiorl - Italian/Polish 
trading agreement 

DAILY BULLETIN No 511 (rlew series) 

3-4 - Europe;s trade relations with the United ftates: the Commission is concerned with normalis~ng 

5 

5-6 
7 
8 

9 

10 
10-11 
11 

12 

13 
L4-15 

them 
- Court of Justice: ruling Case 31/69 - delays in payment of refunds in Italy 
-Mr. Abba Eban: work session with the Commission 
- ~iCUltliral" Co~ problems of surpluses 
- Volume of surplu~~in the sectors of non-durum wheat, butter and sugar - GATT Council 
-Raw hides, waste and sc~~p_£f_2£pper, aluminium and lead: extension of Community_measures aim-

ing at avoiding a shortage 
- Silicone for transistors: tariff classification 
- E.S.C.: the President visits Bonn 
- E:f:TI7: Representation office in Brussels 
- Mr:-ITUvelin re-elected rrcsident of the National Council of French Employers 
- Unofficial mcct!ngs of I<'inance Ministers: reply to question no. 367 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Use of c~~lamatcs: reply to question no. 346 by l~. Vredeling 
-Economic Do~trine of the EEC Treaty: reply to question no. 357 by Mr. Vredeling 
-~~££~version ~~coalmining basin in DutchLimburg 
- ECSC Reconvers!on aids: reply to question no. 384 by Mr. Oele 
- ECSC re-adaptation aids 
- ~uipment of the caiCUiation centre in Luxemburg: reply to ques~1on no. 366 by Miss F1esch and 

Mr. Oele 
-British Steel Corporation: significant deficit 
-Social security in the ECSC industries 
- German coalminers union: new claims 
-.Scientif!c and technological coop~t~ 
~ ~iver~ of French enriched uranium to Italy 
- Nuclear fuels: Community's supply 
-Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENEI'llATION No. 1343 
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nature. _,,, 

In his speech in r·1anchester on Tuesday, Mr •. George Thomson whose direct responsibilities in . . . -

!fte;£ the public.§:!~~~! the Dri ti~h White Pa~-:? 0) A series of motives of a tacti~al _ . 

iation for entry are known, stated, confirming .Mr. Wilson's statements, that the White Paper "i -
ation document- and not a new political document". By this, he intended to point out that this do · id 
not constitute- as certain commentators wrote- a modification of the political position of the 
in other words a questioning of the application for membership. 

We have noted, however, - and all the commentaries seem to concur on this - that as an i 
document, the \·lhi te Paper is too vague to be taken seriously 1 and that it enables 
metrically opposed to one another, or no conclusions at all, to be drawn. This is why many comment 
situating the publication of the WPite Paper in the present context of British internal politics,, 
well-known "tacticism" of f>1r. Hilson, consider that the motive for this publication is a ~li tical_ 
in the sense of modifying the political position of the Government!, but in the sense of enabling t Go rn-
ment to handle the affair better, without at the same time running any electoral risks. ~.,:;~'': 

Let us now schematically give the few "explanations" on the basis of which this judgement s ezf~~1Jh t
ified: 
a) Mr. Wilson would have been forced sooner or later to make public an evaluation of this type, for others 
could have done it, accusing him of reticence, which would have been particularly serious and would have 
made even more pessimistic conclusions credible. Besides, the leakages which occurred and which mainly came 
from the Ministry of Agriculture confirmed him in this opinion. 
b) The evaluation contained in the \·lhi te Paper can be interpreted in a very pessimistic way, and rt.r. rlilson 
knew that this would happen. This formed part of his judgement on the advisability of publishing this docu
ment now, a judgement which takes into account probable or possible dates for elections: May-June 1 Septem
ber--october or Spring 1971. Public opinion is experiencing large swings: a very pessimistic evaluation 
which is given today can only be followed by an improvement, the size of the pendulum's swing being able to 
carry this evaluation up to its highest point in a calculated lapse of time. 
c) Mr. Wilson is looking for a good economic situation for the elections. He knows that he has to obtain an 
about-face of public opinion and that this is only possible after a shock. Besides, having made a gigantic 
evaluation of the cost of entry possible, rr.r. vlilson can suppose that even a mediocre result of negotiations 
could seem to public opinion, duly con~itioned, as being very satisfactory. 
d) It is not out of the question that !•1r. 1•/ilson also wanted to warn the Six, in the sense of making them 
aware of the difficulties which he has to face, and to prepare a possible way out for himself, in• other words 
win votes by what Nora Beloff· calls a "Patriotic and defiant 'no'"• 

1 
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6 
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13-14 

We shall. in turn try to dra\'1 conclusions from this analysis. 

§Qr.9·1ARY f'& f'~\o~ [qTe ~o --~('<._. 

-EDITORIAL: "After the publication of the British White Paper - (3) A series of lhotives of 

- EEC/Japan: the exploratory talks are in progress in Tokyo 
EEC/Austrla: pressure for the conclusion of a provisional agreement 
EEC/Israel: The preferential agreement could be signed in April 
Graphs and rapid notes on the short-term economic situation in the Community 1/70 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Administrative and veterinary supervision of poultry and game -
Refunds in the milk sector - Use of skimmed milk in animal feeding - Use of surplus butter: 
question No 313 from Mr. Vredeling - French aid to small dairy farmers 
Cost of Social Security: reply to question No 381 from Mr. Spenale 
Fiscal exemptions in Belgium for travellers: reply to qtestion No 337 from Mr. Vredeling 
"Green insurance card" for drivers: question No 454 from Mr. Fellermaier 
The economic situation of Iceland according to an OECD study 
GATT: Session·of the contracting parties 
A long-term plan for social policy announced by Mr. Levi-Sandri 
E .S .c. : New members 
Coal production in January 1970 
COMPOSITE PRICE: 47.17 D/T 

-·Tension on the coke .market 
- British Steel Co: plans to invest 900 million Pounds in five years 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1344 
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EDITORIAL 

After the publication of the British White Paper -

Analysis of the White Paper, its motives, the circumstances ·in which it was published and t 
it has aroused enable us to conclude that this publication, which was decided on by Mr. Wilson per il 
in spite of the opposition of some top civil servants, is an act of :Si'itish internal .politics and i"' . .,..~~... 
of the panoply of tactical weapons Mr. Wilson is employing in order to obtain two results: his r ~·$ 
victor at the next elections, and Britain's oinin the Common Market under the best ssible cond 

Thus, we are not faced with an attempt by Mr. Wilson to avoid shouldering his own responsibi ~~· 
but by a legitimate effort by a party leader to re-assure those who are in doubt and not to become et.itoh 
from a part of the militants, by ensuring everyone that he will never "sell out" British interests 
especially the interests of the workers. That Mr. Wilson has already obtained positive results in this 
direction is shown by the fact that the Pa~liamentary Labour Party, which met yesterday to examine preciselJ 
this problem (the British application), proved much more docile than expected. A proposal from Mr. Shinwell 
to postpone the opening of negotiations with the Community until after the elections was rejected. On the 
other hand, the idea of leaving the problem of the British application to join the Community out of the 
electoral issues, is making progress. This shows that the political parties are aware that they must not 
be induced to make pledges which would probably go against their own convictions. • 

Mr. Wilson thus seems to be holding on to all his winning cards, and he has probably made more sure 
of his backs. Moreover, this is what happens when he rej~cts all attempts to'embarass him on the problem 
of supranationalism. Unlike certain provocative tnterpretations, Mr. Wilson has never come out against 
supranationalism or federalism. He has always said and confirmed that supranationalism and federalism 
are not the subject of the imminent negotiations. The request to join the Community or the desire for 
political unification does not necessarily imply that federal institutions must be set up. In saying this, 
Mr. Wilson is perfectly right. Certainly, we may regret that he does not come out publicly in favour of ' 
a Federal Europe, but we 'may honestly say that - in ltbe joint Italian-British declaration of April 1969 -
Mr. Wilson went further, with regard to the need for strong European institutions, that many of his Contin
ental colleagues. 

This ·said, the fact that the "White Paper" is above all a British domestic matter does not mean that 
Europeans need not study all its implications carefully. The choice which Brita~n is preparing to make 
concerns the whole of Europe as well as Britain herself. Mr. Wilson is responsible before Europe as a 
whole. He knows, and he must inform his citizens, that joining the Community would bring important advant
ages. Why not devote another White Paper to this subject? 

SUMMARY {'\_ ~\o~~ tq~ \-]o ~~~ 
l - EDITORIAL: "After the publication of the British WhHe Paper - (4) Why not a second White Paper?" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: ESC President: expecting great progress in political integration- Mr. Scheel in 
Singapore -Mr. Hillery: satisfied with visit to Holland- Mr. Thomson: receives Belgian Ambassador 
- Germany: abandons reservations on financing arrangement, powers of E.P. etc. 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 513 (new series): 

3 -Enlargement of the Community and negotiations with Great Brita~n: progressive definition of the Com 
ission's position 

3-4 - EEC - Austria: The Commission would be favourable to a preferential agreement 
4 - Preferential Agreeme.nts: broad lines of the Commission's doctrine 

- EEC/Greece Association Council meets tomorrow 
5 -Court of Justice: Ruling in the Case (40/69) of turkey rumps 

-The Committee for Agriculture of the E.P. has met 
- Action of the Member States of the OECD for developing countries 

6 - Re-structurin~ of the CRC and the reorientation of Euratom 
6-7 -Ultracentrifugation: go-ahead for the signing of the tripartite agreement 
7 -Application of nuclear techniques to agricultural development: question No. 467 by Mr. Bersani 
8 - Silk: new system applicable to this sector 
9 -SOCial security for migrant workers: reply to question No. 396 by Messrs. Behrendt and Gerlach 

- Symposium on large open coalmines· 
10 ·- AGRICULTURAL.INFORMATION ~For or against new market organisations?- Comparison between the har

vests of 1969 and 1964-1968- Mansholt-Bauernver~ talks 
11 - Scientific and technological cooperation: question no. 469 by Messrs. Lautenschlager and Oele 

- German steel industry: increase in dividends 
-Coal pri~es within the Community 
- An increase in roYalties and taxes on oil des1~ed uy Libya 

12 - .Publicatiogs of the European Communities 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1345 
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BULLETINS QUO'T: PPLEMENTS EOITES en fr&nf<als, en allemand, en llallen et en anglala 

' t (.,..,... \'~··, V'~:}~ · Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
----;. ?i: .. " ~ \ ( ., ' ~ <_, ··~1· . U R 0 P R A N L I B R A R Y. 

. ~~- ;,J, ~-~--' is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

NN BOHLF. : Das Rnde der Illusionen. Der Mansholt Plan : Die Stunde der Wahrheit fUr Parlam 
Minister, Steuerzahler und Bauern. Europa Union Verlag GmbH (Cologne), 1969,.128 pages. 

Finally, a resolute defence of the Mansholt Plan in Federal Germany where the plan has been _,tar~~ 
rather than debated! Realizing that the hour of truth has come for M.P.s, Mini~ters, tax-payers 
Mr. Hermann Bohle, who is :a correspondant for several German newspapers, has not written a Ph.D t 
the Mansholt Plan but a vigorous reply to the criticisms made particulary by German M.P.s and Minl.,...,"'--....
Taking the special situation of German agriculture into account, the author has placed the Mansho t .in 
its political and economic context, and concludes that the reactions for and against, from all th m 
countries of the European Community, prove that the people have realized the importance of the prob~l-e--.-' 
A clear but well-informed "documentation" section lets those who do not know the details of Community 
agricultural problems get up to date with the facts which are at the basis of the Plan proposed by Mr. Mansholt. 

- WALTER KUNNEN : Voor Belgie geen oplossing buiten een wisseloplossing, Plaidooi voor een weinig geliefde 
staat, December 1969, published by Ruropa-Een, Actiecentrum F.uropee Federalisme, Prins Boudewijnlaan 323, 
2610 Wilrijk, Belgie). This is a 12-page memorandum on Belgian constitutional problems publ~shed by the 
European Federalist Action Centre. 

- L'Europe en formation, No 119 of February 1970, F~ited by Presse d'F.urope (6 rue de Trevise, Paris 9e). 
Published with the support of the Belgian Ministry of National F~ucation and Culture.- In the summary: Europe 
and its currencies by Robert Triffin; The monetary problems of Europe by Pierre Mendes-FranceJ A European 
Federation for what? by Jean Buchmann. 

- L'Europa, settimanale di politic, economia e cultura, No 5 of 14 February 1970 {Roma, Via Emilia 47}.
"In spite of everything, Europe ·is moving ahead" states Mr. F.manuele Gazzo in an article which draws up a 
balance-sheet of the recent progress made in the building of Europe. We should also like to·draw attention 
to articles on the Bonn negotiations with Moscow and Warsaw, the Italian Farmers' Federation programme for
the 70s and a study by Golo Mann on the concept of the nation. 

- L'Economie, No 1104 of 14 February 1970, (?3 rue Jouffroy, Paris).- This edition contains a dossier on 
international investments 

-NATO News, January 1970, Published by the NATO Information Service (Brussels).- This edition is devoted to 
the NATO Council's December session. 

-La Tribune d'Allemagne, Weekly review of the German Press (in French), Friedrich Reinecke Verlag Gmbh, 
22 Schone Aussicht, Hamburg. This review publishes articles reproduced in collaboration with the editors 

_of the big German newspapers. They are complete translations of the original texts. 

- Euratom-O.I.D. : Transatom Bulletin, Information on Translations covering F~stern Nuclear Literature, 
December 1969, Monthly, Published by F.URATOM, Centre for Information and Documentation·.: 

- CNEN (Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare) : Notiziario, January 1970 (Roma, Viale Regina Margherita 125).
In the summary: Non-destructive experiments at the Casaccia Centre: Applications of thermography and exper
iemtns on colour radiography; Transportation of irradiated fuels from the ENF.L electronuclear power station 
at Latina to the Rurex establishment at Saluggia; Nuclear energy in Japan. 

1 
2 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: The Summit between the two Germanies will take place - Anglo-Irish 

talks - Talks between Mr. Healey and his German and French colleagues - Prospects for the 
EEC/Israel trading agreement referred to by Mr. Abba Eban - Meeting of the UDE group in the 
European Parliament - Limited number of problems need be raised in the negotiations. says Mr. 

DAILY ~N No 514(new series} 
Thomson 

3 
3-4-5 
5 
6 

7 

8 

9-10 
10 

11 

12 
13-14 

- The Six Ministers of Finance: points on the agenda for the next meeting 
-New Yaounde Convention:preparation for its coming into force 
- Pharmaceutical specialities: proposals for common standards for trials 
- Harmonization of legislation in the automobile sector 
- Sil:l.con for transistors: tariff suspension 
- Trade relations: report by Mr. Martino to the E.P. Committee on External Economic Relations 
- EEC/Denmark: Nyboe Andersen/Rey-Martino talks 
-~ : criticisms and support for the EEC 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Community butter for the USSR? - 312.000 UA to be reimbursed to 

Italy by the EAGGF "Guidance" section - Statement by Mr. Mansholt in Borm - Production of dairy 
produce in 1969 and prospects for 1970 according to the FAO - Sanitary supervision in intra~ 
community trade in fresh meat 

- Enlargement of the Community and the ECSC 
-Art. 56 of the ECSC Treaty should be retained. think the Trade unions 
- Crude steel production in the West in January 
- Coking coal supplies: question No 476 from Mr. Oele 
- The Petten HFR reactor: power increased to 40 MW 
- ~: slight reduction in.orders in January 
- 'mE WEEK IN EUROPE 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1346 
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ran~als, •11 allemand, en Italian et an anglala 

The Commission of the Six And the Commission of the Ten - (l) The reduction in 
the number of Commission members 

The institutional problems raised by the possible increase in the number of Community members 
Six to Tne, have already been mentioned in the Permanent Representatives Committee~and, in the Commiss 
There are several aspects to these problems, relating to each of the Institutions concerned, and more 
iculary with regard to the for,mation of majonities, work· efficiency, the Council of Ministers and the Eliif'Ot)oo

ean Commission. We already know that the Six have to define a joint .. position for the planned negoti 
For the time being, let us deal with the problen concerning the European Commission, not just . c~lj 

of tts importance, but because it is in one way or another connected with other topical questions. The 
first of these is the application of the 1965 Treaty setting up a single Council and a single Commissi 
The second is, within the context of the preparations being made to define a joint position, the quest 
:of the negot'iatins methods: the Commission is closely concerned in this. 

Indeed, we cannot really begin discussing what the Commission will be like in a Community of Ten if 
we do not k,now exactly what it will be like in the •Conmunj.ty: of Six after the lst July. And the question Qf 

the mandate which will possibly be given to the Commission cannot be tackled solely in•the abstract, i.e. 
without knowledge of the structure of the future Commlssion, especially since there is a possibility that 
the negotiations might open when the present CommissiJn is still in office. 

We have already raised the problem of reducing the number of Commission members to nine, in our 
editorials of 6 January and 2 and 3 February. We are not going to repeat the arguments we have already set 
out, or refute some of the arguments against the thesgs we upheld. We should like to draw attention only 
to the following: 
a) that logic and "right behaviour" at international level require that the Merger Tf'eaty be applied 

correctly, i.e. tl1at the number of European Commission members should be reduced to Six, from 1 July 1970 
on~ards. 
b) that it would be advisable for this reduction in ~he. number of Commissioners not to be brought about 

by the automati.c mechanism which is provided for (ellnination of the most recent and youngest members). 
Mechanisms are blind: the reduction should be the restlt of conscious government decisions. 

c) the consequence· is that the appointments of new C•mmission Members should take pl~ce before the 1st 
·June of this year (or at the latest the 6th July: art 33 of the Merger Treaty). 

We should add that we must not be led to believt that art. 10 par. 2 can be used to increase the number 
of Commissioners to 14 by a unanimous Council decisiot. The application of this paragraph is, in fact, 
limited.by the contents of the 4th paragraph,--whereby"'Ille Commission must comprize at least one natio:p.al 
from each of the Member States, w~thout the number ofmembers who are nationals of the same State being 
more than two". It would thus be theoretically possille to increase the number of Commission members to 12. 
We do not think that this hypothesis should be envisaaed. 

SUMMARY Q~ f'e\Jru.Q~ (99-0 I'Jo • 6JC)' 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The Commission of the Six and the Commission of the Ten - (1) The reduction in the 

2 

c. 

number of Commission members" 

POLITICAL DAY: The Political Committee of theE.P. received by Mr. Thorn- Mr. George Thomson will 
visit Luxemburg, Brussels and The Hague- Grert Britain's entry of the Common M8rketa subject for 
discussion for the next electoral campaign-~. GromykO will. visit East Berlin. 
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3 -The Finance Ministers of the Six will comparetheir views on the plans which should lead to the 
economic and monetary union 

4-6 - A plan is proposed by W. German:y: which should result in the economic and monetary union in the 
Community. 

5 - Safeguard clauses against diversions of commemial traffic in the EECa new application details 
-Extension of the agreements with_India and P&Kstan on imports of handicrafts? 

6 - ESCa Points on the agenda of the next plenary~ession 
1 - iffiffcuLTURAL INFJRMATIONa - Fishing - Oranges f'rom Greece a abolition of the compensation tax -

Pigmeata levies fully applied from 2 March on~ds - Statements by Mr. Duhamel. 
8 Organisation of the banana marketa reply to qustion no. 351 by Mr. Glinne 

Consultation of the E.P. by the European Comm~siona new formula being studied 
9 Doctors and dentist -before the Legal Committee and position ado.pted on free establishment for engineer-1 

EEC Greecea divergences between the two partie on agricultural management 
10 Interpretation and application of art. 4 c) ad 67 of the ECSC Treaty 

The Tripartite !greement on UltracentrifugatiG will be signed soon 
11 -Research and Development& expenditure of the antral administrations of the Community 

- INISa first work prograllllle 
12 - weekly Echoes 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENEI'RATION No •. 1347 
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Let us assume that the reduction to nine of the number of Commi-ssion members is obtained. 
fore consider the two other problems which are posed. How should the Commission of a Community of 
tries be formed, these ten being the present members plus the four known candidate countries? 

Several theories can be formulated. We recall that the problem was brought up at the 1962/63. 
ions. At the time, it was recognised that the number of Commission members shouid remain as low as 
the number of 14 members was suggested, it being understood that two nationals of each of'=tthhe~ltar~g~SIGI~~ 
and one national from each of the six others should constitute the Commission. ~ 
, It seems that in the discussions which took place during these last few days, these two standp · 
were widely confirmed. But another theory was also put forwardz that of a Commission with ten membe 
for each State; a perfectly parity Commission, in which no preponderance of votes would be permitte Thi 
:is a bold theory, which seems to us to be perfectly in accordance with what a C01mnuni ty of the future shoul 
.be. It is obvious that there are problemsz the ratio between the places allocated to the Large States and 
those allocated to the other States, which was 6 to 3 in the first EEC Commission, has beoome 9 to 5 in the 
present Commission, and would become 8 to 6 in a Commission with 14 members, would be reversed by moving to 
4 to 6 in a parity Commission of Ten. This is a risk which must be taken. 

Until now, we have not yet spoken of people. The momemt has come• .to do so. The C9mmission reduced to 
nine members from 1 July will have an important part - yet to be determined - in the negotiations for en
largement. Its reduction to nine will no doubt facilitate the transition to a Commission of the enlarged 
Community composed of ten Commission members. But first the problem of the Presidency of the Commission mus~ 
be solved, Mr. Rey's mandate being in any ~ase about to expDre. 

We do not consider that it wq~Jft1 be ~good thing to keep the same people in the same functions for too 
long, especially when their tasks,l\\Pr c;rus}rl.ng. But we believe that the Community is faced with a special 
situation, which it should take.he.~,qnP:f .• It must reconcile continuity with change. The change is the reduc-· 
tion of the Commission to nine me~era. !he continuity ie the extension of Mr. Rey!s mandate for two yearsz: 
the time to bring to an end a negotiation, the mandate for whicfi- and here we come up with the other prob
lem which we mentioned - must be given to the Commission. For the,,~aake of efficiency, and leaving aside any· 
other personal or political considerations etc., we believe that t~is ~uld be an objectively wise solution. 

Decisions to this effect should be taken as quickly as poss~ble. It is useless to prolong the present: 
state of unaertain~y. Let us tl;link in the interests of the Comm~~y,_ in other words, in the interests of · 
us all. · ' 

SUMMARY -;24 H b~ (qfj-e i'.)o ~<51-4> 
1 EDITOlUALz "The Commission of the Six and the Commission,pf the Ten - (2) Renewing Mr. Rey's 

mandate as President". 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Nordek and ·Finland - The Scottish Nationalist Party in favour of a European free 
trade area-. President pompidou's voyage to the Uni:bed;!)-t~J.tes- The British application& debate in 
Commons and standpoint of Trade Unions - Mr. Janos Petez; •. yisi ting Brussels 
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3-4-4b- Finance Ministersz unanimous agreement in principle on the objectives of an economic and financial 
union. 

5 -Account by Mr. Werner of the action programme in seven stages to result in the final centralisation 
of the European monetary policy 

- Official steps of the Six in Washington against the application of a safeguard clause in the glass 
sector 

6 - Use of computers for the labour departments 
- Mr. Ha.rmel will explain to_ the...E.P. the Council's decisions on "Independent resources" and parlia

'mentary powers 
- GATT: work in progress 

7-8 - ESCS report on the equilibrium of the agricultural markets and on the common policy for flax and 
hemp ' 

8 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATIONz The German "Green Report" - Standpoint of the Italian unions on the 
"Mansholt Plan" -Soviet approaches to buy Community butter confirmed 

9 -Position of steel producers concerning the indicative price for coking coal imported from third 
countries 

·9-10 - Industrial zones in the North of the Department of Meurthe-et-Mosellez question no. 477 by Mr. 
Bregere 

10 -Round table of the Representatives of the ~opean Sh1pbui1ding Committee and the European Unions 
Committee 
Compatibility of the Mannesma.nn/Thyssttn.and,:~oscow contract with the commercial policya question no. 
480 from Mr. Berkhouwer · · 

11 ~ Publications of the European cmuni tie a . 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 13;4 
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EDITORIAL 

After·the Finance Ministers' Conference -
economic unification. 

•, 

Yesterday can be regarded as being crucially important in the process which iS inexorably lea 
the Community towards monetary unification. Afid since we know what monetary unification means in po 
terms, we can only express our great satisfaction that the Six managed to reach a unanimous agreeme ~-..r 
this objective which must be achieved. 

The debate amongst the Ministers of Finance and Economic Affairs which was held in Paris enab~~-~ .. 
side's ideas on how this process should be phased out to be confronted openly and frankly. In fact,~e 
questioned the fact that the process is taking place, but the paths to be followed are not the same : '.~l . 
However this should not lead us to think that one or other side wants to postpone the achievement of ~e 

monetary unification. On the contrary, all of them wantthe delays to be as short as possible. However, 
some think that it would be possible to do this by adopting certain decisions on monetary matters rignt now; 
i.e. - as Baron Snoy said - by employing a certain degree of "monetary restraint'~" so as to step up the 
process of economic unification. Others think that the result would be obtained more quickly and easily 
by giving monetary unification a solid basis, constituted by unification of economic policies, which -
as Mr. Colombo emphasized - "presupposes the initial stages of politictl.l organisation in Europe". In other 
words, Mr. Giscard d'Estaing expressed the same concern when he indicated - in ~is sta~ments to the press • 
that if fixed parities among the Six currencies were established prematurely and then basic disequilibria 
were to occur (because the economic policies are not unified) we would find ourselves in a very serious 
crisis. Mr. Schiller said exactly the same thing: a monetary mechanism would be in jeopardy if there was 
not extensive harmonization of economic policies. 

This quarrel, if we can call it a quarrel, has lasted for a long time: it is fruitful to the extent 
that it enables balanced measures to be taken. Although slight differences of opinion are very important 
ia this matter, we could risk putting Mr. Werner in the front line of those who hold the first thests, 
and we must recognize that his argument has the advantagel,of being coherent. Mr. Snoy comes just slightly 
behind. On the opposite side, it is undoubtedly Mr. Colombo who, together with Mr. Schiller, argues that 
priority must be given to economic unification. "We think it useful to imagine and define, even with 
some precision in respect of time and methods,the stages leading up to monetary integ~atioa, but provided 
that we accept the principle, which we regard as essential, that priority must be given to the uaification 
of economic policies". 

This quick analysis leads us to a very positive conclusion. In fact, the "precend:Ltioa" lai:d;doWI\ 
by Mr. Colombo is not at all a factor which will slow down the process. We mustnnot,slow down monetary 
iategration: we must step up economic integration. We may be sure that the Commission will seize the 
challenge and produce a synthesis in which it will exploit the desire for progress expressed by the six 
Governments, and propose that simultaneous advances are made in all the sectors, without, however, giving 
rise to a vulnerable "promontory", which could jeopardize the success of the operation as a whole. 

1 

2 

Tomorrow, we shall analyse other aspects of the problem. 

SUMMARY ~~\oY"U..Cl..~ffttJ ~o~ ~(T 
- EDITORIAL : "After the Finance Ministers' Conference - (2) Monetary unification and economic 

unification" 
- POLITICAL DAY: European Movement: internat-ional conference soon - The Europa -Union and the 

renewal of the Commission - Opinion poll among British electors - Mr. Brandt in London next 
week - The debate in the House of Commons - Mr. Pompidou in the United States 

DAILY BULLETIN No 517 (new series): 
3-4 - European Parliament: the points on the agenda of the next plenary session 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 155.18 
4 

5 
6 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 
11-12 
12 
13 
14-15 

- Negotiations with the U.K. : the Commission has adopted its first communications to the 
Council 

- EEC-UAR: Preferential agreement proposed by the Commission 
- Community research policy: new directions 
-After the Finance Ministers' Conference 
- European Monetary Agreement: Report fov 1969 
- The United States propose to abolish their import quotas for &!ricultural produce 
- Public works contracts, free circulation of pharmaceutical products and right of establ~shment 

for banks: the Council will deal with these issues on 20 March 
-Conference on employment: the problem of employers' representation is solved 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Mr. Mansholt meets representatives of the EEC Agricultural Coop-

eratives - the COPA meets Mr. Mansholt - Evolution of productivity in EEC asrioulture 196o-65 -
Wheat heLd by the Italian intervention agency will be used to deliver the 15,000 tons of 
non'-durum wheat to tm Lebanon 

- Calculation of the fines for infringing the rules of competition:reply to question No 223 from 
Mr. Vrede ling 

- Dutch provisions with regard to pos~ible expulsion of nationals of other EEC countries - reply 
to·questiOnNo 387 from Mr. Berkhouwer 

- Foodstuffs Committee: reply to question No 39~ from Mr. Vredeling 
- French import system for petroleum products: reply to question No 201 from Mr. Feliermaier 
- Community- >Crude oil imports in 1969 
-COMPOSITE PRICE: 47.17 D/T 
- European Parliamentary Activity 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No __ _l349 
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EDITORIAL 

After tqe Finance Ministers' Conference - (2) Currency and Politics 

BULLETIN QUOTIDI'IS 

Our readers will have the opportunity of readin!; the full texts of the "plans" put forward d 
the Conference of the Six Finanee Ministers, as well as the text of the speech made by Mr. Emilio Co 
the content of which is not any less interestin~ than the plans. They will thus be able to ju~e fo 
selves the merits of the different proposals. After yesterday's short analysis of the ~eneral out11J~~~~ 
the.theses in question, today we shall do no more than draw attention to the follow!~ points: 
1) All the Ministers wanted the end result to be narrow!~. and then total elimination, of the pres-~~~ 
fluctuation mar~ins between the parities, in the Six's inter-relations. This ·is quite reasonable, f 
it is impossible to conceive of a European monetary system within which the currencies could oscilla 
day to day accord!~ to the circumstances. However, in Mr. Warner's opinion this narrow!~ should c 
about duri~ the 2nd sta~e (which, in practice, would be the first), while Mr. Colombo raised a fundamental 
objection. For him, the narrowin~ of the mar~ins must "fit in correctly" to the evolution of economic and 
monetary integration. However Mr. Colombo thinks that the present mar~ins must not be made any wider (even 
if the IMF were to tend in this direction). 
2) By analo~. all the Ministers think that at a certain point in time it must be no lon~er possible for 
the States to pnoceed 'inde~ndehtly:~tG> .. a, chan~e in parity. Mr. Colombo accepts this Qb-jective but thinks 
that, as lo~ as economic unif:icatlon has not been achieved, Le. the possibility of "basic disequilibria" has 
not been removed, 1 t would be useless to call on the Member States to renounce an operation which, in any case, 
they mi~ht be obli~ed to carry out. It would be better to have "limited and frequent" adjustments of parities 
rather than large-scale adjustments made after prolo~ed periods of over-valuation or under-valuation. How
ever he stresses the fact that these adjustments should be made onlt in the direction of re-valuation. 
3) Once again we are faced with :the Gordian knot which has to be cut. Mr. Werner says "it would be fallacious 
to postpone decisive pro~ress towards monetary union until a perfect political confederation has been achieved". 
Nevertheless,.!Without. 'deeisive:·arld important pro~ress towards political union, any monetaey construction would 
be fra~ile and precarious, and consequently more da~erous than useful. 

We were to;Ld that recently a bi~ European banker, Baron Rothscild, admitted that on one point he 
a~reed with Mr. Michel Debre. The point in question is that "currency is 99'/J o~ 1 pol!Ltics". 

This is certainly not a reason to slow down the necessary efforts. On the contrary, ~reater effobts 
must be made, and they must be concentrat&d wherever they are most required. · 

1 
2-3 

SUMMARY ~ ~ k~ Ltfi.e ~ . 6/8 
- EDITORIAL: "After the Finance Ministers Conference - (2) Currency and politics" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Federal Council of the European Movement: next meeting - Mr. Jahn 

Halvorsen in favour of Norway joining the EEC - NATO' s role for the next decade - The debate in 
the House of Commons 

DAILY BULLETIN No 518 (new series): 
4 - Mr. Hey before the Political Committee of the E.P. 

- The ad hoc Committee :t:o, study the "Plan by stage~" leading up to monetary union will be 
formed on 6 March 

4-5 - EEC-Japan: the Commission moderately optimistic after the exploratory talks 
5-6 - EEC-United States: Just before Mr. Deniau 's visit to4 .the United States 
6 - Special Committee on Agriculture: no new elements in the debates on the ~uilibrium of the 

markets 
7-8 - Agreements to be concluded with third countries who have asked to establish special relations 

with the EEC 
8 - EEC-Pakistan: the Commission proposes to extend the agreement with India on ~-woven cotton and 

silk fabrics to Pakistan~ 
- Committee on relations with the AASM: adoption of the Glinne report 

9 -Preparation for the plenary session of the E.P.: Kollwelter rep,Ort 
-Mr. Harmel0s speech before an E.P. de~egation 

10 -Space action envisaged wi hin the-framework of the "Aigrain Report" 
I 

- New FX:SC research programme: being examined 
- Euratom/UK cooperation agreement: to be extended for two years 

11 - Losses in income by frontier workers after the changes in monetary parftiest reply to question 
No 391 from Mr. Richarts 

- E.S.C. - end of the plenary session 
12 - ECSC problems and the admission o~ th~ ~pplicant countries 

- Coking coal: ·indicative price 
13-.14 - FX:ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1350 
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is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

-The People's Democracies after Prague : Soviet Hegemony, Nationalism, Regional Integration? B e~~e 
1969, Editor : De Tempel, Tempelhof (Bruges, Belgium), 1970, 334 pages, Price : 450 BF or 9 dollar~===~ 
Under the directionof Jerzy Lukaszewski, the Bruges College of Europe has published the work of 
held on 27, 28 and 29 March 1969 on the East European countries and East-West relations. Reports~~!!z:l!• 
aspects of this vast problem were presented by Messrs. Piotr S.Wandycz (Yale University), Michel 
with "Le Monde"), Heinz Kuby (of the European Parliament), John Pinder (Political and F.conomic PJ4!:ulltl. 
London)t John M. Montias (Yale University), Vladislav Pavlat (School of Economics, Prague), Ghita '-"·-
(Manchester University), Eugen Lemberg (Deutsches Institut fUr Internationale P~dagogische Forschung o 
Frankfurt), Werner J. Feld (Louisiana University), Curt Gasteyger fAtlantic Institute) and Zbigniew Brzezinski 
{Columbia University). 

In the foreword, Mr. Jean-Franqois Deniau, a member of the European' .commission, summarizes the guide
lines which the European Community's relations with Eastern Europe should follow. 11It would be advisable to 
begin a dialogue with the various F..ast European .countries", .he writes, "to gradually mpie from the aspects 
which may appear negative, but which are indispensable by virtue of our own obligations (protection of the 
unity of the internal market), to certain elements of positive cooperation. Finally, it is not certain that, 
in this very delicate and complex sphere, we should always act strictly as a bloc faced witB another bloc". 

- Svoboda, The Press in Czechoslovakia 1968, International Press Institute, Zur~ch, 1969, 125 pages.
Published under the direction of Mr. Ernest Meyer, this study of Czech and Slovak hournalists, a 'mouthpiece 
of the movement known as the "Prague Spring", is of a documentary nature. 

- L'Opinion Europeenne No 2 - February 1970, Rome (Via Giov. Bettolo 14).- We should draw attention to an art
icle by Mr. Giovanni Malagodi on the meeting, on 27 January, in the Maison de l'Europe in Strasbourg, of 
three Internationals : The European Christian Democrat Union, the Liberal International and the Socialist 
International. Mr. Malagodi, who represented Liberal International on this occasion, writes: There is a 
vital need for concerted action by the three Internationals, especially with regard to.the problems of the 
inevitable increase in the European Parliament's powers. 

-Notes on:current politics No 3 (Pensions, health and welfare), Conservative Research Department, London. 

- Deux Annees de Progres et de Reconstruction : The Achievements of the National Government in the Economic 
Sector, Ministry of Coordination, Public Relations Department, Athens, 1969, 98 pages.- This brochure was 
published on the occasion of the 2nd anniversary of the Revolution of 21 April 1967 and. gives and account 
of the measures taken by the Greek governmer.t from April 1967 to April 1969. 
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- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Italo-Dutch meeting in Rome - Mr. Kekk~ in Moscow- Relations bet

ween W. Germany and the East: Berlin question - !!!.!!.!!:!!:!ia signs the N.P.T. - Sir Alec Douglas
~ and the EEC- Elections in~~- Norway's attitude towards the Community. 
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- President Jean Bey gives an account of the situation and sets out the problems to be solved 
- Problems of the "preferential agreements": community position 
- GATT: no decision on the non-tariff Kennedy Round 
-'- Ne;"Yaounde ·Agreements steps· to•. speed up :ratifications 
-Ministers of· Agriculture: during their next session they will have to reach agreement on anti-

surplus measures 
_ U.N.I.C.E. and the tripartite Conference on Employment 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Orange market in the Mediterranean basin - "Biondo Comune" oranges 

Mr. Ertl's statement- Food aid to Indonesia- Derogation for the marketing of certain seeds 
in France 

- France/USSR trading agreement: reply to question No 395 from Mr. Vredeling 
Fiscal reductions for German farmers: reply to question No 128 from Mr. Apel 

- ECSC industrial reconversion lqans to the Centre and the Borinage 
- Coalminers: constant regression in number of staff 
-Member States' interventions to aid the coal industry in 1969 
- European cooperation in the scientific and technological spheres: the Ministerial Conference 

among the 15 countries might be held before the summer holidays 
-.Restructuring of Euratom and non-nuclear activities · 
- The Week in Europe 
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. ti. ~ (\ r ,., . , 
' ~.t·~~Je)pt ~ons with Britain 1 no "independent negotiator", according to ~r. Rey 

lt~ to a question we put to him, Mr. Rey stated that he did not agree with the idea ~~~M~ 
by Mr. Paul-Henri Spaak to entrust an "independent personality" with"' leading and organising the ne 
between the Community and Britain (cf. last Friday's Bulletin). Mr. Rey pointed out that Jt1r. Spaak 
adopted a similar position in 1961 and in consequence the negotiations toolc place. And ~he method Di'<Yiill. 
to be a very bad one. 

In his Memoires (2nd vol. pp. 398-399) Mr. Spaak explains the reasons for his attitude. He,wa·,··-
that if the argument upheld by Mr. Couve de Murville for negotiations between the ColliiiUllity and Bri!IIA\~~~~ 
the Six would have to define a joint position on each problem before appvoaching the British, were 
(and this was, in fact, the ease), the result~would have been "to submit us to the will of the most eltlan~ 
and the most obstinate". This was exactly what happened, and this is why Mr. Spaak proposed to repe tlfiU 
the experiment which enabl~the Treaty of Rome to be elabonated, namely that one politician should be appointe 
to conduct the negotiations. Mr. Spaak adds 11! confess that !"hoped to be given this task. I thought I 
could help Britain without betraying the spirit of the Treaty of Rome". 

One thing is certain: that the method adopted in 1961 was the worst imaginable one. The procedure 
prevented rapid progress from being made and the negotiations lost all the political "bite" which might 
have been able to achieve success. The decision taken at the Hague to have the negotiations conducted Bl 
the Community is not, in fact, an innovation compared with the 1961-1963 method. When we interpret it we 
must, of-course, take into account the experience of the past and the political will to succeed which animates 
the Six. Within this new context, and given the objective changes which have taken place since 1963 in the' 
Community's situation, the argument for giving the Commission a mandate can be defended and approved, even 
if some people ave thinking of ·more flexible formulae (the Germans seem to envisage a joint formula: the~ 
w~1l probably consult the British about it today) • 

. But the statement made by Mr. Rey implicitly hostile to a mandate being given to an independent 
personality, is. important from another angle, i.e. in relation to the problem of the future presidency of 
the European Commission (cf. our editorial of 24 February). Some people have, in fact, interpreted Mr. Spaak a 
remarks as if they contained the suggestion Mr. Jean Rey should be appointed the Community negotiator, if 
the present President of the Commission were not re app6inted tb his present post. . 

Now, Mr. Hey's statement seems to cut short these interpretations. In fact, if Mr. Rey, speaking in 
his capacity as President, is against giving an "independent presonality" a mandate and thinks that it is 
up to the Commission to negotiate, he would certainly not change his attitude if he himself were to become 
and "independent personality". That it, he could not accept such a mission without contradicting his own 
position . 

..1 - EDITORIAL: "The negotiations with Bri tain1 no "independent negotiator", according to Mr. Re;y;''. 

2-2b - POLITICAL DAY1 Italy: Government crisis threatens again - Austria: Christian-Demoorats lose the 
majority- Mr. Pompid~ and an enlarged Europe- While waiting for Mr. LanS!'s visit to Brussels
Political Committee of the WEU: meeting in Hamburg- Brandt-Stoph meeting: first contacts in sight
European Movement: meeting in Rome. 
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3 -·Signing of the Treaty on Independent Resources and the powers of the E.P. will probably take place 
on 2o of this month. 

- "Agricultural" Council: opening of the Ministerial session 
4 - Euratom-U.K. Cooperation Agreement: will be extended for two years 

- Duties on the importing of_glass on window glass into the U.S. maintained 
- GATT1 conclusion of discussions 

5-6 - ESC 1 standpoint on the financing of the agricultural policy . 
7-8 - Preparation of the plena;y session of the E.P.: Tripartite agreement on ultracentrifugation and other 

bilateral agreements concerning atomic energy: oral question No. 16/62 by Mr. Berkhouwer - Competi t
i ion policy: resolution proposal in the Berkhouwer report - Exceptional system in intra-community 

trade in cattle and pigs: Lulling report. 
9 - AGRICULTURAL INFURMATION - Mr. Ertl and the British White Paper - Canadian pragramme for the limit-

ing of c~reals production - Disposal of 2nd. quality butter in Italy - Sale of cereals by .·interven
tion organisations- The Belgian agricultural organisations opposed to any reduction in agricultural 
incomes 

10 - Nomination of the "Control Commission"; reply to quedion no. 412 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Differences in the prices of ethyl alcohol: reply to question no. 365 by Mr. Apel 
- Work of the EEC and the OECD on insurance · 

11 - Price of steel~istance of the rising tendenc,y for export to third countries 
- ECSC Consultative Committee: next session 
- Loans granted by the ECSC to Community firms 

12 - Weekly Echoes 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INl'l!liPENEl'RATION No. 1352 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe- Nordek- Neutrality: triple-allegiance? 

In his press conference last Friday, Mr. Rey said about Nordek.that at a given moment, 
countries would hav~ to .make a choice between their membership of Nordek or of the European Comm 
~ot possible to belong to two different customs unions at the same time. ' ,, 

What Mr. Rey said is perfectly logical, and the arguments are awaited with some curiosity i ~~s~ls, 
With which Mr. Gunnar Lange - who will be in Brussels on Wednesday and Thursday - will explain an .. ~e~ 
;the idea expounded by the Swedish Prime Minister_, Mr. Olof Palme, according to which it is possible attain 
three objectives simultaneously: European cooperation, safeguarding neutrality and the constructiyA.;· Nordek. 
. It is known, in fact, that the signing of the Treaty instituting the Nordic Common Market, ch,x'-
acteristics are similar to those of the EEC and whose Institutions are also similar to those of t , ls 
'to take place on 7 March. If, for Sweden, the problem of "triple allegiance" can be quite easily solved -
~weden can entertain "economic cooperation" relations with the EEC and maintain her neutrality, whilst also 
being a member of Nordek - the problem is more complex for those Nordic countries which have applied to be 
full members of the European Community, and which, in spite of this, have committed themselves to Nordek. 

It is true that in their official statements, the Governments in question (Denmark and Norway) insist 
on the "compatibility'' of their. various commitments. Mr. Nyboe Andersen, the Danish Economic Affairs Mini
ster, in a long speech to the Fblketing on 5 February, developed this belief by trying to accredit the idea 
according to which the application of the Nordek Treaty could be suspended to allow one or another country 
to negotiate with the EEC. Mr. Andersen defended himself against tlie suspicion that all this was a manoeuver 
~~ lead to a "collective" negotiation between Nordf!!k and the Community, but he considered that the good out
come of the Nordek negotiations would give the candidate countries a stronger negotiating position. We ha~e 
our doubts on this. There are two possibilities to be chosen between& 
- Nordek comes into force and the member countries begin a process of economic integration which changes the 
basic facts. At that moment, negotiations could only take place between two groups of countries.and only 
have limited aims. 
- The countries who want to negotiate with the Communi.:ty suspend their membership of Nord_ek while they neg
otiate. Allowing that this is admissible, it is difficult to see how their negotiating position woul~ be 
better. The fact that these two countries have the possible way out of entering Nordek in no way constitutes 
an element of strength, rather just the opposite. 

One thing should be clear a the Community is not trying to win over new members.a it accepts those who 
can and will subscribe to the known Community commitments, including the political purposes of the Community. 

Rather than trying to enrol recalcitrant members, it would be in the Community!s interests to see an 
effective and viable Nordek constituted, with which it could establish healthy and close relations. Without 
too many "allegiances" at once •••• 

SUMMARY 3 fvl.c::v<-eh l C{TO bJo ( S':;L \ 
1 - EDITORIALs "Europe-Nordek-Neutrali ty: triple alledance?" 
~2b -POLITICAL DAYs Political Unificationa.lst. exchange of views on the basic questions on Friday at 

Val Duchesse ..: Meeting in London of the Ambassadors to the EEC - Mr. Olof Palme in London - Brandt
Wilson talks 
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3-4-5- "!gricul tural" CouncilzSeems decided to define an overall compromise on surpluses and common prices 
for the next season 

5 - ~GRICULTURAL INFORMATIONa Premiums for the limiting of milk production- Procedure against an illicit 
aid in Germany for the raising of piglets. 

6 - The N.P.T. will come into force on 5 of this month. and reply to question no. 392 by Mr. Oele 
- Mr. Deniau in the U.S.A. 
- Mr. Rochereau in the u,s.A. and Canada 

7 - Court of Justices development of Community Law in 1969- Procedure in Case 68/69 and conclusions in 
Case 28/69 

8-9 - Preparation of the plenary session of the E.P.a Leemans report: energy policy; Westerterp report& 
preferences for oranges from Israel and Spain; Mauk reports imports of processed products based on 
fruit and vegetables. 

10 -~plus sugar from the OSD and its disposal: reply to question No. 394 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Air and marine transport& reply to question No. 386 by Mr. Posthumus 
-Monetary Situation in G.B.: clear improvement 

11 - Research policy in the ECSC 
- Labour productivity in the steel industries 

12-13 - ECON~MIC INTERPENETRATION No. 135J 
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EDITORIAL 

~ t is urgently necessary to restore tie majori t;y voting procedure in the Council 

s.) 

Today, we are publishing the reply given by tie European Commission to·Mr •. Vred~ling, who qq~~~~1§4 
it on the "missed opportunity" which we have mentio1ed and co!IIDented on (cf. our editorials of 18 cem r 
and 19 January}. This was the opportunity which was not seizDd by the Council to proceed to a maj ri~i/vote 
in a question considered by one country as being of vi tal importance. '-... ;~ , 

The Co!IIDission's reply was rather anodine. Th:.s could be expected, seeing that the responsi;!'for 
the vote lies mainly with the Council. Nevertheless! there was still the hope of an official standp 1n 
accordance wi'th those which the Commission Presidenl has taken publicly on several occasions, and',e · i,ally 
l.ast F.riday in front of European journalists. The C+mmission, in fact, has its share in the re~pon$" . • ity 
for this affair, By allowing the manipulation of it1 proposals, with the purpose of obtaining ·~ 

. when this was not indispensable, the Commission is dlowing one of the fundamental ideas of the eiQJUf 
Rome to be jeopardized, which has been the original:ty and strength of European integration. This finally 
results in a loss of prestige and authority for theEuropean Commission. It is thus that the institutional 
equlibrium is slowly changed and that situations ar• reached which the Commission itself is forced to den
ounce as inadmissible. 

If we mention this particular episode, it is ~nly to stress that it is not only necessary, but also 
urgently necessary, to solve this problem. And espe•ially in relation to the enlargement of the Co!IIDuni ty. 
Since all the Six are profoundly convinced that it ~uld be bad to proceed to enlargement without first 
strengthening Community structures, it emerges fromthis that the problem of the vote in the Council is a 
priority problem. Mr. Thomson, questioned the otherd~ in the ffouse of Commons on this point, replied quite 
skilfully that this was one of the subjects to be n~tiated. We note that Mr. Gunnar La.nge, in an interview 
to a Stockholm newspaper, recently stated that "if ne statement made some years ago in Luxemburg should be 
considered as still being vali~- which would mean nat, wr~n vital interests were involved, a single coun
try could veto a EEC decision- this would greatly acilitate cooperation from Sweden", We can see what this 
would lead to! 

~ It must be remembered once again that no com Dmise or entleman's eement'was made in Luxemburg 
and Mr. Thorn recently reminded the European MemberEof Parliament of this • Everybody had their own opinions. 
It is true that they acted as if this was so, and, ~ doing this, created a custom which is gradually replac
ing the law, which. is what is contained in the Treat. What can be done apart from persuading, exhoTting. 
and acting so that the examples increase and the myt of the compromise is destroyed? This myth, in fact, 
has no legal existence and cannot be destroyed by a.egal act. Nor does it have a political existence, for 
in Luxemburg, only diaagreement was established, anothis establishment implies that the law is still valid. 

But a law which is not applied can fall into dsuse: it is this which must be prevented at any cost. 
N-;'B. - We have-· just ·learnt that the aHusion·made ·by;h-.; Thomson to the majority vote ·only-concerned ·possible 
deCisions to be taken in the context ot: the poli "fi!ca: union. This whole subject, saiQ. Mr. Thomson, will be 
negotiated. As far as the voting system in the CommUlty Council is· concerned, the British position is still 
such as it was given by Mr. Brown in his speech of 4Tuly 1968, in other words, the full acceptance of th~ 
~ules of the Treaty. 

1 
'2-2b 

- EDITORIAL: "It is urgently necessary to~estore the majority voting procedure in the Council" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: "Pravda" makesL violent attack on the idea of a "total Europe" -

"Europe Day" - Mr. Thorn in Portugal an<Spain - Mr. 'lbomson will be in the Hague on 19 March
Mr. Pompidou back frorlflthe .. United'.State:- Mr. Brandt in London -Mr. Kreisk;y begins consultat
ions tomorrow- Social-Democrat vi~toryn Denmark- Mr. Per Borten keeps his distance regard
ing the EEC. 
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3-4-5 - Another total failure in the Council de:berations on the equil~brium of the agricultural 

3 
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6 
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9-10 

11 

12 
13-14 

markets· 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 151.08 
- The regulations to implement the ManshoJ Plan to be presented by the Commission at the end 

of April 
-First aspects of the EEC's "Joint posith" in the negotiations with the United Kingdom 
- Monetary union: the Comm:tssion has adopti its plan 
- E.I.B.: increase in the rate of interest 
- The'Council and majv:·ity votes: reply tquestion No 4o6 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Court of Justice: Judgement in Case 33/~ (Wine and grape cadaster in Italy) 
- Ultracentrifugation: signing of the tri~tite agreement 
- Breakdown of the member states' expendi~e on nuclear research according to the reply to 

·question tio 410 from Mr. Oele 
- The Community's general objectives for ~eel" 
- The Community's steel trade with third antries in 1969 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 46 .17 
- Publications of t~ropean Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1354 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

The strengthening of the Community annoys the "Pravda" 

18~me annee - No 
Jeudi 5 mars 

We have already had the opportunity of drawing our readers' attention to certain political f.ren 
which seem obvious to us, but which are not so for everyone, particularly because they are masked by 
of a more general nature, which are better able to hold the attention of the public at large. 

The fact is that since it became evident that the Community was moving towards a strengthening 
own economic and institutional structures, towards a process which would lead to political unificati 
in addition to this an enlargement which would not compromise its cohesion, extensive and coordinat ~ac~,~-
has been organised on several fronts to prevent all this being achieved. · l 

The impulse to this action comes from Moscow, but it :assumes various forms and employs a varlet M l 
means. Moreover, it seeks to find its place in an international context, which is beginning to manifest i elf 
in fears, expressed more or less openly in certain capitals, of seeing the European Community become toQ 
powerful, at least in the economic sphere. This power would make it the centre of a "constellation", charact
erized by a series of preferential agreements which are really aimed at creating a vast area whose commercial 
and economic power would be formidable. 

This action, which could, at least in the eyes of its .organisers, be regarded rather benevolently by 
other international circles, is aimed essentially at preventing the Community from progressing, strengthen!~ 
its structures, and proceeding to an enlargement. The Conference on European Security should be employed, 
in the opinion of its instigators; as a "deterrent" against this strengthening. We have already stressed 
this (cf. our editorials of 7,8 and 14 January). But Mr. Youri Zhukov, an eminent "Pravda" journalist, has 
Just confirmed it, for he writes, in a violent commentary provoked by •••• the Community's intention to 
move on to strengthening economic and monetary cooperation, that "a pan-European conference must be held 
as soon as possible to erect a barrage against the adversaries of European cooperation and the partisans 
of supranational power". Moscow's action within the framework of the preparations for the pan-European 
Conference has repercussions at several levels. The action of the communist parties in the Western countries 
tends-exactly in the same direction (it is symptomatic that a Belgian communist deputy has warned against 
any extension of supranationalism within the community framework). The same goes for the large number of 
organisations controlled by or sympathetic to the Communist party. It is significant that completely identical 
positions have been upheld by the "M::>vement" for the independence of Europe, whose ramifications have just 
been established in Belgium and are trying to get a foothold in Italy. 

The main thing is that Europeans should be aware both of the importance of the work they are in the 
process of accomplishing, and the gravity of the threat from the outside. They have managed to re-organize 
themselves, after a pa~nful process. By means of often dramatic efforts, they have overcome divergences 
and conflicts, old and new, to jointly set up a ·coherent, outward-looking and exemplary unity. Now they only 
need pursue their action, by stepping up the rate of progress, and multiplying their efforts. This will be 
their best response. 

1 - EDITOOIAL: "The strengthening of the Community annoys "Pravd.a"" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Foreign Ministers will start off the process to result in the political unificat-
ion of Europe - Bank rate lowered in Britain- Harmel/Lange and tange/Rey ~· 
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3 - Mr. Scelba will no doubt be re-elected as President of the E.P. 
3-4 :. Tomorrow's Council of Ministers• External relations, scientific research, monetary union and guide

lines for nepotiations with the U.K. 
4 - Budgetary powers of the E.P.a changes to be made to the Treaty to strengt~en them . 

- "No listening in to telephone conversations" in the Berl~nt b]Ulding, says Comiss1on 
5-6 - Economic and monetary union: Commission proposal for its achieveMnt 
6 -Customs suspensions for rosins and tui'pentine,oil · 

-Definition of EEC/AASM products entitled to preferential system 
7-8 - Preparation of the plenary session of the E.P.a Oral ques~ion ftO. 17• participation of youth in EUro

pean integration - Future of the Luxemburger agricul turea Baas report - &aission of polluting fumes 
by vehicles& Fellermaier report - Coumon rules for the marketing of egg products• DrOscher report 

9 - Intra-Community and Extra-coi!IDuni ty trade in 1969 
- Food aid for Sudan 
-Commitments of the second E.D.F. 
- Mr. J .-R. Rabier, Director General of information 

10 AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Canadian plan against cereals surpluses - New inCJ"ease in purchase price 
of pigmeat in France - Refunds ... for sugar exports - Importing of eggs to the U.K. - Cereal and anill&l. 
situation in· the USSR..,. Oranges from Morocco 

11-12 - Steel requirements in third countries& estimated development 
12 - Estimated steel progr~ for the second quarter of 1970 . 
13 Parliamentary Activity in Europe 
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~. U R 0 P E A N L I B R A R Y · t 'fS:· ~·.~ tJ .\'(. ~~ 
!Books which are sent to us and whose public(~ oil . -t.,.. __ ._; ·: ( '::. '.: ·: ' 
is worth noting are reviewed under this head\~ ~ ;~!· :,.· · .... · 

\ 

. 

Les Clefs du Marche Europeen, HAVAS CONSEIL (62 rue de Richelieu, Paris 2e), 327 pages. (~-· 
Designed from· the marketing point.Jof view, th:Ls work stands out by the clArity with which ~h"' oonomiq 

data is .presented, with the aid of maps, drawings, tables and graphs which enable easy comparison~ lbe made 
of the situation in various economic spheres in the West European countries. "Europe is becomi1iality 
for businessmen, even if. it is still not for politicians and sociologists", state the authors in\t·. 9reword. 
In its planning and selection of data, this work responds to the concrete practical needs of indu rialists, 
dealers and ,investors who are anxious to become acquainted with the features and general_possibi, ~~fa . 
market, before going on to make specific enquiries. ·-~" 

The book is divided into nine chapters: 1. Total populationJ 2. Active population; 3. Europe as·an 
economic power; 4. External trade; 5. Currency, Finance and Ta.xationJ 5. Inoomes. consumption and standard 
of living; 7. Distribution; 8. Transport; 9· Information and advertising. A twenty-page annex deals with 
the East European countrie~. We should add that HA VAS CONSEI!J has already published "Les Clefs du Marche 
Franqais", in 1964, and in 1966 "Les Clefs du Marche Commun", but both these books are how:)out of print. 

- JEAN SIOTIS : Die ECE und Gesamteuropa, Europa Union Verlage GmbH (Cologne), 1969, 92 pages.- This book, 
on the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe and its importance for cooperation among all European 
countries, is the German translation of a book published in 1967 entitled "ECE in the Emerging European 
System" in the "International Conciliation" collection which is published under the auspices of the Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace. In the foreword, the publishers of the German edition note<.tnat·it,would 
be "intellectually dishonest not·to remark that events since 1967 have not always confirmed the author's 
thesis on the 'crumbling' of bipolarity in Europe". 

- ECE News, February 1970, Economic Commission for Europe/United Nations, Geneva.- In the summary: Develop
ments of agriculture in Europe; Second session of .the Water Problems Committee; Seminar on the Protection of 
water against oil pollution; Seminar on the planning and development of recreational areas. 

- COMITEXTIL : Information No 1-2/70, Coordination Committee for the Textile Industries in the European 
Economic Community (Rue Montoyer 24, 1040 Brussels).- We should draw particular attention to several articles 
of community interest: 1. Textile Research in Europe {condensed version of a study made by the scienti~ic 
research Committee within the framework of the Comitextil); 2. 1970 : A perturbed year on the foreign front 
by Dr. Freidrich Richter, director general of Gesamttextil and at present the President ~the UNICE External 
Trade Committee; 3. Account of the meeting between Mr. Raymond Barre, a member of the European Commission. 
and a delegation of the European Textile"industry Round Table. 

- Ici l 1Europe, Bulletin of the Council of Europe, l/1970, Strasbourg.- This edition is devoted to the session 
of the Consultative Assembly which was held in Strasbourg from 22 to 30 January 1970. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2-3 POLITICAL DAY a Foreign Ministers a has political Europe been give its start? - The enlargement of the 
Community and American interests- Schiller-Granfil talks- Pan-German suBmit• difficulties- The 
Germano-Soviet talks - Rise in the Bank Rate in W. Gel'JIIaey - Norwa.y prepares i taelf for ~~egoUationa 
with the EEC. 
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- Council of Ministers: the "large package" concerning completion was finally &Aopted 
- The internal development of the Community 
- A ~roup of leading figures for monetary ~fon 
- Sc1en~and techriicai cooperation with third countries 
- The Euratom Research and Investment budget for 1970 finally decided 

8-~ - EEC - Yugoslavia: Contents of the non-preferential agreement 
9 - EEC - Mal taa negotiations authorised for the creation of a customs union 

-EEC -United Statesa :Mr. Deniau's· talks in Washington · 
10-11 - Preparation of the plenary session of the E.P.a Survey of the social situation in 1969 
11 -Renewal of the Association ~th the OCT: Glinne report 
12 ·- Development of steel production capacities in third .·countries 
13 -··The Week in Europe 
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EDITORIAL 

The Commission's programme of action and the European Parliament's 
new role 

The European Parliament is meeting today in plenary session. 
be re-elected President of the Parliament for the 1970/71 session. During his first year of 
Scelba gave a considerable political impetus to the European Parliament's activity, and Mr. 
this fact recently at the Federalist meeting in Rome. Mr. Scelba was able to exploit f~Ymlr!Lbl.~~~~ 
stances and an improved political climate to make the European Parliament's part in the phase 
activity towards European integration which began with the Hague summit, onstructive and 
relations between the European Parliament and the other Institutions have to the 
former, as a consequence of historic official decisions, like the decision on the budgetary 
of "gentlemen's agreements" which are also very far-reaching. Certainly, the big problem, thee 
of the Parliament by direct universal suffrage, is not making much progress: the Dehousse proposa 
up a "contact committee" between the Parliament and the Council to study this problem together, rece 
a favourable reception only in part, although it was supported by some of the Ministers. But the main 
thing is to keep up the pressure and increase it: the Parliament is today in a better position than in the 
past to do so. 

Interesting developments could result from the innovation introduced in Parliament-European Commission 
relations, in accordance with the letter President Rey sent on 26 January to President Scel~. which was 
immediately put into application since on 4 February Mr. Rey set out the Commission's programme of activity 
for 1970 to the Parliament. At the time we noted (our editorial of 5 February) that this report was not 
followed by a debate, which limited the Parliament's opportunity to "concur in the determination of community 
policy". 

We are pleased to learn now that, following an initiative from Mr. Scelba, the Chairmen's Committee 
has devised a "strategy" aimed precisely at enabling the Parliament to play its role fully. This means 
that from next year onwards the report on the progranme will be followed by a broad debate win which the 
various sections will be able to express their approTal, their possible suggestions or proposed amendments, 
give voice to their wishes and even, if need be, reject it. Moreover, since the European Commission has 
undertaken to inform the Parliament at regular interrals on the concrete application of the various points 
contained in the programme, the Parliament will have the opportunity of exercising continous control, much 
more effective than the present procedure of examining the annual Report on Community activity "a posteriori" 
permits. Moreover, it is tomorrow that Mr. Rey will give his speech on the Report on activity in 1969: 
this speech will probably be shorter than usual, in order to place it even now in the new context, which 
consists in removing the centre of gravity of the delates to the programme of activity • 

. We should note that, while the Parliament undoubtedly obtains greater prestige and responsibilites from 
this procedure, the position of the European Commiss:on is also strengthened, since it will be able both 
to take the Parliament's opinion into account and to take advantage of it when it has. to implement its .. > 

programme. It will thus attain a higher degree of "toll ticization". 

1 
2 

- EDITORIAL: "The Commission Is programme of action and the European Parliament Is new role" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: What will be Jorway 1s choice between the EEC and the Nordek? -

\ 

Preparation for the Bra.ndt-Stoph talks - Germano-Polish contacts - CERN: further adjournment 
of the ministerial meeting - Italy raiaes her Bank Rate - British balance of payments 

• 
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11-12 
12 

13 
14-15 

- A "synthesis" of the future developmen;s 6f the Community will be esta~lished in June 
- Scope of the Italian reservation (connected with the wine problem) 
- EEC/Xugoslavia: signing of the agreeme1t in April 
- Election of the E.P.: Mr. Harmel will na.ke the appropriate contacts with the Parliament 
- Austria. Sweden. Denmark and A1geria: Jpproaches to the President of the Council 
- Economic and monetary union: examination ,of the plans 
-Equilibrium of the agricultural marketa: if no agreement reached on 16 and 17. it Will go 

before the "general" Council 
- Skimmed milk powder and butteroil for 1ne developing countries 
- Euratom/IAEA: Checking agreement will le examined by the Council 
- EEC/Spain: new series of talks 
- E.P.: opening of the plenary session 
- EEC/UAR: Egypt '·s r.eque!Jts and the Comnnnity' s proposals 
- Yaounde Convention: question No 491 frcm Mr. Couste 
- Court of justice: fiscal system for wocl in Italy (Case 7 /69) - Aids to the textile sector 

in France (Case 77 and ~7/69) 
- Community law and national law: questim No 433 from Mr. Vredeling 
- EFTA: bradecbalance-sheet 
- IAEA:programme of scientific meetings mr 1970 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Limitation ~ beetroot cultivation in Belgium - Spanish oranges -

Apples - British presence at the Agricdtural Show in Paris - Ge~ opposition to any 
price reduction - Refunds for eggs 

- International steel trade in 1975 
- Coking coal imported from third prices: indicative price 17 D/T 
- Common energy policy: preparation of n~ proposals 
- Weekly Echoes 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1357 
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Czechoslovakia's European voice, one year after 

At a time when Europe is looking for the best way to arrive at a political union which is not 
a fa9ade, it was not without emotion that we again hearii echoes reaching us from Prague, the voice of 
Czechoslovakia searching for a way back to the Europe to which she has always belongeq, and who has 
this path barred by Moscow's tanks. It is not, we should specify, that Czechoslovakia ~s seeking 
a determinate bloc: she was seeking to achieve an objective which ·othersare.a1so seeking to attain 
wibhout difficulty - in this part of the Continent. · 

The voice which we·;heard was that of the "literarny List", a clandstine edition of which was 
in Rome on the first anniversary of the death of Palach. The full text of this clandestine edition. 
been translated and published in the weekly review "L 1EUROPA" (No 7/8 of 7 March), directed by Angelo 
Magliano. It is a European event which cannot go un-noticed, especially since, among other texts, the 
"Literarny List" publishes an article by Adolf Muller, and assistant at the Prague·J.International Institute 
of Political Economy, on "Czechoslovakia and Europe", which is a penetrating analysis not only of the 
Czechoslovak attitude to Europe, but also of the problems Europe must fac~ up to. Naturally, Mr. Muller 
speaks of the absurd, and;shameful, division of Europe into two blocs. He thinks that the two super-powers 
who; in his opinion, "patronize" the two blocs' are aware of the growing discontent which this is giving 
~ise to and are searching for solutions: "one in the form of changing the Atlantic partnership and the 
other in strengthening the'>hier~rchicall structure of lts bloc, which would guarantee it absolute political, 
military and economic control". This means that while one side is seeking a solution in the direction of 
liberalization, autonomy and equality, the other ·1s'only going further along the road of tyrannical 
hardening. This is where Moscow's policy must lead: to the destruction, not of the Western bloc, for there 
has never been a Westem bloc,but of Western political, military and economic solidarity, a solidarity.whiah 
rules out any hegemony (inside or outside Europe) and which consequently resorts to the:.institutionai saf,e
guards which are the main features of European construction. 

Mr. Muller stresses the importance of the "fact cf nationalism", although he specifies that it should 
not aim at returning to national nestrictions. It is obvious that, for Czechoslovakia, the search for and 
exaltation of the national identity is the indispensable pre-condition for the search for democracy. It is 
conceivable that the search for democracy, or for a better democracy, can come about without necessarily 
going through the stage of exal~ation of the national sentiment, when this national sentiment is not per
secuted from the outside. 

What is important, and Mr. Muller seems to agree, is that this search for democracy should and can 
be carried out "in common", even if we are not completely agreed on the method adopted by various parties. 
Democracy is a continous search and Europe, in its coherent unity, can be an example of its continous 
evolution. 

1 -EDITORIAL: "Czechoslovakia's European voice, one year after" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr. Thomson in Brussels - Norway and the EEC - Mr. Olaf Palme in Finland 

Mr. Kyprianou in Brussels - British entry: the·cost. 
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EDITORIAL -~ I 

. ) 

ME>re ~on the Nordek : the ambiguity remains .. · · &". f1'J 
OUr comments on the "triple creed" (European cooperation.,Nordek-Neutrality) th~ Swedes would ~to 

practise, and the consequences which can be drawn from this by the two other Nordic co.untries who ~·. 
asked to enter the Community, gave rise, ~easonably enought, to various reactions. Some gave our ~ 
a warm reception, others expressed clear disappDoval. First of all, we shall deal with a number Ot ~ 
"factual" observations: . ~! 
1) the signing of the Nordek Treaty, originally planned for 7 March, has been postponE!d until afte , t ·.· 
Finnish elections (which take pl~ce this week-end). At one time it seemed t~t Finland would agree .. 
s!gn even before the elections: whatever the case may be, we shall soon know the date. @~ 
2) The Nordek institutions differ from those of the Community on two main points: the Council of Mih '' · 
always votes unanimously; the duties carried out by the Commission in the Community are performed in 
Nordek by a Secretariat led by 4 Directors (one per member country), who are "independent and do not receive 
instructions from their governments". Certainly, the institutions are substantially ~weaker" than the 
Community institutions. There is, unfortunately, a de facto analogy, in the systematic use of the unanimou• 
vote, which encourages quite a few people (inside'and outside the Community) to insist that it. should becom' 
a de jure analogy (Mr. Gunnar Lange dixit), and this justifies Mr. Hey's statement that this question must 
be settled beforethe enlargement. 
3) The Nordek member countries would not immediately commit themselves to the process of economic integratiort 
since the customs union will not be completely achieved until 1 January 1974. This is true, but we tend . 
to forget that the integration process often develops (as was the case with the EEC) without observing the 
time-limits laid down in the treaties. This is especially true since the Nordek contains a good number of 
provisions which tend in the direction of integration (besides, the word figures in the Officials' Report): 
common policies, ·legislative harmonisations, monetary unification, etc. It is explicity recognized that there 
will be structural change and therefore a need for re-adaptation. It is reasonable that, once the Treaty · 
is signed, all the economic forces will count on inevitable evolution and by this very fact the process of 
integration will be begun. How can we imagine that a country, an economy, would commit itself to a certain 
path with the hidden intention of sbon'abandqning;:J:t to go in another direction? 

The fact is that, apart from comparisons of the clAuses contained in the Treaties, or the search 
for "ways out", the basic problem has not yet been answered. This problem consists in a fundamental political 
choice. We shall certainly not blame countries which made their real choice known a long time ago, but 
found themselves up against a brick wall.· Now the situation is different: and it is now that the decision 
has to be made. Faced with this need for clarity we must repeat that the ambiguities remain. And the remar.ks 
made by Mr. Baunsgaard (cf. today's P.D.) :will certainly not dissipate them. Public opinion in the countries 
concerned is aware of it. And we would not like to see things turning out as the "Morgenbladet" pf 5 
February predicted: "it is quite possible that Nordek will become a reality simply because nobody has made 
an effort to enter the Community". 

SUMMARY t\ ~rtV\ L'11-o Nes -.S)~ 
1 EDITORIALs "More on Nordeks the ambiguity remains" 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Economic integration in Europe and Latin America - Statements by Messrs. Baunsga.ard 
and Hartling - The Italian crisis - Mr. Thomson in Brussels 

~ILJ BULLETIN No. 527 (new series): 

3-4-5-6- European Parliament - Plenary Sessions Mr. Scelba will pay an official visit to London - Indepen
dent resources and budgetary powers - Nuclear and energy problems - Kiss Flesch Reporter General on 
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7-8 
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the Activity Report -Rules of competition. 
EUROSYNDICAT: 151.45 

~ EEC~Spain: continuation of negotiations 
- EEC USA: A reply by the Comission to the statements by Mr. Davies and the measwed terms of Mr. 
· Gilbert 

EEC/Yugoslavia1 signing of the·agreement soon 
Surinam, Dutch West Indies and the EDF's financing projects 

-Community participation in the. work o~ international organisations 
9 - Labour forces for 1968: Community survey 
1~11 - AGRICULTURAL INWRMATION- Production quotas for sugars reply to question no. 382 by Mr. Girardin -

Preservation of foodstuffs by radiation: reply to question no. 421 by Mr. Vredeling - EA.GGF aid for 
nurseries in Italy: reply to question no. 408 by Mr. Klinker - Italy and the importing of olive oil 

11 

12 

from France- Cereals produetion in·Eastern Earope 
-Primacy of Community law on agreements 
- Court of Justices Appeal rejected in Case 7/69 (Italian system for wool) 
- Coal stocks in the Comuni ty · 
- COMPOSITi:PRICE: 46.17 D/T 
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EUROPE/~OCUMENTS No 565: The "Schiller Plan" for economic and monetary unification. 
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.EDITORIAL 

Ireland's exemplary·ehoice. 

188me ann~e-- No (n.s,) 
Jeudi 12 mars. JCSO 

BULLETIN QUOTGf) 

Speaking yesterd~ about Nordek, we wrote ·that a.n unambiguous ehoice must be made, without 
ing or hindthought. This choice is, indeed; not always easy, given certain political iuld economic 

- ions which each of us now has in mind and which are illherent 'in ·the geo~political situation ·of ~~ .• ~~i$1:r'~ 
countries. Nobody is asking for earth-shattering statements, ·breaks or "auto-da-fes". Every~ol~J"'~~~~-~ 
that the .Community has done much during the years to nake ·this choice ·even more difficult.; ·Today i 
enough that total agreement be shown with the aims wruch the Six have included ·-in ·the"TPeaUes ·or 
they have fixed by their later action and by their projects being applied. Mr. Thomson understood" 
s~ng at his arrival in Brussels yesterday evening that the programme for "strengthening'' ·the -Communi 
found his country largely in favour of it. 

All this still leaves the fact that for certain countries, the choice is subject·to •a condition which 
is still a prior one, and whose merits could only be contested with difficulty. This prior condition·is · 
Great Britain's entry into the Community. It is, in !&et, very probable that for the applicant countries, 
:whether they be Denmark, Norway or, most of all, Irel&nd, even if they were prepared, as they are, to accep' 
the Treaties and all the implications resulting from ihem, it would be impossible to become members of the 
Community if Great Britain stayed outside. It is therffore normal that these countries should place conditi~ns 
on their overtures and be obliged to walk in the stepa of Great Britain and along the path chosen by rher. 
This sli tuation is unfortunately resulting in speculat:on and manoeuvering which is not easing matters and 
which originate in the attitude or intentions attribu~ed, according to the circumstances, to BI'itain• Thus, 
we have seen the Prime Minister of Denmark cast doubt on the British will to become a full member of the 
Community. After this, any mano~uvering can be justif:ed •••• 

In our opinion, the only logical conclusion which must be drawn from this "objective link" between 
British entry and that of the other applicant countries is that !n the first phase, the· negotiations ·must 
result in establishing that British entry has been ob~ained. Once this has been established, -it will,be 
easy to put the negotiations with the other applicants in their true context: the enlarged Community •. 

We should like to mention as an example Ireland s a tti -yuqe ~ This country is making her entry subject 
to that of'Britain and she is saying so. As far as the whole political and economic context is concerned, 
Ireland's choice is clear and unambiguous. We shall •ptblish in our "Documents" ·series- a •statement·.-by the 
Irish European Movement, which is an exemplary text wlich could be subscribed to by 'any Earopean.; ·Illd.eed, 
the European Movement (chaired by Mr. Sean Lemass, tht former Prime Minister) is not the Irish Government. 
But we understand that its attitudes are hrdly very dJfferent to the ·official attitude • 'Ireland ·has made a 
courageous choice: let us hope that it will be imitat~. 

. 1 - EDITORIAL : "Ireland's exemplary choice 11 

- 2b - POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: The crisis in I-aly - Mr. Monnet has talks with Mr. Stewart - Harmel-
Thomson talks - Before_ the Finnish elect:bns - Algerian Minister to visit the Communities 

DAILY IDLLETIN No 528 (new series): . 
Europe~ Parliament : Plenary session - Are "private" 1uclear agreements likely to harm the Community's 
3-4-5- cohesion? ··- Ene~gy policy - 'TraJlspert pclicy - Emissions. of 
6-7 polluting fumes f'rGim moter vehicles 
8 - Economic surveys in collaboration with co~y managements 
9-10 - Harmonisati~n of' certain fundamental aspe~s of Limited Company La~ 
10 - ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
11-12 -AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION- EEC field crGp>reduction- Foodstuffs Committees· reply to question 

Ne 399 from Mr. Vredeling -F-ree distributen of' milk - Safeguard measures on imports er apples·; 
from third countries - EEC food policy reg~ed as inadequate - The FRG to send wheat to Pakistan 
and Somalia 

13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 136o 
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- ALALC : Sintesis mensual, Publication of the Asociacion Latinoamericana de Libre Comeroio (Montevi 
This monthly review of the Latin American Free Exchange Association publishes a resume of the Associ 
main activities, statistical commentaries, stud~es:.on· in~egration or the economic sphere. Thus numbe 
of December 1969, gives an account of the ninth ordinary session of the contradting parties, 
Annual price of the review : 4 dollars (ordinary post), 6 dollars (air mail). 

- Boletin de la Integracion, No 57, October 1969, Published monthly by INTAL (Instituto para Integract 
America Latina, Casilla de Correo 39, Sucursal 1, Buenos Aires, Argentina) under the auspices of Banco 
Interamericano de Desarrollo. In the contents of this edition : the Latin American private sector and e 
transfer of technology; Latin American integration; the other integration movementsJ the activity of the BID, 
the activity of the INTAL. 

- Bollettino Mensile della Camera di Commercio Italiana nella Repubblica Argentina, No 10, Anno 84, Ottobre 
1969. Direttore Responsabilie : Conte Ernesto Riccardi, Direzione ~d Amministrazione : M.T.de Alvear 1119, 
Buenos Aires. · 

- E··r U European Trends, No 22, February 1970, The Economist Intelligence Unit Ltd (Spencer House, 27 St. 
James's Place, London S.W.l), 42 pages and 8 pages of statistical annexes.- We should like to draw particular 
attention to two basic studies on the new British attitude towards joining the Common Market and on regional 
development in the EEC. 

- WALTER KUNNEN: Bel.gique, 11 ex1.ste urealternatlvc! •••. p;Laidoyer:·poui' un:·etat peu aime, Edition Bureau 
Politique du Centre d 1Action huropeenne FCderaliste (A.E.F.), Boudewijnlaan 323; 2610 Wilrijk-Antwerp 
(Belgium), December 1969, 12 pages.- We drew attention to the publication of the Dutch edition of this 
brochure in our Bulletin of 20 February 1970. 

- Preliminary Draft Convention regarding the European Patent fot the Common Market. Publications Office 
of the European Communities. Pricea 70 . .Belgian francs. Versions availablea German , French, Italian, Dutch. 
This volume contains, as well as the preliminary draft of the Convention, a general report on the work of 
the Community group which prepared it. 

- freliminary Ilraft Convention regarding a European system of delivering patents. Inter-governmental Con
ference for the Institution of a European System. Prices 110 Belgian francs for the preliminary draft in 
German, English and French and for the reports in a choice of languages; 45 _francs for the reports in one 
language. (On sale at the Publications Office of the European Communities). 
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EDITORIAL ~ 
The "Colonna Plan" on the industrial policy - (1) An ov!r&ll view. . 

The Commission will no doubt take its decisions during the next few ~son a voluminous doe 
mitted to it by Mr. Colonna di Paliano, responsible for the sector of the industrial policy1 .. which 
of a "Commission Memorandum to the Council" on "the industrial policy of the CoiiiDuni ty" This is a 
examination of the problems posed by the development of industry in the Community, and the soluti 
these problems could receive. When the Executives merged, the European Commission had already assi·~--~~ 
elf this :bask. . 

The abundance of the analysis, the amplitude of the problems dealt with and the coherence 
ance of the soluiions suggested, already show that we are in the presence of a new Community 
fits in- in an overall strategic plan- with those which the Commission has already launched 
cultural, economic and monetary and energy fields e·tc. What is important is that tijese plans a ... ,o.u. ... n•rw1 .... ., 
main on paper but that, after having aroused a wide debate which is desirable and from which pr•acj,o11i.;;W;ilitl!ilt' 
ations must emerge, should be translated into action fulfilling an overall strategy without whioh there would 
be no effectiveness. 

While waiting to give our readers further information about the contents of this document as soon as 
it is adopted, we shall merely provide a glimpse here of its structure and develop certain remarks of a gen
eral nature~ In its original structure- which could be modified from the point o( view of its presentatio~ 
- the document includes& 
a) a first part which constitutes. a commented and "animated" "picture" of the situation of Co11111uni t:y indus
~Structure and profitability are analysed here, together with the changes undergone by this structure. 
We mention right away that certain data contained in this part, learnt of prematurely, has already aroused 
polemics. This is understandable since this "picture" is necessarily the fruit of projections and extrapol 
ations such that if the broad lines of the conclusions drawn from them are true; some details must be 
taken with care. 
b) the second part is devoted to the action to be undertaken to improve the environment of the European 
firm, in order to eliminate the shortcomings which appeared in the "picture" established at the start. A 
series of concrete proposals will be found here, in the technical, :.legal, fiscal 1 financial 1 ·social 1 region
al etc. fields from which :t[le whole of industry, in otherl\irordil ~its~ "bgdy" 1 would benefit (whilst normally 
it is mainly its "tail" or "head" which benefit from the attention of the public authorities). 
c) The third part analyses the ca acit for ada tation of Communit indust • This is the adaptation result
ing from progress and innovation, which can be "negative" aid for the tail-end sectors to adapt and event
ually disappea.Il) or "positive" (how to have the "body" of industry benefit from a development which is often 
the lot of key industries). . 
~)A fourth point, finally, proposes a policy for the promotion of advanced-technology industries (the head 
sector) for which, as the document shows, the Common Market has in practice not been achieved. The Community 
Institutions have the precise duty of filling this gap. 

We will give certain remarks of a general nature, suggested to us by the reading of ·this document, in 
·Our further Bulletins. 

(To be continued). 

1 - EDITORIALs "The "Colonna Plan" on the industrial policy - (1) An overall view" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: German talks with the East - Mr. Thomson in The Hague - Mr. Lopez-Bravoa statements -
Elections for the ~a-General in the Netherlands - EEC/Algeria& talks wi~h the Commission. 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 530 (new series)a 

3 - The E.P. will hold an extraordinary session in Luxemburg 
3-4 - EEC/Japan and EEC/USAa an account by Mr. Deniau 
5 - E.I.B.s new financing projects in Southern Italy 
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- iffi5Noihc AND FINANCIAL INFURKATION 
-The "Agricultural" Council opened wi:tlr a debate on the apple problem- Equilibrium of the markets 

discussed in restricted session 
6 - EEC Austria 

- EEC C rues .. talks with the Foreign Minister 
1 - EAGGFa new financing projects for the improvement of agricultural structures 

· 8 - 'Ceiiient cartel "Noordwijke Cementkartel"a reply to question no. 416 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Court of Justices Case 43/69 (Brewery contracts) 

9 - AGRfOULTURAL INFORMATION ~ Wheat marketa question no. 508 by Jlr. Kriedemann - fixing of farm prices 
in Britain - Pite de Foie imported to W, Oe~ - The German Government submi ta the bill on finan
c~al compensations for farmers to the Parliament. 

10 - ENEAa 11th. Report 
- AerOSpace production and research in the EEC, U.K. and USA 
-Enrichment contracts with USAEC 
- Telecommunications underground 

11 - I:on-ore I gross mining in January 
- Record steel production in the U.K. in February 
- Investment projects in the steel industry 
- Rolled productsa increase in orders . 

12 - ECSC Consultative Committee a supply of' the steel industry with coking coal 
- Regiou.l study on the Belgo-Oerman-Dutch frontier regiona reply to question no. 435 by Mr. Oele 

13 - Weekly Echoes 
14-15 - ECONOMIC INTERPKOORATION No. 1362 
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in the traditional s•-lli.-.-c 

The first reflection which comes to mind when we read the "plan" concerns the very term "indust 
policy". It corresponds to a concept which is not very clearly defined and which is the subject of c-.::.:s~-. 
erable controversy. Some people think that "industrial policy" is pursued bY the industrialists the~t~ill· 
within the context of the natioruil or international milieu in which they operate, and that it is par 
rmtned"b~.the.general policy and more particularly the economic policy- in the widest acceptance . 
p~rsued by the governments. However, at government level, we can see that the responsibilities of " dMlf1 
policy" are carried out in a more or less extensive and far-reaching manner. This usually depends 0 h u· 
much or how little the State intervenes in the economy. Thus we fin"4, at one end of the scale, in th o 
Union, or in other countries ruled by the same regime, bodies which are called "ministries" and have juris
diction over each sector of industry. In some Western countries the "Ministry or Industry" exercises a 
function which is traditionally referred to as "oversight", which is significant. In others, the "oversight" 
Ministry is coupled with a similar body which supervises the functioning of the nationalized or semi-national
ized industries. 

From reading the "Colonna Plan" it appears quite clearly that the Commission aoes not intend to suggest 
that a new bureacracy, super-posed on the national btreacracies, should be set up, and especially that it 
does not intend to exercise·c,this "oversight" functio1 which, in most cases, consists in stubbornly protecting., 
at the cost of substantial sacrifices to the conmuni~y. the decl:!Jn:tng··sec!;ors :(even if this has very under
standable social motives), at Conununity level. Havilg said this, the Conununity has invaluable experience 
in this sphere, which it acquired through the applic&tion or the Treaty of Paris, but which consisted, above 
all, in enabling the broader framework of the Commun!ty to be used to make the crises due to indispensable 
~tations less acute. It intends to go further in t\is direction and we think it is right. 

For the Commission, an industrial policy has a."raison d'etre" within the context of general economic 
policy and in close relation to the other "common policies" (agriculture, transport, social, regional, trade, 
eto). It is not going to act as a substitute for plivate initiative and is not going to eliminate competition. 
It recognizes the profit .f!!-p:to,r •. ·,. But it remembers the limits which are imposed both by the need for 
solidarity and the general interest. Above all it pJOposes, and this, in our opinion, is essential, to 
present a general outline in which all the operations aimed at the indispensable and logical transformation 
of the environment in which industry operates and whbh still remains a juxtaposition of national environments, 
in spite or· ~he (imperfect) creation of a single, marlet, are tntegrated~-. :The present situation tends to 
benefit different sectors, and different sizes, uneqtally. It is already clean that "t >Profits ·for,e1iftl1ni1;.., 
iatives rather than Community initiatives. In fact, the present situation produces inequalities and this is 
why it 'must be changed. 
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EDITORIAL 

The "Coloima Plan" on industrial policy - (3) No obstacles to the enlargement 

What we have already written about the Commission's document on the Community's industrial6'~~~ 
confirms that this policy can only be designed and realized within the context of a European econ 
and closely interwoven with the actions the Community must undertake to fulfil itself. The refo 
harmonising direct and indirect taxation in the Community, is certainly not an instrument of i us 
but it will have a posttive effect on. the structure of industry. Nor is a European financial mar·•-L.~~~~~ 
set up as an instrument of industrial policy, but nevertheless it is one of the conditions which w 
community industry to grow within a wider framework. Unification in the monetary sphere tends in t 
direction, in so far as the progressive elimination of the fluctuation margins, and eventually th 
abOlition of possible changes in parities, will encourage trade, facilitate long-term forecasts, ~~J~~ . \ 
the hindrances to company mobility. · 

In addition, an agricultural policy developed outwith the general orientation of economic po 
have adverse effects on industry. Thus a policy of high agricultural prices (not to be confused w 
of high incomes for farmers) could work against industrial growth, due to the available resources being 
diverted from one sector to the other. In general, the measures proposed in the Commission's Memorandum 
(which, when the time comes, will be made into formal proposals) are aimed only at eliminating obstacles which 
have noe economic or social justification, and at removing barriers which must be removed. Only in a very 
few cases do they concern specific actions which, we must admit, do not come under the heading of protection 
or oversight (creation of a community reference bureau, concerted buying of products of a highly technical 
nature, formation of a European management and training Foundation, making arrangements for spreading know
how to small and medium-sized companies in particular, etc.). 

The Commission has taken care to stress that this operation aimed at strengthening the Community by 
defining an industrial policy will not clash with the plans~for enlargement which are at present on the 
carpet. Indeed, we must admit that, in so far as all the proposed actions are aimed at eliminating obstacles 
and improving the environment, pvogress.is being made. towards the achievement of a wider market, and this 
progress does not in any way tend to "crystallise" this market according to certain conceptions and on the 
basis of certain schema. It does not constitute an obstacle to future enlargement in any way. We could, 
of-course, put forward a number of objections with regard to the actions aimed at setting up lllegal;bodies 
or institutions based on the elements available in the six member countries, i.e •. leaving aside .~he con
tribution which could be made by the applicant countries. In other words, we must be careful before 
adopting measures which, while removing some barriers, set up new ones, which might have to be puli8d down 
again in the near future. This said, we must admit that what the Commission says is valid, especially because 
today there are .prospects - and serious prospects - of enlargement. The speech would have been much more 
di£ficult, and perhaps impossible, a year ago. · 

1 - EDITORIAL: The "Colonna Plan" on industrial policy - (3) No obstacles to the enlargement 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Jean Monnet satisfied with the pro-European attitude of public opinion -

The Presidents of the Community Institutions in Osaka - A delegation of anti4Market Scottish 
Nationalists visits the Commission - Debate on the British White Paper 
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EDITORIAL 

The 11Colonna Plan" on industrial policy (4},Poil1tibad',«:hoices,for,polirtical'"'power 

We should like to conclude our preliminary remarks (there will be a lot of talk about this 
policy plan" in the months ahead, and we shall have the opportunity of making observations 
aspects) with a reflection of a_more general nature. 

In this Memorandum the Commission, above all, puts forward ideas. These ideas often take the form o 
proposals and it is probable that the Council will shortly ask the Commission to present it with formal 
proposals on one or another point. Then, these proposals will have to be fitted into a coherent overall 
strategy. Structural reform in agriculture cannot be achieved without taking the evolution of industrial 
structures into account. The latter is conditioned by the definition of social objectives and the existe 
of employment policy instruments (the Social Fund in particular). And above all, there is the need to 
observe the medium-term policy objectives, whose coherence must lead to gradual unification of the European 
"economic web", until a unified monetary system, if not a single currency, has been formed. 

Among the proposals contained in this document, there are some which are very bold and which impose 
difficult ch~ices on the governments. Several involve a revision of the Treaties (elimination of the technical 
obstacles. should include application of the qualified majority rule in this sphereJ art. 130 should be revised 
to give the E.I.B. the possibility of enlarging its sphere of influence considerably, etc.). Others call 
for the use of the Community's independent resources. Others require the States to give up important 
prerogatives, or at any rate deep-rooted customs which are founded on concepts of national interest, State 
security and so on. Others would have an impact even in the sphere of national defence, for in the sphere 
of advanced technology industries it is extremely difficult to separate the civil sphere from the military 
spzere, and this is a very important divisive factor, as experience has shown. 

In sum, whether the objective is to coordinate orders in the public works sector1 to introduce 
community development contracts financed out of the Community's resources for the most advanced industries 
(nuclear equipment, high-powered computers, aerospace); to centralize orders for advanced technology productsJ 
to negotiate equality of access and reciprocity with regard to direct investments with third countries' to 
organize taxation so that i.t promotes the creation of a European financial market; to set up a European 
body with the powers and resources to encourage the restructuring of industry at Community scale, in all 
these cases the governments, as in the monetary sphere, are being asked to make political choices, to give 
up cert~in powers, to agree to certain equilibria being adjusted, to accept European priorities, and to 
entrust certain tasks to the European Institutions which will fulfil them in the interests of the Community. 

Thus it is a political power which Europe needs: not to "impose" choices but to fulfil the tasks which 
the national States are no longer fit to fulfil. The "Colonna Plan", as the Mansholt Plan and the Barre 
Plan before it, confirms the inescapable n~ture of this evolution, which does not solely depend on doctrine, 
but above all on efficacity. 

SUMMARY £~ fv\~ t C{'\-0 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The 'Colonnu,!an' on industrial policy -(4) Political choices for pol!lli~2~." 

2-3 -.POLITICAL DAY: The in_!~~~-~...11 at Erfurt - ~h provi!!-.2i~:L~l~2!!!!- Mr. Fanfani. to 
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A!frink and national sovereignty - Argentina-Uruguay integration? - TowaDds the independence of 
t~ut£_h~ !E~ies -Statement by Mr. Whitaker in the .. Commons 
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Vendredi 20 ~ 

BULLETIN QUO~N ~ 

HELENE DELORME and YVES TA VERNIER : "Les Paysans franQais et i 'Europe". Edited by Armand Colin, P r .... , .. ..,...__, 
pages. 

In the "Travaux et recherches de science politique" collection, the National Political Sci 
has published a detailed documentary study of the attitude of farmers' Trade Union organiSa.tionsHo~afJ~rj 
organisations and other. bodies representing the French farming world, to the building of Euro' 
the authors have attempted an initial analysis of farming public opinion as a whole and of hoW · o 
are on European problems. The conclusion is that, on the whole, the farming world is in favour of ~~~· 
construction, but this position is sometimes accompanied by reservations and scepticism. In oer ctors 
of agriculture, the protection!st reflex is particularly sharp. But in general, the reservations derive 
from particular situations, and hardly ever extend to opposition in principle to the European idea. 

An American version of the study will be published by the Harvard University Center for International 
Affairs. 

- AperQu des travaux de la Cour de Justice des Communautes europeennes en 1969 (12 rue de la cote d 1E1ch, 
Luxembourg). Free publication, 22 pages. 

The Court of. Justice has just published this stnall brochure which gives the reader an overall view of 
the Court's· jurisprudence in 1969, which was a very important year, the evolution of ~ommunity law and the 
growth of information on Community law. Readers will be grateful to the Court for having succeeded in 
presenting a clear account of its activity in a few pages. 

- Les Annales du Marche Commun, Revue bimestrielle pour !'Information et !'Harmonisation du Commerce et 
de l'Industrie, No 1/1970. February-March 1970 (33 rue baron de Laveleye, 1090 Bruxelles), 34 pages.- We 
should draw attention to articles on tourism, the speeches by Messrs. Rey and Barre in the European Parliament 
and the British White Paper on the Common Market. 

- Notes on current politics, No 4 of 16 March 1970 (The Common Market Implications for Britain), Conservative 
Central Office (32 Smith Square, Westminster SWl, London), Pages 64 to 77, Price : l/6d. 

- Overseas Review, No 49 of February 1970, Conservative Political Centre (London), 15 pages.- This edition 
contains excerpts from the debate on the British White Paper on the Common Market which took place in the 
Commons on 24 and 25 February. 

- CNEN : Notiziario, Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare (125 Viale Regina Margherita, Rome), No 2-1970, 
February 1970- Tn the contents : The development of Nuclear Programs in ~962; Car.boilnfibl'eiSJ 
The HDR .Plant 'at Grosswelzheim;. 'lbe USAEX; 's Plowshare Program. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 POLITICAL DAY: The Government crisis in Italy- lhe_f2~_power!_!~onsible f2~~B_will nego
tiate on 26 March - !~~~~ preferential poli£y is defended in the USA by Mr. Coppe - Mr. Brandt'a 
statement on his meeting with ~!~Ph_-~~~~~ the reticence of ~he British about entry is 
due to the price of butter. 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 534 (new series): 

3 - Council of Ministers: EEC/Spain and EEC/Israel Agreements 
3-4 - France gives tiie_Council a Memorandum "on the details of a strengthening of European cooperation 

concerning industrial and scientific development" 
4 - ~-enlarged Council tries to solve the problems of wine 

-Difficulties for E§QLAustria relations? 
5-6-7-8-9- Industrial policy: lines and content of the Memorandum 
9 J.R.C.: Work of the special advisors instructed to study restructuring 

- Tbe-~rner Gro~P: provides for 5 to 6 meetings before the end of May 
10 - Steel: world production 

-~ electronic eguip~ent: international course 
- Coal: increase in imports 

ll - THEWEEK IN EUROPE 
12-13 - ~_Q_~~TION~ 1366 

EUROPE/Documents No._22~-- The European Commission's Policy in the Field of the Harmonization of legis
lations 
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EDITORIA,L 

British public opinion and Europe (1) A disappointment 

lSame ann~e - No 5~) 
Lundi 23 mars ~ 

BULLETIN QUOTIDI~ 

Just as we arrived in England to have a series of interviews with severa-l leading figures in 
economic and opinion circles, the newspapers were publishing the data relating to the "European opi 
held in six Common Market countries and Britain by the national public opinion institutes on the 
uniform "model". In Britain, curiously enough, the results of the poll were published by the "Daily .,_,_.., 
whose. confirmed "anti-market" attitude is well-known. The said newspaper was able to draw very satilff'l.-l!l~~ 
conclusions from them. 

The results are already fairly well-known, and in our Bulletins we have already set out the ma 
elements. They do not require special comment, because they are eloquent enough in themselves, but 
1ike to draw attention to the following points. For a long time the governments of the Community me 
countries, when they are asked to act a little more enthusiastically in order to make real pro«ress t.~apag 
Pblitical unification and the strengthening of the Common Institutions, in particular the Parliament, have 
invariably replied that public opinion is not ripe for this sort of thing and that the "national" reflex is 
still at the basis of European opinion. Well, the opinion polls in question (like other previous ones) show 
that this reasoning is fallacious. Completely fallacious. And it is on the basis of this fallacious reason
ing that the governments determine their attitude. Mr. Jean Monnet pointed this out when he stated that "the 
governments have left aside public opinion, which is more firmly determined on the objective of the United 
States of Europe than the governments themselves". 

We draw the conclusion that this extensive opinion poll must constitute the starting point for massive 
pressure to be put on the governments, who have now lost a handy screen behind which they could try to hide 
the truth. 

Now, let us take the case of Great Britain. With regard to this country, the results of the opinion 
poll are entirely different from those relating to the Six. Whereas the Six come out 65% in favour of a 
common market moving towards a United States of Europe, they are followed by only 3D% of British electors, 
48% being against. Whereas 64% of EEC electors are for Britain joining the EEC {and only 9% against), 63% 
0f the British are against and only 19% for. And so on. It is clear that this situation was one .of the 
subjects of the talks we had in London, with Government members like Messrs. Michael Stewart and George 
'l'homson, the Ministry of State at the Treasury, Mr. Rodgers, and with political and Tr'ade Union leaders, and 
top civil servants like Sir Conn O'Neill. Subject to speaking of the impressions drawn from these interviews, 
but without reporting the terms used given their confidential nature, we shall do no more, for the moment, than 
refer to the reactions raised by the results of these opinion polls. These were not always reactions of sur
prise, nor were they resigned, but sometimes bettayed·:acertain degree of embarassment - especially when we 
queried the publication of the "White Paper". (to be continued) 

l - EDITORIAL: "British public opinion and Europe - (1) A disappointment" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: EEC/Japan: high-level talks - Next Palme-Pompidou meeting - The Socialist 

International meets in Brussels ~ Ortoli-Kirillin· meeting in Moscow - Uncertain prospects for Mr. 
Mariano Rumor 

bAILY BULLETIN No 535 (new series): 
3-4 - Persistent disagreement in the Council over agricultural problems 
4 - The signing of the treaty on the E.P. powers has had to be postponed because no agreement has yet 

4-5 
5 

6 

7 

7-8 
8 

9 

10 

11 
12-13 

been reached on wine 
- Indicative time-table for the definition of the community position vis-a-vis the U.K. 
- Rice from the AASM: import system applicable 
- Extension of the "tariff quQtas" for silk fabrics and band8WOven cotton to Pakistan 
- Increase in the Qutter quota and imports for 1970 in Britain 
- Rise in Bank Rate in Spain 
- Memorandum on industrial policy: follow-up expected 
- Air poliution by automobiles: agreement on the r.egalations 
- Tripartite Conference on Employment: the six governments have handed in their memoranda 
- Social policy, according tb the E.P. Social Committee, is behind compared with the other policies 
- E.R.T.A.: Council deliberations 
- '!he Brenner Pass: reply to question No 4oo from Mr. Apel 
- Taxes on West-German lorries suspended by the Italian government 
- Osaka: European day 
- Scientific and technological cooperation 
- Cooperation agreement between AGIP Nucleare and Montedison 
- SORA pulse rapid reactor 
- Symposium on the frameworks of international scientific cooperation: publication of the minutes 

Entry negotiations within the framework of the ECSC 
- The B.S.c. to buy Wellington Tubes Works 
- Nuclear scientific information: seminar 
- Weekly Echoes 
- ECONOMIC INTERPmETRATION. No 1367 
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EDITORIAL 

Britisn public opinion and Europe - (2} A responsible reply 

Is the "White Paper" at the root, or is it one of the causes of the negative attitude - much mor. 
negative than ever before - of public opinion towards Europe? Obviously, everyone must admit that i 
may have had an influence. '!he element which strikes the man in the street, and the housewife, ts 
"forecast" of a rise in food prices as much as 18-26% and a rise in the cost of living of aro~d 4 to 
It is no good explaining that this rise might be less or that in any case it will be phased out over\~'~e~~4 
1ears. For the British consumer, only one thing is established: the p~ice of butter will double. 
price rd.ses which are taking place at the moment are looked on with suspicioru people are wonderingtioft:leiMn 
they are not already due to the possibility of entering the C011111on Market. Now, given the way in wh~ • ..., •. 

· White Paper is presented, we cannot• doubt that the authors were not unaware of the impact it would haotr£::tmr

opinion. It is said that they tried to "quantify" the advan~ges, but this was apparently impossi e. 11 
did not expect such a "primitive" reaction and they stress the full contents of the White Paper, so e PRI 
of which are clearly positive. But others stress that among the various hypotheses, the White Paper ~e~t~~ 
the most pessimistic. The Confederation of British Industries, whose intentions cannot be doubted, arrived 
at somewha-t different,· and less catastrophic, conclusions. Sometime soon we shall analyse the various 
elements of its position. ' 

How~ver we must admit that, whatever·explanation can be given of the publication of .the "White Paper" 
(we have tried'.to find the most valid ones), there are very few which see in this publication a "manoeuvre" 
by Mr. Wiison which will enable him to drop the European affair when the time comes. But everyone admits 
that Mr. Wilson, the cautious and responsible politician, has ensured himself an'~emetgency exit". 

was the timing of the publication opportune? One reply is that it had to be doen as quickly as 
possible so that it would not be tied up too much with electoral issues, and so that its memory becomes 
blurred as the negotiations, which will undoubtedly be pretty long, advance. 

One very important observation must be made: it is certain that today the very large majority:-of the 
"establishment" is pro-European, and this for mainly p6litical :reasons. Most are convinced that the reaction 
of public opinion is due to a re!lex of frustration (nine years of wAiting and humiliation), to a real fear 
of price rices and to a renewed surge of national and insular pride, because of the ob•ious recovery of the 
economic situation (now that bUsiness is',booming, they accept us: we shall go ahead alone). 

We then put, at a responsible level, a question of this type: will you have the courage to pursue 
a policy in favour of joining, a policy which could now be regarded as a challenge to public opinion? We 
obtained the following answer, among others: "Politicians must, at some time, assume their responsibilities 
and act differently from a public opinion whose judgement is distorted by contingent factors". 

We must: admit that this is a responsible. firm and reassuring reply. The conditions must be set up 
in which it can be translated into facts. 

i - EDITORIAL& "~!ish publi~ Qpinion and Eur~- (2) A responsible reply" 

2 - POLITICAL DAYt Portugal and European integration - Italy's European policy confirmed by the four 
Centre-Left parties - !he Robert Schuman Prize has been awarded - Mr. Snoy reports on the problems 

of European monetary integration 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 536 {new series)& 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7-8 

- EEC/Argentina: towards negotiations for a non-preferential trade agreement 
-Towards Community action in the field of tourism? 
- Transpo~t equiE~~~ reply to question No. 363 by Messrs. Vredeling and Oele 
- Taxes on manufactured tobaccot reply to question no. 4Q9 by Mr. Spenale 
- ~emEtions granted by France to Guineas reply to question no, 441 by Mr. Westerterp 
- Rice and br2~-~ from the AASMt system which the EEC will apply 
- Ireland's econom~~~~ according to an OECD study 
- ECONOMIC AND' FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATIONs System applicable to Luxembourg agriculture - Pig-meatc encouragement of 

imports - Italian system of exclusive supplies of milk at local level - COPA criticisms of the 
orch~rd removal pnemiums - British quotas on imports of c011111unity butter - EAGOF aid to pre-1968 
projects - The French sugar manufacturers adopt a position - Plants from third countries - Imports 
of Dutch tomatoes into Italy: reply to question No 376 from Mr. Vredeling - German flour for 
Mauritania 

9 -Prospective report.on employment submitted to the Council 
- Transport: Conditions for applyment certain regulations in Luxembourg 
- "Listening tables": question from Mr. Vredeling 

10 - British steel imports 
11 - Coriununi ty energy policy 

- Evolution of labour in the steel industry 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1368 and que~tiOll No 490 fr~ Mr. Oele 

.EUROPE/Documents - Ireland and the Economic Community 

/ 
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EDITORIAL 

Mr. Rocard's Europe (1) Too much demagqgy 

Mr. Michel Rocard has written an article for "Preuves" magazine in which l'le sets out the 
position towards the building of Europe. We began to read this article with very great inte e~~~~ 
with a certain amount of suspicion {though without prejudice). With interest, because we were 
Mr. Rocard's skill in political analysis and the moral strength on which his convictions are· 
only enrich the debate on Europe. With suspicion because, being aware of some:of the traditi 
put fotlWard by the left in France (yes, traditional even if they are upheld by "revolutionari•ur-rn. 
they are new), we were apprehensive lest they might recur in this debate, dressed, perhaps, 
date p~litical vocabulary. 

Our interest and mistrust were, in fact, both justified. 
every European can share, many problems are posed correctly and even where we cannot give our approval, ~ 
positive contribution has been made to the debate. But there is also a lot of demagogy, an obvious lack 
of information {to which some of the blunders should be attributed, rather than to ill-will}, and a certain 
degree of superficiality. 

Thus, in his attempt to set out the pros and cons of what has been achieved in Europe, Mr. Rocard 
de·stroys everything and denies everything. While aware of the restraining role played by the resurgence 
of nationalism and sectionalism (which is often a reflex against the transformations which European integ
ration gives rise to, and which consequently il.s ail 1ndirect·:pr6ofd>f the•'effeotiveness of the latter), he 
recommends that these national "resistances" should be strengthened. To give added weignt to his deniaL 
he accuses "European circles" of having adopted a "dithyrambic" tone'.to 'jud,ge:.the results of the Hague 
Conference. In reality, the tone was objective, moderate and often critical: the facts have shown that 
real progress was made. Then, Mr. Rocard contradicts himself when, after denying everything, he admits 
that the building of Europe has created a broader geographical framework, a European framework which "is 
tending more and more to dominate the national framework". He also recognizes that "integration of capital 
at the scale of the si.x EEC' •Member States is an irreversible process which constitutes an objective trend 
of the productive forces and whose exten~ it would be dangerous to under-estimate". We were gratified by Mr 
Rocard's explanation of the Marxist theory, specifying that this means that the European integration movemen 
"no longer depends on the ideas of some politicians and decisiens negotiated between·governments, but cor~es 
ponds to a basic trend of companies and banks, i.e the productive force constituted by capital". 

The reproach levelled by Mr. Rocard at the European movement of the 50s {while admitting that the idea 
of European independence was at the root:of its action) is that it did not show determination to "change 
the structures of economic power or to transform the consumption pattern which characterizes our societies". 
On this point, the debate could be enlarged. Is such a ·;cbange; '.if':it .. is desireb~e, not made easier due to 
the new framework and the new type of relation between a European political ~er and the individual set up 
be the "Europeans" in the '50s ? (to be continued) 

1 
2 

- EDITORIAL: "Mr. Rocard 's Europe ( 1_) Too much demagogy ••• " 
-POLITICAL DAY: NORDEK: Finland will not sign the Treaty- N.P.T. : Japanese-Amerioan.talks-

Statement from Mr. Berns- ~lgi.an Senate votes a change in the Constitution to integrate 
European law into Belgian law. 

DAILY BULIEI'IN No 537 (new series): 
3-4 - EEC/Japan: the European Commission's guidelines 
3 EUROSYND~CAT: 151.42 
4 - Mr. Schaetzel pleads in favour df a negotiated solution to the EEC/United States differences 

5-6 
6 

7-8 
8 
9 
10 

11 
12-13 

- Road and waterway carriers: Freedom of establishment 
- Court of Justice - Judgement in Case 43/69 (Contracts between beer producers and retailers} 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Foot and mouth disease - Butter surpluses in the EEC and New Zealand 

Protest by Dutch farmers - Improvement of agricultural structures: reply to question No 4o3 
from Mr. Vredeling - Two new agricultural studies - Italy authorized to ~xclude bananas from 
third countries put into free circulation in the FRG and the Benelux fr~ the Community treatmen· 
Frui t··.and vegetable quality control 

- Report by British young Conservatives (the Bow Group} 
- E.I.B. : will it finance the Run«is c0mmercial centre? 
- Energy situation in 1970 
- Ban on aligning prices on offers of steel products from the State trading countries: reply to 

question No 439 from Mr. Vredeling 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 42.83 D/T 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRA'J.'ION No 1369 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

Mr. Rocard 1s Europe - (2) ••. some valid (but not new) ideas 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIE)S 

The central thesis which Mr. Rocard upholds contains nothing new. rt consists in saying that~~~;,. 
"community power" is a capitalist power and that consequently it would be W:l!'ong to strengthen it (i 
strengthen the community institutional system), for even the existence of thfs_power could prevent 
from being set. up in one of the member countrtes (since the government of the eountry in question ~v~~ 
be.deprived of the necessary means to this end). . 

Must we draw the conclusion that Europe must only be built when socialismi has been installed."' .,..,LJII:1=>' 
the European countries? The Common Market was born at a time when a "capitalis,t". system reigned i 
member countries. and, moreover, in the whole of Western Europe, even in those countries which di ncftfi.sh 
to join. Must we conclude, ~herefore, that the Common Market has to be destroyed (its· Institution ~~ 
stripped of their powers, as Mr. Rocard wishes), and the task of reconstruction given to Socialism ~AD-
it has taken control? The answer seems to be yes, for·Mr. Rocard writes: "The question• of European 
political construction will only come into the forefront wh€m''the social coilf,];icts have· developed to the 
full and expressed themselves fully at European level". In less obscure terms, this means that Europe 
will be Socialist or w111·~t be. Others have already stated this, and more clearly. The P.S.U. is free 
to think what it likes, but it.. is not at all certain that it is true. Moreover, the existence of the 
"European framework" is not an objective obstacle to the construction of socialism, or the achievement 
of reforms of the type which, in particular, Mr. Rocard recommends. In 1963 Italy na;tionalized the electric! 
industry and there was no drama. Mr. Rocard recognizes this implicitly when he writes that the European 
policy of the socialist for:Qes will have to "define stages, accept temporary compromiSes, etc~". Unfortunate 
Mr. Rocard·confines h1msel1':~to an alternative which is false: "a real EU!!'Opean policy· 'is not based on 
stepping up supranationalism to the benefit of the community institutiQns but on changing the balance of 
social forces in Europe". Here, Mr. Rocard becomes an objective ally of big interna~ional capitalism. This, 
as we have already stressed on several occasions, has no interest in seeing a political power of such 
proportions being set up at European level, and becoming a valid intermediary. As fa~ as big business 
.is concerned, the States can keep the modest powers they have at the moment and which cannot touch it. 
Mr. Rocard himself writes that "when the growing interdependance of the economies brought qut the 
need to take decisions at European level, the pressureof all the industrial and financial circles against 
the development of a public power capable to intervene and regulate effectively, was strongly felt." 

If he wished to be coherent, and to encourage the developments which he thinks necessary, Mr. Rocard 
should then. instead of indulg:l;ng·in passionate tirades against what he claims is the'"police and financial 
penetration bf the American special services", have come out in favour of setting up a political power 
at.European level on which the live forces of Europe as a whole could act in order to achieve the structUral 
changes which the peoples demand.. It is not at all certain that Mr. Rocard is their one and only prophet• 

SUMMARY~~~ llf1o ~o- S""3'8 
1 - EDITORIAL: 11MI". Rocard 's Eruope - (2) •• some valid (but not new) ideas" 
2-2b POLITICAL DAY: House of Commons:· stir on the question of joining ··-Danish joining: supplement&~ 

report - The Council and the secrecy of deliberations: reply to question No 4o7 from Mr. 
Vredeling -·Mr. Housiaux and France's return to the WEU 

DAILY BULIETIN No 538 (new series): 
3 - ts the FRG trying to dodge the community procedures with regard to its imports from Hungary 

3-4. 
4 

5 

6-7 

8 

10 
11 
12-13 

and Czechoslovakia? 
- Distribution and sale of toiletry articles or perfumes in Belgium: extensive changes 
- Court of Justice: new appeal against Italy (levying of administrative dutie~ - Case 8/70) 
- Signing of tfte EEC/Red Cross agreement for food aid 
- ECONOMlC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- EEC/India agreement-on jute~ coconut products: reply to question No 413 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Importation of certain pr~du~ts from Rumania: reply to question No 378 from Mr. Vredeling 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - ~ngements for financing interventions in the milk sector - Special 

Committee: woPk on wine - Reuuction in price of milk in Germany - Sugar industry in Italy -
Operation authorized in the sugar sector in Italy: reply to question No 4o5 from Mr. Cointat 

- Regional policy: examination of the Memorandum 
- _Financing of the FiJ.ushing power station: question No 489 from Mr. Oele 
- France, Euratom ~rld the NPT 
- Ultracentrifugation in the USSR 
~ ·swedish steel: situation 
- European Parliamentary activity 
- 'lHE WEEK IN EUROPE 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION N~ 1370 

Because of the Easter holidays, our 
next Bulletin will appear on Tuesday, 
31 March 1970 
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Pending the opening of the negotiations for enlargement - (1) How to eliminate 
the misunderstandings and begin in June 

Last week (cf. our editorials of 23 and 24 March) we gave an account or the attitude of British 
public opinion towards Europe. It is a disappointing attitude, but there are several explanations fo 
Meanwhile, some new elements have arisen: fairly surprising remarks made by Mr. Peter Shore, an am gu·-~--
~eply from Mr. Wilson, and a strong confirmation of government policy from Mr. George Thomson. It is u 
now to analyse each episode of this verbal controversy which is developing. But if it.were to prove 
that there are - as the editorial in the "Sunday Times" suggests - two British policies towards Europe, one 
&manating from the Foreign Office and the other from Transport House, the problem would become very serious, 
for the Six might think that the British must, above all else, reach agreement among themselves and define 
a policy. Should we then expect, when the negQtiations are opened, to be faced with a.government whose 
~eal intentions are known? In this case, the British government should not bherish any illus~ons: the 
Community will hot abandon the path which was traced out at The Hague, which will 'only.make the entr.y 
conditions more difficult. Today, Britain still has the chance of catching a bus which it did not board 
right at the outset: that of political union, monetary union and industrial and technological 'policy. A 
couple of years from now, it will be too late and Britain will have to take responsibility for an irreversible 
division of Europe. 

Once this is made clear, we should not over-dramatize the situation. A less ambiguous statement of 
intentions by the Prime Minister would help to eliminate the misunderstandings and prevent the work which is 
being carried out at present in Brussels to set up a "common platform" among the Six with a view to opening 
the negotiations for enlargement from being held up, which would be regretted on both sides of the Channel. 
Following the interviews we had recently in London, here are some indications of the way in which the main 
problems which crop up in this context could be tackled: 
1 - Opening of the negotiations - The British have always said they they are ready at any time to open the 
negotiations. They have confirmed this. The prevailing impression is that, with a little good will, it 
would be possible to go ahead with the formal opening of the negotiations for enlargement at a Ten-party 
conference which would be held in Luxembourg towards the end of June (the formal decis.ion could be taken during 
the ministerial meeting on 8 and 9 June). Immediately afterwards, tha~ is still during the month ot July, 
two meetings could be held to set out the bases of the negotiations proper~ith Great Britain. In this way, 
the problems being classified and some priorities havin~been established, the discussions on the basic issues 
could begin in September. This "timing" is conceived to take into account the elections which might take 
pla~e in Britain in October or next spring. It is difficult to say whether it could be kept to if the elect&ons 
were brought forward;. (to be continued) 
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Pending the opening of negotiations for enlargement (2) The method to be·adopted·and: the 
subject matter to be negotiated. · 

We continue our analysis of certain problems and the way in which to approaeh them,. taking into ace~~ 
unt the points of view expressed in both Brussels and London. We briefly tall!;ed·about the problem of the @' 
opening of negotiations yesterday. Today, we shall more especially discuss the negQtiatillg aethod, and M 
the subject-matter to be approached. · · 
2) The nego!iating method_- .The Community has still not taken a stance on the aethod it would Uk~~to ado 
for conducting negotiations, considering the experiment carried out in 1962 and the development which tlie Mii 
situation has since undergone. The Commission would like to be empowered to condu0t the negotiations,,at ~ 
least on the technical level and for a wide range of questions. Some Governments ar~ rather reticent •. In 
London, it is considered that it is Up to the Community to decide on this method, but it is no secret tha 
k>ndon would prefer to negotiate with those who must take the decisions, in other words with the Governme11t11. 
'l'his is a problem of efficiency and rapidity for them. They do not, however, seem hostile to a method which 
would recall the one used for negotiating the Yaounde Convention, but more simplified. The adoption of a 
system which would install a "screen" between the negotiators and the bodies which must finally t8.ke the 
decisions, would lead to attempts to by~pass'the former to arrive directly at the latter, which wculd com
plicate matters. This is an important problem, which should be approached by the Community with prio~ity 
{which, on the contrary, seems to want to put off any decision on this until the first stage of preparatiol.'ls). 
3) The subject-matter to be negotiated- This problem is linked with the one justmentioned, but also.to 
the general direction of negotiations. It is important because experience has shown· that to .want to force 
the negotiations into details is to risk prolonging them indefinitely. Everybody is agreed to negotiate only 
what is essential, but the distinction between the essential and the minor details, clear in theory, ~ecomes 
difficult in practice, since what is essential for one can be a minor detail for another. It is also diffi
cult not to lapse into detail when an important problem is approached. One· idea to be kept in mind would be 
·to isolate certain specific problems, which can be of some importance but which imply laborious discussions·, 
and to group them together, while deciding to solve them en the basis of pre-established procedures and·with
in a fixed period af~e~-- the membership agreement has come into force. Then these problems- woUid· become in.;;.: 
ternal jlroblems. ·of· the Community, which would solve them while respecting the coi!IDon interest. This was the 
method which was applied not without success when, in the negotiations for the Treaty· of· Rome, "List G" of 
the· customs duties of the C.E.T. was drawn up, on which it had been impossible to agree. Such an ooutc0me 
is only possible if we are in the presence of the real political will to succeed and.when trus~ reigns 1~ngst 
the negotiating partners. 

We shall continue our analysis tomorrow. 
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Pending the opening of negotiations for enlargement - (3) The transition period and that of 
"Euro-ini tiation'i. ........-.--

A Bri Ush figure whom we met in London, said to us a "We have suggested ~t the transition period 
be preceded by a stand-still year in most fields. This was interpreted as blocking the development of 
Community, whereas our intention is totally different. We should have said that we need a "Euro-initi 

~~ - . ~ We know, in fact, .that the "dand-still" idea was not very well received in Brussels, where it Un 
thought that the period between the signing of the membership agreement and its coming into force· (in JnM1 
words, the time necessary for ratifications) could be used by the United Kingdom (as by the other count s 
admitted) for the necessary legislative and regulationary preparation. This was not the opinion of·:;~e ;Brit+
ish circles concerneds it must, in fact, be recognised that it is not very realistic to claim that whilst 
all the ratification procedures will not have been completed, it would be possible to proceed to modificat
ions of the legislation or to the adoption of the appropriate regulationary measures. One argument qUOted 
by the British is that the Six gave themselves such a preparation period (the Treaty was:signed on 25 'March 
1957, it c~e into force on 1 January 1958 and the first customs reduction took place on 1 January 1959). 
They added that the legislative adjustment to be made is very large, much vaster than that proceeded to by 
the Six :twelve years ago. Besides, many minor problems could be settled during this "initiation" phase, when 
the formulation of the common policies could be continued regularly, with the participation of the new mem~ 
bers. 

In our opinion, this problem could be solved, and this would be done all the more easily if negotiat
ions were conducted rapidly. Nothing, in fact, prevents us from supposing that the coming into force of the 
Membership Agreement will take place in the first half of 1972 (while the date of 1 January 1973 is generally 
mentioned). This would allow a better adaptation of the length of the transition period to the timing laid 
down for the completion of the new phase of the strengthening of the Community, especially in monetary, ind
ustrial and technolog~cal fields (and politics!). In London, it is thought that a transition period lasting . 
less than seven years would not allow the changes which are necessary to be absorbed witho~t difficulties 
and the reciprocal adaptations which are necessary to be carried out. 

But it is also evident that the length of the transition period cannot eclipse other important factors. 
The adaptation will take place much more easily for Britain, and therefore the transition period could be 
shortened,,if the additional charges for the British economy were smaller. The determination of these charges 
is very difficult, for it depends on several factors. A change in the common agricultural policy, especially 
where this policy leads to the forming of burdensome surpluses, would evidently facilitate matters. As would 
the adoption of certain criteria for the calculation of the British contribution. It can be seen that the 
British point of view coincides with that of the European Commissio~, according to which the imposition.of 
excessively high charges would end in limiting the upward surge expected of the British economy, and would 
therefolle cancel out ·the effect of "dynamism" expected from the enlargement of the Community. This something 
which does not only. concern the United Kingdom. 

We .shall return to the problem of the burden which must be borne by the British economy tomorrow. 
(Tb be continued) 
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Pending the opening or negotiations for enlarpJDent - (4) The rules and exoeptiou ;I 
As we said yesterday, the crucial problea to be solved ~ negotiations i8 that or the ad4U1o · 

which will be imposed on Great Britain bece,uae or her entry into the Co.uni t7. It would be abnrd for 
costs to become so burdensome that Britain would be forced to practise a restrictive poli~, which wo 
cancel out the beneti ts whioh Britain should obtain from her ·membership. Let us recognise in all honeat7 
that lf)len British leaders say that Great Britain wafl:ts to obtain "fair" condi Uons, the7 are onl7 tulf~tw~ 
their dut7 towards their own country and Europe 1 for a.rr economically weakened Britain would no lonpr~~'"" 
factor for .the Strengthening of Europe. 

Besides any considerations about· the advisability or its publication, one 1118.7 wonder whether the 
uation or the costs to be borne by Britain, as they were given in the Wh1 te Paper, is realistic, or e 
whether 8Jl7 evaluation at all is possible. All the figures whom we JDet in London recognised that this ...... o.oc=-
uation is difticul t, but consider at the same tiJDe that sufficient elements are -there to be able to atq that 
these costs will be heavy (the European Comission stated that this vas an equation with several unknovna, 
but this is no exhaustive reply). They must be prevented from becoming too heav:y, or even unbearable. 

It is unnecessary to add that these costs are mainly due to agriculture. Or rather, to the couequences 
ot a cer~n agricultural policy, whose financial terms are laid down in the Regulation in force tor the 
final period. It is not so much the fundamental "principles" or the agricultural policy which are at stake, 
but the consequences of their application in given circUJDstances. This is important to understand the Brit
~sh point o~ view, which was summarized as follows by one of our interlocutors• "We· accept the principles 
which govern the agricultural policy& we accept the costs resulting from it; we agree to adapt our economy 
to oontorm to this policy• This is the reason why we are asking for a transition or adaptaUon period. Bllt 
it is normal that we should be worried - as the Six themselves are - about the aiz., or the. costs resulting 
troll it for the whole Comuni ty, especially considering the proportion which we will have to bear and which 
we consider to be unfair and constituting a threat to our economy". The reasoning is clear. It is a question 
ot seeing whet~r it would result in "jeopardizing what the Community has acquired" 1 as soM frowning guarcl
iana ot these achievements say. On the British side, ~ paragraph of the Hague Colllllunique is quoted, where 
it is saida "the acceptance of a financial regulation tor the final. period does not exclude its unanimous 
adaptation in accordance with an enlarged Co111111uni ty and on condition that the prinoiples of this regulation· 
are not altered". 

In our opinion, and on condition that the political will to arrive at this exists, this possibilit7 
. of adaptation while-respecting the principles (and without it being necessary to overturn the decisions 

taken on the Community's own resources) exists. It must now be seen whethex- the S~x will be taithtul to t-... 
selves, in other words, to what they decided at The Hasue, or whether they interpret certain ideas in a reao
trictive way, as the Council seems to have done in its doCUIDent on the transition period, in which it st&tea 
that "the rule is that the solution of the adaptation problems which would be posed ahould. be sought by eat&'b
liehing transitional measures and not by changes to the existing rules". 

But, as we know, there are exceptions to every rule ••••• (Ea4) 
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EDITORIAL 

BULLETIN QUOTID 

The Community's external relational !_general stratesy. ~~ 

Last Friday, we announced the departure of a CoiiiDuni ty mission, led by Mr. Deniau, for Argentina aneW 
Uruguay. Mr. Deniau himself recently went to Tokyo and to the United States. Pre~ident Rey also paid an off• 
icial visut to Japan, and returned, having stopped off in India, where he had talks with the leaders of t~ 
country. And now the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany, who has begun an official v~sit to the 
United States, states that one of the main aims of the talks which he will have in Washington is to give ~ 
United States the necessary assurances about the objectives which the Community proposes to attain by its. 
enlargement and strengthening economically and politically. 

All th~s - and we also add as a reminder that the Community is preparing to conduct the most importan 
negotiations in its history1 the ones for the admission of Great Britain and three other countries- shows 
more than ever before that the Europear undertaking constitutes a 'fundamental factor in world economic pol
icy; and that its actions caused important repercussions in any corner of the world. 

This implies an awareness of the responsibilities with which the Community institutions, the Commiss
. ion and the Council, are faced, espec~ally after the substantial progress which was made along. the road to 
'a real Community uommercial policy. It is no longer a question now of carrying out small-scale trading, or 
of giving in to the temptation of a more or less easy success. The Community's policy towards third countries 
must assume an increasingly general nature, in which commercial aspects cannot be separated from the others 
(the Colonna Plan on the industrial policy provides-valuable indications on this subject). This mus~ be a 
general strategy which will not be dogmatic but whose pragmatism should be tempered with the application 
of certain fundamental principles. Such a strategy must take the interests of the Community countries into 
account, as well as those of third countries, and especially the interests of development. For Europe, if it 
is not to become an oppressive or dominant power in the political field, must not give rise, in the econ
omic field, to a highly protected, and therefore privileged, area • 

. One might wonder whether such a general strategy and the exercise of such responsibilities can be 
ensured by the existing Institutions. Some doubt this and wonder how the necessary unity of general politio
al outlook could be assured. We shall not be astonished to learn that the .n~pessaz:y.approach has been des
ignated in political unification to attain this unity of outlook and the indispensable guaran~ee no~ only 
for the member countries them<><:lves, but also for the third countries concerned. 

Let us return to Latin America, with which we began this Editorial. Relations wi'th these oount_ries 
are the teat which must show that the leaders of the CoiJIDuni ty are perfectly aware of the reapensa'biliUes 
and difficulties which they must face1 let us hope tha~ Jlr. Deniau's veyage wilL be erowned.,.w:l~ aue•li•· 

1 
2 
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"· ~ Mr. Palme and Sweden 'a neutrality. 

The Prime Minister of Sweden, Mr. Palme, haa been in London since yeaterdat evening, where ha ka 
really met Jfr. Thomson and where ha will have talks thia evenin«· and tomorrow wi tb Jlr. Harold· Wtbon. 

One of the main subjects of these talks, as norlllal, will be the problem of the enlarge•Dt of the 
pean Co.unity. Sweden, like Great l3ritain, is a aeaber of EFWA. She· la, with Horway and 1>ellllal'k, Ol'le' of 
proaoters of Nordek. We do not need to recall that Great Britain, like Demu.rk and· :Norwa.y, hu .applied to 
~oin the Co11111unity, in accordance with art. 237, whilst Sweden has applied for. nepti:ating "with a view t 
openiJt« the way to Sweden'• participation, in a form which would be c0111patible wi tb. the :purstdi: ef her po 
~Cl of l'leutrali ty, in the ehlargeaent of the· EEC". Sweden then hinted that ahe ooDsidered. haraelf aa a "full . 
pandidate", considering that membership of the Treaty of Rome did not i.11ply any straining of her neutrality. 
!hinge somewhat chailged ... it muSt be adlni tted' ~·after The .. Hague, in other· words after the·· Six vigorouly. 
oonfiraed their allegiance to the "Eoli tical .!!!!" of the Co11111uni ty. 

According to what Mr. Palme himself said when. arriving in London, the aia of. the SwedialLGovernment 
ia to obttp.n that "Sweden, Denmark and Norway, whose economies are so closely interlocked., should negotiate 

·at the aaae time" with the Community, and he added "At the epd of such negotiations, we Swedes -could decide 
whether we could square our neutrality with the results". 

There is therefore an important new fact, which deserves to be noted and strasaed,·for it is capable 
of further complicating a situation which is already complicated enough. The weapon of Nordek being for the 
IIOaent unusable, after Finland's defection, Sweden is naturally looking for the means. to link· the Danish 
and Norwegian negotiations with its own negotiations, while recognising that there is a baaic eondi tion w!lich 
differentiates her position from those of her two partners. Mr. Palme already. ha!; all .the elelleil~a to enable 
hia to judge whether membership of the Community is or is not compatible with the. neutrality af .his couatryt 
he does not need to wait until the end of negotiations. Let us admit that· at the. and of.negvtiatioaa, be, 
considers that membership is incompatible with neutrality. Would he force Denmark and. NOZ'W&J'' to renounce 
•••bership? 

Once again (we recall what we wrote about the so-called "triple allegiance"), a choice muat be made, 
without ambiguity and without afterthought. Finland, in renouncing to sign the Nordek Treaty, made this 
choipe, and in his way, Mr. Kekkonen was very clear when he stressed in his speech yesterd~ to· the·Parlie
llent, the following two fundamental pointsa (a) that something had changed in Europe (the will· to fol'lll a 
political union which coincides with the economic union); (b) that neutrali~y iaplies. credibility.Fbr reaaoba 
of its own, Finland ~ to ensure her credibility, and she has acted in accordance with this. As tar all · 
S~eden is concerned, the choice presented is- between membership of. a Co•unity whose pol:i Uoal aias are· ia • 
-.,·hidden (and the candidate countries state that the want to accept thea). or the est$hliahaent. of trad• 
:relations with this CoDIDuni ty, adapted to reciprocal interests. Unless her two Scandihavian partners decide · 
otharwiae •••• 
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2 - POLITICAL DAYa The ~and France -. Towards an Iberian Co1111uni ty?-The European policy. of· the Italian 
Q2vernment remains unchanged - Mr. Olof Palae in London 

·DAILY BULLEI'IN No 544 {new series) 1 

3--4--5 ... EEC/ Argentinas, contents. or· the ·possi ble:·trade~ agreem•nt 
5 - Mr. Rey to meet several members of the Italian Government 

-!!!!~se rep!l_!o Community offers on contents of trade agreement tomorrow 
6 - Court of Justice a Case 6ho; nature directly applicable to certain Co•uni ty proviaiona ooncerniag 

the taxation of transport 
-~ meeting of the Consultative Committee 

7 - Extraordinary session of the E.P.a Method of calculating tiM-limUa - BeJ'II&Ili reporta freedoa of 
establishment in the field of the wholesale coal trade 

8-9 - Present state of information on the da.ngera of D.]).T., according to a reply to qv.eaUon !!m,' by 
Jlessrs. BoerSII& and Droescher 

9 - Green car insurance carda reply. to question Ho 454 by Mr. Fellermaier 
- IDONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORJIATION 

10 -· ~~ problems of the world steel industry 
- Automation in the steel industrya international study days 
-Scientific 8.nd technical c2,_lllllitteea next aeeting 

11· -Social problems linked with the coal policy 
- Co1111uni t;y steel industry I ·manpower situation 

12 - Publications of the &lropean c~ ties 
~J-14 - PX:OJfOJIIC Ilfl'FllPENETRATION No 1376 

p&5 - The Werner Group will aeet ~n on 30 April in Rome 
- AGRICULTURAL INIUUIATIONa SDhleswis-Holatein t&rllers attack Jlr. Jfanshol t 
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As we pointed out in the "Political Day'' of 3 April, next week, th~ Directors of the poli Ucal . -
aents of the Foreign Affairs Ministries of the Six will meet in The Hague, chaired by Vicomte Davigno~· · 
(Belgium), to compare their ideas or even to try to begin to put down on paper the outline· of the repo .·. 
have to make for the Foreign Ministers before the end of May, about the means to'be employ•d to make ro· a 
towards political unification. . · 

We also mentioned that, once again, the problem which emerges as being the most delicate one to s 
at least at this stage, is that of the relations to be established between these negot-iaUQna,. wlU:eh. 
!r!-~!!cting amongst th~ill.!!t outside the institutional framework of the Community, and the nego ~~~Ill 
whi.ch they are preparing to conduct with· the four candidate countries for the enlargeaent ot: the· Co,_,-.:Yr 
which in turn will be prec£1ded by negotiations between· the' Six, this tiae within the ColalDlit~ frame r 
establish a common negotiating position. 

In fact, in this context, these are two actions which are to take place parallel,-·, but which· are 
slightly staggered (the common position on enlargement should be decided on before the-end~£ Sane, and 

,the Foreign Ministers' Report on political unification must be handed in before the end· of ~n!y) 1 ,hd which 
should logically converge at a given moment, if not into a single negotiation, at least into a.vaat general 
negotiation including all the aspects and all the reciprocal commitments. 

The British fear is that the Six, in giving a restrictive interpretation to the clause "in the perspec
tive of enlargement", which is included in paragraph 15 of the Communique of The Hague, are progressing. too· 
far, or too rapidly in the political negotiations amongst themselves, and that they are succeeding in,defin
ing not only terms and hypotheses, but also structures, and that they are taking decisions to set thea in 
movement. This is why at the meeting of the WEU Council, which was held at the beginning· of January in· Bruasel8 
Mr. Stewart gave a very clear, and widely noted, account, statings (a) that Britain shared the Six's ideas 
on politi~al unification and that she wanted to take part in the work from the moment that the negotiations 
for enlargement opened; (b) that she hoped that the Six would not face her with a "fait aocoapli" 1 taking 
irreversible decisions on this point of political unificatiob, which-would then·hav• ·towb• .\aken or left (or 
which would imply difficult re-negotiation). At the time, the other Ministers said they were in full agree-
ment with ihe British attitude (but France· was absent). . 

The same attitude was confirmed by the London .Government in a me1110randum which it sent to iae- Six 'to
wards ~([](arch, as soon as it was informed of the outcome. of the meeting of. 6 March in Brussels. It is· aow, 
'therefore, up to the Six to take note of this British will to take pari from ihe stari in ihe.elaboraiion 
of the political union (which constitutes a positive factor,·intended to clarify the situation,- also con
cerning oiher countries) and to see by what procedure~ she can obtain satisfaction in the comaon interest. 

It is here that the probable "regeneration" of ihe WEU comes in, whose implications will ·be. &Dalysed · 
to1110rrow. 

1 
2 

(To be eontinued) 

S~Y ~ Af>rll I <f1o t00' 0'-Ls--' 
- EDITORIAL: "Enlargement and political unification (1)" 
- POLITICAL DAY :Mr. Walter Scheel 's talks in Rome - Finlanda Mr. Rihtniemi insiructed to fo~ 

the Government - Mr. Palme-fn-tandon- Canada and ultracentrifugation- Prince Felix has died. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 545 (new series): 
3 EEC/U.-K~ : adoption of two new documents on the EEC's negotiating position 
3-4 - The European Parliament will still not be able to pronounce on the solutiOn to the problems 
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of the independent resources and the supervisory powers and Oele report on the economic 
situation 

- EUROSYNDICAT: 155.55 
- Does Congo-Brazzaville respect the spirit of the EEC association? 
- Agreements with various third countries or with a view to new negotiations give rise to intense 

community activity 
- Italian government: broad outlines of short-term economic policy 
- Irradiated foods: reply to question No 393 from Messrs. Oele and Vredeling 
- Re-organization of State Monopolies: reply to question No 448 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Working and organizat.J on of the European COIIIJII!.I:ssion: Council reply to question No 422 f'rom 

Mr. Vredeling and Commission reply to question No 427 from Mr. Vredeling. 
- Court of Justice - Hearings: Quinine cartel 
- The EEC's agricultural exports to the Vatican 
- The cost of British entry into the Communityz analysis of the divergences in the •asessments 

made by the White ·Paper and the c.B.I. 
- Petroleum production and refining capacity in the EEC 
- Optimal utilization of the JRC and re-orientation of EUratom's activit.ies 
- COMPOSITE PRICE 1 4o. 83 
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EDITORIAL ~ 
Enlargement and political union (2) 7 

At a time when the French veto on British entry seemed unshakeable, and the Ministers were wasting ~· 
their time trying to give a semblance of life to the enticing 11 commercial arrangements" evoked by goodnes · 
knows what exorcisms, several European governments tried. to break the magic circle of mutual incomprehe on\. 
and division by setting up- in the absence of wider economic unity- much closer cooperation.at politica · 
level, with Britain's participation. Substantial ·progress in poll tical understanding would undoubtedly 
enaole - according to some of them - even the most sceptical among them to be convinced of the. "European 
will" which animated Britain and consequently to gradually clear away the obstacles in the path of economoo 
enlargement. '!his did not in any way involve "short-circuiting" the traditional community enlargement ~.~ 
procedures: it was only an attempt to create a better atmosphere. Especially since therneed for greater l~il 
political cohesion and an effective European presence in international affairs was becoming ever more imperatj 
and pressing. The result was the opening of a debate in the WEULWith a view to neinfqrcing the political 
consultations and 'the presentation of a plan, which was, on the whole, favourably received, andr,Whi!chvprovide< 
for compulsory consultations which could, at a given time, be obligatory for a series of foreign policy 
subjects which would have to be determined. The attempt to go ahead immediately with such consultations 
(on the Middle East problem) within the framework of the WEU Permanent Council, gave rise to France's 
annoyed withdrawal and the well-known crisis which has not yet finished. We should add that, even in France'• 
absence, political consultations took place, with a great deal of discretion and effectiveness. But their 
effioacity would have been much greater if France had taken part. 

Now, it seems, this crisis is about to be resolved, and we need not dwell on the solution which has 
been found. · What is really important is to discover what new element has led France to change her mind and 
what significance should be attached to the reference made by Mr. Schumann at the meeting on 6 March to the 
possibility of using the WEU within the context of the implementation of par. 15 of the Hague Communique. 
There is speculation in some quarters as to whether the situation is not going to be completely reversed, in 
that it is now France which is hoping for political consultations to be held within the inter-governmental 
framework of the WEU, which would involve Britain's exclusion from any direct participation- which sne 
is calling for - in the elaboration of the political unification projects the Six hav~ to draw up. '!his 
situation would last until Britain's membership had become effective. 

This would be an attitude - though it is only a hypothetical one at present -which would naturally 
give rise to.further tension. Political unification is too important an issue to be jeopardized for procedur 
reasons and the en1argement process has probably reached a "point of no return" which would make any contrary 
tendencies or manoeuvres in vain. Consequently, we must hope that th~se divergences will be settled as 
quickly as possible. 

1 
2 

- EDITORIAL: "Enlargement and poll tical union (2)" 
-POLITICAL DAY: In the E.P.: anti-communist demonstration- Greece: imminent publication of 

a White Paper - WEU Permanent Council: meeting - Mr. Palme in Paris next week - Portugal and 
the Common Market - The problem of British entry and the EFTA - Mr. De Koster in Stockholm 

DAILl BULLETIN No 546 (new series): 
3 - EEC/Malta: favourable progress of negotiations 
3-4-5 - E.P. plenary session: Discussion of the independent resources and budgetary powers postponed 

Until the May session- Aid to Turkey- Freedom of establishment iruthe.coal wholesale trade 
5 - The E.I.B. if to finance small and medium-sized companies in certain areas of France and 

the FRG 
6 - ECSC problems which must be settled during the membership negotiit~& with the UK and the 

other applicants 
7 - Preferential rediscount rate for exports: France has conformed to the Court 1 s judgement 

- EXpected reductions in ~axes and rebates under the turnover t&x made by Italy 

~
Bridge over the Bosphorus in Turkey ~. 11pre-qual1fication advertisement" 

8 ~ EUropean university: attemP~ to relaunch the idea 
· - Yu~oslavia has ra~ified the trading agreement with the EEC 

- Reservations by the CGT-CGIL with regard to the plans for economic and monetary union 
9 -The EEC 1s position vis-a-vis Greece: replies to questions Nos 426 and 449 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Trading policy with regard to products"from East EUrope and Japan: new COIIIIIUJlity measures 
10 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Special Committee: wine ,... Dutch ~armers' demonstration - Belgian 

farmers' organizations: opposition to encouragement of large farms by public aid -Butter for 
social assistance - Spanish oranges: exports up substantially 

11 - Imports of crude petroleum into the Community · 
- German steel industry: merger 
- ~: intra-community trade 

12 - ECON<*1IC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Publications of the European Communities 
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Books whi~ U .!. 0 •=•~ !: .: .!, B ,!.,!." ,!blioation \ \ 

1~Vi',; L. -~ . 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading. ~~~ ~ ~ 

- MAURICE T<RELIJ a L'!ndividu et le_~roi t de la CommunauttS tSconomique europeenne, lAta Presses de 1 'Unive 
sittS de Montreal, Post Box 6128, MontrtSal, Canada, 1970, 396 pages, sewn, Prices 9.50 Canadian dollars. 

"The law of nations, which has become the law of reaations between centralised units, does not reOQ~,.~ 
nize the individual as an original 1egal agent. In exile in a society of States, man is linked, to the 
dom by the institution. This is the phenomenon which drew Mr. Maurice Torelli's attentive research", vfl'hlll~rt 
Mr. Rene-Jean Dupuy, Professor at the Faculty of Law and Economic Science at Mice, in the P.refaoe. The 
is on the one hand of theoretical interest, for it analyses the appeiU'ance of the individual as a subj"Qec 
bf international law; and, on the other hand, of practical interest, since it gives the legal situation .·t ·~ 
the European in the process of integration of the Conmon Market. . , , : .,i 

In conclusion, Mr. Torelli, who is a Professor at the Department of Political Science of the Univ y 
of Montreal, writesa "It was the legist of Philip the Fair who made France. It is the jurists who will make 
Europe ••• if the politicians decide to listen to them!" 

- a, CATYa L'Europe Technolo~, Librairie Armand Colin (103, Boulevard Saint-Michel, PIU'is 5e), 94 pages.
This small volWI'e contains extracts ·of 29 documents (treaties, parliamentiU';y questions·, speeches, Government 
memoranda, resolutions of the European Parliament, opinions of the European CommissiQn, resoiutio~s of the 
Council of Ministers of the European Communities), all relating to European cooperation tn the technological 
field. It is.of .obvious use for all those who are interested in this subject. 

- H.J. PERKIHa !he new universities in the United Ki!!S!!2!!t OECD, Paris, 1969, 280 pages, Prioea £2 Os. 8d., 
· t· 7.- 'l'bj,s work by Mr. H.J .Perkin, Professor of Social History at the University of Lanoasterf- is the first 
of five case studies on innovation in higher education. Having described the new universities and the Brit..:. 
i~h higher education system, Professor Perkin'approaches the inherent problems of innovation, coaaon to I!J~V
eral countriesa pressure exerted by numerical expansion, equality of access to education, the contents and 
structure of the courses, specialisation, administration, the recruitment and status of the reaching body, 
teaching and research. 

- L'Euro~, Settimanale di politica, economia e cultura, No 10 of 28 March 1970, liome (Via &ailia 47).-
In the summarya Fbr a European concept of schools, b.f Mr. Alfredo Vinciguerra; Politic~ is not carried out 
with good intentions alone, by Mr. Achille Al bonetti; A plan for European industry, by Jlr. l!Danue~e Gazzo; 
An old "new European. order", by Mr. Giuseppe Caron. 

- Into Europe~ Vol. 3, March 1970, Monthly magazine published by the European Movement ill Britain' {78 Chandoe 
House, Buckingham Gate, London SW 1) , 8 pages. 

...1 
'2 

SUMMARY eo Apri. \ l qq-6 t-Jo --s<i:=t 
- EUROPEAN LIBRARY The British neg-
- POLITICAL DAY: The Brandt-Nixon talks - Lord Chalfont and political unification - otiating team 
-The Italian government wins the Senate's confidence -A "luncheon-club" for European Science 

Ministers? - Greece: relaxations - Municipal elections in London·- British entry and SWeden 

DAILY B1LIEI'IN No 547 (new series) : 
} - Final agreement on wine: during the next Council session? 
3-4-5 - Plenary session of the European Parliament: economic debate 
5 - IAEA: creation of a Safeguards Commiittee for the non-proliferation of nuclear arms 

- Mr. Rey in Rome 
·- EX;ONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

6 - E,P. : protection of milk in Italy - Method of calculating time-tables 
1 - Harmonization of the technical characteristics of automobiles 

- Italian tomato preserves: rise in American duties 
8 - Security measures for tvansport of dangerous commodities: reply to question No 447 from Mr. 

Raedts 
8-9 - Frozen foods: reply to question No 424 from Mr. Vredeling 
9 - Buying of rolling stook: question No ?;!J/70 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Community law's contribution to the development of law: Seminar in Brussels 
10 - Pipelines in the Community 

- Sea-transport of petroleum 
- The new steel-works in Rotterdam 

11 - UNCTAD: work of the Preferences Committee 

12 
13-14 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION : Trade in maize gruel arxl semolina between France and the other M.S. -
Mr. Ertl in London - American protests against limitation of apple imports by the EEC - Mr. 
Lardinois calls for the abolition of the "nega'tive corrective" to the price of butter in the 
Netherlands 

- The Week in Europe 
- EX;ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1379 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

Discreet security checks for the press accredited to the Community? 

18eme ann~e- No 548 (n.s.) 
Lundi 13 

The case of the "listening tables" imstalled at the European Commission's headquarters, has 
not been buried .once and for all, in spite of the soothing communique published by: the Commission s;:o~~~ 
ago. Parliamentary questions are waiting for a reply from the Commission which will have to be less 
than the communique in question. Moreover, as we indicated in our Bulletin of 8 April, the Eul'Opea .. """".,...~-
org&nizations have put a number of specific questions and formulated concrete proposals - like the o 
one of the "control system" keys to a staff delegate - which are very reasonable. If the Commissio ,,.,., • .-.,._ 
firmly believe, has no intention of indulging in ridiculous security practices, it.must take posit! 
to implement these proposals. · 

But the case in question is only one aspect - undoubtedly the most spectacular - of a more i 
but ~lso more obscure overall problem : the parallel activities of the security service, which are, 
Justifiably, worrying the officials because they risk infringing the most elementary principles of i 
liberty. 

But there is something else. In.·ract, we have serious reasons to believe that the activities in question 
are in the process of extending their ramifications outwith the sphere of their so-called competence, and are 
jeopardizing the individual liberty and professional activity of persons other than the Community officials, 
and, to be more precise, the journalists accredited to the Institutions, whb deal with European questions. 

The seriousness of the claim we are making here does not need to be 111ust~ated; And it is clear than 
an end mu~t be put to this practice very quickly. It is obvious that, at the root of all this, there can 
only be the misguided zeal. of some executors in search of easy successes. We cannot believe that a :Liberal 
example as Mr. Rcy has always been (the security service depends directly on him) and, moreover, in a country 
with liberal traditions like Belgium, wnere the European In~titutions are e~tablished, could not only have 
ordered and authorized such ~.ctton3, but could even tolerate them. Any hindrance to the freedom of' the 
press - which could not be preci~ely j11stified by serio11s and· proven reasons ·of' pubUC··and State security -
would be inadmissible, and would be especially serious in that it had been abusively used by an organization 
which enJoys certa:,in immunities, with regard to person~ who do not enjoy such immunities. 

We do not doubt for a moment that Mr. Rey, and the Spoke~man wh6 hypenatesl.between him and tlie press, 
will immediately wish to give the press working in Brussel~ an assurance that they will not tolerate that, 
in the democratic Europe we are in the process of building together, the free play of information - which is 
one of the ba~ic aspects of the democratic control of the Institutions - is hindered in any way by illegal 
police action which evades any political control. 

SUMMARY ( ~ r-:Jfr\ j (C\'-/-6 l-Jo . 51-('8 
l - EDITORIAL: "Discreet security checks for the press accredited to the Community"? 
2-2b - POLITICAL DAY: The WEU crisis about to be solved - European movement: meeting in Oslo - Luns-

Lopez-Bravo talks - "Top Five" for the Town of Brussels - Greece and Democracy - Nixon-Brandt 
~: conclusions 

DAILY BULLETIN No 548 (new series)a 

3 - Mr. S~~!E!:. reaffirms the will of the E.P. concerning budgetary powers 
3-4 - The new Yaounde Convention will come into force at the beginning of 1971 at the sooneat 
4 - ~~etmn !z'• Rey and President Saraga.t and the Italian Ministers. 

_5 - Tripartite ~rence on LabOur: ·2nd. Preparatory meeting 
- Court of Justicea full week of activities 
- Excise on oila preparation of harmonisation 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

6 - EEC/Ur~~ Commission's attitude towards exploratory talks 
- Mr. D~iau in Argentina and Uruguay 

6-7 - EEC/Latin Americaa reply to question no 404 by Mr. Couste 
7 - EFTAa meeting of the Consultative Committee 

- iiAiiiicultural" Councila opening of session 
8-9 - American investmenta problems posed by those in the Community 
10 - £2!munity steel production in March 

- Coke 1 probable deficit 'l.n 1970 
11 - ~gy supplya examination of security patterns 

- Unde~ound storage of_s!! in the Community 
12 - Weekly~~ 
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\~.. ~· ·'· ::. ~4. ··~:_., ~:~0 j EDITORIAL 
' ... , \ ~. :~."-< ~,v~ ~, ... ~ .,;_.·~ 
\'\ ·-~ ~ ~) C _. Will the Commission have 9 members . on 1 July? . ._.,., ..... -
~his is precisely the question we asked on 6 January. It was impossible to give an answer six mo · 

ago, and today we are no further advanced. The :natter. is worrying since the time available is being whi 
away, the psychological tension created by uncertainty is growing, and the decisions finally risk being 

• I under the pressure of circumstances and of the urgency, without haV1ng been debated from every point o......,.......,,._ 
It is probable that at their meeting of 20 April, the Fbreign Ministers, even if they do· not t e 

formal decision, will try to agree at least on certain principles, the more so since the eventual nomi J.R 
of the Conmission members must be made, according to art. 33 of the merger Treaty, on6 June at the lat "" 
Unfortunately, it already seems that the agreement on the principles will be strongly influenced by ~e~r~~· 
questions, and by the problems which in every Government are raised by the designation of persons (the Achen-
bach case is there to confirm this). ·· 

This is w~v we presented the problem from the general principles, in other words faithfulness to the 
freely made commitments, the search for efficiency, and the concern to reserve the future. We tried to show 
(cf.,also our Editorials of 2 and 3 February and of 23 and 24 February) that the Commission should be red
uced to 9 members and that it would be advisable for Mr. Rey to keep the Presidency for a two year period. 
The analysis which we made remains completely valid. Firstly, there is a Treat~ to be applied. ·It is not a 
very serious attitude to look for legal loopholes which do not exist, since point 2 of art. lD-1 cannot jus
tify the maintenance of the number of 14 members. Of course, the Governments can undo what they did in 1965, 
and deny their own political will. They can decide to "suspend" the application of the Treaty, or modify art. 
10 or articles 32 to 34. But on~ must have the courage to ~~~ha~_!h!s is not very serious from~ polit
ical_point of view. Why, in the end, are Treaties signed? 

~~~~ sonce we are moving towards enlargement, the reduction to 9 of the number of Commission mem
bers can only make the solution of the institutional problem which concerns the Commission of an enlarged 
Community easier. 

Thirdl~, the continuation of Mr. Rey as President would ensure the "continuity'' which some consider 
indispensable and would put the accent on the negotiating vocation of the Commission for the next two years. 

The anticipations, forecasts and suggestions which can be read in the press at present confirm the 
idea that the Governments will probably finally be led to more or less openly abandon the principles to seek 
the compromise at the lowest possible level, this compromise which arouses "the least possible complications". 
This is perhaps a "pragmatic" method, but it is not a good one. 

Above all, it is not good for the prestige of the Commission, of a Commission which would precisely be 
the fruit of such a co~promise. Naturally, for the Governments, this is not of such great importance. But 
for public opinion, for those who still consider the European Commission as one of the driving forces for 
integration, things are perhaps rather different •••• 

SUMMARY (li V1 p r tl £lrta ~ o .-<SLL J 
1 - EDITORIAL: "!!ill the Commission have 9 members on 1 J~i£:_ 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Is Nordek condemned or is it preparing to be re-born? ,.._Messrs. Frank and Voh Braun 
will replace the Secretaries of State Duckwi tz and Harkort - ~~z..; George Thomson in Bonn - The "Dav
ignon Committee" has met in The Hague. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 549 (new series): 
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3-4 
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11 

12 

- ~ort on "medium-term fi~cia~ established by the Monetary Committee 
- EEC/OECD: talks between those responsible 
- The "Agricultural" Council makes slow progress towards an- overall agreement on the -functioning of 

the Wine Market. 
- Short-term economic development according to "Graphs and Brief Notes on the Short-Term Economic 

Situation in the Community", No 3/1970 
- COPA once again contests the dramatiQ presebtation of the situation of agricultural surpluses 
- sparkling wines: Commission proposal 
- Nuclear problems for which the Six should formJllate a conmon negotiating position for the entry of 

the U.K. -
- Triparti!e conference on labour: agreement on an outli~ for discussions 
- U.N. conference on tin 
- Lead and Zinc: duty free tariff quotas 
-Publicising nature of· a film projected at Csaka: question No 22/70 by Mr. Oele 
- Industrial firms: gross operating result 
-Nuclear fuel: new inventory of supply and demand 
- Oil imports from the Eastern European countries 
- FUel oila development of prices between 1955 and 1965 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Publications of the Europe~ Communities 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDI 

\\~;~ ;,.j.:> \') \;,:_.;. '.fue Cormmmi ty and the rest of the world a problem which does exist 

- In a speech he made in London recently, the former French Prime Minister, Mr. Couve de Murville, expre4 
his apprehensions as to the future of an enlarged Cormmmity. Once enlargement has 'l>een achiev~, and after~ 
the inevitable conclusions of trading or association agreements with the EFTA countries, observed Mr. Couve ~ 
de Murville, the only industrialized countries which will still'be excluded from tbis European economic area 
will be the United States, Japan, and what he refers to as the "White Commonwealth" (Canada, Australia, New · 
Zealand). Is it possible to hope that they will not react? 'lbe United States' reactions are already apparent.-.. 
Little by little. increasing pressure will be put on the Community to obtain new agreements: there· wil.l in (MC 
practice be a campaign to have the Community enlarged to encompass the whole world in a free exchange area. ~ 
If thts were the case, what would become of European union, and how could we possibly think that such a 
conglomerate would pursue a European policy? 

This same concern was shown by Mr. Couve de Murvill when he was Minister of Foreign Affairs and it 
was one of his major arguments against allowing Britain to join the Common Market, as she was regarded as the 
first link in a chain which woul culminate in a situation similar to the one we have just described. 
. We sh6uld state right away that this concern is weal-founded and the problem does exist. To make it 
an excuse to prevent Britain from joining was an obvious error. To neglect it would be an even greater mistake, 
and Mr. Couve de Murville was right to remind those with short memories of its existence. But it is a problem 
which must be coped with: it is not insoluble. 

In the first place, we should note that Mr. Couve de Murville omitted to mention, among the big indus
trialized complexes which, because they are situated outside Europe, remain excluded from the enlarged 
Community, the Soviet Union. It was a serious omission, because it is precisely from the Soviet Union that 
the most virulent attacks on European unification at economic and political level are briginating. 

In the second place, it is probable that after the "Huropean constellation" has been formed, a trend 
towards other regroupings will emerge. The possibility of a Pacific free exchange zone being formed should 
no longer be ruled out. There is nothing undesirable in all this. . 

But, for the Community, the main question is to develop according to the guidelines which presided 
over its formation, the main one being the increasingly intensive strengthening of its common policies and 
consequently its cohesion. This depends on the Community itself, on the countries ofi:which it is ~omposed, 
and not on external forces which could act with diverse motives. The idea that the customs tariff is the 
sole or essential criterium for international differentiation or for defining a national identity, ls 
largely out-dated. Customs union, which finds.•its ;expression in the common tariff, is only the starting 
point for a common economic and monetary policy which constitutes the real community cement and whose 
coherence is ultimately confirmed and strengthened by the adoption of a common standpoint on foreign policy 
matters. 

This is why the Six quite justifiably have asked the applicant countries to accept not only the Treaties 
but also a certain conception of the Community's development, as the European Commission indicates in one of 
its studies which is to serve as a basis for the preparation of a common position for the ent.rgement 
negotiations. 

SUMMARY l s- flpr l ( 
1 -EDITORIAL: "The Community and the rest of the worlds a problem which does exist" 

2-2b -POLITICAL DAY: Condemnation of Greece in the Council of Europe- Consultative Assembly of the Coun
~2!-_Europe: programme of work -The Davignon Committee will meet again on 11 ~- Symposium o( 
!!!~~pean ~!:ll!ts in~Brussels_ .;,, Mr. Pa.lme's visit. to~;Paris has 'end•d:;...~.··SAIJl'~a.ope~ng:i.ofL·:.-na 
negotiations 

DAILY BULLETIN No 550 (new series)s 

3 - ~!_~f the European Colll.!!!.~ the E.P. wants to say its word 
3-4 - Common 22!~_for wines its formulation will be resumed next Mo~ by the Council 
4 - Repe!:cussions of_ the setting up in Belgium of "Eastwood" examined in the Council 

- EUROSYNDICATs 154.96 
5 - The enlargement of the Communi~from the viewpoint of its development 

- European Pa!~ resumption of work 
6 - Wines draftR of the main application regulations 

- CoOl drink:Ai proposal for harmoni~ing legislation 
1 - Court of Justices Ruling in Case 28/69s Taxation on cocoa in Italy 

- Meeting of .. the Finance Ministers a reply to question no. 475 by Mr•_ YrediUilg 
8 - Food aid in the form of dairy products 1 

- Exporting of works of art! reply to question no 475 by Messrs. TOlloy and Bernani 
- European Commission avoids giving its opinion on the idea of manufacturing soap and aimal food with 

surplus butter 
9 - !!,2!e of the "Common Firm" in the energy policy . 

- Supply in Jcoking coals reply to question no 476 ~ Mr. Oele 
10 - Record steel production 

- CO~OOITE-PRICEa~O.S3 D/T 
11 - Constructio!!_of nuclear power eta!~ and oalls for tenders reply to question no 438 by Jfr, Oele 

- Rise in interest rate for ECSC reconversion loans 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12 - Publications of the European Communities 
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During his visit to Bonn, Mr. George Thomson made some statements which it is worthwhile comi 
to, for they entirely confirm what we had recently written (cf •. the 'editoriale·'from 3L:Maroh tb ·3 A 
and added some predictions. Here are the most important points, with some comments: 
a) Britain hopes that the official opening of the negotiations will take place in June. We believe~ 
a date has already been agreed on for the second half of the month. But everything depends on the 
at which the work concerning. the definition of the Six's joint position advances. In the meantime a: r 
of obstacles have to be removed and certain problems settled (the Commission has just drawn attention 
the document which we summarized yesterday, to the perststant problem of the agricultural surpluses}. ' 
viously, and whatever is said about it, the elections in Britain could pose an additional problem. 
only a few days we shall know whether Mr. Wilson wants to hold the elections in June, or postpone the 
later. This point will then be settled. 
b) According to Britain, the initial opening meeting, which should be formal in nature, but will no 
be a 11 summit11 as someone had supposed (the idea of holding a Ten-sided summit might be envisaged within the 
context of'possible developments in the sphere of political union), should be followed almost immediately, 
that is in July, by at least one bilateral EEC-United-Kingdom meeting, which would constitute the real 
opening of the negotiations. This is important because it is the only means of enabling dossiers to be 
compiled ready for the end of the summer recess, so that the basis of the problems can then be tackled 
immediately. 
o} The British think that their country's electoral time-table will have no influence ( 11 irrelevant11

} on the 
time-table for the negotiations. This is true within certain limits. TWo different problems are posed. 
The first is due to the elections themselves: the latter could give rise to a certain pause in governmental 
activity, although it might be very limited. However it is obvious that if the elections took place in 
June this could cause difficulties in fixing the date of the official opening. The second problem depends 

.art the result of the elections. Two hypotheses can be put forward.· In the event of a Labour victory, 
it goes without saying that the 11 inter-regnum11 would not last long and that the influence on the time
table would be negligeable. On the other hand, in the event of a Conservative victory, a revision or 
stoppage of the negotiations would have to be envisaged, or at least a substantial interruption. Obviously 
We may wonder what the British behaviouB during the first phase of the negotiations would be like if it 
was known that elections were going to be held in October. It is possible that at this stage the influence 
of the electoral time-table would be almost nil. The situation could change if it was planned to hold 
elections in the spring (this is the last deadline} and especially if the negotiations were at a difficult 
stage. A>provisional conclusion we can draw from all this is that aa effort must be made to conduct the 
negotiations.as quickly as possible. We shall ~ome back to this subject. 

1 
2 

sUMMARY { (J, ftp r\ 1 { q 'io N 0 ~ SQ1 
- EDITORIAL: 

1
'The opening of the negotiations for the enlargement: hypotheses and problems 11 

- POLITICAL DAY: Council of Europe Ministers' Committee: deliberations - Benelux: next session 
of the Interparliamentary Council - Mr. De Koster in Sweden - WEU Parliamentary Committee on rel-
ations with Parliaments meets in Bonn - Limitation of strategic armaments: opening of talks 

DAILY BJLLETIN No 551 (new series): 
3 - The European Commission and Greece 
3 - EEC-Algeria: Negotiations with a view to an association agreement proposed 
3-4 - EEC.-Lebanon: Commission report to the Council on the "exploratory talks11 

4-5 
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6 

7 
8 

10 

11 

12 

- Policy of association and preferential agreements: Commission memoJ>andum 
- Industrial policy: the Memorandum will be presented to the Council next week 
- Closer association of youth in European integration 
-Trading agreement on olive oil: the EEC's mem0ership 
- EEC/Yugoslavial adjustment of the CCT to the agreement 
- Workers

1 
participation in the management of the future European Company 

- Court of Justice: rejection of the appeal in Cases 63-64-65/69 
- Regional policy being examined by the E.P. Agricultural Committee 
- Granting of driving licences: reply to question No 453 from Mr. couste 
- Nuclear techniquest for the development of the associated countries: reply to question No 467 from 

Mr. Bersani 
- Food aid to Turkey urgently proposed 1 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - First measures to apply the Mansholt Plan for the reform of ~gricultura: 
structures -Attacks against Mr. Mansholt's policy in the Belgian parliament -Agricultural 
cooperatives - Rooting up of fruit trees: reply to question No 443 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Community coal industry: evolution in first quarter of 1970 
- Coal research 
- Blast-furnace coke: evolution of production 
- Natural gas: balance-sheet for 1969 
- Coking: meeting in Luxembourg 
- The Swedish Economy according to the OECD's monthly study 
- The UN Economic Commission for Europe: 25th session 
- ECONOMIC AND EINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1383 
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\.- ~ V<". Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
>''"• is worth noting are reviewed under this heading l¥-

- ·Lettre de l'OCIPE, No 16-17 of 1 March 1970, L10fflce catholique d'1nformat1on sur les Problemes euro e 
(Strasbourg, 5 rue Bencker - Bruxelles 6o Avenue de Terveuren). -·'!his edition pu~lishe.s the oonclusio ~r . 
the symposium organized by the OCIPE in Brussels, on 5 and 6 December 1969, on the theme: "Direction, pu 
and methods of European union". The symposium notes, in particular 1 In the present sta:te of. history, ' 
can be no question either of abolishing the national States or of setting up a sort of "European nation"~ · 
BUt the developments in several spheres require the progressive constitution of codecision-making author 
which unite the respective wills of the exisiting political bodies in one common will. 

European union must thus be seen as an open political community, fully aware of the reality or the 
o:!:storic: corrrnuni ties it is calJ ed on to imi te, and of the higher demands concerning the human community 
as a whole. 

- CNEN 1 Notiziario, March 1970, Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare (Viale Regina Margherita 125, Roma}. 
·In the summary : Comparison between the reports of the Euratom and Foratom study groups on uranium enriching 
in Europe; Nuclear industry and power stations in the United States at the beginning of 1970; Development 
by Ansaldo Maccanico Nucleare of internal reactor components for a Swiss nuclear power station (MUhlenberg 
.installation). 

- L'Economie, No 1,108 of ll April 1970, (93 rue Jouffroy, Paris 17e).- The "dossier" part of this edition 
is devoted to the public contracts market. We should also draw attention to articles on European industrial 
policy, agricultural credit and the franc·area. 

- Il Montanaro d'Italia, Rivista dell'Unione Nazionale Comuni ed Enti Montani, Direttore l Enrico Ghio, 
No 2/3 1970, March 1970, Published by "Il Montanaro S.r.l. (Roma, Via G.D. Romagnosi 1), Price 300 lire.
We should draw particular attention to a study by Mr. Francesco Lambert! on Italian regional financial law. 

- Nouvelles E C E, March 1970, Economic Commission for Europe/United Nations, Geneva.- In the contents& 
Recent evolution of the economic situation in Eastern Europe and ~he Soviet Union; Recent evolution or the 
economic situation in Western Europe; the ECE/UNO prepares, for 1971, a regional meeting on environment. 

- Bulletin du Statec, No 2/1970 (The economic evolution of the Grarid Duchy of Luxembourg during the years 
1969 and 1970), Ministere de l'Economic Nationale (Luxembourg, 19 Avenue de la Porte-Neuve). 

- Informations, March 1970, Institut economique et social des Classes moyennes (9 rue Joseph 11, Bruxelles 4) -
This edition contains a 16-page study by Dr. Heinz Lossen, a top civil servant in the Federal Ministry of 
the Economy, on the functions of the "middle classes" (independents) in industrial society and the possibilitiel! 
of adjustment to the changes in structure due to technical and economic progress. 
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- THE EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY: The "working lunch" to be held by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs in Luxembourg 

on Monday: the. future of the European Commission will be discussed _ No elections in Britain 
before Autumn - Mr. Thomson in Paris - Discussion on Nordek and Skande 

· DAILY BULIEI'IN No 552 (new series): 
3-4 - "Common position" on the negotiations with the UK: a considerable part should be defined by 

the Council on Monday 
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8-9 
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13 
14-15 

- The Agricultural Council should reach an overall agreement on wine ~ EEC/Israela new preaa-
-The signing of the Treaty on the Parliament's powers: on Tuesday next? ble for the Agreement 
- Future activities of Euratom: Council preparatory work 
- Court of Justice:Hearings within the context of the appeals brought forward against the 

Commission for its action against the Quinine Cartel 
- E.I.B.: ~to the I~t~rnational. Trade Centre for Rungis agricultural products 
- ~ry 1nto the suspLc1on of a m1suse of a dominant position- UNCTAD1 end of f.refer~noes meeting 
-Community action for the readaptation of handicapped persons: reply to question No 458 from 

Mr. Gerlach 
-Measures to be envisaged in the event of serious difficulties in a region·or economic sector: 

reply to question No 430 from Mr. Vredeling 
- The Social Affairs Committee meets in Rome 
- Situation of competition in the margarine and soap sectors: reply to question No 446 from Mr. 

Vredeling 
- EEC/Austria relations: examined by the E.P. External Affairs Committee 
~ Imports and exports of oil in the Community 
- Ruhr coal: no summer reduction - Libyan oil: increase in price 
- Rolled products: fluctuation in the level of orders 
~ Scrap metal: shortage in Britain 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1384 
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Jfl 
negotiations must be conducted with the drums beating ~~ 

, la reproduction ou diffusion en est rlgoureusement lnterdlte sans autorlaation pr6aleble. 

EDITORIAL 

With his visit to Paris, Mr. Thomson has completed the tour of the Common Market capitals which~ 
traditionally precedes the opening of a new stage in the long march which is to lead Britain into the J! 
Community. We can all remember several other "tours of the capitals", in particular the one made joint · 
by Mr. Harold Wilson and Mr. George Brown at the beginning of 1967. Every time, the conclusions drawn 
the trip were the same: favourable reception ~.verywhere except Paris, where there was no formal veto, b@ij: 
where the objections raised were such as to l~ave the representatives from the other side of the Channe 
with very few illusions. This time, things have changed considerably, both in form and in substance. 
not worth our while going into epilogues on the reasons for this change which had become inevitable, as we 
have written on countless occasions. 

Now it seems almost certain that, as we predicted, there wlll be a formal opening of negotiations befort 
the end of June and that the negotiations with Brltaln could effectlvely begln in July. Everything depends 
on certain pircumstances of a "technlcal" kind, as well as on certain polltical factors. 

At this point, another problem is ralsed: the length of the negotiatlons. It is obvious that we cannot 
predlct the··duration •in advance, for it will mainly depend on the way in whlch each party will defend certain 
positions and interests. However lt ls a very important point and, moreover, we cannot refer to any precederr 
for thls case. 

every day lt is becoming more obvious that a large number of It is a very important point, because 
problems whlch prevlously would have had to 
the enlarged Communlty. The longer we walt 
matters. 

be the subject of hard negotlatlons can only be tackled wlthin 
for the enlargement, :.the more these pr6blems tend t6"oompl1cate 

We cannot refer to any example or precedent ln order to assess the length of these negotiatlons because 
in fact it has been almost ten years slnce negotiatlons ·have been conducted, and this is without taking the 
concrete elements accomplished during the 61-63 negotiations into account. The final·objective is well-known 
and has been preclsely defined. Each party has had a long time to reflect, and to reach a mature standpoint, 
on the pros and cons of each subject whlch should enter into the discussion. The main points, on which'· the 
Community's standpoint on the one hand, and the Britlsh standpoint on the other, must be brought closer 
together, are perfectly well known. In other words: we know what must be done to reach the goal and we 
also know how the existing obstacles can be overcome. This is why; when we hear talk of negotiations which 
could last 12, 18 or even 24 months, we are anxious and astonished. The will to succeed must be mobilized. 
At a certain polnt, an enlarged European summit should perhaps be envisaged to make a final effort. But 
we must not let things get bogged down, and let an affalr whlch should ·already belong to the past fall into 
stagnation. The Community must think of the future. We must start from ~he idea that the enlargement has 
been established, and that any delay wlll only allow the external forces which think themselves threatened 
by the emerging European renaissance to become mobilized. 

Quick actlon ls required. The negotiations' must be conducted with the drums beating. 

1 - EDITORIAL : The negotlations must be conducted with the drums beating, 
2-3 - POLITICAL DAY - No decision taken on the renewal of the Commlssion ~r~ Kreysky might form 

a minority socialist government - Mr. Thomson has finished his round of visits - Irish White 
Paper on joining the EEC - CERN: more limited giant accelerator project 

DAILY BULLETIN No 552 (new series) 
4 - Mr. Colonna di Paliano resigns 
4-5 - Mr. Scelba puts the governments face-to-face with their responsibilites in the sphere of the 

E.P.'s budgetary powers 
5 - Proposal from Italy to hold a Constituent Assembly of European youth 

- Citrus fruit from Italy and Spain 

0 

6 - Agricultural Council: a draft overall aompromise on wine has been presented by the Commission 
Food aid to Formosa unsettled 

7-8 JRC: new German suggestions 
8 - Scientific and technical cooperation: broad agreement on the actions proposed by the Commission 

- Ispra staff: opinion of the four experts 
9 - The Court of Justice asked to proncunce on various aspects of the import and export procedures 

and formalities · 
10 

11 

12 
13-14 

- Action of certain intermediar;ies on the Italian labour market: reply to question No 473 from 
Mr. MUller . · , 

- Common fisheries pollcy: reply to question No 431 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Stocks of butter and the developing countrles 
- Production of steel in the members of the IISI 
-Energy policy and the Bundesrat's reservations 
- Electro-mechanical equipment: questlon No 47 from Mr. Vredeling 
- American coal requirements up 
- WEEKLY ECHOES 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1385 
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EDITORIAL 

9 or 14 : government acrobatics 

18~e ann6e - No 554 (n. 
Mardi 21 avri1 1970 

of the member countries - or at least some of them - are "indulging in political and 
legal high trapeze exercises in order to justify their "material inability" to take a decision which is, 
however, so simple: to correctly apply articles 10 and 32 to 34 of the Merger of the Executives Treaty, w,~:P~~
concern the composition of the single Commission which emerged from the fusion of the three executives. 
is not surprising that the governments are not particularly concerned about the loss in prestige and polit 
influence they are thus inflicting on the future European Commission. However they should be told that t.~,~~·~· 
present attitude is being severely judged by all those who are concerned about the t:uture of Europe. Bes 
it would be a good idea for the Parliament, the various European movements whfqh are usually so ready t 
advice, and the Commission itself, publicly stated their position on this problem. ll 

The Ministers of Foreign Affairs, after discussing the issue at length during the lunch held for th m~· 
by Mr. Harmel, did, of-course, come out warml in favour of the rinci le of applying the articles in ques 
(as if the correct application of a Treaty could be queried . But - and everyone turned to his neighbour -
most of them ,admitted that "if it could help to overcome some difficulties", the possibility of renouncihg this 
principle, and maintaining the present number of Commission members, could be envisaged. All they would have 
to do would be to find a formula, which would enable the 1965 Treaty to be regarded as a scrap of paper, 
without, of-course, Lt being brought into the open. 

However, it is not as easy as it seems to find this formula. The jurists are formal: the text of the 
Treaty does not provide a solid legal basis for enabling a Commission of 14 members to.be maint~ined. The 
Governments thus have a choice of two alternatives. They can decide to make a new Treaty amending the 1965 
one (and which would have to be ratified by the national Parliaments). But meanwhile the 1965 Treaty will be 
applied and th~ number of Commissioners will automatically be reduced to 9 on 1 July. :Or they may decide 
to fly over, to try and interpret the Treaty as a political key.and, on the basis of this interpretation, to 
take a unanimous decision which would keep the number of Commissioners at 14, at least for a certain time. 

But the jurists object. At it is possible that the Governments, who are unresponsive to the basic 
political argument that a treaty is a treaty and that one's own signature should be honoured, may be responsive 
to the legal dangers and consequences which might be involved in an'"under cover" violation of the Treaty, 
in which a diversion of assumed power might clearly figure. The new Commission could be regarde<:Las badly_ 
elected from the legal point of view. And a legal appeal could result in the Courts establishing that its 
acts are legally null and void. Could we take such a risk? 

Unfortunately, the pessimism which we displayed in our Editorial of 14 April seems to have been' confirmed 
by the faets. However there is still a hope that, in spite of their lack of political responsivenesss, the 
Governments might find a way of freeing themselves from their responsibilitiesJ,by bending obefoil ... the· .legal 
imperatives. Still, it is small ,consolatton .... 

1 
2 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDI 

We must move ~head now (~ 

We have no intention of celebrating, for the nth time, the "completion of the completion" of the~ 
aition period, an event which should have been behind us a long time ago but which has remained in the fore
front three months too long. Neither do we intend to congratulate ourselves that ':'.'Jlhe Hagu.e spi:Mt" has~ 
again begun to make itself felt in the ministerial deliberations. All this is part of a community rhetor 
which is not much good to anyone. On the contrary, we may consider that public opinion is beginning to 
become distrustful, since it has noticed that it is the same success which has been praised on several ;r IJO 
occasions: indeed, there is a danger that the progress which has really been made on the path to unificat~ 
may be ~eceived with scepticism and indifference. 

It has rightly been stressed that the wine problem, the solution to which has enabled a whole set of 
decisions which had already been taken to be finally adopted, had been on the table since 196o, and we are 
forced to admit that a solution was only found because one country practically blocked the whole process 
of competion, basing its standpoint, we should remember, on explicit promises, and even formal commitments 
made by its partners. Now, we can only regret the absence of "community spirit", resulting from the fact 
that the commitments were not kept without having to resor.t to such means, and which could have led to 
an open crisis. However, if we look at things from a different angle, we can find a reason 'for pptim1sm 
in the fact that the common interest always prevails in the end and that it is to everyone's benefit. 

But now we must leave the past behind us and look only at the future. We must make up for lost time, 
and this can be done if we move ahead on all fronts, but without worrying if the progress is not as rapid 
as we;might have hoped on some points of detail. In other words, we must make break-throughs in the essential 
sectors. The completlon was achieved in the light of the enlargement, and the latter cannot do without 
the strengthening of the Community. Besides, this strengthening does not translate a static and passive 
idea. Strengthening is a continuous operation which accompanies the development of the Community. At the 
present stage, there is no doubt that most of the responsibility falls on the governments. It is up'to them 
to make a major effort. First of all the common platform to enable the enlargement negotiations to be opened 
must be defined. Things are mcving forward, but there are still difficulties. The problem of the negotiating 
method which should be adopted has .still to be settled. And it is also up to the governments to take a rapid 
decision which will enable the European Commission to play the role which is.inoumbent·-on it during the 
negotiations and in the strengthening of the Community. It is regrettable that there was no decision on 
the appointment of the new Commission, during last Monday's "lunch". The beating about the bush we are 
witnessing only increases the uneasiness which is becoming more and more obvious· every day. The governments 
have the· dut'Y. •to make a choice, and to make it quickly. 
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EDITORIAL 

Between 9 and 14 : perhaps 12 ? 

The dossier on the renewal of the European Commission is becoming more complicated, and yet cleare 
at the same time. Let us hope that this will induce the governments to settle the question quickly, ev 
before the deadline they have laid down for themselves, and to settle it wisely, i.e. by applying articl 
of the Merger Treaty which states that the single Commission should be composed of nine members. 

Unless, fortified by the jurists' opinions, they settle for ..••• 12, which, according to the inten~~~ 
of the authors of the 1965 Treaty, would enable them to go ahead with eo-options, which would solve a-f~-~~ 
number of problems ..•• 

Meanwhile, a new factor has come into play, namely the resignation handed in by Mr. Colonna di Ps~~~~ 
before the end of his mandate. The :Council has not replaced Mr. Colonna (by a unanimous decision on the 
of art. 12 par. 2 of the Treaty) and this is understandable. The possibiliy of replacing Mr. Colonna w u 
have been eliminated automatically by the intervention of the machinery described in the 2nd paragraph 
33. In fact, the functioning of this machinery is not at all hypothetical. It can be triggered off not 
·only in the event of a shortage, but also in the event of persistent disagreement among the governments, 
whose decisions on this matter must be unanimous. Taking the present situation as our basis, the machinery 
in question will only be applicable to Commission members of Italian nationality. 

A second relatively new factor is the appreciably more favourable propensity of the Italian government 
to canvass for the p1·e~id~ncy of the Commission. This more favourable disposition is due, apparently, to 
pressure from several sources. Whatever the case may be, this explains why the Italian governm~nt would now 
like to see the number of Commission members kept at 14. It would, in fact, only have to appoint one new 
person, pnobably a Christian Democrat, as president, without affecting the other Italian members, i.e. Mr. 
Levi-Sandri (Socialist) and Mr. Edoardo Martino (Christian Democrat). But it seems unlikely that Mr. Levi-Sand:f:l 
who ts at present a vice-president, would agree to remain with the rank of Commission member (or else could 
he be appointed vice-president "on personal grounds" as was the case for Mr. Mansholt?). We must also 
take the parties' requests into account (there are two socialist parties in the coalition government). On 
the other hand, if the number of Commission members was reduced to nine, Italy should then either·:appoint 
the present vice-president as president, or appoint one or two entirely new personalities in place of the 
present members. 

We should remember that members must be ?-PPOinted by l June at the latest, because the present 
Commission was appointed on l July 1967, although it took office on the 5th day after the appointment of its 
·members, as the Treaty lays down. If these appointments were not made, the machinery which automatically 
reduces the number to nine would be triggered off. One noteworthy consequence would be that Mr. R~y would 
have to leave his office. From then on, the Commission would no longer have a president. Such a hypothesis 
is not improbable: it would only need one of the six countries to refuse to have the treaty interpreted in 
what it considered to be an abusive and dangerous way. Also, agreement on the new appointments would have 
to prove difficult. Then we would find ourselves on l July with a Commission of nine members (the 13 present 
members less four eliminated automatically, including Mr. Rey), without a leader. 

~is is .enough to make us realize how vital it is that an agreement should be reached quickly. The 
very fact that such nypotheses can be formulated does not create an ideal climate for the work the Commission 
has to accomplish during the months ahead. 
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is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

18eme ann~e - No 557 {n .• 
Vendredi 24 avril 197 

DAVID COOMBES1 Politics and Bureaucrac in the Euro ean Communi t , A Portrait of the Commission of the ..., 
Publisherl George Allen and Unwin Ltd Ruskin House, Museum Street, London), 343 pages, 1970, Price•· £3. ~ 

This book - which we briefly mention but to which we shall return later - i~ the result of a stUdy r: 
made by Mr. David Coombes, of the Department of f>oli tical Science of t~e University of Reacling, for foli t t: 
and Economic Planning of London. The main .thesis of this report is that until now, European intehration.has 
been dealt.with in the European Communities as~ bureaucratic undertaking, at the expense of .the politicaljj 
aspect. According to the author, great improvements are necessary in the institutional field to encourage · 
European integration and to improve the way, in which decisions are taken. 

- GARDNER - MILLIKAN1 Partnership per lo sviluppo: organizzazioni, isti tuti, agenzie, Societa editrice il (rli) 
Mulino (Bologna), 310 pages, 1970. Price: 4,000 lire.- This is the Italian edition of the book published in~ 
1968 under the title "The Global Partnership", whose authors are Messrs. Richard N. Gardner and Max F. 
Millikan (Published by Istituto Affari Internazionali, Roma). 

- ALI AL'AMIN MAZRUI1 L'Africa alla rcerca di se stessa, Societa editrice il Mulino (Bologna), 76 .pages, 
1970, Price: 500 lire.- Born in Kenya, Mr. Mazrui is at president f>resident of the Fa~ul)y of Social Sciences 
of Makerere University College, at Kampala, Uganda. This work contains four arti~les, translated·from Eng
lish, on Ancient Greece in African political thought, Nkrumah, political ~ommitment,·economic integration 
and political assassination in Africa. (Published by Istituto Affari Internazionali, Rome). 

o.. Una Elezione per l'Europa, Supplemento Al N 2 1969 di "Il Federalista", 134 pages.- This study examines 
the significance and problems of the Italian bill for the direct election of the Italian delegation· to the 
European Parliament, established by the Italian Commission of the European Federalist Movement. The intro
duction is by Mr. Mario Albertini, Chairman of the Executive Bureau of the Federalist .Movem_ent. 

- Iniziativa Europea, Rivista di Politica, Economia e Cultura, No 129 of March 1970, Rome (Piazza A~sto 
Imperatore 32). This review, whose Director is Mr. Mario Zagari, is the monthly organ Qf the Istituto:di 
Studi sull-Europa e sui Paesi in via di sviluppo. 

- Cl!2tNa Courrier, No 3, Vol. 10, March 1970, European Organisation for Nuclear Research; Geneva·.- We eepeo
ially mention articles on the state of advancement· of the injector synchroton intended for "the proton synoh
roton of the CERN and on the experiment to be carried out b~ a mixed team·of physicists of the CERN and of 
the Institute for High Ene.rgy Physics olf Serpoukhov. 

- VASSIL VASSILEV: The Aid Policy of the Soviet Bloc for the Developing Countries, OECD (Paris), 114 pages, 
1969, Price: U 3s, $ 3~30. 

- OECD1 ·The Industrial Folic of the United States, Remarks made by the United States Delegat-ion to the 
Committee of Industry at its Sixth Session, OECD Paris), 188 pages, Price: £1 7s 6d, $ 4. 
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EDITORIAL @" 
9 or 14& OpPortunism and aorals. :iS 

We return once again to the problem of the nomination of the European Comaisaion, especially in r ' · 
ion with the information which we are publishing today about the line which coul~ be ehosen by oertai ·. · · 
ernments following the analysis of the legal problems posed. 

It seems, in fact, that the argument of the unanimous interpretation of the aerger Treaty has bee 
attackeda it now seems to be abandoned for fear of further legal complications. Another argument, on 
other hand, seems to be coming to light& that of the inter-governmental agreement enabling the appli ti 
of certain clauses of the merger Treaty to be-suspended (we alluded to this in our Editorial of 14 April 

What are the arguments on which this idea could be founded? As it seems (and we heard Mr. Soheel ·a 
tion this), the dangerous "re bus sic stantibus" argument has been put forwarch the present oondi tions are no 
longer those which existed in June 1965, when the Treaty was signed. The three-year duration of. the periCM! 
during which the Commission was composed of 14 members was linked with the achievement of the merger of the 
Treaties, which has still not taken place. In addition, the negotiations for enl~gement are now imminent. 

Needless to say no-one, not even those who use them, really believes in the ~ental significanOe 
of these arguments, and in their political importance. One really cannot see in what way the presence of 
five more Commission members would have a positive influence on the enlargement negotiations, or would cause 
the merger dossier to progress, which no-one has thought of arousing from its deep sleep. It is possibly the 
~~-of the Commission members which W<>uld be questioned. But this is another problem. The general stru~ 
ture of the Commission would not undergo any modifications because of the transition from fourtenn to nine 
aembers, and its functioning would probably be improved by it. The truth is that the reasons which are pre
venting certain Governments from making the leap from 14 to 9 are of...!....!.2,!ally different nature. TheT- are 
reasons of political expediency& they can be understood and respected. Why should they therefore be. hidden? 

This is because if they were known and explained, it would seem obvious that they are· being attributed 
a weight which is in no way commensurate with the decision, a serious one, to suspend the application of a 
treaty. Personal questions or questions of expediency should never affect principles. And if one understands 
that the country which is demanding faithfulness to the principles is not the largest of the Six, no-one 
would understand. that in a Community of equals, its voice, which is a voice of reason, should be stifled by 
those of the more powerful ones, who only have reasons of expediency to put forward. . 

We are, in fact, faced with a choice which is no longer of a political nature, but of a moral one. ADd 
one which is assuming all its significance and gravity now, on the brink of the negotiations for enlarge!l!nt. 
The CoDIIIunity is proving to be severe towards the candidates. It reminds them that they IIUSt unreservedly 

( 

aooept all that the Community has achieved, from the Treaties to the latest decisions. And, strict and pure 
towards the outside world, it is looking for the stratagem to enable it not to observe the oomadtaents whioh 
it·has itself made to itself.... · 

'l'o do this on the eve of negotiations is neither worthy of it, nor shrewd. 
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BULLETINS 
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'<f"'l.wl ~ EDIT 0 RI A L 

A new political body at European level has just been born. This is the "Conference of Christian t 

The political parties and Europe t the Christian Democrats organize theiJISelves ~ 

parliamentary groups and parties from the six Member States of the European Communities", which has just · 
for the first time in Brussels. This name is rather long and nobody will mind if ~e refer to it as the · 
European organization of Christian Democra~s. ' M· 

The event ought to be stressed, due to the important role which the Christian Democrat parties play . :' 
~rope, both in government and in opposition, and to the political tendency which it represents. It is 
fruit of a long journey which, for a long time, was characterized by an abundance o~ good intentions and j 
• surprisingly slim record of achievements. Objective reasons have held up its progress - the other poltt . 
~ormations have come up against them too - but also an excessive, and indeed almost morbid, caution. The 
itical party which for a long time regarded itself as the "European party" par excellence, and which contributed 
to the building of Europe thanks to the work of some of its best leaders, has run up against all sorts of 
internal and external difficulties every time it has tried to give its activities and organisation a certain 
degree.of European cohesion, by crossing over frontiers. At one time, there was talk of a "Vatican Europe" 
but in reality, apart from certain complicity between individuals, that is between great leaders and in the 
sphere of the big historical choices, there has never been any really effective coordination in political 
action. This coordination was sought first of all within the "New European Teams" and more recently within 
the E.C.D.U, but these frameworks went beyond that of the European Community, and European action could not 
fail to feel the effects of it. The new body which has just come to light is centred much more on the structure 
of the European Parliament Christian Democrat group's Bureau, which is in fact the only European Christian 
Democrat institution which is permanent in character and has specific technical competence. It is around 
this axis that the action of the national parliamentary groups and the Secretariats of the national parties 
is :gQ~ng to gravitate. The progress made is incontestable. 

Thus, in this case, a state of awareness has been reached which must arC!n.l.se.,our interest;. FoiJ:;a long time 
we'hav.e been recommending that the big national political formations with a European vocation should take 
the plunge and engage in a p~ocess of basic mutation which is certainly not easy, but which also responds 
to a deep need for renewal as far as political and social structures are concerned. The radical change will 
have occured as soon as "European" problems have become "internal" problems for the-.,p()litical parties. For 
the moment they are still "special issues" which do not really engage the responsibility and action of the 
parties. 

This first step which the European Christian Democrats have accomplished is a good sign, but provided 
that it is only a beginning. 

SUMMARY ~'&_ Y\-f'rt \ l qr:;o ~ e> -~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The political parties and Europe: the Christian Democrats organize themselves" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: First meeting between the "Six11 and the applicants in June in Luxembourg announces 

Mr. Thorn - Messrs •. Werner and Thorn in Paris - Mr. Aldo Moro in Bulgaria and TurkeY - Mr. 
Colombo in London - Elections in Britain in July? - Nordek: ministerial meeting on 4 Ma;--
Mr. Hillary meets Mr. Rey 

DAILY BULLETIN No 559 (new series): 
3 - Mr. Berkhouwer, on behalf of the Liberal group, questions the Council on the number of E\ropean 
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Commission members 
- E.P.: agenda for the next plenary session 
- Council agricultural session: flax and hempJ adoption of the wine textsJ technical problems 

concerning po'ba.toes and sugar 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Aid for dried milk transformed into caseins and caseinates - The 

Comecon prepares for greater agricultural integration - The "Parm LAw" in the United States 
- European conference on employment problems 
- E.S.C.: opinion on the economic situation in the EEC 
- E.I.B.: f:l.nancing of motorways 
- Cotton textiles: agreement of principle between the EEC, India and Pakistan for the renewal 

of the agreement 
-Freedom of establishment with regard to film production and advocates' activities& re~ks 

by the Legal Committee of the E.P. 
- E.S.c.: Right of establishment in the wholesale co4l trade 
- Aid for French coking coal: authorized · 

-- Social conditions for road transport: the E.<B. ti!ansport C011111ittee comes out against the com-
promise reached by tbe "Six" 

- The community rules of competition legally applicable to Rhine navigation: question and reply 
·No 488 from Mr. G linne 

- EQual pay for men and women: reply to question No 485 from Miss Lulling 
- First collllllllrii ty antt -dumping proceedings 
-'The U.K.s international trade in steel 
- Analysis of the coal situation 
- The UN Economic Cormnission for Europe: habitual cri tic isms of the conmon trading policy 
- ECON<J.tiC :INTERPENEl'RA TION No 1391 
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. · · '.:;· ,·,. ··.\• ~ { f F. D I T 0 R I A L (~\ 
\\ '.../ l.;· ~~·,* .t~"·~·~: .. -' ·.~ misunderstanding which must be cleared up ~I 
'\\..·.:r./•!~Zr·i·c~ ~chumann made a speech yesterday on foreign policy before the French NatiOnal Assembiy. 

Amdrg the subjects he raised was, of-course, Europe in its various aspects, and especially in relation 
future. 

The French Foreign Affairs Minister once again drew attentinn to the triptych which is so dear to 
though he admitted that the completion was not really a completion because, as he said, "the·,~ilding of 
Europe is not finished". Mr. Schumann announced that the very day after the signing of the act amending 
·European treaties with regard to independent resourcea and the Parl tautent 's budgetary powers, the French g 
ernment set the ratification procedure in motion. It is hoped that the ratificatien will be achieved eve 
during the present session. He expressed the hope that France's partners would set to with equal rapidity, 
which would enable the Conrnunt ty "to eliminate all the obstacles which could hold up the· building of the 
other two parts of the European triptych: the strengthening and the enlargement". To some observers, this 
type of psychological pressure to ohtain speedy ratification of the agreements is not very attractive. In 
a somewha~ Sybilline yet transparent way, Mr. Schumann is implying that a delay in the ratification could com
promize the planned developments in the spheres of strengthening and especially enlargement, since we know 
that the partners which are being addressed indirectly are especially keen on the enlargement. We should 
state right away that Mr. Maurice Schumann's stance is perfectly correct in so far as France's partners have 
agreed to connect up the three parts of the triptych and to give a certain degree of priority to the completion. 
The agreements reached on the financing system, the independent resources and especially the European Parlia
ment's budgetary powers (which Mr. Schumann persists tn calling the "Strasbourg Assembly" thus helping to 
perpetuate an annoying and useless confusion) are not entirely satisfactory, as everyone knows. They are 

.not satisfactory because they threaten to crystalli~e a somewhat unhealthy agricultural situation and also 
because the Parliament's powers are rather slim. But the governments have accepted them, and their validity 
cannot be questioned. Now that a pledge has been signed, the ratification should be carried out as quickly 
as possible. Besides, after the stances adopted by the European Commission and the Christian Democrat M.P.s, 
there is no doubt that the ratification will be obtained, even at the cost of some difficulties and a few 
reservations. Consequently, Mr. Schumann's veiled threat ts only of symbolic value. 

But there is another part of Mn. Schumann's speech which seems less convincing. After recalling that 
before going ahead with the enlargement a joint negotiating position must be defined and a joint negotiator 
chosen, the Minister said that no attempts should be made "to build, alongside the Community, a separate 
organization which could become a rival. In other words there should be no question of setting.up Ten-sided. 
political cooperation before the end of tl1e negQtiattons relating to the enlargement of the Community, as if 
the Community itself did not have a political goaL" If, by these remarks, Mr. Schumann means that Britain 
may not participate in any action aimed at organizing political cooperation in the enlarged EUrope, he thus 
condemns this cooperation to a state of lmm~obility until the end of the economic negotiations. If, on the 
other·hand, he mearis that there should be "perfect coincidence" between the economic CoiiiiiUility and a possible 
political Community, he is. perfectly right. But this does not prevent the fact that, since this political 
Conrnunity does not exist, there can be no question of banning those who are firmly resolved to become.members 
of the Economic Community from contributing to its elaboration. 

It is significant that, just as Mr. Schumann was speaking in the French Parliament, Mr. Thorn was 
stating in London that there was "a certain misunderstanding on this point". This misunderstanding must 
be cleared up. 

1 
2 

SUMMARY ?--q ~rtt (ttTc t0o ~~0 
- EDITORIAL: "A misunderstanding which must be cleared up" 
- POLITICAL DAY: The Liberal and related groups to hold its traditional study session in Avranches -

The Europa Union asks the Bundestag to pronounce in favour of the direct election of the E.P. 
Statements by Mr. Wilson to the Trade Unions - Pessimism on Wall Street 

DAILY BJLIZl'IN No 56o (new series): 
3 - The E.P. Christian Democrat and Socialist groups in favour of keeping a 14-member European 
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3 
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6-1 
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9 
10 

11 
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13-14 

Commission 
- Could the liberation of public works contracts be decided on 14 May? 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 148.7 
- GATT: complete disagreement on the legality of the EEC/Morocco and EEC/Tunisia agreements 
- Trading policy: new decisions 
- Food aid to Turkey 
- European system for the grant of patents: observations from the international organizations 
- Re-organization of the JRC: Commission proposal 
-Quality frothy wines: contents of the Commission's proposal 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - "Iced cream" - Negative corrective to the price of butter in the 

Netherlands 
- European Conference on employment problems: closure of the session 
- ~articipation of young people. in European integration: the Commission's stance 
- The ~ate of Mr. Zighdis is worrying the E •. }t. Committee on the Association with Greece 
- EIDO: study on a "space tug" and construction of Europa III 
- Industrial research in the U.K. 
- New Euratom reports published 
- Specific contracts for uranium enriching 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 41.50 D/t 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1392 
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\\ f.1 t ':~f.l ~-~~ ~ ioh are sent to us and whose publication 

.~t!..:.,;..; \0..0 '-"' is worth noting are reviewed under this heading. 

18lme ann~·e - No 5 
Jeudi 30 avril 

VASSIL VASSILEV : Politique d'Aide du Bloc Sovietique aux Pays en Vole de developpement, 
114 pages, Price: £1.3/-, $3.30.~ In the conclusions of this report, published under the 
Centre de Developpement, the author states: "It seems that the Soviet bloc countries are more interes-.......-.~· 
delivering equipment than buying raw materials from their partners in the Third Worl, which enables 
use the trade surplus vis-a-vis this area, which is generally settled in convertible currencies, to h~~.w. 
own capital goods from the Western countries. This policy appear to be aggravating the overall de~f 
the Third World rather than creating mutually advantageous trading conditions and balanced trade a 'ttt itical 
leaders and economic specialists in the East European countries claim". fi1 
- L'Europeen, Les Affaires, les Marches en Europe, No 106 - 1970, Brussels (77 rue Garon de Castro).- The 
dossier in this edition is devoted to Portugal and its relations with the European Community countries. Mere
over, we shculd like to draw attention to articles by Mr. Hans von der Gr~ben on economic and monetary union, 
by Prof. Jacques Trempont on the preconditions for a monetary union, and by Mr. Sch~llhorn on the policy of 
stability with regard to the social sector. 

- Comuni d'Europa, the monthly.magazine of the Italian Association for the Council of F.Uropean Communes, 
No 2 - 1970, Rome (Piazza di Trevi 86).- In this edition there is an account of the symposium held in Brussels 
on 27 and 28 November by the Institut d'Etudes Europeennes of the Free University of Brussels. We should 
also draw attention to the report on the European Assembly. 

- L'Eoonomie, No 1,109 of 27 April 1970, Paris {93 rue Jouffroy).- This edition Peproduces a speech by French 
M.P. Michel Poniatowski on the subject: An alternative to the dollar : the E.G.M. (Etalon Grande Monnaie). 
In particular, Mr. Poniatowski is in favour of setting up an "Etalon Grande Monnaie" (big currencies standard) 
based on the common administration of ten to twelve big currencies, convertible among themselves and not 
linked to gold, closely inter-dependant due to reciprocal credit procedures•controlled by an international 
institution. 

- Europa Union, Ueberparteiliche Zeitung fUr die Vereinigten Staaten von Europa, Mal 1970, Bonn (Stockenstrasse 
1-5), Price : 1 DM.- The May edition contains an open letter from Mr. Gerhard Eickhorn, the General Secretary 
of the Europa-Union Deutschland, addressed to the members of the Bundestag, on the direct election of the 
European Parliament, an interview wtth Mr. Herbert Wehner on F~st-West cooperation, a page devoted to the 
EEC countries' relations with Spain. A special supplement is devoted to the "European action" which the 
Europa-Union is t~undertake at the beginntng of May. 

- OECD : Overall trade by country, April 1970, Parts.- Finland is now incorporated in these statistics as 
a member country of the OECD 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Government statement by Mr. Olof Palme - Mr. Scelba in London - Scheel - Thorn 
talks. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 561 (new series): 

3 - The Christian-Democrat and Socialist GrouEs of the E.P. are in favour of the maintenance of 14 
Commission members: Communique 

3-4 -Six proposals relating to the implementation of the Mansholt Plan adopted by the Commission 
4 - The "Werner Group" meets in Rome 

- Interest rates of the EUropean Bank 
5 - E .I .B.: financing in the aluminium sector in Sardinia 

- Harmonisation of weights and dimensions of lorr~esa steps taken by the automobile industry 
5-6 - The problems of sea ports again introduced into the Commission's proposals aimed at the abolition 

of discrmination 
6 - Aids for shipbuilding maintained in w. Germany 

- Anti-dumping laws for Greek nitrogen fertilizers - For the opening of EEC/ Cyprus "technioal contacts" 
7-8 - Electro-mechanical industries: memorandum on restructuring 
8 - EX:ONO.MIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
9 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Limiting of wheat production - -Intra-Community trade in olive oil a reply 

to question no. 440 by Mr. Vredeling - Special ".Ag.ricul ture" Commi tteea work in progress - Wine 
consumption in w. Germany 

10 Comparison of the British system of social security 
11 -Committee for External Economic Relational favourable opinion on the proposal relating to the commun-

ication of import programmes for hydrocarbons 
12 - The Week in Euro~ 
13-14 --EX:ONOMIC INTERPE RATION No 1393 

Because of the public holiday, EUROPE 
will not appear tomorrow, 1 May, 
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·;, ~,. ~ Britain comes into line with European time: a meeting at Wiston House (1) ;:i 
Undoubtedly, Britain is getting into step with European time. This weeke~d. we were at a sympos'1t!_. . 

which was held at Wiston House (Wilto.n Park) under the auspices of the "Federal Trust" and "European Rea 
of the Present". We shall give a report of this meeting, and try to draw the lessons and conclusions -
emerge from it. Today, the four-day visit by Mr. Scelba, the President of the European Parliament, wh~se . 
programme we have already published, begins in London: we should add that Mr. Scelba will attend a work 
lunch on 7 May which has been organized by the Association of European Journalists which, as we know, ~ 
had a British section for more than a year. Besides, on 7 and 8 May, a Conference to celebrate the annivl2 
of the Schuman declaration is to be held at Chatham House, under the auspices· of the Royal Institute of I ', · -
national Affairs, and this will enable a broad confrontation of ideas: it will be opened by Mr. Oeorge Th n. 
and the rapporteurs will be Mr Fran<;oi 3 Duchene (Eu!'Ope Is role in world peace), Pierre Uri (Europe's food 
balance), Michel Philipponneau (the problems of the environment), Heinz Kuby (Democracy and participation). 
A general discussion on the "next stages in the building of Europe" will be held under the chairmanship of 
Mr. Kenneth,Younger and with the partictpation of a "panel" composed of Messrs. Etienne Hirsch, Max Kohnstamm, 
Pierre Uri, Peter Corterier and George Brown. Mr. Richard Mayne will sum up. Finally, we should add .uhat 
on 19 and 20 May, under the auspices of the "Federal Trust", the President of the European Commission Mr. Jean 
Rey and Minister George Thomson are'to give speeches on the enlargement of the Community within the framework 
of a conference on the theme "Britain and Europe today". Among the other planned speakers are Messrs. Campbell 
Adamson (CBI), Nils Vogt (Federation of Norwegian Industries), Sir John Hunter, Jean de Broglie and Marcel Mart. 

Let us come back to the symposium at Wiston House, which was attended by about fifty persons, including 
about twenty Britishers. Among the participants, were leading European figures such as Messrs. Etienne Hirsch, 
Altiero Spinelli, Christopher Layton, leaders of federalist organizations and militants like Messrs. Gouzy, 
Martini, John Pinder, Chipot, Chevalier, Lauritzen, Goriely, Wistrich, Roy Price; specialists, like Messrs. 
Michel Albert, Hermann Bohle, Coffey, Steed, Stephenson; representatives of professional organizations, British 
political part:es, the Foreign Offi.ce and top European officials such as Mr. Olivi and Mr. Rifflet. 

We should state r.tght away that the dialogue, which revolved around three main themes (agriculture, 
currency and institutions) was extremely frank, and a· goqd. few "oontinentals" were surprised to note the 
realistic and open-minded approach of the British with a view to finding a solution to the concrete problems 
posed by the enlargement. As Mr. Hirsch stressed, in summing up the debate, the latter had proved that: (a) 
the negotiations for joining should not be a "diplomatic" operation but the question is to find a joint solution 
to some important common problems; (b) this could very well be done in a very short space of time: negotiations 
iasting six months should be adequate; (c) for this to be possible, a certain atmostphere·1must be created, and 
this is a task which belongs to the British. Thev must ensure that European opinion as a who}e is aware of 
the stakes. lnvolved in the operation. Thus they must proclaim that Britain, with her rich hel'itage of demo
cratic traditions, agrees that important decisions should be taken by a majority vote in the Community, and 
that she will abide by these decisions. We shall come back later to the main subjects which were discussed 

·-during this meeting. (to be continued) 

SUMMARY f..\-~ l £t 1-o j.0 ~' S(e 2_., 

1 - EDITORIAL: "Britain comes into line with European time: a meeting at Wiston House(l)" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: The political unification of Europe - The United States' in,ervention in Cambodia 

and the bombing of North Vietnam are disturbing the European CbMncellories -Mr. Ertl's visit to 
London 

DAILY BULLETIN No 562 (new series): 
3 - The texts relating to the Community's independent resources and agricultural financing published 
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in the Official Gazette 
- Improvement in the functioning of the Community at practical and institutional level on the agenda 

for the next Council 
- 'lhe"European Commission brtngs an appeal before the Court of Justice against the Council (the ERTA 

case) 
- Lead and Zinc: a community mission has studied the problems in Sardinia 
-Preparation for the plenary session .of the E.P.: EEC/Austrian relations- Yaounde Convention-

Social Fund - Harmonized legislation on caseins and caseinates - Composition of preserved milk 
and trade in this product 

- Automatic coupling in the railways: draft decision 
- Employment situation in the building sector: Commission study 
- The "Werner group" to report unofficially to the M~nisters of Finance 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
-AGRICULTURAL INFO~TION - Imports of pig-meat lard and pig fats -Yugoslav bee~ -Basic and 

purchase prices for cauliflowers - CGT/CGIL included in the Community committee - E&stwood 
- JRC: suggestion to introduce the idea of "functional budget" 

Interest rates for industrial reconversion credits raised to 5.5% 
- ~istrubing level of the propensity to invest in the Community steel industry 
- Weekly Echoes 
- Publica11 ons of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1394 
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EDITOR!!1 

~~Bland comes into line with European time: A meeting at Wiston House !gl fr~· 
As we mentioned yesterday, one of the subjects widely discussed at the Wiston House Colloquium y}J/;;1. 

that of the agricultural policy. This debate was largely based on .a preliminary report by -Mr. John Mare 
lecturer in Agricultural Economics at the University of Reading, which was followed by a "counter repo , _ 
by Hermann Bohle, the editor of several German newspapers. We shall publish a thorough summary of the · t 
made for the Federal Trust by Mr. Marsh in our Bulletin. Here we shall limit ourselves to noting that t 
speeches and debates, while going more thoroughly into certain technical aspects which will no doubt ~~~ 
ented during the future negotiations, showed that a very great agreement of views exists on certain 
mental political aspects. 

Indeed, it appeared that the agricultural problem constitutes one of the great unkno.wn factlilrs 
negotiations, since the solutions which are going to be adopted will have important consequences for 
Britain at three different lev&ls: budgetary charges; charges Cor the balance of payments; repercussion 
the cost of living. The quantification of these consequences is difficult (but the White Paper did not abab
don this). It is also difficult to conceive of a sort of ceiling, in absolute figures or percentages. But 
it is no doubt essential - and on this point all the -speakers were agreed - that the charges should not be 
sucaas·to ~eaken the economy of the candidate country and should not be disproportionate compared with those 
borne by other partners. Hence the need to apply the principle of !gUi!~ in the negotiations. It is also 
essential to make sure that these charges can be absorbed gradually1·and hence the importance of a transition 
period of adequate length. 

It is extremely important that it was confirmed that the British are in no toJay challenging the prin
ciples of the common agricultural policy, and ~!!!!!. which it proposes. It is here that .the prices polic;I 
becomes one of the decisive factors. This policy can only be conducted from within the Community. The Britis~ 
want to exert an influence on this policy and it appeared that this is also desirable from the Continental 
point of view. The dissociation of the prices policy and the social policy must also be arrived at. In fact, 
the conjunction of motivations did not provide any appreciable result~, either from the point of view of the 
general economy (creation of surpluses), or from that of the incomes of the less favoured farmers. No-one is 
forgetting, however, that this agricultural policy must< ensure a mutation of the structures, whose cost should 
in any case be borne by the collectivityl it is in accordance with the Community spirit that it should be 
borne by the European collectivity. . 

Finally, it is interesting to note that the great majority of those who spoke- whether British or 
Continentals- were in favour of the adoption of the majority system in agricultural policy decisions, esp&M 
cially those concerning prices. However, let us note a final observation: the majority vote isposaible, and 
acceptable, only if its is founded on poular participation, or even on a popular consensus, in other words· 
on aemocratic Institutions. 

Through the agricultural policy, the p~oblem of the 
itutions is therefore posed. The enlargement will have to 

renewal and democratisation of the EUropean !net
be closely associated with this inevitable:action 

for institutional strengthening. (To be continued) 

SUMMARY 6 ~~ Ul/·to ~o - Q"C'e ~ 
1 EDITORIAL: "England comes into line with European time 1 A meeting at Wiston House (2 )" 

2 POLITICAL DAY- "European action 1970 - EEC/U.S. relations"' account by Mrs. Focke·- ~erland 
and the Common .Market -Mr. Heath_in Paris- Mr. Stewart in Rome on 25 May- !m'opean Socialists 
meet in London 

DAILY BULLETIN No 563 (new series): 
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- XXth. Anniversar;r of the statement by Robert Schuman 
- The policy of agreements and associat~ will be discussed in the Council of Ministers on Monday 
- Preparation of the plenary session of the E.P.a F.reedom of establishment for nurses (Carcasonne 

Report) - Right of w6rkers to remain in the country of their employment (Behrendt Report) - Co!IIDon 
commercial policy (Kriedemann Report) 

- Court of Justices Belgium condemned for its taxation on imports of wood (Case 77/69) 
- Customs measures of the EEC in preparation 
- ~~sation of legisla~ on mineral ~ter in the EEC 

AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Ministerial Conference on wheat in Ottawa - Economic and social si iuation 
in the brewery sector - Regional policy considerations in the sugar sector - Permanent sale by tender 
for German white sugar. 
Implementation of~_:_Ma.nshol t Plan" 1 new proposals 

- Demonstration of F.rench grape and wine growers 
In the Commission's departments 
Community steel industrys few fluctuations in price le~els 
Importing programmes for hyrlrocarbonsa parliamentary reservations 

- Coke 1 intra-Co!IIDuni ty trade increasing 
BUI'fding of workers' housing 

- Wage dispute in the Ruhr coalmining basin 
-. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRA~ION No 1395 
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Britain comes into line with European time: a meeting at Wtston House (3) 

After debating the problems posed by the agricultural policy, the Wiston House symposium dealt with the 
problems of economic and monetiirY integration, on the basis of introductory exposes by Mr. Chrtstopher I.aytonf! 
and Mr. Michel Albert (who ts at pres~nt the vice-chairman of the "Express" group but was previously Direc. '. 
of e.conomie· Structures and Development with the European Commission). The debate was exceptionally fruitful: 
Mr. Layton, very appropriately, set out the inter-connections between the political and technical aspects, ~ 
specifying that the British do not wish to take part in a 19th Century type customs union, adorned with a 
COII!mon agricultural policy, and drawing attention to the fact that the power of the United States is due more 
to the existence of single policies rather than the extent of the market. The British government and partie ·M 
entirely accept the key concept of an economic and monetary union which should be achieved in 8~o 10 years 
(and Mr. Thomson has just confirmed this in the House of Commons). They do not wish to e¥ercise a sort of 
"imperialism" of the Pound, but to strengthen the European currencies. Mr. Michel Albert s.upplied detailed 
information not only on the "overall" presentation of the problem, but also on the indubi~ble existence of 
resistance and reservations amongst national and even European circles. At the root of this there is the 
traditional mistrust: in spite of everything, it is feared that Britain only has a minimalist vision of the 
problem and wants to achieve a free trade area in which the Pound would be guaranteed by European reserves. 
These reservations are also based on the forecast that in three years' time Britain will go through another 
economic crisis: so why not drag on the negotiations until London finds itself in difficulties? Consequently 
Mr. Albert called on the British to choose the ground themselves, not to bargain but to propose a real 
"membership contract", incltiding very speedy negotiations. 

The debate soon polarized on the problem of the "crawling peg" and more precisely on the form which 
this system could take within the community framework and in view of the possible enlargement. Mr. Layton 
specified and clarified his ideas on this point: a broad consensus emerged, which we must draw attention to. 
Mr. Layton starts from the hypothesis that the machinery at present planned or ~n~the drawing board for the 
years ahead still do not enable the Community, at least in the near future,. to eliminate the fact that "basic 
disequilibria" occur and consequently that brusque devaluations or revaluations will be necessary, with the 
dariger that the Common Market will be destroyed. Consequently he hopes that coordination and unification 
measures (tending in the same direction as those recommended by the European Co~~is~ion) will be implemented 
in order te eliminate the causes of the disequilibria in question and at the same time adopt, as part of this 
machinery, the possibility of "sliding" parities, in other words a controlled crawling peg system under the 
supervision of the Community authorities. Thus this machinery would not be used to get round Community 
obligations, and the causes of disequilibrium would be gradually eliminated. At the end of the transition 
period (laid down in the Barre plan) the exchange relations between the currencies of the enlarged Community 
would become fixed, though a crawling peg system could possibly be keptl•between· the':Community on the one 
hand and othe;-c;;;rencies (especially the dollar) on the other hand. 

Dur_expose is somewhat simplified, but it is obvious that Mr. Layton's idea should be gone into more 
deeply: it presupposes immediate monetary solidarity between the currencies of· the member countries and the 
applicant countries, such that they would converge immediately on the path towards the achievement of the 
common objective of monetary union. 

1 
2 

SUMMARY ~ M_QVCJ [ q'7-t' f0o ' ~ Ll 
- EDITORIAL: "Britain comes into line with European time: a meeting at Wiston Houae (3)" 
- POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Scelba in London - Socialtst parties: meeting ends successfully - The Czeoh-

Soviet Treaty signed - The "Salt" continue - East-West German summit - Mr. George Thomson to go 
to Berne 

. DAILY BJI...IETIN No 564 (new series): 
3 - Structure of the new Commission: a decision on Monday? 

- Council of Mini~terG on 11 and 12 May: agenda ·~_, ... 

4-5 
6-7 

8-9 

9 
10-11 
11 

12 

13-14 

- Air and sea navigation, Paper pulp: common policies discussed 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 146.16 
- Community patent: main principles of the draft Convention between the "Six" 
- The electrical,mechanical and nuclear engineering ±ndustry: Present situation 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Preparations for the E.P. plenary session: European youth office (oral question) -TypeS of table 

wine and guidance prices (Vals Report) - Liberation of the cinema sector (Carcassonne Report) -
Gas volume meters (Bos Report) 

- Tariff preferences to the developing countries 
- A British voice in favour of adopting the common a~ricultural policy in the ~niArged Community 
- ~: broad agreement between the main exporters in Ottawa 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Skimmed milk powder to the WFP and the Red Cross - The DDR has considerabl~ 

increased its exports of sunflower oil to the Common Market: reply to question No 455 from Mr. 
Vredeling 

- Preparations for the ministerial discussions on a series of ECSC problems 
• ECSC Consultative Committee: next session 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 42.83 D/1' 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1396 

Because of the public holiday in Belgium tomorrow to celebrate 
the Ascension, there will be no bulletin tomorrow (7 May 1970) 
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~~ri~ain comes into line with European time: a meeting at Wiston House (4) .. , 

I hapter we shall complete our synthesis of the frank and worthwhile talks which took pl.a()e · 
for ays at Wiston House, during the symposium which was so opportunely held by the Federal Trust· ... 
(whose ing-pin was once again Mr. Diarmid McLaughlin) and "European Reallties o( the Present" • t 

This chapter is devoted to the institutional aspects of British entry, not only because this theme Jj 
was on the agenda, but above all because from the very outset, and all through the symposium, even when . · 
technical and economic. problems were being discussed, both the British and the Continentals were agreed M 
one specific point, t.e. they recognized that the enlargement of the Community for some and entry 1,nto t 
Community for others is essentially a political event which will have very wide-reaching effects and an 
"innovation" in the international equilibrium, and as s~ch must necessarily have consequences in the instit• 
utional sphere, in other words it must culminate in a redistribution of powers. It goes without saying 
that in a federalist concert this redistribution is seen from a federalist point of view, even if it 6ould 
only be achieved in the long term. There were vociferous tnterventtons to draw·attentton to the need ~o go 
further: it ¥5 a new society which must be proposed to European citizens and especially the young people, 
within this enlarged framework (we are thinking of the statements by Mr. Froschmaier and Mr. Speranza)t 
unfortunately this subject was not gone into in depth. 

In order that this ins1>ftutional reform should at least be set in motion and not get lost in the 
meanders of diplomatic negotiations, we must firmly ong~ge in the fight, thinks Mr. Altiero Spinelli. 
In his opinion the governments must be persuaded to appoint a political body (he did not give arty details, 
but some Britishers referred to a sort of Royal Commission, while the Continentals drew attention to the 
suggestions made by Mr. Spaak), which would be responsible for making concrete proposals on the institutional 
future of the enlarged Community, and would be backed up by a body which would represent the popular will 
(a "constituent" or the European Parliament?). Mr. Spinelli's suggestion was and remained rather vague, 
but tts aim was obviously to provoke reactions. Mr. Hirsch, who rejected the suggestion to begin with, 
agreed to some of its aspects the next morning, in suggesting that the ;Buropean Parliament (plus members 
of the Consultative Assemblies belonging to the applicant countries) should appoint this political body, 
whose purpose would·'be to propose and propel action. 

It is important to note that everyone was agreed on the one hand that something;-should be done 
immediately, because the enlargement of the Community should also include institutional change (thus: election 
of the E.P., reintroduction of the majority vote, investiture given to the Commission by the B.P., etc.), and 
on the other hand that this change should not have an unfavourable influence on the economic negotiations, i.e 
that the latter should not be held up but, on the contrary, speeded up by this political factor. 

We shall finish on this poll tical note, which really dominated the symposium, and we may· well come back 
to this aspect which is undoubtedly essential, both from the point of view of Europe's future and the 
future of the negotiations which are to open in two months' time. 

SUMMAHY ~~ l({'=?O ~0 ' ) ces-
1 - EDITORIAL: "Britain comes into line with European time: a meeting at Wiston House (4)" 
2-3 - POLITICAL DAY: The Davignon Committee is to meet on Monday - Statements by Mr. Thomson and Mr. 

Hirsch -The Charlemagne Prize awardedto Ambassador FranQois Seydoux -Election fever in 
Britain - The WEU Assembly's scientific and technical Committee meets 
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- The Liberal Group in the E.P. expresses its opinion on institutional development and in favour 
of a nine-member Commission 
Speech by Mr. Mansholt on the principles and objectives of the measures to implement the 
Plan for agricultural reform 
International agreement on Wheat: Mr. Mansholt in favour of extending it to other cereals 
The EEC 1s foreign relations as a whole to be examined by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs 
on 11 and 12 May 
The EFTA Council: the next session's agenda 

- Court of Justice: TI1e R6chas case (1/70 - Sole rights contract with absolute territorial 
protection): oo\inse-ls ~ speeches 

- Italian measures having a harmful influence on imports of machines 
- Granting of an endowment Fund to the ENI: question No 73/70 from Mr. Lbbr 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Mergers in the steel industry 
-Coking coal supplies: question No 77/70 
- Economically exploitable petroleum discoverd by Petrofina 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1397 
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EDITORIAL 

18eme ann~ - No 566 
Lundi 11 mai 1970 

Jean Monnet and the twentieth anniversary of the Schuman declaration 

Last Saturday was the twentieth anniversary of the Schuman declaration, and the anniversary celeb 
was held in the same Salon de l'Horloge where Robert Schuman read out the historic declaration whic 
the door to the buil~ing of an economically and politically integrated Europe. 

All Europeans will be grateful to the new occupant of the Qual d'Orsay for having initiated thi 
cele'Qration, at the right time and at the right place, and for having invited the man who, beyond the ~ 
circumstances of the moment, has become, and rightly so, the symbol of the new path which the h~story o MO 
Europe took on 9 May 1950, namely Jean Monnet. This gesture is a tribute to historical truth and is a 
~o F the future. It gives proof of changes which have taken place in the past year. 

/.' We men toned historical truth. An important document published by "Le Monde" (the Monnet Memorandum 
,. ~f 3 May 19 ) makes an important contribution to this historical truth. As we know, some quarters have 

' ways t· d to give credit to the idea that the JOC:SC was born as an "instrument" of the cold war, aimed 
at dividing rather than uniting. Well, the Memorandum shows once again that the motive was quite the 
contrary: "People's minds are becoming crystallized- wrote Monnet- on a simple and dangerous objectives 
the dold wa~'. For Monnet, the situation had to be changed, people had to be given hope, and they had to 
be shown long-term objectives, in other words Europe had "really" to be created. He wanted to prevent the 
cold war atmosPhere which was settling in Europe from bringing about a rigidity which would be followed by 
a clash: thus he wanted to introduce new dynamism in the path to peace. Of-course, these are things which 
we have always known, but it is worthwhile repeating them for those who let themselves be tempted by 
arbitrary interpretations. 

We also mentioned a commitment for the future. The peace for which the founders of Community Europe 
worked did not neglect any concrete and practical data pertaining.to the problem (the document in question 
confirms this), but was based on an overall political vision which brought about a profound change in the 
history of Europe. In fact, the Schuman declaration contains a key~sentence in this respect. Speaking of 
the Institutions of this first Community, Robert Schuman specified that they•constituted "the first concrete 
foundations of a .European federation which is indispensable if we are to preserve peace". To celebrate the 
anniversary of the Schuman declaration is thus to commit onself to realizing its conte~ts, to continuing 
along the path which it sketched out. 

Those who are prepared to recall the merits of Robert Schuman praise his realism, his modesty and :his 
prudence as if they wanted us, like him, to be realistic,)modest and prudent. But they forget one important 
thing, i.e. that while practising these virtues Robert Schuman had the courage to make this leap into the 
unknown, as he said himself. His prudence was nourished by something else- by boldness. ~enty years 
later, should we still be more cautious than Robert Schuman? To be worthy of him let us not be afraid of 
leaps into the unknown and let us resolve to take determined action so that the objective which he set 
qut explicit]:y, a European federation, will be achieved as quickly as possible. 

. sUMMARY t \ MCLv(f t q ?-a No , ~~CO 
1 - EDITORIAL& "~ Monnet and the twentieth anniversary of the Schuman declaration" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY& President Nixo~s mess - Membership of the WEU for the candidate countries for 
the Community to e propose e. arliamentary Assembly of the WEU- Davignon Committee& to 
draw up a report for the Fbreign Ministers containing options for the political unification of 
Europe 

DAILY BULLETIN No 566 (new series)a 

3 - The Europ~~~~ will be composed of nine members after 1 July and will be chaired by an 
Italian 

3-4 - The Conference of Ten between the member countries of the EEC and the candidates for membership 
will be held in Luxemburg on 30 June. 

4 The Council has continued the formulation of the "starting point" of the EEC for negotiations 
with the U.K. 

5 ~pean Parliament• opening of the session 
6-7 -Application measures for the Mansholt Plan for the next five years1 approximate evaluation of the 

cost 
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9-10 
10 

11 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION& - CLITRAVI1 demands- Imports of Italian wines by the BLEU& reply to 
question-no. 460 by Mr. Vredeling- Imports of meat from the Associated African countriesa reply 
to question no. 505 by Mr. Bersani - Fbod aida reply to question 15/70 by Mr. Couste. 

- Regulation on working conditions in road transpor1;a reply to question no. 471 by Mr. Boertien 
- Community customs law a reply by the Council to question !!2. 478 by Mr. Vredeling 
-Group for ECSC questions• development of the short-term economic situation in the steel sectors 
- New-General "Steel" Objee!_!!!!_ 
- Wage agreement in the German collieries 
- F.rance prepared to adapt her Petroleum Monopoly 
- European tarification of road transport• concern of the F.B.I. 
- Road users oppose the tarification of Urban roads 

ECONOJ[C AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
12 - Weekly Echoes 
13-14 - §'QQNOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1398 - Question No 75/70 by Mr. Vredeling 
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EDITORIAL 

The European Commission, tomorrow 

18~ ann6e - No 
Mard1 12 ma1 1 

BULLETIN. QUOTIDIE. 

The decision has been taken. From 1 July onwards the European Conunission ·will.,have 9 members, 
Ls the six agreed in the Merger Treaty. This decision is especially important since the six Oovernmen 

.} 

cook it after a good deal of mature .reflection, as Mr. Harmel asked them, as to the different implioat a 
fhich its application would involve, and the chaoSes in the political context which took place a.fte .~965· ·· 

. our readers will remember that we raised this problem for the first time in our editorial of 6 J . . . 
!l.nd that since then we have defended the argument that purely circumstantial, if not personal, oonsid . • 
should not lead the six governments to try to avoid applying a Treaty ratified by the Parliaments,,e.peo ally 
since the question of fixing the number of Commissioners at nine was the subject, at. the time, of a ver!Mn\ 
broad debate and the arguments for and against were fully weighed up. ~ 

Consequently, it is quite natural that we should express our satisfaction with the decision which has 
just been taken: the Institutions alw~ys gain in being regarded as something which cannot be affected by 
the influence of circumstances. What the Community needs is not a Commission which is more or less plethoric, 
and thanks to which everyone can settle his accounts, but a Commission which draws its legimitimaoy from the 
rreatiel! and the support of public opinion, and which can justifiably reckon with the governments. This 
is why we were suprised, and unple~santly surprised, to see the two largest ~olitical groups in the European 
Parliament coming ~ut in favour of a solution which, as we know, does not reside on solid legal basea and 
for which .the political arguments are, to say the least, questionable. We should add that the stance adopted 
by these two parliamentary ~oups occurred at a time when those who were in the know were already aware that 
the argument in favour of keeping the number at 14 had almost no chance.. It is obvious that the Groups 
were badly advised: they engaged their prestige in a battle which was lost in advance. 

Whatever the case may be, the decision has been taken, and we must think of the futuro. Italy has 
un~ertaken to put forward a candidate for the presidency: let us hope that she will do so as quicklY as 
possible, for it is bbvious that the speculation which ·is growing up around personalities who have been 
suggested unofficially wtl!l certainly not facilitate matters. The President who will be appointed must 
known that his task will be extremely difficult: because of what he will have inherited, and because of the 
future he will have to build. During the next two years the Community has to achieve its enlargement, ahd 
the Commission will have to play a role in this operation, n~t merely a clerk's role, bUt the propelling 
force behind the process. The Community has, at the same time, to make rapid progress towards economic and 
monetary union: the Commission· will.have to briqg its prestJge into play. The Comrm:mi ty has to begin 
moving towards political ·unification: the ~ommission mast be present in this process, it must animate it, 
it must, more than ever, play politics. And to enter the political arena means not only to deliberate, but 
to !£l - or rather, to dare. 

sUMMARY ra MD.~ t 't1-o · tv o ~ sco 7-
1 - EDITORIAL : "The European Commission tomorrow" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: The enlargement negotiations: favourable echoes in London - Will the WEU 

be enlarged? .;. The document the D>1vignon Committee >'fill subntt to the Mini.st~rs >fill not 
contain.& joint position- Satellite operational in 1978 

DAILY BULLETIN No 567 (new series): 
3 - EEC/IAEA: still no agreement in the c_,uncil on .the negotiations 
3-4-4b - The Com$unity's starting position for the negotiations with the applicant countries: most of 

its aspects defined 
5-6 -European Parliament·plenary.session: regional pOlicy 
7 - "European. company'': question No 12/70 from Mr. Hougardy 
7-8 - Safeguard of T~ade Union rights in multinational companies: reply to question No 380 

from Mr. Sp~nale 
8 - Wo~ld Youth Congress in July 

... In the Commission departments 
- Important notice to suppliers of chemical and plastic products published in the OYG. 

9 - AGRICULTURAL INFOm.mTION ·· Main markets for frozen foods in :Europe - Central American and beef . 
exports - Statement by Mr. Ertl - The Boe~enbond and the Mansholt Plan - Boycott of' the cattle 
markets by English farmers 

10 -.Special railway tariff for transport of' iron ore from Lorraine: authorized 
- ILO: ~orld problems of mining labour 

French petroletim monopoly: re-organization 
- Paul Finet Foundation:. financiaJ. grants 

11 - Euratom supplementa:t:y rese.arch and teaching programme 
- 'l'he largest nuclear pQW,er station in Latin America built ;q Westinghouse 
- Pollution.and the _steel industry: study 
- ~ONOMIC AND FINANCIAL: INFORMATION 

12 ~o~con: Presidents of'the Council meet 
- Is the American Congress tending towards increased protectionism? 

13-14 - ~ONOMIC ~ION No 1399 
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EDITORIAL 

18~me ann~ • No 568 
Mercred1 13 mai 19 

eUUITIN QV()TID 

~ 
Political union - (l) The arduous path tread by diplomacy ::@ 

The Ct>mmunity is rapidly progressing towards the opening of sertous negotiations with a: view to t 
enlargement. . 

We may ask whether it is worthwhile and advisable, at this time, to re-open,the complicated dossier
Doncerning political union, to create· additional complications, to set up a political organisation which 
if it was limited to Six, would cause irritation and disappointment to at least one of the applicant 
Wh~lei if it included all the Ten, would cause a resurgence, in at least one Member country, of the fears ll 
whieh were at the root or the WEU crisis, ln other words that the countries which are n~t yet members or · ~~ 

Community could manoeuvre the latter within the political organisation or which they formed a part. 
We have mentioned these arguments because they, among others, are at the root of t~e difficulties • and,' 

we may add, serious difficulties - which the diplomats who are trying to find out what progress could be 
made along_the path towards the political unification of Europe in the light, as the Hague Qommuntque stat,d, 
l'f the enlargement, are running up against. As we wrote in yesterday's "~olitical D.ay"·, the Davignon Conimtttee 
~s. fer the time being, finished its work and in ar>t1ew days' time i.ts reports will be tn the hands of the 
Ministers. Let us hope that the Ministers will find time not only to read them, but also to think about them. 
Because the questions will are raised in these reports will require serious and thorough~gotng discussion • 
. All misunderstandings will have to be cleared up, even i! everyone ahettshes' th!!liii'own ~~ulterior motives" 
(which, aocordtng to Vah~ry, make the value of a Treaty). -

Whatever the case may be, the Ministers, during their meeting at the end of May, were unable to go 
beyond the definition of a few concrete, but still marginal, actions, which, in any case, ~ill take place 
in the purely diplomatic sphere. For the ,rest, they will ~ or rather, they will have to - make certain 
basto choices, and give a new mandate to their officials to give adequate formulation to these c~oices. It 
will only be when these choices seem evident, that they will act-at political level. For it is a political 
&nd not diplomatic transformation which Europe needs, for the very reason that it is moving towards its 
enlargement. 

Are we sure that Europe needs this? We believe that thts need was not queried by any of those who 
belonged to the riavtgnon Comm1.ttee. We should not forget that the very people who are raising doubts today 
~d putting forward the objections we menttoned above were the first tp say, a long time ago, that the 
C~mmuntty's development would require a new i>oltttoa:l alliareness, the derinit1.on or· a Euro~n personality. 
And they were the first to insist that, in view of the enlargement, this demand should be fulfilled, adding 
that the first thing which should be done before going ahead with the enlargement was tocheck that the 
applicants would be prepared not only to accept the texts of the treaties and their developments. but also 
to contribute to the strengthening of this personality. 

Now, it is time to act. Must we give up this action? What arguments can be used to encourage those 
who are still reticent to act? We shall try to reply tomorrow. 

(to be continued) 

SUMMARY C~ M_~ fCr7(\ ~0 • f:)~~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Political union - {1) The arduous path tread by diplomaoz" 
2 - !'OLITICAL DAY: Mr. Oeorge 'l.'honison: conference at the University or ~t. Oallen • Mr. Wil].y 
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EDITORIAL 1 t ~ 
The politieal un!~n- (2) U~deniable ar~e~. ~ 

of l!ltropean unification" will have no other purpose than that of prompting the six Minis.ters to.· hold· a .. 
As we have said, the document which will be sent to the Foreign Ministers to point out !1.the prospec~~--

ser.ious debate on poli~!~~~ It must be found out exactly what the Heads of State and of Gov ·, 
nment, meeting in December at The Hague, wanted. If they merely wanted to tip their hats at the idea.Gf p 1~~ : 
1 tical unification, which very clearly emerged as a fundamental factor of the expected new boost, the refl_. .__1 
ions of the Fereign Ministers would only be able to lead to some re-arrangements of the existing diplomatic ~ 

Jllechanisms. If, on the other hand, it is recognised ··that the peoples and their Governments .want to gG :f~ - · 
ther 1 the Ministers will be able to have talks which will open ihe way to real progress. Unless, of COUr~e/~ 
\here are fundamental differences of interpretation 1 .in·whieh ease a fresh crisis in Europe would not be~ 
out of the question. (J{I 

Without overlooking the arguments put forward:for the sake of prudence- and which we gave yesterday 
it is possible to oppose ·to them arguments which support the other view and which are not solely based on ~ · 
the unilateral interpretation of more or less weal defined aspirations, but also on a serious analysis of 
the present situation and of its prospects. 

Thus, in the first plaee, one could say - and this lqii.S said, if we are correctly informed, in the pre
paratory work- that Europe ·is engaged,in a mutatio~ whieh. concerns every,field, bui which especially con
oerns the·political factors which eondition intra-European.relations. If it is admissible that each country 
should study its own problems, it remains inconceivable that certain large problems which are both "R&tioaal" 
and "coumon", concerning foreign Ji>Olicy, defence·and: the economy, should not be the objeet o-f serious thought 
in common by the same countries who are also each day·moving closer towards tighter economic integration. 

We also spoke .. of the problem of· the "European personality''. When it was presented for the first time, 
this idea could more or less be accepted: but at a time when a Coumunity of ten countries with 2/50 million 
inhabi-tants, and including a large section of Western Europe, is to be built, there is no longer a choice a 
size itself dictates the eheiee •. And the imperative of defining a policy, and therefore a personalit-y, ean 
~o longer be evaded. 

There is a third point, which involves an impertant institutional aspect& this is .. whether the Econo
llic Co•uni ty, which has entered the phase of the formulation and achievement of coDJDon .policies (and we 
are maiBly thinking of the economic and monetary union) 1 will be able to exist of its own,right,, beside six, 
and tomorrow ten national centres of power, whose decisions, in every field, will daily.lla.ve aa iiiiJ)aet.oJi 
this CoDJDunity. The question has been debated at length, and eight years ago, we with others defended. Ctllllll
unity autonomy. The situation has changed profoundly and the problem is no longer presented in the same way. 
We must therefore also base ourselves o this argument and try to create mechanisms which will necessar.y 
lead towards the organisation of a coDJDon decision-making ~entre. , 

If the six governments did not recognise the strength of these arguments and if they did not·draw·~he 
logical consequences from them, they wellld probably. resign themselves, under the eover of realiSI!l aad:tprfd
enee, to making a policy which would ·be ·in. contrBAi.ction· with the .reality of. tomorrow, and which would s~ 
prise them completely in a precarious situation. 

1 
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Books. which are sent to UB and who•e publication .;!£ 
is worth noting are reviewed under this head,ing ' · f 

~IDNEi E. ROLFE - WALTER DAMM"a T.he Kul tinational_Q2-rporation in the .World Eoo!lOJ!f, ·-])ir•ot: lava .. "*-".· t .. _.-_ · 
pective, Published by Praeger Publishers Inc (New York and U,ndonh 1970, 200 ,..._,. Pl'ie•a·-1o. dollariW-· · \ .. 
!his book publishes the wt>rk of the conference held i.n Wa•hillg:kon in ~ 19li9 ~ The A-Uantie I-uti.i• . 
Celllllittee for Atlantic Economic Cooperation, and the .AUantie Co1moil of. the,;·Uaited; State••· fh.Mntert :~ 
~eaohed· the conclusion that multinational corporations· help to elimina-te ,the teehnelepCa]:;..gap: &rld'~i~e.t :) 
the growth rate er international production. The co~ference reco•ended the lesse~ng ot restrictions o 
:trade and eapitaL e:r.port. (We. shall return to this book in our Economic Interpenetration Hrb•)• 

- FRANCOIS CLERCa Le_~ch6 gommun AEicole,. "Qae. Sais-J.e?" Collection No ,1119~, fourth ·revised edit14>n~.-iQ'l 
Presses Universitaires de Franc<:~ (10&, Bd. Saint-Germain., Pariah 1970, 127 pages • .;.. In the. ·conclusion·,~: U 
author remarks that the Common Market has. had the~ effe.ot· of dissipating 0-ld ideas and that the changes 
all sorts which it makes to regulations. and· trade eurrellts ar:e.preparing minds for other chaaps an4.are 
•till11lating).nnovation. But, according to·.Jir;. Clerc, agriculture must not absorb all energy to exce•• or 
serv.e'as an excuse for not having.to deal· with the other Collllunity·policies. 

- FEANCO CELLEI'TI a La lancia e·. lo !t>ud.o a. missili • an_!!miilsili; IBtituto · affari internazionali (RQJIIe), 
8ocUta edi trice il Mulino (Bologna};· 1970, 137 pag~s,. Price a 1, 000 lira. An excellent analysis. of . the 
anti-missile systems, with,. as its background, the political and economic· problea pnaemed:·. The··all-thor'• 
oonc1usion is that the· ABM syste• introduce ·a dangerous unknown factor into· the security proble~~, 1fiihou"\ 
helping. to solve' it. 

- Euro 'ische Gemeinschaft, No 5/l 70, Verbindugsl>Hro der EuroptUscherr Oemeinschatten, ·Bonn (Zitel.Jnannatr8;aae 
22' -.- Ttte statement- by Mr. Robert Schuman on 9 May 1950 and the·twenty yeal"s of EurOpean integration whtoh 
have passed since then, are the subject of a series or articles by Messrs. Walter Hallst~~n. Bodo !timer, 
Alfr~ Mozer, Hans Furler and Rainer Barzel. 

- CERN I Courrter, No 4, Vol. 10, April 1970, Geneva-- In the contentsa 300 OeV project; 8WIIII&IT ot the 
situatiOnJ CERN neWSJ News from other laboratories. 

- CNEe 1 Notiziario No 4, Annon 16, A-pril 1970, Rome (-viale Reg1na Marghertta 125).- In the contents 1 

!fue"lear- power- tn the Federal Republic or 6e nnany (-survey· or the .organisations and· acttvitte.-) 1 USABC Budset 
tT:Sr" l?7i, The role of industry- in the fuel cuole in the United States, Isotopic targets tor nuclear re•earoh 
in the- USSR, Paintings for nuclear installations. · 

- Revue de la Societe d • Etudes et d • Expansi~n, No 239, (January - February 1970), LUge .- In th~ n4t~oll 
"Study of a European nature", this number contains a study by· Ai"ehduke 0-tto vea~ Hababvgrell"' Ellrop•··in -..orld 
politics. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
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FUnd - Ratification of the Yaounde Convention. 
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,. ··\f~: \\~J \~;~\\:\;~ ' E D I T 0 R I A L 
' ~' . ( ,.~-.f>j ~lite Commission of Nine - ( 1) How to strengthen it 

·,/' ~ 

'··. · 'rl;;o1:aions of the highest importance for the future of European c~struction have to be taken in T.n • ..__ 

next few days: they concem the appointment of the men who will be called on to form- the--Eurcpean- eommt 
from 1 .July onwards, and in particular the appointment of the President of the Commission. We may wonder 
.n&ther these appotntments will ·be made with only Europe's interests in view, ·especially in relation to 
foole which the European Commission will have to fulfil in the near future (the negotiations for the enla 
-inent-·and the progressive $ettlng up of economic and ~netary union) or whether they will above 1111 be 
tn response to the requirements of tntemal political balance and personal exPediencv. 

There is a danger that this second tendency will prevail, at least in most of the ·member countries. 
~ searCh for a balance between contradictory national interests may finally lead to a situation of 
dangerous weakness for the Commission itself. 

All-those who fought for a nine-member European Commission, in accordance wtth the Merger Treaty, were 
natwally aware of this danger. As far as they are concerned, the decision which was taken is justified fer 
two reasons. '!'he first 1.s that, in appl7ing the Treaty· correctly, the Commission is given· a legal basis 
and legtttmaey without which no institution would be viable. '!'he second reason is that, by reducing the 
~r·of Commissioners, it will be possible to achieve two objectives at once: (,a) to' improve the efficiency 
~-the eomnrt.ssion' s work at teclmical levelJ (b) to achieve a concentration of political power, thanks to 
the presencae, alongside a very ltmited group of experienced men who have given proof of their ability and 
pelitie&l courage, of new forces aware of the·need to make the Commission into an active and "aggressive" 
jJ!litical body, which is indispensable 1.f we wish -public opinion to give its support to the movement towarde 
integration which is developing in the European Communities. 

Consequently, we must now take action to ensure t~t the second of these ob ectives is achieved. 
Here, themt is eause for great anxiety. For, in each of the six member countries except, we must admit, 
m·France, where the fact that there is a majority gives the public authorities complete freedom of movement, 
•t least tn·this sphere}, the problems of p~litical balance and· personal expediency are going to be given 
Prto~ity over all the others. Thus, we can see that the parties, whose hold over opinion is clearly declining 
except for· some special ca!'les, due rather to the good will of certain enlightened individuals th8h toi;'bhe 

· attUude of the "hacks" - nqrmally regard the building of Europe as an academic subject, and claim to impose 
ttnttr law:. without, however, pledging to support, when the time comes, without all their force, the men 
-theY' have sent into the political struggle they are waging·~ This leads straight away to a situation in 
Which• by way of succes$ive eliminations, everybody comes into line with the lowest possible common 
deJtQIII1:natOr-. 

l 
2 

Ttrts is ·just what has to be avoided. We shall come back to this subject tomorrow. 
(to be continued) 
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proceedings in Case 75/69 
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- Renewal of the members of the Economic and Social Committee 
- Plenary session of the E.P. r 'l'he E,P. insists that an agreement with Austria should be concluded 

quickly - hopes for a new surge forward in the EEC-TUrkey asso6iation and recommend• Community 
action against~- Offical visit by Mr. von Hassel . . 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Harmonization of laws on food - Spanish reactions to the Manshoit 
plan - Trade in dairy produce with third countries - Statement by Mr. Ertl - ~ texts of the 
wine regulations published in the o.a. - Statement by Mr. Duhamel - Aid to private sto~e 
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- E.S.F. t reply to 'question No 495 from Mr. Vredeling 
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from Mr. Boersma 
- Coal production and stocks in the Community 
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EDITORIAL 

The Co~ssion of N±ne - {g2~l'ingJ!!L~ Mans~ill.:." 
We originally thought that the·European Commission should be reduced to nine llltUIIb&rs from 1 

that Mr. Jean Rey could have been ·renewed as President of .this Cemmission. This would have enaur 
Unuity, espeeially considering the imminent negetiations. fgr enlargement,, a oontiRu.ity: wgioh would 
balanced a substantial renewal in the ranks 0f the CemmiSsion. 

therefore the idea which we formulated ne longer· proves to be realisable. . . · 
Sollici ted insistently, Italy has finally decided to Ganvass for the Preeideney of the CE>DIIl. i~-· and 

However, while waiting for Italy to take a decision on the figure to be chCilsen, no.thing woul . t 
the Belgian Government from taking a courageous .decision, which would conform with the profo~ 
spirit which has always marked its politics. This in!!!ative would_consist in naming Mr. Rey as a! 
of the future Commission. ' 
- We know that wnat we have just said ma;y seem surprising, if not unrealisiic• This need not be an ob
stade. This is why we qualified the initiative which we hope for and which many Europeans expect- as ! cour
-ageous ene. It could be argued that the figure in·question would probably not be interested by suc::h.a.wo
J)Gsal. Well, one ean only try. ~ropean, the man who has alwaors put duty before interest and and person
al eo:nvenienee; murt-·ee appealed·to. Our readers know that whenever it has seemed necessar--y to us, we have 
not spared pur eriticism of Mr. Rey's actien. But we consider that this man can give much to Europe and that 
he ean do it much better from··a seat in the Cc;>Jnmissian than in the Belgian Senate. 

As for- the Belgian Government, ·:tt · wguld be making a very important gesture, and an exemplary one in 
the eontext of European integration. It would show, in fact, that the support to be given to this integrat
i0n·~s not solely ludged by political colour or by the linguistic loyalties of those concerned. In addition, 
by proceeding ·!!!!!!!~tely wi th·this designation, ·it would indirectly pose (or .impose)- the problem of the · 
level of the FTesiden~y. And finally, it would leave the.others the esre of-solving, if they believe in it, 

·the problems·of political balance. 
Such a decision would be of singUlar importance, for it would affirm a fundamental principld, namely 

that once-the:idea of rotation is admitted to, it is normal that a former Pr~!ident should r~gain the~ 
.ef the Commission, causing the College to benefitrroiii'liis experience. We do not believe that the Commission 
should beeome a "school for Presidents" and automatically expel those who have served it with dignity, cour
·age .~and effieieney every two ·or four years. 

We·add that this operation, ·if it is conducted with the necessary rapidity, would probably enable 
another. similar one ~o be ·accomplished- at 'I' he Hague; where seriaus questions are being asked about .. whether 
it 110nld aot ·be advillable to confirm Mr. Mansholt's mandate. What we have •aid about Mr. Rey Daturally alaQ 
applies ta Mr. Mansh0l t. -

The success of these twa operations, and the ·decision which the Italian. Government will no doubt take 
will e1'1B.ble the objeeti ves which we mentioned yesterday to be reached1 ·a technically efficient and poli ~ieJ.l~: 
ly strengthened Commission; decided to fulfil its role as the driving force of Europe. · 

_ (To b~-~ontinue~2--------
~!!! M t-\.ru.o- l ct"fo f-.) o • '0-r:n.., 
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cooperation agreement signed between the Netherlands and the USSR - Dairy cooPeratives in 
France- COr-cGIL representation in the agricultural committees- Tolerance limits~or losses 
deriving from public storage of fats and sugar - Butteroil~ auctton - Delivery of non-durum 
wheat to Tlmisia by France - "Negative corrective" to the price of butter in the Netherlands 
abolished 

- General programme for the abolition of technical obstacles to t~ade: reply to qUestion ~o 
465 from Mr. :yredeling 

- CGT-cGIL representation in the agricultural Committees: reply to question No 484 from 
Miss Lulling 
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The British will choese Europe 

18~me ann~e - No 573 ( 
Jeudi 21 mai 1970 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

Great Britain will have a new Parliament in one month's time, but very probably with the same 
aajority, consolidated by the fact that the team in power will have five years be~ore ii to develop 
policy which is not conditioned by eleetoral preoccupations. 

But, whatever the-result of the elections may be, the fact that they are being held now is ..... -t ...... noliill 

positive from the point of view of the prOce~s fot the· imlargement of the Oomuni ty, which will be 
the end of Jupe. In fact, since the Conservative Party does not have a different attitude to the 
itself of negotiations than that of the tabour Party; the negotiations could begin iJDDediately and, 
even more important, they will be continued and completed with the very.men with whom they were epened. 
very real fear of having to pass throagh "lost time" next autumn or next spring; or of baving. to undergo 
outbidging of a purely electoral nature is definitely out of the question. 

Having said this, and whilst not wanting to directly intervene in the electoral campaign which has 
just opened (but should not the politYcs 'of the Member States of the European Community- and we consider 
that the next British Parliament will be that of·a member country- directly concern all the citizeas of 
the Community?), it is possible to say that at the present moment and in a Ellropean perspec::tive;:a labour 
victory should be looked·on with favour. 

There are various reasons for this. The first is that Labour, who have not negotiated before; will 
have every interest in showing that they can succeed w~ere the Conservatives did not succeed. Some oonsidert 
that this will lead them to take a "harcl.er line". This is not certain. 

The second reason is that the Europe to be built is. much more one of reforms than one of·conservation, 
one of opening out rather than one of racial tinges. Europe will be created with the participation of the 
union movements, but union movements which propose·to ensure for their workers a fairer participation in·the 
management of affairs and not to destroy the public authority. Europe will largely be created on the basis 
of a courageous regional policy. The contribution of the Trade Unions can be precious from this viewpoint. 

A third reason is that Labour, and Mr. Wilson in particular, have shown that they do not.want to allow 
themselves to be seduced by the possibility of bilateral deals, of whi~h men such as Soames, for example, 
have dreamt or could still dream. 

And finally, Labour signed a document in May 1969, the Anglo-Italian Declaration·(which Mr. Thomson 
termed the other day as "famous", confirming the commitments which were made in it) which constitutes an 
Unequivocal attitude towards the nature of the European Institutions and their future, and above all towards 
the election of the Parliament by universal suffrage. 

Indeed, it is not by taking these factors into account that the British electors·w±ll make their·chotoe. 
They should nevertheless know that if they want a better future, they will.have to ohoose Europe. 

s~~-\ ~~[Of% WVo· o:t-~ 
1 - EDITORIALa "The British will choose Europe" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Brandt-stoph meeting- Elections in Great Britain-~· Goedhart withdrawa·from the 
WEU Assembly- Recognition of Pankow by Algiers 
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3 -The compos!tion of the future European Commissi~~ 
Economic and Monetary Union: first report on its achievement eompleted 

3-4 Commercial Poli£r! important new regulations will be adopted·ey the Council 
5 "5Jraphs and Brief Notes on the Economic Trend" No 4/1970 
6-7 J.R.C.a work on re-structuring 
1 - F.ranco-Germano-British cooperation concerning the re-processing of nuclear fuels 

- Gammagraphic_examination of a viaduct at Maartensdijk 
- ~~doning of heavy water reactors by Sweden 

8 - "Agricultural" Council: on the agenda: fisheries, flax and hemp 
-Parity EEC/AASM Committee: the problem of the ratification of Yaounde II 
-~~tee of the E.P.: professional activities of doctors and dentists 

9 - Taxes on fats: reply to question ~~g_from Mr. Vredeling 
- Telephone listening devi~: reply to question ~o 20/10 from Mr. Leonardi 

10 - Scrap Cartel in W. German~ goes before the Court of Justice 
- Steel: cost in Belgium 

11 - OEGDi Ministerial meeting 
- ~IC .AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
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UROPEAN LIBRARY: 
ooks which are sen~ to us and whose publication 

1e worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

18~me ann~e - No 
Vendredi 22 

ANDREA CHITI-BATELLI, Il iano Fouchet o del fallimento dei ro etti dt unione 
Leo s. Olschkim 1969, 120 pp. 

id., Il problema dell'untone politica dei Set negli anni 1964-1965 
Roma, 1970 XXIII, 36 p. 

Mr. Chiti-Batelli, who is famous for his often polemical studies on European politica 
integration and federalism, here gives hie point of view on the events which led to the failure of t 
Fouchet Plan and later the abortive attempts tu· pick up the pieces. He adds to his analyses a biblio 
~f works published on the same subject, which will undoubtedly continue to interest those who think 
the political unification of Europe is still the m~in aim of our generation. Will the lessons of the 

.s.) 

past be learnt by those who at present seem to be in favour of renewing the efforts to achieve unification? 

- STEFANO SILVESTRI : Finanziamento, infrastrutture e armament! nella Nato, Istituto Affart Internazionali, 
Sodeta editt•ice tl Multno, Bologna, 1970, 85 pages, 500 lire. 

- Affari Ester!, Rtvtsta Trimestrale, Anno II, No 6, Aprile 1970, (Roma, 34 via Zanardelli).- We should like 
to draw attention to two studies, one on the need to maintain American troops in Europe, and the other on 
the Japanese challenge. Moreover, disarmament and the Comecon are treated in a series of articles. 

- OECD : Resources for the Third World: the financial resources supplied to the less developed countries 
1962-1968, Paris, 439 pages, Price : 2 pounds, 5.75 dollars.- This report gtves, for each member country 
of the DAC (Development Aid Committee) a detailed description of 1.ts development aid activities during the 
period 1962-1968, divided into ten columns : volume of financial contributions, sources and methods of 
financinG, composition of the aid programme, conditions and arrangements for the aid, geographical distribution 
direct private investments, portfolio investments, export credits, aid supplied by non-profit-making private 
bodies. Moreover, tile report includes, in an annex, a study on the communist countries' economic aid to 
the developing countries 

- Atom, Monthly Information Bulletin of the United Kirgdom Atomic Energy Authority, No.l63-May 1970.
This edition contains extracts from the debate on nuclear powered ships, which took place tn the British 
Parliament on 17 March 1970. 

- Notes on current Politics, No 7 of 4 May 1970 (One-oonth Budget, The prices take-away 1970), Conservativ~ 
Research Department (32 Smith Square, Westminster, Lonion SWI), pages 151-188. 

-:- BRIAN R.EADING1 The Great Mess Myth, published in the "Old Queen Street Paper" collection, Conservative 
Central Office, 38 pages, Price1 376. , . 
- Analyses ~~~~' Documentation file sheets, nJnber 182-183, Paris (29, rue Descartes).- This number 
is devoted to the wild-cat strikes in Western Europe.' 

i 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAYI Progress in Germano-Soviet nego;iations - Towards the creation of a West African 
,::Q2mmon Market"? - Strengthening of links betwEen Spain and Port~l - Nordic countries and the 

DAILY BULLETIN No 574 (new series)1 Community. 
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8 
9-10 

11 
11-12 

- "Agricultural" Council a points on the agenda 
- "Social Affairs" Council1 employment policy anc reform of the E.S.F. 

Commercial policy towards the Eastern Europeancountriesa Commission's proposal 1 
Protection_of young workers1 Commission's report 
E.D.F.I new financing projects 

- Report of "Four Experts" on Euratom - EEC/Turksv Association Committee - The Commission's departments 
- State of work of the GATT on the list of non-t~iff trade barr1ers1 reply to question no. 7/70 from 

Mr. Boano 
- Navigation of the Rhine1 breaking measures advmated 
- ~~ European day devoted to transport 
-~ three new application regulation proposab 
- Group for ECSC Questionsl examination of short~erm economic measures 
- Spanish steel industrya spectacular growth 
- ECSC workers' hcusing 
- ECSC loans 
- OECD1 Economic study on West Germany 
- Council of Ministers of the OECD: end of the s~sion 

13 - The Week i~oEe 
14-15 - ECONOMIC INI'ERPENETRATION No 1406 

EUROPE/DOCUMENI'S No. 575- : The ~merican Commercial Poli:y 
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EDITORIAL 

A full political week - (l) NATO and East-We~t relations 

A particularly important. po~itioal week, for Europe and for the world, begins today. The develo 
which are taking place both at international level· and inside our comtries are directly concerned. Even 
if events inside our countries and those doncerning community organisation have a relatively modest scope 
in the general context, any attentive observer can see that everything is intimately linked, that everythi 
holds together. It is obvious that if Europe were to evolve rapidly towards a ·poll ttcally integrated 
structure, supported by strong and democratic institutions, and led by brave, far-sighted men, this would 
have a decisive influence on the course of world events, and would also enable same inevitable mutations 
to take place in the structure of societ without the peoples themselves having to pay the price. As we 
kpow, the price today may go even as far as the abolition of the most elementary liberties, as the example 
of Prague shows us {we cite the example which is closest to us, not only from the geographical point of view). 

The NATO Council is meeting in Rome at a time when the United States are feeling, at psychological 
and economic level, the repercussions of an ever-extending commitment in·south-East Asia more bitterly 
than everJ at a time when the East Mediterranean is in a situation of endemic conflict, and the hopes o~ 
a fruitful dialogue between Bonn and Pankow seem to have vanished. We can well understand that; in this 
context, the idea of a Paneuropean security conference, put forward by the Warsaw Pact countries, has been 
quite frankly put aside,. lls a ·"walking corpse", as one leading diplomat described it. · It is interesting to 
note that the East European countries do not have .much faith in their own proposals, for they have just 
strengthened the links which unite them, both within the military pact and the economic pact: they have 
introduced qualified majority voting in the Comecon (which does not please Rumania). 

It is also interesting to note that it is London which has put forward a new proposal, to set up a 
joint East-West body which would allbw certain big problems of Joint tntere.st to be debated discreetly and 
continuously. However, the creation of such a body presupposes the recognition of certain existing 
realities. Whenever the Comecon countries agree to recognize the Common Market as a legal Commmunity, a· 
lot of progress will have been made. It is clear that there will immedia~y be objections to the effect 
that in this way we are crystallising the present division of Europe and recognizing the existence of 
the blocs. It is an old catch-word which is now only of use for propaganda purposes. We need only point out 
that the tactic of not recognizing what exists, as has been used in the present case, has not had the 
slightest effect. Has the Common Market failed because the Soviet Union has refused to recognize it? Not 
at all. other; i.mone·;rat1onal, means would have to be found. The British proposal concerns overall East
west relations. But the Community could take over this proposal (Jean Monnet put forward such a suggestion 
several years ago): it would be valid both in its relations with the Comecon and its relations with the 
United States. 

The new president of the Commission should deal seriously with this problem and take steps to impress 
on the world that Europe exists and that it has a voice. But we shall continue. on this note tomorrow. 

(to be continued) 
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~ - POLirriCAL DAY - Italy supports Cairo s demand - NATO session in Rome - Statement by President 
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- Tourism: ministerial meeting soon 
- Council of Ministers (Agriculture): opening of the session 
- Industrialization of the African countries: adoption of the Dewulf report 
- Economto and monetary union: the CESL's pasition 
-AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Statement',)>y'Mr. Dewulf -Demonstration by Dutch fruit farmers -
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·- Lega:l prnblems, problems of detail: replies :to questions Nos }, ?J6tro, 496 and 500/69 from 
Mr. Vredeling 

-Use and destination of butter put to tender at out prices: reply to question No 498 from 
Mr. Vredeling 
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EDITORIAL 

A full political week - (2) The Institutions of the Community 

The need to make rapid progress towards what we could call the "definition of' a European persona~-~~ 
is b«<coming more evident every day. But this does not seem to have impressed some governments, who st 
ref'er to the "spirit of the Hague" but tend to believe that this spirit can'findiits:expression dln wo 
without any real substance. Here we are alluding to the developments we might expect from the deliber 
,ot tne six Foreign Ministers who are to meet in Rome at the end of the week to examtne the Davignon C 
Report. We shall come back to this subject, but we cannot hide that we are already very anxious about 
pro~ble outcome of these deliberations. 

We should remember that the Ministers have also to take a decision, during their session on 29 Ma 
with regard·to the appointment of the European Commission which has to take up its duties in July. The 
two problems, one concerning political unification and the other the appointment of the new Commission, 
are closely connected. In fact, the qualitative leap the Community must make in the political sphere mu 
also be made in the institutional sphere. Besides, one of the problems which has to be settled in the 
context of political unification is whether the present community institutions will be able to develop and 
change, and eventually be entrusted with new tasks, or whether a "political decision-making centre" should 
be set up outwith them. 

Nevertheless what has happened and what is happening within the context of the renewal of the Commission 
shows that the app6intment machinery is not at all satisfactory. It may even have a harmful effect on the 
prestige and political influence the Commission should have. Since it is the Governments who make the 
appointments, even if we admit that this is done "Joi~tly", it is obvious that the "legitimacy" of the 
Commissioners has a national character. It also has a "bureacratic11 character, for the Commission's 
political responsibility vis~A-vis the European Parliament is, as we know, purely illusory. This is 
particula.rly serious in that now we are in the "definitive" period, in which the Commission does not only 
have to "apply the Treaty", which, in the last analysts, is fairly bureaucratic in nature, the Treaty 
·containing the decisions taken by the political power, but "invent" and have the community poli6~es 
adopted. The present method of appointment is thus inAdmissible and anachronistic. And we can see that 

\ 
this might lead some people to think of' the Commissioners themselves as representatives of' f'ereign interests 
in the Community (as Mr. Davtd Coombes points out in hls very thorough-going study published by the P.E.P. 
under the title "Politics and bureacracy in the Europeln Community). Besides, it is, in our opinion, 
significant that it is on the.British side that the inatitutional problem is the subject of' the most extensi,_ 
analyses. We should draw particular attention to the 'Economist" supplement in whieh Norman Macrae comes 
out in favour of' direct popular election of' the President of the European Cemmission, who, ln turn, would 
appoint the Commissioners, the Council of' Ministers be:ng given the functions of a States' Senate with 
the power to veto by a qualified majority. 

If Britain's entry brought about tristitutional ctanges of 
of Europe to make the :qualitative leap we have Long been.goptng 

this type, tt would enable the building 
£or. ( ) 

~o be continued 

1 
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- EDITORIAL: "A full political week - (2) The Instituticns of' the Community" 
- PO~CAL DAY: ~EU Assemblya next session -Statement by Mr. Stewart -~Ministers of Justice& 

meeting in The Hague - Council of Europe& p~otection of the unmarried mother. 
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nos. 80 to the Commission and 81 to the Couroil from Mr. Gerlach and replies· to questiions nos. 
486/69 from Mr. Gerlach and 16/70 by Mr. Spthale 

9 .1. State of ratifications of the "Yaounde li" Cmventiona reply to question no. 49li by b Cous:t:e -
~!_suspends her exports of' fertilizers ~ Italy - French production of fine and special steel1 

10 - Rolled products& fall in orders 
- Flemish economy: study 
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- Steel products: standardization 
- Tariff quotas for the coal imports of w. Ger~ 
- .Half-yearly tariff measures 

12 Economic situation and prospects of the U.S.J. according to the OECD 
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EDITORIAL 

A full pol!!!~al week- (3) T~e Institutions and politica! unification. 

We· spoke yesterday of two institutional problems. The first, inherent in the present structure 
Community Institutions and more particularly.in that of the Commission, will certainly not be solved by 
now:illllilinent nomination of new members and of the President. However, the choice.of the figures designa 
will constitute an indication as to the viewpoint from which the Governments consider the Commissio~~ I 
be up to the Commission itself, in our opinion, to immediately begin to study the institutional problems 
which concern it in the context of an overall strategy which it will ave to rapidly formulate, possibl 
with ~he assistance of the Political Committee of the European Parliament {or of an ad hoc group) -and o 
political figures chosen for their competence and authority. 

The second problem is of a more general nature and is presented in the perspective ef ap "institut 
alized" European political unification. What is happening at the moment .(in the Davignon COIIIDi ttee's deb 
is rather curious. In fact, the idea of the creation of~ appropriate common framework in which politic 
decisions of a general nature would be taken, is at present strongly supported by the same people who in 
1962 expressed their hostility towards everything in the· Fouchet Plan. which could give the political Insti t
utions a power of supervision over the competences of the European Communi-ties. In addition, those who are 
now asking for defence to figure amongst the aims of the political union are frequently the same who, in 
1962, wanted defence questions to be dealt with ~ely and entirely in the context of NATO. And it is the 
F.rench who are today putting forward the view that the existing Community Institutions might evolve until 
they form this framework or common centre for political d~2!~ which is desired. The thing to do would 
perhaps be to take the various .Governments literally, which would allow the ·problem to be posed in the 
following terms& since the more or less rapid evolution towards political unification is an aim pursued by 
everyone, and since the view of using the European Institutions in this context has been expressed, let us 
immediately begin to·give these Institutions a structure which is close to the one which they will have to 
have one day. 

This natilrally leads us to talk about the debate which will take place on political unification. Let 
us admit that·on the eve of the-meeting·of the six Foreign .Ministers, we cannot be very optimistic. Some 
are talking. about "pragmatism". Pragmatism. would save everything, even British membership. But to be prag
matic does not rUle out the fact that one should know what one.wants to be, and what.one wants to become. 
Indeed, we must know:how to adapt action, and to a certain extent·the.Institutions; to'the.circumstances. 
Blit by refusing. to fomulate clear and precise. aims,. we are admitting. that anyone can continue: to interpret 
the p0licy to be made .. in their own way, which is the opposite. of unification. 

If the process begun a.t The Hague should provide. the· anti-climax which we are promised, in. other .'fi0r•5;: 
two annual meetings in which non-prior consultations would take.pla.ce, the European peoples would.know that 
the Governments have not kept the pledges which they made. And it would once again be confirmed that the 
Governmental way results in nothing. 

(To be continued) 
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SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: "A full political week - (3) The Institutions and political unification" 
- POLITICAL DAY: Ministers of Foreign Affairs: meeting in Rome - Europa-Union: Conference on 

regional policy - Europe has a role to play in the Middle East conflict, states Mr. Rey -
Statements by Mr. K. Willoch 
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on 1 June 
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EDITORIAL 

A full political week - (4) "continuous building" 

Having expressed our pessimism with regard to the results of the ministerial deliberations whib 
are to take place here tn Rome today and tomorrow, we should add that we hope to be proved wrongs it 
still possible that the Six Ministers might be Jolted into awareness•lof what is still at stake, and re 
to go beyond academic formulae. We can hurry slowly, as Mr. Thorn said, but provided that we take t 
right path·and are resolved to reach the end. By taRing detours, refusing to indicate a clear direoti 
and withdrawing in the face of risks, we would only be losing time. Now, Europe has not much time to 

We realize that \t is inappropriate at the present moment to negotiate a "treaty" or a "European 
Constitation", since this would unavoidably complicate the problem of the enlargement. But all that is 
\required is for everyone to be faithful to the idea which was expressed by Mr. Maurice Schumann on 6 
March, Le. that Europe is 11continuous1y:1being built". This means that every day we must add something .-
to what already exists and that what we do today should only be the starting point for what we do tomorrow. 
This is why France in particular should not refuse to give a broad common definition of the objectives 
of politica: unification, even if they are distant. With prospects there can be no continous building. 
Without a definite direction we might turn round in circles and find ourselves back at the starting point 
wekker than when we started out. Nor should Ft'anoe oppose her partners' wish to determine a step-by-step 
procedure, a formula which, in our opinion, translates the concept of "continuous~ .building" perfectly. 
Above all she should not stand l.n the way of the work and efforts being continued after an initial decision 
on "political cooperation", which is an objective well below that of unification, as was indicated at The 
Hague. 

The French opposition to the British and ether .applicants betng associated in this work is incomprehen
aible, at least if we regard it as a question of confidence, as Mr. Schumann asked, and.rightly, at The 
Hague. The Ffench argument that economic integration and political integration must go hand-in-hand and 
coincide from the "territorial" pOint of view is perfectly legitimate. But we must realize that the two 
processes are at present at very different stages. Subscribing to the European Treaties will mean that 
Britain will be economically integrated to the Community, while its possible participation in the studies 
on the possible forms which political unification could take only involves cooperation which has nothing 
in common with re~l integration. Thus, there should be no apprehension about the possibility of a country 
which ultimately will not be part of the "economic system" becoming established ,il'uthe European "political 
system". What we must do is take care that there is no ambiguity about the political finalities or objectives 
of Europe or, to be more exact, of the Community and that this ambiguity does not lead some people to 
take commitments which they could not adhere to. This is another important reasons why we should state 
clearly what we wish to achieve in the sphere of political unification. Those who wish to accompany us have 
a right to know. And we have the duty to inform them. 
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~Jbe Technolo Ga 1 u.s. and Euro e. Prepared by The Atlantic Institute, Praeger Publialiers, N.,., Y'o 
111 Fourth Avenue) or London (5 Cromwell Place), 1970, 170 pages, Price 1 12.50·dollara.- This book s 

based on the work of the conference which was held in Rome in 1968 under the chairmanship of Mr,' Davi. 
Rockefellez:o to examine the problems of the technological gap in the .1\tlantic zone. A large part of th 
~ok is based on the reports prepared by Mr. Richard H. Kaufman, an economist with the Chue ~t 
Bank and Mr. Jean-Pierre Pouill1.er, an AtlAntic Institute consultant for economto problems. The auth 
reached the conclusion that there is no knowledge gap·:between the industrialized countries and that the~
technological gap ts not decisive. Acccr.ding to them, the matn causes of the disparities which exist · · _ 
illlllobtlity of manpower,-·the rigidity of educational systems, the outdated:.·system~of company management 
tact that Europeans have not taken full advantage of technological progress. They stress that in recent _ 
years, Atlantic cooperation has made a large contribution to reducing the gap between Europe and the United 
States. 

- HENRI RIEBEN 1 Des Ententes de Mattres de Forges au Plan Schuman, Centre de Recherche• Europeennes, 
9·Ch. du Calvatre, 1005 Lausanne, Switzerland,' April 1970 (second edition), 562 pages, Price t 55 Swiss 
trance. On the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of the Schuman Plan, the Lausanne Centre de Recherohes 
Europeennes has had a second edition of this book, which was first published in 1954, printed. The title 
~hosen gives a clear indication of the economic developments it covers. The first part covers "L&1sser~ 
taire to natiohal steel cartels", the second "Free trade to the international steel agreement" and the 
third the international steel agreement to the Schuman Plan. 

~ JEAN M. VARVITSIOTIS : La Communaute Economtque Europeenne et le Droit des Societas, Athens (3 rue 
b.Gennadiou), 1970, 130 pages (Note 1 this book ts written in Greek, but contains a 12-page su~ry in 
French). This book by Mr. Jean Varvitsiotts, who ts an iadv;ocate · 'lln the \thens Court of Appeal, ts aimed 
at informing Greek economic and legal circles of the attempts which are being made by the European Community 
to standardize and harmonize certain aspects of company law in the six Member States. 

•· L'Europe en formation, Edited by Presse d 'Europe with -the support of the Belgian Ministry of National 
Education and Culture (6 rue de Trevtse, Paris 9e), No 122 of May 1970.- This edition is mainly devoted 
to European agriculture in the future, 

- 30 Jours de'Europe, special edition, No 142 of May L970, Service d'informatton des Co~~~~~un&utes 
eurcipeennes (61 rue des Belles-Feuilles, Parts 16e).- On the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of 9 

.May 1950~ this edition ftrst retraces the events of May 195o, reviews the history of the Community from 
~9!50 to 1970 and indicates what Europe could be in 1990. We should also like to draw attention to an 
-~rticle by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo on the difficulties between Europe~and America (Europe must convince the 
United States that "institutionalized" dialogue is required to solve their differences) and the letter 
from Den is de Rougemont entt tled "power or liberty". 

- L'Economie, No 1,111 of 25 May 1970, Paris (93 rue Jouffroy).- The dossier tn this edition is devoted 
to the French economic recovery plan, the economic context of the plan, the initial results, and the 
conditions of growth. 
'--------·--- -------------- --------
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EDITORIAL 

Mr. Malfatti appointed president of the European Commission 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

In a mon~h's time, the new European Commission will take up its duties. It will do ao in an inte 
and internal context which, to say the least, is "eventful". The process of enlargement which was 1118.4e 
atLThe H&gba 11!1 f\bout:>to be set in motion and there is a good deal of speculation about the eonsequencea 
will have, both in the near future, i.e. on the strengthening and the implementation of the common polt,oies 
And in the long run, on the process of political unification which, on the other hand, is still to be sta 
up. 

Seen from the outside, the Community seems to have formidable dynamism in the trading sph~re • and t 
is causing visible anxiety to the United States and still more to certain countries like Canada and Austri 
which fear isolation, and seems capable of becoming even more formidable at political level, which is 
leading the Soviet Union to intensify its efforts to put a stop both to the process of enlargement and the 
~rocess of political unification. 

From the institutional point of view, the "internal pressures" in the Cormnmity are increasing 
continuously and the Commission, which is in the middle of these pressures, must be vigilant, and make use 
of any circumstances which might give it the opportunity to improve the institutional balance which has 
~eteriorated, to its detriment, during recent years. 

What we have just said, and which is an e~tremely brief summary of the present situation, indicates 
that the Commission will hwe to cope with extremely difficult tasks. Now that it has been reduced to nine 
members, as we have always hoped for, it can act as a concentrated, effective and militant force. The fact 
that younger members halfe beim appointed will encourage this development. 

Mr. Malfatti 's. appointment as head of the Commission is a very positive act·~ It is a clear political 
~hoice, which puts an end to any attempts to encourage the bureaucrat~c degeneration which was thPeatening 
tt.. Mr. Malfatti's age, rank, political origins and the political office he holds at present and has held 
tn the past, clarify the nature of this choice. The new president is an active force in Italian political 
iife and there is undoubtedly a future for him in Italian politics. The fact that he has agreed to take 
the European path to give even more "credibility" to his action in the national sphere, is very significant 
and is welcomed by Europeans. Mr. Malfatti has a strong character and proven intellectal·coura1e, but 
be is also experienced in negotiations and dialogue. Thus, at the head of the European•Commission,,he 
could be the element of cohesion, authority and balance which it needs. 

-The two other new Commission members, Messrs. Borschette and Darendorf, are also important acquisitions. 
THe former's experience in European affairs - we need only recall that he was a member of the brilliant 
Val Duchesse team - and the latter's intellectual qualities, which are quite clearly ortente&.towards the 
•new society", will, in our opinion, make a valuable contribution to the new Commission. 

l!rl' ·t~on1U!.!$i6n, we should like to say that we thougnt: that the prestige and force of the Commission 
~ould hAve been strengthened by keeping Mr. r-1ansholt and Mr. Rey. Mr. Mansholt is indeed staying, but Mr. 
ftey is leaving. We are very sorry about this. The Commission had to give in to considerations of political 
balAnce. It is true that the main political forces of Europe -.must have their say in the Commia~ion. But 
these political forces should express themselves more directly and effectively. The method of appointing 
the CoMmissioners must - as we have said before,- be substantially changed. 

sUMMARY t -:\~ L qr-c , ~o • ~d 
1 - EDITORIAL 1 "Mr. Malfatti appointed president of the European Commission" 
2 - POLITICAL DAYI Political union, economic union and the enlargement of the Community in the 
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The European Commission and the political forces q .~ 

As we wrote yesterday, considerations of political balance had a la nfluenoe on the appointment 
of the new European C9mmtssion. There is no doubt tha~ this is partly inevitable.. But that the need to 
ensure the Commission of the presence and thus the sup?ort of the European political forces justifies the 
procedure which is followed at present, is highly doub;ful, especially since this presence is agreed on, 
wo~ked,ou~'and organised at national level, and on the basis of national considerations rather than fro~ 
a really European viewpoint. And if it is not at nati•nal level then it is at intermediate level, as for 
example fhe Benelux. In fact, as was stated yesterday in the Dutch House of Commons, it was .Belgium's 
withdraw.al of Mr. Hey's application that enabled the Nttherlands to maintain Mr. Mansholt's candidady, Lux
embourg having in turn appoin\ed a famous top official as Mr. Luns said to the journalists "of liberal 
sentiments". Thus there was equilibrium within the Be1elux, and then a search to make the national 
equilibria coincide with the overall balance. And thit has a variety of consequences. 

Thus, while the Netherlands was the sole exampleof a government which put forward a member of 
the opposition, because of his European political and ~echnical qualities, the German government took 
care to appoint, for each of its two available,mandatet, a representative of the two parties in the majority 
coalition, _excluding the Christian Democrats. Italy, n the other hand, after nominating a member of the 
Christian Democrat party for the presidency, this beint the main party in the government doaltt~on, and stuoe 
Mrv Uivi~Sa~;~drt, at present a vice-president, refused ·o sit in the next Commission as an ordinary Commissioner, 
asked, during the Rome meeting, for another few days tc consider who should be the member of Italian 
nationality. Difficulties of a political nature croppd up, because, while it was agreed that this member 
would be. a socialist (or, more generally, a "lay" memb«') it was difficult to deoide which of the two 
Socialist parties which form part of the majority (wiU the Republic Party) represents "socialist 
:iegitimaoy". An electLon campaign is in progress in Ialy and it is impossible, at the present moment, 
to make choices of this type. This is why the Italiangovernment has provisionally settled the problem 
by appointing Ambassador Giorgio Smoquina, who ".s at pt!sent Italian representative lil the international 
organisations at Geneva and has had wide experience inmultilateral negotiations-:- Moreover, he knows the 
Community machinery, having been the Hallstein Commisson's spokesman in 196o. 

All this confirms ~ur argument that the method a appointing the Commissioners must be changed 
substantially. There is no doubt that the political frees have a role to play. but they must do so at 
European level, so that the European qualtttes of theJandidates may be objectively assessed. There is 
also no doubt that the Commission must include a certan number of technicians, diplomats or economists. 
Perhpas certain objective criteria should be establisbd, or possibly differentiated offices introduced, 
which would enable greater flexibiltty at the appointnnt as well as the operat\onal stage. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "The European Commission and political forces" 
.2 - POLITICAL DAY: Political unification and links with the applicant countries _ Appointment• 

to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the?RG - Mr. Pleven speaks on the legal problems of 
entry in London - WEU parliamentary sessit: opening of the session 
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stresses the van der Groeben memorandum 
8 - ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
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for wines imported from third countries -ine and grape sector: import certificates_ Organis
ation of the markets for certain seeds 

10 ~ Industrial policy: reply to question No 6p from Mr. Leonardi 
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- Industrial advertising at the Community palion in Osaka: reply to question No 22/70 from 
Mr. Oele 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Krupp: important investment programme 
- Iron ore:supplying the Community steel inatry 
- ~: reduction in prices on the world ma:et 
- Rrihr coal: reduct~ons 
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EDITORIAL 

The European Commtssion and the Parliament 

l~me ann!e - No 582 { • 
Mercred1 3 juin 1970 

Let us take a last look at the method of appointing the European.Commissioners and their President. 
We should not forget that the method of appointing those who are to hold power or a more or less substan~ 
share of power has been a universal subject of controversy for a long time: a wide variety of solutions 
been recommended and tried out, but full satisfaction has never been reached. . 

In the case we are concerned with, the difficulties multiply because the organ we are referring to 
evidently destined to become, in the minds of those who created it, the nucleus of a federal power, but 1 sB 
members are· in fact appointed by the Governments which will be called on to hand over some of their powers 
to it. The Commission should have continuous interchange with the Governments. Can it do so when it deri~ 
from them? This is not the only contradiction. The Commissioners are "independent" but they are appointed 
by the governments of their own countries, even if they are formally appointed by !11 the governments. They 
are responsible to the European Parliament, but the latter cannot intervene in their appointmenttin any way. 
In most cases they are politicians, but their appointment generally takes place on the basis of criteria 
which are valid within the national parties (linguistic considerations, allegiance to certain sections) but 
which should not count at European level. We repeat, the presence of the·political forces is necessary, but 
at present ~t does not manifest itself correctly. Besides, if we continue to leave the States with the 
prerogative of appointing the Commissioners, we shall undoubtedly end up with a bodY··Of technocrats, to which 
the States could ask for opinions, and nothing'more. In the ECSC Treaty it was planned to use a "eo-opting" 
mechanism which would help to strengthen the independance of the High Authority. Unfortunately the members 
of the High Authority never really used this prerogative, and eo-opting was only used to cover up governmental 
appointments. 

In his masterly study published in the Economist, Mr. Macrae suggests that the President bf the 
Commission be elected by universal suffrage and that he have the right to eo-opt Commissioners. We must 
push·. in this direction, but we are not yet there. For a long time we have, been stressing the need to build 
up real party organisation on a European scale: one of the tasks of these bodies could be. to appoint the 
Commissioners. But the European Parliament should have its say also. Could the Parliament, in its present 
form~ be given such a task? It is difficult to answer this question. We have pointed out that the European 
Parliament itself too often gives in to practices (search for unanimity at all costs, balance and rigorous 
alternation of national or political demands) which lead to.tts decisions becoming somewhat "mechanicai". 
and this is not very good for the prestige of the institutions. Mr. Hans August LUcker, the chairman of the 
E.P. Christian Democrat group, sent us a very amiable letter concerning the criticisms we made in our Editorial 
of 12 May. We are quita prepared to admit that it is the Parliament's vocation to "swim against the current". 
But it should do so only· when it is worthwhile, and then mobilise all the forces it can mobilise, if it is 
to have a chance of changing the stream of events. Now, Mr. LUcker will agree with us that too often what 
is said in the European Parliament does not have an adequate effect on the national Parliaments and the 
national governments which emanate from these Parliaments, in spite of the fact that the European parliament
arians have, originally, a national mandate. This is one of the basic problems of our Community. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "The European Commission and the Parliament" . 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: The "Pravda" issues a warning with regard to the Norddc cotmtries -Britain: another 

opinion poll - Denmark prepares to negotiate - WEU Assembl.y: the session teminates without a vote 
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- Minimum-maximum tariffication for road transportan Italy: CoDJDission opinion 
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Commission's initiatives 
6 - Migrant workers in the G.D.: repJ:y from the Counc'll to question No 472/69 from Mr. Van 

der Ploeg 
7 - Multiannual research and teaching programme: preliminary draft 

- Brain drain halted by American legislation 
8 - Court of Justice: Conclusions in Case 1/70 (Partums Rochas) 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: More than 20,000 ha of land bought in France bT EEC nationals - The 
status quo for agricultural prices will be defended ey the Netherlands - Wines reference Prices 

9 - Action by the M.S. to encourage exports to third countries: reply to question No 503 frail 
Mr. Vredeling 

1 
-Repercussions of the American.boycott on Cubaa additional reply to question No 425 from 

Mr. VI'edeling '~ 
'·' lO - Intracommunity trade in 1969: substantial increase • 

11 
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EDITORIAL 

The elections in Britain and Europe 

BULLETIN QUOTIDJEN 

A new public opinion poll published this morning in Britain indicates that Labour now has a ~ lead 
over tlle Conservaties. At present, it seems that the five big national "polls" converge in giving the 
Labour party a lead of between 4 and 5~, which would secure it a majority of at 'least 55 seats in the 
House of Commons. Certainly these polls only reflect the situation as it is at presentt the election 
campaign lasts another two weeks and there could be several changes. Added to thi$, is the fact that 
they are not always very clear with regard to the notorious "marginal seats". 

Whatever the case may ben, the prospect of a Labour victory seems to be becoming more certain. As we 
wrote in our Editorial of 21 May, we have not intention of intervening directly in the election campaign 
and taking sides. However it is legitimate for Europeans to ask, under the present circumstances, with 
the official opening of the negot:lations announced for 30 June, what the most favourable outcome would be 
a:s far 1as. the· building of a European Community which is larger, but faithful to its original vocation, 
is concerned. When we try to answer this question we must, of-course, take into account that during the 
electoral campaign both parties are trying to avotd coming out firmly for or against joining the Community. 
~ letter from one of our British r.eaders argues that "In European politics today, it is not prudent for 
those who love Europe best to wear their hearts upon their sleeves". Our reader says this to justify 
Mr. Heath for not coming out too openly in favour of Europe. This same reader (Mr. Robert Sheaf, who is 
an active partisan of European integration) does not agree with our opinion that a Labour victory should 
be viewed favourably by Europeans. Mr. Sheaf sets O)Jt a series of arguments which do, undoubl;edly. have 
some weight, but above all they are based on a political, psychological and moral assessment of the 
personalities of the two leaders who are facing one another, Mr. Wilson· and Mr. Heath. We share Mr. Sheaf~ a 
high esteem for Mr. Edward Heath, especially because we know he was one of the first British statesmen 
to realize the political importance of European integration including Britain (this we said in 1961). We 
are not influenced by the fact, described by our leader as paradoxical, that Mr. Heath has become unpopular 
even within his own party. It is certainly not stri~ing for popularity which makes the might of a poltttoal 
leader. Could the fact that Mr. Wilson seems to seek popularity lead him to conform to the - appaz:ently 
majority - tendency of public opinion which is somewhat hostile to Europe? This is a serious question 
which we have just put, but it is one to which we cannot give a reply in the affirmative. In our opinion. 
Mr. Wilson's attitude is that of a leader to cedes to majority opinion for tactical reasons, but who does 
not let himself be led astray from his original plans. And we think that his plans include·a Europe 
enlarged to include Britain. What kind of Europe? Perhaps it will not be as good as the one Mr. Heath 
would like to see. We must try to trust even converts (and Mr. Heat was on, in 1961). 

Whichever of the two leaders wins, one thing ·seems absolutely certain. He must have a substantial 
majority to support him in the Conmrons. It is the size of this margin which will enable him to resist 
the pressure from groups which are hostile to Europe. 

sUMMARY '-t :J~ tct9-o No' ~ 
l - EDITORIAL: "The elections in Britain and Europe" 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
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oks which are sent to us and whose publication 

is worth noting are revie~~nder this headi 

JACQUES MEGREI' - JEAN-VICTOR LOUIS - DANIEL VIGNES - MICHEL vJAELBROECK: Le Droit de la Communa~te~.~n::,o:;::m:::,'p;EiP\ 
Europeenne, Commentar.y of the Treaty and of the texts adopted for its application; Volume 1 {Preamble-Pr· 
ciples, Free circulation of goods), 318 pages, Volume 2 (Agriculture), 700 pages, Presses Universitaires 
de Bruxelles (42, Avenue Paul Heger, Brussels 5) Volume 3 (Free circulation of persons, services and cap 
tal, transport) is being prepared. 

The main aim of the authors was to publish a handy working instrument enabling.all.those interestea~_.~ 
in a Community problem to find most of the,information about the law of the Europeam.Community. The work 
is centred on the Treaty: the commentaries, texts and jurisprudence are centred on the.~reaty, considere 
in its organic divisions. There ·is no other work which devotes.as much not only to the .articles of the 
Treaty, but a~so to the application texts, which, for certain subjects, are considerably deve1oped. However, 
this practical work does not neglect doctrinal considerations. But as Mr •. W~J. Ganshof.van der Meersch, 
Director of the Institute of European Studies of the Free University of Brussels,points out, the authors.have 
suceeeded in avoiding both "the_ trraps of systematic approval and theoretical criticism, .divor.ced .froilLreali.ty • 

.,.. Publications juridigues concernant 1 '.integration eurom~enne, 1969, Publication .of the Documentation Ser
vice of the Court of ,:; u::;tice of the European Communities 1 November, 1:969, .254 pages, .On:sale from the Office 
£or O:f£iciaLPublications of the European Communi ties~- . T·his "1969 .>Bibliography" is the fleque1. to the 
1952-1966 Bibliography. which appeared :at the beginning.of 1967, and to the 1967 and 1968.<Bi·bliographies. 

- EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT (Directo~ate-Geheral for Parliamentary Documentation and Information): The.case for 
elections to the European Parliament by direct universal s~ff!~• Selected Documents, .·Preface by Mario 
Scelba, President of the E.P., Introduction by Fernand Dehousse. September 1969, Office·for.Officia!.Publ
.ications of the European Communities. 

·- L~~opa, Settimanale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, Anno IV, no. 15, 23 maggio.l970, Roma (Via Emilia 
41).- At a time when Italy is going through a period of uncertainty and of po1iticaLdifficulties, the.ed
itors of the review "L'Europa" thought .it ·useful to publish this "·notebook", grouping..rtogether.a_,_series of 
studies -wi.th the general- subject of the defence .. of the permanent .values_ of liberty ·and::"demooracy-.. in. Ew:ope, 
such as they emerged from the Resistanae •. He particularly.draw.attention-to.the:articles.by Messns •. Angelo 
Mag1iaho 1 . Emanuele Gazzo; _Leo Vali"ani 1 A:ldo : Garosci ·and Riccardo .: Bauer. 

- Europaische .. Gemeinscheft, .No 6/1970,- June ·197·0, Published by the liaiso.n bureau ·of_ the .. :&lropean .. Communi t
ies in Bonn .(Zitelmannstrasse:22)•- This.number ·±s largely devoted:to the.:SPD!s.attitude towall'd:slEw:opean 
integration•. In it are articles.by Me-ssrs. Herbert Wehner, Karl Schil:ler 1 ·Diether:Deneke,and·1f€on c. Hein
:ric(!;. 

- JEAN ·GOL: Le monde de la -eresse en cBelgiaue 1: .CRISP (Centre de .Recherche et d I InformaUon. Socio . ..,..Poli tiques, 
rue du Congres ·35i Brussels), 2.39 -pages, ,price: 195 BF.- The concern of the.CRISP :i:s to provide.an object
ive, ·precise and ·many-si"d:ed ·file on the-·structures of the press ·in Belgium, where '42 ·generaL news dailies, 
2 daily sporting papers.and 7 dailies specialising in economics and.f:inance.-appear, with_a circulation of 
about 2,440,000 copies. The.author also examines the operationaLconditions and.d:evelopment.·factors-.of.the 
Belgian. daily press. In an annex, a very ·useful index of Belgian dailies can be.-found. 

1 - THE EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2-2b - POLITICAL DAY: The WEU Council meets with all the Ministers present -New European Commission: 

formal appointment on Tuesday - Norway's joining the EEC - President Kekkonen to visit the 
USSR - San Marino ratifies the NPT - Soviet leaders in France 

DAILY BULLETIN No 584 (new series): 
3-4 - Council of Ministers 
7 -Council of Ministers (Agriculture): agenda for the next session 
5-6-7 - Council of Transport Ministers: a new boost to the common policy? 
8 - Scientific and technical Committee: biology, health protection and controlled fusion 

- Customs reductions for Algerian wines: proposed 

9 
10-11 
11 

- E.P. Social Cormnittee: satisfaction on ther:Cour.cii results 
~ ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ·INFoRMATION 
-·Fishing in territorial waters: compromise proposal 
- Coking coal: perststent pressure 
- Coal policy in Belgium: new guidelines 

12 - The Week in Europe 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1416 
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1 Mme ann~e - N 
Lundi· a juin 

!_l:!olitical Europe without either ~-~bjective.Gr .a time-limit? 

The officials who are continuing, under the leadership ,of Vicomte..Davignon; the .prepa::r&tien. trl'IHIOJ..,."f 
final draft Report to be submitted to the Foreign Ministers in July, are naturally-encountering di:Mn;i!bili. 
One almost has the impression that they have resigned themselves and that they are not.really.:tr;ying 
come them, but to by-pass them, in other words to find terms which will enable them .to submit the. 
document to public opinion as if it constituted a great success for Europe, whereas they know. that 
not be a success, but a mediocre compromise. We had hoped (cf. Editorial.of 28 May) that a "sudden ,.,-J:l.:._, 
political will" would change the course. of things, but as our readers know; this "sudden surge". 
at Bagnaia, even if Mr. Harmel assured us that "the spirit of The liagll.e continued to be present". e 
sters more or less repeated the formulae which. their Directors of Political Affairs had put on paper, and 
no more. 

It is self-evident that we are now in a "particularly difficult and complex" field. Therefore, it would 
have been preferable if someone had had-the courage.to say. that it was necessary not to recognize failure, 
but to honestly explain that the conditions neoessary.for the European Governments.to be able.to define com
mon political objectives together. are .not fulfilled and that therefore, while. abandoning .the fixing .. of aims 
for the moment, it was agreed to try and make some prograss nevertheless by organising half-yearly poli tio
al consultations. 

In fact, this will be the only conclusion which will be drawn from.paragraph 15 of the communique of 
The Hague. But an attempt will be made to camouflage it by.using.words without any real meaning. 

If, as is very probable, we read in the solemn declaration of the Heads of State or of.Government.that 
an united Europe remain the fundamental aim which, thanks to the will.of the peoples.and the deoisions .. of 
their Governments, should be attained in the years to come, we shall s~ that all this.is only hot.air. The 
enunciation of such an aim does not, in fact, involve any.commitment or any real effect. 

This would only confirm that concerning European poli tical.unification, .. the.peopJ.es.h&ve.gone.muoh 
further and much faster than their Governments.; The .Govermnents..which.in.l95P and 1955 saw much furt.her than 
th~r peoples and. courageously. interpreted ("we .are: taki:ng .a.l.eap .. into :the uhknown" , said Ro bert Schuman) 
the- confused aspirations of the peoples,.these.Governments are.no longer a match for this task and for their 
mission. It is therefore wrong on their part to speak of .a "will of the peoples". Other political f~ 
must therefore be appealed to, an attempt must be made to give .this will of the peoples, .. the existence of 
which the Governments recognise while beirng·inoapa-bl"e.of.translat±ng.it into valid decisions,~other poss
ibilities for showi.ng itself and mak±ng·itself·fe1t. In the.er.rd;.we.shall succeed. And in the meanwhile, 
·ihe ·so-called "functional" process of economic unification must .be pushed to the point .ef or±ais. Besides, 
what happened·in Venice is significant, and.we shall discuss .this tomorrow. 

SUMMARY 3 d u~ L er& C) ,Vo . 16~ 5" 
1 -EDITORIAL: "A political Europe without either an objective ~r a time-limit?" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: WEU Council: satisfaction of all the delegations- The Norwegian opposition supports 
the Goyernment's Europeanpolicy 

DAILY BULLETIN No 585 (new series): 

3 - Council of Ministers: 
4 - council of Ministers: principle of food aid to Peru and Rumania 

;;:t;;gricul ture" Council of Ministers: 

5-6 Industrial policy: preparation of the ministerial debate and question no. 116/70 b,y Mr. Leonardi 
on the direct investments of third countries in the EEC 

7 - E.I.B.: financing of a Dunlop installation in w. Germany 
-~ next ministerial session 

Court of Justice: conclusion on the Quinine Agreement soon 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

8 - Economic and Monetary Union: question no. 120 from Mr. Boersma 
- Veterinary s~eons: European statutes for the profession? 
- ~ization of technical legislations: lifts 

9 - B.r.s.:.annual report 
-Preparation of th~enary session of the E.P.: Fbod aid policy 

10 -AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Protests against the setting up of Eastwood- Belgian National Agricultural 
Investment Fund- Tariff quota of 20,000 head heifers and cows - New Zealand and British membership 
of the C.M. - Caseinates - Prices for tobacco 

ll Navigation on the Rhine: the Netherlands prepared to apply regulation ll/60 
- Collieries: De-stocking and the development of manpower 
- !!Eorting of coal from third countries: on the increase 

12 - WEEKLY ECHOES 
13-14- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1417 
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EDITORIAL 

The Independent Republicens propose ll'l objective and a time-limit tor 
political Europe 

Mardi 9 juin 

Yesterday we alluded to what happened at the Ftnance Ministers' meeting in Venice, 
with the Foreign Affairs Ministers' fruitless effor~ to define the long-term obJectives 
unification of Europe. 

What, in fact, happened in V"nice? The FinanceMinisters unanimou~ly accepted.t (a) the objectiv ...... :u.--..... 

economic and monetary unification, the main outlinesof which were defined in the Werner Report; (b) 
time-limit within which this unification should be &thieved, i.e. the end of the present decade; (c) 
principle that'it should be achieved in stages. The1e, as everyone knows, are the three points on whi 
the Ministers of Foreign Affairs could not reach agnement with regard to political unification. Now, 
we all know that it will be impossible to make deciave progress, or to achieve the final objective in 
the economic and monetary sphere if there is no joi~ political authority which can take the political 
decisions which will be absolutely vital. Consequen;ly, the governments are in a state of !!~grant self
contradiction, which cannot last without giving riseto serious disadvantages, and which could even paral7ae 
the building of Europe in all spheres. 

For years the founder-fathers of Europe have ben accused of having had too much confidence in the 
"functional" method as a driving-force to both· ecol'lolic and political unification. But the "functionalists" 
were aware of the fact that their method was to leadthings to a point at which the will of the peoples 
and not only the force of circumstances would have uintervene and push the governments into taking 
decisions in the political sphere, so as not to run ~e ris~ of setting a process of degeneration and 
bureaucratization of economic unification itself in rotion. Do we now want to go back to a "functional" 
approach? This is indeed a possibility, but we must nt hide that the risk of important political tensions 
is a real one: the time for choices can be put off asin, but not much further. 

This said, today we are more optimistic than yeterday, for we have received information from France 
which we regard as extremely important. This is the:tatement published this afternoon by the Independent 
Republican group. With regard to its origin, the ti~ when it was published, and its contents, this 
stance by the second largest group in the majority atpresent in power in France is important and significant, 
and clears the way for a debate and for actions whichcould lead the Community to make the "qualitative leap" 
which is indispensable. We do not say that we agree ne hundred per cent with·the contents of this statement 
(the .full text of which is to be published in our Docments series). What is important is that it coritainst 
a definition of the objective, and it 'is an ambitiou objective (a new State: the European Cmfederation), 
a reasonable time-limit (198o), and indications of th institutional reforms which should take place in order 
to realize this objective. In other words, just what le Governments have not succeeded in doing up till 
present. 

SUMMARY 9·-;)~ l4ffl t0o• t;58._~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The Independent Republicans propce an objective and a time-limit for poli Ucal Europe". 

2 _ POLITICAL DAY: ,!he Independent Republicans p:r,>ose the cn-eation by 1980 of a European Confederation 
- !rhe regional elections in Italy: results 

DAILY BULLETIN No 586 (new series): 
.r 

3 - The second Italian member of the European Codssion 
- E.P.: working programme for the.next plenaryession 

3-4-5 - ~Council of Ministers has established theommon basis for negotiations for enlargement 
5-6 -The council has defined the lines and limitsf the Community's ~eferential policy in Europe, 

Africa and in the· Mediterranean 
6 - council of Ministers: The problems posed for \lra tom by the· extstence- of the. NPl' - Industrial pol-

icy and regional policy - EEC-Israel 
7 - Council of Ministers:· presentation of the ·Wenr !!!E2tl and discussions 
8-9 -"Agricultural" Council: the present prices relWC;d for the next season 
9 - EEC/Morocco and EEC/Tunisia Association Counc~: first sessions 
10 - Transport policy: Dutch suggest-ions 
11 - Fight aga.ins.t harmful insects: reply to questn no. 49-9 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Problems of)tOut!!_: reply to questien No 470 b~. Ramaekers 
- Asreemell't with:Yugoslavia and inter-zone tradoefore the Co11111ttee for External Relations of the 

E.P. 
12 - Steel estimates for 3rd quarter of 1970 

- Steel:· theodevel ef order books· begins· to fallgain 
13-14 - ECONOihc· IlmlRPENE'l'RATION' N'o· 1418 

We include a translaUen of page 3 of yesterday's Bullin (No. 585), which was printed in ~enoh due 
to our inability to translate it in time for the last•llection. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

E D I T 0 R I A L ~ 
From economics to politics 

Apparently some obsevvers, during the ministerial meetings held in the last·two days, have expressed,' 
in slightly embittered tones, their regret that the famous "Hague spirit" seems to have become much le,.s 
potent. We should not make this "spirit" into a phantom or a nightmare: since everyone evokes it, at some (J 
time, and at will, it has to exist. j 

We must admit that, in the sphere of industrial policy for example, yesterday's discussions did &haw . 
that, although there was consensus on certain limited actions, this could not hide the fact that _there 
were important differences on the basic policy guide-lines. In the same way, with regard to economic and 
monetary policy, the concept of 11guaranteed parallelism", set out in Venice by Mr. Colombo, does not appear 
to have succeeded in bridging the gap which separates whose who regard immediate monetary measures as a 
dynamic factor in the integratton process, and those who fear that this would only be illusory without 
effective convergence (thus, going further than proposals and promises) of economic policies. Now, is it 
possible to achieve this convergence when the basic concepts are still far apart, as was revealed in the 

· the debate on -industrial policy? 
This is an example of how we are forced). in debates on particular problems, to get back to the general 

principles. If we push the analysis even further, we can see tmt the Hague spirit, while it did not 
succeed in giving concrete form to the principles of economic, monetary and industrial pnification, did not 
succeed either -whatever Mr. Harmel's opinion (or hope?) may be -in giving birth to a serious political 
unification "project", in the short or long term. 

We must look at the facts as they are. Is it possible and advisable to get everyone to make a serious 
effort, involving sacrifices and irreversible commitments, to gradually change certain basic attitudes 
(which correspond to legitimate structures and interests): in order to make them compatible with the ;other 
partners', if there are still doubts in some of their minds as to the possibility of moving along the path 
of total and irreversible unification? We quite understand Mr. Barre when he tries to "hook" the six 
Governments on his projects, trying to divert their attention from ideological or docrinaire quarrels,_ 
because he knows very well they they can influence and paralyse them. We understand, we approver-and we 
hope that he can overcome any resistance or reticence. But we must also recognize that it is uncertainty 
which pr.eyails, at.alllevels.• 

, In 1950 or 1956 it was conceivable for· the will for political union to be expressed in filigree, 
or seen as a far-off finality. And we went too far in our commitments to live together to be able to make 
do with final union as a future prospect. The climate deteriorates and everyone is led, in spite of himself, 
to see ulterior motives everywhere and to carry out interrogations on real intentions. From now on, the only 
~Phere inWhich the total explanation can emerge is the political sphere. We must come back to it, with the 
will to succe.ed. 

SUMMARY { d 'J~ tq-:ro No· tQ--g=r 
1 - EDITORIAL: "From economics to politics" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: Favourable reactions to the official announcement of the opening of the 

entry negotiations - Political union: work in progress - Consultations between Scandinavian 
countries - A new government in Finland?- Norway: stir on the question of joining 

DAILY BUU.ETIN No 587 (new series): 
3-4 - Industrial policy debated before the ministerial Council 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 139.23 
4 - EEC/Austria: further delay in the definition of a partial agreement 
5 - Economic and monetary union: mandate to the Werner Group to continue the work 

-Activities of Banks: study of certain aspects of the liberation 
6 - EEC/Morocco Council: overall satisfaction 

- EEC/Tunisia Council: new formula accepted for the system of exporting olive oil 
- Food aid to the Sudan and the Yemen 

7 - "Agricultural" Council: flax and hemp markets 
8 - Interpretation of art. 203 par.6(revised) of the Treaty given by the E.P. 

- Court of Justice - Q.uin~.1e cartel: conclusions 
- Functioning of the Community: debate in the Council on 29 June 

9 - European youth symposium 
- The Community's new liberation list for imports from third countries 

10 - E.I.B.: two loans to the F.R.G. 
- Freedom of establishment for customs officials: Italian reservation maintained 

11 - Crude steel: production at full capactiy 
- Composite Price: 43.50 D/T 

12 - The coal producers prepare a series of measures aimed at securing energy supplies 
13 - Publications of the European Communities 
14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1419 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN , 

'\: y\\' _,! ~···.: \. 1 ,->J:-> \ • A red letter day 

~~~~·~~to the official opening of the negotiations for the enlargement of the Community 
were tht~~g handed personally to the Representatives of the four applicant countries. They were 
accepted. 

Consequently, on 30 June, ahd thus:.within th*' time-limit laid down by the Hague summit, the negotiat 
will be opened. In the few months Which have passed since the summit, the Community has undergone a 
real "mutation". It is largely due to the refound confidence between the six partners. Mr. Schumann tri 
hard to arouse this trust - or to revive it :... and today we must admit that he succeeded. The Colll!junity ' 
•ntered its final period, thus assuming greater r~sponsibility, involving greater freedom of movement 
initiative. The mechanism which is to ensure the independent resources has been triggered off, the 
lnstitutional reinforcement will follow inevitably. It has set a series of actions in motion in the leg& 
industrial, agricultural, energy, economic and monetary spheres, which have still to be integrated into 
~ overall strategy, and are aimed at strengthening its cohesion and influence in the world. It is in the 
process of acquiring economic and commercial individuality and the whole world is obliged to take this 
development into account. Moreover, tn the space of a··r.ew· we€!ks ·the Cormnunity managed to adopt its joint 
~egotiating positton, which, beforehand, seemed like an impossibility. 

Today is a date to be remembered. We still recall the 4th October 1961, when the "preliminary" 
meeting between the Six and the British (Mr. Heath represented the United Kingdom) took place at the 
Qual d'Orsay (Mr. Spaak, ~H his Memoires, recalis that he was'unhappy·about·thts cUoice). And we all 
know what happened subsequently. Today ft ts possible to say that developments have taken place and that 
what seemed obvious at the time to a few clairvoyant minds, i.e. the fact that British entry was inevitable, 

. has now ~become obvious to everyone. We have ur.ged too often in this very column that the "English problem" 
must be solved, not to take the opportunity of expressing our satisfaction now that the decision has been 
taken. 

Certainly, to open negotiations is one thing, and to conclude them is quite another. Very wisely the 
Six have established a joint post tion consisting essentially in a series of guide-Unes·•11nd ideas on whioh . 
they are agreed and which will, for the most part, be accepted Q1 the applicants. But on this subject we 
should like to make two remarks. 

Th~',first is that, as Mr. Hirsch said once upon a time, we should not become engaged in negotiations 
in the traditional sense of the word, but tn a search for solutions to Qommon problems (hence the advisability 
of entrusting them to experts and politicians, rather th&n diplomats, who are negotiators by definition). 
The second is that this difficult search for solutions has been going on since 10 October 1961. Thus, it 
is not a question of beginning, but of concluding this search or, if we prefer, negotiation. And to do thie 
we do not need years, but a few 'months. 

We should like to make a serious appeal to all thOI!Ie who will be engaged, from 30 June onwards, in 
this frank and amicable confrontation} its results depend on speed,,and the high political level at which 
it is conducted. 

1 - EDITORIALs "A red letter d.a,y" 

2 - POLITICAL DAYa The official invitations to the four applicants were handed over this morning -
:BENEWXa next "Summit" - Mr • .Maurice SchUII8JlJl in Lisbon- .J:ki~ elections& new opinion poll 

DAILY :BULLEriN No 588 (new series)s 

3 -The ratification of the Agr~t_!odifying the EuroRean Treat~!!! difficulties in the Rational 
Assembly? 

3-4 - EEC/UK and the other ~licant countriesa prepaJations for the opening of negotiations 
4 -The new ~opean Commission will assume its functions on 2 July 

- Commission's memorandum on Community action in the education and teaching· eeotor 
5 - tt.Medium-term financial aid" amongst the EEC oountriest CoJDission's proposal 
6-7 - Preparation of the ple~ion of the E~a Comaission's proposals concerning the energr po1iey 

- Social aspects of European integrationa Girariin report - Modifications to the. wo~k of the 
session. 

8 - Treatment of citrus fruit with DiPh!nyla reply to vuestion no. 481/69 from Mr. Califioe 
8-9 - Customs allowances for travellersa reply to question no. 4/70 from Mr. Vredeling 
9 - Flax_~h!!P!, proposals for 'ihe-eoDDon organiza.tion of the markets 

- AGRICULTURAL INFOR.MATIONa Delays in the sowing of wheat 
10 - ECSC Consultative Committeea 134th. session ' 
11-12 - I .S.:B.a annual report --
12 - EX:ONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
13-14- EX:Oif<ilc'""i'NTERP~TI~::Tit20-
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18eme ann~e- Nb 589 (}.~ ~) 
Vendredi 12 juin~~ . ' 

y.\-<\~:\1~tl ~ t. w~rth noting are reviewed under this heaqing 

INSTI ~~~PEAN STUDIES of the Free University of Brussels- Ghronolo ie des Communautes Euro ee 
lea fairs et les decisions,de la Communaute Economique Europeenne (1958-19 4, by Hans J.:Dtirch and Henrt · 
Legroa, collection edited by Prof. Jean-Victor Louis, preface by W.J. Ganshof van der Meersch, Presses ~ 
Univeraitaires, Brussels 1969, 542 pages, 520 BF ' 
. Professor Ganshof van der Meersch and the Institute of which fie is the Director add, by this publiea , 
a new success to the alrea~y rich abul1dance of publications on European integration. As is clear from .the~-0_ ·• 

title, this is a compiled 'chronology", but strict criteria have been used and we must admit that thelV are ~ 
valid. The big problem in works of this type resides both in the need to be complete and also to be 
selective. We may ask whether such and such a "symposium" or such and such a statement ought to be included, 
or whether all symposiums and statements ought to be left out. Priority use of official sources, which 
necessarily ignore.what takes place outwith the official framework, even when the impact of the event on 
institutiona-l activity is decisive, presents obvious disadvantages. 

The work is essentially designed to inform, and since - without false modesty - we know something 
about this profe&sion, we must admit that this is a very outstanding achievement. This work will from now 
on be absolutely indispensable for all those who are clesely interested in the activity;rof building."Europe 
of the Six". 

- OPEC : Selected Docur.1ents of the International Petroleum Industry 1966, Organization of the Petroleum 
Exporting Countries {Dr. Karl LUger, Ring 10, 1010 Vienna), April 1970, 264 pages, Price : 10 dollara.-
This· volume, the third in the series, contains ;thirteen documents (laws, agreements, or amendments to 
agreements) concerning the oil industry in the OPEC member countries. We should draw particular attention to 
the law on income in Venezuela, .of 9 December 1966, which contains a special section on oil. The OPEC 
intends to'continue publishing this :annual series and also to publish a new series of documents which came 
out before 1966, thus enabling rapid consultation of ~11 the agreements and laws of the member countries, 
relating to the petroleum sphere. 

- F.I.B. : Ou va la Securite sociale ? Federation des Industries Belges, June 1970, 82 pages - "The future 
of social security cannot be determined by decisions taken from day to day", writes the F.I.B. in this 24t~ 
annual report. "It is only be trying to find out where we are going and where we want to go that we will . 
be able to trace out the road to be followed and set up the indispensable protection barriers". 

- Nouvelles E C E : Volume VIII, No 5, May 1970, Economic Commission for Europe/United Nations (Geneva) 1 

This edition gives an account of the work of the 25th session of the ECE/UNO which ended on 24 April 1970 
by the adoption of the report to the Economic and Social Council. 

SUMMARY J?. J~ ( l(1-o t-Jo, ~8-l 
1 ... EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: Political unification: next meeting of the DaV>ignon Committee - Chancellor Wil1y 

Brandt in Rome - Mr. Bruno Kreisky re-elected president of the Austrian Socialist party -
Congress and the abolition of the "American Selling price" -Elections to the Supreme Soviet 

DAILY BULIE'l'IN No 589 (new series): 
3-4 - Youth symposium: opening of the work 
4 '"'Council session on Mond~: liberation and coordination of public works contracts 

5 

7-8 

8 

9 

9-10 

10 

11 
12 
13-14 

6 

- Graphs and rapid notes on the short-term economic situation No 5/1970 
- Economic and monetary policy: Barre-colley talks - ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Preparation for the E.P. plenary session: the membership negoti&t~ons: oral question No 5 -

Sanitary control in intra-community trade in fresh meat -Certificates for trade in farm products • 
Financing of interventions on the fish markets 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Herring quota. - Fraud in the Netherlands: reply to §2CJJ2.. from Mr. 
Vredeling - Wine publications · 

- E.A.G.G.F.: Interventions in favour of Belgian slaughter-houses:· reply to question No 18/70 
fz:om Mr. G linne 

• Recruitment of workers on the labour market in Italy: reply to question No 473/69 from Mr. 
Muller 

I 
- Infringement of the rules of competition in the car sector: question and reply No 506 from 

Mr. Fellermaier 
- Coal situation: balance-sheet 
- THE WEEK IN EUROPE 
- ECONa.tiC INTERPENETRATION No 1421 and reply to question No 27/70 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Common agricultural prices for the 1970/71 season 
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. ..--.' I y ', ; J ',' :; . , \ \ ~;~ .0. EDITORIAL 
\ ·l~ ' •. ··: _·' .... ·,. ~·: \, \ ·;·""; ~:.::. \~l \.)" 

·;, \ \;\~.~.into~ ptc;cess of enlargement and the path which should be followed - 1) The need 
\..b'..J ~ for inclusiveness 

On 30 June the Six and the Four applicant countries are to meet together in Luxembourg for the 
"opening of the negotiations" requested in 1967. It will :thus hav!' taken three years to give a positive 
reply to the letters which were sent to the Community. The meeting on the 30th will be, 1n the main, a 
ceremony of a formal nature, but there is no doubt that the remarks which are made on this occasion wtl 
be the subject of minute analyses. The Community, for its part, might stress the special direction it in 
to give these negotiations, both with regard to their goal, which is essentially political, i.e. the buil 
of a world-scale Europe, and with regard to the technical aspects of the negotiations themselves, which 
must be organised in a way which will prevent procedural and technical hold-ups. As far as the United Kingdom 
is concerned, her. declaration might be largely based on the speech made at the WEU 1n 1967 by Mr. George 
Brcwn, and attempts will be made to detect what sort of reservations she might express as regards the 
burden ahe will have to bear as a result of certain pre-conditions. What the other countries say - or do 

·not say - with regard to the 11 pol1tical finalities 11 of the Treaties they are preparing to accept will also 
be analysed (we must not forget that acceptance of these political finalities is an explicit condition of 
joining, as was set out in par. 13 of the Hague communique). 

This preliminary meeting will have a great deal of importance because it is only if everyone is 
de~ply convinced of the ~eed to succeed that the talks will take place in a favourable atmosphere. Consequent~ 

this conviction must be clearly expressed. We should like to come back to a matter which we have always 
regarded as fundamental. The operation which is to begin on 30 June is not and must not be negotiations in 
the diplomatic sense of the term,i.e. negotiations in which one party xries to obtain advantages and the 
other party tries to make it pay as dearly as possible for them. As is stated in art. 237 of the Treaty, 
which does not speak of negotiations, the question is to find an agreement defining the conditions of entry 
and the adjustments which should be made to the Treaties. Consequently, the question is to solve a series 
of problems, of varying importance, with which both the applicant countries and the member countries are 
faced, and which are characterized by the existence of a Treaty and structures which must be gradually 
adapted to each other. This adaptation must be reciprocal and,simultaneous : thus the discussions must 
deal with the methods of achieving these adaptations. Consequently, it would be fallacious to speak of a 
"price" to be paid by the applicant countries for their admission, just as it would be to speak of a price 
to be paid by the Six to have the applicants admitted. 

This ·does not mean there there are no difficulties. The difficulties consist precisely in the problems 
to be resolved in order to bring these adaptations about smoothly and without serious consequences edther to~ 
the applicants or the member countries. Thus all the Ten are on an equal foooting, for bad solutions for one 
of them will also be bad for all of them. 

Certainly, the existence of a determined political will to find an overall solution will e~able a gpod 
many technical difficulties to be overcome. Indeed, it is in an inclusive approach (both with regard to 
the baste issues and the methods) that the key to the success of these negotiations lies. 

(to be continued) 

1 - EDITORIAL: "The process of enlargement and the path which should be followed - 1 ~~!£!: 
~~~~~.!C.· 

2-2b - POLITICAL DAY: Direct elections of the Dutch members of the· E.P.:--submission of a bill - The members 
of the ~~~~t~ in favour of direct elections to the E.P. - fhe Nordic countries and the Common 
Market - The elections of~!L.~!!~er in w. Germany: the Liberals threatened.- Mr~on Thor!! to 
go to Switzerland - ~~~~.£1:_in Paris, !!?!!~ in Rome, Jonas in Budapest. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 590 (new series): 

3-4 - Council of Ministers: Liberation of the public works contracts in the EEC 
4-5 - !2-~Y SessiE>n of the E.P.: Miss Flesch pays hommage to the outgoing Commission - Debate on oil 

problems 
6 - !4beration of it;nerant trading ac~ivit~ (non-sedentary) 

- Comitextil-ECIA: "Common statement" 
7-8 - Youth Symposium: Conclusion of the work 
8 ~ AGRICULTURAL INliQRMATION: Non-durum wheat in the manufacturing of certain pasta? - COPAa meeting 

with Irish farmers - I P.oul try farmers from Belgian Luxemburg break with their national federation 
over Eastwood. 

9 - :resc·consuitative Committee: end of session 
- :British Steel Industry: record production and deliveries 

10 - Coal situation in May· 
11 - Scientific and Technological Cooperation: the seven groups of experts have completed their reports 

- S·cientific and Technical.Research: first international conference 
- ~ts granted ·as part of the nuclear research and development programmes 
- "Research on research": catalo~e 

12 - Weeldy· Echoes · 
13-14 - JreONO.MIC INTERPENETRAT!!2N No 1422 
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EDITORIAL •'\ -\-~'<., .. t~' ': ',,.~ \? '~\ ·.:.) t: ~- ;\, ··~ .... ~ ., ~--~-\. 

:~\;;1.,,. ~e process of enlargement and the path which should be followed - (2) A delicate procedur...!. ~ 
The discussions which are to open on 30 June must be characterized by an "inclusiveness of a~ 

This implies: ~ 
a) that when the "inventory of contentious issues" is made, i.e. right at the outset, there should _be ;·:· 
agreement to limit the matters to be discussed to the main essentials, and on the interdependence of t 
problems. @ 
b) that the danger that, for each problem to be solved and each phase of the talks, a whole series of { 
stages has to be gone through before obtaining a decision, must be eliminated. 

With regard to the first point, it will probably be necessary to establish a joint list drawn from 
the inventories which each side has drawn up. As far as the Community is concerned, this inventory is 
sketched out in the "joint position" defined during the last few months. The joint list should be limited 
to the major problems, i.e. the problems which the Community and the applicants regard as essential and 
fundamental. It should also be established that all the other problems, or the problems derived from those 
which are to be dealt with during the negotiations, will be studied and solved by the future Community, with1.1 
a given time-limit (one or two years) according to the community procedures, or - as far as some of them 
are concerned - by unanimous decision (Le. in accordance with the procedure of art. 237). 

The second point involves the application of a procedure, or, if we prefer, a method, which takes 
the special nature of the negot1Ations and:.the structural complexity: of one of the parties engaged in the 
negotiations, into account. One of the diplomats who sits in the Permanent Representatives Committee said, 
quite correctly, that no negotiations can fail simply because of inadequate procedures. Nevertheless the 
procedure can make negotiations more cumbersome and difficult and, by dragging them out over a longer period, 
can make them vulnerable to external events which could contribute to their failure. We can thus understand 
why the fixing of a negotiating procedure by the Six aroused such sharp controversy. But the controversy 
was due, in the main, to an ambiguity, in other words the general tendency to look at things in the perspecti· 
of conventional negotiations. It is obvious that in conventional negotiations the parties involved, whether 
there be two or several of them, each negotiate for themselves, possibly manoevring useful alliances. Genera· 
the negotiators have certain powers, but the final decision is left to a superior authority (which, however, 
does not negotiate). This technique is practically inapplicable in the case which concerns us, given the 
complexity of the decision-making machinery in the Community. Thus it is normal that each of the Institution: 
should try to exercise the role of single negotiatior which, in fact, cannot be defined, and hence the 
diatribes on who should take precedence at the different levels, on the respective r81es of the president, 
spokesman or "negotiator". Where they have gone wrong is, as we said, that they are reasoning in terms of 
diplomatic negotiations while what we are concerned w~th is a collective search for solutions to economic 
and technical problems, placed within a political perspective. Thus, strict symmetry or exact balance of 
competences and duties is not vital: the question is to bring together people who know the problems,·who 
can solve them effectively, and who can take firm commitments. 

(to be continued) 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "The process of enlargement and the path which should be followed - (2) A 
delicate procedure" 

2 - POLrT[CAL DAY: The Community's financial autonomy: Belgium begins the ~atification procedures--
Portugal repeats its desire to establish "adequate links" with the EEC - American anxiety over 
the enlargement - South Africa to approach the EEC? 

DAILY BULLETIN No 591 (new series) 1 

3-4-5 

5 
6-7 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11-12 
12 

13-14 

- Plenary session of the European Parliament: The E.P. comes out 1n favour of the community's 
·activities in 1969 

-Mr. Rey takes leave of the E.P. 
- E.P.: Exchange of views on transport policy 
--- I - !:l:_z Energy: unanimous approval of the Commission s proposals 

- F.A.O. Congress in the Hague 
- JOC:ON<J.tiC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- E.I.B.: financing of a mechanical engineering company in the Saar, the telephone network 

in Apulia and a cement works in Sardinia 
- Italian bill on citrus fruit juice: reply to question No 9/TO from Mr. Biaggi 
- Public works contractsz is the whole liberation project jeopardized? 
-Argentina's levies on linseed exports: reply to question No 2i/TO from Mr. Vredeling 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Creation of processing factories for farm productsz reply to question 

No 37 /TO from Mr. -Gerlach - Tuna quot:ls - The Dutch and German farmers 1 organisations in favour 
of strengthening the COPA's activities- Concentration in the Dutch potato starch industrys reply 
to question No 2/TO from Mr. Vredeling-- COGEGA: standpoint 

- Coal industry: financial situation 
- Scientific and technical research: cooperation in the Benelux 
- Community coal-mines: improvement in productivity 
- JOC:ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1423 
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EDITORIAL 

18~me annee - No 
Mercredi 17 juin 

The process of enlargement and the approach to be taken_;. .(3) Two parwapha which 
the Commission c!e-!!ploit. 

It would have been perfectly. logical to entrust !11 the negotiations to the Commission, assis~· ~~ 
observers with mandate.s, with the possibility of itself defining, or proposing to thee Council! t c.-~ ....... ....-. 
ions and adaptationsr, including those to art. 237. However, wijat is logical is not necessarily pract · 
The need for the unanimous approval of the conditions in question gives the Commission 1 s rolft, a ape.,.~.· • ._,, .. .,.,..,. 
ure and makes the agreement between the goverl'llilents a determining factor. The .. negotiating: method h 
fore to be adapted to these basic facts. The Co11111ission was not entirely right in resolutely opposillg e 
compromise which was finally reached and which, while taking into account the factors in play, gh·es it a role 
which is very important and which. can become decisive. Provided that the Coomission .knowa .. how :to e;q>l;oi t 
~he ppportunity offerred it. 

There are, in the procedural.·decisions contained in. the B points adopted by the Council ·on 9 June, tliO 
key provisions, those given in paras •. 6 and 8. 

Paragraph 6 statess "The common standpoint of the- Ellropean Communi ties shall be. set out·. and defended 
in negotiations with the applicant States either by the President in t>ffice of the Counei1 or, on the tj.ec
ision of the Council, and particularly where agreed Co11111uni ty pG>ll.c?--es are ooncerned, by the £2!!!!!~·" 

If it is therefore the Council which agrees on the· eommon,standpoint of the Communities on all the 
problems posed, and this is not challenged by anybody, ·all the more so since this must be done·on·the ~ro
posal of the Cormnission, this standpoint· ean be·. !!Elained and defended ·by the Colllllission. To explain and 
defend is to negotiate. In any ease;·this will enable the appropriate solutions to be found. But, it·is 
said, this would be done in a framework in·whieh·the.f'residenB;r will be that of the Council. Indeed, the·role 
of the President ean·. be very important, but- we do·not think that, ·if solutions are found· between the Collllll
ission, on the one hand,·and the·delegate of·the applicant country, on the other, any intervention,by·the 
Presidency could jeopardize it. It is true that the Commission ean only have this role attributed to it .on 
the decision o£ the Councils it·will have to convince the Council to make great use of this ability. We 1re
llark that the word "particul!:!:li.:t which did not appear in the draft, was added in the final compromisei it 
is of great significance because it enables the role of negotiator given to the Commission to be extended 
io practically the whole subject-matter of the negotiations. 

Paragraph 8 is eyen more important.· Its text is as followss "Further, the Council states Hs readiness 
to entrust the Commission with the task of seeking, ·in liaison with the applicant States, possible solutions 
to specific problems raised during the· negotiations and to report thereon to the Council, whi h will give 
the Commission any directives required for this task to be pursued, with a view to working out the basis 
ef an agreement to be submitted ·to the Council. This provision shall in particular apply where agreed Comm
unity pelicies are eoncerned." 

This provision will enable the Commission tQ take into hand, if it desires, all the neggtiations. W• 
shall return to this more fully tomorrow. 
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The process of enlargement and the approach to be taken -
( ~) A lot will depend on the Commission itself 

No-one will deny that the wording of par. 8 of the decision concerning the negotiating proc-~--~~~ 
(which we published yesterday) is not a model of clarity: it is very easy_·to get lost and lose a.,_good 
of time in the ins and outs of the procedure it proposes or supposes. Nevertheless. in our opinion .,.G-~~· 
would be wrong to compare these negotiations for the enlargement of the Community with the other neg~w-~ 
which have taken place in the past and in which the Commission played a role which it regards as sa 
There is no common measure, even with the Kennedy Round negotiations: the problems to be solved thi ' 
of a quite different nature. We should add that, even if we agreed to make a comparison, we would 
to confirm that, whatever the Commission's role was, all the negotiations in question lasted a long 
in spite of their often fairly limited scope and sometimes the only reason they reached a succesful 
'ifas'.that a "political" factor intervened to reach agreement between the Governments. The only .. ~lid 
would be with the negotiations which resulted in the conclusion of the European treaties. What is going to 
be attempted is not to change the treaties, but to find the transitions and adjustments required to re-adapt 
the economies of the Ten countries as a whole. Thus, still in the procedural sphere, it would perhaps have 
beenworthwhile to give a political leader the authority to "coordinate" the joint efforts to find solutions 
on the big choices which must be made. These solutions would, in any case, have had to be submitted to the 
Governments, and the mandate would have had to emanate from the governments (the Six and the Four). 

Mr. Rey said to the Parliament that he reckoned'it'would take not more than three months for the 
machinery chosen to reveal its incapacity to function. In our opinion, this machinery could adapt itself 
spontaneously, in the parts where it is assembled irrationally, by means of a broad and judicious interpretati• 
of paragraphs 6 and 8 which we mentioned above. This interpretation becomes possible as soon as the following 
conditions are fulfilled: 
1 - The _first condition is that the parties in presence, the Six as well as the applicants, should be really 
determined to reach a conclusion and to use the negotiating machinery to succeed and not to hinder, hold up, 
complicate. 
2 - That there should be a very frank atmosphere of cooperation between the Commission on the one hand and 
the Council or its various organs on the other, and that the applicants realize that they must not play 
the one off against the other. 
3 - That the Commission does not make it its goal, driven on by the force of intertia of its own powerful 
technocnatic machine, to solve all the problems, the major as well as the minor, the main ones and the 
secondary ones. Perfectionism is the enemy of efficiency and the contribution of the experts, while it 
may help to clarify certain problems, may also tend to make them more obscure. Someone must have the 
courage and authority to impose limits on the experts' activity and to draw the requisite political conclusion 

As we can see, a lot depends on the Commission itself. And a lot depends on mutual trust, on the 
spirit in which the negotiations are tackled. If good will prevails, there is no reason to fear that the 
negotiations will turn out badly because of the procedures. If good will prevails. no-one - but no-one -
has any objective interest in the negotiations lasting longer than is strictly necessary. 
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4-5-6 -Plenary session of the E.P.: Intervention to help the victims of the disasters in Peru and 
Rumania - Certificates and levies in the agricultural sector - Reform of the European Social 
Fund - Food aid - EEC/Yugos~avia trade agreement approved 

__ 7 - Mr. Mansholt defends +he idea of a less protectionist Community 
- French system of regional aids to industrialization 
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8 -Pipe-lines: problems raised by community harmonization 
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- P.J .a. KAPTEYN - P. VERLOREN VAN THEMAAT: Inleiding tot het recht y~_£~_t;uropese Gemeenschappen, N •. 
Uitgeversmaatschappij Ae. E. -Kluwer (Deventer, Postbus 23), May 1970, 408 pages. Price: 45 guilders. 

Given the growing importance of Community law and the great diversity of the existing oommentarie 
the tw6 authors wanted to create a manual·of the law of the European Communities'which gives general --~ 
ance to all those directly or indirectly concerned with it. They did not, however, limit themselves to 
legal aspects of the field, but tried also to bring out the political, historical and economic factors~:•1r" 
have marked Community·law. Starting with·the basic socio-economic principles of the Communities, the a 
consecutively examined the institutions, the distribution of powers of decision, the four freedoms whi 
rule the common organisations of markets,·the·competition policy, the economic and social policy, the var
ious sectors of activities and external relations. This analysis leads the authors to-clearly political 
conclusions: ~he Summit Conference-of The·Hague will perhaps enable two characteristic·imperfections··of Euro
pean integration-to be remedied,·namely its geographical dimensions and the limited Community powers. The· 
third imperfection, that which is caused-by the Community-structures themselves, will only be able to.be 
eliminated by the·aationof the bottom·of the hierarchy, of the European citizen and·of his representatives 
in the Parliament. The·strengthening·of the powers of the European Parliament·and·the·constitution·of strong 
social organisations on a European scale-therefore seems to them of primary importance• The authors remark
ed, however, that the federal Europe·of the·future should·not·take the form of a sovereign State. The·~evel
opment of rel!ltions with the rest of the world (the authors attach much importance to the establishing o.f a 
common commercial policy for the Eastern·European countries), ·of the internal·structures of the Community 
and of the social order rather require·an·open·concept·of cooperation, the more so since many·important dec
isions of the future will have to be taken·in the·framework·of larger international organisations. The auth
ors concluded that in any further development of the Community, it will mainly be a question of· assuring · 
the democratic link with public opinion. 

~ Les Proble~~~-~_1~~. No 47, Paris (38 bis Av. George·V) and·Rome· (Via Antonio Serra 82').- This edit
ion publishes the full account of the debates of the 22nd Round Table of the Association for the·Study of 
the Problems of Europe, which took place in Paris on 7 and 8 November 1969 on the subject:."'l'he Political 
Unity of Europe: its Content and the Stages in its Achievement". We also mention an article by Mr. Klaus 
von Dohnanyi on the European economic policy and a study by Mr. Fran9ois Clerc of the agricultural-develop
ment of the third world. 

- Adesso, ·Informazioni e commenti di pol±t±ca ed. econolhi~, No 55; June 1970, (Rome, via Brenta 13), Price a 
200 lira.- Mr. Colombo, the Italian Treasury Minister, gave an interview to the review, during which·he 
spoke of the negotiations for the entry of Great Britain·to the Common Market and of international·monetary 
questions. 

- Nieuw Europa, Tijdschrift voor Europese E~nheid, June 1970, Den Haag (Alexanderstraat 2).- In·the ~une 
edition of the monthly review·of the·European Movement in the Netherlands, we draw attention to articles 
on the attitude of ·the CDU/CSU towards European integration; the ·regional governments in Italy, the Ma.l
fatti Commission, and the Witteveen·Plan·for·a monetary·union. 
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- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Situation of the agricultural surpluses: question No 468/69 
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'lbe Conservatives' victory and Europe 

The British elections have been held and it would be superfluous to repeat what hu already been 
broadly publicized in the last few days. on the surprise result, and the reasons tor tbe change in public 
opinion during the fip.al stage of the campaign. However we should add that tt would be wrong to consider 
that Mr. Wilson made a blunder in deciding to hold the elections now. In fact, .. he· oould do no other than 

. take the decision he did taket would elections in October or. next spring hav.e been more favourable? Hts 
party's vulnerability iri the economic sphere would probably have increased. 

Let us now consider.the future, especially as far as the crucial problem of the iDIIlinent.negotiations 
tor joining the Community are concerned. The future, we must admit, is uncertain. The only thing to be 
glad about is that now the elections are over, the negotiations will be begun with a government which is 
not nearing its term of office, and will be able to teminate them. This we owe to Mr. Wilson. 

On 4 June.we wrote, while stressing our preference for a Labour victory s"That whichever side wins, 
one thing, in our opinion, is absolutely certain. It must have a substantial majority. It is the size. ot 
its majority which will enable it to resist pressure from groups which are aga.inst Europe". The results 

·are not entirely soothing, and it is rather surprising that some hasty conunentaries referred to Mr. Heatn's 
victory as "a stroke of luck for Europe". In fact, there is no lack of negative taotors, which we shall 
enumerate below: 
a) Mr. Heath's majority is 30 M.P.s. It is not negligible and can ensure governmental stability, but it 
is not foolproof against pressure from the "Powellites" who, by the way, are not the only declared adversartes 
of the CoDIIIon Market in the Conservative Party. 
b) Mr. Heath based his campaign and obtained his victory on the theme "we must put an end to the rise in 
the cost of living". Now, British public opinion connects the rise in the. cost 6f living with joining the 
Common Market, hence its anti-community reflex. 
c) Mr. Heath stated in public that he would not agree to deal with the Six on the same conditions as Mr. 
Wilson. And Mr.· Barber, who has been P\tt in charge of conducting the negotiations at ministerial level, 
immediately made very cautious declarat~ons. In any case, he is well-known for hie very ri8oro~s legaliatto 
reasonings he is· very close to Mr. Heath. 
d) undoubtedly, the change in government will cause a delay in getting the negotiatioM really off the ground. 
Moreover, the Conservatives do not seem to be really convinced 6f' the need for very speedy negotiations, 
limited to a few main points, which is pre-condition for their success. 
e) The Conservative Party might consent to the idea of submitting approval of anir agreement concluded witb 
the Six to a popular referendum, which is regarded as a very dangerous proposal in the COIIIIIUility. 

Having said tbis, and since it .is not the right time to search for underlying intentions, we shall not 
*ay anything to subStantiate the fairly widespread fears that certain "affinities" are encouraging the. Con
servatives to seek agreement with the Community through oertatn bilateral contacts rather than within the 
framework of multilateral negotiations in.Brussels. The future will tell who. was right and who was wrong. 
For the time being, Mr. Heath has the advantage of being well-liked by Europeanss thtfre is no doubt about 
his personal conuni tment ·to Europe. Let us hope that he succeeds in spreading it amongst his compatriots. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "The Conservatives' victory and Europe" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY a The new British Government - Majority d.n the Norwegian Parliament for the entcy into 
the C.M. - Franco-Spanish military agreement. 
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3 - Mr. Malfatti has made contact with the Colllllission 
- The attitude of the u.s. towards textile imports worries European circles 

3-4 - Preparation of the negotiations for the ent;r of new members to the Community 
4-5 - The Session of the "Socfal" Council is postponed 
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- Court of Justice: Rulings in several pending cases 
-Regional policy,-first exchange of views qy the Permanent Representatives 
- l!XlSC industrial loans ail reduced interest rates 
- l!XlONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
-Equality of~ for men and women 
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- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Fisheries and Norwegian Government - Hormones for fattening Calvesa reply 

to question No 53/70 from Mr. Vredeling- CoPAa standpoint -Apple supply of the' processing industry 
- Disposal of butter stocks. 
-~of rolling-stook by the Railway Companiesf reply to question No ~from Mr. Vredeling 
- E3C 1 renewal of members delayed 
- ROITed productsa fall in orders 
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EDITORIAL 

An explosive mixture 

18ime ande - No 
Mardi 23 juin 

Now th&t Mr. Altiero Spinelli has been appointed the ninth inember of the European COIIJIIimsion, the 
latter is endowed with its fuil complement of ritembers. As we know, the appointment of Ambassador Smoqu 
was made before the Italian regional elections and wa.s accompanied by a reservation leaving tpe;,Italiarv 
ernment with the right to obtain an~appointment supported by the two warring parties, the Socialist par 
(in fact, by the third lay party in the coalitJon, the Republican Party, as well), if at all possible. 
Smoquina would have been a very valuable Commissioner but the Italian government preferred to stress the 
political nature of its appoin·tments, and tq try to balance the political forces on which it depends. It 
goes without saying, and we have alreacy stressed this on several occasions, that this being the method 
of appointing the Commissioners (and it is very arguable) there should at least be an important political 
commitment at the basis of these appointments, for it is from this commitment that the Commissioners individ
ually and the Commission as a whole dr~~. if not their legitimacy, at least their force, inf~uence•'and pre$tige. 

At this point we do not intend to discuss the qualities of Mr. Spinelli, or of the new President or 
the other members who are entering the Commission for the first time. 

What we feel munt be stressed is that the Italian government, in spite of all the apprehension we 
might have had (and we dr~w attention to this fact) in view of the complex political situation it has to 
oope with and the multiple troubles it is faced with, was perfectly aware of the scope and importance, for 
Europe and for Italy itself, of the operation to which it lent itself 1 \:not,.w:Lthout some reservations (as 
we know, the official position was in favour of keeping the Commission of Fourteen and making as few change$ 
as possible). 

Well, the Italian government has gone ahead with appointments which are both judicious and courageous 
and Which show the high opinion it has of the European Commission. It has put Mr. Malfatti, t.e. one of ita 
best politicians, a man equipped with solid political and economic knowledge and very rich experience, a 
man of the future and for whom "European reconciliation" is an established fact and constitutes the starting 
point for organised and politically valiQ Europe-building - it has put this man at the disposal of the European 
Commission. And .it has also given Mr. Altiero Spinelli the opportunity of playing an important role in the 
building or Europe, which says a lot about the Italian government's own concept of European construction. 
Mr. Sptnelli has never held any government office, but is very well-known, in Europe and elsewhere, for 
his fight for federalism, which he conducts with passion,,but also with method. 

We regard the presence of these two men in the Commission, together with the other seven members, 
as particularly fortunate. A "dynamic" equilibrium is being established. We should like to call the new 
Commission an explosive mixture which will, however, explode deliberately. 

We have the feeling that some people would like Europe to move back into the com!ortable and miserable 
positions of- to be more·explicit- 1949. Well, there will thus be a need to return to the explosive mixtures 
which blazed the trail in 1950 .•••• 

1 - EDITORIAL: "An explosive mL:c;~ 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: The work of the Davignon Committee continues in a climate of complete disenchantment 
-Debate in Norway on joining the Community- Mr. Scheel triumphs in the Liberal Party. 
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EDITORIAL 

Political unification at a dead-end - (1) A debate in the Bundeatag 

In our political news yesterday, we indicated that the work which has been carried out by th& "hhlW'i-.fi_, 

Committee, charged by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs to draw up a Report. on possible progres toward 
the political unification of Europe, is very disappointing. 

The situation in this sphere is, in fact, such that we cannot and must not cherish any illusions 
has now become clear that while on other aepeots >6f European construction, The Hague brought an end t 
deadlock and blazed a new trail, it has been quite different as far as political.unification is conce~~~' 
At The Hague, •ttefttton was drawn to the Community's "political vocation". At The Hague, everyone rea 
that Europe should speak with one voice. But the Governments have not been able to draw \he logical q~~~btft 
trom these facts. For a good many Europeans this is, of-course, quite normal, atnoe·the Governments • 
bt·lnature, incapable of advancing in this sphere: however, we could always hope. 

The reasons for the failure are mainly to be found in the absence of the determination to succeed 
on the part of certain governments who do not hide the fact that they regard political unification as:meither 
desirable nob possible for the ttme being, and in any case it does not correspond to their own outlooks and 
tb what they regard as their interests. Besides, it is impossible - and would be inadvisable - to "force" 
any government to follow a path it refuses to follow: in reality, a political union can only be born tr~ 
an, oonJunctionrof convergent wills, even if this cor.vergence takes place under the pressure of circumstances 
or_ external events of a dtfferent·.nature. 

There are two questions to which an answ~r must be foundt (a) does the unwillingness of certain gov
ernments correspond to the profound conviction of the peoples? (b) What is at the root of this negattTe 
attitude? If we knew the causes, we would be better able to assess the possibilities of action for the future. 

We shall come back to these two questions on another occasions. For the moment, we should like to 
dftW'·OUr readers 1 attention to the debate Whihh haS just taken place in the Bundestag on the problem Dr 
political unification, and which we we are reporting on today and tomorrow, reserving, however, the rtsttt. 
to publish Mr. Hallstein'a speech in full. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from this debate: 
l~"M:r. Soheel la still very keen on political unification, but obviously he preferred. using ''l'.h\talism"· •• 
an excuse. to adopt extremely cautious positions, trying, however, to pass them otf as bold and spealdns or 
substantial progress where, in tact, there is only a oonsultatlon procedure which adds nothing to what 
is already being done. 
I) Mr. Kiesinger was very critical of his successor's European policy and used excellent arguments. It is 
a pi tr he did not use them when he was in power. He did not iln.toceed~ ·in·1behding: the· ~attftude of his prtrtlesed 
partner eithert'did he try? 
}~ Mr. Hallstein skilfully demolished the arguments used by those who tried to convince us that the projects 
in gestatiOn constitute substantial progress compared with the present situation. We shall come back tu 
Mr. Hallstein 's argument tomorrow. 
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- ~.: the Management Committee will be renewed next month 
- Ratification by the French national assembly of the treaties instituting independent 
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Mr. Ertl defends the status quo for common farm prices - Import tax on French potatoes to the 
U,K. - Apple imports trom third countriesz reply to question No 48/70 from Mr. Vredeli.JK 

- c6mmon fiscal system applicable to parent companies and subsidiaries.fDom different Membe~ 
Statest agreement difficult 

- Uranium enriohingt reply to question No 29/70 from Mr. Oele 
- ESSOR reactor: problems connected with the valorization 
- Divergent price policies in the different coal-fieldsz reply to question No 77/70 from 
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EDITORIAL 

18eme annee· - No 598 
Jeudi 25 j uin 197 

Political unification at a dead-end - (2) A serious responsibility ~ 
~e principal merit of Mr. Hallstein, who severely criticized the German govemment'e attitude ;;{~ 

problem of the political unification of Europe, was above all to stress the derisor,y nature of the· resu · ioh 
have been achieved up till present by the Political Affairs Directors, which Mr. Soheel tried to def · ~
describe as "substantis.l". Since the final·.~phase of the work is now in view, we can no longer hope for ·. · 
"resurgence11 of political will on the part of the governments. However it ±s a ·gbod :t}\tng to'ms,ke the 
Heads of State or government r.ealize. that what they are about to bring forth is ludicrously inadequate 
What will happen when the dossier reaches ministerial level? It is easy to predict. ~ey will find 
a way of exalting these results, in the name.of realism and the concept of evolution, and once again 
the buck will be passed on to the future generation (4s Mr. Brarldt has already done, disappointing all those 
Who regarded him as a European determined not to be frightened off by obstacles which others were unable 
to overoome) • 

We must remember what Mr. Hallstein said, namelyt 
a) that it is ridiculous to think that two meetings of the Foreign Affairs Ministers per year (the same 
Ministers who already meat at least once a month in Brussels) could lead to any conclusions at all, especially 
since it is not even a question of deliberatins• but only exchanging ideas, without any commitments betng· 
taken. 
b) that experience confirms this judgement. ~e "consultations" which took place from 1959 to 1961 -which 
Mr. Hallstein attended - were only "talks" without the slightest impact on the real situation. 
o) that it is fallacious to claim that agreement must first be reached on the different problems, and then 
the institutions should be set up. 

Mr. aallstein also pointed out that the sine die adjournment of political unification could be fatal 
to the latter. In fact, ·u encourages non-member countries to try to join tqe Community without aooept1.ng 
its political finalities, since the latter are undefined and are not reflected in institutions. ~us we 
would move towards a wider economic oonmunity, but one which could no longer be transformed into a political 
oOIIIII(.tJlity. Howr, then, could we achieve the "necessary correlation between membership of the Communitz 
and participation in a system of political oooperation8 which Mr. Soh~ is, justifiably, in favour of? 
For this correlation to be maintained, the applicants must know before asking to join what political 
commitments they will be·asked to subscribe to.· ~is obstinate refusal to define the objectives of political 
unification and ~ake provision for. an institutional system, arouses quite legitimate suspicions about the 
sincerity with which this correlation is put'.forward and defended ••••• ~ose who cling to this position 
are taking a serious responsibility on their shoulders. 

Another debate, .. the .one which took place in the National Assembly on the ratification of the independent 
resolWo&s and the budgetary powers, is vecy instructive :il\·.'this respect. It brings out th'is ambiguity, 
which must be eventually cleared up. For the time being, it is interesting to note that, alongside the 34 
Communist deputies who voted against, were ranged the abstentions of the small group of deputies belonging 
to llhe majority, led by Mr. Vendroux...... · · 
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" . . - EDITORIAL: Political unification at a dead-end - (2) A serious responsibility" 
-POLITICAL DAYz The Izvetsia and the enlarg~ment negotiations.- Debate in the Norwegian Stort~ 

Statement by Mr. Lynch - .2.:.!!.:1.·: supports joining - Greecet shook at the· I!ltel'hational Labour 
Conference -Mr. Rogers to visit London 

DAILY BULLETIN No 598 (new series)z 
' -The postponement of the .council·session on the E.S.F. disappoints the Commission 

- Trading difficulties between the EEC and the US z a community delegation to go to Washington 
3-4 - European Limited Companyz proposal in view 
4b - Break-up of the Japanese-American talks on textiles 
5-6 • Harmonization of taxes on hydrocarbons used as fuelsz a problem r~iring a priority solution 
6 - EURATOM/rAEAz threat to Euratom security control 
1 -Cooperation in.;the rapid reactor sectorz the Commission's point of view 

-A" nuclear power station for West Berlin? 
• Regional study in the Albi-carmaux area 
• Research in the nuclear sphere 

8 - E.A.G.G.F.z assessment of expenditure 
- Customs suspensions for the second half of the yeart proposals 
- ~e designation "EURO"z ~egaily protec~ed in the FRG 

9 - Reform of the E.S.F. and creation of tne Permanent Employment Committeet the Free Trade 
Unions adopt·a stanoe ' 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
10-11 -Level of butter stooks and cost of the surplusest ·reply to question No 19/rO 

from Mr. Cifarelli 
11 - Employers(Workers joint Comrlli t.tee: in·:.the eng1Dee:~;:ing•'8ector1~ .repip ~-.:q'btt"sti\5n NO )9/tO 

from Mr. Ramaekers 
- Cooperation in the "comecon" t reply to question No 46/ro from Mr. Vredeling 
- East Berlin ·exporting agenoyt reply to question No 66/rO from Mr. ·V4'edeling 
- European parliamentary activitY:: 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1430 
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If)~ Books which are sent to us and whose publicatio~ -~ 
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- New Zealand and an enlarged. E!!Q, New Zealand Monetary and Economic Council, Report No 19, J~e 1970,!ir'-'r 
Editora A.R. Shearer, Government Printer, Wellington, New Zealand, 80 pages.- This report, which we· ha'\J , . 
already mentioned in our Bulletin of 8 June, was prepared at the request of the Government by the New a ' 
land Monetary and Economic Council, whose Chairman is Professor F.W. Holmes. After soma introductory oha~,: . 
. tars on the New Zealand economy and New Zealand's place in world trade and her COIIIDercial and economic r :: 
a1;ions with Great Britain, . the report presents the point of view of New Zealand on the agrioul tural poli ' . 
in an enlarged Common Market. The last chapter analyses the consequences for New Zealand in the event o the 
enlargement of the Co!IIDon Market without sp.ecial arrangements for New Zealand. The report concluded that 
even if ipe agreement for Great Britain's entry into the Common Market laid down temporary adjustment meas
ures, it would not be possible to avoid serious damage to the vi tal interests of New Zealand, which would 
then have to make large investments to achieve a re-structuring, which would nevertheless result in a loss 
of revenue and would cause a trend towards emigration • 

. - ROBERTO ALIBONia Inte aziona in Africa orientale Istituto Affari Intarnazionali, Societa aditrice il 
Jlu.l.ino (6, Vias. Stefano, 40100 Bologna , 132 pages, Prices 1,000 lira.- Under the Etditorial control of 
Mr. AUboni, this book contains four studies on the East African Community, its relations ·with the other 
African countries and Europe and the problems of the integration of Zambia. In an annex, can be found the 
declaration of intent made on 5 June 1963 in Nairoui by Messrs. Nyere, Obote and Kenyatta, as well as the 
East African Cooperation Treaty. 

- WAIJl'ER NOVAa Dossier our un uvernement wallon, tederalisme et perspectives eoonomiques, Fond.ation Andr4 
Renard (9, place St. Paul, Liege , 1970, 279 pages, Pricea 150 BF.- This dossier on the possibilities for 
the economic and social retiovery of Wallonia in a Belgian federal system was formulated by a team of co~lab
orators from the Andre Renard Foundation, a Belgian technical organisation created by a group of F.O.T.B • 
. unionists. The authors asked themselves ~pe following question& "If tomorrow, in the context of a Belgian 
Federal system, a progressive Walloon Government was in power, what could and what should it do with prior
i ty?" They stated: "We look forward fearlessly, but impatiently, to the moment when the Walloons will take 
'the means for shaping their future into their hands." 

-~ ta e:uro;eee, May 1970, Rome (Via Poli 29) .- We particularly mention articles on" the EEC' s relations 
with the United States, regionalisation and integration in Europe, the degree of efficiency of European 
industry, Africa at the Milan Fair, the Unions in France and an account of the seminar which took place in 
Rome from 9 to 14 March on the subjects "The progress of integration in Latin AmeriCa. and in Europea a bal
ance-sheet for the 60's and prospects for the 70's". 

- OECDa p~litiques et Economie~ de pgche 1951 - 1966, (In Eng.: The Policies and Economics of Fisheries) 
Paris, 54~ pages, Prices 10 dollars.-The first part deals with the geographical, economic, legal and coJDD
ercial conditions which rule fisheries in the world. The second part is devoted to the situation of fish
eries in the member countries of the OECD and, separately, in the EEC and EF'l'A. 

l - EUROPEAN LffiRARY 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: Political unification: statement by President Scelba -Norway's memberships vote 

in favour -The Warsaw Pact countries' proposals -Sweden and the Community -Mr. Mirko Tepavao 
in The Hague 

DAILY BULIEI'IN No 599 (new series) : 
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3-4 -Community Council session: points on the agenda 
4 ~ ~.: to finance a new Ferodo factory at Limoges1 

- The protectionist tendencies in the Congress not checked by the Administration 
5 -In view of the opening of negotiations with Britain: what will the British delegation's 
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6-7 - Next Agricultural Councils the points to be debated 
7 -AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION -Community consumers in favour of the Mansholt Plan - Price of butter 

in Britain to go up - French subsidies to finance insurance against frost - The Commission 
proposes three measures in S:ppllcatton:of the milk regulations 

8 -Court of Justices Aids to textiles: France's appeal against the Commission 1:s re~eoted 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

9 - ·Technical obstacles in the beer sector 
- Technical obstacles in the automobile sector 

10 -Workers' participation in the management of the "European Limited Company" 
- Statements by national Ministers: reply to question No 50/70 

ll - Ore production on the decline 
- Steel industry: Reduction in orders-in-hand 
- British Steel Corporation: profits 
-·Retraining of coal-miners in France 

12 - Publications of the European Communities 
13 - The Week in Europe 
14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1431 
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EDITORIAL 

End of the European "opening" ? 

'!here has been a lot of talk about Europe in the last few days in France and some observers think 
they can detect a resurgence of certain tendencies and ideas which, some years ago, led France astray f~~·~· 
~th which she herself'had blazed, with boldness and clear-sightedness, towards the creation of a dif e· 
iurope from the one characterized by her resigned sil~nce, the inevitable fruit of fragmented wills ·~.,~~W.l 

In fact, we have heard Mr. Debr~, the Unrivalled chamption of the opposition to any structured an 
organic Europe, stating - to the applause of the UDR militants :- his "fundamental and final" hostility 
any politicSPl supranationaltty in Europe. And we have heard the Head of State himself state that "Euro 
will be made by respecting the personality of the States which are part of it, or will bot be made at al 
These remarks by Mr. Pompidou, like others which he made in Alsace, are hardly surprising, in so far·aa 

. POIIIPidou himself places them within a dynamic context. Nevertheless, here again, ··.the wind of "opening" 
seems suddenly to have stopped blowing. And this is very distressing, for it was this favourable wind which 
~evtVe~·The Hague, and it was this wind which re-establis~ed the atmosphere of "trust" which enabled some 
progress to be made in Europe, especially in France's interests •••• 

Besides, it is from France which the first disappointed commentaries~are coming from. "'Ibis speech 
constitutes - stated Mr. Maurice Faure - an annoyed response to the Nancy elections and shows a desire to 
return to the purity and rigidity of Gaullist principles, in order to better demonstrate the hollowness of 
the opening ••• It is, ie~~ the volapuk, the same contemptuous condemnation of community Europe to the 
benefit of that whose so-called realism will prevent being achieved". And the "Figaro", represented by 
Mr. Roger Massip, observes that the Strasbourg speech "encourages us to think that the opening is really 
only a yawn" and that President Pompidou expressed views "in whioh·caution is so dominant that we can only 
fear that the realism with which Mr. Georges Pompidou was justifiably credited will pnly ~play."a:·,paralysing 
role". 

In· fact,. :.this paralysing role was perfectly reflected in the deadlock reached in the Six-sided dis
cussions on political unification. It is significant that some governments thought it useless, in view of the 
tmmobilitY, of;~r respective positions, to deal today or tomorrow, as had been arranged, with the texts 
drawn up by the Political Affairs Directors: no substantial progress was possible after ·the meeting in 
Bagnaia a month ago ••• 

All this is very disturbing,· but we must trust the tide of events, since there is no holding baqk 
a movement which ~s in continual development, and those who try in vain to do so will have to resign themselves 
to this fact. As proof, we can point to the initiatives which are becoming ever more1humerous in Europe and,· 
quite predictably, in France. After the document published by the Independent Republicans on the creation of 
a "European Confederation", we now have: an appeal, signed by 24o French deputies, asking for a Study Group 
on the pattern of the European Commission to be appointed, charged with making proposals concerning the 
political organisation of Europe. The realttyis always stronger that the so-called realists. While they 
are immobile, it is on the move •••• 

SUMMARY "2-. q d ~.e_.. l erg-o kJo · CQ. 60 
1 - EDITORIAL& "End of the European opening"? 
2-2b - POLITICAL DAY& Scelba-Harmel talks - Meetings of the Christian Democ~at and Socialist gr~a -

For and against integrated Europe - Mr. Luns in Luxembourg - Elections in the Netherlands in 
1971 - Mr. Wilson still leader of the Labour Party - The Danish Foreign Minister replies to 
Mr. Debr~ - A new reshuffle in the Greek government 

DAI~ BULLETIN No 6oo (new series)a 
3 - "Conference between the European Communites and the States which have applied to join"a formal 

opening tomorrow 
3-4 - Signing of the EEC/Israel preferential agreement 
5-6 - The EEC/Spatn agreement signed this morning 
7 - The Agricultural Council adopts the common policy for flax and hemp 

-Council of Mlnisters& preparation for t6morrow's Conference 
8 - European scientific and technical cooperation: completion of the first phase of the work 
9 - Court of Justices aids to the textile sector in France 

• Court of Justice& Judgement in the Rochas case 
- European Social Fund& next Council of Ministers o* the reform 

10 -Notified car~els are wholly valid, according to a reply to question No 45/70 from Mr. Vredeling •. 
until they are eventually condemned 

11 - Oils and fats: reply to question No 492 from Mr. Gerlach 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12 - Coking capacity in the Community 
13 - Weekly Echoes 
14 - ECON<J.1IC INTERPENETRATION No 1432 
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~·4J) t:} . EDITORIAL 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIE 

'£he W!-y is open to enlargemeat.a Great B.!i!!in has· made a- c:>!!!!:_J!ol! tical eolllllli'tment. 

We have waited for this day without ever· lpsing our confidence a we know that Europe, to be creat_..,._.
must go through what is called its enlargement, and what is, in reality, the search for its real dillle!l 

It is certainly not possible today to analyse the respective standpoints in all their facets. It 
only be a question of tr~ng to detect the general- feeling which can be established after having heard 
rapidly re-read the various statements. It is th~refore important to remark straighta~ that all those. 
spoke today, in other words the Six on the one hand - through .Mr. Harmel and Mr, Rey - and the four ap ... ..,......,,_, 
ant countries, on the other, have perfectly understood what is at stake, in other words, the search for 
real dimension of Europe. However, in spite of the legitimate satisf~ction which any European must feel in 
noting this, questions are posed which it would be vain to try and hide. The main question is wij.ether; when 
the European dimension is talked about, everybody is talking about the same thing and whether they are tal
king Without explicit or implicit reservations. For the European dimension which is being sought is a total 
dimension, not only commercial, not only economic, not only cultural, but also and above all political. Our 
feeling was today that if there is evidently no doubt about the perfect identity and cohesion of these 
dimensions in the thought and actions of the Six, if it seems clear today (and this is one of the most imp
ortant results of the meeting which has just taken place) that Great Britain is taking the direction that 
the Six have chosen without ~esitation and without mental reservations (and that Ireland is by her side), 
the Danish and Norwegian standpoint: seems much more complex. It is. let us say, less clear. This is not 
surprising, and, above all, to our eyes it is perfectly understandable and in a certain context perfectly 
justified. It would have been less- understandable and less justified to allow doubts to persist at a time 
when the negotiations were about to open, which would lead to creating serious misunderstandings. While we 
have the time, it is our duty to say with clarity in the interests of the negotiations and of the countries 
concerned,_~hat it is still possible to reach compromises on the difficult economic problems, butthat on the 
fundamental political options, no doubts or amiguities can be permitted. 

• This is, we repeat, a first impression, which seemed to us to be widely shared in the Conference cir
olell. 

Another discovery, and a much more satisfactory one, was that the account of the British standpoint, 
even though it did not offer any really new elements, seemed even more clearly positive and constructive 
than could.have been expected. Indeed, the British did not hide the essential importance of the problem 
which will soon be at the centre of the negotiations and for which a just solution must be found. In res
pecting the fundamental principl~s, it is clear that without equity and balance therer would be no Commun
it~. But the British account goes ~uch'further. It contains this political commitment, including the defence 
which the Six have always demanded iof Great Britain. It contains a pondered and precise commitment to 
accept and continue together this development of the Community which is today mainly called economic and 
monetary unification. If Great' Britain approaches the negotiations in this state of mind, the battle is 
half-won. This means not only that the negotiations will succeed, but also that the Community effort to 
develop European individuality in every field will also succeed. 

SUMMARY "'3 C) ":\ 4""-'L l q_~ IV 0 • CD_ 0 ) 

1 - EDITORIALs 11Th! way is open to enlargement a Great Britain has made a clear political commitment" 

DAlLY BULLEriN No qOl (new series): 

2-7 - The negotiations for the membership of the U.K. and the other applicant countries• presentation of 
the initial standpoints 

7 - An application by Iceland 
8 = Mr. Spine~!! is nominated a member of the European Commission 

- Court of Justic:>el partial renewal 
- E.I .B.s reneWa."TOf the "Committee of Directors" 
- The· Council 1 s thanks to Mr. Rey 

9 - The Council has sent the files relating to Austria, youth and the internal functioning of the Comm-
unity to the Permanent Representatives Committee - S!atements py Mr. Rey 

10 - Elax and hemp: contents of the new common policy 
11 - Understanding& or ~eemen~!l two negative attestations 
12 - Bilateral trade agreem~! renewal 

- Worldwide agreements on certain dairy products: towards an extension? 
- Arusha Agreementa separate negotiation for a commercial agreement for immediate application 
-Social Committee of the E.P. and the delays in the Council's work 

13 - Court of Justice: ruling in the Rochas case (1/70) 
- French Senates a-pproval of the trea-ties instituting independent resources 
- AGRlCUIJl'URAL INFORMATION1 Severe sentences in the fraud case in Belgium - The FAGGF repays the 

costs of the sbrvey on the pig herd to the M.S. - Buying of butter at reduced p~ices by armies 
14 - EX;ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION' No llli 
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EDITORIAL 

.A Community-led negotiation 

Yesterday we gave our inttial reactions to the British speech and the speec~es b.1 the other app o 
countries tn particular. We shall come back to these speeches, but we shquld now like to insist on th 
very down-to-earth, business-like nature of the British speech, but, at the same time, the political ~.,~_.r 
oontatned in almost every line, even where purely conrnercial matters were being dealt with. It is o.,,., ..... _. 
that whoever edited this text had a very exact, and eminently political concept of the enlargement of 

Wtth regard to Mr. Harmel's speech, itp contents were no surprise to anybody, for it correspond 
exactly to the results of the deliberations the Six have had during the first half of this year, and 
we have kept our readers informed. However, we should still like to make a few remarks. 

First of all, nobody failed to observed that Mr. Harmel - and he probably did it deliberately - put a. 
strong dose of "politics" into the introductory part of his speech. He spoke of a "type of civilisation" and 
a "political system" which must be preserved and fortified (which indicates the limits of an enlargement 
which should not be done blind-folded). While Mr. Harmel was cautious in his allusion to the work in progress 
on political unification, he did, however, immediately pounce on Mr. Barber's reference to defence, and in 
his press conference he said, perhaps a little maliciously, that the Ministers of the Six will undoubtedly 
find "precious information" in Mr. Barber's speech. We may wonder whether they will find encouragement or 
whether they will be even more cautious now that the British themselves have not hesitated to utter (twice) 
the word "defence", which seer.~s to be banned in the texts concerning European political unification. 

In the second place, we have noticed that, on the whole, the Community position is very rigid on 
principles and rules, but most observers agree that it is fairly "possibilist" as f~r as the application ot 
these rules is concerned. 

A final remark, bUt which, in our opinion, is the most important, concerns the way in which the 
first session took place, thus setting the pattern for the subsequent meetings. Rernembert.the negotiations 
which opened on 10 October 1961 in Brussels and continued in Brussels from November onwards. This was a 
"Seven-sided Conference" in which each side had the right to speak and in which positions and groups were 
formed which finally did a great deal of harm to the negotiations themselves. The situation is now completely 
different. The Conference is being held between the Community on the one side and eaoh applicant countr,r on 
the other side. The Community has one voice. If this were not the case, it would not be a real Community. 
In our opinion, it is very significant and highly exemplary that Mr. Maurice Schumann replied·to the journalista 
who were questioning him that "we have a single negotiator for the Communitya the president of the Council 
of Ministers. I am saying ·nothing more"~·:· " 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "A Community-led negotiation" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Europa-Uniona letter to Mr. Malfatti- Norweg!an attitude towards the Community-
Statements by Mr. J.-J. Servan··Schreiber- Consultations between~~! British, the Commonwealth 
countries and EFTA 
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ETIN QUOTIDI 

The new Commission calls for "the broadest possible mobilization ot public opinion" 

This morning, not withaut some emotion, we attended the simple, unfussy ceremony of .handirtg over ...... __;....-. 
power8 ;of the President of the European Commission. We can remember other arrh'.als and other· depart e 
and we are aware, leaving aside the personal sentiments which these arrivals and departures aroused, ~~~~~ 
ft is b7 this change-over of those responsible for leading them that the solidity and .perenniality of 
~Hatitfttions is confirmed and reinforced. 
, Mr. Jean Hey, like all his predecessors, gave this solid fotmdation to Institutions or·anew ttpe 
and of recent creation. Now, even if he has, in body, left the building in which the European Co11111ission 
~esides and works, he has certainly not left Europe. We all know that, while the action of those who ~ead 
the institutions is essential for the building of Europe, the action of those on the outside, who mUst . 
help to gradually spread the integration process into the poiitical and social tissue of our countries, is 
not any less decisive. Mr. Jean Rey will be one of the most efficient "agents" of this process, with his 
extraordinarily rich experience and knowledge of problems and men. 

This is wby we noted with satisfaction, in the short speech made this morning by Mr. Maltatti, some 
passages which seem to indicate that the new President has an alive, down-to-earth awareness ot the fundamental 
need for European construction to find its own base, its own roots, in the consciousness of the peoples, in 
public opinion, in the live forces for which and by which Europe must be built. · 

It seems to us that Mr. Malfatti, a government man and a party man, has already, scarcely after his 
Arrival in Brussels, perfectly understood the danger~which is becoming more and more of a threat to the whoie 
administration, that of degeneration ... into a more or less "irresponsible" technocracy. This danger is one 
.of the big problems involved in the organisation and exercise of power in national administrations, and the 
luroP.an administration is particularly exposed to it, because too often it rtma up against the ~~phragma 
which the structure of the nation State, tradition,and·;or@ianised·.interests place between it and ita aubJectp, 
i.e. the European peoples. 

Every attempt made by the Commission to break through these diaphragms, to establish direct, live, 
oontinuoua contact with pUblio opinion, will be a sign of the success of the work it is undertaking to reaoh 
the "new frontier" towards whioh it must and will itdv8,llce.,. as Mr. Malfatti said~ 

1 - EDITORIAL: "'!!!e new Commis!!i~!!_calls for "the broadest possible mobil!zation of public opinion~ 

2-2b -POLITICAL DAYr G~eat Bri~ainr opening of the new parliamentary session- Visit BY Mr. John Marshall 
(New Zealand) to London and Brussels - Mr. Harmelr Voyage to Yugoslavia - Franco-German meetiryrt 
Mr. Pomptdou will go to Bonn - Mr. Pompidour Press conference 
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PROF. DR. G. VAN OUDENHOVEs ~win.!!!:2aar Klein Europa 195.Q_= 19;o, De eerste supranationale bestuuri~ 
ingen, N.V. Elsevier aequoia {i050- Brusself Meroelisstraat 74 , 134 pages, Pricea 255 BF.·· ~-

It is mainly the institutional aspect of the. integration of the Six, such as it results from th . ·. 
lication of the three treaties, which is the subject of this book. The twenty years of "Small Europe". ~ 
finally signified anunquestionable success, in spite of numerous crises. At the basis of this success -
firstly the supranational structure, whose experimental stage is now over. The author considers that ~f? 
future offers good prospects of·- growth for the supranational structures in an integrated Etu-ope. In ~i!.JI 
opinion, much will depend on the role which will be given to the European Parliament and to the Europe 
Commission. But the results of the Conference of The Hague were rather slim in this respect& especially 
for the Commission, the chances of an increase in its powers seem slight. Nevertheless, according to the 
author, the Communities have arrived at an integration at institutional level which is unparalleled, and 
which is characterised by its successes, rather than by its defeats. 

- Europ~ische_gemeinschaf!, No 7/1970, Liaison Bureau of the European Communities in Bonn (Zitelmannstrasse 
22), Price a l DM.- Under the general title of "If I think of Germany", this number contains five articles 
giving the present points of view on the Ger~ans of Federal Germany's five partners in the Communities. We 
also draw attention to articles by Mr. Josef Ertl, German Minister, on the agricultural policy, and by Mr. 
Rainer Hellmann on the monetary policy. Finally, this number publishes the text of the Memorandum of 3 May 
1990, in which Mr. Jean Monnet proposed the creation of the Coal and Steel Community to the French Govern
ment. 

- Comunidad eur~a, No 60 of June 1970, Published by the Information Bureau of the European Communities 
for Latin Amerioa (Montevideo, Bartolome Mitre 1337).- This number contains articles on the activities of 
.the Communities during May 1970, the anniversary of Robert Schuman's declaration, the end of the transition 
period, the reform of agriculture, the social policy and the new European Commission. 

- W.E.U.s !269, L'~~ee politiqu( e~ Europe, Retr~spective (1· re~r6spectiv~ view of the· political ~ar in). 
EUrope) t Western European .. Uri.ion · As~embly, General· Affairs C6mmHtee) 1r~ Fiflteenth: Ordinary· Stujlsion; fal'i~, 
lay l970, J.5§ pates (in" Englisll and Fr~nch) .- The first part is devoted to a chronology of the activities 
in 1969; the second part contains a series of 83 documents (speeches, documents, press conferences etc.). 

-Revue de la Societe d'Etude et d'~~-' No 240 (March-April 1970), Liege (12, avenue Rogie,.- We draw 
attention to articles on the Asian Development Bank, fisheries in Africa, petroleum research in Madagascar, 
the problem of investments in ~ortugal, economic development ~f Turkey, the situation in Belgium (by ~rof
essor F. Baudhuin) and the compan~ in today's society (by Professor Fburestie). 
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and the negotiations 

The Commission has notched up a considerable success ~ settling, in one single sitting, and 
•htch, at first sight.seems very satisfactory, the problem of sharing out special responsibilities 
the College. As we know, observers in Brussels have always regarded the speed with which this pperatn..<:..-:•
oarried out as a sort of "test". We should add that, in view of past e~perience, only ·a very tew of 
believed that everything would be s6ttled on the first day. certainly, we were not faced with the "v 
of the beginning of 1958, when the Hallstein Commission had to lay the foundations of its org&nisati 
ttrst sitting was held on 11 January and the distribution of duties was finally settled on·24 Februar 
were we faced with the "over-load" of July 1967. In 1967, the duttes~,were shired .out with relative speed 
(the final decisions being taken during the sitting on 20 July), but the re-organisation of the departments, 
following the merger of the three Executives, dragged out for many months, which w~ighed heavily on the 
"credibility" of the European technocrats. 

What happened indirectly confirms the argument we have always upheld, namely that reducing the number 
of Commissioners to nine would have enabled a better organisation and "concentration" of effobt. We are not 
&oing to go into the details of this distribution and the respective "groupings" to which it has led. Obvio\111; 
it had to be made on the basis of pre-existing situations, especially the heritage from 1967. According 
to statements published in Luxembourg, Messrs. tuns and Thorn showed a certain degree of disappointment, and 
1fould have liked the Luxembourg and Belgian Commissioners to have been given greater influence in courdinatirtl 
the enlargement negotiations. However, we noti~ed that Mr. Coppe made statements to the Be1gian press 
expressing his entire satisfaction. 

Let us stop for a moment on the innovation constituted by giving a Commissioner the special task 
or ""coordinating" the negotiations. In our opinion, the very principle of setting up a "coordinator" is 
t!X'aise•worthy. It will l:le useful for the Commission to have a single "spokesman" in·the negotiations, by 
analogy with the Council. And we feel that the c~oice of the person - namelY Mr~ Deniau - is equall7 
praise-worthy. It is a tribute to his competence and objectivity. Nevertheless the effectiveness of this 
bperation depends very much on two factors. Firstly, the pragmatic and unprejudiced approach of the Comm
issiem's contacts with the applicants& rumours are circulating that diffioulties'•might~be:r.used on the 
Sritish side, and their cogency will be hard to understand. Secondly, we are waiting for details about the 
nature and role of the "task force" which has been referred to. Is this an instrument which will be made 
entirely available to Mr. Deniau? Is it a "creative" instrument, i.e. one which should produce ideas, o~ 
only a means of gathering information and studies which have already been made. 

In order to Judge the effectiveness of the visUalized procedures, we shall have to wait until we 
have fuller details. 

SUMMARY ~ :)ttl~ t q'fo t-JCJ ' {Q00 
1 .... EDITORIAL& "The distribution of sp~cial resp~sibil;!;!!es and the negotia~ 
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- EEC/Japana preparation of the negotiations 
- N.P.T.a w. Germany suggests a compromise 
- Proceedings for_infr!~emen!s of the Trea!l concerning three member countries 
- An understanding in the ~~~tor of sani~ insta!la!ions voluntarily dissolved 
- Mergers_!.!:!_!he~,!~r of packaging and pot~aroha questions Mi_and 146/70 from Mr. Vredeling 
- !!2!tH7Unilever cooperation in the sector of deep-frozen produotsa. reply to question no. 2§LlQ 

from Mr. Vredeling 
- Agreements dissolved_in the sheet-glass sectora formal decision of the Commission 
-Redefinition of the financial relations between Railway Companies of the M.S. 
- !!:!.!!!!~~!~! the exc~s of yo~ workers in the EEC 
- Preparation of the plenary session of the E.P.t system applicable to maize from the AASM and the OCT 
-AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION- Exporting of Community agricultural products to the Vatfcana reply to 

question No. 31/70 from Mr. Vredeling- Denaturing bounties for non-durum w\}eat -.Fruit and vege
tables - Beet sector - Quotas in the beef and veal sector. 

- Investments in the steel industr~! increase in expend~ture 
- E.D.F.a s±tuation and prospects (1) 
- !!Ounde 11! the delay in ratifications worries the ·competent Committee of the E.P. 
- !he Yaound~~~~ is ratified by eighteen States · 

12 - ~eekly Echoes 
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Z>~~ ~;s:~.~\>•) .' E D I T 0 R I A L 

•·>\ \~:·s: \''. >.'~) \·' Haa Britain started out on the wrong f,oot? (1) 'Ihe technical aoft'ter . ..~ 
.~~~\:.t\f~e~, when we set out our first impressions of the meeting for the opening of the enlarge~

hegot '' tona, we indicated that Mr. Barber·'s speech seemed to us to be "politically committed" in a pos 
and constructive sense. '!his was ln sptte of the fact that'Mr•;Barber •did :not trt ~o min~mtze the.d.mp ' e 
htsrcountry attached to the essential problem, i.e. adapting the British economy to the common agricultu 
policy. 

Everyone does not feel the same way, and this is to 'be expected. A good many observers found Mr 
Barber's spe.ech "hard", i.e. frank and the "Economist" was not sparing in its criticisms of .the overall 
sentation of the British position; and wondered whether, in this new (and decisive) phase, Britain has 
started out on the wrong foot. It is not up to us to reply to these criticisms, but we must try, in t 
to evaluate this presentation, taking just these criticisms into account. One criticism does seem just! iedt 
namely that the British government is not making a real effort to win over public opinion (a reproach whicH 
was made to Mr. MacMillan in 1962 and recently to Mr. Wilson). We can even detect a certain tendency to , 
"accommodate" public opinion in the •'hard-line" laid down for the negotiations• is this proof that the 
government is influenced by the minority of "anti-marketeers" it nourishes at its breast? The doubts we 
expressed the day after the elections (Editorial of 22 June} remain entirely valid. 

Let us restrict ourselves for the moment to examining certain fundamental aspects of the technical 
dossier. In his speech, Mr. Harmel said "we lay down the principle that your States must accept the 
Treaties and their political finalittes, all the decisions taken since the Treaties came into force and 
the choices made in·:the sphere of devel~pment". Mr. Barber replied: "we accept the Treaties and the decisions 
whiCh flow from them". Further on he spoke of accepting the political finalities and "internal development", 
making explicit reference to economic and monetary union. 

Then Mr. Harmel said: "The rule which must necessarily reign during the negotiations is that solutions 
to the problems of adaptation which might arise should be sought by introducing temporary measures and not 
by changing existing regulations". He then referred to the fact that the transition measures must be 
determined "so as to ensure an overall balance of mutual advantages" (We should remember that in its 1967 
Opinion the Commission wrote that "as a general rule" the solution to practical problems shoud be sought 
in'def'ining temporary measures and that in the ministerial deliberations it is stated "the rule is that ••• ". 
All 'this leads us to believe that exceptions are possible}. Mr. Barber saida "The financial regulations, 
which must be subscribed to at any rate if a new member is to be ailbwed to participate in the European 
Communities' budgetary provisions, will be one of the most important parts of the negotiations". He then 
raised the "problem of balance" posed by the distribution of financial charges. 

This comparison is, in our opinion, revealing. There is no conflict on the principles and on the fact 
that they must be accepted. Tfie principles are not the subject of the negotiations. Their application to 
~ritain is (otherwise, there would be no negotiations}. Both parties recognize that problems of balance 
do exist. It is to settle these problems that they are negotiating. (to be· continued) 
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- POLITICAL DAY: 'Ihe government crisis in Italy - Message from Sir Alec Douglas-Home to 

Mr. Malfatti - House of Commons: debate on economic and political Europe 
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- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Mr. Ertl and the farm cooperatives - Reference prices for some fruit 
and vegetables - Demonstration in France against the crisis on the egg market - Farm prices 
published in the o.a. 

6 - New measure to bring the state of competition in the gdass sector back to normal 
- Fertilizers: first community directive 

7 - Common fisheries policys official text of the Council resolution 
8 - Court of Justice: Quinine case - decision imminent 

- Customs measures adopted by the Council 
- Community food aid operationss implementation 
- Criteria for selecting the participa.Dts "in the "youth symposium": question No 157/70 

from Mr. Biagg.+.,. -;, Directives on aerosol containers being prepared 
9 - Measures taken as a result of changes in monetary parities: reply to question No 54/70 

from Mr. Vrede ling 
10 - E.D.F.t attuation and prospects (2) 
11 - American and Japanese steel industries: specific investment expenditure 

- Swedish steel production 
- American steel exports& considerable increase 

12 - I.I.S.I.t increase of 5% in steel production 
- I.A.E.A.a Symposium 
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EDITORIAL 

Mercredi 8 j ui 11 et 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

~ Has Britain started out on the wrong foot? 
(2) From the technical dossier to the poll tical,.dosisifr ~ 

Having examined the technical dossier concerning the negotiations and having limited this examinati~ 
the basic, general rules and the crucial problem (agricultural policy), on the' basis of the theses prese 
by both parties, we thought we could conclude that there were no basic di~ergences as far as principles 
concerned, but there there are problems of application and adaptation, if the balance which is th the inte 
Of both parties is to be achieved. 

Consequently, the problem is essentially of a technical nature. It is a question of finding a way:' 
making the direct and indirect burden which will have to be borne by the British economy more equitable, 
to spread it out over a wider time span. It is quite obvious that it is in everyone's interest to find a 
solution of this type. "Brutal" application of the ~gricultural financing system could, indeed, have very 
different consequences from.those generally expected. It could end up by making the situation of agriculture 
in the enlarged Community more difficult, without however giving the French farming economy the benefits it 
expects from extending the present system to the applicant countries. Consequenty, it is in France's interest 
that this system be applied in Britain (in order to derive the benefits), but in accordance'with suitable 
arrangements (so as not to kill the goose .. that lays the golden egg). 

The conclusion we may draw from the above analysts, summary as it may be, though it is based on realities 
and interests, is that - as the "Economist" writes and as we have repeated many times - we are not setting out 
on diplomatic-type negotiations but on a serious search for solutions which can settle common problems. In 
order to make this possible we must mobilize those who are technically competent (the "task force" in question?: 
and try to instil in them the political will to succeed. The right solution is not to be found in having 
one foot inside and one foot outside, but in both sides .making· •stej:lfl •in 'the.·rtght direction, and not just 
one or the other side. 

As'we can see, the transition from the technical dossier to the political dossier comes about fairy 
quickly and naturally. The negotiations are, in fact, political in so far as the objective they wish to achieve 
is political. Though they set out obvious verbal reservations, the British are not speaking a very different 
~age from that used on this side of the Channel. 

Nor can we say that the Conservatives may go f,urther or not so far as the Labour Party. We should like 
to see them going further and undoubtedly they will do so some day. Today we are forced to make the same 
remark we have made every time Mr. Wilson was accused of not acclaiming the imminent realization of a European 
federation (Mr. Heath,·tt was said, spoke differently), i.e. that s~nce'ti1e Six are obviously not prepared 
to go any further than the British as far as the politi~a:l organisation of Europe is concerned, it would 
be inappropriate for we in the Community to ask them for pledges which we ourselves are not:.mak<fng. But let 
there be an initiative from Britain, and we shall support it with all our might. For the time being, we 
must get together, arid quickly. Tomorrow we shall repeat the main reasons for this. 
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1 _ EDITORIAL: "Has Britain started out on the wrong foot? (2) From the technical dossier to the political 
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EDITORIAL 

Has Britain started out on the wrong foot? 
(3) Technical and political reasonsf.or lightning negotiations 

As we noted yesterday, the political nature of the negotiations which have just opened is indub' 
Mr. Barber strP.ssed this in his speech. A cautious man like Sir Alec Douglas-Hume explicitly admitt 
in his speech in the House of Commons, the political nature of the Community, and thus of the British c 
Admittedly, we may perhaps be tempted to say that it is easy, and even an obvious manoeuvre, for the 
to talk ofdefence or common foreign policy when the Six are not even agreed runong themselves about: 
theless there is an "availability" and a clearly indicated prospect. 

~1at, then, is the concrete situation, beyond the smoke-screens and the tactical demands from different 
origins? There is no basic disagreement on principles: there is a convergence of interests on the goal of 
making the enlargement a successful operation. At last there is overall political determination to bring 
about the enlargement of the Community, provided that its political finalities are safeguarded and it is 
not weakened in any way (this seems to us to be the sense of the recent statements by Mr. Pompidou). Thus, 
the next step is to get down to work, bearing in mind one important fact, namely that the ·time-factor is 
against the success of the negotiations. Everything which holds up the conclusion of the negotiations is 
a more or less deliberate fonn of sabotage. The reasons are both general and psychological (speedy nego
tiations "pre-suppose success" and will be well received by public opinion) though there are also a few 
specific ones. The most important among the latter is, in our opinion, the connection between the negotiations 
and the internal development of the Community. Mr. Hannel said on this point: "as the examination of the 
problems in question results, in the Community, in policy guideline.s or resolutions, the latter will be 
presented to the applicant countries during the negotiations as Community positions. As for decisions, 
the applicant countries will be asked to accept them in the same way as the decisions taken since the 
Treaties came into force". Under these circumstances, it is glaringly obvious that, if the negotiations 
dragged out, the.y would quickly become deadlocked. As long as. we are at the stage of policy guidelines 
and resolutions (the case with fisheries policy}, things are not serious. But at a more advanced stage 
we could be faced with a Comelian dilemma: either to take the decisions which are required (for example 
in the monetary sphere} and thus confront the applicants with a "fait accompli" and perhaps condemn the 
negotiations, or not to take any decisions at all, hold up the development of the Community, and create 
a crisis situation which could also end up by blocking the negotiations. 

There is only one solution to this, and that is to speed on with the negotiations themselves. If 
quick progress is made l.n the technical sphere, this will create an atmosphere in which compromise will 
be possible. 

Thus, the first thing which must be done is to get the negotiations off the ground quickly, by 
making full use of the next two weeks. But it does not look as if this will be the case. A new factor, 
tending to "put the brakes on", has apparently cropped up just recently, connected with the sharing out 
of special responsibilities in the Commission. We shall come back to this tomorrow. 

(to be continued) 
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- EDITORIAL: "Has Britain started out on the wrong foot? (3) Technical and political reasons 
for lightning negotiations" 
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-Right of workers to stay·in a Member State after having held a job there 
- "Progress contract" concluded between the Belgian government and Siemens/Philips: is it 

compatible with the Treaty? 
- Cartel relating to the export of phosphate fertilizers produced in France: amended 
- Italian oranges withdrawn from the market during the crisis period: reply to question 33/70 

from Mr. Vredeling 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Steel products from the East European countries 
- Importing of steel products from the East European countries and the requirements ,of trading 

policy 
- E.D.F.: Situation and prospects (4) 
- ;ii;~C INTERPENETRATION No 1440 
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~~ \\: >:.--::,<\" , ~ . E D I T 0 R I A L 

\\ \j . .J1•'. .Did a bilateral agreement influence the sharing-out of. duties ? 

Y~rday we referred·to a new factor which could make it more difficult to get the enlargement 
negotiations off the ground. It is a factor which is both psychological and political, and is connect 
with the sharing out of special responsibilities within the European Conunission. 

On 6 July we gave an account of the remarks made by Messrs. Luns and Thorn, expressing some annoy 
about this distribution of duties. Since we· wanted to get to the bottom of the matter, we have ascertalill-.:l!l-t 

·-~he root of the problem and its various aspects. . 
In the first place, we should specify that not only on the Dutch and Luxembourg sides, but also o 

the Belgian side was a certain degree of "disillusion" expressed. This is thus a joint attitude on the 
of the Benelux countries. This attitude, which we may describe as "reserved" does not particularly con 
the special responsibilities attributed to the Commissioners of Belgian, Luxembourg or Dutch nationality, . 
which are regarded as satisfactory, but with the political conditions in which the distribution was apparently 
made. However, at the root, there is a psychological aspect we cannot neglect. To raise, in this context, 
problems of nationality or "weighting" would be quite contrary to the spirit and letter of the Treaty. Even 
if we agree that there should be a certain degree of balance, the criterion which should prevail over all othe: 
is that of competence, this being understood in a political sense, for the College is called on to make politi• 
choices on the basis of technical dossiers prepared by its departments. There cannot be big or small countrie: 
inside the Commission. This is something which goes without saying but which we feel ought to be stressed 
once again, if only for psychological reasons. 

But the political aspect is more serious. Some observers claim, in fact, that the operation of sharing 
out special responsibilities was partly influenced by a prior Franco-Gennan agreement, aimed at ensuring 
that nationals of these two countries would be in control of the political mechanismswithin the Community: 
the enlargement negotiations and external trading policy on the one hand, and the machinery for economic and 
monetary unification on the other hand (that these mechanisms could act in a synchronized manner is 'indubitabl( 
cf. our remarks yesterday). We leave the responsibility for this statement with those who made it in the 
first place, for it is impossible for us to verify it. It is not "objectively" improbable: the Franco-Gennan 
Treaty is what it is (has Mr. Brandt 1 s party forgotten the famous preamble ?): an instrument which distorts 
the balance within the Community (this has nothing to do with Franco-Gennan reconciliation, the foundation of 
European construction but which dates back to Robert Schuman's work in 1950). Within the present context, 
this preliminary consultation and coordination could have frustrated the Benelux desire to be given major 
responsibility in the sphere of the negotiations (but, on this point, Mr. Hannel has himself to blame: if Mr. 
Rey had been appointed, as a lot of people hoped, he would undoubtedly have been given the ro~e of coordinator· 

The reil or presumed existence of this preliminary "deal" could have a fatal influence on starting up 
the negotiations. We suspect·that the annoyance of the governments concerned could be reflected in a 
hardening of their attitude towards the Commission, and compromise the ro~e which the latter can and must 
play. We must cut short this episode and refuse to let ourselves be caught up in similar misunderstandings 
which end up as excuses, the victim every time being the Community and the beneficiaries those who are hostile 
to the process of enlargement which has been- set .in motion. 

miMMARY (0 -:)Ut~ l q~o No · (o<:!J 4 
1 - .EDITORIAL: '}1Dia ~a bilate:tal agreement influence. ·the sharing-out of duties?" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Protectionist bills in the U.S.A. - European Conference on regional re-development -
Mr. Harmel in Yugoslavia - World Youth Congress - The Shah of Persia meets Sir Alec Douglas-Home in 
Brussels. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIE 

~ . . Robert Schuman: a =p:a~e:.;' ::.:: o~ a revolutionary ? @-
Nothing is more annoying than to see some crafty minds trying to use the quotations of famous lea~ 

to prove how cautious they were, when we know that this does not correspond to the real thought of the , 
in question. Since the latter is not able or is no longer able to reply, we gradually build a picture o 
which is totally false. This is what is happening to Robert Schuman, a passage from whose writings is 
frequently being quoted, in which he recognizes that Europe will not be built all at once, but gradual:Lllll!riRfl""1 
and by stages. This quotation tends to portray a cautious, realistic, patient and conciliatory Schuman 
The aim is to prove that if he, one of the "fathers of Europe" reconanended that progress should be made 
care~ully, and that things should not be hurried along too quickly, this means that those Europeans who 
too troublesome, impatient nnd obstinate are out of line with European orthodoxy. 

This is why we are grateful to Mr. Paul Collowald (the Commission 1 s deputy spokesman) who brought 
in an article published in "Elan" (the periodical of the F .E.C. of Strasbourg) by well-chosen quotations 
which give a different picture of the personality of their author, that Robert Schuman, this "peaceful 
father'' was, above all, a man of imagination, and a stubborn revolutionary. Paul Collwald goes further 
and attempts a very attractive parallel between Robert Schuman and Emmanuel Mounier (recalling the two 
anniversaries which coincide: Emmanu~l Mounier died six weeks before the Scuman declaration of 9 May 
1950). "In this shapeless paste which is Europe -wrote Emmanuel Mounier- we have to multiply the men who 
have back-bone, finn ideas, courage, and some obstinate and irreducible goals". These remarks closely 
ressemble those by Robert Schuman: "The hard lessons of history have taught the frontiersman which I am 
to mistrust hasty improvisations, over ambitious plans, but they have also taught me that when an objective, 
well thought-out judgement, based on the reality of the facts and the superior interest of men leads us to 
new, even revolutionary steps, it is important - even if they clash with established customs, secular 
antagonisms and old routines - to hold fast and to persevere". Robert Schumann was not a wishy-washy or 
indecisive ~ype of person: he was a man who had back-bone. With his highly responsible office, he could~ 
the impossible, Wasn ''t he aware of the "leap into the unknown" which his appeal of 9 May 1950 represented? 
He did not hide this to his intimates. 

Mr• Collowald has done well to recall this fact: no-one should be able to use the thought and action 
of Robert Schuman to justify the acceptance of procedures which would lead practically to the abandonment 
of the ideas of which Robert Schuman was and still .is the champion. It is not caution which Europe needs 
but, as Mr~ Collowald writes, above all men who have "a creative fidelity to some revolutionary ideas of 1950 
and to some obstinate and irreducible goals". 

A personal note - For once I should like to add a very personal note. I had just finished writing this 
editorial, inspired by Mr. Collowald 1s article, when I learned of the sudden death of his son, Jean Franqois, 
due to an accident. The boy w~s twenty years old, one of that non-confonnist and impatient generation which 
is the hope of Europe. I should like Paul Collowald to know that all his friends are with him, to help him 
to bear what seems to be unbearable. E.G. 
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- EDITORIAL: "Robert Schuman: a peaceful man or a revolutionary?" 
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- EEC/East Africa: adoption of the trading agreement 
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EDITORIAL 

~onetary questions and the enlargement of the Community. 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

4) 
Mr. Maurice Schumann 1s recent words about the links existing between the British application and~ th 

discussions in progress in the IMF (and in the Community) on monetary matters, caused some concern, not 
lJlention some emotion. There was talk of a new 11pre-condition11 (at the Quai d'Orsay this was denied) and:@eve 
of a 11veto11 which could be outlined. , 

All this is quite normal: monetary questions are delicate and complex, and too often fall victim to 
schematization, which is harmful to an objective appreciation of the various standpoints. Mr; Schumann ' 
self. realisad this danger - after speaking - and asked that his reply should be worded in its final y.ersio~, 
(the one which will appear in the review 11Entreprise11 ) in a somewhat different way to the op"e · obtained by ll • 
the journalist who questioned him. This reply, given to a question concerning.the possible reduction oft e 
fluctuation maq~ins of parities, will now read as follows. 1111 There is no agreement as yet on the reduction 
of the fluctuation margins of the currencies: but there is.agreement on the non-enlargement of these margins. 
This is the same as saying that if, for example, the International Monetary Fund gave the advice tomo~row 
to enlarge the margins, Britain would not be able to comply without harming her ;pplication for the Common 
Market11 , whereas the version recorded by the journalist said: 11 Britain would not be able to comply and main

.tain her application for the Common Market". 
A~ our readers know, the problem of the scope of the margins for the fluctuation of exchange (a diff

erent problem to that of the possibility of limited and frequent adjustments of the parities themselves), 
which is being discussed in the IMF, but is still at the stage of exploratory studies, and which will cert
ainly not be decided in September in Copenhagen, was also discussed by the Six (in Venice) and by the Ten 
(in Paris). As EUROPE ahnounced at the time, the Six recognised that even if the IMF were to 11 recommend11 

enlarging the margins, the Six would not follow this recommendation in the relations between their curren
~es. As for the possibility of limited (within the limits of the enlarged margins) and relatively frequent 

justments of the parities, there is no agreement as yet amongst the Six. The cohesion between the curren
cies has not yet reached a degree §uch that the establishment of fixed parities can be planned (Mr. Earre 
has just recognised this in his speech in the European Parlirunent). Therefore, the choice is between large 
and brutal modifications (classical) and this new more flexible system. 

Nobody at the moment can say which path will be followed. This path is still long, and it is there
fore not necessarY to dramatise. It must, however, be recognised that the present Community, and even more 
so an enlarged Community, must result in achieving a de facto monetary unity through the very strict coord
ination of economiu policies. This monetary unity necessarily involves the reciprocal fixity of the parities, 
but in no way excludes a more flexible attitude in extra-Community relations. All this, as Mr. Ossola recent
ly said, must mature slowly (as was the case for the famous Special Drawing Rights). 

It seems to us,however, that there is a moral to be drawn from this. A conflict at any moment between 
the development .of monetary unification and enlargement must be avoided at all costs. To achieve this result, 
the negotiations have only to be accelerated. 

SUMMARY I LJ JL\ \ (r L opj o f0a · ~ l 1 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Monetary questions and the enlargement of the Community" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Luns in Japan - Denmark: majority of electors in favour of joining -Mr. 

Harmel returns from Yugoslavia - Mr. Walter Scheel to go to London - the DDR is ftot admitted 
to the ECOSOC 
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- E.S.C.:. the Council can go ahead with its renewal 
- Agricultural Council: price of tobacco, aids to flax and hemp and level of 

farm prices in France 
- EEC/Japan: The decision to open negotiations will be taken next week 
- EEC/Turkey: negotiations will be resumed soon 
- EEC/New Zealand: Mr. Marshall contacts the Commission 
- Turbogenerators for the Dutch market: reply to question No 62/70 from Messrs Vredeling 

and Boersma 
- SORA project: need for a rapid decision 
- Cast iron: investment expenditure 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Basic and purchase prices for pears and apples - Wine and grape 

zones and classification of types of vines - Bonu~ for the non-marketing of dairy produce -
Beef- for the processing industry - Intra-community trade in live animals - Harmonization of 
laws in the food sector 

- Re-organisation of the State Monopolies: reply to question No 42/70 from Mrs. Elsner 
- Cases of infringements of community provisions: reply to question No 68/70 from Mr. Vredeling 
- State of competition in the beer, margarine and chemical fertilizers sectors: reply to questioni 

No 78/70 from Mr. Boersma and No 158/70 from Mr. Vredeling 
- E.D.F.: situation and prospects (6): Cameroon 
- E.E.G.L.: resolutions on the enlargement and monetary problems 
- The I.F. M.M. prepares for the harmonization of legislation 
- EX:;ON(MIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION . 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- Fx:ON(MIC INTERPENETRATION No 1443 
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EDITORIAL 

Oh, the young people of today ! 

18llme am6e - No 6 
Mercredi 15 juillet 1 

A lot of pens are still being put to paper on the subject of the youth symposium on the European 
Community which was held in Brussels in mid-June. This is all very well, but we should try to avoid 
exaggeration and degeneration. There will be a debate in the Council and perhaps in the European Parli 
We should not have to ·listen to the same banalities which have been circulating r'onn some time. The C 
has already received a nUilber of sennons. An M.P. suggest.ed tl' give it some advice, if it ever wante 
repeat the experiment: ''we would give you some very good advice, which would prevent you from making mf~~rs,. 
Others were particular],y, worried about the choice of participants at the symposium and the way in . which 
the work~ if we can call it that- of the symposium.proceeded. . 

We shall leave it up to those who were responsible for the symposium to give the replies and expl 
required. However, we should like to make some remarlts of a general nature and, as far as we are concern 
of a personal nature. .. 
1) In the first place, we feel that this symposium was, and was intended to be, essentially a symposium 
among young people, on the general theme of European construction. Leaders or representatives of the 
Institutions or other organisations took part only as spectactors, interested in finding out what young 
people know about the building of Europe, what they think about it and what they propose to do. 
2) We do not know exactly what system was adopted to select the participants. As far as we know, delegates 
from "legal" youth organisations were invited (political, Trade Union, student, rural organisations etc). 
As soon as we are dealing with organised youth, we must realize that the young people concerned are activi,ts 
from all quarters. So the "silent majority" was not present ? But we must realize that this is the fate 
.of this type of meeting. We know that the silent majority, which will, at any rate, make its presence felt 
in elections, prefers to remain silent and that besides, in assemblies of this type, there is no question 
of taking decisions or drawing conclusions which would commit youth as a whole. The observers who were 
there were certainly not taken in and they did not let themselves be manipulated by the manipulators. 
3) In any case, we cannot expect young people to behave as if they were not young people! And for the 
same reason, the "oldies" must not try to act as if they were something else. If a young man sends us 
a telegram saying "Thanks, dad", he is only confinning a relationship between generations which does exist, 
which is real, and ~ich has positive and negative aspects on both sides. What is important is for the father 
not to take himself as the son, and to recount all his failures in an ·attempt to "suck up11 to the young 
ones (who will nonnally hiss him off the platfonn) and for the son not to act as the father. 
4) If we want to know what young people know and think about Europe, we must in any case let them speak. 
If they come out with stupidities, we mu~ell t~o. An analysis of the documents which were drawn up 
by the committees and groups brings to light a great deal of confusion, a general absence of infonnation 
(this is a sphere in which obviously a lot more must be done), a certain manoeuvring skill, and also a few 
ideas. Eventually the young people will realize themselves that it is no good talking if you have nothing 
to say and that umbrella-inventors are ten-a-penny. • • • (to b.e ) continued 

suMMARY l s- "'Ju l(\- L lfl'o No . <P t"L 
1 - EDITORIAL: noh, the young people of today! 11 (l) 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The States General of the Council of the European Communes is to open tomorrow in 
London - Sir Alec Douglas-Home in Paris - The Danish Finance Minister accuses the Social Democrats 
The new Finnish government - Kosygin and Podgorny retain their positions - Europe/Latin American 
relations 

DAILY BULLETIN No 612 (new series): 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7-8 

- Commission exchange of views on the general situation of European politics 
- G.A.T.T.: next quadripartite meeting 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 136.11 
- Court of Justice: "Quinine Cartel": slight reduction in the fines of three of the sanctioned finns 
- New Zealand's problems discussed in Brussels 

Preferential importing of certain products exported by Spain 
- Imports into the EEC of hand-made products from India or Pakistan 
- I.A.E.A.: techniques of nuclear safeguards 
- Basic bessemer and open hearth steelworks: production capacities 
- Germano-Dutcn interpenetration in the steel industry 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 40.50 D/T 

"Youth Symposium": the Commission has sent its conclusions to the Council and question no. 161/70 
from Mr. MUller. 

8 - Customs suspensions 
- Extension of commercial and bilateral agreements 

9-10 - Level of economic prosperity of the various EEC countries: reply to question no. 88/70 ftom Mr. 
Oele 

10 - Kodak - Aspa: publication of decisions in the O.G. 
- Yaound~ Convention ratified by W. Germany 

ll - EDF: situation and prospects: (7) Burundi 
12 - ~economic situation of the Netherlands according to a study by the OECD 

-13 -ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1444 and reply to question no. 79/70 from Mr. Vredeling on the relat-
ionship between Rh8ne-Poulenc and Bayer · 

EUROPE/Documents No. 577 of 27 May 1970 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

\\~\\~'~\'i).ii W . Oh, the young people of today! (2) 

~~ad of getting annoyed because the young people sent off a telegram rea<ling "Thanks, dad" in 
reply to Mr. Harmel (which some people found offensive, even though its existence is not even proven -
cf. yesterday's Bulletin), it.would be more useful, if we wish to understand the attitude of the young peop e 
in question, to analyse the texts they drew up, taking into account, of-course, the conditions in which theo· ~·~~ 
texts were produced. Moreover, we should not think that the best way of starting. up a dialogue with young :@ 
people is either to admit that they are in the right to begin with, or to accept their way of presenting th ·1~0 
problems. There can be different, and even opposed, 'ideas and concepts, but these ideas and concepts must lf~U 
be clearly stated, and must result from a serious analysis. By doing this, we would be rendering young peop 
a service because we would be obliging them to get down to work on the problems and their solutions, and to 
make a real contribution which would possibly help to bring about the changes they desire, though at the 
moment they are presenting them in a confused and imprecise way. 

When we read the texts we can see that a lot of progress has to be made in this direction. We are 
struck both by the vagueness of the terminology, the primitive nature of some concepts and by some knowledgeable 
or skilful' formulations, which sometimes cover up well-known theses for which we feel that the "young people" 
have only been a skilfully manoeuvred "vehicle". 

For instance, we were struck by the fact that the report of the "independent sub-committee on the economic 
and social problems of Europe" only reproduces, word for word, the text (which,we m1ist admit, is praiseworthy) 
which the study group led by Mr. de Broglie published on 9 June (and which we reproduced in our Europe/Documents 
series). We have already said how good we thought this text was, but we feel that from an assembly of young 
people something else could have been expected,- something much bolder and much more far-reaching, something ••• 
less skilful. 

Besides, in another text we can read sentences like this one: "it has been generally admitted that the 
European Communities have been of much greater benefit, if not of sole benefit, to the companies." This is 
a dogma which recurs in the paper produced by another committee or sub-group: "In fact, it is the financial 
powers which benefit most of all from the Community, while social problems seem to be unknown or, at the very 
least, not seriously studied". We sometimes get the impression that these young people think that the Community 
is a sort of big European holding distributing dividends to greedy share-holders at the expense of the workers. 
Even in documents of a "serious" type, like the one which issued from the Wiesbaden pre-symposium, and which 
constituted a balanced and "informed" statement, we find echoes of some slogans of dubious consistency. 

It will be up to those who followed all the aspects of the Symposium to draw the appropriate conclusions 
and lessons. One thing is certain: we must listen to the young people, 'even though we know that often they 
are only mouth-pieces - this is the case, whether this is their intention or not - for the not so young. 
And above all, do not try to tell us that the young people "are always right" because they represent the future. 
It was in the name of "rebellious youth" that Europe had to undergo, between the two wars,; one of the darkest 
and most absurd episodes in its.history. 

We must have confidence in youth, and take it seriously - but without flattering it. 

sUMMARY l (Q 'J4l '<r L 'l1o t.Jo . (e t'3 
1 - EDITORIAL: 110h, the young people of today! (2) 11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Opening of the States General of the European Communes - Franco-British nuclear coop-
eration and Europe - The Swiss delegation for the negotiations with the EEC - Mr. Heinz St~£ke joins 
the opposition? - W. OermanY/USSR negotiations: the 27 in Moscow - Dockers strike: state of emergency 
in Britain - The ministerial crisis in Italy. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 613 (new series): 

3 -EEC U.K.: preparation of the first negotiating session 
- EEC Austria: seeking a compromise for the partial transition agreement 

4 - EEC Lebanon and EEC UAR: towards the opening of trade negotiations 
_ Regional policy: ministerial debate postponed until September 

4-5 - IAEA: the question of the negotiating mandate for the checking of Euratom control still in deadlock 
5 - Italy raises the problem of the re-treating of nuclear fuels 

- Communit uota for imports of cotton fabrics from Israel 
- The EEC South Africa trade a reement could be signed in September 
- Mr. Dondelinger: new Permanent Representative for the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

6 _ 222 projects for the improvement of agricultural structures financed by the '~guidance" section of 
the EAGGF 

_ A~ICULTURAL INFORMATION: Statements by Mr. Mozer - Rice surplus in Japan - Intervention rules in 
the cereal:s sector 

7 - Bounty for the non-marketing of milk: the Commission relatively satisfied 
8 _ The Italian industry does not benefit from systematic advantages: reply to question no. 67/70 from 

Hr. Vredeling 
- The sums paid by the Italian State to the endowment fund of the ENI: reply to question no. 73/70 from 

Mr. Lohr 
9 - "Temporary importing" of cars: reply to question No. 64 70 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Harmonization of estate duties: reply to question No. 90 70 from Mr. Couste 
10 - Rules of application of article 60 of the ECSC Treaty: towards their revision 

- Metal construction 
- Fight against accidents at work: Symposium 
- American steel scrap exports 

11 -Enquiry into the wage patterns in industry: France, (~rmany and Italy 
lZ-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1445 

EUROPE/Documents Nos 584/585/586/587 of 2 July 1970 
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;I Books which are sent to us and whose publication~ 

is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

18Mie ann6e- No 614 (n.s 
Vendredi 17 juillet 1970 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

- roROPE~ PA~I~T:J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
Parlement Europeen, ce o 

"This publication must ·be considered not only as a collection of texts, 
that political will which is essential to ensure the existence of a Europe uniteq in democracy", wrote 
Mario Scelba, President of the E.P., in the Preface to this volume which is introduced by Mr. Georges ~p-en~~~~ 
Chairman and Rapporteur of the Finance and Bud&ets Committee of the E.P. In it are found documents 
to the Community's own resources in the ECSC, the EEC and Euratom, the first provision~ relating to 
ancing of the agricultural policy, the political link between the Community's own resources and the u~~~,~a1s~-' 
in the budgetary powers of the E.P., the various attempts to create the Community's own resources, the Comm
ission's proposals aimed at applying arti~le 201 of the EEC Treaty and various standpoints. 

- AUOUSTO BETTE and MARIO MAZZA: Relazione sulla Situazione dell 1Ener ia nucleare nei Paesi Candidato all' 
Adesione all'Euratom: Re o Unito Danimarca Norve ia Ir anda. CNEN Comitato Nazionale per l'Energia 
Nucleare , Divisione Affari Internazionali e·:.studi Economici, Servizion Euratom e Servizio Studi Economici1 
Doe. D AISE (70)2, Roma, April l9fiO, 63 pp.- This report examines the problems posed by the possible member
ship of'the four candidate countries in E~ratom. 

- SI~ EKELAND: L'Economie Norvegienne et l 1EuroEe, (The Norwegian Economy and Europe), Press Service -
Royal Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Oslo,.Norway, !)8 pages.- This. book attempts to explain how the Norwegians 
turned their kingdom into a modern country, and w&at'Norway can contribute in 1970 to the construction of 
Europe. 

- EuroEean Community (in Greek),Edition published by the Information Service of the European Communities 
in Brussels. In the summary of no.] (May-June 1970): The Schumann Declaration; For a European industrial 
policy; The European Unions (CISL): Europe - United States; Greece - Common Market: communique by the Comm
ission; Europe of Universities (post-university scholarships); The Europeans vote in favour of Europe; the 
Community's activity. 

- 30 .fours d'EuroEe, No 144-145, July-August 1970, Information Service of the European Communities 661, 
rue des Belles-Feuilles, Paris 16).- This number contains a study on "those forgotten by the expansion in 
the European Community": the situation of the poor in Breda and The Hague, in Bonn, Frl!llkfurt, Brussels, 
Luxemburg and Turin. We also mention articles on Europe in an age of contestation by J.-L. Giraudy, the 
grandeur and bondage of Eurovision by Fran~oise Civeyrel and tomorrow's city by John K~ Galbraith. 

- L 1EuroEa, Edition of 27 June 1970, Rome (via Emilia 47).- This number retraces the long trudge towards 
Europe of Mr. Altiero Spinelli, the new Italian member of the European Commission. It also contains art
icles on the British Conservat~ves by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo, and on Robert Schuman's European policy, by 
Mr. Robert Rochefort. 

- LEON N. LINDBERG- STUART A. SCHEINGOLD: EuroEe's Would-Be Polit;r, Patterns of Change in the European 
Community, Prentice-Hall Inc (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, U.S.A.) or Prentice-Hall International (Pegasus 
House, Golden Lane, London E.C.l), 1970, 314 pages, Price: 45/- paper.- We shall return to this book. 

1 
2-2b 

SUMMARY 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY: Assembly of European Municipalities: message from President Malfatti - ~ 

Political Committee: political unification and direct elections -Britain and the Community: 
state of public opinion - Mr. Scheel in London - Denmark: divergent opinions on Europe -
Finland: Mr. Kekkonen on an official visit to the USSR 

DAILY BULLETIN No 614 (new series): 
3-4 - The short-term economic policy guidelines to be followed to strangle the inflation will 

be defined by the next Council 
4 -The Community's external relations will be at the centre of the debates of the Council 

of Foreign Affairs Ministers 
- E.I.B. : the new president \'ill be appointed on Monday 

5 - EEC/Lebanon: talks with the Commission 
- EEC/Australia: very firm attitude adopted by Austria vis-a-vis re·spect of the GATT rules 

by the enlarged Community 
- Difference between the United States and its textile suppliers 

5-6 - EEC/Austria: A temporary agreement could, according to Mr. Kirschslaeger, be signed 
6 - Temporary 40% reduction of the cutsoms duties applicable to Algerian wines: proposed 

- The technology Council will probably take place on 24 July 
- Safeguard measures still in force in the EEC 

7 - Agreement for inspection of Euratom security control: solution possible 
- Use of computers for industrial management: international seminar 
- European Space Confe-rence: to be held in Brussels from 22 to 24 July 

8 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: EUROCOOP calls for an overall reform of the common agricultural 
policy - The British agricultural organisations will be consulted during the negotiations -
Intervention centres and derived prices in the oilseeds sector - The European Union of egg 
_and poultry wholesalers plans a boycott of the community consultative bodies 

- ECONCMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
9 - Harmonisation of the technical characteristics of cars: reply to question No 41/70 from 

Mr. Miiller 
... "European Company": reply to question No 72/70 from Mr. Hougardy 

10 - Trading policy problems in the steel sector 
- Agreement concerning voluntary limitation of Community and Japanese steel exports 

11 - Publications of the European Communities 
12 - The Week in Europe 
13 - ECONGtiC INTERPENETRATION No 1446 
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EDITORIAL 

which would have fatal consequences, be avoided? 

18eme ann~e - No 615(n. 
Lundi 20 jui~let 197. 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

At the very moment when Europe is beginning on a new and difflwlt phase of its existence; which ,.. ..... ,,_ 
viously includes quantitative and qualitative change - enlargement, strengthening, renewal of its instf 
ions for the wider participation of political and social forces, the search for more advanced forms of 
itical cooperation - ahd ·which requires an effort of efficiency and imagination, it is forced to fac~~~~~J 
nal events, of which she was, basically the origin: the Ostpolitik, the concern or even hostility of a 
part of the outside world, the need to discover its own individuality in the field of defence. ~ 

One of the most striking manifestations of these "external" factors is what is now usually called ·•·. · 
American protectionism. We shall not go over once again the psycholog~cal , electoral and other reasons 
which allow pressure groups and the interests behind them to frustrate the efforts of those in the United 
States who are in favour of a liberal policy and th~ expansion of international trade. The result is that 
the commitment to abolish the ASP has not been kept (we remember that during a visit to the United States, 
four ,y,ears ago, a representative of the chemical industry told us: "There will be no Kennedy Round, and if; 
in spite of everything, there were one, the ASP will never be abolished) and that a discriminatory system 
of quotas is being introduced in the United States, which would practically destroy free trade and which 
would sound the knell for that vast operation in favour of the third world which is the institution of gen
eralised non-recipr.ocal preferences. 

While recognising that, _in spite of the visible concefn of men such as the Preside~t of the United 
States, Mr. Rogers and other.political and economic leaders~ the absence of a policy is the nindamental 
reason for this impossibility to resist the pressures of coalised interests, we must also recognise that 
this ve absence of a real olic and of a real strate is characteristic; of the Community. The reasons 
for t · s are evident: we are in the elicate phase of the transition from an algam of national commercial 
policies to the first stage of the common commercial policy, and after havin committed ourselves to a 
series of preferential agreements which must now be digested. In these conditions, the Community entrenched 
itself in a day-to-day defensive strategy, which in no way constitutes a valid way out. Unfortunately, there 
is the feeling that when Senator javits says that "Europeans, in spite of their enrichment, are psycholog
ically and politically incapable of finding their place in the world, for Nhe leaders of these co~tries 
think small and feel themselves small'!, he is perfectly right.Ohe -does·-not·:become-·th(l·largeet--conunercia.l. 
towoo:·,in the world without having heavy responsibilities. As for these responsibilities, it is up to thj.:tl 
Community as such to take them. It is up to the Community totthink big. The dialogue must be started in a 
totally new way: Europe must think of a positive strategy~ .. iliake proposals, take initiatives and thus help 
the liberal forces which exist in the United States and which can ho longer make themselves heard in their 
own country, to stop a very fatal development. We believe we see a ray of hope in the attitude adopted by 
those responsible in the European Commission in recent meetings. This is a path which is to be followed 
with courage and decisiveness for the good of Europe, but also for the good of America and above all for 
the good of the world, which expects something else from the creation ot a large economic Europe than a 
trade war, whose first victim it would be. · 

SUMMARY '";l 0 ~l ~ l C(f (} ~() . (f.! l S"' 
1 - EDITORIAL: "How can a trade war, which would have fatal consequences, be avoided?" 

2-3 - POLiTICAL DAY: The Davignon Committee meets in Brussels,- Signir\g ot" the J!"'J.iihi:sp..:So\lie:t_'lftag .. 
·the action a ainst Greece is declared admissible. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 15 new series): 

4 - The King of the Belgians receives Mr. Malfatti 
4-5-6 -Council of Ministers: examination of the Community's short-term economic situation 
6 - E.I.B.: Disagreement over the Presidency persists 
6-7 - EEC1 Japan: directives to the Commission concerning the negotiation of a trade agreement 
.7 - Council of Ministers: the agreement with the IAEA is postponed 

- Council of Ministers: preparation of the negotiations with ~b8 United Kingdom 
8 - Belgian Blast-Furnaces and Steelworks Group: Annual report 
8-9 - Import programmes for hydrocarbons: differences of views 
9 - Re-processing of nuclear fuel: question no. 175 by Mr. Romeo 

- The Technological Council will mainly be devoted to procedural problems 
10 - Harmonization of legislations: textiles, oil pipelines and electrical equipment 

- ECON<J1IC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
11 - Weekly Echoes 
12-13 - ECON<J1IC INTERPENETRATION No 1447 

EUROPEJnocuments No 581: Resolution of the European Parliament on the third General Report of the 
Commission of the European Communities. 

Because of the National Holiday, EUROPE will not 
be publishing its Bulletin tomorrow, 21 July 1970. 
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E D I T 0 R I A L ~ : · ·-· 

The lessons to be learned from the opening of the negotiations~(l) An inefficient method 

Confined .on the ground· floor of the "Charlemagne" building waiting for the infonnation which fi.:' ~Mid. 
through via the various: spokesmen - from the 15th floor - we were all wondering whether this first ~one 
negotiating session With Britain would allow us to look to the future with optimlsm. To reply to this 
we must take a number of predominantly psychological factors, which were there almost under our tt()ses, 
into account, but at the same time we must not allow ourselves to be influenced by certain impressions 
which are aroused by an objective situation, in other words the starting up of negotiations on·which 
Community 1 s future depends. 

Before giving our overall judgement of this first day - which is, for us, largely positive - we 
shall set forth a number of preliminary observations. 

In the first place, there is no doubt that the atmosphere in which the Conference was held, and which 
also prevailed during the meeting among the Six, was rather tense. It could not have been otherwise: if 
we go back aver what has happened since 1961, there is cause for hope, certainly, but also for a good deal 
of anxiety. A third failure would ba a mortal blow to the Community: everyone was very aware of this fact. 
We should add that certain rumours and commentaries from very qualified sources only added to this anxiety 
and dampened hopes even more. 

In this atmosphere, the British gave the impression that they were on the attack. They raised a whole 
series of problems which will have to be solved. Too many problems, everyone said: here we are back haggling 
over •fkangaroo meat11-type details. Now, if Mr. Barber went into too much detail, it was because he was asked 
to do so. Was it worthwhile doing so? That is up to everyone to decide for himself. The most important thing 
is to notice that Mr. Barber stressed that a lot of these problems could be solved after joining. 

Above all, the British caused a shock by putting forward their proposal concerning "working groups". 
They were asked to make the first draw, they did so, and so we should. not start complaining. Besides, 
everyone knew that this proposal was going to be made. Perliaps it would have been better to "filter" it 
first of all through the deputies. The British had, in fact, asked for a meeting of deputies to be held 
before the ministerial conference. ·Was it .possible to dampen down the "~hock"? This, we do not know. But 
the important point is the interpretation we give of the British initiative: was it intended to "break up11 

the negotiations and to have them carried surreptitiously at a non-political level to demonstrate the 
absurdity of the agricultural policy to public opinion and thus initiating a revision process within the 
framework of the negotiations? Or was it, as far as the British were concerned, a question of forcing the 
Community's hand and getting the concrete work off the ground immediately, and the negotiations speeded up? 
The first goal was certainly not attained. The second was. 

Before drawing the conclusions, which we shall do tomorrow, we should like to point out that the 
decision taken by the Conference to give suitable tasks to the European Commission, in collaboration with 
the British, is undoubtedly very satisfactory. It is only a beginning. Our personal feeling is that the 
British themselves, in overcoming a number of unjustified suspicions, are evolving, and that the Commission's 
role is going· .to become clearer and greater at the same time. The door is open. 

1 
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Do the British intend to have the common Fgricultural policy modified during the negotiations, ~-
they recognise that this poltcy cannot be changed and that at most its application to Great Britain (~~~ 
than the transition measuresry can be made ~ore flexible? This question requires .another question: Is 
a te~dency within the Community which would favour a possible British attempt to change the common a.~~~~~~~ 
tural policy? · 

It does not seem possible to give a clear answer to these questions. On the other hand, it is o 
po say that, in the present state of affairs, any direct or indirect attempt to modify the main elem~·~~~u 
~he common agricultural policy would be doomed to failure. If the negotiations were to be linked to s·~~~' 
attempt, their issue would be fatal. It is true that the present results of the common agricultural 
are rather bad and that changes are desirable. But it is also true that it is impossible to judge i~ d 
what the results of this very policy in an enlarged Community would be. It would therefore be logical not 
to profit from the negotiations to make changes, but to speed up the negotiations to then be able to re=
think an agricultural policy in accordance with the interests of tho enlarged Community. Some changes will 
then be necessary, if the Community wants to put itself on the road to balanced expansion and to be a stab-
ilising factor in the world. · 

Admitting this, however, to what extent will it be possible to reconcile the Community view (explicitly 
recalled in the text adopted on Tuesday evening by the Conference), according to which transition measures 
can only be foreseen to solve difficulties of adaptation , and the British view, confirmed in spite of the 
adoption of the text in question, according to which there is reason to resort, in certain cases, to other 
methods? 

These various questions are naturally at the centre of the negotiations, at least as far as the agri
cultural problem is concerned. This emerged very clearly in the first negotiation session. This also explains 
the length and c6nfusion of the debate, which lasted for long hours within the Council1 confusion which ~an 
only be attributed in part to a fault in the preparations, or the difficulties posed by the wording of ~ 
text. 

Therefore the Six, and the Commission in the first place, will have to clarify to what extP.nt it is 
possible to reconcile three.ieguirements whose legitimacy cannot be questioned: (a) maintaining the prin
ciples of the agricultural policy and continuing with their application in daily management; b) obtaining 
measures which, without affecting the principles, would ensure a better control of the markets (para.6 of 
'the Hague);(c) negotiating transition or other measures with the British (in exceptional cases), enabling 
the common agricultural policy to be accepted. 

In this context, it is immediately apparent that the essential task is the European Commission's. The 
spectacle· offered by the Council on Tuesday only strengthened the Commission's position, and the latter must 
seize this historic opportuni~y: (a) by drawing up an extremely clear standpoint on all these problems; (b) 
by presenting the Six with formal proposals, taking the general interest into account; (c) by exploiting 
paras. 6 and 8 of the Community agreement on the negotiation procedure {cf. our Editorials of 17 and 18 June), 
a procedure which would enable it to propose 11 the elements of an agreement'' itself, in other words, in real
ity, to negotiate. 
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1 - EDITORIAL: 11The lessons to be learnt from the opening of the negotiations - (2) The Commission's 
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- Mr. Deniau to visit the President of the AASM Coordination Council 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publi 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

- Les Problemes de l'Europe, no 48, Paris (38 bis Av. George V), Rome (Viale Platone 47). The 11documen~AI!~il' 
section of this edition is devoted to cultural Europe. Moreover, we should like·to draw attention to a 
on the political unification of Europe by Mr. Andrea Chiti-Bateli, on the national State and the multin.q~~~ 
corporations by Mr. H. Herbert Berschin and industrial re-organisation in France by Mr. H. Askenay. T 
11bibliography11 section is devoted to books concerning the agricultural policy of the six ~ countriea. . ..., 

- European Technological Collaboration, Federal Trust for Education and Research, London (12a Maddox St ~~)~ 
125 pages.- The work of the symposium held in London on 16 and 17 Septe.nber 1969 by the Federal Trust is 
dealt with. 

-. CNF}{ (Co;nitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare): Notiziacio, June 1970, Ro.ne (Viale Regina Margherita 125) .
Nuclear energy in the seventies is dealt with in two articles, one by Mr. Glenn T. Seaborg, the President 
of the A;nerican Ato.nic Energy Conmission, and the other by Mr. Andronik M. Petrosyants, the President of 
the Soviet Atomic Energy State Co.nmittee. 

- European Co;nmunity;, July 1970, European Communities Press and Information (200 rue de la Loi, 1040 Brussels). 
This edition is ;nainly devoted to the negotiations for the enlarge.nent of the Common Market, particularly 
the problems under discussion and the relations between Britain and Europe since 1945. 

- Comunita europee, June 1970, Rome (Via Poli 29).- I~ the summary : The new European Commissjon, the 
activity of the European Parliament, the future of European ports (Bruges symposium), the Mansholt Plan, 
Trade Unions in Luxembourg. 

- Nieuw Europa, Tijdschrift voor Europese Eenheid, No• 7-8, July-August 1970, The Hague (Alexanderstraat 2).
In the summary : Europe of the Ten; a co.nmentary on Ue book by Prof. Mathij sen on "The teleological 
interpretation of the European treaties"; the Indepentent Republicans 1 (France) concept of a European 
confederation. 

- L 1Europeen, No 107/108- 1970, Brussels (77 rue Bar•n de Castro).- This edition contains several articles 
on the chemical industry and a review of Portugal. 

- CNPF : Patronat, No 307 - July/August 1970, Centre ~ational du Patronat Fran~ais, Paris (31 avenue Pierre-leJ 
de Serbie).- Mr. Jean de Precigout, the President of 1he CNPF, specifies the CNPF's attitude towards the 
enlargement of the Common Market (for a survey, cf. Btlletin of 23 July, page 12). 

- CISL : Conguiste del Lavoro, Setti.nanale della CISL, No 2&-27 of 5 July 1970, Rome (Via Po 2.1) .- This 
edition gives an account of the CISL's efforts to uni1e the Trade Union move.nent in Italy. 

~ FAO : A Strategy of Abundance, A target world plan ior agricultural development, United Nations Food 
and Agriculture Organisation, Ro.ne (Via delle Ter,ne dj Caracalla), Book 11, 63 pages, Price : 1.50 dollars.
The target world plan for the development of agricult~re is an atte.npt to analyse the main problems world 
agriculture will have to face during the '70s and 1 80~ and to suggest what direction the national and 
international operations aimed at solving the;n should take. 
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- CGT-CGIL per:nanent co.n.nittee and the charges which have taken place in the Collllirl.ssion 
-European Space Conference: conclusion ofthe work 
- The Court of Justice asked to specify whether agriculturci.l levies may be collected on 

damaged products 
- EEC/Cyprus: visit by the Foreign Affairs~inister to the Commission 
-Lebanese Minister of the Economy visits Mr. Malfatti - Mr Deniau receives a mission from Tchad 
- AGRICUL'I'URAL INFORMATION - Bonuses for flax and hemp - Storage contracts for table wine -

Mr. Fran~ois Clerc: director of the FNSEA- Category Ill table grapes - Wheat as ~uel for 
cars - Food aid to Rumania: reply to queS;;ion No 117 from Mr. Vredeling 

- The Commission specifies ••• Replies to qtestions Nos 71 and 104 from Mr. Vredeling; No 
86 from Mr. Brouwer; No 80 from Mr. Gerlcch and No 95 from Mr. Dulin 

- Mr. Dondelinger Luxe:nbourg 1 s Permanent Re>resentative 
- Imports of certain steel products 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

The proposals for political consultations - (1) a "political free trade area" Jfj 
On 20 July, as we announced, the Six Ministers of Foreign Affairs adopted the Davignon Report on 

the progress which could be made in the sphere of political unification. Having done so, they sent it ~ 
torthe Governments so that it could be finally adopted and the decisions it contains, mainly concerning ~ 
tohsultations on foreign policy, cou]d be implemented. 8 

The question was to implement paragraph 15 of The Hague co.mnunique thus, in theory, . to ;nake a first ( 
step towards achieving the political unification of Europe which we have waited for so long, ~£Wihd tbe 
nucleus formed b.Y~:lli~ . .l!!!!JI®t-Co.mnunity. Why, then, did this event arouse no enthusiasm and, indeed, .pas$ 
aimost unnoticed? 
' The reason is obvious. Public opinion realized that, as one of the signatories of the agreement 
(Mr. Luns) said, the mountain had been turned into a molehill. And it was co;npletely emotionless. The 
gap between the hopes raised by the Hague declaration and what e:nerged fro.n the diplomatic confabulations 
is too great to give rise to anything but scepticis;n and indbfference. 

Certainly, the big argu.nent which can be used in reply to those who are anxious and disappointed is 
that, at the present time, it is i.npossible to go further. Is this impossibility the result of an objective 
situation ? Or does it result from the attitude of one or other of the countries ? It is the second 
thesis which seems to us the most feasible. We cannot contradict Mr. Pompidou when he states, as he did 
durirtg his latest press conference, that "the past is there, ••• geography is there ••• " and that the European 
countries have different interests, custo.ns and views. Consequently, concludes Mr. Pompidou, "there is no 
chance of us having the sa:ne policy at the prese.rlt ti,ne". But when Mr. Po.npidou draws the conclusion that 
we :tn1st wait until "we have a European confederation, or something resse:nbling this", he is right and wrong 
at the sa.ne time, because he recognizes the need to have institutions, and yet he denies us the right to 
talk about institutions, even as prospects (the word 11institution11 or "institutional" was completely 
eliminated from the document approved by the Ministers, at the explicit request of the French delegation). 

Moreover, what Mr. Pompidou said only confir:ns the need to make real progress in the policy sphere. 
Due to the very fact ofloeiong1fig to the same community, these differences of interest and opinion gradually 
become blurred and it should be examined, within the fra;nework of per.nanent, continous consultations, how 
fa·r these differences are only apparent, arid depend more on tradition than on actual reality. As soon as 
we found out that so:ne positions are not as divergent as we thought, and that they could, consequently, 
obtain the support of the whole Community, their chances of having a real impact on events would obviously 
become much greater. There would be a European voice, and it would be audible. 

Now, in the document the Governments are preparing to implement, we are far from the systematic 
search for co.nmon positions. An eminent diplomat, who helped in the drawing up of this text, gave us this 
disillusioned definition: "Instead of moving toward$ a political co.n.nunity, we have laid the foundations of 
a political free trade area". The analysis we intend to make will, unfortunately, confirm that this 
definition fits the facts.~~" (to be continued) 
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The first art of the text adopted by the Foreign Affairs Ministers on 20 July comprizes: (a) a 
reminder of the ecisions taken at The Hague; (b) a list of the principles on which united Europe should 
be based; (c) t e "three findings" on which the proposals contained in the second part are based. 
, There is nothing patticularly noteworthy in the first three paragraphs, whicm only repeat some 
&ignificant passages from the Hague communique fro~ the political angle. 
. Paragraph 4 repeats the need to increase Europe 1 s aid to the. developing countries. Paragraph 5 
contains a defihition of the objective and nature which united Europe should have. Here it is: "United 
Europe should be founded on a joint heritage of respect for the liberty and rights of man and should join 
to ether democratic States which have a freel elected Pariarent. This united Europe is still the fundamental 
go which must be achieved as soon as possi e, by means of t e political will of the peoples and the decision 
of their governments". It was a difficult job to edit this part of the text, especially because of the 
determination of one delegation which refused to accept any mention of "parliamentary democracy", and there 
will probably be a good deal of controversy over it. Some day, the question may be to settle whether such 
and such a parlia:nent is "freely elected". As for the expression "as soon as possible", the time-span it 
encompasses runs from.zero to infinity. As for the political will of the peoples, do we intend to give them 
a way of showing it? Why not European elections? 

Let tis move on to the three "findings". The first is "that it would be appropriate, in the spirit 
of the preambles to the Treaties of Paris and Rome, to give form to the will for political union". The 
second is that is that "the implementation of the com:non policies already introduced or in the process of 
being set up postulates that developnents should correspond to them in the political sphere proper with the 
purpose of bringing the ti:ne when Europe will be able to speak with one voice closer. This is why it is 
important that the building of Europe should take place in successive stages and the most suitable methods 
and instruments for achieving joint political action should be gradually developed". We underlined this 
phrase because this is the only thing in this ten-page document on the political :future of Europe which 
refers, .even very indirectly, to the need for institutionalizing the unification process at a certain point, 
if we wish it to be effective. In a previous version "the adaptation :'of existing structures or even the 
development of an appropriate institutional frameworlt, in accordanc with the principles which have guided 
European unification up till now" was recommended. This was a clear and important policy choice, but it 
has completely disappeared. The word institution is banned. Wherever "institutional frameworlt" was:_,re·ferreti 
to, "the most appropriate instruments" are used as a wishy-washy sort of substitute. 

The last finding is that "Europe must prepare to exercise the responsibilities which fts growing cohesion~ 
and increasing ro"'le make it both a duty and a necessity for it to assillne in tlie world". A very praiseworthy 
finding, but the backbone has been taken out of it. In fact, the Ministers discussed at length whether it 
would be suitable to metnion, a.nong these "responsibilities", the requirements of security (the word defence 
haf.ing already been banned at a previous stage). And they decided, or agreed, not to mention security. 
We shall not achieve the political union of Europe by closing our eyes •••• 

(to be continued) 
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No preliminary or obligatory consultations 

Let us continue the analysis we started yesterday on the texts acopted by the Foreign Ministers ~ 
July 20th. After the "three findings" of which we spoke and despite the grave o.nissions which mar it, 
one .night expect the Ministers to draw adeq~ate conclusions from it. Since it is necessary to ive a f 
to the will for political unity, to act so that Europe can speak with a single voice and prepare to 
exercise increased responsibilities in the world, it seens normal to consider it indis ensable and ur e 
to achieve i.nportant progress towards political unification. But nol 

All that the governments have been able to draw fro.n these three findings is that it suits them 
"to give themselves the means of harmonising their points of view in international politics". Something 
very inoffensive, obviously (someone, moreover, had the strange idea of stating that this "harmonisation" 
was not directed against anybody: as if it frightened anybody). 

We co.ae to the second part which contain:; the real decisions to be taken, that is to say the decision 
to cooperate on foreign policy. It is possible that, in the present state of things, it is not possible to 
gor further than cooperation and consultation, But there are different ways of cooperating and consulting 
each other. The Six have chosen that which will surely produce the least effects and of which it is certain 
that it will have no influence on the eventual progress towards a political union. Actually, the aim!J·of' • 
this cooperation are a better mutual understanding, a harmonisation of points of view and a bringing together 
of attitudes which could, it is true, result in "comnon actions" but only ••• "when it appears possible and 
desirable". 

To reach objectives as vague and woolly as these (objectives w~ch entirely justify the definition 
of a "political free trade area" that has been given to this 11thing11 ) there is certainly no need of a 
far-reaching organisation. It thus seens that the least effort is justified. Ministerial meetings every 
six ~onths, prepared by a Comnittee composed of the Political Directors meeting at least four times a year. 
The aimf"of these neetings is defined concisely by the document: "The Governments will consult each other 
on all important foreign policy questions. The me:nber States may suggest any questions they choose for 
political consultation," There will thus be consultations, but confined to foreign policy. There is a 
possibility of suggesting any subject for consultation, but it is not $aid at all that there will actually 
be consultation on this subject. Consultation is therefore not obligatory, Nor is it preliminary. It is 
not a question of something being forgotten, but of a deliberate omission for certain dlegates had insisted 
on adopting the formula of the Franco-Ger~an Treaty: 11The Governments will consult each other before every 
decision on all important foreign policy questions." This has not been accepted, which shows that these 
consultations "a Six" will have a much less important content, aim and rGUlge than the consultations "a deux". 
And this between the members of a sane Community. 

SUMMARY '? q -:)4l ~ £C{'':f 0 t0 c. -~ ~ \ 

1 - EDITORIAL:"The proposals for political consultations - (3) No preliminary or 
obligatory consultations" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Statement by Mr. Rippon - Statement by Mr. Chaban-Del;nas - Germany wants: 
political unification - The Ger.nan-Soviet negotiations - Mr. Schiller appoints Mr. 
Philip Rosenthal to replace Mr. Arndt - Italy and Libya 

DAILY BULLETIN No 621 (new series): 
3-4 - The work of the Werner Group 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT : 14.0. 27 
4 - Chancellor Brandt receives the German members of the Co.n;nission 

- ~aounde Convention: ratification planned for September by the Netherlands 
- Agreement between the "Six" on export credits to the DDR: France is no longer <~ble 

to respect it 
- Sp<~:in has ratified the. agreement with the Co.niiiUility . 

5 - Security cmtrol within the fra.nework of Euratom: anXiety as to its future on the part of 
rne!nht,rs of the Eur pean Parliament 

- Particle <t,ecelcrators: catalogue 
6 - AGRICULTURAL INFORHATION - lnternation<•l coffee agreement - Subs:i.dies to sheep rearing 

in France -Olive oil fr<.'.n Tunisia - Pr0chtl tion of meat and milk 
7 - Latin A:nerica . and Europe: funda.nental debate in progress 
8 - Publishing of transport prices and conditions for ECSC products in the Netherlands 

- Comnunity steel industry: reduction in orders-in-hand 
- Sale_ of coal by align.nent 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 39.83 Djr 

9 - Economic prospects according to the OECD's half-yearly report 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

10 - Publications of the European Conmunities 
11 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATICN No 1453 
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EDITORIAL 

The proposals for political consultations - (4) The "dissociation" argument has prevailed 

So far we have found that, in the docu.nent on the political unification of Europe, the six Mini~P.P'lll"" 
of Foreign Affairs, in spite of the fact that they have recognized that this unification is necessa , 
set thenselves very modest objectives, which could only lead to the establishnent pf machinery for con .. ..,'"..IO'I"'"""·..,..• 
m foreign policy, from which we could hardly expect any great results. 

Before drawing our general conclusions, we should aake a brief analysis of the-last paragraphs of 
2nd part and then the third and fourth parts of the docu aent. 

The last paragraphs of the 2nd part concern, apart fro.1 the general provisions, the European Commis 
and the European Parlianent. The European Commission will be asked to give its opinion every time the . 
Ministers 1 work will involve effects on the European Co n:minities' activities. It seems to us that, in t e'" 
present and foreseeable state of European economic construction, there 1·1ill be very few cases in which t e 
Ministers' deliberations will not have effects on this construction. And noreover: what will be done with 
these opinions? 

In addition, the Ministers recognize that it is necessary to .nake provision for public opinion and 
its representatives to participate in the building of the political union. But the only form which this 
participation is to take is the half-yea·:dy 11 symposia" between the Hinisters on the one hand and the .nembers 
of the E.P. Political Committee on the other hand.. These are to be "informal" sy.nposia, in other words behind 
closed doors, well protected from the curiosity of public opinion which, it is said, should be allowed to 
participate in this work l All this is quite heart-breaking. The suggestion that an annual report should 
be subnitted to the executive office of the European Parlianent was rejected. 

The third part of the doe~ nent is somewhat sLnilar to what should have been the "revision clause" (which 
France refused to accept) in the Fouchet Plan. The Ministers 11propose to continue their studies into the 
best way of making progress in the sphere of political unification and to present a second report" (at the 
latest two years after the consultations are set up, thus around October 1972 ••• ). Let us hope that this 
report will pave the way for a change in policy ••• 

The fourth and final part concerns the thorny problem of allowing the applicant States to participate 
in the consultations and the revision work. Here, the correlation which must exist between ne.nbership of 
the Connunities and participation in the activities of the political union is confirmed, and it is recognized 
that since the applicant countries will one day have to participate in the nachinery which is going to be 
set up, they .nust be consulted and informed. The procedures which have been thought up are well enough known. 
They are a compromise between the wish of so;ne delegations to connect up the Six-sided consultations with 
infor;nation and discussion sessions 11a Dix11 (by holding the two meetings in the sane place, one day after 
the other) and the nanifest desire of others to dissociate then as .nuch as possible, both in time and in 
structure. The result is that the Ministers will agree, at each of their half-yearly neetings, on a suitable 
date for a Ten-sided ministerial -meeting, and "this date should be as soon as possible after the Six-sided 
meeting, taking into account the opportunities which the ten Ministers or some of them have already had of 
meeting each other." As we can see, it see:ns to be the dissociation argu;nent which got the edge ••• 

Tomorrow we shall co.ne back to this problem in general, in order to draw the appropriate lessons. 
(to be continued) 

l 
2 

The proposals for political con~ultations (4)- The dis~ociati~n.argume~t.has prevail~d 
POLITICAL DAY: Mr.Rippon's appo~ntment: ccmments - Ital~an pol~t~cal cr1s~s -Moscow 
negotiations - Belgo-Polish talks - Israeli decision on Rogers 1 plan-

DAILY BULLETIN NO 622 (New Series): 

3-4-5 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
10 
11 

EEC/UK: Commission starts analysis of data supplied by the UK on the final consequences 
of the adoption of the common agricultural policy 
The four reat international trade owers ar meeting in Geneva 
EEC CECLA: Buenos Aires statement 
Wines from Morocco and Tunisia:proposals by Commission 
Horns and doors in motor cars : adoption of two directives 
International wheat agreement:preparation of renewal 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Agricultural output in France - International agreeement on coffee 
and the United States 
Fre~circulation of Turkish workers in the Community: reply to question no 99/70(Mr.Vredeling) 
·Italian Social Movement and the Youth Symposium : question no 182 ::.by Mr.Romeo 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
~oal industry in the Community: improvem~nt of rationalisation 
European Communities 1Publications 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1454 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

proposals on political consultations - (5) Europe needs so~ething else 

• . After the analysis that we have c.arried out (see our four editc•rials), it is :(;ime to draw some 
'· ~clusions to indicate the reasons for which the docu.nent approved by the Six Foreign Affairs Ministers 
,;foes not constitute any progress towards the political unification of F.Urope, as. was promised us at lfhe 
· Hague. It is .rather· a diplo.natic protocol establishing consultations on foreign policy between a grou 

countries which have certain interests in common: \-f::'J-
7 

l) The refusal to fix lcng.-tenn objectives of a politically united Europe seems to us to be at the roo~_ ... - \). 
o:f this great misunderstanding. If we do not kno\v where we are going, it is impossible to say that we · , •. 
go there together. The argument that the geographical area of the Com.nunity is no't yet defined, and i ils/ 
therefore:'impossible to fix the political objectives, strikes us as weak. On the contrary, the definiti 
of these aims would help to define the geographical area, for we would know immediately who is willing and 
who unwilling to accept these aims. When these are woolly and when the consultation machinery visualized 
has such a limited scope everybody can join in without compromising themselves (this is wbat is called a 
"political free trade area"). 
2) Likewise, the refusal to include any reference to institutions {even in the future) removes all credibiHty 
from the document. Without objectives and without institutions to assure convergent action for the furtherance 
of these aims, the machinery envisaged has no impact on reality and is not a "motor" of European unification. 
The consultations will always take place too soon or too late. They will be transfonned into diplomatic 
academies: interesting but totally unrealistic. It is the pragmatic illusion. 
3) All political scope is also excluded. This is proved by the fact that not only the control, but also 
the infonnation of public opinion on the subject is ruled out (conversations behind closed doors axe not 
a model of de.ilocratic infonnation}. 
4) The absence of political content is confinned by the limits imposed on the field of action. Political 
unification cannot be linited to foreign policy: it must include all political and social activities, the 
more economic ones already having been partially p:opled. Mr. Chaban-Delmas has recently agreed with the 
idea that the realisation of the "New Society" can only be accomplished on the European level. The refonn 
of European society will not be made by :neans of foreign policy. 

Our criticism has perhaps been a little too severe. Should we consider that this is only a "preliminary 
phase" as an eminent diplonat has suggested and be more indulgent? Should we consider that the Community 
is presently engaged .in the iifficult process of its enlargement and that it must concentrate all its efforts 
on that? Whatever it may be, we .nust avoid giving public opinion the impression that something important 
has been done. The truth is that the document of July 2oth creates another European 11 forum11 • This is 
possibly not a bad thing, but Europe needs something else. As Mr. Hallstein put it, we are not at the 
year nought of the building of Europe, but at the year 20. 

Having said that, vve must recognise the e'fforts made by the men without whom Europe would probably 
be ip even more unfavourable conditions. In reading certain texts we can detect the watennarks of what 
the Davignons, the Duccis, the De Ranitzs have included to make them less empty of content and what they 
have had to leave out to make them more acceptable. We should be grateful to them. 

The author of these lines is also taking his holidays. The next editorial will appeaT on September 1 

sUMMARY '"3l -:Y4l~ L 97-o 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The proposals on political consultations - (5) Europe needs so:nething else" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: The report on political unification -Mr. Soeren So:n:nerfelt to conduct the 

negotiations for Norway - Mr. Peter Thonas replaces Mr. Barber - The leader of the Canadian 
Conservative party hopes for close contacts between the•enlarged EEC and Canada 

DAILY BULLEI'IN No 623 (new series}: 
3 -The four big trading powers in the world have talks in Geneva 

- Tacit renewal of bilateral agree.nents 
4 - Minimum level of training for drivers in road transport: proposals 

-AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
10 
11 

-British reactions to the publication of the data provided by the UK on the financial consequences 
of adopting the common agricultural policy - EAGGF: the 1971 budget will exceed 3.5 thousand 
million units of account 

- Marl<:eting of materials for the vegetative multiplication of vines 
- Statistical study on transport in the Community 
- Re~onal develop .. 1ent policy pursued by the German government 
- Loans at reduced interest rates granted to the French steel industry: the Dutch government 

to bring the case before the Court of Justice? 
- European scientific and technological cooperation 
-The aerospace industry in the FRG and the European Space Conference 
- Meausres taken in the FRG to aid agriculture, after the revaluation of the IM: reply 

to question No 432/69 from Mr. Vredeling ' 
- Tariff quotas: decisions 
- The economic situation of the BLEU according to the annual report of the OECD 
- ~blications of the European Co.nmunities {French version) 
- ECOOUUC INTERPENEI'RATION No 1455 and question No 188 from Mr. Glinne 
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SUMMARY 

BULLETIN 

POLITICAL DAY: 11Young people and Europe 11 : A Round Table is to be h~d in Berlin on 30 and 31 Oct.v-~.L..,..
British Trade Unions: adopt stances against joining - The Italian-Libt.an talks - The Soviet-Ge 
negotiations 

DAILY BULt'El'IN No 624 (new series): 
3-4-5- Problems of world trade: Meeting in Geneva of the four big trading powers 
S Possible world agreement on textiles: written question No 208/70 from Mr. Spenale 

T .V .A.: study on a "clearing" system for TVA revenue 
6 JOint research centre: Me~orandum on non-nuclear activities 

Scientific and technical cooperation: sharing-out of costs 
7 AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Wine and grape areas authorized to exceed the maximum alcohol 

content - Regulation on removal of fruit trees - Preparatory work for the world wheat agreement 
System of average through-rate values for calculating ttte eastoms value of citrus fruit 
EX::CNOOIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

8 Weekly Echoes 
9 EX::ONCMIC INTERPENErRATION No 1456 

--------------------Notice to our readers----------------------

Because of the summer holidays, the activity of the European 
Institutions has slowed down considerably and consequently our 
Bulletins are rather shorter during this period. Our Bulletins 
will not be published from 8 to 22 August. 
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'. 
:. ...... SUMMARY 

- POLITICAL DAY : Mr. Pompidou to visit Brussels in 1971 - Mr. Thorn in Tunisia -. !!.!:~ 
Har:nel to go to Norway - Mr. Stanley Henig criticizes the British approach to the entry 
negotiations - German-Soviet negotiations - Italian crisis: a solution in sight? 

DAILY BULLEl'JN No 625 (new series) 

3-4 

S-6 

6 

- Insurance-credit : more flexible conditions for East Germany 

"" Toll enrichment contract signed - Highway codes in the Community countii.es 
- Employment in the Community : Co.nmission reports on vocational guidance and the activities 

of the employment serV-ices 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Selling of fruit and vegetables withdrawn from the market to 
the processing industry - Some temporary provisions in the flax and hemp sector 

- ECONCMIC AND FJNANCIAL INFORMATION 

7 - The aid to Sicilian earthquake victims: reply to question No 103/70 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Intra-community ti-ade in soap_: reply to question No 70/70 from Mr. Vredeling 

8-9 - ECON<MIC INTERPFNEl'RATION No 1457: Question No 189/70 from Mr. Glinne on the 
Eurodollar market. 

------Notice to our readers-----------

Because of the summer holidays, the activity of European 
Institutions has slowed down considerably and consequently 
our Bulletins are rather shorter during this period. Our 
Bulletins will not be published from 8 to 22 August. 
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SUMMARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY : The Nordic countr;Les: meeting of the five Prime Ministers in t-rondh~· 
The Ge:nnan-8oviet ne&otl.atl.ons : progress ... The Italian crisis : Mr. Colombo is. to fonu• ...... n.........-
new government - RiPRon to visit the European· capita:Is · 

DAILY BULLEl'IN No 626 (new series) 

3 - American Trade Act: amendment in a less protectionbt direction 

- Ya:ounde Convention and Arusha agreement: Belgium lays down her l'$tification instruments 

- Eurosyndicat Stock Exchane;e Index: 142.3 

3-4 -Commonwealth Sup.r : document on the CSA (Commonwealth Sugar Agreement) 

S - !!Qg[: 1971 draft budget 

6 - .!!!! : First report on the Safeguards Committee 

- European Association for the Promotion of Technical Research in the Steel Industry: founded 
by tne Steel industry Club 

- Composite price : 39.30 dollars/ton 

7 ... ~: econanic report on Canada 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION : Community food aid in 1971 - Aids to private storage of 
certain table wines 

8 - Publications of the European Communities 

9 ...; PlXfiOUC INTER'l'mEl'RATICfi No 1458 
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SUMMARY 

jeudi 6 aoOt 1 

BULLETIN QUOT 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: .Jean-.Jacgues Schreiber: visit to the United States -The Italian gO\'emment 
fonned by Mr. Colombo -Nordic summit - USA/Spain agreement / 

DAlLI BULLETIN No 627 (new series) 

3-4 

4-5 
S-6-7 
1 

8 

9 

- EEC-Latin America : Buenos Aires statement and resolution 

- EEC-United Kingdom : the consequences of the common agricultural policy 

- Application of the C~ by Britain: list of sensitive products 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: No record harvests in 1970 - Exports of chees~1>o Spain - the 
Commission notes that a serious crisis exists on the cauliflowers market 

- American hostility towards the agreements with Tunisia and Morocco: written question 
No 206/.70 from Mr. Glinne to the Commission 

- ~ONOMIC INTERPF.NEI'RATION No 1459 
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----EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

CAROL ANN COSGROVE A readers 1 guide to Britain and the European Communities 
Chatem House - PEP, 1970, 106 PP• lS/-

1 ~me ann~e • No 62tu.•....-s-~ 
vendredi 7·aoQt 

We are convinced that this bibliographical guide will become a "best-seller" of European literat 
Not only for the British themselves, but also for Continentals who, if they•want to be bet~er understo 
by their great future partner, would do well to increase their knowledge of it. The Royal Institute of 
International Affairs and Political and Economic Planning are to be congrauulated for taking the initiative 
of publishing this bibliography and Carol Ann Cosgrove deserves great praise for her cfioice of material . 
and very judicious presentation. Obviously, choices of this type are not always easy, and as most of the 
works concerned are in English (and in French to a lesser extent), important omissions are sometimes 
inevitable, while long series of articles or speeches tend to encumber the pages somewhat. 

AFFARI EsrEPI, Rivista Trimestrale, Roma, luglio 1970, Director Pietro Quaron, Managing Director Hombert 
Bianchi. 

This edition of this important quarterly review of international politics includes, in partic1ilar1 
two groups or articles and studies: on European policy first of all {and we find the names of Mr. Robert 
Schaetzel and Mr. Attlio Cattani) and on the "technology race" in the East and West. In this second part, 
we should like to draw particular attention to the articles by Foy D. Kohler, Pietro Quaroni :and .R. Amann 
and R.W.Davies. 

- Le tensioni nel mondo : rassegna strategica 1969, Istituto Affari Internazionali (Rome), Editor: 
Societa editrice il Mulino (Bologna), 142 pages, Price : 1,500 lire.- This is an Italian translation of 
"Strategic Survey 196911 published by the London Institute for Strategic Studies. 

- CNEN : Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare : Competitivita dell 1Energia Nucleare, V Rapporto1 dicembre 
1969.- This study was made by Mr. Domenico Oliva of the CNEN Economic Studies department. 

- Forei olic in the service of the Canadians, Published with the authorization of the Honourable 
Mite e 1 S arp, the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Ottawa, Canada, Her Majesty's Printers (Ottawa) 
1970.- This study of Canada 1 s foreign policy which has just been published by the Canadian government 
includes a series of six thirty-page borchures, the first being a general introduction. The other btochures 
concern Latin American, the United Nations, the Pacific, Europe and international development. 

- FA:O : the development of agriculture : an examination of the FAO' s activities on the land1 Basic Study 
No 23. United Nations Organisation for Food and Agriculture, Rome 1970, 214 pages, Price : 2.50 dollars.
The first part is a general study which examines development aid in agriculture, technical aid1 the FAO/ 
PNUD, the FA0 1 s relations with other institutions and sources of investment in the PNUD 1 s projects. The 
second part analyses certain specific aspects of the FA0 1 s work. 

1 - FlJROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 -POLITICAL DAY : Appointment of the members of the EUropean Commission: oral question No 7/70 

from the Socialist group - The agreement renouncing the use of force has been initialled by 
the Soviet Union and Federal Gennany 

DAILY BULLEl'IN No 628 {new series): 
3-4 - Coriununity monetary problems : annual report of the Monetary Committee and written question 

No 197/70 from Mr. Glinne 
5 - Right of establishment: application of the directives in the six countries 
6-7 - The Commission's rOle in international organisations: difficulties during the tin accord 

negotiations 
7 - Additional costs borne by the EAGGF: reply to written question No 40/70 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION : Provisions concerning the enriching of table wine - American 
agricultural exports to the Common Market 

8 - Food aid: reply to written question No lS/70 from Mr. Couste 
9 - &:OOOMIC INTERPENEl'RATION No 1460 

Notice to readers -----------------Because of the summer holidays, the activity of the 
European Institutions has slowed down considerably and 
consequently our Bulletins are rather shorter during 
this period. Our Bulletins will not be published from 
8 to 22 August. 
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SUMMARY 

l~me ann@e -
mardi 

- POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Geoffrey Rippon will make a tour of the European capitals - President Nixo 
plans a second trip to Europe for 1971· - Brandt-Palme-Kreisky meeting - President Nixon satis 
fied with the checking of inflation in the u.s.- Mr. Aldo Moro to go.to Tunisia- Mr. Gustav 
Heinemann in Berlin 

DAILY BULLETIN No 629 (new series): 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

- Reduced Community activities 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 143.08 on il.8- 143.78 on 18.8 
- American investments: no Commission standpo~t 
- E.S.C.: renewal of the members 
- Development of employment in the Community 
- Community aid for oil products from the AASM 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- EEC/Somalia: reply to question No 133 from Mr. Glinne 
- FUnctioning of the Council artd meetings of Finance Ministers: replies to questions nos. 13-24 and 

2§L'Z§O from Mr. Vredeling 
- Fiscal, monetary matters etc: replies to questions nos. 89 from Mr. Vals, ~from Mr. Boersma 

and ~ from Mr. Glinne 
- Economy of Portugal according to the OECD annual study 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Common marketing standards for certain fresh fish - Average productiotl 

prices in the wine sector - Exporting of certain fat mixtures - Auction of 150,000 t. of rye -
End of the serious crisis situation on the cauliflower market. 

- Pool for the roduction of uranium enrich~d b ultracentrifu ation: Italy has been formally in-
vite to take part in it 

- German aids in favour of collieries and mining regions: the Commission begins the procedures of 
the Treaty 

-The American Ways and Means Committee's trade bill arouses great concern in Community circles 
~resent systems .-Wine imports from Turkey, Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia: extension of the 

11 - Publications of the European Communities 
12 - Weekly Echoes 
13-14 - ECON(}IIC INTERPENETRATION No 14~1 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No 284 - France 

collsvs
Text Box
No. 62825 August 1970

collsvs
Text Box

collsvs
Text Box

collsvs
Text Box
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Le P<tlaant bull" 

SUMMARY 

lBeme ann~e - No 630 (~.s.) 
mercred1 26 aoOt 1-970 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Thorn opens the llth. seminar for students from NATO - Mr. Luns in 
in November - Mr. Colombo gives the President of the Commission the projects for re-la.~~ififr--
the Italian economy - One of President Nixon 1 s economic adv,sors adopts a clear stan~v~~.~~ 
against the Trade Bill approved by the Ways and Means Committee of Mr. Mills 

DAILY BULLETIN No 630(new series): 

3 - E s C : first session on 22 and 23 September 
Malaysia asks for some form of association with the enlarged EEC 

- EUROSYNDICAT: 145.36 

4 - Reduced duty tariff guotas for certain imports of Spanish and Israeli products 

- UNCTAD: Opening of the lOth. session of the Council 

- EEC/India and EEC/Pakistan: extension of the agr~ements on handicrafts imports 

5-6 Credits allocated to research in the M.S.: complete series of data 

6 - Japan 1 s economy according to the OECD annual report 

7 - Polemics between Brussels and Luxemburg concerning the place of meeting for certain 

ministerial meetings: question and reply No 144 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Cotton-growing in the Community: reply to question no. 115 f.rom Mr. Allessi 

- Scholarships for research work into European integration 

- C()MPOSITE PRICE.: 40.17 dollars/ton 

8 - Harvests: prospects for 1970 

AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Aid in Sardinia for the chemical weeding of sugar-beet crops incom

patible with the Common Market 

9 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1462 
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2:-3 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Dahrendorf: political neutrality is not compatibl~ with being a~ mem-·~·-

EEC - The Council is invited, in question no. 220 by Mr. Glinne, to give its opini~n on 

compatibility between membership of the EEC and political and military nejtrality - !!Mr[:.. ~~~t2 
warns the industrial countries against the dangers of protectionism - The development of po 

ical relations with Eastern Europe can modify the criteria for granting credits to Communist 

countries, confirms the German Government. 

DAILY BULlETIN No 631 (new series): 

4 - Public contracts financed by the EDF: the draft general specifications are finalized 

- Malaysia considers the British negotiating position with the EEC inacceptable as far as she is 

concerned 

Fall in the bank rate in France 

5 - Development of employment according to· sectors in 1970 

6 - Present situation in the sugar sector1 reply to question no. 125 by Mr. Vredeling 

6-7 ~ Aids for Movements of European interest: reply to question no. 126 by Mr. Habib-Deloncle 

7 - The economy of Denmark according to the OSCD annual study 

- Special tariff for the rail transport of French coal in Belgium: authorized. 

8-9 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1.463 and reply to question No 118 by Mr. Oele 
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SUMMARY 

18eme annee-- No 632 
vendredi 28 aoOt 197 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Irish neutrality in the context of her application to the E&: - British bal 
payments: favourable trends - Mr de Koster in New Zealand and in Australia - Italy to launc 
satellites for NASA - strengthening of the EE2_ and the Ostpolitik 

DAILY BULLETIN No 6.12 (new series): 

3 - The EEC 1 s economic development, according to Graphs and Quick Notes No 7 

.1-4 - Community procedures and consultations have been regularly applied on the event of Italian rec\wery 

measures 

4 - Hourly wages and working hours of workers in the Member states 

- .Japanese produt-ts excluded from the Community free circulation 

- Compensatory tax on Greek peaches 

5 Fruit and vegetables: 1970 harvest state and prospects 

AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Rules of application in the wine sector 

Austria's economic situation according to OFX:D 1 s annual study 

- I<::CONOMIC AND FlNANCfAL lNFORHATION 

7 - Corn production: nature and scope of the commitments undertaken by the EEC, according to the reply 
to question No 105 by Hr Vredeling 

Aid for the disabled: question and reply No 121 by ~!r Triboulet 

8 - European Communities 1 publications 

. 9 &:ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1464 

QUICK NOfES No 287: The J<'ederal Republic of Gennany 
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----.E U K'O.P,; E AN.: LIBRARY---
110Qk;::.:rwhich are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading. 

l~me ann6e - No 633 
lundi 31 aoOt 19 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIE 

L1Association a la Communaut~ Economi ue Euro eenne Aspects juridiques, Institut d 1Etudes Europeenne , 
Universite Libre de Bruxelles Theses et Travaux juridiques), Presses Universitaires de Bruxell~s, Aven 
Paul Heger 42, 1050- Bruxelles, 1970, 369 p., 600BF- This work tries to describe the various experim ,, 
'concerning association carried out by the EEC stince its creation until the end of 1968. After a gener i]· ' 
account of the legal nature of association by Mr. Ennio Colombo, a barrister from Milan, the volume inc ,. 
studies on the EECis association agreements with Greece, Turkey, the OCT and the AASM, Nigeria and the a~-.· 
African States. In the introduction, Mr. Michel Waelbroeck, Director of Legal Research at the Institute • 
European Studies of the Free University of Brussels, regrets that the Community preferred to adopt a prag
matic policy, taking its decisions as and when the occasions presented themselves. This shortcoming is re~ 
grettable, fo~each new association concluded with the Community increasingly limits the freedom of action 
of the latter by imposing on it the obligation of taking the interests of the Associated State into account. 
According to Mr. Walbroeck, it would be desirable, before making new commitments concerning this, for the 
Community to define the broad lines of the policy which it counts on adopting. It is only on this condition 
that it will be able to have really dynamic, effective and coherent action. 

- KARL OTTO HONDRICH: Mitbestimmung in Europa, Ein Diskussionsbeitrag, Zur Soziologie der Mitbestimmung: 
Vergleichende und theoretische Perspektiven. Europaische Schriften: Band 24. Europa Union Verlag GmbH, 
Cologne, 1970, 119 p., 7 .so DM.- Workers 1 .to"ltrol ih -the ·nrms. M the six EEC countries is the subject of 
volume 24 of the series devoted by the Europa Union to European studies. The author gives a survey of the 
forms of workers' control existing in various countries and examines the efforts made in the European 
Community to solve this problem. ' 
- EBERHARD GRABITZ: Euro aisches BUr errecht zwischen MarktbUr erschaft und StaatsbUr erschaft Europ~ische 
Schriften: Band 25, Europa Union Verlag GmbH, Cologne, 970, 117 pages, 7.50 DM.- e citizen of a European 
Community country who settles in another member country is no longer a foreign worker, but nor is he placed 
on an equal footing with the national citizens. The author examines the theory and practice of the law for 
foreignors in the EEC countries, the progress made and the gaps which still exist. 

- Bibliographie zur Europaischen Integration, begrilndet von Gerda Zelletin, 3., revidi~rte und erweiterte 
Auflage von PETRA BUCHRUCKER unter Mitarbeit von Gunhtld Holtmann. Europa Union Verlag GmbH, Cologne, 1970, 
299 pages.- This third edition of the bibliography relating to European integration published by the Europa 
Union enables those who want to study a European integration problem to obtain preliminary guidance concern
ing books in German, French and English. The short comments show which special questions are dealt with by 
the books given in the bibliography, whose main accent is put on the problems of European organisation and 
the institutions. · 

- CNEN (Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare): Notiziario!,, No 7/1970, Rome (Via Regina Margherita 125).
This number is largely devoted to a study of the Nuclear Study Centre of the Casaccia and its various rese
arch units (reactor physics and calculations, electronics, reactor technology, nuclear engineering etc.). 

1 
2 

- European Library 
- POLITICAL DAY: EEC/USSR: Mr Dahrendorf raises possibilities of negociation - The Community, the 

Gennano/Soviet Treaty and relations between the EEC and Comecon: Mr Vredeling' s question No 236~ 

DAILY BULLETIN No 633 (new series) 

3 

4-5-6 

6 
7 

8 

9 
10 
11-12 

- EEC/Cyprus: Mr Dahrendorf has met the Cypriot authorities 
- Finance ministers to meet next week 
- E.P.: activities taken up again 
- Negociations with the "little countries": dates unchanged 
- Trade between the FRG and the DDR: questions and replies Nos 502/69 - 83/70 -44/69 (complimentary 

reply) and 101/70 of Mr Vredeling 
-Italy's economic situation, according to the annual study of the O.E.C.D. 
- S.N.C.F. refonn draft and international bus transport draft in Italy: approved by Commission 
-The Commission's departments 
- Steel: state of the market 
- Plasma physics: European Conference 
- Coal market: state of the situation 
- Weekly appendix 
- FX:ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1465 and Mr Glinne' s question No 226 
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and its sis of three new eneration 

The appointment as from 1 July of a largely renewed and rejuvenated European Commission, which h 
already begun to show that it will be capable of faci··g the extraordiharj.ly difficult tasks which are aw 
ing it, coincided with the publication of some particularly important studies on the characteristics of~~~--
building of Europe, considered from the point of view of political science, and on the factors whic 
dition its future development. These studies are also the fruit of a "second generation" of Europeans ( 
eluding the Anglo-Saxons, who have contributed to a major extent to deepening these studies). Since ou 
is not to promote certain kinds of reading matter, but to report on the content of certain particular! 
ortant works, we shall publish these notes after the end of the holidays. These are -oreover works whi we 
have already mentioned in our bibliographical notes and which have therefore certainly been read by those 
who are interested in this kind of work. 

The first of the works which seemed extremely interesting to us is due to Leon L. Lindberg and Stuart 
A. Scheingold ("Europe's would-be polity: patterns of change in the European Community", Prentice-Hall Inc., 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey). Leon L. Lindberg is one of the most distinguished analysts of the.new and 
strange political phenomenon which is the bQilding of the European Community. With -rnst Haas, Roy Price, 
Richard Mayne, Stanley Hoffmann and some others, he has made a decisive contribution to European studies. 
He can be placed among the neo-functionalists, which enables him to redefine with much greater precision 
some of the theories or concepts which have meanwhile become classic. 

For Mr. Lindberg, there is no doubt that one of the main obstacles come up against by political integ
ration is the impossibility to establish direct contact between the Community organisations and individuals 
or groups in the various countries. This is why the so-called "spill over" phenomenon sometimes seems not 
to work or to chan"e into "spill back". Spill over in fact pre-supposes that the States which have t4!<en 
part in the creation of the Community will maintain their commitment and their interest for this process 
of building. A certain degree of "disagreement" between the States can activate the spill over phenomenon 
(if the Institutions benefit from the necessary prestige and can seize the opportunity). Mr. Lindberg takes 
apart the decision mechanisms in the Community with great skill and knowledge of the problems and gives a 
seri~s of criteria defining the "ideal Commission". One of these criteria is the ability to mobilise opinion, 
to build a "political consensus" and a coalition of "supporters" (it seems to us that Mr. Malfatti, from 
the very first steps he took, has grasped the importance of these factors very well). It is not essential 
for a sort of "struggle" to develop between the Commission and the States, with the result of an increase 
in powers for the one and a reduction for the other. It is more a question of raisin new roblems which 
the Nation-State cannot solve and which the Commission (or all the Institutions must deal with. 

(To be continued). 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Netherlands are in favour of a long-term agreement between the enlarged EEC 
and New Zealand - Mr. G Pompidou to go to the USSR - Barzel-Schumann talks - International 
Centre for European Studies and Research: opening of the 1970 session - Mr. Schiller to go to 
Moscow soon 

DAILY BUIJ}~TIN No 634 (new series): 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
10 
11-12 

- E.P.: the next session will be marked by the declarations by Messrs. Malfatti and Schiller 
- Tiieu.A.R. prepares to negotiate with the EEC 
~~ The Monetary Council to meet the day after tomorrow 
- Motorcars: harmonisation of teclmical characteristics 

Pharmaceutical advertising: standpoint of the AESCP on the Community projects 
- ECONOMIC AND I•'INANCIAL INfORMATION 

Trade between I~FTA and the EEC during the lst. half of 1970 
UNCTAD: Council session 

- EEC/Eastern guropean countriesi reply to question No llO by Mr. Vredeling 
- International Tin Agreement: reply to question No lOO by Mr. Vredeling 

AGRICULTURAL INI•'ORHATION - French apples enter the FRG again - Repercussions of the rise in cereals 
prices - Bounties for leaf tobacco· and the terms of intervention in the unmanufactured tobacco 
sector- Auction of 100,000 tons of rye for Czechoslovakia- Aids for the building and improvement 
of pig-pens in France: reply to question No 98 from Mr. Vredeling 
Investments in the ECSC industries -------

- #teel: the Community's international trade 
Production of oxygen steel 
Publications of the guropean Communities 
ECONOMIC INTERPimi~TRATION No 1466 
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sis of three new- eneration 

Continuing with our remarks about the book by Leon L. Lindberg, we should like ~o draw our reade 
attention to the re-definition of the concept of spill over. In fact, the neo-functio1alists recognise th,~ 
the liaison mechanism between one action or field and another exists, but they do not:believe in its =in~e~vF;~, 
able nature. It is only when certain conditions are fulfilled that the Community system can stimulate 
ision process which implies an ever wider circle of political "protagonists". Amongst• the necessary con 
ions are the existence of a Community (or supranational) leadership, the ability to at"ouse coalitions o i 
interests (and of wills), and also the existence of a pluralist society. Haas had al~ady noted that the ss 
a society is pluralist (in other words the more it is centralised), the less it is ea able of integration. 

Held to strict limits, and considering that nothing can beat the reading of thi book whose clar~ty 
and penetration is fascinating (and, we add, for the scientific and human interest~'ch can be found in 
its author for the European fact), we shall end by mentioning that Mr. Lindberg fo ates three theories 
for the future development of the building of Europe. He is not very optimistic abou the rapid achieving 
of a federal Europe. But he tries to suggest the idea of solutions differing to thos imagined in a clinical 
analysis. A system in which supra-national powers and national powers combine and lock together according 
to new formulae, at the different levels, is not to be excluded, according to him. [t is al~ays the fundamental 
problem of the distribution of powers amongst one or more centres which is posed in this way. This distribut
ion of powers determines the trpe of society which is to be built and which is not solely characterised by 
its geographical frontiers and by the type of relations which are established betweem the countries which 
are members of the Community. . 

This search for a political and social purpose which goes beyond the structure~ of power, (a Europe, 
to do what?), almost unknown amongst American political science theoreticians, is mu h more perceptible in 
Europe, where we have all been struck by the dissatisfaction shown by broad layers o public opinion regard
ing the building of Europe, considered as too "technocratic". It is significant that: Mr. Lindberg, in his 
work, merely notes that if the Community is technocratic, it is because it is the fruit of our times, when 
parliamentary control becomes increasingly illusory even in national societies. On the other hand, two 
recent studies due to young committed Europeans, one Italian (Riccardo Perissich, 11 dli Eurocrati tra realta 
e mitologia", Istituto Affari Internazionali Roma and Agenor, Brussels), and one Bdton· (David Coombes, 
"Politics and Bureaucracy in the European Community", P.E.P. London) already show in their titles that the 
major preoccupation of their authors was this slipping, feared or attained, from politics to a technocracy. 
It is also significant that the new President of the European Commission, Mr. Malfatti, from his first 
speech to the European Parliament, cried out, in speaking of the Community's mission: "It is unreasonable 
to suppose that just any Eurocracy might achieve such a vast plan". 

(To be continued) 

SUMMARY ·:2_ '5..e~'E'\1Vtio€Y { q70 tJa · ~ ~s-
1 - EDITORIAL: 11The Community and its Institutions in the analysis of three new-generation "Europeans" 

(2) 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Statements by the Prime Minister of New Zealand - Mr. Halphand will meet Mr. Rippon 
tomorrow - Referendum for or against the C.M. in a British town - Hungary and Poland have asked 
for the admission of the DDR to the UNCTAD - Mr. Coppe is still for a European Commission with l4 
members - Mr. Barzel in London. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 635 {new series): 

3-4 Mr. Stans, the American Secretary for Trade, approves the Trade Bill. The possible repercussions 
on the EEC's trade 

5 Court of justice: Appeals concerning the system for importing certain agricultural products and 
the competition law 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Special provisions for the exporting of certain cheeses - Indemnification 
of tomato producers not selling their products - The Yugoslavs ask the Dutch to accept more agri
cultural products from Yugoslavia 

6 - C.A.D.: the problem of the aids of the industrial countries for the developing countries 
7 - Cattle Market: reply to question No 55 from Mr. Vredeling 
7-8 EAGGF: distribution of financing (guidance section) according to the reply to question no 102 

rrom-Mr. Vredeling 
8 - U.S./Japan meetings on trade problems: question No 230 from Mr, Couste 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
9 - ECSC Financial Year 
10 - Molybdenum production 

- Italy buys. natural gas from the Netherlands 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 42.50 D/T 

ll-12 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1467 
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eneration 

In his work, partly padded out with chapters which add nothing to the clarity and precision of th~: 
analysis, Riccardo Perissich (no doubt one of the best writers of his generation to have approached the ·~ 
European problem) shows the weak points in the spill over theory and to a certain extent subscribes to r.~ 
Lindberg's theses, But, once again, it is not the phenomen~n itself which must be criticised, but the ex~. ~ 
ively mechanical and abstract image of it which the first theoreticians gave. The theory is, in fact, to al~l 
confirmed by reality when there is conflict, and when those who are in charge of the 11 supranational" pow 
are decided to fight and do not fear having to face crises. On the other hand, when this power is limited to 
seeking compromises, no doubt praiseworthy from the point of view of good sense and reason, it only loses 
ground. And it mainly loses the initiative. Let us not forget that the movement towards a given objective 
is only the result of successive imbalances, with the will to go forward taking upon itself to re-establish 
a more advanced balance. How many times have we insisted in these pages on the fact that in a gradual process 
of building such as the Community, crises are not to be feared, provided that there is the will to create 
a new balance from them, which is better than the former one. This does not always happen, and the 1965 
crisis, which resulted in the "Luxemburg Compromise" is an example of this. The unfortunate aspect is not 
the defeat;. but the resignation and adaptation to the new situation resulting from a defeat. Mr. Perissich 
analyses with acuteness this movement from firmness to flexibility, which has been one of the causes of 
what he calls "the degeneration of the institutional system". He is influenced by this, to th"' point of being 
rather reserved about the future of the building of Europe (his book was completed a few weeks before the 
appointment of the new Commission and when it was not yet known that it would only have 9 members). But as 
one of the new Commission members, Mr. Spinelli, has just stated, 11 The Commission knows that Europe makes 
progress by successive crises. We must reflect on the past defeats to prepare ·"for the fufure struggles ••• 
If there were no crises, this would mean that Europe would not be born". It is in the light of these state
ments that the future of the Community, and in particular the Commission's role, can be presented in a better 
perspective than that which emerges from the conclusions of Mr. Perissich 1s and Mr. Coombes 1 books. 

If the 11European party", that which believes that Europe is the rational answer to our problems, recog
nises itself in the European Commission: if the latter can take and keep the initiative by proposing valid 
solutions to the new problems which Europe creates by its very existence, and if, finally, there is an organ
ic and continuous liaison between the Commission itself and all the centres of interest and of opinion, the 
c0nditions will no doubt be fulfilled for the conjunction of the consensus and of action to enable the 
decisive battle to be won. 

(End) 

1 and its Institutions in the anal sis of three new- eneration 11Euro eans" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Denmark: opinion poll on entry to the Communities - Swiss Embassy in Luxemburg - ~ 
.!d!.!!• and monetary parities - The total cost of the building of the "Berlaymont11 

DAILY BULLETIN No 636 (new series): 

3 - Agricultural prices: a pluri-annual policy policy is studied by the Commission 
4 - Transporting of goods on the Rhine: the EEC's lines in talks with the other countries 

-The Port of Marseille and the E.P. 
5 -Committee for External Economic Relations of the E.P.: has met 

- Turke makes the rovisions relating to the building of the Bosphorus bridge more flexible 
- EEC Latin America• resumption of studies on relations 

6 - Limitation term in the legislation on cartels: question no. 225 from Mr. Burgbacher 
- Italy and the agreed taxation of imported brandies: question no 216 from Mr. Dulin 
- Illegal imports of drugs: question No 232 by Mr. Behrendt 
-justification of a criticism by the Agence "EUROPE": reply to question no 109 by Mr. Vredeling 

7 - The unions of the Philips firms negotiate with the management at European level 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

8 - Coking': development of capacities 
- Coal: intra-Community trade 
-~mines: development of the labour force 

9 - Supply of Euratom and of the European countries with uranium from Numibia: question no. 218 
from Mr. Glinne 

- ECSC guarantee operations 
10 - Publications of the European Communities 
11-12 - jCONOMIC . INTERPENETRATION No 1468 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading ~" 

RIC.HARD MAYNE: The Recovery of Europe- From Devastation to Unity, Weidenfeld and Nicholson (5 Winsley ~ 
London W 1), 1970, 375 pages, 65s.- We will return to this book. ~ 
- CLAUS SCHOENDUBEJ Das neue Europa Handbuch, Europa Union Verlag, Cologne, 1969, 248 pages.- This abunr-: 
ly illustrated book provides an excellent introduction to European integration efforts: the Marshall Pl · 
the OECD, NATO, the Council of Europe, the European Communities and EFTA. A special chapter is devoted · 
the attitude of Eastern Europe towards European unification. For the European Federalists, the final ot!]r· 
ive, however, remains the ~reatinn of a European Federal State. In annex, 80 documents relating to Euro ·eU. 
integration can be found.. r· 
- Europaische Gemeinschaft, 8/1970, September, Bonn liaison office (Zitelmannstrasse 22).- Irr this ~d1tion, 
four members of the CDU/CSU group demand the immediate creation of the political union. Mr. Karl-Heinz 
Narjes, at present Minister of the Economy for the 11 Land11 Schleswig-Hollstein, stresses the responsU>ility 
of the members of the European Parliament in this field, while Mr. Walter Hallstein writes that the task 
of political unification must not be left to the future generations. 

- Comunita europee, No 8-9, August-September 1970, Rome (Via Poli 29).- We draw attention to articles on 
the work of the European Parliament of 8 July, foreign relations (Israel and Spain), German industry, the 
EEC's agricultural accountancy information network, the future of Ispra and the European steel industry's 
struggle against air pollution. 

- Comunidad europea, No 62-63, August-September 1970, prussels.(!r Latin America, the information offices 
are in Montevideo and Santiago de Chile).- This number gives an account of the agreements of the European 
Community with Spain and Israel as well as of the negotiations for the enlargem(~t of the Community. 

- NATO letter, 7-8/1970, July-August 1970, Brussels.- In the summary: The Development of NAT0 1s Nuclear 
Consultation; NATO's work on environment problems; The USSR, NATO and oil from Alaska; Controlling of the 
ban rin the manufacture of Biological and Chemical Weapons. 

•· ' 
- Dialo hi Di lomatici, No 27 (Il patto di Sicurezza Europea e la Confercnza per la Sicurezza e la Cboper
azione , Circolo di Studi Diplomatici Roma (Palazzo Grazioli, Via del Plebiscita 102), 48'p. 

-Dialogue, Vol. l, 1970, No 4. Offices: U.S. Information Agency (1776 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W., Washington 
D.C. 20547).- This number.1 s "dossier11 is devoted to 11U.S. firms abroad", with articles by Messrs. J .-J. 
Servan-Schreiber (The American Challenge), Raymond Vernon (Multinational Companies) and Frank Tannenbaum 
(Beyond the Nation-State). 

- Spain Today:- This bi-monthly review is published by the Servicio Informativo Espanol (Avenida del 
Generalisimo 67, Madrid). A first series of numbers is devoted to politics, economy and development, and 
a second series to cultural questions. It is published in five languages: Spanish, French, English, German 
and Arabic. The first number appeared on 16 March 1970. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 -POLITICAL DAY- W.E.U.: next ministerial Council- The EEC will not permit modifications to the 
Community rules in favou:t of new members - Mr. Lardinois on a visit to Spain. 

DAILY BULLEriN No 637 (new series): 

3 - The European Commission will resume normal activities next week 
- Mr Dahrendorf discusses with Turkey the problems of its association with the EEC 
- EEC/Japan: negociations to commence soon 

4 - "Provisional partial agreement" with Austria: studies taken up again 
- EEC/Lebanon:coming negociations 

5 - Australia requests that the generalised preference be extended to New Guinea and Papua 
- The EEC 1 s CCT and its uniform application in all the Member States: Mr Armengaud' s question No 237 
- Thailand would like customs exemption for her handicraft exports 

6 - UNCTAD replies for the Community to Communist countries' attacks on its trade policy 
- Mr Rippon will meet Mr Scheel on Monday 

7 
8· 

9 
10/11 

..... ECON(l.IIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

-Commission's right to impose penalties on third country companies: Mr Glinne's question No 219 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Rules governing fruit and vegetables - Direct selling of fruit by an 
Italiaa co-operative - Compensatory tax on imports of peaches from Greece· lifted - stocks of 
powdered milk are low - next meeting of the CATO - Butter-oil supplied to Iraq and the Yemen 

- The week in Europe 
- ECON(l.IIC INTERPREI'ATION No 1469 
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EDITORIAL 

lundi 7 septembre 

up of new factories, the regional policy and the competition 
policy. 

The recent episode concerning the setting up in France of a Ford works for producing gear-boxes on .. 
again draws attention to the general problem of the establishment of industries on Community territory an ·' · 
to the one concerning industrial initiatives originating outside the Community in particular. The Minis 
of the Benelux countries, moreover, have just deale with this problem (cf. the item in our Bulletin tod;@a i-. 
and have established the principle of conducting consultations. ,;;(: 

· It is difficult to say whether, in the case we have just mentioned, the setting up of Ford in Bo e · 
rather than in the Mezieres-Charleville area was due to reasons of a purely economic nature, and whethe~ 
these reasons were solely connected with the existence of a certain infrastructure - which is normally requi
red by a large new installation - or also with the special advantages proposed by the local authorities. 
Circumstances lead us to suppose that arguments of a politi~al nature played a part in the decision taken 
by the firm, for which the political factors can in the end be given a certain economic evaluation. However 
this may be, it is weel-known that the setting up of new firms, and particularly of firms from outside the 
Community, and mainly American firms, is decided on the basis of files in which the advantages offerred by 
national legislations, or by local regulations, or even by "special" conditions play a determining part. A 
figure responsible for the economic sector recently informed us that proposals were frequently laid before 
him in which the determining factor was in each case the offer of aids or of special facilities made by other 
administrations. This was a process of outbidding which qui~e rightly worries Governments, local administrat
ions and the firms already set up who complain of wrongful competition on the part of the newcomers. 

This outbidding is carried out both within the Member States, as the episode mentioned shows, and bet
wwen various countries, in the framework of the ~enelux as in that of the Common Market. In fact, the prob
lem can mainly be situated in the regional context, in other words of the structures towards which the Comm
unity economy must increasingly tend. Action to prevent the abuses resulting from this outbidding must there
fore be concentrated at regional level, taking the imperatives of competition and those of development into 
account. We have stressed that it must be a question of preventing the abuses, for it must not be tho~t 
that the aim to be attained should be the absolute neutrality of. the public authorities towards the situat
ion of industries, and especially of new industries, which would be abandoned to ~hoices based on profita
bility from the point of view of private capital, which would very probably lead to increasing the under~ 
development of certain areas and the congestion - with all the social consequences which would result from 
this - of other areas. 

It is a question of whether the Community regional policy can move on from the stage of academic 
studies to that of real action, .. as part of the initiatives which must3:ause the Common Market to change into 
an economic union and, one day, into a monetary union. 

SUMMARY "::r- 'S.epi-emb-eY" {C(1-fJ \}J 0 · c, ~'8 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The setting up of new factories, the regional policy and the competition policy" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Account by Mr. Malfatti to the Political Committee of the E.P. - Belgian linguistic 
dosage in international organisations - Mr. ~· Re~, President of the Paul Hymans Centre - Norway 
is aware of the political implications linke wit the enlargement of the Community. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 638 (new series): 

3 - E.I.B.: the number of Vice-Chairmen will be increased to three by the~visioncp~eedure of the 
EEC Treaty 

3-4 - International monetary system, short-term economic de¥elopment, preparation of the economic and 
monetary union: points in discussion in the meetings this week 

5 - Foreign investments: the Benelux countries will consult one another to avoid further "escalation 
of aids" 

- The 24th. International Congress of Fiscal Law is held in Brussels 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

6 - Social Fund: parliamentary support concerning reform 
- Mediterranean sea-ports of the EEC: the E.P. is in favour of the concertation of their activity 
- Res ect of the rulin s of the Court of ustice: question no. 238 from Mr. Westerterp 

7 - The 11 Agricultural11 Council will be held on 2 and 29 September 
- State aids in the fruit sector: completion of the Commission's inventory 

8 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Re-distribution of land and irrigation - Mr. Hrtl in Washington - Rinder
pest - German approach concerning the re-organisation of Tobacco Monopolies i~ France and Italy -
Bounties for the non-marketing of milk and dairy products 

9 --Steel industry: investment projects 
-Steel products: pattern changes in imports from third countries 

10 - Heavy fuel oil: large increase in prices 
- Nuclear research and use of the JRC; resumption of work 

11 - The system of generalised preferences; conclusions of a study by the ECA (UNO) 
12 - Weekly Echoes 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1470 
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EDITORIAL 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIE 

./(:;;_ 
The Germano-Soviet Treaty and Europe - (l) A firm political will· to succeed. -~,-~ 

We do not y.et !mow whether the Germane-Soviet Treaty signed per~onally ··by Mr. Will Brandt (who thus··-
wanted_to stress its signif~c~ce~ on 12 August in M?scow ~ill come into'fo~ce, or when this will be. W~-~ 
lmow, 1.n fact, that the ratJ.fJ.catJ.on by the Germans J.S subJect to the reach1.ng of an agreement on the ~-~ 
lem of Berlin, and this agreement does not only depend on Moscow and Bonn, but also on Pankow and above ;ti':lr- ·. 
on the three allied powers, which have "special responsibilities" in Berlin: the United States, Great Brfi&~~' 1 
ain and France. It is obviously inconceivable that these powers should plan to use the negotiations on~~ 
tc; bloc the implementation of the Treaty in question, even if the latter has created fears in the variou)k 
capitals by arousing a certain distrust regarding Bonn. 

We must not hide the fact that this distrust and these fears are more particularly shown in European 
circles, where the rapidity - which some considered excessive and bordering on rashness - with which Mr. 
Brandt concluded the first phase of his Ostpolitik surP,rised those who had scarcely given Mr. Brandt the 
title of a "good European" after his brilliant effort at the summit of The Hague. Indeed, the repeated and 
explicit declarations by Mr. Brandt and Mr. Scheel must not be ignored, according to ¥hich the Ostpolitik 
is only one element of the European policy which Germany is pursuing and is perfectly compatible with the 
European commitments which she has made with her partners. We have no reason to doubt the good taith which 
inspired these declarations, but words are one thing and deeds are another, especially since the latter 
give rise to expectations and concrete initiatives which give them an irreversible nature. 

In our opinion, the fears of seeing a "spirit of Rapallo" being re-born are totally unfounded, for 
the situation is thoroughly different to what it was in 1922: above all, Germany's position in the European 
and world context is different: But in a bilateral treaty, wh~t is important is not only the coptent - to 
which in this case there is not the least objection to be made - or the spirit which moves one of the two 
contracting parties, but also what the other party expects of it, and above all its "ulterior motives". 
Those who followed the negotiations which led to the signing on 12 August were struck by the existence of 
a very firm political will on the Soviet side for the conclusion of the Treaty, and for a rapid conclusion. 
According to some observers, the Russians were (and are) in a hurry because they want to seize the opport
unity offerred by the presence in power of the German Social-Democrats, and because they are afraid of a 
reversal of the situation. Others consider, and they are probably right, that while wanting to take advan
tage of this "political cover", the Kremlin would even have signed this Treaty with ••• the devil. And this 
is because this signing corresponds to an objective interest for the Soviet Union. What is this interest? 
If it is possible for us to answer this question, we could look at the compatibility of the Treaty with the 
European aims of the German policy. We shall try to find an appropriate answer. 

(To be continued) 

SUMMARY '& ~~ W\\Qgy- l Cf1 0 ~() . G 5) 
1 
2 

- EDITORIAL: "The Germano-Soviet Treaty and Europe - (l) A firm political will to succeed 
- POLITICAL DAY: Mr Jean Monnet will talk on French TV on the Europe of yesterday and that of tomor-

row- EP 1 s Liberals Group holds a study session- Liberal International to meet in Rome -Statements 
by Mr Rippon 

DAllY BULLEriN No 639 (new series): 

3-4 - E.E.C.-A.A.S.M.: problems under discussion and decisions to be taken within the context of the 
Association 

4 - Association 1 s notion of "products of origjp": draft relating to it transmitted to EEC/AASM 
Association Council 

4-.5 - EEC 1 s trade policy; "towards a compromise on the subject of Eastern countries 1 attacks, within UNCTAD? 
5 - E.I.B.: new financing in Central Italy 

- How EEC Treaty applies on continental shelf: Memorandum transmitted to Council 
-Statistics in the road transport sector: Commission's propositions 
- "Generalised Preferences" and jute products 
-Appointments in the Commission's departments 

6 - Ice-cream: standarisation of legislation 
- Motor cars: standarisation of technical features 

7 - AGRICULTURAL ~FORMATION - Wholesale meat industry adopts position - Delegation of the ~~ational 
Farmers' Union" in Copenhagen - Dutch aid to fruit producers -Municipal tax on meats in Luxemburg 
call for tenders for the exporting of 150,000 tons of rye to Poland - exporting of cereals 

8 - Production of enriched uranium by means of ultra-centrifugation: Belgium invited after Italy to 
join three-party Pool 

- F.hrichening of uranium: increase in price asked by USA 
9 - Steel: situation calm 

-~and alloy steel: expansion of international trade 
- Iron products: fan of average prices in outside trade 

10 - Four "large trade .powers": towards a new meeting? 
11 - I.F .M.: annual report 

- World Central Bank: account by Mr William Mchesney Martin 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12 - European Community Publications 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENErRATION No 1479 
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EDITORIAL 

Treaty and Europe - (2) Moscow's objectives 

l~me ann~e - No ~4 
mercredi 9 septem 

It is so to speak incontestable that the number one objective of Moscow's policy - haviag pr~·~~~~~ 
even over the ideological objective of the expansion of Communism throughout the world - is the ma1n e 
of the territorial integrity and the political cohesion of what could be called the Soviet empire, in oth 
words all the countries associated ~ithin the Warsaw Pact, for which the Brezhnev doctrine constitutes· 
particularly effective form of cement. It is evident, therefore, that the treaty of 12 August must co 
ute, for Moscow, towards the achievement of this objective, and not so much tince:Germany has formal· re
nounced recourse to force to change the frontiers. What is important, is the signing in Moscow of the ~~ , 
and the demonstration, made in public, that the path towards the "detente", or simply for the establ' 1~ 
of good relations with the Eastern European countries, does not pass through Prague or Bucharest or -~L-, 
where else, but solely through Moscow. Some seemed to have forgotten this on both sides of the iron curtain: 
now order is re-established an4 everyone knows where they stand. It was extremely important for Moscow that 
this public demonstration should be made and that it should be made ~xactly two years, almost day for day, 
after the events in Prague. 

It is also accepted that.the Soviet Union is clearly hostile not only to American presence on the 
European Continent and to the maintenance of a fundamental solidarity between Europe and America, but also 
and above all to the constitution of a united Europe, which is really united economically and politically. 
Moscow has been hostile from its origins to the 11 little Europe11 and its hostility has only increased as 
this was consolidated. Since serious prospects for enlargement and developments of a political nature have 
opened up for Europe, the attacks, threats and accusations of "discrimination" have become more violent. 
One of the aims of the proposal to hold a conference on European security is precisely to put an end to these 
developments, and to make sure that European unification remains at most at the stage of an (economic and 
~olitical) free trade area, leaving the door open for any initiative coming from Moscow. 

It is clear that by the treaty of 12 August, the Soviet Union proposes to set up with Germany a series 
of economic and financial relations svch as could lead this' country (but not only this country) to re-think 
its European policy and to consider whether it would not be prefer~ble, taking all into consideration, to 
relax or at ·least not to tighten the links patiently .built up in twenty years with her European partners. 
!t must not be thought that Moscow is trying to separate Federal Germany from her European partners. The 
~aboeuver would be too crude and would have no chance of success. Moscow is aiming better and further: it 
wants to separate all the partners from one another. The aim is to create division wherever unity is being 
sought. 

Has this manoeuver any chances of success? This only depends on the will of certain European countries • 
. · (To be continued) 

SUMMARY q s:e:pftiwt;~ Y ( c::r=kJ N 0 • U L-{_ 0 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The Gennano-Soviet Treaty and Europe 11 - (2) Moscow's objectives11 

2-3 -THE POLITICAL DAY: Political Unification of Europe: oral questions of the Council's Socialist Group 
Great Britain and the Community - furope-Union Deutschland in favour of recognizing the Oder-Neisse 
line - Skyjacking - Land development: a conference opens in Germany 

DAILY BULLETIN No 640 (new series): 

4 - E.P.: Mr Scheel will probably attend the next session in person 
4-5 - iiSI'x 1 s" Finance Ministers: quarterly meeting 
4 - EXJROSYNDICAT : 141. 38 
5 - E.I.B.: Meeting of Bank's Governors 
6 - Continental shelf: Memorandum to the Council 
7 - "Duty Free Shops" :Air line companies (except Air France) ask for them to be retained 

- 'EEC 1 s 11Liberation List11 with regard to third countries 
8 - Social Fund: problem of reform 

- Mr Mansholt 1 s announcements 
9 - I.A.E.A. 1 s control of Fllratom: oral questions by 'Mes~rs. Dehousse, Oele, D:rOscher and Flii.mm:i.ng 

- Aigrain Group: resumption of activities 
- Dosimetric films: standarisation 
- Isotopes in the building industry 

10 - Aid for coal: a new system is put into operation 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 42,50 D/r 

11 - World Bank: Annual Report for 1970 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 
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\\ \.:·;;,.) ~ -~- ,. The Gennane-Soviet Treaty and Europe - (3) Gennany 1s task. 

J;s.If the analysis which we have made in ·our Editorials of the aims pursued by the Soviet Union in 
eluding the treaty of 12 August with the Federal Republic is exact, it must now be seen what conclus' 
Germany, firstly, and secondly, her European partners, ~honld draw frem this, given•the aims of the r 
policy. 

Since the first of these aims is incontestably te ensure peace in Europe and in the world, a pe:;1(c 
which does not endanger the security of Europe itself and of each of its countries, it is obvious that t 
countries must most fervently welcome the signing.and implementation of the Treaty of 12 August. They ·mu 
therefore encourage the conclusion of agr~ements on Berlin, because these agreements are a pre-condit' 
for the application of the Treaty and because they will improve the living conditions and security of B 
liners by creating the necessary climate of "detente". 

The Western European countries do not aim to destroy or threaten the Soviet empire, nor to preven 
given political and social regime from being applied in the Eastern European countries. But they also de
mand to be able to determine their own political and social regime in full freedom and according to the 
democtatic method which is in their tradition and which is desired by their peoples. Without wishing to 
cat-ty out "enticement" which could be interpreted as agression, they consider that the Eastern European 
countries must benefit fromrthe same rights and the same freedom of choice. An agreement between Europe and 
the Soviet Union is possible and desirable, but for it to be solid, it must be based on a reasonable balance 
between the contracting parties: a negotiation between groups is therefore necessary. The Soiiet Union bel
ieves it can profit from the division of Europe: this is an illusion. Divided, the European states would 
only move closer to America aPd ask: for her protection. The European aim of achieving the economic and polit-
ical unity of Western Europe therefore corresponds to an objective Soviet interest. · 

In accordance with this interest, the Soviet Union should therefore reco ise the realit of Euro e, 
without losing any more time (but its tele-guided attacks in the GATT suggest nothing worthwhile • But it 
is the Soviet Union which must take this decision: it would be neither advisable nor useful for Germany to 
carry out the functions of mediator or privileged interlocutor. The Community has its bodies, which are 
well-known. 

As for Germany, she must follow an intense phase of Ostpolitik with a no less intense phase of Euro
pean policy. And this should be done in three precise fields: (1) a clear confirmation of the will to en
large the Community, for the entry of Great Britain will give Europe the stature of a valid negotiator;-[2) 
a commitment to speed up the iplementation of the economic union, especially in the field of the commercial 
~olity: one might very we~l imagine anticipating the. full application of this policy by the Community negot* 
1ation of economic agreements to follow the Treaty of 12 August; (3) immediate action for the improvement 
of the procedures planned in the field ef political unification. We know that the attitude of the German 
delegate in the Davignon Committee has been rather disappointing and that some declarations (we mention Miss 
Katha~ina Focke in "Europa-Archiv" who questions whether there is ever a final stage in political integrat
ion) are worrying. 

To conclude: it is now up to Germany to confirm the hopes which Mr. Willy Brandt 1s attitude at the 
summit of The Hague aroused in all the Europeans. 

End 
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CF.lN'f'RE··DEHt'lCRATIE- ET PReGRI'JS: Une poli tigue pour not re temps, Centre Democratic et Progres, 6 
Martignac, Paris (7e), 123 pages, Price: 5FF.- The first chapter of this book,. which explains the 
of the Centre Democratic et Progres, whose President is Mr. jacques Duhamel, is devoted to France' 
in the European Community. 

- J.~.B. MITCHELL: Europe, The Politics of Pig in the Middle, The twenty-eighth Montague Burton Le 
lntemational Relations, Leeds University Press, 1970, 30 pages, Price: 3/6d. "Perhaps we have to -q--••''" 
in modern conditions what our ancestors learnt in their time, namely that the merger ol warring tri 
not mean a loss of independence but an increase of it. The larger unit could ex.ercise a far greater ,,.,,....,,,. 
of control over its own destiny than the smaller one could ever do", stated Mr. Mitchell, who is a profess .. 
or at the Centre of European Governmental Studies in the University of Edinburgh. 

- Nieuw Europa, Tijdschrift voor Europese Eenheid, No 9, September 1970, The Hague, Alexanderstraat 2.
This number of the monthly !eview of the European Movement in the Netherlands contains articles on the 
Gennano--Soviet Treaty, the next congress of the Dutch association which will take place on 3 October in 
Utrecht, the possible conference on European security, the British attitude towards the EEC 1 s agricultural 
policy. 

- AUGUSTO BE'ITE - MARIO MAZZA: Relazione sulla Situazione dell 1Ener ia Nucleare nei Paesi Candidati all 1 

Adesione all 1Euratom: Regno Unito, Danimarca, Norvegia, Irlanda; Divisiene Affari Internazionali e Stb i 
Economici, Servizio·Euratom e Servizio1Studi Economici, Roma, aprile 1970, CNEN (Comitato Nazionale per 
l'Energia Nucleare), Doe. DAISE (70) 2, 63 p. 

- CHAMBRE SYNDICAIE DES- CONSTRUeTEURS·D!AUTOMOBILES (France): Role de l 1Industrie Automobile dans 1 1Amenage
ment du Territoire,1 ~eptember 1970, Paris, 14p.- This study contains a list of the main cases of implantat-
ions by the car industry by regions. ~· 

- ~AI: Rapporto Annuale 1969, Istituto Affari Intemazionale, 88-Viale Mazzini, 00195-Roma, 31 pages. 

- GATT: International Trade in 1969, Geneva, 229 pages, Price: 5 dollars. 

- CERN:- Courrier, August 1970, CERN-, l21L Geneva ~3.- In the summary: Tribute to Jean Willems; President 
of tbe CERN in 1961, 1962 and 1963; The European Laboratory for the Southern Hemisphere and its collabor
ation with the CERN; CERN news; News from the other laboratories. 

-The New York Times Almahac 1970, The new York Times (New York), 1056 pages, Price: 2.95 
do lars.- One of the best almanacs and of great help for those who need to check an important fact very 
quickly, especially concerning the United States. 
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jean M0nnet en Freneh television: the man who wanted Europe tq once again ~ 
enter History. ~ 

Many Frenchmen "discovered" Jean Monnet when he appeared yesterday evening in the programme "a c~~ 
look", interviewed for ~:.lmost an hour by Georges Suffert. Many. of them had heard of Monnet as a mysteri~ 
figure: one of those .who pull the strings in the wings .. of politics, for no-one knows what shadowy inter r• 
They were no doubt struck by the clarity of the man, of his spirit, of his thought, by his belonging to 
nature and daily life of man, by the extraordinary simplicity with which this man of 81 years of age, us~·. 
to. speaking with the Great of the earth, and animated by unsh~keable faith, makes the ideas simple and c ·~ 
which are changing, and. which have already changed, the course of history. 'i{ 

The political importance of this appearance by Monnet on the small screen is great in itself. But 
is also great because, for the first time, the idea of Europe has been presented in such an enthralling way 
by the very man who incarnates Europe today. And presented 'Plaibly, without stand-offishness and undramatic
ally. Mr. Monnet is not a champion of rights: 11 1 do not have the qualities of one", he said. He :Would .. almost 
like to pass himself off as an administrator. But in fact he is aiming high. What is essential to him is man 
in the world: "Some ktind of harmony is needed", he said. And throughout his life which has been devoted to 
public affairs (since'l9l4), he has noted that concertation and coordination, all this does not automatic
ally lead to attaining this harmony: "without obligations, at a given moment things do not work any rnore". 
An overall view is therefore above aH necessary, to find the solutions suitable for the common good, and 
to create rules and institutions: "It is not men who rule over affairs: it is institutions". Decisive steps 
ltlUst therefore be taken, for what is fundamental is ·~the delegation of sovereignty" to these institutions. 

Thus, with calm, precision and simplicity, Monnet expresses the ideas which are astounding the worlii.* 
and which are making sure that Europe, if it really unites, is again entering history. As for him, he seeks 
neither honours, nor power. He is seeking, he has always sought to act, and without''fearing failure: "I 
always believe in success, otherwise no action would be possible". 

Those who followed this programme must have noted the destruction of certain myths which have been 
entertained too long. The myth according to which the building of Europe was the result of the cold war, 
•her~as Jean Monnct reminds us that his Memorandum of 1950 to the French Government was precisely inspired 
by the desire not to let things get bogged down in the cold war. The myth according to which Monnet was the 
symbol of a ('policy of the abandonment11 of Europe to American hegemony, or of the abdication of a;he. national 
identity of France. It was enough to see Monnet 1s reaction when the possibility of a 11 protectorate11 over 
France was spoken of, and to hear his cutting reply: "one is only a protectorate when one thinks one is: 
this is not rny case, and it is not the case of }''ranee". To de Gaulle, he said: "fut the French into harmony 
with the World: they will be great, because this is their nature". 

The ~an Mo1met, such as he appeared t~ us on television, is a moral and intellectual match for the 
greatest challenge which Europe has ever had to face. 
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EDITORIAL 

lBeme annee - No 644 (~ 
mardi 15 septembre 1970 

Hr. Malfatti in the Eur0pean Parliament - (1) 11 We will not administer current ~~{~' 
affairs" U' 

uity uf the action undertaken for a long time by the "key institution" for the building of Europe (Jean ~~~ 
The speech made today to the European Parliament by Mr. Franco Maria Malfatti is marked by the con~· ~ 

Honnet was right in recalling on Sunday evening on television that "everything began" on the day that, i f. 
1952, the High Authority began to function), by the personality of the new President of the Commission an 
of his fellow-workers, and by the political perspective in which the Commission at present situates the 
building of Europe. 

, As for continuity, Mr. Malfatti has adopted the main subJects which should be concerned by Community 
action: economic and monetary union, enlergement, external relations, and strengthening of the institutions. 
These subjects are themselves eminently political. We are no longer in the realm of 11 harmonizations", but 
in that of choices. Choosing with whom to develop its trade relations and in what context: this is an impor
tant political act. And, in fact, Mr. Malfatti immediately put the Members of Parliament on their guard, 
pointing out that "it is not a question of administering current affairs 11 • The "administration of what is 
achieved" is no doubt a part of the responsibilities of the Institutions and in particular of the Cbmmission. 
But it is question of going much further, in other words of seeing a starting point in these· achievements, 
to exploit all their virtualitics. A static and purely administrative conception would risk turning these 
achievements into a burden rather than a resource, into a factor of vulnerability rather than a strength 
factor. 

Hr. Malfatti showed with remarkable clarity that the future of the building of Europe cannot be sep
arated from international reality in evolution. On the contrary, it thoroughly overlaps this, and increasing
ly so every day. The objective to be attained is that the building of Europe should condition this inter
national reality more and more every dayr it is then that Europe will again make.·its own voice heard. 

It can therefore be said about this speech that.it is the speech and programme of a realist. But of 
one of those realists who, with an overall of view of the reality which surrounds them, apply themselves to 
modifyinp, it, in the way which bests suits the interests of the collectivity. This is indeed the reason why 
Hr. Halfatti firmly dectared that all the recent events in international politics, from the SALT to the 
Germano-Soviet Treaty, and to the talks on a possible conference on European security, concern Europe and 
constitute so many opportunities for pushing on with a more rapid building of Europe. Those who think that 
the European Commission, and"the European Institutions in general, should now devote themselves prtidently 
to the formulation of the studies with which they have been charged because of their much respected tech
nical competence, will not be at all happy. In fact, Mr.' Malfatti points out that the Commission wants to 
aet, and wants its action to have an impact on contemporary political reality. 

This will clearly appeared not only in the 11 introduction11 to Mr. Malfatti 1 s speech, but also in each 
of its chapters. ' 

(To be continued) 
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·.~~-·.',,, ""'',: 
EDITORIAL ~ 

Mr. Maliat:ti in the Eurepean Parliament .. - (2) Must a demagogic sauce ~ 
'always spiee the dish? ' : . 

In our comments yesterday en the opening speech by Mr. Malfatti, we mainly stressed the importw· of 
having immediately situated the Community's future in international politics. It seemed to us that thi ; , s 
the first time that the President of the Commission had proclaimed with so mnch clarity, in concrete 
and free from all rhetoric, the political nature and the world vocation of the European undertaking.~ 
stressed the desire to act shown by the Executive, not only in the centext of the application of the ~ s, 
but also for their "dynamic interpretation, with a view to grasping their "positive virtualities'. I ftlVIJ 
werds, to go further than the letter by becoming aware of the spirit in which the Treaties were conce1 
of. We do not yet know the Parliament's reactions, which were only expressed at the end of the day, after 
a two-hour break, and on which we shall report in today's Bulletin. This reaction, although it was on the 
whele positive, seemed to us rather varied and it was often marked by surprising contradictions. We bad 
the feeling that most ef the Members of Parliament did not seem to have grasped (perhaps for lack of' time) 
the pro~ound motives - the very ones which we had stressed - and numerous allusions which, however, were 
very significant. Thus, most of the M.P.s thought that they had merely heard a dull listing of the problems, 
a "phetographic view" of the situation, a vague and timid adoption of a standpoint on the role of the Instit
utions and on the Community's future. Some were happy about this, believing that they had seen proof of the 
"resigned realism" of the new President, and others were concerned by this, and did not hide it. We feel 
that both groups have not grasped the personality of the new President and the lines of the new Commission. 
The ParliamentJs reaction was therefore rather confused, and President Malfatti seemed rather surprised 
himself: attacked (partly on the basis of an unfortunate error in translation of some words by Mr. Malfatti) 
by the Socialists {from whom he perpaps expected frank support· for certain unorthodox and innovating stand
peints), he had the unwelcome gift fall into his arms of the almost enthusiastic support of one of the most 
orthodox Gaullists. With great skill, Mr. Malfatti succeeded, in his reply, in re-establishing some sort of 
balance, embarrassing. both the extreme right and the extreme left (the Communists abandoned themselves to 
flagrant contradictions, to which we shall return tomorrow). We should not like President Malfatti to draw 
the ever-simplified conclusion .from this debate that, in speaking to the European Parliament, a demagogic 
sauce should be used to spice the dish, to ehable the M.P.s to practise, on the one hand, outbidding which 
is always easy and devoid of practical consequences, and on the other, to send him vigorous calls to order 
in the name of realism. We are sure that the President will put aside such a temptation. It seems rather 
as if the Parliament should now make a serious effort to reflect, especially at the level of the political 
groups (some of them did not even want an immediate debate to take place, under the pretext that "meditat
ion" was required on the President's speech. In addition, when some of these groups claim, for example, that 
the President is launching into. a diatribe - which we ourselves would have applauded - against what has been 
dene Until now concernin~political union, they must have the courage to ask themselves What real contrib
utien they are able to make for these results to be less disappointing. If we are correctly informed, the 
tle:mhaii ·.stteialist Party is at present in power in Bonn, and yet the German Government has, not gone any fur
~- than any others in this affair of politieal unification, in other words· of the Davignon Report. Did 
Mr.' Vals also speak on behalf of the S.P.D.? It would have been interesting if he had pointed this out. 

(To be continued) 
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EDITORIAl. 

In our report, we talked about the standpoint adopted by the speakers of the extreme Left in · ·, 

Mr. Malfatti in the Eurepean Parli.:IJilent - (3) Communist ambiguity. ~-.,_,, 

bate which followed Mr. Malfatti's speech. It is interesting to note that the extreme Left gr~ped, ju~-
as well as the extreme Right, the fundamental in1portance of the "introductory" p'art of the speech, where'' · 
Mr. Malfatti showed that the Community H directly situated in a political reality w~ch is not only · -
pean, but also world-wide, and in full developm•mt. For Mr. Malfatti, this means that the Community~ 1s ..not 
a technical or commercial 11 mechani;;m11 of a limited nature, but an essential element in this political ~-
ity, to which it must adapt itself and which it nust even condition. How could this be done? Mr. Mal ttl-; 
and Mr. Scheel clearly stated: 11 The political unLon and the economic union are the two sides of the s 
coin - said Mr. Malfatti - and the commercial policy is an essential aspect of the economic union". But 
the extreme Left this time took the extreme RiglLt.1s arguments, which the latter used in the past. Thus 
Messrs. Amendola and Luzzato held, with feignec candour, that, since the Germano-Soviet Treaty encourages 
the "-detente", the same path should be followe<t and many other bilateral agreements should be concluded, 
"thus by-passing the Blocs~. This time, the extreme Right did not talk about Blocs, but, on the contrary, 
pleaded, through Mr. Habi~Deloncle, in favour of the rapid implementation of the common commercial policy, 
in other words exactly the opposite to what was demanded earlier. But the situation is changing ••• Nothing 
would stand in the way of the Commission taking the initiative and proposing, considering the change in the 
situation, to scrap the stages and not wait for 1973 concerning trade relations with the Eastern European 
countries. 

It is lamentable to note that a ; Member o' Parliament, reputed to be "perspicacious", such as Mr. 
Amendola could do no better than to repeat in th~ European Parliament - as he would do in a cell meeting -
the discredited slogan. according .. to which the Ccmmunity was born of the cold-.war and that now that the latte: 
has ended, one can only put an end to the Community's existence. The 11 aggio.mamento 11 of Messrs. Amendola 
and Luzzato could be late and the two Honorable Members risk being out on a ~imb when Soviet realism ~raws 
its conclusions from a situation which can no longer .be denied. Mr. Amendola:was right when he said that 
the European Parliament should debate the Euro1ean and world problems which directly concern the Community, 
in order to define the latter's attitude in th.s context. But what would be the significance and usefulness 
of the Communist contribution to this debate, since it postulates not the definition of an attitude, but 
in fact the disa earance of the Communit as such? For in fact, besides the words which are often as dec
eptive as the song of the sirens mainly intended for the Social Democrats and some Christian Democrats), 
what else does the proposal by Messrs. Amendola and Luz.zato .. mean than to multiply bilateral negotiations 
(negation of the conunercial policy, and therefore of the Community's identity), to abandon enlargement, and 
to choose the UNO Economic Committee for Europ.e as a forum for East-West talks? (End) 
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'Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

Si PATIJ~: Landmarks in European Unity, edited by S.Patijn of the Europa.Instituut of the University of 
.Lay:den; Preface by Henri Bnignans., Rector of the College of Europe at Bruges, ~ .. W. Sijthoff, Leyden ( e 
erlands), 1970, 223 pages.-· In this very useful volume, the Europa Instituut of the University of Le 
has published, in French and English, 22':texts which have marked the way towards European unification 
the Second World War, stressing the development of the ~uropean Communities. They stretch from'Winston 
Churchill's speech in Zurich on 19 September 1946 to the communique of the conference of the Heads of 
State or of Government at The Hague on 1 and 2 December 1969. In an excellent preface, Rectot B~ans 
stresses that the progress made in European integration has never been systematic, that the marChtowards 
European union was a sort of E~hternach procession: three paces forward, and two back - unless, of course, 

.it was vice versa? In conclusion, Mr. B~ans hoped for the publication of a second edition, enlarged 
and brought up-to-date, of this work, which is not 11 read11 , but 11 consulted11 • 

- JACQUES-Y. ROELANS: .Re imes fiscaux a licables aux. fusions de societes dahs les Etats memb s de la 
C.E.E. ~t Perspectives Communautaires, Presente by Charles Cardyn, Professor at the University o Louvain, 
Brussels, Etablissements Emile Bruylant, 1970, 124 pages.- For an account, cf. Bulletin of 17 September, 
page 12). 

- W·. VAN 6ERVEN - F .L. WKOFF: Commercial agency and distribution agre.ements and related problems of licen
sin in the law of the E.E.C. countries and of the Euro ean Communities, University of Louvain Law School, 
Institute of Commercial Law., 1970, 240 pages We shall "tiiturn to t is work). 

- IFAdTii The Textile Indust in the Develo ment Decade !FACTI 1960-1970, International Federation of 
Cotton and Allied Textile Industries, Zurich 29 Am Schanzengraben , 1970, 90 pages. 

- L1Europeen, No 109-1970, Brus~els (77 rue Baron de Castro).- This number is devoted, on the one hand, to 
the European world of health, and, on the other, to a survey on Mexico. 

- ANDREA CHITI-BETELLI: The European Assemblies, Supplement to the analytic Bibliography published in num
ber 14 of the series 11 Problemi dell 1Europa Communitaria11 ; IAI - I;stituto Affari i'nternazionali, Rome, 1970, 
68 pages. ' · 

- JOHN F. KENNEDY INSTITUTE: Center for International Studies: A Program for Researc9, Education and Dia
logue.- Second Annual Report, Tilburg (Netherlands), June 1970, 61 pages. 

- The following have appeared, published ny the Novosti Press Ag.ency (Moscow): YOUR! BE;LIAIEV: La cooperat.:.. 
ion des Pays du Conseil d 1Entreaide Economigue, Bilan et problemes; 143 pages; N. SOURbVTSEVA: Lenine sur, 
l 1 internationalisme prolJ.tarien, 54- pages;. V. LENINl: : La_maladie.infantile du communisme ( 11 Gauchisme11 ), 1'(39 
pages~.V.IBNIN: Marxisme et Revisionisme, 20 pages. 

- OECD: Trade by Commodities, summarized by markets: exports, January-December 1969, 946 pages. 
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Pelitical union: illusion and reah { ~ 

The statement made last week by Mr. Gaston_Thorn, the Foreign Minister of·Luxemburg, on the po~ . 
union deserves to be stressed. It was timely,. and showed that its author is inspired by a real will Hfjo 
things advance, while having .. a political and Governmental responsibility, and that he is capable of _ , 
~ ebjecti ve, and therefore severe judgement of what has happened until now concerning political unif ·· ... 
1on. 

Of course, the_ Lux.emhur.ger Government approved the Davignon Repert ·which Mr. Thorn himself had approv ... 
ed 0n 20 July with his colleagues, and he announced that this text (which we have published in our EUROPE/ 
Decuments series) will he implemented as from next November. But Mr. Thorn also said that he considers the 
results obtained as insufficient, and that we are "still. far. from real political collaboration". This remark 
corresponds strictly to the truth and we believe that we have given our readers the fullest possible proof 
of this. Mr. Thorn added that the Benelux countries, precisely because they are not satisfied, will probab
~Y take a new initiative. They could .. do this at the first meeting.planned. Moreover, we know that the For
eign .Ministers have been explicit~y instructed to continue the studies, and it is therefore in this frame
work that the new initiatives could materialise. 
. All well and good. Mr. Thorn's merit lay in not apandoning himself to demonstrations of self-satisfac-
tion and in announcing that "the struggle continues". 

We are perfectly aware of the fact that, in the context in which the work of the Davignon Committee 
took place, and given the institutional framework in which this work took place, it was diff~cult to go much 
further. It is important that public opinion should know this and that it should become aware of the fact 
that the problem of political.union is stil~wide open. It has not even received the beginnings of a solut
ion, for the regular consultations laid down are something completely different. Mr. Scheel himself realised 
this when he said that the progress did not lie in these meetings,. but in a continuous process of consultat
ion implement~d at the level of the senior officials. We shall see. 

It is also important that public opinion should know that several Governments are unsatisfied with 
what they the~elves approved, for lack of anything better, and that they are to make new proposals. It seems 
clear to us that these Governments are in favour of the analysis made by Mr. Malfatti in the European Parl~ 
i~nt, acco~g to ~eh European r~ality should he situ~ted within a. wofld political reality in. movement. 
This world real1ty reqmres the speeding up and strengthenmg ofthe hmldmg..of Europe. Clearly, 1t seems 
to us that, after 12. August,. .the political .. context had changed -5\lfficiently for these very Governments who 
agreed en 20 July .. on a document with a very limited scope to proceed as soon as possible to re-examine the 
whole problem. Those who claim to he realists should concern themselves with taking the changes in this 
~eality into account~ and, if possible, with anticipating them. 
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EDITORIAL 

18eme ann~e - No 64~~n 
mardi 22 septembre 

The monetary assembly in Copenhagen- (1) The principles and•the dosage 

It is now clear that the international monetary system, based on principles and rules, 
also on privileges and tolerances, is moving, not towards undergoing substantial and abrUpt changes, 
towards receiving interpretations which will enable this flexible adaptation to new circUmstances 
uations to be achieved once more, with the principles remaining intact, of which the members of the 
justly proud, in oth r words the members of the Olub in which the subscriptions include figures with a 
least seven zeros (in dollars). 

As Mr. Brittam quipped, the so-called optical. illusion of the zebra - of which it can be said, depen
ding on the viewpoints, that it is black with wfiite stripes, or white with black stripes - has character
ised the recent standpoints of the IMF, on the eve of the meeting at present in progress, and also the pub
lic statements which the most eminent members of this Club made. So now, everyone can distinguish, in the 
lines which emerged before the meeting and in those which resulted from the speeches, the broad lines of 
a compromise in accordance with their own views and their oWn interests. Thus the whites see white and the 
blacks see blac~, and they tolerate a brushstroke of the opposite col~ur without too much difficulty. 

We remarked, in fact, on the enthusiasm with which those who had; always condemned any recourse to the 
"fluctuations" of the parities ahd all those who always complained of the excessive rigidity of the system 
welcomed'the first conclusions of the IMF Report. The wisest merely remarked that the great bankers never 
like upsetting what exists, even if this does not work very well, and it was not by chance that Mr. Uiscard 
d 1Estaing confided to the journalists that "we are not kids who want to throw away the toy we got as' a pres
ent the year before to ask for another one". In asking, in his speech today in Copenhagen, for "the minimum 
of flexibility and the maximum of stability", Mr. Giscard d 1Estaing posed the problem of dosage and not that 
of principles. He himself spoke of a varied standpoint on the introduction of some flexibility. On the other 
hand, Mr. David Kennedy did not want any doubts to exist as to his intentions: 11 I do not think that the 
techniques of the limited Ilexibility of exchange rates can replace an effective American policy concerning 
inflation and the balance·of payments". 

There is no doubt that one present a year is a lot, especially when it is a toy whose use requires 
some training. And this without reckoning with the fact that the monetary alignment operations carried out 
not so long ago have to be "digested". 

This is why the introduction of the Special Drawing Rights vould not be be followed, on its heels, 
by the adoption of interpretative flexible criteria concerning exchange rates. There were attempts at reach
ing a decision in the session in progress. It was considered wise to merely prepare for this. 

(To be continued) 
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EDITORIAL 

The monetary assembly in Copenhagen- (2) Discipline, yes, but ••• 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

All the observers who are following the monetary assembly in Copenhagen are agreed in saying 
some way, the directors of the Fund have removed much of the piquancy from the many meetings which are 
ing place on the fr~ge of this assembly, by publishing. their Report in the problem of exchange rates 
the very eve of this. Moreover, the absence of serious threats of crises in the monetary field is contr1 
uting towards making the general climate less dramatic than usual. It was observed that the'pressure w 
is· 'usually noted on the money markets on the eve of the meetings. of the Fund was less 1proho1inced this y ar. 

But, as we have said, the absence of decisions does not mean that a decision will not be reached: · 
must mature, and some progress has been made during the last few days. For some years, the international 
monetary system has been litterally haunted, rightly or wrongly, by the problem of liquidity, linked with 
that of the American deficit. When the"~limination of this deficit seemed necessary, it was noticed that 
this deficit was 11 a generator of liquidity", and that therefore a "generator" to replace it had to be cre
ated. This is what was done with the creation of that "rational" source of liquidity which are the SDR: the 
toy given as a present last year. But the American deficit is still there, and everybody knows that if it 
were to d~sappear, ana according to the methods adopted to make it disappear, many problems would arise. 
Amongst these problems, first place is given to that of the equilibrium of exchange rates, disequilibria 
and the balances of payments and crises which can be caused by speculation. It is no doubt in a lull that 
we can think serenely of how to enable the rates to be "adapted" to reality, while respecting the discip
line. It is obvious that "adaptation" can easily become a synonym for 11laxity11 • Being incapable of acting 
on the reasons for the disequilibria, we adapt to the consequences, and imagine all sorts of expedients. 
It is at this stage that dosage is necessary and that faithfulness to the doctrines and rules come in, as 
well as recourse to the expedients which has always marked, to a greater or lesser extent, the internation
al monetary system, in ma.J<ing sure, in spite of all the expansion in relative stability, that there is no 
excessively flagrant contradiction. 

Thus, after having aroused a broad debate, often a public one, on the merits of stability and disci
pline or on the advantages.of greater freedom, the desired result was obtained, in other words making the 
rejection of indiscipline, or too much freedom, seem natural. Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Barber, Mr. Witteveen all 
spoke in defence of an essential discipline. Discipline, yes, but ••••• 
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- Meetings with the E.F.T .A.· countries· which are non-candidates for membership will be held in 
November 

- E.E.C.(Norway: "conclusions" of the first meeting 
-·EUROSYNDICAT: 138.10 
- E.E.C./Japan: "safeguard clause" still the most difficult aspect of negociations 
- Motorc cles from a: an are not accepted into Italy's "free circulation" 
- E.E.C. .A.R.:first phase of negociations terminated 
- Court of justice: new members to be sworn in next month 
- Concentration in wrapping industry: reply to Mr Vredeling' s written question No 145 
- E.S.C.: New president elected and new Executive's composition 
-Agricultural Infonnation -France and imports of wine from Morocco and Tunisia -Living plants and 

flower growing products - suspension of the ccr for certain fish? Partial suspension; in 
anticipation, of customs duties on grapefruit? . 

- I.M.F.: deliberations on concrete measures to be envisaged in order to affinn the ~ 1 s monetary 
IiidiViduality 

- .FX::ON(}1IC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
9 - ESCS Advisory Committee: discussion of the coal issue 

- COMPOSITE PRICE: 42.50 Djr 
10 - I.I.S.I.: August's steel production 
11 - European Communities' publications 
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\: :> , ,.. The monetary assembly in Copenhagen - (3) Fixing a date. 

After the public declarations, the analysis and comparison which observers.have carried out on t 
the private meetings and conversations, and after the so-called fri}ge meetings, which should really 
defined as being at the centre of things (the Six, and then the Ten , the small group of people which o 
the driving force of this vast machinery which is the Fund already has quite precise ideas on what is g 
to happen. The Barre-Hosca team for the Six, Ossola for t.·le Ten, Schweitzer-Polak for the Fund are now 
ing certain conclusions: these will no doubt be formulated to give them a doctrinal and factual justifi 
ion, and will be presented in an appropriate way in the Report which the Deputies of the Ten must prepa 
The new document of the Deputies will be the starting point for the conclusive phase, for once the agree
ment of the Ten is reached, it will be a question of explaining. its substantiation in world terms, which is 
the Fund's task. As for the rest, these are procedures and formalities. The new toy will no doubt be ready 
for delivery next year. We recall that to be accepted, it must obtain the majority of three-fifths of the 
members of the Fund and 8Q% of the total quotas, and that it would not be possible to consider it as accep
ted if the Community as a whole rejected it. 

In fact, the new development is the existence, sanctioned by the possession of a minority veto, of the 
European Community as a coherent whole. The declarations by its Ministers were not identical, but each stre
ssed the fac!or of unity which must prevail. There is now a cement which is beginning to take a hold, and 
which is formed by the stated political will to constitute an economic and monetary union. This will appear
ed even beyond the inevitable differences on some of the methods to be employed. It was recognised by the 
other members. It is probable that if a univocal standpoint of the Community were outlined in these monetary 
matters, this would constitute an important factor for the progress of the internal measures for coordination 
concerning economic policy. This is even essential, if we are to arrive at a final decision before the end 
of the year on the "phased plan" on which the Werner Group is also working on the basis of the lines which 
it drew from these deVates. 

The atmosphere therefore seems very relaxed. No decisions are being taken, but it is known that the 
decision will come. And that it is a "zebra", for which everyone will choose the colour they prefer. An 
important figure in the co·mmunities told us: "I wonder whether it will not finally be in the Community's 
interests to accept moderate flexibility - towards the exterior, naturally - which would enable it to fix 
4 date and to forearm itself against any eventuality" ••• 

End 

SUMMARY ~'{ ~pf-eW1..l:::>-...e r-' f qkt-o IJ C • U <S1 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The monetary assembly in Copenhagen - (3) Fixing a date" 
2 -THE POLITICAL DAY: Malfatti talks with Pompidou and Chaban-Delmas - Eurospe~.ce: fi)U'rth conference 

I.A.E.A.: Hr Glenn's statement -Council of Europe: favour a European university television project 

bA!LY BULLETIN No 651 {new series) 

3 

4/5 
5 
6 
7/8 
8 
9 
10/11 
12 

- Scandinavian reactions to recent EEC/Denmark and EEC/Norway negotiations 
- India asks for a commercial co-operation agreement to be signed 
- British requests on tariff qotas: examined by the Community 
- EX::ONCMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- "Werner Group": fringe I.H.F. meeting 
- "Youth Symposium": replies to questions Nos 157 by Mr Biaggi, No.l6l by Mr MUller and~ by Mr Romeo 
-Community trainees' trips: reply to question No 136 by Hr Glinne 
- Steel-industrialists' Club:· Memorandum on the probl~ms relating to enlargenment 
- Middle-term provisions for the steel industry 
- E.S.C.: departments and first opinions formed 
-central Committee for navigation on the Rhine: report 
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BULLETIN QUOTJDIEN 

- ISTITUTO AFFARI INTERNAZIONALI: Conflitti e sviluppo nel Mediterraneo, Societa editrice il Mulino, Bologna, 
1970, 212 pages, 2,000 lit.- In two parts, this book groups together articles on two sorts of problems: 
firstly, military forces and the political conflicts in the Mediterranean, and secondly the problems presen
ted by economic development. We particularly mention articles by the Secretary-General of the GATT, by Mr. 
Roberto Alboni on the EEC 1 s commercial policy, by Mr. Nadav Halevi on Israel and the Community and~ Mr. 
I. William Zartman on the Mahgrcb-EEC negotiations. • 

- C.GRI~ON and J.C. PASSERON: Case Studies on Innovation in Hi erience Before 
1968,,~ECD, Paris, 137 pages, 3.75 dollars, £l s. 

- CNPF: Patronat, No 30B-September 1970, Paris.- This number of the monthly review of the French employers' 
association is largely devoted to the preparation of the assembly of firms which will take place in Lyon1 
on 20 October 1970. 

SUMMARY 
1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2/2b - THE POLITICAL DAY: Mr Davignon' s proposals for the strengthening of EEC/U .s. links - Mr Malfatti' s 

talks in Paris - Norway and EEC membership - Labour Party: annual congress -Assembly of the Council 
of Europe: creation of permanent body for East-West co-operation 

DAILY BULLEIIN No 652 {new series): 

3 - European Parliament: agenda for 5/6 October meeting 
3/4 - The next Ministerial Council will deal with the Community's external relations 
4 - EEC a an: end of first phase of negotiations 

- EEC AR: resumption of negotiations at end of October 
5 - The British delegation and the field of insurance 

- "Generalised Preferences": E.P. favours rilpid application 
-EEC s ain -·EEC Israel: procedures relating to agreements are completed 
- EEC AASM convention is ratified by Somalia 

6/7 - Agricultural Ministers: next meeting 
7 - COPA: standpoint on proposals for reforming of agricultural structures 

- EaStwood: new protests 
8 - I.M.F.: end of Assembly's activities 
9 - LabOUr productivity in the steel industry 
10 - Uranium: World resources, production and demand 

- The Fessenheim nuclear centre will be of the Westinghouse type 
- Steel research in the Community 

ll - The Week in Europe 
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EDITORIAL 

Pietro Nenni remarks on "The European Void" 

lundi 28 septenlb~.-M~7JJ 

In an interview to our colleague Arrigo Levi devoted to international politics, the leader o 
Italian Socialist Party, Mr. Pietro Nenni, mainly spoke about Europe. In other words, about the 
Europe. 

We shall not repeat what Mr1 Ne~i said to give proof of this absence, for our readers know 
too well. It is however important that a leader of such international authority as Mrf Nenni, who 
headed the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Italy, should carry out such a severe analysis which res 
clearly'pessimistic conclusions. Mr. Nenni is, in fact, well-placed to know how things are going an 
allow himself to be influenced by the appeasing interpretations which certain commentators give of he~ , 
11There are many Europes, of the Six, of the Seven, of the Eighteen, but there is no single Europe" 
Mr. Nenni, who seemed particularly discouraged by the fact that there is much talk from time to ti 
doing this ot that, but then everything falls back into line and Europe is forgotten. This is also valid 
for Great Britain's entry into the Community, which drgs on from one conference to another, of the direct 
election of the European Parliament, of the "revitalization" of the WEU, which was, however, one of the aims 
of Mr. Nenni's action as Minister -for Foreign Affairs (on this subject, Mr. Sergio Fenoaltea wrote a very 
remarkable article in the 11Nazione" to stress the detriment sufferred by Europe because the WEU is not play
ing its role). 

Mr. Nenni also spoke of the mjor reasons, of the political reasons, which are turning European unific
ation into the central problem of our time. These reasons are also well-known to our readers, but here is 
how Mr. Nenni summar~zed them: (a) the new relations which are being established between Federal Germany 
and the USSR after the Treaty of 12 August (cf. our Editotials of 8-10 September); (b) the development of 
the relations between the United States and the USSR; (c) the relations between Western Europe and MoscowJs 
satellit~ countries; (d) the defence of democracy in our own countries. 

What is, therefore, the cause of the present situation, of the European "void"? The speech became more 
difficult. The Socialist leader spoke of the instruments available which slow down rather than speed up the 
development towards a new European and world equilibrium. The bodies and institutions are no longer suff
icient, but "the instruments for the action must be unified, rather than new ones being created",, and above 
811 we must have the courage "to do the things we say, or else not say them". 

All this is absolutely true and especially valid regarding the so-called political cooperation for 
which a mechanism has been set in motion which does not apparently lead to the goals which ~ere discussed 
at The Hague. It is not a question of wanting all or nothing: a little is enough, when it goes in the right 
direction. But it is obvious that the action of- the Governments is not making things go in the right direc
tion: there is even no clearly defined direction. Why? Because, as Mr. Monnet once said, the Governments 
do not see that the people are going much further than they themselves, or, as Mr. Nenni said, because 
"reality is further advanced than man". 

SUMMARY r-::2-6._ 'S.e.~Wm~ L<iffl IJ\.)Cl, (u~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Pietro Nenni remarks on "The European Void" 
2/2b -THE POLITICAL DAY: President Malfatti: contact with Member States' Governments - European Federal 

Movement: Central Committee meeting - President Nixon in Rome - Mr Luns solitary candidate to 
~ucceed Mr Brosio? -Meeting of the E.P. Christian-Democrat Group 

DATI.Y BULLEl'IN No 653 (new series): 

3 - E.I.B.: modification of the statute 
- 'Po'Ssible follow-up to talks with the U.S., Japan and the U.K. on world trade problems on the 

Council's agenda 
- E.E.C.(Lebanon: imminent opening of negociations 

4 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Mr Mansholt before the American Opambers of Commerce -Butter stocks -
The FRG and wine imports from Algeria 

- ~Agricultural" Council: -opening of the ministerial session 
5 - Social field: the major lines established by the Commission will soon be male known to the social 

partners 
- Spain !Wants to benefit from the "generalised preferences" in favour of developing countries 
- &::ONOM.IC AND F:QiANCIAL INFORMATION _ 

6 - E.E.C./India: main lines of the commercial co-operation agreement which India wants to sign 
- Financing of two economic projects on the Ivory Coast by means of special loans 

7 - Fi t a ainst fraud: supplementary reply to question No 63 by Mr Vredeling 
-EEC Portu al: reply to Mr Glinne 1 s question No 151 --

8 - Commission studies on American investments: reply to Mr Leonardi' s question No 116 
- Bananas from French overseas departments: Italy asked to free imports 
- ~: Harmonisation of Member States legi.lation on the subject 

9/10 - Ehergi:tic United States market 
10 - Coking coal: indicative price fixed 

- Increase in fuel prices: Mr D:rOscher' s question No 285 
ll - Weekly app~ridix 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

\ \, , - ,. The .election of the P::~=~: can a breach be opened? '
11

- ', ~ (~ 
Yesterday, we widely quoted the statements in which Mr. Nenni expressed his.concern about the p~ 

state of the building of Europe and of the "European void" which is characterising the present politi~~ 
conte:x.t. 

We also noted that Mr. Nenni does hot have much confidence in the instruments, bodies and institut' 
which would have the task of pushing on with the buildipg of Europe. He-seems, moreover, to have been g 
ly affected b~ the disappointing experience which he had on the occasion of his undertaking to "boost" DF.~~ 
ical cooperation within the WEU. The more recent experiment, which Mr. Nenni did not experience perso 1!3 
of the work of the Davignon Committee, merely justifies Mr. Nenni 1 s pessimism. .r 

But then, we may ask, what can be done, in real terms and immediately? This question is, moreover 
the centre of all the discussions which are taking place between those who have the same feelings as Mr. 
Nenni and who want to push on with the building of Europe along.the right path and as quickly as possible. 
Thts concern also seems obvious in the recent standpoint adopted by the Executive of the European Federal
ist Movement (cf. our Bulletin yesterday). The latter seems to consider- and it is important that it should 
be at the instigation.of Mr. Altiero Spinelli, a European Commission member, that this tendency emerged -
that the best path to follow. at present is to increase the efforts and pressure with a vie~- to obtaining 
the direct election by universal suffrage of a European Parliament with real powers. 

We are fully agreed on the fact that the existence of such a Parliament, and the very fact of a Euro
pean election, will be of very great importance. And not only because an elected Parliament would constit
ute a factor for democratic control and impetus, but mainly because it could itself assume or patronize 
initiatives of a new nature, perhaps suitable for weighing down the present institutional scales on the 
European side. _ 

But it would be pointless to hide the fact that the path which must be taken is, once again, that of 
the national Governments, for it is only by means of the unanimous agreement of these Governments that dir
ect elections will be able to be organised. Even if these elections present difficult technical problems, 
we all know that the decision depends on the political will of the national Governments. How can this polit
ical will be formed if not by the pressure of national political forces? This is the problem. It is possible 
that the election of the Parliament is the weak point in the armour which some hational Governments oppose 
to political progress regarding the building of Europe. It is possible, but not certain. The changes which 
have taken place recently in the international political situation can help to open or enlarge this breach. 
It is worth the trouble to attempt this new effort. 

SUMMARY ?- q ~'\-reM,~ [ q<}e ~ o • (Q ~~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The election of the European Parliament: can a breach be opened?" 

2 """ POLITICAL DAY: W.E.U.: A Luxemburger Secretary-General? - Death of Nasser - The European visit by 
President Ni:x.on - The Labour Party and Europe - Sweden: the new par;tiament 

DAILl BULLETIN No 654 {new series): 

3-4 - 11Agricultural11 Council: trends of the agricultural policy and the finalization of the "fisheries" 
regulation. 

5 - The "Declaration of Buenos-Aires" handed to the Council 
- The amendment of the articles of the E.I.B. has not yet been formally adopted 
- Council of Ministers: procedural debate on the election of the European Parliament 
-GATT: policy.of preferential agreements attacked 

6 - ~EUratom Council: the re-structuring of the JRC at the centre of debates 
7-8 - EEC/AASM: Association Council at ministerial level 
8 - "Safeguard clause" proposed to the AASM to protect them against the possible negative repercuss-

ions of the "generalized preferences" 
9 - Scientific and technical cooperation: towards the next meeting of the Group of High Officials 

-Scientific and technical cooperation between Chile and the F.R.G: 
-Scientific exchange agreement concluded between the F.R.G. and Moscow 

10 - I.A.E.A.: the number of members of the Board of Governors is increased from 5 to 9 
- 11Ruhrkohle A.G. 11 : still deficit 

11 - UNICE: reservations regarding the policy on cartels and link-ups. 
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lBeme annee - No 655 ~ 
mercredi_}O septenl>re 

1~ 
BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN ~ 

·. · ·· The way leads through the strengthening of the Institutions. 

w~ talked yesterday of· the possibility of an initiative for the direct election by universal suf~ 
of the European Parliament. The subject was mentioned yesterday in the Council of Ministers, but only ·. 
cerning certain procedural aspects of the organisation of the studies (and this ten years after a proj 
in good and due form was submitted to the Council by the European Parliament). 

The election of the Parliament is one of the means to be employed to ~ctivate the movement toward 
political unity. It is a fact that for most Europeans, the high degree of integration of the economies aw•~-~ 
the real existence of a Community identity - which can make itself heard - in commerce, have no logical 
extension in politics. The citizen rapidly draws the conclusions - no doubt false - that even in the ·ec . 
mic and commerc~al fields, the progress is precarious and that unity is not irreversible. This means, i 
the last resort, that the absence of political fovrdations could, as soon as a serious difficulty appears, 
cause all that has been built with such patience to collapse, burying under its ruins all the experts and 
technicians with all their tons of regulations. 

Such an attitude therefore contains the danger of self-destruction, especially if we start with the 
idea that the Institutions have failed in their task and that they are il.on-existant or ineffe~tive. 

Mr. Nenni was no doubt right lvhen he stressed, for example, that there are too many different Euro
pean Institutions, wirhout there being a real single Europe, and that the existing instruments must be 
"unified" before creating new ones. But Mr. Nenni well knows that the groups which are formed at various 
levels of the European countries correspond to various levels of political will for unification. A simplif
ication and unification would risk being carried out downwards, in other words on the least unified level. 

The path to be followed, besides that of a constituant assembly imposed by the peoples,. lies in the 
appropriate use of the existing Institutions, which implies a unified strategy, resulting in preating sit
uations in which the Governments cannot avoid making certain concessions or taking real initiatives. 

In this strategy, the firs.t objective to be achieved is the enlargement of the Community. The proces~ 
of enlargement has begun, but it cannot be said that it got··off to a lightning start. Any delay in this 
process only blocks the way to unity, without, moreover1 being able to make any appreciable changes to the 
conditions of membership. When the Community is enlarged, we shall see things much more clearly, both in
side and outside the Community, especially if the acceptance of the political finalities is not ambiguous. 
The strengthening of the Institutions must not necessarily follow enlargement, on the contrary, it must 
take place at the same time as the enlargement process, the more so since the British themselves (see the 
Franco-British symposium at the Chateau de Broglie) are very sensitive to the need for political institut
ions. Thus, Mr. Spinelli was perfectly right in saying, as he did before the Labour Committee for Europe, 
t~at "progress towards political union must be sought in the efforts made by the Commission and the Euro
pean Parliament to re-affirm their active roles, to obtain direct elections, increased budgetary and legis
lative powers and enlarged rights of initiative for the Commission". 

SUMMARY 'jC) ~i"QYyt6-e"{' ltAQ k,j~ • (a~Q 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The way leads through the strengthening of the Institutions" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The political cooperation projects in Europe - President Nixon 1 s European trip -
The 11Euro-Group11 within NATO - The European Agreement on the Rights of Man: international sympos
ium - The anti-Marketeers be~ten at the Labour Party Congress 

DAILY BULLETIN No 655 {new series): 

3-4 
j 
4-5 

5-6 
6 
7 

7-8 
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la 

- EEC/U.S.: The Council considers the state of trade relations as "very worryj6~11 

- EUROSYNDICAT: 139.92 
- EEC AASM: Ministerial session of the Association Council 
-EEC U.K.: meeting of the Deputies tomorrow 
- The Ministers of Agriculture will again ~iscuss the fisheries dossier at the next Council meeting 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Census of fruit trees - The Committee for Agriculture of the E.P. meets 
- EEC/Tunisia and EEC/Morocco: improvements decided on or planned 
- Liberation list applicable to the GATT countries: inclusion of new products 
- Lo -term a reement on cotton textiles: the Council adopts the extension 
- EEC alta: signing of the Association Agreement in November? 
- Bi ateral trade agreements with Czechoslovakia and Poland: the F.R.G. authorized to conclude 

them 
-Nuclear research programmes: towards a "gentleman's agreement" 
~ Uranium supply: differences of views between Commission/M.S. 
- Freedom of establishment in the sectors of the production of films adopted by the Council 
- The preferential agreements and the GATT 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

11 - Scrap: domestic resources 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 43 D/T 

12 - Publications of the European Communities 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

Negotiations with the British: a need for awareness % 
The attempt at the Labour Party's Congress in Blackpool to devise and have adopted a series~. of ~-

.. _preliminary" conditions to possible British members-hip of the Community has failed. The fact that the ~ 
was little difference between the number of votes in favour and those against is of no great impertance. , 
It is known that "anti-marketeers" went to considerable lengths. What is important is that oir effort · 
should have failed for a second time, within the Party as within the Trade Unions,and this4s onfirmati~ 
of the two-party policy in relation to current negotiations. It is remembered, indeed, the di ficulties .. · ~'" 
which the pro-European group had to get over in order to modify the Labour Party's attitude after the fam <.. 
"five preliminary conditions" which Gaitskell succeeded in having adopted. tB-~ 

The decision taken in Blackpool was important because, as we said yesterday, and as .is very eviden ·.~r· 
the conclusion of negotiations with Great Britain is a fundamental element of the strategy which must le J}. 

·_Europe to acquire adequate dimensions and provide these dimensions with'.the contents and structures. neceS;.. 
sary for. a coherent unit, that is to say a Community, in the economic and monetary field, the institu
tional field, and 1n the political field. It is therefore necessary, and we say it again, that the file on 
enlargement be finished with as soon as possible: any delay is harmful. Neither side can gain from such a 
delay, regardless of which side has caused it. 

Having said this, the British should not commit the error of thinking that, given this situation, they 
hold the key to the future and perhaps hold in their power, if not the disintegration of the Community, at 
least a very serious crisis within it. They must not yield to the temptation to exploit the p.olitical situ ... 
ationj by exerting pressures and perhaps dividing the Six. The results they achieved would be disastrous 
for themselves as well as for the Six, and for Europe as a whole in particular. The Community would pethaps 
be condemned to remain a "semi-finished" construction of a principally commercial nature, but it is hard to 
see how "Great Britain would gain from this. 

What is needed therefore is that the weeks to come demonstrate the awareness of all the arties 
involved in the negotiations. We see little use, apart from tactical, ~n pro onging discussions on subjects 
of slight importance, such as the request for a "standstill" of one year. This breathing space cannot help 
the British very much and would, on the other hand, create a great many useless complications. 

Similarly, the position of the Six, if it is to remain faithful to the general lines laid down by M:r 
Harmel on 30 June, could not remain transfixed and motionless on this sort of ~torm-proof rampart. It is a 

. matter of a negotiating positioD:a.Dd this presupposes that a few steps can be taken in the direction of the 
other side, which also must come closer, 

If things Were not thus, the method of negotiating would have to be questioned, and it would have to 
be recalled that the enlargening of the Community remains one of the elements of a general compromise which 
no one wants to go back on. 

1 
2 

SUMMARY I 0 ctc>b-ov r cr=feJ \'-..) b' ~ '5{tJ 
- EDITORIAL: "Negotiations with the British: a need for awareness" 
- THE POLITICAL DAY: The Town of Brussels: "Europe Prize 1970" from the "Top Five" - Rights of Man 

Congress - Interparliamentary conference at the Hague - ~: New members of ~c~rity Council -
Difference over Alto Adige settled - JSreign Minister of Portugal in Luxemburg - President Nix.on 

DAILY BULLETIN No 656 (new series) visits Spain. 

3/4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

- The A.A.S.M. have obtained 
beginning of 1971, 

some assurances concerning the application of the new Convention at the 

- E.E.C./U.K.: negotiations at deputy level 
- Supplying of the Community in nuclear fuels 

.-The "sensitive products" and enlargenment: Norway's observations 
- E.P.: agenda for the next full session 
- E:i7B.: financing of research in the field of naval construction 
- E:E:C.jLatin America: concrete action to improve co-operation? 
- IDONOMIC AND FINANCiAL INFORMATION 

10 - Aids in the fruit and vegetables sector 
-AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Mr Mansholt in Paris and ltome - Egg products for the WFP 

11 - Nuclear analytical techniques in the precious metals industry 
- j.RiC.: problems posed by restructuration 
- Nuc ear legislation: the Community's studies 

- Coal inines in the Rhur: projects for closures 
- New.-A:I:'be<! steelworks in Differdange 

12/13 - IDONOMIC INTERPENEI'RAUON No 1488 
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- Socialismo 170, Quaderni di Politica e cultura, no. 17-18, Giugno-Luglio 1970, Napoli (Via Generale ~ 
Orsini 30).- The June-July number of this monthly review published in Naples under the management of Mr. t 
Antonio de Caprariis, is almost entirely devoted to the problems of European integration. Several article . 
are devoted to Italian agriculture, technocracy in Brussels, the Colonna Plan, the Barre Plan, Federalism 
and the European Left-Wing. Mr. Francesco Tannini is of the opinion that agriculture has been the exchang ··' 
curre~cy for European integration and that the price paid for the myth of Atlantic solidarity has been to ' 
high. In his article on the Col~nna Plan, Mr. Vincenzo Guizzi stresses that a healthy development of the ~ 
Community can only be obtained if the essential political conditions are met: ... The 'plan for boosting politi 
should not be another amusement among so many for the Chancelleries and European diplomacy, he stated. 

- L1Europa, Settimanale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, No. 20-21, 15 settembre 1970, Roma (Via Emilia 47)•
Thls number contains articles on: Mr. Colombo's new Government, by Mr. Angelo Magliano, Italian financial 
problems, by Mr. Francesco Forte, Bonn-Moscow relations by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo, relations with the East, by 
Mr. Valerio Tonini, the Common Market's negotiations with Great Britain, by Mr. Pietro Quaroni; towards a 
larger Europe, by Mr. Mario Pedini, and regional development in Europe by Mr. Francesco Compagna. 

- Europea, Rivista mensile di Politica, Economia e Cultura, No. 134 - Agosto 1970, Roma (Piazza Augusto 
Imperatore 32).- We particularly mention two articles on Great Britain's relations with Europe, one on the 
negotiations and the other on technological progress. 

- Euro-spectra, Revue scientifique et technique des Communautes Europeennes, Quarterly pub ication, 1970-3, 
~eptember 1970, Luxemburg (29 rue Aldringer). In the summary: European technology seeks new dimensions; Bio
medical. engineering: Bio-medical engineering today; Eu~er-Barres liquids for the control of nuclear reactors. 

- L'Economie~ No 1117 of 29 September 1970, Paris (93 rue Jouffroy) .- The 11Dossier11 part of this number is 
devoted to the International Monetary Fund's report. 

- OECD: The Pul in the Member Countries of the OECD 1969-1970, Paris, 112 pages and 51 
statistical tables, Price: £1 .. 15, 3.50.- After an introduction which briefly analyses the development of 
the production of pulp and paper during the last ten years, the production capacities estimated between 
1969· and 1974 and the market situation in 1969 and 1970, the OECD 1 s report examines the markets in the United 
States, Canada, Europe and Japan. 

~ OECD: Centre for Educational Research and Innovation: Re orts 
4 annex.es.- This report describes the aims and programmes of the CERI 
innovation) for the period from its creation in July 1968, to 1970. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

22 pages ~d 
Research aiid 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The reactions of Ireland and Denmark to the Davignon Report - Ministerial re-shuffles 
in Sweden and ••• In Norway- The Defence of Europe, in the context of NATO- The symposium on · 
the defence of the Rights of Man will close tomorrow -

nAILY.BULLETIN No 657 (new series): 

3-4 - Mr. Malfatti holds a press conference 
4 - Adjournment of the nuclear Council requested by the Netherlands 

- EEC/AASM: Disappointment of Madagascar about the results of the Council 
- Canadian ex£hange rate and Community imports 
-Mr. Albrecht leaves the Commission's departments 

5 - E.P.: Report by Mr. Scarascia-Mugnozza on the political future of the European Communities 
6 - E:P:: Westerterp Report on the replacement of the financial contributions of the M.S. by the 

community's own resources 
7 - Emer enc aid for ordan planned and reply to question No 141 from Mr. Vredeling 

- EEC Iran: towards a renewal of the agreement 
- Cooperation between the EEC and the International Coffee Organisation 

8 - Textiles: opposition of the workers and employers to the policy concerning 11 generalized preferences" 
- Tax on expor!s of works of art abolished in Italy 

9 - Industrial design: reply to question No 128 by Mr. Oele 
- Go-slow of national customs men: reply to question no. 111 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Link-ups in the Dutch potato starch industry: reply to question no. 146 from Mr. Vredeling 

10-11 - Iron ore: supply of the steel industry 
11 - Number of workers from third countries in the steel industry 

-Alloying elements: s~pply of the steel in~ustry_ 
12 - The Week in Europe 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION N!> 1489 

.. 
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EDITORIAL 

18eme ann~e - No 658 (n .• 
lundi 5 octobre 1970 

BULLETIN OUOTIDIEN 

A bridgch~~ad in the very midst of Europe? @ 
-'the analysis of all the information, whether with figures or not, shows an increase, which is beco ~ 

e~Jl" faster, in the armed forces, strategic ;md nuclear or convcnti.onaJ, of the Soviet Union and her allie • 
The Warsaw Pact manoeuvres, which arc t<~king place in East Germany, arc the largest which have ever take , ~ 
place: they were celebrated by the issue of a special stamp, which reproduces the Pact's emblem, a seven 
pointed star. There is nothin in all this which even slightly resembles a reduction, whether balanced or1'~..-~--.... 
of the forces present, or which allows even a g:Jimmcr of a rnaterialisat.ion of the hopes for a "detente". 

But if Europeans arc told this, they do not listen. At most, the reply is that it is China wh9 ·is 
cerned. As if hundreds of nuclear nLissiles pointed towards townii and other objectives in Western Europe 
worried China. And in the mcanti.mc, J•;uropc, wh;1t there is of an oq.;aniscd Europe, amuses itself with pro-
jects of "half-yearly consuJtations" on the main problems of foreign po I icy. There might soon be no more 
subjects for consultations. 

Europe needs a powerful <~nd urgent reminder of the realities which arc being prepared. We shall see 
whether the European Par.! iament, which .is to discuss the po I i tica.l future of this Europe the day after to
morrow, will be able to give this reminder. 

A month ago, we concJ.udcd <~n cx;tminat.i.on of the consequences for Europe of the conclusion of the 
Germano-Sovict Treaty (cf. the Ed.i tor.ial s of S, () <~nd 10 September) by saying that "divided, the European 
States would on.ly move cl.oser ·to Amcr.ica ami ask for her protection". \Ve therefore consider that the achieve
ment of the economic and political unity of l~urope corresponds to an objective concern of the Soviet Union. 
Professor Lukaszewski (of the "Co U cgc of Europe" in Bruges) who has devoted a J ucid analysis to this very 
problem (in "Le Mondc"), reaches conclusions which arc in part i.dentical. He confirms the general opinion 
that a divided Europe is dcsdncd to remain dominated by the Uni.ted States. llut in his opinion "American 
guardianship l'!YCr a fragmented Western Europe repn~scnts .in the eyes of till' present team of Soviet leaders 
a political alternative which is slightly better· than an uni.ted and independent Europe". This is very prob
able: it would not be the first time that the leadcr·s in the K1·cmlin have judged the objective concerns of 
their country in their own way. ln the case in question, it is obvious that the hypothesis of the mainten
ance of American hegemony over an .impot.ent, becaus,~ divided, Europe gives them the technical advantage of 
a simplification in the maintenance of stabiJ ity and also of the possible and terrifying exploitation of 
an imbalance which they would thcms<'l.vcs have cn~atcd. Mr. Lukas::ewski 1 s concLusion is that 11 an integrated 
Western Europe, a political Europe, a demo-cratic and prosperous Europe is, after the Gcrmano-Soviet Treaty, 
a need which is more urgent th;m ever bd'orc". Urgent, because "the corrosive potentiality of the Gehnano
Soviet Treaty" must not be given the time to matcr.ial.ize. 

These conclusions arc perfectLy J ogi.c<1. L. Gcrm;my is required to make her fundamental contribution to 
this construction. But can she do so wi.thout the support, the solJicitation ;md above all the example of 
her partners? We read today that ~loscow attributes great import;mcc to the visit which Mr. Gcorges Pompidou 
is to pay, because it 11 w;mts to keep, beyond Germany, a br.idgchcad in the very midst of the Atlantic zone". 

Is this the united Europe? 

SUmiAHY 'S"OC~y (C(70 1}-J(J-.. ~~ 

·1 - EDITORIAL: 11 A bridgehead in the very midst of Europe?" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: von Brmm/Hippon talks - 1\orway and European political cooperation - Austria, 
Switzerland and the EEC- rl;u·shaJ I Tito in Brussels - The Germano-Polish talks have been resumed
President Nixon has ended h.i.s European tour - The protection of the Rights of Man. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 658 (new series): 

3 - The 11 Wcrncr Group" should cm~ its work on Wednesday 
- !h!!J_ opening of the pJenary S\~Ssion 

4 Lebanon asks for ;m improvement in the Conununity offers 
- System of reciprocal preferences amongst the developing countries: appeal for this by Yugoslavia, 

India and the U.A.R. 
- The German Finance Hinister in Luxemburg 
- EEC/Canada n~ lat.i.ons: talks 

5-6 -The Community 1 s Industri.a1 Policy: work rcJating to it and. reply to question no. 160 from Mr. 
V red cling 

6 Special rail tariffs in the Saar: talks for their extension 
- ECONOHIC & FINru\lCIAL I.NFOIUIATJON 

7 - E.):.B.: financing of the Savona-Vcntimiglia. motorway 
- E.I.B.: loan for a new Fiat complex .in Apu1ia 
- E.I.B.: participation in the financing by the "Cassa peril Hczzogiorno" of four industrial pro-

jects in Southern Italy. 
8 - Turkish Members of Par.l.iamcnt ;md the EEC 

Trade relations with the U.S.A.: question no. 291 from Hr. Vrcdcling 
Greek dumping in Southern Ita I y :· friend l.y solution 

9 - "Brain Drain 11 : reply to question No J 56 from Nr. Coustc 
10 - Structural measures planned in the F.R.G. in the agricultural sector: reply to question No 135 

from Mr. Vrcdcling 
AGRICULTURAL INFORHATION - WorLd cereals agreement - ~lr. Andcrscn in favour of entry 

11 Steel products from countries with State tr;1dc: conditions for a possible liberation of imports 
-Coastal steelworks in Finland built by a Canadian group? 

12 - Weekly Echoes 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1490 
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18~me ann~e • No 659 
mardi 6 octobre 1 

EDITORIAL 

How to dismantle Europe: from the "bridgehead" to the "two pillars". ~ 
President Pompidou began his palititabtalks. this· afternoon with the leaders in the Kremlin. It s~ 

that af the problems of industrial and commercial development are still to the forefront of the concerns/"~ 
the President of the French Republic, the more specifically political problems of European security and ~ 
the buildi~ of Europe no doubt have a place of honour amongst them • 
. · Accoing to "L1Ex.press", President Pompidou is "qu;_.:;tioning himself" at the moment about the pro~ 

of Europe, , as the French are doing, moreover {the majority of informed Frenchmen consider that the Oe - _:·.1 
mano-Soviet Agreement should facilitate the building of an united Europe). This is important since, if h 
is one countrY which has an objective interest in not losing any more time on the way towards this buil , 
this country is France. It is therefore France herself who will have to put forward initiatives in this 
perspective, and even more and better ones than those of Germany. 

It would therefore seem that the idea, put forward by Moscow, of France as a "bridgehead" in the West 
beyond Germany (just as of Japan as a bridgehead in the East beyond China) should hardly be appreciated by 
the French leaders. It is, however, both striking and worrying to note the resemblance, if not the identical 
nature, of the arguments provided in 11 Pravda11 and those developed by an eminent Gaullist {who is, moreover, 
a member of the European Parliament, which would suggest that his ideas constitute an orthodox interpretat
ion of the European choice of the main majority party in France), in other words by Mr. Raymond Offroy, 
"ho, in an article in the series "Free Opinion" in 11 Le Monde",ttoday develops a similar theOry to that of 
the "bridgehead" by defining Europe as a construction which "will necessarily have as its pillars the 
So•iet Union, where the Urals are to be found, and France, which is and will remain the main Atlantic wall 
of the Continent". Apart from the fact that Mr. Offroy seems to consider that Britain will never be a part 
of Europe (because otherwise she too would have her share in this "Atlantic wall", even if she is, still, 
an island), it is clear that for him, the ideas which triumphed at The Hague of a Community with an econo~c 
and political identity, must immediately be rejected. The conclusions to be drawn at European level from 
the Germano-Soviet Treaty would then be totally different to those which were drawn by Mr. Scheel in his 
speech to the European Parliament. 

What does Mr. Offroy then propose? To undertake "the gradual liberalisation of the States that were 
put into Soviet orbit at Yalta". A noble aim which could be attained, according to him ••• in agreement 
with the Soviet Union. Indeed, one might even succeed in supposing that the Soviet Unionhexpects to have 
proposed to it, to be asked, to dissolve the Comecon, by being offerred in exchange ••• the dissolution of 
the Common Market! 

Is Mr. Offroy sure that this fool's bargain, for this is the right term for it, would suit, let us 
not say Europe, but France? Does he want, under the pretexte of bui~ding Europe, to destroy what exists? 

SUMMARY ~ o~, LC[~ Uo. u~'-4 
1 - EDITORIAL: "How to dismantle Europe: from the "bridgehead" to the ;two pillars" 

2-3 -POLITICAL DAY: Political cooperation: adoption of a standpoint by the European Fc~:ralist Move
ment - Conservatives: Annual Congress - Marshal Tito in Belgium - Mr. D'Es§inay Patricio returns 
to Portugal -Mr. Graber in the Netherlands -Mr. PompidouJs visit to the oviet Union -Crisis 
in the Austrian People's Party - Statement by Mr. ~ in The Hague 

bAILI BULLETIN No 659 {new series): 

4 

~6 

7 

8 
9 

- Nuclear Council: the date of the session very doubtful 
~ EEC Turke the new provisions of the Association will be signed ~ November. 
- Permanent ommittee for Employment: Commission's draft 
-Plenary Session of the E.P.: Importing of maize from the AASM and OCT- The EEC 1s social problems 

- linked with the starting off of the various policies - Syste91 of "generalized preferences" 
-Canada's standpoint regarding enlargement 
-Amendment to the EEC 1s customs dut on aluminium and Canada 
- EEC alta: the competent Committees of the E.P. will be informed of the contents of the Agreement 
- The German D.G.B. unions received by Mr. Malfatti 
- Norwegian standpoint about the common fisheries policy 
- Community policy in the Mediterranean: reply to question no. 166 from Mr. Vredeling 
- American measures for bo cottin Cuba: reply to question No. 130 from Mr. Vredeling 
- EEC South Africa: reply to question No 149 from Mr. Glinne 

1ot11 --The Steel Industry in the face of Japanese competition 
11 - Coking coal: abolition of the indicative price 

- Specific investment spending in the Community steel industry 
l2-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1491 and reply to question No 131 from Mr. Hougardy 
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BULLETINS QUOTIDIENS ET SUPPLEMENTS 

EDITORIAL 

Moving uphill 

The European Parliament today debated a subject which should, so to speak, appear permanently ~~~ 
agenda, namely the political future of the European Communities. With what should the Parliament~ 
itself if not with makin sure that there is a olitical future for Euro e? · 

At the basis o the debate, there was the document approved by the six Foreign Ministers on ~~ 
better known under the title of the "Davignon Report". This document institutes a limited form of 11p~ 
ical cooperation" between the Six concerning foreign policy and it will soon be implemented: it is there
~ore to be fo~eseen that in a f~w weeks ti~e, ~he fi~s~ of these political consultations wi~l take p~-~~ 
J.t was very t1mely for the ParlJ.ament to g1ve 1ts op1n1on. ,,~~ 

Mr. Scarascia-Mugnozza' s report, which we summarized in our Bulletin of 2 October constitutes ' x
cellent work of analysis, not only of the document in question, but also of the political context in which 
it is situated. Not much is said in it about the future, and this is normal, for on this subject, we cannot 
go further than expressing wishes and hopes. But, lucidly and objectively, the Rapporteur, without showing 
any indulgence for the "timidity" which marks the outcome of the work of the Foreign Ministers, gives the 
objective conditions with which this outcome is linked and tries, with great diligence and showing very 
llOderate optimism, to suggest rather than establish the existence of 11virtualities11 opening ~erspectives 
of action, and therefore perspectives for the future. 

As soon as we learnt of the text of the document approved by the Foreign.Ministers, in other words, 
towards the end of July, we devoted a series of five editorials to it, for whose severity somebody reproac
hed us. We now have a conscience which is all the more clear in following the Rapporteur in his generous 
attempt to discover in this document those few 11virtualities11 on which our hope is founded. 

The first of these is no doubt the existence itself of the agreement. The Rapporteur remarks that in 
the various attempts made to attain political unification (since the project for the political Community 
of 1952), the ambition of the authors has always been decreasing. With the Davignon Report, we have reached 
the lowest point. But this need be no obstacle. All the precedents were projects which, for one reason or 
another, were abortive. This one is a fact: it exists. 

The second remark which we make i~ that this ag~ement does no~ compr~~se the.fu~ure. In fact~when 
~ have come down so low all that rema1ns to be done 1s to move u h1ll a a1n,and this J.s what must be done. 

T i ly, the agreement sets in motion not only the mec anism of po itical consultations, but also a 
revision mechanism (as if the authors of the document themselves confessed the poverty of their work). 

And finally, an embryo of a "permanent structure" has been created. It is a very fragile embryo, but 
it could develop. It is a question, finally, of the existence o{ a certain number of "cracks~ through which 
it could become possible to introduce, if the political will existed, a powerful reforming current, which 
Would transform these 11virtualities11 into "realities". 

1 
2 

SUMMARY q 0 ~V ( Cfi.o No I (.f) eo d 
- EDITORIAL: "Moving uphill" . 
- THE POLITICAL DAr! W.E.U. Assembly: perparatory activities for the November session -Hr RiafPon to 

meet ':Me-ssrs Malfatti and Deniau - New Zealand's -neputy Prime Minister will visit the capit s of the 
"Six" next month and London- Denmark eXpresses its concern regarding. certain possible concessions 
by the EEC to the UK 

lJMLY .aii.LETIN No .660 (new series): 

3/4/11- Plenary session of the E.P.: Parl,iament calls for more effective mechanisms to ensure poljtical 
co-operation among the 11 Six" 

- EUROSYNDICAT: l~. 35 · 
5 - ~: Approval o the application of the 11 generali§ed preferences" system 
6 - Air pollution caused by motor cars: directive in force 

- Construction standards for the operation of pipe-lines: difficulties regarding harmonisation 
- EFTA: trade in pharmaceutical products 

7 - mions with the Eastern countries: reply to Hr Glinne 1 s question No 150 
-Price control of products from the DDR: reply to Mr Vredeling's question No 123 

7/8 - Sales with premiums: reply to Hr De Winter's question No 180 
8 -Central Banks' Governors Committee: reply to Hr Dehousse's question No 148 

- Subsidies for agriculture increase in the U.K. 
9 - Regional policy: the Council suggests a choice of pQssibilities 

- !:!·: ECSC Commissioner of accounts 1 report is approved 
- C<JotPOSITE PRICE: 42.17 D/T 

10 - Coal production in the Community 
11 - International corn agreement: favourable prospects with a view to renewal 

- U.S.A.: new protectionist tendencies? 
- court of justice of the EEC: oath taken by two new members 

12/13 - ECON<JotiC INTERPENEFRATION No 1492 and question No 293 by Hr Glinne 
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EDITORp:AL 

The-f~rliament and political Europe: remar~s 

be.drawn from the diplomatic protocol instituting consultations of the Six on foreign policy, dese~es .. 
br1ef commentary. · -.t~ 

The debate in the Parliament on the political future of Europe, in other words rather on what co~ 

Firstly, on the voting of the resolution. As in other circumstances, a unanimous vote was desire 
several sectors of the Parliament. We have already written what we think about this quest for unanimity; ,. f 
we do not want to repeat it. It must, of course, be knoWP ~hat the goal is which the Parliament propos ~ 
attain by a vote. It is clear that, on the level of principles, Mr. Amcndola is right when he says that 
opposition is more logical and honest than the artificial majority in which two spirits co-exist. It i . , 
the less clear that in a case such as the one which concerns us, if the UDE group had been forced into ej 
opposition, this would have taken on a significance which was not amongst the intentions of those who drew 
up the draft resolution, in other words that the presumed intentions of the French Government would have 
been condemned at the same time as the UDE Group agreed to recognise the insufficiency of the agreements of 
20 July, asked for their extension to defence, the improvement of the cooperation, its connection with the 
Community structures and above all. the definition of Europe's role (in other words, the long-term objectives 
of political unification, absent from the Davignon Report). 

It is often heard, and especially from the Gaullist Members of Parliament, that "doctrinaire" debates 
should not be held in the E.P. We cannot understand why, especially' since in fact Mr. Habib Deloncle does 
much better than many others in this type of debate. The main thing is not to confuse doctrine and contingen
cies. An example of a balanced speech seemed to us to be the one by Mr. Lticker. The Christian Democrat 
spokes~an said with great clarity and without timidity what the objective to be attained was. And with gre~t 
honesty, he gave the practical reasons why, according to him, what exists must be accepted, while trying to 
profit from it. 

On1one point which does not concern doctrine, but rather political strategy, the Parliament was weak: 
the way in which it is associated - or rather "not associated" - with the process of political consultations. 
For it to accept the "fait accompli" is inevitable, but for it to be satisfied with it is incomprehensible. 
Paradoxically, the Commission was more concerned about its role and prerogatives. It acted, and it will at 
least have partial satisfaction. Mr. Malfatti must be;acknowledged for this. 

Unfortunately, the debate was marked by some confusion and by an obvious absence of information. It is 
surprising; for example, that the spokesman for the Socialist group did not know of, or even wrongly inter
preted a standpoint of the President of the Commission on the role of the latter, which was expressed public
ly in the Parliament and to the press. The same goes for Mr. Amcndola's speech on the "failure" ~hich marked 
the attempts for political unification. Was this ignorance or feigned naivety? Mr. Amendola has obviously r 
been "absent" too long from Europe to know that there were, indeed, several failures since the EDC, but that 
the Community has been created out of many lost battles and wars won. Hoscow noticed this, but not Mr. Amen
dola. He is wrong, and the more so since his party is a hard fighting party in which it is known that failures 
.must be exploited to strengthen the struggle. To create Europe is difficult, and if at each partial ffilure 
we were to change course, we would be nowhere. The truth is that Mr. Amendola and his party do not want this 
Europe, in which, as Mr. Halfatti said, "the essential decisions must be transferred from the national level 
to the Community level". 
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- GIDE - LOYRETI'E - NOUEL: Les cooperatives agricoles dans le marche conunun, Etudes comparees, Regime J-~.._., 
ique, fiscal, social et financier; under the direction of J.G. de Villeneuve, av~cat a la Cour de Paris 
preface by S. Mansholt, Vice-President of the Conunission of the EEC. Publisher: Dictionnaire Andre jol 
avenue Georges-V, Paris 8e, one volume, 14 x ~2, 528 pages, 68 FF. 

The aim of this study is to contribute towards a beeter knowledge of the cooperative phenomenon · 
the context of the common agricultural policy. A preliminary chapter analyses Community law and its re 
ionship with the agricultural cooperatives, as well as the place occupied by the agricultural cooperati 
in the common agricultural policy. In the Preface, Mr. Mansholt congratulates the authors "for the thorough
ness of the analysis" of this work, which concerns the various aspects of the agricultural cooperatives in 
the six countries of the Common Market: the legal system (various forms of cooperatives, framework of activ
ity, structures), the taxation system (direct taxes, V.A.T., registration duties, taxation of executives), 
the social system (social organisation of the firms, contractual labour relations} and the financial system 
(internal and external financing). As for the other publications by Dictionnaires Andre Joly, especially the 
Dictionary of the Common Market, this work is a practical study which is easy to use, thanks to a detailed 
summary and index. 

- EUROP~ INSTITUUT LEIDEN: De Fusie van de Europese Gemeenschappen, Uitgave van de Europese Beweging in 
Nederland, 90 pages.- This report on the merging of the European Communities, published by the European 
Movement in the Netherlands, has been established by a work group of the European Institute of the Univer
sity of Leiden. After an intrGductory chapter, studies are devoted to energy, competition, the industrial 
policy, the Community's own resources, the position of the European Parliament and Commission-Council 
relations. 

- Eurogids, Europese Instellingelll en Organisaties, Uitgave van de Europese Beweging in Nederland, 38 pages.
This little pocket guide summarizes the essential information (date of creation, members etc.) about the 
European organisations. 

- UNIAPAC,•aevue.tr~stri~lle de l'Union Internationale Chretienne des Dirigeants d 1Entreprise, UNIAPAC, 
49, Avenue d'Auderghem, 1040 - Brussels.- The first number of this new review, which will appear quarterly, 
contains a "dossier" sectien devoted to worker eo-management as well as an interview with Mr. Malfatti, 
President of the European Commission. 

- Nouvelles Universitaires Europeennes, No 45 - September-October l970/"2,.~i'Ue Merimee, Paris 16e.- In the 
SUIIIIIIary: The meeting of the European Ministers of Education, The progress of research on Europe is accelerat
ing, A projected Franco-German university information centre, Sviluppo e trasformazione dell'universita 
italiana, ·~alendar, Bibliography. 

- Europa Union, Ueberoarteiliche Zeitung fUr die Vereinigten S~aaten von Europa, Oktober 1970, Bonn, 1 DM.
We particularly mention the standpoint adopted by the Europa Union on the Germano-Soviet Treaty (cf. Bull. 
of 9 September 1970). 
- Overseas Review, No 54, September 1970, Conservative Political Centre, 32, Smith Square, London SWl, 15 
pages.- The English translation of the Germano-Soviet Treaty can be found in this number. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
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EDITORIAL 

Mr. Rippon 1 s visit to Brussels 1!1 
Mr. Rippon, the Minister in charge of conducting the negotiations for Britain's entry into the Co 

unity, is arriving in Brussels this week, a stage which is obviously important in his round of visits 
the capitals of the Community. Mr. Rippon 1 s visit coincides with a further sessi~n of the Deputies (the~ 
and precedes by scarcely two weeks a further ministerial session (the last but one before the Christmas~ 
cess). 

Mr. Rippon is coming to Brussels preceded by the very favourable echoes aroused by his speech in Bl) 
~o~ last Thursday, a speech whose full text we shall publish, since it seems to us to mark a very clear 
positive trend in the Conservative Government's attitude towards the negotiations in progress. Mr. Rippon 
speech is not an even in isolation: it confirms a development which has made itself felt in the very wide
spread support given by the Con$ervative Party to a policy which is to lead to entry, by what Mr. Heath him
self stated at the close of the Congress and by the ovation which awaited him. It must not be forgotten, in 
this context, that the Labour Congress also confirmed - even if this was not without difficulty - its supp
ort for the European policy of the Party. This is the same as saying that now the Government knows that it 
c~ courit ~n quite widespread, and even very widespread parliamentary support for the action which must lead 
Britain ~to the Community. 

This is another reason for not losing any more time. The negotiations must leave the stage of recip
rocal soundings. to go on to that of frank and open examination, conducted in common and for finding common 
solutions, of the major problems posed by entry. Everybody is aware, in fact, that at present some misgivings 
are felt in the circles which are following the development of the negotiations, since there is, to tell the 
truth, no development. To what is this due? The replies made are numerous and different. Some consider that 
the British ha'V'e "marked time" until now «or ~omestic policy reasons. Others insinuate that they are acting 
in this way to try to "divide" the Six. For others, the British could adopt no standpoint and take no initi
ative before knowing the European Commission's opinion on the calculation of the financial char es which 
would have to be borne by Great Britain following entry (t e Commission is devoting a speci session, to
morrow afternoon, to the examination of this problem). But these misgivings are also due to some ambiguit~ 
ies which should be rapidly eliminated, if there are to be any negotiations. Thus, there was much talk about 
a dispute amongst the Six over the interpretation of the Community standpoint concerning the length of the 
trans~tion p~iod. Without pre-judging the very heart of the question, it is obvious that when Mr. Harmel 
said, on 30 June, on J;lehalf of the Six, that it is necessary "to ensure adequate parallelism" between the 
progress.of the free movement of tndustrial goods and the achievement of the common agricultural market, 
pointing out lhat "this consideration must be taken into account for the length of the transition measures 
in the. industrial s~ctor and the agricultural sector", he thought that this period could be different. · 
Where the Six wanted the period to be identical, they said so explicitly ("In the field of trade, the length 
of the transition period should be the same for all the applicant.s"). 

Having. said this, any rigidity on one or other of the standpoints would be contrarY to the verr idea 
of negotiations. This involves, and it is the least that can be said, a converging movement towards solut
ions acceptable to all. Without this movement, in other words in immobility, there would be no negotiations. 

1 EDITORIAL: Mr.Rippon's visit to Brussels 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Commune elections in Belgium.- Heath at Blackpool.- Tito-Br~dt 
meeting.- Appeal by Mr.Otto Krag to Sweden • 
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EDITORIAL 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

9ombating protectionism everywhere ~ 

Mr. Dahrensorf will be in Washington at a. crucial moment. It is, in fact, in two or three days .JCA} 
that we will finally. know whether the Mills Bill, whic~ involves the institution in the United States~ 
protectionist system . of the worst kind (since it woulii be based not on a known customs tariff, but on 
unilateral and arbitrary application of quantitative limitations), has finally been taken off the ag · 
of the session of the Congress.which is soon to come to an end. For some weeks now, we were almost cer 
that this would be the fate of the bill supported by Chairman Wilbur Mills, but on the one hand, the A , 
istration did not want to commit irself too openly, for obvious electoral reasons, and on the other, 
oeuvering.is in progress to.attach the discussion of this bill to that of measures of a social~re, which 
are to have priority. 

We can start from the assumption that the immediate danger has been. put aside and that this affair will 
be talked about again in about six months time (unless President Nixon wants to sign the bill as it was pro
posed by the Administration even before the end of the year), when electoral pressures will have died down 
and when possible arrangements will have been reached in the meanwhile with Japan (which the Director General 
of the Gatt is trying to arrive a:t by means of discreet action which has been continuing for several weeks). 

But this in no way means that we must remain inactive, while waiting for events which could be dis
agreeable. These few months which we can hope to have must be used to do something, something whicH has not 
been done in the past few months. The first thing to do would be to establish unity of action with Great 
Britain'. Positive signs.are coming over from the ~ther side of the Channel and this is only normal, in the 
perspective of entry. But there is the danger that this unity of action would only-be obtained in the field 
of seeking. 11 retaliation11 • But the threat of retaliation can only have a very modest disuasive effect: its 
most probable outcome - and experience shows this - is to plunge everybody into a trade war in the style of 
the 30's. What should be done, on the other hand, is to organise a common strategy of the European liberals, 
who are in the ma"orit with American. liberals who are also in the ma'orit. Little has been said in 
Europe of t e standpoint adopted by 4,390 American economists who caa ed upon President Nixon to use his 
right of veto against the protectionist measures planned (7 economists were of another opinion). Would a 
similar 11 rising11 be noted in Europe in the event of serious protectionist initiatives? Europeans cannot 
remain insensitive in the face of such standpoints. By providing too large. an audience to the noisy press
ures of the grouns concerned, they are only offering a.deformed picture of reality, consolidating the pos
itions of the protectionists,.. cxee.ting.:~spirit of reprisal and, finally, providing grist for the protect
ionist mill. 

Europe must, on the contrary, take the initiative and the fight against~otectionism must be carried 
0Ut on e\recy •• Eront: this is the condition for its effectiveness • 
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EDITORIAL 

Disappeintment about Euratom: the future is tllack. 

Disappointment was general yesterday evening at the end of the Council meeting devoted to 
lems of Euratom and of technology. This is understandable. It is now almost a year ago that the 
of State or of Government,·meeting at The Hague, declared: 
h9.- As for all that is co~ected with the technological activity of the Community, thet:•re-affirmed 
will to continue the Community's activity more intens~vely with a view to coordinating and r~g11~~~~~-
strial research and development in the main key sectors, especially by means of Community programmes 
to providing the financial means for this. 
"10.- They are also agreed on the need to make fresh efforts to prepare in a· short ·,~pace "of time for 
troropeah..Atomic Eneri(y, Community· a research programme conceived of accordihg·to the requirements of -..o:::r.;-.-. 
~dustrial· management ·and enabli!J_g_ the more effective·use o'f tl)e'Joint. Resel:troh Centte to. be assu'ted". 
··~ On the impetus of this expression of Community will, the Euratom Council met a few days later and wel
comed with great interest a series of .suggestions by Mr. von Dorhanyi. In para.lO which we have just quoted, 
a short space of time is talked about: but the decisions have been put off from one Council meeting to the 
next. The discussions were not only on the reconciliation of divergent interests or on different details, 
which would be normal. They are also, alas! on differences of doctrine. 

On 31 October 1967 (three years have gene by sd.nce then), in a Council meeting devoted to research, 
the Ministers expressed their desire to implement "vigorous action for setting aright and promoting scient
ific and technical research and industrial innovation". Has a "machine for producing wind" been created? 
That was the question we as~ed in an editorial. Since then, the exp~rts have worked a great deal, and wor
ked well, as usual, but there has been not the least sign of European action concerning technology. 

There are obviously several reasons for this. The main reason is that at the time, it was clearly est
ablished that this action should be inter-governmental cooperation and there was the refusal to attribute 
a Community nature to the projects to be carried out and to the procedures. The Commission was not given 
the responsibilities which are its own by rights: it was merely "associated~' with the work (an excellent 
secretariat ••• ). After· three years, it can be seen what the system of inter-governmental cooperation resul
ted in. But the lesson.was not learnt, since now there are clai~s to depriye the Commission of its instit
utional prerogatives concerning the Joint Research Centre, .the.~necessity for whose rationalization has been 
recognised by everybody. In this way, the Jl~ would also become a pawn in the vast g~e of inter-governmental 
cooperation, which comes to the same as saying that it would soon be seized with total paralysis. 

This comes at the very time that it is being recognised that the Community must make progress towards 
the economic and monetary union, with all that this involves concerning the transfer of powers of decision. 
lt is now said that the debate on the Wcrner Plan will be a test for the European will of the partners in 
the Community. This is not true, for everthing is interconnecting, and everything is a "test''"· The inter
dependence of the common policies is obvious. A reversal in European will in the field of technology and of 
Euratom will no doubt have harmful consequences elsewhere. The distrust which seemed·vto'have been dissipated 
at The Hague could come to life again. The future is darkened by this. 
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EDITORIAL 

The British have spoken: now there must be discussions 

18eme annte - No 666 
jeudi 15 octbbre 1 

"No more tiMe -..st be-lost", we wrote on Monday, considering that j..t was tiae to llOVe on now, 
as the negotiations between the Community and the United Kingdom are concerned, to a frank and ope 
ussion of the main probleMs which arc presented, and whose solutions finally involve political choic 

Nevertheless, the search for a solution pre-supposes the knowledge of all the details of the p 
Since the Community standpoint on the various chapters is widely known, it was therefore necessary 
about that of the British. 

We~l, this was what vas done yesterday, at least on one of the crucial problems, that of the 
of the transition period for establishing a common agricultural"market extended to Great Britain. 
yesterday, in fact, that Sir Con O'Neill, surprising some of his interlocutors, gave the length of this 
period desired by his country, while mentioninr, several arguments in support of this. 

It was known that from the British viewpoint, the length of the transition period for agriculture 
could be different to the one for industrial products, since the idea of adequate parallelisM does not 
imply, according to them, an identical length, but rather the balance of reciprocal advantages, which con
cept is also at the basis of the Community st<mdpoint. This balance of advantages means that the profit 
which each of the parties ( Great Britain, on the one h<md, 1md the Community, or each of the ~ix,. on the 
other) can draw from the opening of the frontiers to trade in industrial or agricultural products, must, 
grosso modo, be bal~ced. 

It is very striking, in this case, that the opening of the frontiers to trade in in~ustrial products 
can procure for each of the parti.cs benefits which are balcmced (any precise estiJRation would be pure spec
ulation), whereas the opening of the frontiers to trade in agncultural products will constitute a total 
u&heaval for Great Britain, whereas. in principle, it will constitute a clear and certain advantage for 
t e ColllllllUlity (or for certain countries in the Community). That the observance of justness and balance 
should therefore impose some gradualness in this upheaval, with its multiple consequences (on trade, on 
British production, on the cost of living), this seems self-evident. 

But we do not want to discuss the heart of the problem here. The important thing is that the ice has 
been broken. A six-year period, shorter than the one that was feared {7 to 10 years), is, however, still 
IIUCh longer tha.p the one of three years for industrial products. But here there is matter for discussion: 
the gap can be reduced, application mechanisms can be studied, 

What must now be done is to strike while the iron is hot, and not allow it to cool off in the hands 
of the experts. It is known that some of these experts arc causing bottle-necks whose existence must be con
demned. If we are to see things clearly before the end of the year, an action to .unblock these bOttlenecks 
must be energetically proceeded with. The Gcnnan Presidency of the Council should attack this without hesi
tating. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

JEAN-PIERRE DUBOIS: La Position Dominante et son Abus dans !'Article 86 du Traite de la CEE, Preface by ~ 
Berthold Goldman, Professor at the Faculty of Economic Law and Science of Paris, EUitor:~Librairies Tech-~ 
niques, 27 place Dauphine, Paris ler, 1968, 325 pages, paper-bound, 42 FF. ~ 

This thesis for a Doctorate by Mr. jean-Pierre Dubois is the first work in the French language to 
study as a whole the problem of the abuse of dominant positions of article 86 of the EEC Treaty. The au 
first defines the dominant position by situating this idea in the context of the Commission's policy on 
restrictions of competition and the control on link-ups and in relation to other notions of the law on ea~ 
tels. The author then studies the case of abuses whether enumerated or not by article 86 by giving a prac~ 
tical definition of the abuse of dominant positions and by making it a case of the violation'of the aims fa 
of the Treaty. National legislations containing provisions on the control of link-uos or the abuse of domi 
nant positions are also examined insofar as the solutions which they provide for these problems are origin· 

Boeks which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this hea · 

al. Mr. Dubois makes wide use of the teaching of comparative law, without limiting himself to the legal e® 
systems of the Member States. 11It is a minimum of legal. security whicp the jurist is seeking", noted Mr. 
Ooldman in the preface. "Mr. jean-Pierre Dubois will have contributed·, for his part, towards preparing th 
way for this, by trying to begin.to carify the concepts which define the field of application of article (I 
86". 

- La Tribune d 1Allemagne, Cahier trimestriel, no ll of 13 October 1970, Editor: Friedrich Reinecke Verlag 
GnbH, 23, Schone Aussicht, Hamburg 22.- In t~;·summary of this review of German periodicals: flow to guarantee 
the future of Europe; Europecm security, Europe; now (by Klaus von Dohnanyi) and the Study of the origins of 
war and the Pea~e Policy. 

- De Maand, algemeen tijdschrift voor culturele en sociale bezinning, September 1970, Redactieadres: Lieve
hee~sbesJeslaan 49, 1170 - Brussel.- The September 1970 number of this monthly review is devote~ to a dossier 
on the future of Socialism at the level of Europe. In it, can be found contributions by Messrs. Sicco Man
sholt, H. Brugptans, J. Tinbergen and H. Vredeling, who adopt standpoints on the fonnation of a European 
Progresaive party. 

- EUropaische Gemeinschaft, No 10/1970, 53, Benn, Zit~lmannstrasse 22.- A large part of this number is de
voted to German agriculture, with a contribution by Mr. Alfred Mozer on twelve years of European integration 
in the agricultural field. 

t 1Europeen, No 110-1970, 77, rue Baron de Castro, 1040- Brussels. We mention extrabts'from the speech by 
Mr. Malfatti to the European Parliament, interviews with Mr. Dahrendorf and Mr. Harmel, and an article by, . ! 
Mr. Barber on the entry negotiations. A dossier has been devoted to the European world of halth. 

-:- OECD: COMMITTEE FOR INVISIBLE TRANSACTIONS: The ea ital.market international ea ital move 
ions on capital operations in Denmark, Paris, 1970, pages, Price: 10 FF, 15 d, 2.25 
report in a series of studies by countries undertaken by the OECD as part of its work on the 
of the capital markets, with the two preceding reports concerning Germany and Austria. 

l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
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5 -Financial cost of ent for the U.K.: finalization of the Commission's document 
6 - EEC Lebanon: negotiations progressing 

- The "Declaration of Buenos Aires" being examined by the Committee for Foreign Trade of the E.P. 
- EFTA: end of the work of the Consultative Committee 

7-8 - Industrial policy: active participation of the Commission in the work in progress 
8 - Scientific and Technological Cooperation: resumption of work 

- British steel production in September 
9 - The COPA justifies its demands for farm price rises 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATH~ - The EAOOF and Luxemburg 
10 ·- EEC/Ireland: standpoint on fisheries and fiscal duties 
ll - Cotton Textiles: resumption of negotiations with the exporting countries 

- Court of justice: Mr. Van Houtte 1 s mandate as Clerk of the Court has been renewed 
- "European Company": project published in the O.G. 
- Italy and the importing of hunting or sporting arms 
- Community Nomenclature of the economic activities in the Communities 
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EDITORIAL _ W(" 
The Werner plan - (1) Globality and irreversibility ~L 

Two fundamental characteristics make the Werner Report, which was submittep a few days ago to the 
European Connnission and the six Governments, a fun~amental d~cument for the future of the European ComiJJI':PJJif' 
ity. The first is its globality,in other words that no element can be removed from ~he prpposed plan 
out compro~sing its overall stability. The second is its irreversibility, in other words that once it i 
decided to begin the process of gradual unification which is proposed, it will be extremely difficult t 
retrace one's steps. · 

These two characteristics are perfectly in accordance with what we could call the Community's phil
sophy, for without globality, especially of the advantages and charges of every kind, whether political~
economic or social, and without irreversibility, there would be no Community. 

These ideas are, moreovel) expressed in slightly different terms in the introduction to the Repo 
in which it can be read that the preparation of the phased plan supposes that an examination of the present 
situation will be pro~eeded to, enabling the starting point to be precisely defined, and that common con
clusions should be developrd relating to the state of the economic and monetary union at the end of the 
phased plan. 

A process has been begun which has its "raison d'etre" in the long-term objective to be attained, and 
for which the means to be implemented gradually have been precisely defined. The fundamental and priority 
question which can be asked is therefore whether the point of arrival planned is in accordance with the 
Community's general objectives and its interests, whether it does not go too far or not far enough, and 
wh~ther the means provided are adequate. 

Concerning the point of arrival, the judgement was in some way already formulated by the Summit of 
The Hague. It was, in fact, at The Hague that the Heads of State and of Government, taking inspiration from 
the Barre Plan, recognised that'the achievement of the economic and monetary union is a priority objecti'~e. 
It was also at '}:he Hague that they po;inted out that its achievement should be gradual (a "phased plan") 
without, however, fixing. its length, and that they indicated that the·':plan should be prepared before the 
end of 1970. And it was again at The Hague that they went further by specifying that the development of 
monetary cooperation should be based on the harmonization of the economic policies and askiDi to study the 
creation of a European Reserve Fund. 

The Heads of State and of Government thus pointed the way and laid down various very visible mile
stones: the technical debates, animated by respons}ble political direction (we are obyiously thinking of 
the figure of Mr. Pierre Werner) have led to results which, at first sight, are perfectly in accordance . 
with these indications. 

The point of arrival therefore constitutes the key to the general equilibrium. The authors of the 
Report understood this, pointing out that "The Group has not sought to build an ideal system in abstract 
terms. It has rather wanted to define the factors essential for the existence of ~ complete economic and 
monetary system. The union, such as it is described here, represents the least which must be done". 

The least that must be dore, this ~s a reply to those ·who would be tempted to find that this system 
. "t b"t" 11 1S oo am 1 1ous • (To be continued). 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

The Wemer Plan - (2) Economic union and pplitical union: two different 
things. 

After what we tried to explain yesterday about the irreversibility and globality which mark the W&~~~·~ 
Plan for an economic and monetary union, there is the question of whether and in 'what conditions this pl~ 
could be judged as too ambitious. MO 

There are two possib1lities. The first is that the final objective goes too·far beyond what is fore 
seeable and possible. However, we noted yesterday that this possibility must be put aside, because the def 
inition of the objective contained in the Werner Plan is perfectly in accordance with the one that was chosen 
by the Summit at The Hague. If the Heads of State and of Government were agreed a year ago, why should they 
not agree today? 

The second possibility is that the means and instruments proposed are not sufficient to attain the ob
jective,,which would then be beyoild_;the reacP~of the. Community. At' first sight, an exhaustive answer to this 
question cannot be given. The eminent experts who have worked on the document in question assure us that the 
instruments are adequate (but they are "the necessary minimum"). It is obvious that in projects of such 
scope and involving such "long" periods of time, there can never be absolute certainty. And, moreover, is 
there ever any absolute certainty in large political projects? The wager factor is inseparable from these 
projects. The Werner Plan is not solely based on a whole series of instruments, but it was conceived of in 
connection with the existence of a permanent political will, which would enable the possible shortcomings of 
the instruments to be remedied. Therefore, this second possibility can also be put aside, in other words, 
it cannot yet be said that the plan is too ambitious. 

But there is something el~ mental reservations and fears which must be discussed immediately before 
they have a harmful influence pn the wide debate which is to open on the implementation of the Wemer Plan. 
We have the feeling, in fact, that those who:talk of exaggerated ambition attribute to the authors of the 
Plan the desire to pursue an objective which would go far beyond the economic and monetary union and which 
~ould be no more nor less than the political union. In other words, some think or fear that it is planned 
.to use the common will - whose existence cannot be contested - to build the economic and monetary union, as 
an instrument for building the political union. 

In our opinion, this disguised intent, this ulterior motive, does not exist. And if someone were to 
feed its flames, they would be making a great mistake. The political union of Europe will hever be a ripe 
fruit which would fall into our arms from the luxuriant tree of economi-c union. Certainly, any progress 
towards economic integration creates conditions favourable for political unification. Since currencies are 
both the symbols and instruments of sovereignty, all that is connected with them is connected with sovere
ignty. But the problem is also posed in the opposite way: if the will for political union were lacking, the 
economic and monetary union would remain fragile and reversible, in other words that it would be permanently 
endangered. 

· The political union constitutes a conscious and deliberate choice of the peoples, along many byM~~, 
but which are always political by~ways. It cannot be the result of stratagems. Those who possibly think or 
believe this would prejudice li!On.etary union without causing the political union to progress. 

(To be continued} 
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The Werner Plan - (3) Indispensable transfers with a precise aim 

Yesterday we:.were concerned with showing clearly that it is one thing creating an economic and·~..., .. -
monetary union and quite another creating a political union. But we also stressed the importance o · · 
links there are between all progress which can be made in the field of economic integration and that w eh \ 
one would wish to make in the field of political unification. These links become particularly clear w ellft , 
economy, budget and currency are directly acted upon and the Werner Report expresses this concept in t e ~· 
correct way: 1'The economic and monetary union thus appears as an agent for fennenting the development of the 
political union which it cannot) in the long run, do without". 

As is known already, as soon as institutional problems are alluded to, concern and suspicion is aroused. 
Thus certain people wonder about the scope and aim of the institutional reforms which are adovaated by the 
authors.of the Report. Hence the content of the planned reforms must be exam1ned and whether they constitute 
a "trap", aimed at modifying institutional balance. As the Report states, the aim of the reforms is to 
create bodies which will exert· certain owers which have been. so far exerted b national authorities. These 
transfers are indispensab e - the Report states - in order to "ensure the cohesion of the economic and 
monetary union" and it adds that they will be "kept to those limits which are strictly necessary for the 
effectiveness of Community action". There is no real innovation, therefore, or mutation of the insti'-;. 
tutional characteristics of the Community. In several fields of Community activity these transfers have 
taken place with completely positive results. The most striking transfer is obviously that of resources 
derived from levies, customs duties ·and even part of taxation (TVA). These transfers have not substantially 
altered the institutional.equilibrium and they have always been dictated by concern for effectiveness, i.e. 
in order to render possible the application of the common policies. The new factor is precisely the con
sideration of the economic and monetary policy as a trully common policy. As soon as this decision was taken 
(and the Hague Summit was devoted to it), it was normal that rules arising from the common policies should 
become applicable. 

But what do these "new institutions" consist of, in the long run? Firstly, a decision-making centre 
will be created for the economic policy which will influence the formation of national budgets and modify 
the parity of the single currencv or all the nation~]. currencies (a lo~cal consequence of fixing parities). 
Secondly a Community Central Banks systenr would make decisions on· internal monetary_ policy(liquidity, rate 
of interest, credit) as well as external (intervention on the exchange market and management of reserVes). 
All this is obviously of the greatest importance, but all who are acquainted with the functioning of 
economic, budgetary and monetary machinery are perfectly well aware that, as the Report states, it is only 
the indispensable minimum. The question is whether the creation of the economic and monetary union is 
desirable. If the answer is "yes", then these bodies or decision-centres are necessarr. And these would 
be bodies, doubtless of a political nature, which would nevertheless act strictly within the institutional 
fra1tfwork of the Community, thus having no other aim than that which was assigned to them. 

In these conditions, it is regrettable that Mr. Vendrou; deputy for the Pas-de-Calais (and brother
in-law of General de Gaulle) today launched an attack against the Werner Plan (cf. our Political Day) which 
is aimed at bringing about its downfall even before it has been started. 
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EDITORIAL v.V" 
The Werner Plap.- (4) Has the vicious circle of pre-conditions been broken? ~ 

The information according to which Mr. Vendroux judges the 11Werner progranune 11 as 11 inat:ceptable11 

firms that we were not wrong in foreseeing that some would take the pretext of the suggestions of idEI~~ 
utional nature contained in the Report (and which in any event would ohl become a realit in the 
phase, after having been discussed and decided on amongst the Six, or more probab y amongst t e Ten 
use the authors of having wanted to create 11 a federal super-power11 • Hr. Vendroux goes as far as pro 
that the Report in question should not even be taken into consideration. 

We stressed that the Werner Report is characterized by globality. The economic and monetary un" .s 
already the more or less explicit ultimate objective of the Barre Plan of 12 February 1969. It w~& c 
nized as being a priority objective by the Summit at The Hague. The Werner Report took over from the B 
Plan, succeeding in11 breaking the vicious circle of political and economic pre-conditions 11 , as Hr. We..ot!_,_ 
himself said, and to "show a cautious and gradual way of development towards a state of affairs which will 
enormously ease the achievement of all the objectives of the existing Treaties 11 • To be accepted by all the 
partners, the Werner Report had to take various concepts, various points of view and various objective sit
uations into account. We again quote Hr. Werner (speech given in Paris on 16 October): 11Two concepts necess
arily oppose one another, the one which situates the monetary union at the end of integration as its crown
ing glory, and the other which considers it as the driving force of this very integration. After having 
gone through the whole question, my group stopped at a line midway which already shows the idea of phases 
and progression and which is confirmed by the parallelism between economic development and monetary coope~ 
ation on wpich political cooperation aligns itself as from a more advanced stage". The delegations of power 
which result from this are no different to those which the Community is already experiencing in other fields. 
This is therefore not a question of doctrine, but a question of means. 

The Governments which now have to examine this document and draw the consequences from it in the fonn 
of decisions taken in the Community fr.amework have a difficult task. They must, in the first place, be aware 
of the fact that the decisions of The Hague formed a whole, and that their balance would be compromised if 
we have to abandon moving forward in what is most important in the chapter of the strengthening of the Comm
unity. The time-limit for establishing a phased plan is given explicitly in the communique of The Hague. 
Secondly, they will not be able to avoid the definition of 'the long-term objectives of this plan, of the 
contents of the first phase, and of the instruments to be' established. 

But the conclusion, since it is of a more general nature, what must the forces which are urging the 
building of a more coherent Europe draw from this? The efforts must be increased to accelerate the building 
of a political Europe, which will not arise out of a monetary Europe, just as it has not resulted from an 
agricultural Europe or from a Europe of multi-national firms. It is a political Europe which will enable, 
in the last resort, the harmonious accomplishing of the building of Europe, in every field. 

The End 

SUMMARY ?~ 6c-\'o~'( lCftO J--.)o · fe~ \ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The Werner Plan - (4) Has the vicious circle of pre-conditions been broken?" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: Nordic Ministers of Foreign Affairs: next meeting -Hr Heath before UNO - German 

Liberal Party: defections - A monetary and econpmic Europe in the Belgian Senat<;! 

DAILY liULLETIN No 671 (new series) 

3 -Medium term ecxmomic policy: approval of the draft third progranme 
- Scientific and technical research: Community action boosted 

4 - E.E.C./Greece: the Commission's previous attitude with regard to the association is confinned 
- Hr Deniau to visit Sweden 
- Protectionist tendencies in the U .s.: Mr Zagari talks with the Commission 

415 - E.E.c.zu.s.: trade difficulties 
5 - E.S.C.:full meeting 

-Meeting of the E.P. Social Committee 
6/7 - Regional policy: first debate within the Council and question NO 321 by Hr Vredeling 
7 - ECON().IIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
8 -Trade between Ireland and the U;K. 

- Hr Mattila in Brussels -
- Hr Vincente de Arteiga: talks with the Commission 

9 ricultural Committee of the E.P~: refor;il of agriculture 
- E.E.C. orocco: criticisms of the func~~9ning of the Association 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Gennan MP' s in Italy - Food concentration in France - AccCun.t :Depts. use 

electronics in France 
10 - "Certificates of Origin" of products: reply to question No 185 by Hr Vredeling 

- Polic followed b the Six in Africa: reply by the Commission to Hr Glinne's question No 201 and 
question No 202 to the Counci · ·I -

11 - Coal production 
- ExpOrt quotas of scrap-iron for blast furnaces 
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SIGURD EKELAND, L'economie norvegienne et l 1Europe, Service de Presse du Hinistere des Affaires Et:iAr.l~llot!r& 
Oslo, 1970, 98 pages. 

We have already pentioned the apparition of this work, wPose author is the' Assistant Head of ~~~ 
wegian Mission to the Community, which enables him to talk about tfiese problems with a competence 
few people can have, both in the CommU11ity: and in Norway. To read this volume is valuable at a time ....... ---~,. 
the negotiations with Norway have begtin and the first difficulties are being experienced. Intthis bl.2o 
find a European spirit which can only· cause us to rejoice: "From the viewpoint of membershi~·~- writ s ·• 
Eke1and - Norway will give the enlarged Community, which still has a deficit of energy resources, a · 
equilibrium. It will then be a natural supplier of those products whose manufacturing cons~es so mu ene~ 
gy. Norwegian industry wd.ll insert itself into the framework of Connmmity industry, not by 'creating proble-.. 
for its sensitive sectors, but by helping to solve them ••• Western Europe is today economically much stront~ 
er than. it was~ The Community idea is of the same stature as the duties and challenges with which the Euro
pean nations are faced today. The enlargement of the Community is a further stage towards the rational ex
ploitihg of the material and human resources of Europe. Norway wants to take part in this." It would have 
been interesting, however, to add a chapter devoted to a rapid analysis of the political forces present in 
Norway towards both membership of the Community and the p~rspectives offerred by Nordic co-opera~tion. This•· ~
would perhaps enable the reactions of the various circles in the present situation to be-understood better 
and to be ~~uged at their true importance. 

- Survey of Europe Today, 325 million Europeans, A survey planned and carried out under the patronage of 
"Reader's Digest", Preface by Professor Andre Piatier, 1 clothbound volume, 228 pages (format 22 x 33.5cm), 
including 30 pages of unedited maps and graphs in 6 colours, and 68 tables of comparative figures with co~ 
ents in 2 colours. · 

This study is considered as the largest economic survey ever carried out by Professor Andre Piatier, 
who wrote the preface. Practically speaking, this is a gigantic market study, since, on the one hand, with.· 
sixteen countries, it concerns more than 320 million consumers and, on the other, it covers all the sectors 
of d#mand and concerns a considerable number of products and services. Scientifically, this is an irreplace
able collection of data and motives from which it is possible to obtain a better knowledge of the workings ; 
of consumption. · · 

The questions asked about the Common Market are of particular interest. Thus, 8Z% of the Europe~s 
have heard about the Common Market, but only 26% were able to mention all the six member countries, whereas. 
12% were unable to mention any country in it. The Germans are convinced that they have profited least froll[" 
the Commo~·Market and that the French have profited most from it. As for the French, they are convinced of 
the contrary. However, 46% ~f the inhabitants of the Common Market t~k that the latter will eventually 
be an advantage for their country, whereas only 16% think that it will be A disadvantage. In addition, 7&1. 
of the inhabitants of the Common Market are for the abolition of customs duties, 68% are for a common agri
cultural policy, 63% are for a common currency. Support ·fOr. ;. :. ' a coDJDon ;'foreign policy is important but 
less pronounced: 54% for the whole of the Common Market: 61% for Germany,~l9% for Italy and 52% for France. 
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EDITORIAL 

lundi 26 octobre 1 

Il'ltcmational trade and ~ropean-American relations ~ 
Mr. Dahrendorf is to g:i,ve his report today to the Council of Ministers meeting in Luxemburg on th~ 

results of the talks which he had in Washington ten days ago. The Council ~ill no doubt have to express · 
concern at seeing the principles of free trade preserved in the face of the protectionist tendencies 1-
are appearing more or less everywhere and especially in certain North American business circles. A new 
elopment will, however, encourage it to be a little less pessimistic as to the future development. 

The news which is coming in from the United States suggests, in fact, that the danger of the adop 
of the protectionist bill of Senator Mills has now been put aside. Last week, the situation deteriorate 
further for the Finance Committee of the Senate approved - by means of a procedure contested by eminent 
Senators such as Messrs. Fullbtight and Javits - the link-up between the Mills Bill and the one on the 
reform of social laws, with the aim of obtaining the discussion and approval of these two bills together 
during the short closing. session which the Senate is to hold from 16 November. Indeed, Present Nixon has 
threatened on several occasions to use his right of veto, but it is wondered whether he would have been 
able to do so, considering the link-up achieved with a widely pop~lar social law. Without considering the 
fact that, in the almost open conflict which exists between the overall political view which the State 
Department has of these problems and the strictly sectoral view of the Department of Commerce (Messrs. 
Rogers and Stans speak two completely different languages), it is not certain whether the first would fin-
ally have prevailed. · 

The new development which has just taken place is the agreement in principle reached between Americans 
and Japanese - and confirmed on Saturday after the Nixon-Sato talks - on the adoption of a system of the 
"voluntary limitation" of Japanese textile exports to the United States. Senator Mills, who took part in 
the final phase of the talks, stated that he was prepared to abandon his bill as soon as the Japanese ann
ounce the measures planned. 

Thus, the possibility which we mentioned in our Editorial of 13 October, in other words that there 
would now be a sufficient lapse of time to jointly take, on both sides of the Atlantic, constructive initia
tives, has proved true. But it must not be forgotten that difficult problems still remain open. We mention 
that of the abolitio~ of the American Selling Price and that of the threat which is hovering of the Comm
unity if Japanese textile exports were to invade markets other than the American market. But these things 
must now be considered in a wider perspective. At the present moment, now that the negotiations for the 
enlargement of the Community have been begun, there is a tendency in the United States to state the problem 
in relation to the prejudice which could be sufferred by American trade because of the establishing of an 
enlarged Community. This way of presenting things. will. no doubt not be accepted by Brussels, the more so 
s~nce it is not yet exactly known what the future Community will be like. On the other hand, it is possible 
~d necessary to inform the Americans that it will not be the "protectionist plot" which some are afraid 
of. From this viewpoint, common action aimed at solving certaip precise&and urgent problems seems ·of great 
use • Elll. G. 

sUMMARY ?. fs> c ~ ( crto No. C€ 7~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "International trade and European-American relations11 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: E.U.C.D. Executive: meeting in Brussels - ~olitical consultations of the "Six" will 
t.ake place at the beginning of December - First consultation o~ Six on foreign policy in Bonn at 

DAILY BULLETIN No 673 (new s~ries) beginning of December 

3 - Mr Sassen, Netherlands' Pennanent Representative 
- Community Council: to discuss the "Werner Report" on 23 November and 14 December. 

4 - Ministeri·al Council: adoption of the Community draft budget for 1971 
-Ministerial Council: adoption of unifonn policies for export credit insurance 
-Ministerial Council decisions conce:inin~· relations with Spain, TuniSia and Turkey 

5/6 - 'lhe E.E.C./U .K Conference will finally solve certain minor aspects tomorrow 
6 - Australia and the enlargement of theo:E.E.C. 

- President Sen&hor in the European Commission 
7 - Technology regarding uranium enrichment 
8 - E.I.B.: Three loans for 17.6 million U.A. 
9 - Weekly earnings and working hours of industrial workers 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Measures taken by France in the agricultural field + Question No 323 by 
Mr Fellermaier - Aid to Dutch horticulturalists: Belgian concern -European conference on domestic 
fishing: reply to question No 143 by Vredeling - imports of butter to the U.K. from Denmark and 
other countries 

lit - &lergy: prospects for the coming months 
11 -Technical steel research: new programmes 

- Post Apollo Programme: European parttcip.at;i.on;; 
- ECON<lUC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION . 

12 - Weekly appendix 
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EDITORIAL 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

.M 
Welcome to Mr.s Rippon . @ 

We welcome Mr. Rippon, who, for the first time, is today presiding the British delegation for the · 
negotiations at ministerial level for entry into the Community. He is, in such a short space of time, tli 
third "Mr. Europe" which the United Kingdom has sent us: let us hope that he will be able to successful · 
complete the negotiations which Mr. George Thomson prepared for and which Mr. Anthony Barber opened. 

Concerning Mr. Geo~frey Rippon, what we know of him, and especially of his recent attitudes, both 
lie and private (we stress, concerning the former, the important speech made on 8 October to the Conse 
ive Party Congress) allows us to think that he is the man to attain the goal which he has proposed ruu' qs~.m 
in othenwords of leading Great Britain into the Community in just conditions. 

What now seems clear to us, in spite of all that can be said or suggested, is that there is in the 
British governing class and more particularky in the Government, a firm will to take the great leap. Once 
the decision is taken, the decisive action naturally depends on the circumstances. Having established this, 
the Six have the possibility of choosing two different tactics. The first would be to take advantage of 
British determination to make the British dance to their tune, in other words not to take the least step 
towards compromise solutions, mainly concerning appli~ation and not the principles themselves, in the ce~ 
ainty that the candidate will have to end by accepting everything or almost everything. 

The second tactic would consist of taking note of the existence of this will as a positive fact and 
therefore - still without abandoning the principles - of making every possible effort towards making mem
bership, in other words adaptation to the Community system, less difficult. 

Which of the two tactics is the better one, the one most in the"Community spirit", and the one which 
conforms most to the interests of the enlarged Community which is to result from these negotiations? For us 
there is no doubt. It is possible that the first might. force the British to pocket a few bitter reproofs, 
but this would create an uncomfortable situation and dangerous internal tension from the start. For the will 
to make c9rrections will be considerably strengthened: the capitulations would necessarily cause a feeling 
of revenge which can do much harm. 

These things must be said at a time when a' desire for more rigidity is being outlined amongst some of 
the partners, with a view to imposing a restrictive interpretation of a fundamental aspect of the "common 
standpoint" of the Six. Instead of devoting themselves to doctrinal exercises, the Six would do better to 
enter the field of concrete proposals or counter-proposals about the length of the transition period. 

The Commission's document on the estimation of the charges of the Community budget alludes, rightly, 
to the fact that the future budget will not only include agricultural spending. But this remains purely the
oretical as long as the Community does not succeed in agreeing on the carrring out of large-scale common 
programmes, such as, for example, in the field of reserch, either nuclear or non-nuclear. As Mr. D'Ornano 
said in the National Assembly, we must learn to make use of Europe: "if a large-scale financing project were 
planned for r.esearch, Europe!s budgetr which seems to be 95% devoted to agriculture, would then take on an
other appearance. The entry of Great Britain into the Common Market would perhaps be gre~tly facilitated by 
this". 

This is all very well. But the question still remains: do we want to facilit11-te this entry "reasona-
bly" or to make it more difficult? EmlG. 

l EDITORIAL: "Welcome to Mr. Rippon" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The "political co-operation"of the Six. enters into its active phase - Round Table on 
the prOblems of"Europe devo~ed·:to·"YoUth and.Europe" 

DAILY BULLETIN No 674 (new series): 

3-4 - Th~.problem of trade relations between Europe and the U.S.A. in the Council of Ministers 
4-4b - Ministerial conference for British entry 
5 - EEC/Austria: the European Commission called upon to begin negotiations 
6 - Regional policy: wide consensus within the Council for setting it in motion 
7-8 - Industrial policy: standpoint adopted by the ECPE 
8 - E.I.B.: Investment credits for the Societe Belgo-fran~aise d'Energie nucleaire Mosane- SEMO 

- Matches monopoly: Italy will proceed to its re-organisation 
9 - Ministers of Education: the work for a possible Council meeting is continuing 
10 - French regulations concerning licensing contracts: reply to question No 227 from Mr. Schworer 

- Application of the CCT: reply to question No 237 from Mr. Armengaud 
- ECOOOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

ll - AGRICULTURAL IN~RMATION - The Boerenbond notes the large fall in incomes - Community aid for Jordan 
-Price of~mpgrted fish rising in Great Britain- Grants to Peru and Rumania: reply to question No 
165 from Mr. Vredeling- Pear market- Alcoholic content of the. wine in the F.R.G. and LUxemburg.--
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EDITORIAL 

18eme ann~e - No 675 (n •• 
mercredi 28 octobre 1970 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

The negotiations with Great Britain: the overall approach and 
the Commission's r3le ~ 

In proposing an overall approach instead of a sectoral one, and to a certain extent by reversing th 
perspective in which.the British negotiators situated themselves (estimation of a certain charge in 19 
and the search for the means able to reduce this charge or helping to face it}, to take as the starting. ~ 
point t~~ ~resent situat~on and t~ seek mechanisms cap~ble of pr~ve~ting difficul~ ~i~uat~ons fro~ aris~ 
the Commun1ty has shown 1ts capac1ty to overcome certa1n contrad1ct1ons, no~.to surround 1tself w1th ster1le ~ 
debates and to reconcile the logical strictness of the approach with the necessary pragmatism of the mech-~· 
anisms to be envisaged. 

Having said this, it is obvious that the roblems arc nevertheless not solved: they remain in all 
their complexity. But it is very important that they shou d be presented well. 

In the note from the Commission to the Council concerning the British document on the financial arran
gements in the enlarged Community, we can find a key passage where it is said that "if, in the present Comm
unity or in an enlarged Community, inacccptable situations were to arise, the very life of the Community 
would require that the Institutions should find just solutions for them". The idea which is e~~ressed in 
this sentence is a fundamental one, inherent to the existence of the Community and which naturally implies 
that there should be complete confidence in the Institutions and in their correct functioning. 

If we have ~entioned this passage and this idea, it is because it is here that the origin can be found 
of the approach that the Community is proposing to the British, and which the British have accepted, It can 
also be found in the remark which concludes the Commission's text, according to which it is impossible to 
estimate in a sufficiently avproximate way the appearance of the Community budget in 1978. Thus, the White 
Paper, in its successive edit~ons, must be considered as liquidated: the British themselves now have suff
icient arguments to contest it. It is interesting to note that Mr. Rippon himself refus.ed to a,c;;cept that 
a just price should be talked about which Britain should pay to enter the Community, preferring the express
ion "fair terms", and naturally fair for all the parties concerned. 11 It is .wrong just to· think of ourd.ens·r 
... said Mr. Rippon - we should think of the opportunitiesn •. 

Mr. Rippon has thus rallied to the Community's point of view, which does not automatically mean that 
the solutions will be easy to find, but that there will at least be agreement on the type of solution which 
is being sought. 

This seems to us finally to be an incontestable success for the European Commission. The idea of glob
ality was expressed by it, in the Document prepared by Mr. Deniau which, moreover, illustrated its signif
icance to the Six.. On the other P.and, in the Cotmcil, there was a tendency to allow oneself to be trapped 
into doctrinaire discussions and the fractional approach. This does not surprise us: but this must encour~ 
age the Commission itself to take the initiative, in exploiting the possibilities offerred by the method of 
negotiation. As from now, it has fresh arguments in its favour. And the British also must under~tand that 
this· is also in their interests. Em.G. 

SUMHARY ").8_ Oc-tdoe'r' { t:r7-G ~. ~ 7$ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The ne otiations with Great Britain: the overall a roach and the Commission's :.:, ... ~·· 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: Move by the European Federal Hovement Italian Committee in favour of direct 

election of xhe E.P. - Local Authorities: European Conference - Mr Rippon soon to visit Paris -
Ne\i Zealand and Australia: unity of action 

DAILY BULLEriN No 675 (new series): 

3/4 - E.E.C./U .K.: The Conference has considered the 11 fact finding11 phase as over 
3 - EUROSYNDICATE: 141.04 
4 -Non-.a licant EFTA countries: Community defines broad lines of initial standpoint 
5 - E.E.C. Latin America: Italian support of the projected meeting at ministerial level and Mr Co,.,~to• s 

question No 31 
- Customs decisions by the Council 
- Co-o eration between the E.P. and the Parliament of Malta 

5;6 - E.E.C. Eastern Countries: problem of relations before the Council 
6 - Chemical fertiliser sector: competition and reply to question No 15"8 by .'1r Yredeling 
7 - C'ompulsory bracket tariffs in road transport: UNICLE' s standpoint 

- Conservative Government Budget 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFO&\fATION 

8 - Italian national action in favour of Hezzogiorno: reply to Mr Cifarel:,.~ 1 s Question No 162 
..., Mr Rabemananjara visits the European Commission • 
- Radiation and isotope technigues in the building industry 

9 -Coking coal: average prices 
-Mines: disquiet over the market situation 
-COMPOSITE PRICE: 37.83 D(T 

lC ·· ESCS Advisory Committee: next meeting 
- Heavy steel industry and bu~lding of new factories 

11 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Canada/People 1 s China agreement -- ]il.pan and the planned price inc.· :ases 
for wheat -Enquiry in the U.S. into Community levies on sus,:uing of tinned fruit -Butter f..'Cl.Ud in 
Belgium - E.P. and the reform of agriculture - Percentage of orange juice in drinks and question No 
198 by Mr Cifarelli 
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An overall concerted strategy for a single economic area. V~ 
Mr. Raymond Barre today presented to the press the draft Third Medium-Term Economic Programme ~h~ 

CoJJIIIlUllity, which, as. we know, concerns; the years 1971-1975 and which provides guidelines with figu·· ·le 
defining a series of structural projects. 'Ihe Council, which is· to give its views on this draft, y 
asked for the opinions of the E.P. and of the Economic and Social Committee. . ' 

We shall give an account of this important document in our Bulletin (we gave some indications a ut 
it on 23 October), but, for the moment, we should like to mention the political importance which it ·v· ..... -

assuming at the moment. Why 11 at the moment"? 
Firstly because it is precisely today that the Commission is making its proposals to the Counc· 

decisions for the adoption of the principles of the "phased plan" s~ested by the Wemer Report an 
the first application measures. The phased plan aims at the setting up within a given time-limit - a 
- of an economic and monetary union, in other words the creation of a single economic area. But to be 
to attain this, economic policies must as from now be inserted into an overall concerted strategy, which 
is precisely the objective to be attained in the first phase. The Programme is a fundamental instrument of 
this overall concerted strategy. Indeed, one might wonder why the fir.st phase of the plan do~s not complete
ly coincide with the period covered by the Medium-Term Programme. It must not be forgotten tnat the Commun
ity is living in a period of extraordinary dynamism from every point of view, and that therefore, if it is 
desirable to arrive at a given moment at a "coordination of strategies" in the political sense of the ex
pression, we must put up for the moment with the lags and overlapping. 

It is indeed in the p1~sent phase that the possibilities of the future development of the Community, 
at political and socio-economic level, are becoming.visible to the outside world. The choices to which the 
Community is proceeding are the translation into rela terms of the formula of fhe Hague, according to 
which the integration process must result in a Comnnmity of "stability and growth". The Medium-Term Progra
ame is the result of a series of choices: hence the interest which it holds at the moment. 

The third reason for this interest must be sought.in the fact that we are soon go1ng to approac~ the 
heart of the problem :in the context. of the ~egotiations with Great Britain. The British have not hidden the 
interest which they have for the Wemer Plan. They will be all the more interested in the Medium-Term Pro
gramme because the latter will provide them with all the necessary indications as to the method by means 
of which their economic strategy will have to become one of the elements of an overall concerted strategy. 
This must inevitably lead them to think about the problems which must be solved for the economic policies, 
including the essential structural changes to enable the objective of growth in stability to be attained, 
Which this Third Programme assigns to the Europe of the Six, to converge. on the scale of the enlarged 
Coliiii1Ulity. Em. G. 

SUMMARY g_q_ C?c"\-o~ l4TO tJo. ~ 9-(o 
1 - EDITORIAL: "An overall concerted strategy for a single economic area" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Malfatti speaks in Paris, with Jean Monnet present, about the 11Finalities of 
Europe" - Political consultations of the Six: Mr. Scheel infoms the candidates 

DAILY BULLETIN'No ~76 (new series): 

3 - "Global proposals" on the negotiations with the U.K.: the Commission will begin the discussion 
next week 

- EEC/Japan: resumption of negotiations soon 
- Economic and Monetary Union: preparation of the first measures for applying the phased plan 

3-4 - Medium -Term Economic Polic : third progra.nllle 
5 - EEC Denma : negotiations at the level of Deputies 

- EFTA: The Council will discuss relations with the EEC and trade problems with the U.S. 
- EEg?Norway: the negotiations continue at the level of the Deputies 
- ECOOOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION . 

6 -Functioning of the E.S.C.: reply to question No 147 from »r. Vredeling 
- Re-organisation of Dutch Limburg: reply to question No 2fJ from Mr. Oele 

6-7 - "Intermediary technologyT in the development effort: rep y to question No 176 from Mr. Glinne · 
7 - Equality of men's and women's wages: work on the subject 

-Assistance of the E.S.F. in the F.R.G., France and Italy 
8 - COGECA: standpoint on the long-tem organisation of production 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Fisheries market: publication in the O.G. - Family holdings: meeting -
Importing of wine from certain third countries - PrograDIIle for the modernization of German agri
culture 

9 - Steelworks: problem of their situ~tion 
10 - Coal production capacities by 1973 
11 - Publications of the European CoiiiiiiUllities 
12-13 - ECOOOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1608 
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CHRONIQUE DE POLITIQUE ETRANGERE (Number 3-5/ May-September 1970): L1influence de 1 1inte ration et de 
Cooperation economiques iriternationales sur !'agriculture belge by a Study Commi~tee of t e Centre In~~·~~•• 
universitaire de Recherche de Droit Internationale; Les as ects a ricoles de l 1elar issement de la Co 
aute Europeenne by JACQUES VAN LIERDE and ADRIEN ZELIER; F.ditor: Institut Royal des Relations Internat· 
;les, Centre Interuniversitaire de Recherche (88, Avenue de la Couronne, 1050- Brussels), 6o9 pages •. ~--n. 

The study on the influence of integration on Belgian agriculture, prepared by a work group whose 
Rapporteur was Mr. jacques Van Lierde of the Directorate for Agriculture of the European Commission, i fltr. 
second of a series on the effects of integration;.' the f:i,rst' having concerned the social aspects of int r·~ 
national integration and co-operation on the Belgian economy. The report stresses, in its general concl ~ 
sions, that "without a common agricultural policy, the situation of many of those concerned would certainly 
not be improved in a country such as Belgium, which ex.ports. increasingly more of its agricultural products". 
Concerning the future, the report is moderately optimistic: for the vegetable sector, few changes are to 
be expected in general, but there are good chances for the production of barley, sugar beet, flax, hops and 
tobacco. For the dairy and livestock sectors, the prospects are rather bad for milk and dairy products, and 
good for the production of beef and veal and pork, whereas for eggs, everything depends on the competitive 
position of farmers in relation to industrialists. In the horticultural sector, the possibilities seem in 
geheral to be very good. But the report stresses that these conclusions will only be confirmed in Belgian 
agriculture becomes efficient and is rationalized, whence the need for a good regional policy and for an 

.<active policy in the field o~ the patterns of production and marketing. 
Mr. jacques Van Lierde is also the author, in colaboration with Mr. Adrien Zeller of the Directorate 

for Agriculture of the European Commission, of the study on the agricultural aspects of the enlargement of 
the EEC. For the authors, the enlargement of the Europe of the Six does not seem to be a panacea for the 
European agricultural crisis, but the entry into the Community of countries with exemplary agricultures and 
agricultural policies offers the chance of facing real choices in the agricultural policy. 

- Guide de 1 1Exposant, Foires, salons, expositions. Edited for the benefit of the African States and Mada
gascar associated with the EEC, Preface by Mr. Henri Rochereau, 255 pages.- Published by the Directorate 
General for Aid to Development of the European Commission, this guuide is essentially intended to improve 
the commercial impact of the participation of the AASM in large international commercial events. It was pre
pared on the basis of lessons drawn from three years of experience of a Community programme, largely financed 
by the European Development Fund. The information concerns such varied fields as marketing, the creation of 
stands, the exhibitor's relations with the various ~ategories of specialised professions, creative advert
ising, forwarding·and the clearance of goods through customs. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Rippon informs the Commpnwealth countries- South Africa's concern about British 
membership.- Mr~ Pompidou talks about regionalisation and Europe- Scheel-Gromyko talks 

DAILY BULLETIN No 677 (new series): 

3 - Economic ·and Moneta Union: approval by the Commission of its 11 conmunication11 to the Coun~il 
3-4 - EEC Denmark: first session at the level of Deputies 
4 - EEC U.A.R. ne otiations: good progress - conclusion soon? 

- German USSR trade ne otiations: 
- EEC orwa ne otiations De uties : question of fisheries vital to Norway 

5 - Elimination of technical trade barriers and protection of the environment and of the consumer 
and reply to question No 195 from Mr. Glinne 

6 - E.I.B.: loan on the French market 
6-7 - E.I.Bl: loan for the industrial diversification of the Ruhr; for a Franco-German project in a 

key technology and financing of a flour mill in Upper Volta 
7 - Court of .Justice: ruling in Cases 16 and 17/(0 (system of levies and refunds) 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
8-9 -Denmark's standpoint on the CCT 
9 -Protectionism in the U.S.: speech by Ambassador Greenwald 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
10 - Selling offices of the German steel industry 

- Industrial structures: study 
·10-11 - ECSC Consultative Committee: positive welcome for the Commission's proposals relating to the 

regulations on aids 
12 - The Week in Europe 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1509 and reply to· question No 189 from Mr. Glinne 

Because of the All Saints' Day holidays 
EUROPE will not appear next Monday, 2 

November 
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EDITORIAL 

The ~rocess of political unification and the adoption of· 
a standpoint by Mr. Spinell! 

T~e Davignon Report, which has become a "Report by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs to the Head~ 
State and of Government", and which is aimed at setting in motion political co-operation, was offici 
made public last Friday, after the six Ministers, meeting in Luxemburg on Tuesday, took the decisions 
essary - as we wrote - for its "implementation". (I) 

Our readers have already been able to sect the text of the Report, published by us last Septembe , 
which has not in the least been changed since then, and they have probably read the many comments whic 
have de!}'ted to it. We shall therefore not repeat them. We were rather severe regarding this document, w c 
is solely justified as "a first step" in a pricess which, however, should be required to \ievelop "reasonably" 
rapidly. In other words, it can be accepted as a last resort, and it existence must not be an ~ncouragement 
to 11deniobilize 11 the forces which must push on towards more concrete forms of political eo-opera t i.on, but, 
on the contrary, to multiply the efforts. The Gove1~ments themselves have, moreover,understood - and some 
ef them have stated this explicitly - that the modest, nature 6f the results obtained suggests that the least 
possible pomp and ceremony should be given to the conclusion of this agreement. "With no drums and pipes11 , 
as it should be, this diplomatic protocol is now ehtering the stage of its application. Our task will be to 
attentively observe what will happen in this stage, to sec whether the Governments intend to make progress, 
as soon as the opportunity arises, ·~r whether they consider they have reached the limits of their possibili
ties for action in the present context. An important "test" will be the role which the Commission could 
play as from the first meeting on the programme, the one which is to be held on 19 November in Munich. 

At the same time as the publication of the Report in question, various European newspapers (including 
"Le Soi~' of 30 October) published an article by Mr. Altiero Spinelli, which constitutes an an~ysis of the 
present situation concerning political unification, and a thorougp criticism of the Report by the Ministers 
of Foreign Affairs. Europe, wrote Mr. Spinelli, is incapable of exercising the art of governing, which re
quires both authority and public consen~us, and especially at a time when the pro~lems which are being 
posed require solutions which exceed the national lim:its. Mr. Spinelli is disappointed with the intergovent
mental agreement on political co-operation and does not believe that the Governments alone will succeed in 
making the unification process progress. However, the forces in play at the present moment are the Govern
ments themselves, public opinion and the European Institutions (and more precisely the Commission). It is 
starting with these forces that Mr. Spinelli sees possibilities for action. The Commission must - and it 
has already done so - demand to play the part which is its own, it must organise ips relations with the 
Council better and try to turn the Parliament into a more representative body with powers. Mr. Spinelli 
thinks thJI_t the Commission should conclude a sort of "political pa~t" with the Parliament which would en
able the beginnings of the effective participation of the Parliament in legislative power to be obtained. 

There is no doubt that the problem of the Europ~an Parliament is not only posed in terms of direct 
elec.tions by universal suffrage, but also, and perhaps mainly, in the context of the creation of a new 
institutional balance, for the drama is that the Parliament does not, at the present moment, have a valid 
interlocutor. Em.G. 
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sUMMARY '-:3 No ~m b-e v- ( Cj9~ k:l ~ , ~ ~ 
EDITORIAL: The process of political unification and the adoption of a standpoint by Mr. 
Spinelli 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Direct elections of the European Parliament: a series of questions 
to the Council.- Mr.Br<qldt will go to Rome.- Nordic cooperation and European integration.
Leftist groups discuss about European policy. 

DAILY BULLEriN NO ()_(New Series): 
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3-4 
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5 
5-6 
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7 
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10 
11 
12 

13 
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Federal Germany will respect Community procedures and commitments in future negotiations 
with the USSR 
Dangers of the American protcctionnist measures: reply to question no 230(Couste) 
"Prescri tion 11 for infrin ement of Communit law: reply to question no 225 by Burgbacher 
E~ UK: meeting of deputies 
Prohibition of agreement aiming at limiting the exchanges of ca~oard tubes 
Restrition of licit competition for the distribution of quality products:precisions on 
Cttmmission "t.il doctrine 
EEC/Norway: pre~isions on deputies 1 session 
Canadian Parlamentarians in Brussels 
Regional policy : third program.ne of ~hort-term economic policy 
Tariff guotas at national level: old requests 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
Economic and monetary union and position of applicant countries:reply to question no 196 by 
Glinne 
Private'investments by the Six in the AAMS: reply to question no 209 by Mr.Glinne 
Problem of mountain regions: discussed at Bolzano 
Cooperation among European Universities: colloquium 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION 
Competition policy:_ reply to qtlE;stion no 233 by MR.Oe1e 
Steel industry: OECD study 
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EDITORIAL 

The Commissionls pro:osals for the economic and monetary union - ~. · 
!l) No going back. · ~ 

Contrary to what some people feared, the Commission has just fully and wit~out any appreciable 
vations adopted the conclusions reached by the Werner Group in its Report on the phased creation of tbl~~,-
economic and monetary union. It suffices to read the Communication and the fxoposals which the Co s 
is presenting to the Council (cf. our Bulletin today and the "Document" which EUROPE is to publish) t 
convinced of this. 

On the other hand, +t is obvious that the Commission, in making and motivating its concrete prouv~~L~ 
- which are to become Council decisions, in other words a Community law - must stick to certain rules, 
are not only connected with the institutional balance, but also with-rQgic. What must it do, in fact? It 
must define sufficiently precisely ~he objectives and propose, with no less pre'?ision, the necessary and 
sufficient action for attaining these objectives, . 

Clearly speaking, since the objective proposed (by the Summit at The Hague) is the economic and mon
etary union of the Community, the Commission should define "the factors indispensable for the existence of 
an economic and monetary union" and the economic consequences which it involves, and it should define the 
action to be carried out and the instruments to be set up. It could not and should not do an thin else, 
for example, it could not propose objectives other than that of the economic an monetary union. This con
cept, more~ver, underlay the considerations which we developed in our editorials of 19 to 22 October. In
deed, we are entirely convinced that the type of decision to be taken on this subject will become increa~ 
ingly more political and that therefore the achievement of the union constitutes "per se" a factor for 
progress towards the political union. But it is also true that without fundamental political agreement bet
ween the partners of the Community, the economic and monetary union will never reach absolute irreversibil
ity. Nevertheless, although the two processes are linked, they remain separate. 

The Commission was perfectly aware of this when it stated that "the perspective opened up at The Hagtle 
••• has a fundamental political significance abd that the setting up of the economic and monetary union will 
involve progress in the field of political unification ••• at the same time as it will benefit from the 
latter". And it explicitly recognised the need "for the transfer to the Community of certain powers exercis
ed until then at national level". Likewise, it was coherent with itself when it pointed out that the "decis
ion centre" for the economic policy lies in the Community Institutions (as we wrote on 21 October). The men• 
tion, in the Werner Report, of the need for this decision centre caused unjustified apprehension, for, in ottr 
opinion, it could not be interpreted as it was interpreted. This is also yalid for a pos~ible revision of th~ 
Treaty. What could this revision achieve? asked the Commission. The reply could only be the one which was 
given: changes will be introduced insofar as this is necessary, and when this is necessary. No-one thinks 
at the moment of running the risk of a revision of the Treaty, or of the Treaties, since this cannot take 
plac~ until certain p1~-conditions are met with. (To be continu~). 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY t...{ t-J~V-evvtkrGY" zq'9-o ;0~ • ctlj 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The Commission's proposals for the economic and monetary union - {1) No going back" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Nordic countries and the Community- Returns of U.S. Elections: ~epublicans still 
in minority, but President Nixonfs position strengthened - Talks about Berlin- A symposium in 
Brussels pf the "European Realities of the Present" 

DAILY BULLETIN No 679 (new series): 

3-4-5- Economic aqd Monetary Union: Commission's proposal 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 138.64 
~ -EEC u.· .: negotiations at Deputy level 
o - EEC Ireland: problems of car assembling and jute 

-Status of "Joint Undertakings": possible extension to sectors other than the nuclear one 
7 - Problems of radio-protection: Symposium 

- European Space Conference has opened in Brussels 
8 - Harmonization of technical legislations: preparation of new drafts 
9 -Monthly wages in industry: reply to question no.2l3 from Mr. de·:Couste 

- The CESL is satisfied with the change in climate in the social field 
- Chemical industty: Community studies 

10 - Tariff references for oran es from'the M reb: reply to question No 206 from Mr. Glinne 
11 - AGRICULTlJRALi:INFORMATION - The Specia Agriculture Committee meets - Price of milk will be increased 

in the FRG - Aids for private stocking of certain table wines - Enlarge$ent of the list of citrus 
fruit - Butter market 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
12 - Steel: world production 

- Refined steels: towards a link-up in the FRG 
- Negotiations between German steel industrialists and the Ruhr collieries 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 36.17 D/T 

13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1511 
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EDITORIAL 

Commission's' ro osals for the economic and moneta union -
2 A ace to be maintained. ,. 

The Ministers of Finance will have an infonnal exchange of views next Monday, which is to prepa 
the formal examination by the Council of Ministers of 26 November of the proposals made by the Commissi 
for the institution of an economic and monetary union, on the basis of the Werner Report. . 

In the first place, we should be satisfied with the rapidity with which progress has been made. · 
Werner Group received its mandate on 6 March. On 15 October, uts final report was tabled for the Minis~ 
and the Commission. On 26 October, the Council had a first exchange of views. Three days later, the Go ', · ,. 
ission adopted its proposals to the Council •• It now only remains for us to hope that the pace will not ·. 
en and that the momentum will he maintained. 

We also note that public opinion seems to have judged that the Commission's proposals are courageous, 
but not boldJ~d that they confonn to what had to be expected on the basis of the decisions of the Summit 
at The Hague. The latter made it necessary for the Six. to adopt the appropriate measures before the end of· 
the year: the Council can do this if it has the political will for it and no plausible reasons can be seen 
for slowing down or hindering this necessary development. 

These remarks relating to the time-table are significant insofar as they make more obvious the develop
ment which has taken place in minds during the last nine months, in other words since the Ministers of Fin
ance, meeting in Paris last February, compared their ideas and plans, which, to tell the truth, differed 
considerably from one another. It seems completely exceptional to us, and a sign of the dynamism which char
acterizes a developing Community, that on such a fundamental subject as this a common standpoint was able 
to be reached in a relatively short space of time, and a common standpoint which is not aligned on the lowest 
common denominator, but which is much more advanced than could have been hoped. 

If we go through the list of projects which the Commission is proposing to the Council to begin only 
to carry out the first phase, we caru1ot help recognising that their impact on the economic and social fabric 
of the member countries is of exceptional significance. Reciprocal control, and then co-ordination, budget
ary masses, the lowering of fiscal frontiers, the abolition of personal checks, the hannonization of corpo
ration taxes and capital gains taxes, the freeing of the financial markets, the structural and regional 
policy, the definition in common of monetary lines, the adoption of common standpoints towards the rest of 
the world, the limiting of the fluctuation of exchange rates, the setting in motion of a European Monetary 
Co-operation FUnd, all this will be the subject of deliberations and decisions in the next few months. 
Before May 1973, the Commission will also finalize the programme of action for the second phase. 

It is now up to the Governments not to let down the great hope which is arising for Europe. 
Em. G. 

SUMMARY 5' fVOJ-.€VV\.\oe y- ( 9'70 N~, (e ~C> 
l EDITORIAL: 11The Commission's proposals for the economic: and monetary union- (2) A pace to be 

maintained". 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Heath spea.fs about membership - Mr. Hannel and the Swiss authorities - Italy 
recognises Communist China - Germano-Polish negotiations: initialled next week? - Emperor Heile 
Selassie to visit Rome - Papuan representatives visit Germany 

DAILY BULLETIN No 680 (new series): 

3-4-5 - Research and development: for a coherent Community po icy on the subject 
5 - European Space Conference: only three countries in favour of the European space programme 

- The Euratom Council postponed 
6-7 - "Medium-tenn financial assistance": the Council to adopt the Community system for it 
7 - C.M.T.: adoption of a standpoint on the Permanent Employment Committee 
8 - EEC/UK: after the meeting of Deputies 
8-9 - New Zealand and the enlarged Community 
9 - The U.S. gives a warning to Britain when the latter plans bringing its agricultural system closer 

to that of the EEC 
- EFTAi Ministerial Council 

10 - 'iiTraiisition period" for the UK 1 s membership of the EEC 
- Trade advantages from which the !mR benefits in the FRG: reply to question no 474 from Mr. Vredel~ 

11 - Transport: next Council meeting 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Supply of skimmed milk. powder. by. the FRG to the WFP - Food aid for the 

Yemen: reply to question No. 228 from Mr. Berkhouwer- Intervention measures in·the beef ~d veal 
.sector in France - Sugar content in fruit jnd ·vegetable juices: reply to question nd:. 258 from Mr. 
Vredeling 

12 - E.I.B.: Financing project in the Cameroon 
- For a specific action in favour of small and medium-sized firms · 

13-14 - EpONOMIC INTERPENETRATI0N No 1512 and reply to question No. 226 from Mr. Glinne 

EUROPE/Documents No. 589 - Dr. Hallstein speaks on Political Integration 
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. EUROPEAN LIBRARY ' . K 
Books which are sent to us and whose publicationi 
is worth not· are reviewed under this headin • ~ 

PIERRE MAUGUE: Le Particularisme Alsacien 1918-1967, collection regions, Presses d'Europe (6 rue de Trevi~ 
75 - Paris 9e), 1970, 261 .pages, 24 FF.- ~ 

This book, which reproduces tbe text - re-edited and brought up-to-date - of a doctoral thesis pres 
ted in "April 1967 to the Faculty ot Law and Economic Science of Paris, is the first volume of a new coll c 
ion entitled "Regions", which will be devoted to the European regions. Pierre Maug!).e's work analyses the • 
historical, linguistic and political foundations of the "Alsatian particularism" and re-traces the develo 
ment of this region since 1918. The author particularly stresses the unequal struggle which opposed the 
State and the region within a centralist system. In a postscript written for this edition of the book, Mr. 
Pierre Maugue notes that the three years that have gone by since 1967 have seen a development continue, 
whose main characteristics are: the decline of linguistic particularism, the persistance of economic diffi
culties and the strengthening of the flaullist.influence over Alsatian political life. 

- Les Problemes de l 1Europe, No 49, Association pour l 1Etude des Problemes de l'Europe, Paris (38 bis Av. 
Oeorge vj and Rome (47, Viale Platone) .:.. The "European documentation" section of this number is devoted to 
the economic development of the Mediterranean and reproduces the main reports which served as a basis for 
discussions at the Round Table which the IIA (Institute for International Affairs) organised in Rome last 
March. We also mention an article by Mr. Petrilli, President of the IRI, on the participation of the Italian 
State, an Italian experiment which can serve as an example to Europe. 

- Affari Esteri, Rivista Trimestrale, October 1970, Rome (34 via Zanardelli).- We particularly mention 
articles by Mr. Giuseppe Petrilli on the international dimensions of the agricultural policy, by Mr. Gerardo 
Zampaglione on the enlargement of the European Community and by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo on the institutional 
activity of the EEC. Moreover, several articles have been devoted to the Middle East conflict. 

- RICCARDO PERISSICH-STEFANO SILVESTRI: Europa-America: materiali per un dibattito, Lo Spettatore Inter
nazionale, September~Oc~ober 1970, a publication of the IAI-Istituto Affari Internazionali (Rome), Editor: 
Societa editrice il Mulino, Bologna (6 ViaS. Stafano). 

- UGO MOSCA~ La ro rammazione comunitaria.come strumento dell 1unificazione economica e monetaria dell' 
Europa, extract from the July 1970 edition of the review BANCARIA, publis ed by the Associazione Bancaria 
Italiana (Rome). · 

- Europa Union, Ueberparteiliche Zeitung fiir die Vereinigten Staaten von Europa, November 1970, Bonn (3-5, 
. Stockenstrasse), Price: l DM.- We particularly mention an interview given by Mr. Haferkamp, European Co~ 
ission Member, on the energy policy and an article by Mr. Genscher, the German Minister of the Interior, 
~ho_stresses that the regional policy is a European task. 

1 EUROPEAN. LIBRARY 
2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr.,Jean Rey: l,{night of the Grand Cross of the Merit of the Italian 

Republic.- "Keep Britain out" :Co;nmonwealth manifestations and de~strations in _Londml.- !!!:• 
Heisbourg: Secretary General of WEU .- Soviet criticism on Finlap.d.- »J.ropean debate at the 
'Bundestag. 
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President Malfatti in Rome 
Finance Ministers of the Six: no meeting on 9 November 
·EP:major ~items on agenda of next session 
EIB:interest rate at 8.3/4% 
Weiner Plan: reactions to Commission 1 s proposals 
Agricultural Council : teclmical questions will be discussed 
International agreement on cereals to be renewed on less strict bases 
Social Committee of the EP:rapprochement of the legislations 
TaxatiOn on Community brandies: Italy eliminates fiscal discriminaticns 
Revision of certain technical characteristics of tractors 
Pennanent Committee on Employment: draft proposals a.llllost ready 
Industrial policy: free unions take a stand 
EFTA Council: 32nd ministerial meeting 
EID/Pakistan: trade agreement in view 
Implications of Wemer Plan analysed by Barcn Ansiaux 
Economic Penetration of the United States in the : reply to question llD 19<) by <ninne 
Traffic m-labour: reply to question no 214 by Mr. :i.nrte 
Gennan "Steel Days" in DU.sseldorf: 
Tecbhichl cooperation: talks between parlamentarians of the EIOCl and the UK 
Kf'".-Prcard chainnan of the P£SC Consultative Committee 
THE WEEK IN FlJROPE 
i!X:m()UC INTERPINEl'RATION NO 1513 
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One of the most interesting results which emerged from the debate which took place on Friday eve---·~--' 
in the context of the symposiurit organised ny the "European Realitifs of the Present" concerns the probl .. --... ...
posed by the attitude. of British public opinion towards membership of the Community. It is obvious, in 
that the British Government could not "impose" entry against the will of the Majority of the British, wh 
this majority expresses itself in the Parliament or in the country. At present, there is apparently, an . 
the basis of very ambiguous opinion polls, a large gap between a parliamentary majority in favou~ of me 
ahip and a majority in the country which is opposed to it. In the end, this gap will not be able to exi~--~ 
for the pressure exerted on the M.P. 1 s by their consti~encies will have the final say. 

We remember that Mr. Michael Stewart told us one day that a responsible politician should have the cou~ 
rage, if necessary, to go against the current, when public opinion is obviously in the wrong. But this is 
not always possible. Today, the Conservative Government must try, on the one hand, ~ obtain conditiorls which 
it can present as the result of the success of its effort6, and, on the other hand, must try to change certain 
tendencies in public opinion. The publication of the "White Paper" was not the best means for arousing a 
favourable reaction in opinion for the Community: there is therefore a current to be fought against. Accord
ing to the very interesting and detailed statements made on Friday evening by Mr. Lee Williams (ex- Labour 
M.P. and at present responsible for the campaign of the European Movement) the most hostile circles, amongst 
the organisations, are the unions. And the unions can have a decisive influence on the attitude of the Labour 
Yarty and even on the Parliamentary Group. Hence the need to act both at the level of the economic and union 
leaders and at that of the ordinary citizen. A large campaign is at present being prepared and will be launch
ed on a grand scale as from January. According to Mr. Lee Williams, this will be the largest campaign which 
~s taken place in Great Britain (a Conservative Party delegate opposed the campaign carried out by McMillan 
in 1962: in our opinion, howeyer, it was too late and did not create the real tidal wave which could have 
had a decisive influence on the negotiators). Mr. Lee Williams justly considers that the arguments for such a 
bampaign are not lacking. In his opinion, the stress should not be put on the renunciation of sovereignty, 
but mainly on the possibility for taking political decisions which the European framework would make effect
ive, on the existence of a large market and mainly on the absolute absence of positive alternatives. As for 
the man. in the street, he will have to be made to understand that a possible increase in prices is only one 
aspect of a reality which consists of the general standard of living. Very few people know tn Great Britain 
that the conditions of wages, and especially of pensions, are far better in the CoMMUnity than in the United 
kingdonh 

We hope that the three British Parties, in which the majority in favour of entry is very clear, will 
act on the basis of a concerted strategy which will be co-ordinated with the one which the British Government 
if following for the negotiations. The creation of false expectations or unjustified fears .m::;·lffiblic opinion 
must above all be avoided ~d the moment when public opinion will be required to ratify the Government's 
choices must be chosen judiciously. 

EIII.G. 

SUMMARY 
1 EDITORIAL: British membership and the state of opinion 
2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Rippon-Schumann meeting.-Provincial elections in Hesse.- Political Committee 

of the Six prepares Munich consultation.- Scandinavia and the EF.X::.- The Symposium o~ "European Rea-
lities of the Present11 • .., 
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4 Austria, Sweden and Switzerland will present tomorrow their position vis-i.-vis the EID 
~/UK: British proposals on New Zealand 1 s butter and Commonwealth sugar 

4-5 Agricultural Council: session is opened 
6 TVA and I~aly 

§UPpression of discriminations in Italy 
French agreements on professional training:reply to question no 212 by Mr.Couste 
EI:ONCMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATU~ 

7 Cooperation among aircraft ponst~tors in the EEC: reply to question no 231 by Mr.Couste 
Direct applicability of Community regulations in the uiember states:reply to question 186(Vredeling) 
Association to the community: reply to question no 199 by Mr.Glinne 

8 Textile products and generalized preferences :reply to question no 20~_..by Spenale 
11Warning strike" at the European Commission 

9 Common Research Centre: oral question 
Gi'oup of Nuclear Questions will go to Ispra 
EI:ONCMIC ANDJINANCIAL INFORMATION 

10 Social e:xpen ture :global trends 
Ententes: publication of decisions 
German Parliament ratifies Community's own resources 

11 Coal: wor d price 
MiiiT'num e ort rice towards third countries : decided by Community and UK steel industries? 

12 WEEKLY ANNEX 
13-14 ~ EI:ONCMIC INTERPF}{El'RATION NO 1515 

"EUROPE" DOCUMI!NTS NO 599: Protectionism in America - A speech by Ambassador Greenwald 
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SIEGE SOCIAL ET SERVICE ABONNEMENTS -

EDITORIAL 

De Gaulle 

BULLETIN QUOTID (lj:) 

K 
General de Gaulle withdrew from the political stage on 28 April 1969, immediately after ha · 

of the negative result of the referendum on regionalisation. He wanted to hold his legitimacy only f~u1u_.~ 
will of the French people and considered that this legitimacy had been withdrawn from him. Since th.~~
has abstained in the strictest manner from directly or indirectly intervening in French political ll·~~Ji~ 
Nevertheless, his disappearance will have a definite influence on present and future development: 1n 
the presence of his very strong personality determined in one way or another the attitudes and acts 
large part of the French political world. 

It is in this establishment that the judgement which can be given of the man who has just disa.~~~u 
lies. His greatness does not have its origins in the ideas which fed his inspiration, but in the strength 
of his character, in the determination with which he acted, in the physical and intellectual courage which 
placed i.R the service of this action, and in his capacity to make use o:f the circumstances: "It is on con
tingencies that action must be based" (Au fil de l 1 epee). 

It is thus that history will mainly see in General de Gaulle the man who, from the first day, houMd 
light. without flagging to save France from the abyss and then to lead her. ,towards her recovery. 

Concerning the building of Europe, General de Gaulle believed that he was pursuihg it in his own way. 
He was no doubt animated by a great plan. But this did not differ, in its fundamental conception, from those 
which failed in the past years and centuries. In other words, de Gaulle was never able to understand, and 
never accepted, that the building of Europe could only be achieved by the delegation of some sovereignty -
which is ever more illusory, moreover - to a common institution. And he was never able to understand that 
this delegation did not constitut*'a diminishment of the influence of a nation, but on the contrary an in
crease in it. For him, "supranational" meant "the submission of France to a law which would not be hezr own"~ 
Starting.from such a view, de vaulle's policy towards the building of Europe could only be what it was. It 
was even able to help towards some progress in economic co-operation, but from a traditional, and therefore 
limited, viewpoint: "My policy aims at the institution of the concertation of the European States, so that, 
by developing links of all sorts amongst themselves, their solidarity should grow". This attitude was not 
only a doctrinal one: de Gaulle was convinced that in such a concertation, his country would have played 
the main role. This is, moreover, the reason why he tried to give France the means necessary for playing 
this role. This. is why his efforts to give the Community a certain political footing (the Fouchet Plan) 
began immediately after. his proposal to create a tripartite "directoire" in NATO (24 September 1958) was 
rejected. And this is also why he tried, for almost ten years, to keep Great Britain out of Europe, while 
challenging her to cut her ties with America. 

l 
2 

The building of Europe has greatly sufferred from these qardships. But it continues ••• 
Em.G. 

rSUMMARY 

EDITORIAL: "De Gaulle" 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: General de Gaulle is dead.- The Vatican establishes diplomatic relations 
with the Community.- Mr.Gromyko iri1 Rome.- Mr. Thorn in Poland.- Meeting:'~ Brussels of the "~ 
group" of NATO 
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Aust·ria, Sweden, and Switzerland indicate the guidelines of the solutions thy consider for their 
relations with the Common Market 
Agricultural Council : long debate on the use of durum wheat in pasta 
Tariff quotas for 1971: Commission 1 s proposals 
Third EDF: first plans for future financing 
Trade agreement.between EEC and IRAN: extended 
Economic interest groups: towards generali~ation within Community 
Common enterprise: inte.rest of an extension of the status 
CID:l million scientific qpcuments 
Central Office of Nuclear Measures: lOth year 
Preserving food producps by·:irradiation : information day 
Information and Scientific and Technical documents 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION 
ECONOOIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
Europfan Communities'publications 
ECONOOIC INTERPF.NErRATION NO 1515 

Since November 11th is a national holiday 
in Belgiu~, EUROPE will not be published 

tomorrow 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication jj} 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

OECDt Essays in honour of Thorkil Kristensen, Paris, 1970, 345 pages, Price: £2 lOs, J6.50·-
This volume of economic essays pays tribute to Mr. Thorkil Kristensen, who, from l. September 196o t~ 

30 September 1969, was the first Secretary General of the J]ECD. On their own responsibility, fourteen auth 
deal with economic subjects which also concern the OECD. Thus, Mr. Otmar Emminger, Vice-President of the 
Bundesbank, deals with the practical difficulties of balance of payments adjustment, Pro~essor Waiter W. ~ 
Heller pleads for a tax policy !or economic and social progress in America, Mr. Robert V. Roosa examines 
1ong-term capital movements and balance of payments adjustments, Mr. A.D.Roy devotes an arti~le to short-
term forecasting t(!r central economic management of the United Kingdom economy, Mr; juan Sarda examines th 
OECD's rple as economic advisor of Spain and Mr • .Jan·Tinbergen analyses,•the division of labOur between the 
rich ~lpoor countries. But we draw special attention to the article which Mr. Rinaldo O$hola,Deputy Gener8l 
Manager of the Dank of Italy, devotes to the European Community. "At the present moment, the Community is, 
in substance, not much more than a free trade area combined with a common agricultural policy of an autarchic 
tendency", writes Mr. Ossola, who is of the opinion that a constructive way of achieving the integration of 
the European Community in an economic and monetary union must be based on the transition, as soon as pcss-
ble from the hase of co-ordinated olicies to that of unified olicies, in other words prepared and dec-
e on 1n common agreement. Wi t e P an prepared by the Werner Group and the proposals which the Commiss

ion has just submitted to the Council enable this unification to be achieved? Here lies the Yhole problem. 

"L'EUROPA" - political, economic and cultural weekly, Roma, Via Emilia 47, nos. 26-27, 31 October, 160 pages, 
Director: Angelo Magliano.-

Published for some time in a new format, this periodical entrusts to specialists the thorough analysis 
of the political,' economic and cultural problems posed by the development of a new European society, and the 
place whi.ch the latter must take in the world. Thus, beside two well-known American 11politologists11 such as 
George Kennan and Sbigniew. Brzezinski, who analyse the possibility of an American withdrawal from Europe 
and the conditions in which the Europeans can assume new responsibilities in the world, two Italian essayists, 
the former Ambassador Pictro Quaroni and Achillc Albonetti develop views which finally move in the same dir
ection, resulting in the conclusion that only the political unification of Europe can bring about better 
'"'rld stability. Moreover, Mr. Emmanuele Gazzo examines the attitude of the Communists, and more particular
ly of the Italian Communists, towards the Community; the Italian Communists are, in fact, the only ones who 
are represented in the European Parliament. What has been their contribution? Mr. Cazzo searches for an 
.answer in the statements and speeches of their leader, Mr. Amendola. We also note four articles devoted to 
the Scandinavian countries in the Common Market, and litterary and artistic "chronicles" from the European 
Capitals. 

- 30 . .Jours d'Europe, No 148 of November 1970, Service d 1information des Communautes europeennes, Paris, 61 
rue des Belles-Fcuilles.- In the summary: The Werner Plan; The enlargement of the Community and ~e develop
ing countries, by Mr. Jean-Fran~ois Deniau; The States General of Grenoble re-launch the Europe of univer
sities; Profile of the new European (based on the large survey by the Reader's Digest); The European Court 
of Justice. 

1 
2 

SUMMARY 

EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
POLITICAL DAY IN IDROPE: Europe and the Atlantic Alliance.- The WID Assembly.- Last homage to 
general de Gaulle.- Italo-Soviet talks in Rome- Danish Parliament against entry.- Swedish manife£ta-
~ against t!htry. 
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Mr.Malfatti in Rome 
~neral de·Uaulle 1s death and the European Commission 
Mr.Malfatti officially invited to attend part of the Munich political consultation 
EUROSYNDICAT : 131.7 5 
"Qvetrall"proposals by the Commission for British entry: to be made '"ln soon 
,J0int research policy and development policy: Co11111ission approves guidelines 
Greek wines: regime tor imports 
France and exemption from Community treatment for Chinese crockery 
Uranium supplies: review of chapter VI of the furatom treaty~ 
Third countries 1 firms acting in the ComiiDll Market in a manner incompatible with the Treaty's rules 
on co:npetition:reply to question no 2l9 by Mr.Glinne 
Deposit on imports~from the EEC :eliminated by Spain 
Preparation of the'plenary session of the EP: Commission's agricultural proposals to be examined 
Sisal imports from Cuba: opening of an anti-dumping procedure 
ECONCMIC AND FINANCIAL lli:tORMATION 
Steel: production in Oc~pber 
~SITE PRICE: 36.17 d~ 
:&::ON&.iiC DTERPMEI'RATI NO 1516 
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is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

ANTONIO ALONSO-CAMILO·BARCIA:. El Acuerdo Espana- Mercado Comun, Comentarios y Texto completo del Acue 
Prologo de Jose Luis Ceron. APD-Asociacion para cl Progreso de la Direcction, Madrid (Montalban 3), l~ 
440 pages, Price: SOO·pesetas.-

To make the study of the agreement between the Common Market and Spain easier for Spanish firms an 
to enable them to take as much advantage as possible of.it~ithe Spanish association APD has decided ~o 
lis~ the Spanish text of the agreement and of its annexes and to precede them with commentaries. In th 
first part, Mr. Antonio Alonso examines the negotiations for the agreement, from February 1962, the 
9n which Spain asked for the opening of negotiations, until the signing of the agreement, on 29 June 1~ 
in Luxembourg. In the second part, Mr. Camilo Barcia Garcia-Villamil analyses the agreement itself, it 
main provisions as well as its economic importance. 

- ALALC, Sintesis mensual, Publicacion de la Asociacion Latinoamericana de Libre Comercio, Cebollate 1461, 
Montevideo, Uruguay.- No. 59 of May 1970: We draw particular attention to an article on the relations of 
the European Parliament with Latin America. No 60 of June 1970: In this number, the monthly review of the 
ALALC begins the publication of a series of documents relating to the integration of the Andes group. 

- Universit Studies on Euro can Inte ration, Volume 6 (1970), Institute of the European Community for 
Un1versity Studies, 1040-Brussels 200, rue de la Loi).- This bulletin, which is devoted to University 
research on the subject of European integration, contains the results of a survey carried out amongst 495 
University institutes and faculties in 30 countries. In the first section, 41 research centres and instit
utes are presented~ The second section concerns the doctoral theses and works which have recently been com
pleted or wpich are being prepared on the subject of European integration. At the end of the volume, a prac
tical guide contains indications about the possibilities offerred by the European Communities for obtaining 
study and research scholarships. 

- Notes on current olitics Conservative Research Department (32, Smith Square, W~stminster, 
~o_]l4 Labour Party in Defeat), No 15 (Conservative Party Conference 1970), No 16 {Industrial 
GOVernment Proposals). · 

London SWl): 
Relations 

- About Norway, we mention the following pamphlets published in English: Tax.es in Norway, A Survey of the 
Norwegian Tax System in 1970, The Royal Ministry of Finance and Customs, The Tax Law Department, 142 pages. 
'lhe Industrial Policy of Norway by Arne Haarr, Press Department - Royal Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1970, 
32 pages. Norwayjand NATO, by Tim Greeve, Press Department, Royal Ministr~ of Foreign Affairs, 1968, 34 
pages. Survey of Norwegian Planning Legislation and Organization, Ministry of Local Government and Labour, 
June 1970, 34 pages,- Review of Norwegian Slripping 1970, Norwegian Shipowners' Association, Oslo, 28 pages•
Facts about Norway, llth. edition, 1970, published by the newspaper "Aftenposten11 , 76 pages. Norges Bank 
(Bank of ~orway): Economic Bulletin, a quarterly review published by Norges Bank, P.B. 33~, Oslo 1. 

1 European Library 
2 POLITICAL DAY: First half-yearly consultation Thursday next in Munich. Jean Monnet and Aldo Moro in 

London. M.Thorn in Warsaw. Executive Committee of European Movement in Munich. 
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3-4 Euro ean Communities/Latin America: Possibilities for concrete action. 
4 European Commun~ties Japan: Exploratory contacts. 
5 Economic situation: Graphics and Notes No 10 

O.E.C.D.: Next meeting of economic policy committee 
Economic and financial information: 

6-7 Preparat~on of the Plenary Sess~on of the E.P.: EEC/Israel Agreement, EEC/Spain Agreement, Debate on the 
Economic and Monetary Union,Debate on the Riverwater Pollution. 

8 Standardisation of certain interest rates: Commission's reply to written question number 215/70. 
No diversions of traffic in Communit a ricultural roducts via The Vatican: Commission's reply to 
wr~tten quest~on no. 31 70. 
The Community in Osaka: Answer to question no. 181/70. 

9 Aigrain Group: Scientific and technical information and documentation 
10 Agricultural information: Next meeting of the ministers of agriculture, German farmers demand a 10 % in

crease in farm prices, Imported fruit and vegetables from Greece (question 270/70), Price of Table Wine, 
Imports of Citrus Fruit from Turkey, Aid to skimmed milk powder, E.P. will examine proposals for EAGGF. 

11 Steel Products: Eastern European Countries 
Cred1ts for 1ndustrial restructuring: ECSC Treaty 

12 Activities from 16.11. to 23.11. 
13 Economic interpenetration No. 1517 
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EDITORIAL 

The Werner Report and the Commission's proposal (l) 

On Wednesday, the European Parliament is to have a debate o~ the phased plan for the creation of t 
economic and monetary union. Although the Report drawn up by Mr. Bousch, which EUROPE has summArized, w 
unable to take the latest developments into account, in other words, the publication of the Werner Re 
and mainly of the Commission's proposals to the Council, it is probable that the debate will contr' ut~ 
certain clarifications in the polemics which have arisen about these two documents, the more so since M • • 
Schiller and Mr. Barre - and probably Mr. Malfatti himself - will take part in this debate. Mr. Werner, 
signed this Report, has already intervened with a declaration, whose text we are p¥blishing in today's Bull-
etin, and to which we shall return. _ 

~e first recall very briefly the context in which these polemics developed. In March 1970, the Counyil 
called upon a Study Group, chaired by a political figure wh0 is at the same time a technician of great re
nown, in other words, Mr. Werner, and formed of the Presidents of the various economic and monetary commi
ttees (all senior national officials) to prepare a Report containing an analysis of the suggestions made by 
the Governments and by the Commission for the creation of a phased plan for economic and monetary union, in 
accordance with the decision taken at The Hague on 2 December 1969. A first provisional report, ready on 20 
May, was examined by the Ministers of Finance and then by the Council o~ 9 June, which approved of its first 
conclusions. Completed and finalized, this Report was sent back to the Governments and the Commission on 
l5 October. The latter could not lose any time, for the ministerial decisions must be reached before the end 
of the year, and on 3 November, it had already made its proposals to the Council. 

The first reactions were contradictory. In Bonn and The Hague - and less apparently in Brussels, at 
least in certain circles - some irritation was mentioned since the Commission was suppos~d not to have gone 
as far as the Werner Report, especially in the in,stitutional field. (In Bonn, it was regretted that the Comm
ission's proposals did not mention the expression 11pole of stabilityn). In Paris, the official silence on the 
Werner Report (while this was attacked by Mr. Vendroux and by certain newspaper articles) was only interrup
ted after the publication of the Commission's proposal. Mr. Maurice Schumann then expressed some reservations 
in the National Assembly (on 5 November) about certain aspects of the R~port, while pointing out that the 
Commission's proposals seemed to have taken this into account. Moreover, the meeting of the Ministers of 
Finance, which was to be held on 9 November, was cancelled (at the request of Mr. Giscard d'Estaing). Fin
ally, Mr. Pomp~dou stated (Council of Ministers of 14 Nov.) that the French Government, 11 faithful to the 
principles of the communique of The Hague and convinced of the need to act and to make progress, will e:x.alll-
ine in a positive spirit the practical measures capable of being adopted by the Six, ''in the light of the 
Commission's proposals. It. considers that at this stage, it would be premature to precisely fix all the 
deadlines and that it would be neither useful nor desirable to raise institutional problems11 • 

At this point, we must try to find answers to certain questions. (To be continued) 
Em.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 EDITORIAL: The Werner Report and the Commission's proposals (l) 
2 THE POLITIN.L DAY IN EUROPE: No referendum for entry, says Mr.Ripppn .- WEU Assembly: session opens. 
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President Malfatti in Rome: end of his tour of European capitals 
EcenciiiJ.c and Monetary union: a statement by Mr.Werner 
United Kingdom/EEC:tommorow negotiations at deputies'level 
EP:· openin~ of plenary session 
EAGGF: financing 
f:Ower· ccr: wo.rk by e~e.r:tS:-_. . . . 
Situation of manpower market in· i.fle Community 
EEC/Argentina: towards the opening of trade negotiations 
Corn from associated African countries: proposals in order to improve preference 
EEC/Ireland: problem of dumping and export restitutions . 
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The-Werner Report and the Commission's proposals (2) 

The first of the questions which we must ask ourselves is whether the differences which exist bet~ 
the Report, on the one hand, and the Commission's proposals, on the other, justify the criticisms, rese~ 
ions and differing judgements which emerged from the recent polemics and declarations. Mr. Wemer, in th(ID 
declaration which he made recently (cf. yesterday's Bulletin) remarks that the Commission's proposals "a 
derived from the Group's report and from all the parts of this report; they are not in opposition to the 
Report". He notes, however, that on certain points concerning the state of the in§titutions in the final 
phase: "the fonnulae employed by the Commission are less clear-cut". Mr. Werner would regret any academic 
quarrel which might be triggered off concerning this aspect and specifies the limits - but also the inev
itable nature - of the political and institutional implications of the economic and monetary union. He 
also points out - no doubt in reply to those who seem to think that the Werner Group has gone too far -
that the Report "is in accordance with the instructions given by t&e Council of Ministers of 8 and 9 June". 

We have already insisted (in our Editorials of 4 and 5 November) on the cohesion which exists, in our 
opinion, between the contents of the Report and that of the Commission's proposals. An analytic comparison 
which has been carried out pn the two texts provides confirmation of this. Nothing has been omitted and the 
same expressions are almost always used. Indeed, their "order of priority" is different, according to whet
her it is a question, in the Commission's text, of the "communication" which is in fact an account of the 
motives, or of the "resolution" proposed to the Council, or finally of the "decisions" which concern immed
iate action. The only difference of any importance concerns the "Community decision-centre" for economic 
policy, advocated by the Report and which is not found as such in the Commission's text. But the fact is 
that the Commission, if it may not have wanted to insist on this thorny subject, mainly wanted to dissipate 
an ambiguity which was beginning to grow, for it was being wondered where this decision-centre would be set 
up. For the Commission, there was no boubt about this: it was the conteXt of the Community and of its mech
anisms. Another difference: where the Report advocates the meeting, before the end of the first stage, of 
an inter-governmental conference to create the new institutional instruments, the Commission reduces the 
problem to the Community framework. In substance, it claims its right to judge if amd when reforms will be 
necessary and reserves the right to propose them. This seems perfectly orthodox and perfectly courageous 
to us. 

But there is a second question which it is not possible to answer for the moment. The Commission's 
proposals being what they are, what is the significance of certain reservations, expressed by Mr. Pompidou, 
on the fixi~g "o~ all the time-limits"? This can take the same direction as the Commission 1 s proposals, 
which leave in outline what will happen after the first phase, while defining the contents of the final 
obj~ctive and pointing out that this objective can be attained "during this decade". But it could also mean 
that one would like to look at it from a much more limited viewpoint, to try and adopt some measures of an 
immediate nature and to refuse to ~efine the final objective and the approximate period of time for reach-
ing it. 

If this second hypothesis were to be selected, we would no longer be faced with a phased plan, and the 

Em.G. undertakings of The Hague would not be kept. 
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EDITORIAL 

l8eme ann~e - No 688 
mercredi· 18 novemb_,.~,rn 

The proliferation of the Institutions and a debate whicfi is opened.· 

Europe must be created wherever there are Europeans. This is all well and good, but one might woit&ap;;...-'"" 
just how far and until when such a view can justify the proliferation of institutions, of their ·~HU~~~ 
and of their meeting-places. At the moment, the WEU Assembly is meeting IK Paris,· and at the same 
European Parliament is meeting in Strasbourg, while the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Six ~~ ••• ~~~ 
in Munich for their 11 foreign .. policy consultations11 • Mimich was chosen for purely electoral reason~ 
hope that, as in the case of Messina, this is auspicious), but nevertheless, the Ministers of Foreign 
of the Six are already meeting regularly, but alternately, in Brussels and Luxembourg for their CoJ111J1111llU£:qt:,;..,.. 
Council meetings, and then in the seven capitals in turn for the WEU Council (of which the U.K. is a 
and in the six capitals in turn for the political consultations. 

That the working of the Institutions is seriously compropri.sed by this "institutional diaspora11 every
body knows. The European P,arliament was concerned by this, but finally it seems to be resigned to the pres
ent situation. One day, but not too late, .some .. orde.r: will have to be re stored to all this. The problem is 
o~iously not only posed from the point of view of the organisation of the work and of the place of work or 
of meeting of the Institutions, but also from that of competences and structures, which is even more import
ant. The WEU Assembly is dealing with this today , slightly indirectly, by discussiil.g.:the Leynen Report on 
the political consequences of the re-launching of Europe. It is obvious, in fact, that Wj:tlf the ... enlergement 
in progress and the commencement of ;the ·.poli:tical po.,.o.peration of the Six, the WEU and the Community are 
"meeting" one another every more frequently on the same ground. Mr. Leynen hopes that the countries apply
ing for the Community will join the WEU (including Ireland)~ for future participation in political co.,.~perat. 
ion automatically involves, according to him, the acceptance of a common European defence policy. The WEU 
is, at the present moment, the only solely European institution competent on this subject. According to Mr. 
Leynen, one of two things can take place:- either political Europe will identify itself with the WEU which 
Will be enlarged and will develop at the same time as economic and monetary Europe,·- or political Europe 
will be b~ilt on a new foundation, keeping the WEU influspended animation. In the first assumption, the 
WEU Assembly will have political and military competences and the European Parliament economic competences. 
In the second assumption, the E.P. will have to undergo the necessary transformations to become a valid 
interlocutor in political and economic affairs. The Members of Parliament of the WEU go as far as asking for 
the independent Secretariat, which has not been created in the framework of the political co-operation of 
the Six, to be instituted (until the United Kingdom becomes a member of the Community) in the framework of 
the WEU. 

The debate is now open, and it would be interesting to hear what the European Parliament thinks of 
all these problems, with the solution of which its future is linked. 

Em.G. 
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.A promising start or a dead-end? . 

A meeting of the six Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Community is certainly not in itself a~ 
which is out ef the ordinary, It is even, for them and for us, who are trying to disc(lver useful indic · 
in it. about the orientation of the Community, an everyday affair. It su.ffices to·note ~t it is foresee 
that there will be, during the next six months, at least twelve meetings at the level of the Ministers · 
Foreign Affairs, which will take place in Brussels• Therefore, the meeting which the Six are holding to · 
in Munich should not arouse special interest: the Ministers are not required to take important decisions,~·· 
since five days later, they will meet again in Brussels to discuss two subjects fundamental for the life I!'· 
of the ColllllUility: the Conmission's proposals on the econollli.c and 110netary union, and the formulation of " 
proposals of determining significance in the negotiations with the United Kingdom. 

And yet, the Munich meeting could be a promising start, in other words, represent the first step in 
a process leading Europe towards becoming aware of its international identity, by means of the comparison 
of the points of view of its members regarding the great political events in which Europe is involved, while 
not being able to determine them. But all depends on the way in which this comparison will be approached ~ 
conducted, or rather on whether there is a real comparison. If, however, the Ministers were to merely be 
academic, or have talks, this possibility would be stifled in the cradle and these half-yearly meetings would 
become an exercise without a future and without effect on the creation of a united Europe. 

The latter would no longer benefit from the credibility which is essential to it. Mr. Barre, speaking 
yesterday in the European Parliament (he had just got back from the United States} about the problems of the 
economic and monetary union, alluded to this "credibility" in European ,and international opinion, pointing 
out that it must not be based on words, but on action. What is true in the economic field is also true, in 
the political field. But one might wonder whether a negative outcome of the machinery for "political cQ-op
eration" which has been inaugurated today, would arouse much regret and, above all, whether it would be un
expected. Those who have followed the difficult development which led to the adoption of the Davignon Report 
have had to quickly abandon their illusions. If they give any credit to the political co-operation which 
the Six have set in motion, it is only because they trust in certain forces which, in spite of everything, 
are present in the machinery of the national political powers and national diploJQacies. These forces could 
could act so that the m~chinery which they have imagined and built can serve for soJnVthing. This is pre
cisely what we shall see today. and during the weeks to come. We shall then know whether we have taken a 
first step, which could be followed by others. or whether the machinery thought up is only a means for pass
ing the time, which would be a very bad thing. Em. G. 
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..----EUROPEAN LIBRARY----, 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth not' are reviewed under this headin • 

of African Economies Volume 2: Ken a Tanzania U anda and Somalia, International~on 
Fund, Was ington D.C., 19 9, 45 pages, 5 2.50 for libraries, univers1ty professors and students}• 

This work, the second in a series on the African economies, is devoted to 'four East African ctmn 'Uf1 
three of which (Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania) have si,ned the East African Co-operation Treaty. After a holnU 
intrbduction, chpters 2 to 5 deal with the common institutions, currency and credit, the balances of pa 
ments and the inter-territory trade of the three East African countries; chapter 6 analyses the control 
systems for exchange and trade of the four countries. Chpters 7 to 10 study the recent· economic development 
of each of these countries. According to the I.M.F., the economic development prospects of these countries 
are promisihg. The report points out: "Greater stability of export receipts, some diversification of the 
economy, the expansion of agriculture, as well as the maintenance of a sound management of public finance 
and currency which has marked the last few years, should enable them to continue to make progress towards .. 
economic growth. We point out that this volume was prepared in its original English version under the 
direction of Mr. U Tun Wai, ChieCt\,dviscir to the African Department of the I.M.F. 

-D. VIGNES: L1Association des Etats Africains et Malgache1a la C.E.E., Collection U, Serie "Dr9it des Comm
unautes europ~ennes", edited by P.-H. Teitgen, Librairie Armand Colin (103, Bd. St. Michel, Paris Se), 224 
pages, 18 x 13.5.- This work by Mr. Daniel Vignes, Advisor to the legal services of the European Communities 
and Professor at the Institute of European Studies of the University of Brussels, contains the documents 
concerning the association of the AASM with the Common Mark~:~~sociation Agreement of 29 July 1969 
as well as the documents relating to the negotiations and the renewal of the agreements, their institution
al application, the commercial policy and financial and technical co-operation. In a short introduction, 
Mr. Vignes stresses the success constituted by the Associ~tion and the insufficiences of the Agreement. 

• L1Europeen, No 111-1970, 77, rue Baron de Castro, 1040-Brussels.- This number ig largely devoted to ~e 
developments of the steel industry in the world, and particularly to the fourth Congress of the IISI. 1 

- C~: Courrier, Organisation Europeenne pour la Recherche Nucleaire, Geneva, October 1970.- This number 
deals with the October session of the Council, in which all the preparatory documents for the Government 
decisions on the 300 GeV European accelerator were presented • 

... UKAEA: Atom, The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, (11, Chrles II Street, Londotl ·~ 1).- Number 169 
of November 1970 contains an account of the UKAEA 1s annual report. No 168 of October 1970: We mention an 
article on the desalination of sea water. ---
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'\P The cohesion of econemies is the condition for Europe's presence in the worlsi. ~ 
The comments of the press throughout the world give a clear enough picture of the concern arouse 

the clearly protectionist attitude of the House of Representatives without us having to insist on this. 1 
the reaction of pub~ic opinion throughout the werld lead to the Senate reversing the situation? This s 
doubtful to us: in the present state of affairs, the only possib~Jity is for the liberal minority in 
Sebate to succeed in prolonging the debates and in obtaining a delay of a few months during which coh~ntf) 
action aimed at restoring the situation can be undertaken. It is not by means of recriminations and t . 
of retaliation that the opinions of the Members of the House, whb are imd-ergoing many other pressures - ~/ 
infiuences, will be changed. Concerning the passibility for the President to make use of his right of vetO:' 
this also seems doubtful to us. Mr. Nixon is no doubt opposed to the sudden increase in protectionism, for 
he sees its consequences, but it is not certain that ·this problem has first place on his scale of priorities. 

As we have already said, a new approach must be ador !·ed towards this problem, in other words, a pos
tive approach. This means that the war against protectionism. can only be wagered on all the fronts, and not 
just in other countries. It is necessary for it to be realised everywhere that prosperity very largely de
pends on the expansion of trade and that protection, which is so often invoked under the cover of justific
ations of a social nature, is the surest means for making the prices of consumer gcods-: .iitcrease to the det
riment of the less favoured classes (Mr. An,drew Brimmer, one of the Governors of the Federal Reserve Board 
energetically stressed this in a study). 

However, the Community will only be able to adopt this positive approach if it is ltself founded on 
solid and coherent bases. The more it is strengthened, the more tl"je external tariff lose~ its importance 
as a factor for integration (this is a remark which we found in an article by Curt Gastryger, Wilhelm 
Kewenig and Norbert Kolhase on the future of Europe, published by "Europa Archiv"). The creation of the econ
omic and monetary union must provide these foundations for the Community, it would make Europe less vulner
able and would thus make it possible to establish more balanced relations. 

The question which is posed is whether the Six are decided to start this process. The problem was wide
ly debated this morning by the Ministers. Some of them said they were rather disapponted by the depate. Other~ 
had a positive impression of it. There is still a great deal of hesitation. The French seem to be decided 
to want the ends, but are hesitating about the means. It is obvious that to begin this process means to know 
wne~e we are going, .in other words, to unequivocally define the final objective, and to know what this final 
o~jective involves. Mr. Barre expressed this so well in his speech to the European Parliament. Mr. Malfatti 
repeated it in the Parliament and today to the Council. 

Not must time is left for putting an end to this hesitation and for making a clear choice. 
Em.G. 
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. ~~'~Dead-end or a decision on the economic and monetary union? (1) The time-limits 
\ \\:.'\'·S''-'~ EDITORIAL ~ 

As we wrote yesterday, we heard, at the end of the ministerial debate on the economic and monetary 
union - which, according to some, was cut short too soon and which mainly consi~ted of speeche~ to t~e 
gallery - varios reactions:· disappointment for some and consolation for others. · • 

Let us try to sped some light on the terms of the debate as well as on the reasons for these reactio 
and see, on the basis of the analysis of these factors, whether there are ~er.ious possibilities for a glo .. 
agreement on the economic and monetary union emerging before the end of this year or whether greater or les~. 
er delays are to be feared, or, finally,- and this is the most pessimistic assumption - whether we are not o 
~t a dead-end because of the existence of fundamental differences of views. 

According to the comments which we heard, the last assumption is to be put aside, for the~e fundament 
differences of opinion do not exist. In our opinion, this is not out of the question, however -and we are 
aware of the gravity of this fact - since the increasing rigidity of certain standpoints, which is al~s 
possible, could become irreversible, and meanwhile new factors could interven~, both in the context of the 
domestic policy of one or other of the countries and in that of international relations, acting in a negative 
way. 

If we consiGer the first two assumptions, we can ask ourselves the question whether it is really essen
tial to take decisions before the end of the ~ear, about which we know that they are important and of great 
significance. The clearest answer was provide by Mr. Barre himself when he stated, on 18 November: "it is 
ve:pr important to reach a result at the end of this year"in order to fulf]i.l the expectations of public op
in1on in t~e Community, but also "because international public opinion must be shown that the Community fact 
exists and that it exists other than only in words". But there is a second answer, and this is that the 
undertaking, not only to take the first step, but to establish a phased plan (a reply to those who claim that 
it would be enough to define action for the immediate future, relegating the definition of the future object
ives un~l later), is contained in the decisions of The Hague, which all the Six have just solemnly declared 
the want to observe. . 

It can therefore be said: (a) that the time-limit of 31 December was not chosen lightly, but that it 
was imposed by the will. of the contracting parties and by the circumstances; (b) that no doubt a delay of 
a few weeks would not be significant; it should not, however, last longer than this, given the existing sit
uation in the international monetary field; (c) that the decisions to be taken within this period are of a 
technical and political nature, but mainly political. We once again quote Mr. Barre: "The construction of 
an economic and monetary union is a large political affair. Wh6 can deny. that the economy and currency are 
first of all politics?" (To be continued) 

, Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

A dead-end or a decision on the economic and monetary union? (2)· .$ 
The technical questions. 

Since a decision on the economic union could not be postponed without this constitu~ing proof of f · -~-~ 
ure, whose consequences are not easier to judge, and since, moreover, a commitment of a general nature in 
favour of this plan was made at The Hague and let us not~for et it the Council of Ministers last une 
what do the main differences consist of, whether they were·displayed or whether they are outlined in t e ~ 
various declarations? Let us begin by recalling those whose nature is mainly technical, although their sig
fP,ficance is alwats,.p611tical. To judge their effects, we must naturally have before us the text of the 
European Commissionts proposal (cf. EUROPE/Documents no. 600 of 9/ll/1970). 
1) The Community as a pole of stability - The Gennan Government is greatly concerned with this problem,· and 
Mr. Schiller insisted on it in his speeches ~o the European.Parliament. The Gennan leaders seem to believe 
that the Werner Report was more explicit on this point, while the Commission 1 s text speaks of ensuring 
~growt~, full employment and stability". Mr. Schiller clearly said that the objective of stability must be 
a constraining political objective, and he suggested that the 11 verification11 to be made at the end of the 
first phase must also concern this factor. The German concern is obviously about having to incur the expen
diture for less 11 orthodox11 economic action carried out by other countries. The problem is politi'Cal insofar 
~ it involves economic policy choices being made at Community level and taking this imperative into account. 
To what extent are the other partners prepared to turn the objective of stability into an absolute priority? 
2) The autonomy of the Central Banks - We have heard a Gennan speaker say that the economic and monetary 
union will never be ratified unless the autonomy of the Central Banks is fully respected. This aut(momy -
the Germans say - functions very weel in their country and must be maintained in the Community field. How, 
then, is the "co-operation of the Central Banks11 to be achieved if some of them are less free regarding the 
political power? And how are the relations to be viewed between a Community power in economic policy, and 
the Central Banks as a whole? The answer is difficult. 
3) Taxation -Several reservations have been put forward on the tax measures foreseen (in the Council's 
"resolution") for the lst. phase. These are technical requirements but, if they were to be accepted, ru. .large 
part of the contents of the lst. phase would disappear. 
4) Structural action - Point II-6 of the "resolution11 lays down that the Council should carry out "action 
in the structural and regional field", at the Commission 1 s proposal. WH;hout any very explicit reservations 
having been expressed (this would be "anti-social" ••• ), it is known that some Governments jib at such a 
commitment, which the Commission considers to be of fundamental significance and whose political and social 
implications are ~bvious. . 

Between what one would like to add and what one would like to subtract, there is a serious risk that 
the;,,Commission 1 s text would thus be reduced to very little. :J'he more so since, with all these factors 
guaranteeing "parallelism", some countries might be seen to refuse to make other undertakings, sV.ch as the. 
one to reduce the intra-Community fluctuation margins ••• (To be continued) · . 

Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL ~ 
A dead-end or a decision on the economic and monetary union? - (3) The political ~I 

crux. , 

The difficulties or dlfferences which we~d as technical could lead to turning the Commiss\o~ 1 6/lj 
~roposal into somet~ing v.ery modest, which would certainly not be the beginnings of an economic and mone~ 
ary union. This seems paradoxical, considering the curious excitement with which several Gove:rtlments con
sidered the Commission's proposals as too modest in comparison with the Werner Report! 

The truth ~s that the most substantial obstacle encountered today by the economic and monetary unio 
is the reluct~ce to assume precise political undertakings, and the hesitahc~ to o throu with th 
This reluctance appears in direct or indirect objections. 
1) We begin by wondering, for example, whether it is necessary and possible to state the irreversible 
nature of the action which is to be undertaken. Let us begin by taking one step - it is said - and-j.then (I 
we shall see. Needless to say, this is a way of avoiding the choice. Without irreversibility, no f1rst st 
will be taken. 
2) This is followed by another argument: are we sure of being able to achieve the ambitious objective whi4h 
is proposed t~ us (single currency etc.) in one decade and according to a time-table such as was outlined 
in the Community proposals? Since we are dot certain of keeptng to this undertaking, it would be better 
either to define the final ob'ective ve v el , or to fix no time-limit. Naturally, it is added, as Mr. 
Sc4umann adde : "Of course, you must not out our will to attain the objective indicated". In other words; 
trbst in us, but let's put nothi~ down on paper. We note, in passing, the perfect analogy with what hap~ 
ened in the negotiations which led to the Davignon Report: the refusal to define a lobg-te~ objective and 
therefore to define the instruments to attain it. All this is done in the name of 11pra~tism11 • . 

3) In fact, the refusal of the objective is strictly linked with the difficult being experienced by the 
French Government in establishing that certain instruments will have to be available. It is useless to be 
full of illusions or words about hypothetical decision centres, which we would not khow where to put. The 
fact is that the economic and monetary union can only be created if the Community has adequate powers fo~ 
its competences. 

Everybody has their own problems, this is obvious, but the way to solve them must be found without 
jeopardizing everything. Mr. Giscard d1Estaing :aaid yesterday that it would be "neither useful nor desirab~e 
and practically impossible to define the structures of the fupure institutions in detail now". This seems 
acceptable to us. Defining the future institutions in detail and now? We believe that no-one can think ser
iously about this. Nevertheless, we must khow that there will be institutions, or rather that the existing 
institutions will have certain powers of decision and of control. This must be known, but it must also be 
said, since several Goyernments, however prepared they might be to have trust, will not be prepared to co~ 
~hemselves to ~ veqtute which could tfirn into a mere monetary operation, without any other established 
discipline. ' ' ' (The End) 

Em.G. 
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- VISION, The Europeruq Busipess Magazine, No 1 - November 1970, Editing Office: 52, rue Taitbout, Paris 
Subscriptions: 13, rue Saint...:.Georges, Paris 9e. Cost of an annual subscription: Great Britain: IJJ, USA 
t 13.50.-

This new business magazine is published each month in four editions (French, English, German, Ita~~~ 
J'ut with exactly the same contents. The magatine, whose Editor-in Chief is Mr. Philippe Heymann, aims 
a forum where Europeans can discuss their common problems, whether they are political, economic, mn·n,.·t::a·rrt--........~<.. 

or soni.al. VISION will devote its articles to the study of all the problems coDI!lon to Europe and will 
to filid common solutions for them. The editorial policy has been developed by a colllllittee composed of 
Anthony Sampson (Great Britain), Claus Jacobi (Federal Germany), Gtuseppe Pella (Italy) and Louis 
(France). 

The first number gives an idea of the subjects which VISION intends to deal with. The cover-story is 
ODrtcems: Europe-USA: the break-up begin~. We also mention interviews with Chancellor Willy Brandt and Mr. 
~alfatti, as well as articles on the g~at mess of European~technology, multinational strikes, the reper
Ct.Jssions of American anti-trust law on European mergers, trade with the East, the wealth of the Church and 
a profile of Mr. Giuseppe Petrilli. 

- Italia e l 1Euro a Rasse a trimestrale di diritto euro eo, No l - October- December 1970, Director: Prof•: 
avv. G1an Piero Orse o, Go-Director: Avv. Sergio Carpintllli; Editor-in-Chief: Avv. Pier Carlo Marinozzi. 
The review is published by the Centro Italiano di Studi Europei "Liuigi Einaudi" (Roma, Palazzo Odescalchi; 
Piazza SS. Apostoli 80). Price per copy: 4,000 lira. Price of an annual subscription: 15,000 lira. Luciano 
Lan~i Editore. 

Conceived of in a constructive spirit, this hew review draws its interest from studies bv eminently 
qualified figures at the level of European activity, whO judge and comment on the legislative, administrative 
and legal acts of the European Communities and those of'the national bodies which are concerned with Commun
ity problems. The creation of a patronage committee and of a scientific committee offer every guarantee that 
this aia will be attained. The first number ineludes chapters devoted to European law (articles by Messrs. 
Ma.rio S'celba, Riccardo Monaco, Robert Lecourt, Gian Piero Orsello), to the Community institutions (articles 
by Messrs. Giuseppe Petrilli, Mario Pedini,~Lionello Levi Sandri), to Europe in the world, the legal profession 
in Europe and contains a large documentation section. 

- RENE FOCH; L1Europe et la techholo ie un oint de vue oliti ue, Les Cahiers Atlantiques 2-1970, L'Inst-
itut Atlantique (120, rue de Longchamp, Paris l per copy: 7 FF, by annual subscription (four n~ 
bers) 24 FF .- (We shall return to this book). 

- CNEN: Notiziario, October 1970, Rome (125, Viale Regina Margherita).- This number is devoted to the Italian 
reports presented ~o the FORATOM Congress which took place in Stockholm, from 21 to 24 September. 

-lorwahi in Europe~ BUlletip..in 8··ianguag.esof the Council of Europe (Strasbourg). No. 4/1970 contains an 
account of the 2ria._part of the 22nd. session, Strasbourg, 18-25 September 1970. 
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EDITORIAL 

the economic and monetary union: dangerous machiavellism. 

lundi 30 novembr:~~9.. 

A close fight is developing around the major issues of the Community debates, whether they c~~~~th~ 
economic and monetary union or enlargement. 

This is perhaps the reason why Mr. Brandt and Mr. Colombo spoke, at their recent meeting, 
possibility of holding a new European summit, for which they could themselves take the initiative. 
is significant that Mr. Malfatti reminded his interlocutors (speech to the Economic and Social v.,·~~WF~ 
that the economic and monetary union is, so to speak, the centre around which all the commpn policV~11~t 
be fonned. 

. We tried to show last week that i,f serious reservations have to be eliminated before 
agrfement on the economic and monetary union, this agreement is not impossible on condition 
a clear political will to accept the principle of the union and the consequences which it involves. all 
the partrers have this will? One might wonder. Mr. Raymond Aron ("Le Figaro11 of 27 Nov.) wrote: "I wonder 
what France's great plan is~', in remarking on the many contradictions 'which mark the present policy of the 
J!'rench Government. Nevertheless, everyone has his problems and it would be wrong to "radicalize" the differe
·rtces of opinion and place them on the level of doctrines. 

It would also be serious if, by means of subtleties and machiavellism, European development were ser
iously compromised. France apparently is becoming less demanding concerning the economic union and seems to 
.be satisfied with practical co-operation. This is an attitude dictated by the desire to avoid the pressures 
of her partners on the long-term objectives and institutionalization. But such an attitude could easily 
result in freezing a whole series of activities, in other words, what is called the strengthening of the 
CoiiiiiUility. France 1 s tepidness is giving courage to those who think the.ti':the Commission 1 s proposals do not 
go far enou~ concerning uarantecd arallelism and who are not very warm towards the reduction of the fluc
tuation margins of exchange amongst the Six cf. the recent declarations made by Mr. Ossola). Without econo .... 
mic and monetary union, the industrial, research and fiscal policies cannot be seem to make great progress. 
Not only this: it has been said and repeated that the economic and monetary union was indispensable for 
guaranteeing the effic~city.:' of the agricultural policy based on common prices. The political consequence 
Which could be drawn from a failure of the economic and monetary union is that the agricultural policy it
self could be compromised. In fact, a customs union does not necessarily involve a common agricultural pol
icy. This is a view which could be supported, but then France would not have the possibility of accusing 
her partners of wanting to "weaken" the Community and on not wanting to go right through with it. 

The same considerations are ~alid concerning the paradoxical standpoint by France, who refused to def
ine the objectives of the economic and monetary union ••• so as not to frighten the British with whom nego~ · 
tiations are being held. A paradoxical and precarious standpoint, since: (a) France has always stated 
that it was essential to "complete" before enlargins (and this is why she claimed the final adoption of the 
financing regulation and of the agricultural policy); (b) the British themselves stated that they were agt 
reed on the objective and particularly on the contents of the lst. phase (while avoiding adopting a stand
~oint on a question which is controversial in the Community); (c) the institutional reforms which would be 
necessary would in any case be carried out when the United Kingdom is already a member of the Community, 
and therefore with her assistance. 

1 
2 

Pretexts, pretexts, always pretexts •••• 
Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Money and national sovereigntY 

18eme ann~e - No ., .. 1:\IIIL,j• 

111ardi Ier d~ce·,._"il..,.. 

The Ministers are to talk about the economic and monetary union again in exactly two weeks 
time available is therefore ·very limited, if an agreement is really to be reached before the end o 
and the more so sine~ the.real debate on the heart ·of the subject has not yet taken place. However ay 
of a few weeks wili not be catastrophic, as long as there are precise pointers about the develop nt ~ 

affair~f we insist on this subject, it is because, in fact, we are faced with a complex political p~iJr) 
on which the future of the Community depends. In other words, that, as we said yesterday, it is now~ we 
must know whether the latter will remain a customs union without common policies (and then, why ~ot a simple 
free trade area, which would automatically solve the problem of' enlargement?) or whether it will follow the 
logical development towards a coherent economic and political whole such as the interests of Europe demand, 
(and which would not be directed against anybody, as Mr. Ha·trice Scqumann said yesterday in the Senate). The 
decision which could be taken on 14 December involves no institutional reform to be carried out in the near 
future, and if these are the feflrs which Mr. Schumann wanted to appease, he was right to do so. But it inev
itably involves the realisation that institutional reforms will one day be necessary. Yesterday evening, 
Mr. Werner, speaking to. the Royal Institute for International Relations meeting in Brussels once again men
tioned the idea which is at the basis of the Report which he signed, as well as of the Commission's propo
sal, and, as the Council session of 23 November showed, of most of the member countries. Mr. ~erner in fact 
said: "It is difficult to stop midway in monetary matters, in which the confidence factor is closely linked 
with the idea of security In this sense, even the first phase will only succeed on condition that the actiort 
undertaken during this phase is carried along by the will to achieve the final objective ••• I consider that 
the authors of the Report would have failed in their mission, if they ha not mentioned some of the polit
ical implications of the process begun." And he concluded: "To summarize, the tindi:spensable transfers will 
have a precise and limited aim, but must ensure the functional efficiency and objectivity of the system." 

The conclusion can be drawn from this that those who might think that the best way to prepare a 
"phased plan" would be "to apply such and such an effective and efficient measure without delay, such as 
the reduction of the fluctuation margins amongst O\J.r respective currencies", are making a very great mistake' 
lt seems that the refusal of long-term commitments is inspired by the desire to preserve national sovereign-
ty. 

But an analysis of today's realities shows how illusory all this is. Let us here '}Uote Mr. Boyer de "" 
la Gi:rbday who recently wrote ("L 1Economie11 ): "The contradictions, or even absurdities {of which the author · 
&ives striking examplesJ brpught to the surface by the recent upheavals taking place in the monetary relat
ions of the larger European countries confirm what the theoretical thought and interpretation of certain 
tendencies showed: the carrying out of national monetary policies in the traditional frameworks is today 
compatible neither with the well-being of the populations, nor with the power of the States". Hence the 
conclusion that the objective of national independence can only be satisfied in a new framework. This frame-

. 1rork is the frame-work of a real economic and monetary union, at least for the countries of Europe. i 
. Em.G. 

1 EDITORIAL 

2 - 3 POLITICAL DAY: NATO Council meets in Brussels.- Council of Europe: 11 December; 
French Senate: Rejects foreign affairs budget.- Italian Parliament: Vote of confidence.
Marchal Tito in Rome on 10 December.- European socialists parties: Meeting of liaison bureau.
Youth conference: In Munich.- M. Maurice Schumann: talks to young parlementarians.- Meeting 
Scelba-Scheel. 
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4 Agricultural ministers: Meeting at V:al Duchesse 
S EEC/UK: Meeting of deputies 

UK./EFTA: Statement by Mr. Nobel 
6 Council session: Transports to be discussed on 7 December 

EEC/Turkey: Commercial contents of the "transitional phase" 
EEC/Greece: Association Council session 
EURATOM: Research and investment budget for 1971 
Commission's Services: Recent appointments 

7 Agricultural Council: Uprooting of fruit trees 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Production of piglets in Bavaria; production and marketing of honey~ 
Tax on mandarines; Figures concerning imports and exports of wheat. 

8 Additional Tariff Quotas: Aluminum, Ferrous alloys, newsprint. 
EEC/New Zealand: Tariff agreement 

9 The Mills Bill: Proceedings before the Senate 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

10 - European Parliament: Debate on Mediterranean Policy; draft operational budget 1971; Articles and 
renumeration of community officials. 

11- Coal industry: Commission's policy 
Coke consumption: reduction in blast furnaces 
EURATOM: Health protection 

12 - EURATOM: Scientific and technical Committee 
Soviet Uranium for Federal Germany? 
Ispra: Strike of personnel continues 
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EDITORIAL 

Is Mr. R;ppon coming empty-handed? 

In six days, and to be precise on Tuesday 8 December, the Conference for the entry of the Uni~~~~~ 
dom is to meet at ministerial level. There will be no further meetings at this level until 2 Febru 

We recall that the European Commission prepared and presented to the Council - in accordance 
undertaking made on 2/ October - a "global" document on the transition period (we published the mai 
of this on 19 November and we are going to publish its text in EUROPE/Documents). Mr. Deniau explaU~~~~ 
the Ministers meeting in Council on 23 November the mechanisms provided in this document. This~s 
in the hands of the Permanent Representatives who ha~e had some i~ortant debates on it already, m 
concerning the British contribution to Community financing, from the double point of view of the si~~~ 
this contribution (two alternatives have been suggested by the Commission) and of the length of time necess
ary for reaching a "cruising speed". On 25 November, Mr. fti,ppon, in a statement to the House of Commons, took 
stock of the negotiations, announced that the Community ha~ not yet adopted a standpoint on this Commission 
document and hoped that it would wait, before doing so, to learn about "the proposals which we intend to 
put forward on this point in the near future". 

The Six will try, immediately before meeting the British next Tuesday, to co-ordinate at least on the 
~~n options of their standpoints, in the hope of having a discussion with the British which could be fruit-~ 
~1 on the very heart of the matter. · 

But what is happening? If our information is exact, the "British counter-proposals will not be ready 
before ~hristmas, which means, in practical terms, that the Community will learn of it in January and that 
the debate on 2 February will only be able to be a first sounding. 

Having reached this point, and after 9aving read with interest the remark_j published by the British 
press - and about which we arc in full agreement as to the need to conclude the main body of the negotiat
ions before next summer, we wonder whether the will to conduct the negotiations with the necessary speed 
IS]present on both sides of the Channel. Our perplexity, moreover, coacerns both the timing and the content~ · 
themselves of the matter. If Mr~ Rippon were to arrive in Brussels next Tuesday emptyhanded, or only with · 
~agde indications, announcing that a document will soon be sent which would modify the contents of the lines 
expressed in the Commission's document, we are very much afraid that not only will the debate be prolonged 
uselessly, but alsothat it will be complicated and will risk "going into the rough". 

Our readers have known for a long time that we consider it ~ssential that Great Britain should ~te~ 
the Community and that she should enter 'Witl:i..jUst.conditions. These conditions can mainly be achieved by 
means of a gradual process, but also by means of terms of application which allow,-a SJ.!l9otlr~daptati.cm;~::I~ 
tddttilin, .. tney.·.lllll6t be surrounded by certain guarantees. 

It is on this, and not on the permanent amendment of the existing rules, that a fruitful debate can 
be based. To try to divide the Six on this point would be terribly dangerous. The lines of Community policyl 
which will be more in accordance with the common interest, will be obtained, once the Community is enlarged, 
with the assistance of all the forces and all the will. Any other path would lead nowhere else but to fail~ 
ure. 

The situation seems serious enough to us for the highest bodies to think about it. We shall return to 
it tomorrow. 

1.-
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Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

If only Mr. Ri.ppon were to win the round ••• 

18eme annee - No 699 
jeudi 3 decembre 

BULLETIN 

On several occasions we have, during the last few months, insisted on one point, namely that ~~~~~ 
negotiations with the United Kingdom, no solution could be retained which would lastingly prejudice 4U~~~ 
"principles", notably those of the agricultural policy and of the allocation of ·the financial l.. • ......J ........ -·-..--J 

' '111.e ptoblem of the "Community budget" obviously has two main aspects, which show the United JU,I'~MI'l!..•]!l 
in the present situation as being at a disadvantage as compared to the other countries. The first 
the purely ag~cultural aspect, in relation to the strUcture of prices and of British supply. It is 
that a change in this situation only depends on the policy which is followed in the. fields of fann uLL~""'' 

·and structqres. To exert an influence on this policy (the effects of which will appear at medium long-
term), one must be a member of the Community. This is therefore a question which is outside the negotiations, 
unless the British succeed in obtaining that the Six should now decide t'o .. change their policy in view of 
the entry of a new member. It seems much more logical that this change, if there were to be a change, should 
take place when the Community is enlarged and with the assistance of everybody. 

The second aspect concerns the use of receipts: .at longer-tenn, in other words, when agriculrure no 
longer absorbs almost all of the expenditure. But on this point also, the reply is that this depends on the 
global policy which the Community will follow and mainly on the priorities which it chooses. Once again, 
these choices are being made within the Community and it is normal that they should be different in an en
la-rge~ Community as compared with the p.resent Community. 

To have a better idea of the importance of these considerations, it must not be forgotten ~hat from 
membership, the British, like the other countries, will have the possibility of contributing towards ~ 
detennining of the Community policy. • 

The outcome of all this is that when we talk about the equity of the burdens, we can only refer to a 
situation such as it is presented during a certain period of adaptation and 11 rebus sic stantibus". The search 
for equity can therefore only be carried out by means of adaptations, arrangements, temporary suspensions, 
guarantees etc. In sum, by the flexible tenns of application of rigid rules. Therefore, it seems to us that 
the pest way for the British to repli to the suggestions put forward by the Commission would be to turn the 
debates onto the practical significance of certain estimates, of certain time-linits and of certain brackets. 
We do not believe that the Commission has a monopoly of wisdom, but it has such a practical knowledge of 
the mechanisms, that British suggestions concerning the. cQrrective factors would enable rapid progress to
wards satisfactory solutions. 

We ~elieve that this would also present advantages from a psychological point of view. If Mr. Rippon 
appelirs on Tuesday empty-handed to announce "counter-proposals", which wil only arrive later and about 
which he will have created speculative expectancy, and if these counter-proposals are contested, Mr. Rippon 
will appear the loser in the eyes of public opinion. On the other hand, if he succeeded in obtaining consid
erable improvements in the Commission's proposals, he could claim to have won the round 

Em. G. 
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2 - POLITICAL DAY: NATO Council: plenary session in Brussels - After the political meeting of the Ten: 
positive comments - British M.P.s visit Brussels - European Movement enquiry into the direct elec
tions of the E.P. 
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4-4 -Plenary session of the E.P.: Economic and Monetary Union 
4 "Berlaimont11 Building: the European Commission declares the basement floors 11unpracticable 11 

5 - 2nd EDF: three new financing projects 
- CommOn agricultural policy: prospect of new proposals 
- Mr. Mansholt in London 
- EEC/Pakistan: air bridge for food aid 

6 - Plen11:ry Session of the E.P.: premiums for uprooting fruit-trees - premiums for eliminating dairy 
cows 

7 - Imports of silk from third countries: tariff system for 1971 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

8 -Permanent dialogue with the U.S.: reply to question No 291 by Mr. Vredeligg 
- Anomalies in the trade in pharmaceutical products: reply to question No 296 from Miss Lulling 
- EEC/U.S.: consultation on tobacco 

9 - j.R.C.: ame~dment ·of the statutes of vesearchers 
- Euratom Council: preparation of the session 

10 - German steel industry: rationalisation agreements 
- Coal research: information meetings 
- Project for steelworks at Rotterdam 
- Aids for collieries: draft regulations 
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EUROPEAN LIBRARY. 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 

. is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

- Europaisch~ Gemeinschaft, Editor in chief: Joachim Willmann, Head of the Liaison Office of the 
Communities in Bogn, (53 Bonn, Zitelmannstrasse 22), prtce of the number:l DM, annual subscription: 
A large p~rt of t e December 1970 number is devoted to the economic and monetary union with 
Messrs. Hans Tietmeyer (of the German Ministry of the Economy), by the M.P. Carl-Ludwig Wagner, who 
the standpoint of the Christian Democrat opposition, by Mr. Walter Behrendt, Socialist Member of the 
~ean Parliament and by Messrs. Rainer Hellmann and Hans Wellwig. We also mention an interview of Mr. 
Scelba, President of the European Parliament. 

The November 1970 number gave a survey of the standpoint of the F.D.P. party regarding European prob. 
lems. It followed two other numbers analysing the standpoint of the SPD (June 1970 number) and of the CDU/ 
CSU opposition (September 1970 number), thus giving a full survey of the attitudes of the three German 
parties regarding European integration. 

- European Community, London Office: 23, Chesham Street, London SW l. No ll - November 1970.- We mention 
articles on the Werner Plan, the Mansholt Plan, the annual conferences of the Conservative Party and of the 
tabour Party, written parliamentary questions and the food aid programme of the European Communities, this 
last article being by Mr. John Lambert. 

- Comunid d euro ea, No 65 - November 1970, Oficina de Informacion para America Latina, Bartolome Mitre 1337; 
Montevideo R.O. del Uruguay) and Oficina de enlace para Am~rica Latina, Torres de Tajamar, Torre A, Apt.404, 
Santiago de Chile.- In the November number, Mr. Emanuele Gazzo presents the new "team" of the European Comm
unity presided over by Mr. Franco-Maria Malfatti. We also mention an article by Mr. Albert Coppe, European 
Commission Member, on the reform of the social fund.- Under the title o:tr "La Comunidad Europea en 1970", this 
Spanish edition also publishes a 14-page br9chure which gives a brief insight into Community activity in 
1970. 

- FRANCE-FORUM, No 105-106, October- November 1970, Management Committee: Etienne Borne, Henri Bourbon. 
42, Bd. de Latour-Maubourg, Paris 7e. Price of a number: 2.50 FF, Annual subscription (8 numbers): 20 FF.~ 

11The united Europe must be a Community, which implies, according to the doctrine of Robert Schuman 
and of Jean Monnet, a partial and gradual merger of sovereignties. The united Europe can onlY be a multi
rtational Community, which means that it will not be built in the denial or qestruction of countries nor in 
the abandoning of the diversities of the national cultures", writes Mr. Henri Bourbon in the introduction 
of t~s special number which 11 France-Forum" is devoting to Europe. According to the review's method, polit ... 
icians, union leaders and university professors of several countries, including Messrs. Alain Poher, Andre 
.Colin and Jean Lecanuep have contributed to this European number. 

- GERARD & VI£:TORIA CURZON: Hidden Barriers to International Trade, Trade Policy Research Centre, 6, Bucking
ham Street, London W.C.2. Thames Essay No l, 68 pages, November 1970, Price: 10 shillings. 

- JOERG THALMANN: StrUkturelle Unterschiede der EWG-Lander als Hindernis fur die Wirtschafts- und Wahrun s
tmion, extract, pages 7 l to 790, from EUROPA ARCHIV, Zeitschrift fUr Internationale Politik Bonn, Adenauer
allee 133). Mr. Thalmann examines to what extent the structural differences of the EEC countrie~:a;constitute 
.an obstacle to the economic and monetary union. 

1 
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economic and monetary union.- The EP rejects ~animously the Euratom draft budget.- The EP 
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~ ~ \'\f \h. · ·· '" EDITORIAL 
~\ ~--· .• ':;. ·~ \ ;· .. ·.· ~egionalisation, Europe and the French Radical ~arty. 
'\ \ '' . 
'\-.What'h~pened a~ the C~ngress of the French Radical-Socialist Party, meeting during the last few 

tn·ea'f-is, seems worth mentioning and being thought ab~ut. This is, in fact, the first time, to our lmQw 
ledge, that one of the large traditional parties of Western Europe (entirely renewed, it is true, thank 
to ean- ac es Servan Schrelbe:l'.~s~ attiol)) is centering its political battle on the problem of the "re 
tri ution of power11 , no lo er rom a urel national vie oint but in the context of the buildin of a: 
united Europe. The well-established traditions are 1n such up eaval because of this t at there are po · 1 -

Ians ~ France who propose that J .-J.. &.S. should be brought before the Criminal Court of the State for <tJt 
breach of national unity! m~ 

This re-distribution of po¥er ~dvocated by the French Radicals has as its starting point a certain 
idea of regionalism see~ no~ as an expedient for de-centralizing mechanisms which the State controls, nor 
as a refuge from and refusa1 of the social and economic upheaval involved in our civilisation, but for the 
distribution of responsibilities and the rehabilitation of the individual as a citizen. 11 0nly regional power 
-stated J.J.-S.S.- in the field can arouse, protect and nourish the freedom of the comMUGes ••• Europe 
will.only be able to be created from the regions, which will the~selves fully exist only in a federal Europe• 
Everything is linked together.n ' 

What seems to us to be exceptionally important is that this re-distribution of power, which does not 
tend to destroy national identity, but rather to enable the natural evelopment of regional individualities 
and to give the means for action to the European individuality, has now become a subject ridden to death 
by a political party with a ~vemment vocation It seems that some federalists are "shocked" by the meth,.. 
ods and aggressiveness of J .J .-S.S. and are trying to remind everyone that 11 the reality of political power 
is still at the level of the national States", which, moreover, illustrates in a striking manner the power
lessness of their action. It will, in fact, suffice to answer them that it is thanks to this aggressiveness 
that the problem of regionalism, associated with that of Europe, is now leaving the trifling discussions on 
the side-lines to come to the forefront of the political struggle in France {and therefo~ in Europe). 

We also note that, in presenting his report to the Radical Congress, Mr. Michel Albert opportunely 
stressed how much this re-organisation of powers corresponds to a "great national ambition". He was right, 
for great plans are only achieved if they, are animated by great ambition: 11 A freely chosen federation in 
law •••• a federation in which France, because she is France, will find a full outlet for her genius and 
therefore for her capacity for influence, this is for us the aim of the great national ambition." 

This is a vision which is exalting in a different way and much closer to the vocation of France than 
the one expressed by Mr. Michel Debre in his article published recently in the "Revue de Defense nationale", 
especially where it is said that: "If France is nop, in a coaliti~n, association or even integration, an 
essentially directing factor, she risks subordination, in other words, disappearance". There is between these 
two views a difference which is not only one of style. It is the difference between-he wh~ has courage, and 
faith in the future and the passion for leadership, and he who is afraid, who clings to the past and only 
finds a remedy in establishing a hegemony. 

There i~ no doubt about which of the two ~ the way which leads to the renewal of Europe. 

1 
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1\ ,. ~ .. , ~ \ 1 \ < ,·,~. EDITORIAL 

18!me annee - No 702 
mardi 8 decembre 

\'\ \ :. · ' · . The Ostpoli tik and Europe. 

Af\:~rthE!,Treaty of Moscow of 12 August, we now have the Treaty of Warsaw of 7.December. As after. 
signing Jf the Germano-Soviet Treaty, vazj:ing. reactions are noted in the capitals after the signing of . 
Germano-Polish Treaty. In general, the dynamism of }Jr,. Brandt and of his Ostpolitik are admired, and h .... ,...,,__, 
even congratulated for it. But in private, some are nurturisg growing concern. 

This concern is caused, moreover, I>y~several reasons. Some cannot easily resign themselves to th 
of having to renounce making German an "instrument" of their own policy and of seeing a situation come 
in a full circle in which they could teleguide German foreign policy under the pretext of ensuring · s 
manent guardianship. Others are more generally afraid that the old demon hegemony will gain the upper 
across the Rhine and that a new. threat for the peaye of the world is arising. There are those who fea 
this new situation will mainly be exploited economically and that this will result in the accentuation 
the disequilibrium already visible between the powers of Western Europe or in the Community. And finally, 
many are wondering w~ether the Community, even an enlarged Community, is not now too tight a suit of clothes 
for Germany, since one of the fundamental reasons for which it was tailored has just disappeared. In other 
words, that Germany no longer needs a borrowed name to be welcomed and respected. That is, the question is 
being asked whether her membership of the European Community constitutes for it the fundamental priority 
which it constituted in Adenauer 1s time. 

According to us, all these judgements of intentions have no basis in reality. In other words, they are 
indeed theoretically possible assumptions, but are ruled out by the fundamental choice which was made not 
only by the present leaders, but also by the German people as~a whole. Concerning the Treaties of Moscow and 
of Warsaw, it is certain that they are contributing towards peace in Europe and in the world: they are there
fore in the interests not only of those who have signed them, but also of the rest of the world. Secondly, 
since their application is linked with the conclusion of an agreement on Berlin, they are contributing to 
the creation of a real 11 detente 11 • The other Western countries have shown their solidarity with Bonn in con
fi~ng that multilateral contacts could not begin.hntil the situatio~ in Berlin has improved. 

Concerning Germany, it seems to us that what we wrote on l6iDecember -namely, that Germany must foll
ow an intense phase of Ostpolitik with an intense phase of European policy.- is still entirely valid. Mr. 
Brandt confiFmed, in an interview to Marc Ulmann, that he gives Eride of Elace to ~:the Eolicy in the West. 
We have every reason to believe him. The future developments will show whether;;this choice is leading Mr. 
Brandt's Government to draw all the logi~al consequences from this choiye, particularly if enlargement and 
the institutional strengthening of the Community are for it objectives which cannot be renounced. Federal 
Germany's determination to act in this way will have a fortunate result for the Community. The counter-proof 
of the efficacity of this policy will come, in fact, from the East, for the Soviet Union will then under
stand that its dreams of division are still dreams and that it is in its interests to take note of reality, 
in other words of the existence of the economic unity of Western Europe and of the gradually formation of 
political unity. E G 

m. • 
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EDITORIAL 

Mr ~ ;Rippon- ,J:eft: ]dm0l:!t .. em}lty-handed 

We admit that Mr. Rippon did not arrive empty-handed, as we feared (Edit. of 2 and 3 Decemp 
brought with ~m his agreement to the length of the transition period and ideas which should h~ve e~~.r 
the Six to have a thorough ~ebate amongst themselves in full knowledge of the fatts. We note, h~~~IH .. ~J 
he left Brussels almost empty-hand~d. 

optimism with which the !cquisition for the negotiations of an agreement on the length of the tr i . 
Our readers will forgive us if we only slightly associate ourselves with the note of almost~e 

period (5 years) was welcomed. This is no doubt important, but, in fact, two main problems (the mo t 
tant) are left op~n in this field. The first concerns what will hapPen during this transition perio • Mr. 
Rippon hinted that a balance of advantages should be reached, which supposes that there should be a fast 
pace for industry and some flexibility !or agriculture. The Six will not easily agree on this point, for 
the partis~s of rigidity are, can one be surprised?, harder than the p~rtisans of flexibi~ty. The secortd 
problem is that of the length of the period for the adaptation of the British contribution to the Commun
ity budget. Here, too, Mr. Rippon clearly suggested - and we are going to re~d it in black and white -
that during three additional years, after the 5 years of the trru1sition period, certain correctives will 
have to continue to take effect as was the case for the Six (and which is still the case until 1978). On 
this point also, an agreement amongst the Six will not be easy (and let us leave aside for the moment sugar 
and New Zealand). Decisive standpoints have in fact already emerged, which are very distant from"one an- · 
other, but without there being ~ real debate. Did they, want to wait until they had the document which the 
British are announcing in front;:of them? Will they ex9J!ri.ne this document together with the Commission's 
"communication", or are they thinking of letting the latter drop? And when could a thorough and e:x:hausti .. 
debate take place? Certainly not before January. Will this debate lead to a comproNise which the British 
would no doubt accept because it would at least partially take their reqpests into account, or will it 
result in a deadlock situation between the Six? This last assumption is, indeed, possible. 

This ~s a series of difficult questions. We were struck yesterday by the inability of the Six to de-, 
bate seriously on the essence of the problems. For almost two hours, the Six discussed such a futile prob-. 
lem as the advisability of whether or not to hand the British the document drawn up by the Commission. For 
a further two hours, the discussions concerned the courtesy formula to be used to reply to Mr. Rippon's 
substantial declarations, and to elucubrate on globality1 Globality is a good thing, but we do not under
stand - or rather we do understand - the fear fear which seizes some people when faced with a fragmented 
approach. Globality is a problem of conception and presentation, but each question must be studied, an~ 
eventually find its answer, in its own framework, and, of course, with9ut forgetting the context in which 
it is situated~ 

Globality must not be lurned into a myth. Otherwise it will be essential, at a giy,en moment, to re
sort to a higher body. There is already talk of a new summit. Em.G. 
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\1.~.1_~ ·. '· . few vonis" which c..:~ large effect. ~ 
. ~\l~~said yesterday, we were struck by the inability, or the lack of desire of the Six to dis 

t e1rt of the problem of the British contribUtion to the Community'budget. The Deputies will see e 
file come back to them, wi'hout having the possibility of making progress with it, since the political o~-~ 
tions have still not yet been taken, apart from some enunciations of a general nature. 

It could almost be said that the negotiators are concerned at seeing the negotiations make pro~MI~~~ 
too rapidly towards the point where the most difficult complexities will have to be decided on and this 
overall regulation will no doubt have to be situated in its own context, namely the integration of the 

.. British economy into the Community with all that this entails in the .fie.ld of eco..,.,;.c ana """etary polir. ·~··· 
choices. . ~~ 

We do not believe that in the attitude o6 orte or other of the partners in the negotiations, both o 
the side of the Six and on that of the candida£es, there are at present "ulterior motives" or reservation;; 
of a political nature. To tell the truth, we do not believe that France thinks of organising under tech
nlc~pretexts, deadlocks whOse real nature is political. Mr. Sulzberger was no doubt right when he wrote 
( 1'N.Y.H.T. 11 of 9 December) that there ·was in Pompidou 11 a genuine desire to bring Britain into the European 
C011111on Market and an absolute conviction that this will occur" 

Having said this, Mr. Rippon would be well-advised in avoiding mentioning, as he has done whenever 
the opportunity for this presented itself, and as if he needed 11 justification" or ot:rtside · supp~rt·:.:for his 
views, more or less pertinent and significant words spoken by Mr. Pompidou, or by Mr. Schumann. In doing 
this, he is only contributing to giving credit to the opposite idea, namely that London is afraid that polit
ical objections will arise iu Paris and is therefore multiplying its verbal demonstrations with the aim of 
directly or indirectly re-assuring Paris. Such a way of doing thipgs can.also arouse the doubt whether Mr. 
Rippon is, indeed, a "sui generis Europeatt", namely whether he sees the Community mainly as an instrument 
to assure his country of "eo-direction by the two" of European affairs, not resulting in the more or less 
distant prospect of a Europe organised in a political union. 

What Mr. Rippon really needs - and which is also in the interests of the Six, since the building of 
Europe cannot do without the widest possible support from opinion - is for the Six to ~ke him a.~ffi~ 
iently large gesture (which has a real content) in the negotiations to have an influence on British opinion. 
It must be recognised that the Commission, with remarkable political flair, understood this very well: the 
"few words" spoken by Mr. Wellenstein in presenting the global "communication11 to the Deputies could very 
well have been used, at the right moment, to give the British negotiator the necessary nudge and to enable 
him to show that the Six are not so many Shylocks rapaciously demanding their pound of good~tish flesh, 
but friends and allies (Mr. Royle stressed this in an excellent speech which he gave lately), ready to make. 
a difficult task easier for him. 

One day or the other, this gesture of friendship must be made. 
Em. G. 
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Books which are sent t6 us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

J.P. DUBOIS and P.GUEZ: Les rou ements d 1interet economi ue: 'uris rudence fran 
Juriclasseur periodique, Editions Commerce et In ustrie, 1970, n. 9201. 

At a time when "economic interest groups" (groupements d 1interet economique~ are in fashio ance 
and when this idea is the object of examination in depth at EEC level, the rather critical poi.D.mP 
of two jurists specialised in Community circles ~n these questions will be read with inter,,t: Je rre 
DuP,ois and Paul Guez. Firstly, J.P.Dubois shows that in France, the use if the legal form of th · 
by French firms is often queried, considering the legal imprecision of this statusr.and the contr on 
between the practice of firms and the jurisprudence of the courts. According to the authors, the success 
of the E.f..G. in France adds nothing conclusive to the adequate nature of this formula as an industrial 
policy instrument. This is a flexible legal instrument which is appreciated as such, but nothing more. 

Thi's possibility of a legal framework for firms at European level was selected by the European CoJDIII-; 
ission. But isn't there a risk of seeing certain ambiguities projected at Community level and that, under 
the pretext of co-operation, only the large, or even very large firms will seize this opportunity, whereas 
a European E.I.G. would mainly be useful to small and medium-sized firms? The authors conclude from this 
that the E.I.G. at European level will remain the instrument of disorientated economic co-operation and 
that, as such, it cannot find a place amongst the means of a nascent industrial policy: only the institut
ion of a European type of contractual company (with a development programme) could provide some sort of 
solution. 

- RAINER HELLMANN: Weltunternehmen nur amerikanisch? Das Ungleichgewicht der Investitionen zwischen Amerika 
und Europa, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (7570 - Bade~-Baden, Postfach 610), 1970, 304 pages, 36 DM.- We sftall 
return in one of our future pages of the Economic Interpenetration to this book by Mr. Rainer Hellmann, an 
En~iish edition of which is appearing from The Dunellen Company Inc (New York) with the title "The Challenge 
to U.SL Dominance of the International Corporation". 

~ PROMOT~EX, Revue Internationale d 1Information, number 1, October 1970, French-Spanish, Founder-Director: 
Mr. Michel E. Gascoin; Publishing, Editing and Advertising: B.P. 19, 91-Ris-Orangis, France.- Encouraged 
b,y the European and Latin American Authorities, the founders of this review, which claims to be apolitical 
god impartial, will devote their efforts to ~he development of economic and cultural relations'between Latin 
America and the European Community countries. 
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EDITORIAL 

The idea of globality and its interpretations. ial,.: 
This afternoon, the Council of Ministeras of the Communities was to study a case which, with tha 

enlargement, is no doubt the most important one and, in a certain sense, the most revolutionary one w . 
has faced the Community. The links which exist between the two are obyious, and we shall not re tu~ to J~ 
for the moment. 

In fact, the economic and monetary union is:essential for the various Community policies to be ac ... 
e~, beginning with the agricultural policy, and including the industrial policy, the one for research~ 

·so on. This is therefore an obligatory phase, independent of the enlargement process, which only incre 
. the urgency of the latter. It is also necessary for "acc;ompanying" the development towards political · , 
and for the simple reason that the economic and monetary union involves decisions of a political nature, 
which are ever more numerous and important, being taken in common. We add, finally, that the economic and 
monetary union - as it .:is laid down by the Werner Plan and by the Commission 1 s proposals - does not involve 
a reduction in the sovereignty of the States in monetary matters: on the contrary, it will enable these 
States to exercise a sovereigntr which is in the process of entirely escaping them, on condition, of course,, 
.~hat it is exercised in the fr~ework of a mechanism which they themselves can control. 
' All this is very clear, and we easily understand that the Heads of State or of Government, meeting 
last year at The Hague, asked for a phased plan to be established and for it to be presented before the 
end of this month. The economic and monetary union is the means "par excellence" for making progress in 
one of the three sections which form the whole of the deliberations of The Hague: that of strengthening. 
This requires a first remark: the interdependence which governs these three sections should not be a pre
text for slowing down the achievement o;fi one and preventing the other from advancing. Now that the enlarge
ment section has been carried out successfully, it is certain that the strengthening ~st be pursued at the 
same time as enlargement, but without being a condition for it. We know, noreover, that strengthening in
cludes action which is not limited in time and which must therefore be continued after enlargement. 

This remark deserved to be made At a time when there is much talk of 11globality11 • The idea of global
ity tr~slates the need to maintain a balance between the various elements of a compromise. Therefore, it 
rs-rather curious that ardent supporters of globality, for example in the field of the negotiations with 
the British, forget this same idea when they talk about the economic and monetary union. Mr. Maurice Schu
ma.nnt,is therefore contradicting himself when he states that while not refusing the Werner Plan or·the 
Commission's proposals, he wants to isolate certain element~ of them, whose achievement in the immediate 
future he considers possible. It is thus that the French~~tandpoint at the opening of the debate today 
consists of seeking partial solutions for a problem which is global by its very nature. A phased plan is, 
by definition, a whole whose elements cannot be dissociated, even if the degree of completion of the var
ious phases and of the various actions can differ. 

This giobality is confi~ed by the first speeches this afternoon: some Governments in fact agree to 
abandon such and such a reservation on various chapters, but on condition that the key ideas are not aban
doned. The attempt to isolate the immediate future from the perspective seems, therefore, destined to fail
ure. Or else it Will be the failure of the attempt to set an economic and monetary Union in motion •••• 
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The moneta union deadlock: s. 

18~me annee - No 707 
mardi 15 decembre 19 

Was the wager of Ttfe. Hague too bold a wager? Or was •t oo distant from the daily reality in whic 
the Community is developing at the present moment? Rave we reached deadlock or are we ta~ a break? 
questions cannot be answered today. The fact is that the undertaking made at The Hague has not been kep 
This could not be foreseen. We wrote on 24 November: "a delay: :.of a few weeks would not be significant: u· 
should not continue, given the situation existing in the international monetary field". 

We shall not, therefore, dramatize the the break last night after the' very difficult discussions. 
the more so since it would be contrary to the truth to want to minimize the progress made yesterday. ;tf) 
is precisely because there was this progress:,\ and because we saw that large progress was possible, tha , .. 
uneasiness.~oul~~be~~rceived when the Ministers went their ways. This uneasiness can only be explaine ~y 
psychological, and, of course, political factors. 

One might wonder, on the one hand, in~all objectivity, whether at a given moment certain Council mem
bers did not have the disagreeable feeling· of being "shoved around" in a somewhat summary and brutal way. 
And we can easily understand, on the other hand, the growing irritation caused by a certain haughty way of 
considering the point of Yiew, and even the ideas, of one's neighbour. One cannot tall~p~op~such as Presi
dent Werner or such as other great agents who are accustomed to handling the controls of economic and mon
etary power (aware of the gradual reduction of this power at national level) as utopians and doctrinaire 
with impunity all day long. And one can only qualify as strange the behaviour o~ someone who at the start 
of the negotiations denies practically everything, continues for long hours to prevent the most innocent prot 
gress, and ends by making large concessions, but finally threatens to jeopardize everything by means of an 
"exception of unconstitutionality11 (this happened last night). 

To tell the truth, the wording of the lst point of para.3 (on the attribution of powers) could quite. 
easily have been drawn up by the Permanent Representatives before the ministerial meeting. It is a wording 
which talks about the "attribution of powers", and which is even preferable to that which talked about the 
"transfer" of powers, for it includes the idea of "new powers". But finally: wha risk crisis for arriving , 
at this? The uneasiness about which we arc talking results from strange methods used and strange establish ... ,, 
ments which were made, the consequences of which the Community should not suf.fer. If what is said of Mr. 
Maurice Schumann is true, namely that he refused to leave the meeting room in which a relaxed, but more 
unobtrusive than usual Giscard d 1Estaing remained, "as long as the institutional questions have not been 
settled", one might wonder to what extent the vicissitudes of internal French politics are having their 
unfortunate repercussions on Community development, which is already so difficult. 

We finally believe that one must not yield to the temptation of letting things advance in a cl~te 
clouded with ambiguity, crawling with ulterior motives and poisoned with inhibitions. There'~s above all 
a great need for clarity, and it is this need which partly determined last night's p~Pk. 
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EDitORIAL 

The moneta~ deadlock: (2) A need for clarity 

1~me ann~e - No 708 (n.s.) 
mercredi 11 dAcembre 1970 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

As we ~aid yesterday, ·it is unnecessary to dramatize affairs after the break which occurred the other . 
night along the way which must lead - and which will lead - the Community to be9ome an economit and monetary 
union. But as long a:s things are not allowed to drag along. The comments of the press show both the dee dis
appoin~ent and concern of publi~ opinion and fully confirm what Mr. Barre said to the European Parliament, 
in other words, that it expected pge Six to turn from words to deeds. Will this reaction from public opinion 
prompt the Governments to show that when they talk abouf "political will", they are sincere? We hope so. In 
any case, we have confidence that Mr. Maurice Schumann will follow up in a concrete way the ideas expressed 
at the end of Monday's session and according to which he i~ decided, as President of the Community Council, 
"to make ra id ro ress on this oint". All the more so since now he lmows (but we said so the day before: 
cf. our Editorial of on 11globality 11 ) that no-one accepts this strange idea of defining a first phase in 
detail without making any firm undertakings about the final goal and the length (at the very leasf, the 
approximate or maximum length) of the road to be covered to reach it. 

But, we repeat, there will be no progress at all, either fast or slow, if we try to sail through a fog 
of ambiguity. The need.for clarity is stronglt felt. 

We must first of all know whether all t e Governments really want to commit themselves to a path which 
leads to the economic and monetary union. This undertaking is important and irreversible: it is understand
able that some are hesitating, but the time for decisions has arrived. 

Secondly, the roof of this choice must be offerred. This proo~ consists of the clear acceptance with
out reservations impli~it or explicit , of the final o jective, which must be defined with sufficient pre
cision so that no misunderstandings are created. 

Thirdly, even if no-one is asking that it be specified at the moment what institutions will eventually 
~ave to be created to ensure the efficient a~istration of the union, one cannot avoid realising at the 
moment that the problem is posed. 

Those who consider that this is "a quarrel over vocabulary" are wrong. It is a question of calling 
things by their name. Whoever refuses the name, refuses the thing: in this case1 he must say so. 

Some tend to reduce all this to a bad quarrel between F-rance on the one hand and a Germany wanting to 
affirm her economic hegemony on the other. This seems to us to be a caricapure or a pretext •. BVen if it was 
expressed somewhat harshly, the German standpoint on the need for a global undertaking reflects a ftndamen
tal requirement which cannot be avoided. 

To conclude, and since we must be clear, it is not unnecessary to repeat that if the prospect of the 
economic and monetary union were to be abandoned or laid aside, the Community would no doubt be condemned 
to limitin itself to the dail administration of the customs unionj with the consequence of the end, at 
ong or short-term, of the agricu~tur po icy. There are un ou tedly forces in SOJile ·of the six countries 

for which the destruction of the Community is a goal to be attained (and they-do not hide this). Will they 
be given a he~ring by the responsible Governments? We cannot believe this. 

Em.G. 
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Supranationality and windmills 
. EDITORIAL. -~ 

Much has been said about the difference of opinions which prevented agreement on the economic and 
~onetary union, and about a conflict of doctrines between the supporters and adversaries of supranat~on -~ 
~ty. ~h 

This is:,the x:eal scapegoat. We !mow that as soon as this word is pronounced, sensitive minds will trem
ble: the allergy to supranationality is widespread and it provides a handy excuse. One only has to say thaJ<: 
an initiative is inspired by the dark plan of setting up supranationality, and one is sure of creating an ..; 
opp~ition which does not even bother to understand how things are really going. Thus, suddenly, the very 
people who were singing the praises of the Werner ~eport dis.cover that the latter is in fact the kill-joy~' 
and that it would be enough to stick to a noce lipf-le programme for a first phase, in other words "to con p 
crete things", and to abandon the u:topian ideas which, according to them, would have nothing to do with 
substance of the economic and monetary union. 

Needless to say, those who use these arguments are entirely ignorant of reality, or else they are 
insincere. In fact, there is no quarrel abouf supranationality, but a very simple problem of functioning and 
efficacity. This has been said and frequently repeated. Mr. Barre, who we !mow sticks to reality and refuses 
to allow himself to be led astray by myths of any kind, explained this on sef.eral occasions in terms which 
could not be much clearer. This was, moreover, also recognised by the French delegation, during the. labor
ious discussions the other night, as the few texts which, in spite of everything, were approved, show. 

It would, in fact, be difficult to s~y ;:·;recalling that to administer the policy for liquidities, it 
will be qecessary to have an adequate organism, that there is a quarrel over doctrine. Can an economic and 
monetary union be conceived of without a common policy for liquidities being in some way organised? If the 
answer is 11no11 , this organisation should be studied. Otherwise, no-one will believe that we really want to 
achieve an economic and monetary union. It would be better, therefore, to say so frankly and not to fool 
ourselves by believing th~t the reduction of the margins alone constitutes this union! 

Therefore, and once and for all, the doctrinaire, fanatics and visionaries are those who see supranat
ionality leaping up on all sides, like a will-o'-the-wisp. 

But there is another method, to which other weak minds are prone, which consists of attributing dark 
designs to Germany, arriving at the paradox of acciJsing her of wanting common institutions to be able to 
impose "German discipline" (a commentator, Mr. Verpay, in the 11Figaro", went as far as talking about the 
"faint echo of the crack of a whip"!), whereas everybody !mows that it is·precisely_the existence of inst
itutions applying objective rules which constitute the best gUarantee for' a balance in danger. No later than 
yesterday, Mr1 T:1orn, who cannot be suspected of wielding the whip, and how could he do so:, stated that it 
seemed difficult to him to avoid action carried out within ins~itutions, adding that if decisions of such 
great significance "were merely dependent on common agreement, given or refused for reasons which we are 
perhaps never to !mow, countries such as Belgium, Lux.e111bourg and the Netherlands would have great difficulty 
in accepting this". 

This is the point we have reached. Let us hope that the pause which they have given themselves will be 
used by the'Governments for making headway towards concrete realities, with the institutions being part of 
these concrete realities. Em.G. 

1 
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- MON~ARY COMMI~TEE/EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: La Politique du Marche Obligataire dans les pays de la CEE, IJC~ 
ruments existants et leurs applications de 1966 a 1969, Report by a group of experts formed by the Moneti'8' · 
Committee, Brussels · - October 1970, On sale at the Office for the Official Publications of the European~~ 
CoDBIIUnities, 196 pages, Price: lOO RF ($2, l6s. 6d.).- The first part of the report of the "Stocks and s !'J?S 
market" Work Group, created by the decision of 30 October 1967, has as its subject the procedures and in ~
ments intended to assure the stability of the stocks and shares markets in the EEC countries; the secon~,· 
·part is an analysis of the policies practised by the Member States regarding their stocks and shares m : s 
from 1966 to mid-1969. ' 

- LO SPETTATORE INTERNAZIONALE: Verso una moneta europea, IAI - Istituto Afrari Internazionale. Editor: I 
Mulino (5~ ViaS. Stefano, 40100- Bologna).- This supplement to the September-October number of "Lo Spetta
tore Internazionale" devoted to the problems of a European currency contains texts by Messrs. Ugo Mosca, 
Rinaldo Ossola, Robert Triffin, Mario Albertini and John Pinder, presented during the Symposium organised 
by the European Study and Information Centre of Turin: they are particularly linked with the debate at present 
in progress in the Community on the Werner Plan. 

- IAI (Istituto Affari Internazionali, Roma): Italo-Yugoslav Relations, Proceedings and discussions edited 
by Paolo Calzini, Rome, 1970, 102 pages, Price: 1,500 lit.- This publication contains the work of the con
ference which took place in Rome from 29 to 31 May 1970 and which concerned Italo-Yugoslav relations. It 
contains precious indications for understanding the cri~is these relations are passing through at the moment. 

- L'Europa, Settimanale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, 30 November 1970, Roma 00187 (Via Emilia 47).- This 
!number contains the speech made by Mr. Guido Carli, Governor of the Bank of Italy, to Rotary International 
on European monetary problems and the developing Mediterranean regions, and an article by Mr. Petrilli, 
President of the European Movement in Italy. 

- Europa-Union, Ueberparteilicne Zeitung fUr die Vereinigten Staaten von Europa, monthly, December 1970, 
53-Bonn (Stockenstrasse l-5), Price per number: l DM.- The December edition contains a supplement devoted 
to the Common Market's relations with the United States, with articles by Messrs. Helmut Sigrist, Joseph 
I..uns,. Kenneth Rush, Fritz Berg, Kurt Birrenbach, Hans Apel etc. 

- CERN: Courrier, November 1970, Publis~ed monthly in French and English, 1211-Geneva-23, Switzerland.- In 
the summary: First fuel bundles in the ISR; CERN news, News from the other laboratories. 

- Nuclear Law Bulletin, No 6 - November 1970, European Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD), Paris.- In the "Tex.ts11 

section, we mention an unofficial translation (into French} of the co-operation agreement between the Neth
erlands, Federal Germany and Great Britain for the perfecting and exploiting of the gas centrifugation 
process for the production of enriched uranium. 

- OECD: The Growth of Production 1960-1980, Experience, prospects and problems of economic policy, Paris, 
December 1970, 316 pages, Price: $8.75, £3. 

- Nouvelles Universitaires Europeennes, No 47 -November 1970, Paris (2, rue Merimee}.- We particularly men
tion an account of the work of the Grenoble symposium on co-operation between European Universities. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: At the EP German Delegation - Mr. Rippon explains his ideas - Stand taken by Mr. 

Lilcker - Mr. Brandt candidate for Nobel-peace-price. 
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3-4 - EEC/UNITED-KINGDOM: British proposals. 
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8 - EFTA: Abolishing of technical trade barriers - Agricultural information. 
9 - NleStTe/Unilever: answer to question 275 - Sulphur mines: answer to question 310 - Economic infor-

matl.on'. 
10 - EURATOM-Council : Proposals for the "Fusion" and "Biology-Health Protection" programs. 
11 - Transport prices: No improvement on the publicity for ECSC products - Steel: increasing prices 

in Federal Germany - Coal trade: No changes, 
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EDITORIAL 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

Mr. Ri.ppon 1 s strange smile. ~ 
Rather irreverently interpreting his tactics, someone said that each visit by Mr. Rippon to Brusse~ 

was a strip-tease number, during which Mr. Europe from acro4s the Channel e~ch time drops one of the piec~ 
of clothing with whi~h he .chasteljt covers· the nudity to which the most intransigeant of the Six seem to w , 
t~ ,educe Great Britain before giving her a ticket to enter the Community. 

But in this kind of ceremony, as everyone knows, what is important ~ not what is shed, but what re~. 
Well, it can be seen that until now, Mr. Rippon has only shed accessories of no great importance. When th s 
spectators began to show some interest,'Mr. Rippon quickly covered himself with an ample coat, causing th 
disappearance of many a prospect. These are the counter-proposals on the financing of the Community budget~ 
about which an observer said that they seem to be part of a "carpet-seller's technique". ,;, 

Long deals will no doubt take place about these counter-proposals. However, it is hot certain that't't '' 
Will ;i>e o.f·:..profit to the authors of the counter-proposals, for at a given moment, the public opinion of the1 
country will require them to render accounts and, moreover, there is not much probability that <he··'Community 
~e;;fdll be contented with a few adjustments to this too ample covering. 

Not to stray from the met~or, we know that the technique of strip-tease suggests that the protagonist 
should gratify one or other of the spectators with smiles, while avoiding giving the impression that anyo~e 
is particularly favoured. There is no doubt that Mr. Rippon does not know enough about this technique, because 
his smiles, backed by some interest, are always addressed to Paris. In his televised interview given to Mr. 
David Dimbleby, we had the expli~it confirmation of this. Mr. Dimbleby asked whether France, in limiting 
progress towards political union and the economic and monetary union, was not becoming the objective ally of 
Great Britain. Mr. Rippon replied that "on these particular subjects, our views might wel1-h~ very close to 
those of the French Government". The British leaders had abstained until now, for fair play reasons, from 
taking a stance in questions which are still controversial amongst the Six. Mr. Rippon disregarded this 
and showed his preference for the French v:lew. This deserves to be mentioned. Is his smile at Paris one of 
interest? Does tb~s mean that the United Kingdom hopes to obtain a rebate on the price to be paid? Mr. Rippon 
knows, however, that France will be the largest beneficiary from the financing of the agricultural policy, 
and that therefore, ~t~is not in her interests to reduce the price. But he also knows that she is just as 
interested in the creation of an economic and monetary union including certain guarantees and in the context 
Qf which it could be imagined that one day the United Kingdom might be helped •••• to pay the famous bill. 
Did not "Le Monde" write, in a burst of admirable sincerity, that the so];ution consists "not of changing 
the agricultural policy, but of provide the financial assistance of the Six:for Great Britain, in the frame-
-'ork of the provisions of the Treaty of Rome"? · 

1 

In a well-ordered world, there must be someone who pays, and someone who receives 
Em.G. 
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- Italian Federalist Movements - The Norwegian unions and the negotiations with ~e Community -
Negotiations on Berlin. 
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3 - EEC Ar entina: negotiations on 19 January 1971 
- EEC Turke : "interim agreement" proposed 
- EEC ast Africa: exchange of instruments of ratification of the Agreement 
-President Malfatti's marriage 

4 - Mr. Deniau in London 
- EEC/Spain and talks with Portugal: the officials ask for their suspension 
-Elections of the E.P.: the studies are continuing 
- 4th. International Tin Agreement 

5 -Re-or anisation of the .R.C.: Mr. Oele will report to the E.P. 
5-6 - ECSC U.K.: incompatibility of the British system with the ECSC rules 
7 - Community imports of tobacco, textiles and fruit from Turfey 

- The Community tariff duty for aluminium will be reduced to 7% 
- Additional tariff guotas for 1971 ' 

8 - AGRICULTURAL INFORM!TION: Regulations aimed at preventing the introduction of organisms harmful to 
vegetables:~reply, to question no. 277 from Mr. Vredeling - Marketing standards applicable to eggs: 
reply to question no. 265 from Mr. Dewulf - Price of tobacco: reply to question no. 287 from Miss 
Lulling - Imports of citrus fruit from Turkey - Suppression of the compensatory ta.JC\on certain citrus 
fruits from Spain - Dutch pig producers and the compensatory aids in the FRG 

9 - 1970 Harvests: latest estimates 
- ECCfiOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

10 - Physically or mentally handicaped: answer to question no. 301 from Mr. Romeo 
- E.C.M.T.: session of the Council of Ministers 

11 , - Weekly Echoes 
12-13 - ECOOOMIC INTERPENETRATIOO No 1543 

E'UROPE/Documents ~o 601/602/603/604 - The Community and the 11Non ... candidate" EFTA countries {1) Austria, 
Sweden, Switzerland. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

The Community from one year to the next. {jJ 
One year•. ago, and more precisely on 31 December 1969, the Community emerged from the so-called tr 

itional period. For this to· be possible, apart from the automatic functioning of the rules of the Trea s, 
a politi~al act had.to be resorted to, in turn made possible by the establishment, made at ~e ~e, of~ 
the existence of a common will at least on certain fundamental points and on some concrete action. ; 

Until the end of 1969, the Community mainly qad the task of applying planned measures, at interval 
fixed in advance. From l January 1970, and having achieved what is not very correctly called the 11compl~ 
ion", the Community began an "independent" existence, mainly committed to face, from day to day, the re · 
ments made necessary by the development of economic and social reality. It ~as noticed, however, and ve 
~ickly, that to f~ce this reality, the Community s~ould be better armed, anf have other instruments ena~~,. 
h.ng it to extend 1ts competences. .· 

In 1970, the Community had, however, certain11directives11 and certain time-limits, which were estab · 
ed at The Hague. The first of these enabled an end to be put to the transitional period. The second was to 

'-'eslilt._;. ir'1 .. the terms laid down and in good conditions,' in opering the enlargement negotiations. The third 
allowed some "political co-operation", even if in inadequate ~onditions, to be begun. The fourth, finally, 
which apparently should not have been the most difficult, since the objective proposed ·corresponded to an 
obvious interest of all the member countries could not be respected. 

This is, as everyone knows, the plan for the economic and monetary union, thanks to which the Commun
ity, could have entered, as from 1 January next, upon a new transitional phase (which confirms the wrong use 
which was made of the word "completion" whose maximum length and also the contents of the final objective 
logically had to be fixed i~ adyance. This final objective can be summarized as changing the customs union 
into an economic and monetary uriion, in other words, the creation of a unified economy space, differentiated 
from one country to another only in~ofar as this is considered useful by the Community of members, for the 
harmonious development and maintenance of stability amidst dynamism. 

DoeB the failure Qf 15 December mean that the idea of this change of the customs union is abandoned? 
Nobody thinks so because we are now becoming aware that if we limired ourselJes to the customs union, the 
common agricultural policy would no longer exist for a long time. Inde~d, it is a questiono1 making a choice 
which co~ts the future in an irrevocable way. Let us not fool ourselves. The economic a~d monetary union, 
pven when it is completed, is not the political upion. But it is creating a situation in which the passage 
fo forms of advanced political unification becomes almpst inevitable. Therefore, it is normal that the 
choice should be thought about. But we must also know what we would be renouncing in refusing the commitment 
for the economic and monetary union. The choice was made in December 1969. Is it necessary to confirm it 
solemnly to be able to make progress? This is what the next few months will show us. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY 'd~ \)--E:(.eVV\_b"€y- l q 7-tJ ~o. ri'L-
1 - EDITORIAL: 11The Community, from one year to the next" 
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2-3-
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- The new Common Customs Tariff has been adopted by the Council 
- E.I.B.: Loan in Italy 
- E.D.F.: preparation for the financing of the 3rd. Fund 
- Sub-contracting: new system applicable concerningguarantees and export financing 
- The Netherlands have ratified the treaty on the financial autonomy of the EEC 
- The Commission has taken a stance for the first time on behalf ot the Community in a U.N. body 
- ECSC/U.K.: incompatibility of the British system with the ECSC rUles (2)_ 
- Special tax. on certain road vehicles in France in accordance with Co~ity prin~ples 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Premium for uprooting of fruit-trees - Restitutions for products exported 
via the Cape of Good Hope - Measures in favour of the use of butter -The U.S.A. have set up a 
service for the promotion of agricultural exports - Processed products based on fruit with a strong 
concentration of natural sugar 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
8 - Steel: raw steel production of the 24 countries represented in the IISI 

- Spanish steel industry: spectacular expansion 
- New electric steelworks at Genk 
- Rate of ECSC levy fixed a~ 0.3Q% 
-Steel stocks with~rman users and traders 

9 - Port traffic: reply to que"stion no. 292 from Mr. Seefeld 
- Youth symposium: reply to question No 319 from Mr. Couste 
- European Institute of Regional Development: replies to questions No 321 from Mr. Vredeling and 

No 325 from Mr. Oele 
10 - Publications of the European Communities 
11-12 - ECONOMiC INTERPENETRATION No 1544 

Because of the Christmas holidays, 
our next Bulletin will appear on 
Monday 28 December 1970. 
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l EUROPEAN LIBRARl l f/¥· 
Books which are· s(mt to-u~·and whose publica.tiqnl 
is worth noting are reviewed under this headi 

NICOLAS JEQUIER, Le defi inQ.ustriel japonais (The Japanese industrial challenge), with a Preface by Pror ... ...inll""""' 
or Henri Rieben, Centre de Recherches Europeennes, Lausanne, 1970, l90+~I pages, 30 S.Fr. 

The author of ·this book studied at the University of Lausanne and the J .F .• Kennedy School of GoveJiftlll!tlrt. 
of the University of Harvard, and has worked for one year at the Centre for Europ~an Research of the u~·v/,.w~ 
sity of Lausanne; he has been a consultant with the Directorate for Scientific Affairs of the OECD sine:~~, 
1965 and as such he prepared two studies on technological gaps for the third Conference of the Minister~ 
Science. He is not yet 30 years old. M · 

This work, carried out with very great scientific rigour and a thorough knowledge of the general · 
~articular facts makes a precious contribution to knowledge of the technological, industrial and commer 
strategy thanks to which Japan, combining a series of factors, has succeeded in reaching a level, and above 
all a pace, of development which enables her today to be the third industrial power in the world, to be 
certain of becoming the second largest within fifteen years and even to have the hope of being the largest 
at the end of the 20th. century. 

Much has been said and written about this astonishing development and the weight which Japan has in the 
world economy is today known and even directly felt by all the industrial countries. There are therefore 
not many revelations to be made about this. But Mr. Jequier 1s book goes much further than these establish
ments. The analysis carried out in it enables one to realise the nature of the forces which have'been,mobil
lsed'·and.-the ·:s;tra!;egy whis;h has governed their use, which precisely enables one to understand why we have 
arrived at the present situation and to have an idea of what is going to happen in the years to come. What 
is even better, Mr. Jequier explains and shows why the industrial and technological experience of Japan is 
rich in lessons for the Western countries, and why, in the context of the strategy applied by the Japanesel 
in the various sectors as at a general level, the attention paid by them to the development of world ~tade 
has played a much more important role than in countries such as those of Europe, which are, however, pro
cessing and exporting countries. 

Japan is at present still able to benefit from some difference between the wage rises in the indus
trial countries; she is slowly moving towards the liberation of custom~ tariffs and rules about investments. 
As Mr. Rieben rightly remarks in an ample Preface, it is when the development towards liberalism is more 
pronounced that the power of the Japanese challenge will be fully felt. "Discussions togethern should there
fore be preoared for so that the race for natural resources and markets does not become a fatal one. 

- ADRIEN RIES: L' riculture Luxembour eoise dans le Marche commun, Serie Cahiers economiques No 45, STATEC 
(Service central de la Statistique , Luxembourg, October 1970, 220 pages.-Luxemburger agriculture is a sector 
full of vitality which has taken its own destiny into its hands, notes Mr. Adrien Ries, official. of the 
European Commission, in the conclusion of this work. Today, it is one of the most feared competitors on the 
milk and dairy products market. It will Re a feared competitor on the meat market tomorrow. 

- T.E. JOSLING: A riculture and Britain's Trade Polic Dilemma, Trade Policy Research Centre (6, Buckingham 
Street, London W.C.2 , Thames Essay No2, December 19 0, 42 pages, Price: 10 shillings. 

- WFO: La situation mondial de l 1alimentation et de l 1agriculture, 1970, Rome, 298 pages. Price:$7~50 

- WFO: Rapport du deuxieme congres mondial de l 1alimentation, The Hague 16~~0 June 1970, Rome, 1970, Vol.I1 
151 pages, Price: $2.50. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The VIIIth. Congress of the Socialist Parties will take place in February - Sympos-
ium of the European Left on the Werner ,Plan - Monnet Committee: representation of the British Part
ies - Sweden and the Community - The problem of Berlin - Six death sentences ;n Burgos 
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3 -The restrictive law on imports to the U.S. will not be voted this year 
- The financial autonomy of the EEC could come into force on l January next 
- EUROSYNDICAT:_lJ3.39 

4 - Morocco/Tunisia: new system for imports of fishery products 
- Shipbui~din : normalisation of conditions of competition 
- EEC Yu oslavia: first meeting of the Joint Commission 
-~movement of labour and the labour markets: 6th. report 
- HarmOnisation of taxes on the incomes of natural persons: reply to question no. 202 from Mr •. Be'.dt .... 

nouwer·. 
- Conventioo for the customs unification of the Benelux.: repiy to question no. 273 from Mr. Oele 

7 - Rolled products: development of incoming orders 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 38.17 dollars/ton 

8 - Yugoslavia: OECD economic study 
- The agreement on tariff reductions in the chemical sector extended until 1 January 1972 
- Industrial policy: resumption of Community work 

9 - Weekly Echoes 
lO-ll - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1545 
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r----EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
;Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

ANNE JAUMIN-PONSAR: Essai retation d 1une crise, Centre d'Etudes Europeennes - Universite Cat.u . .A.#'IVi.._. 
de Louvain; Editor: Bruy ant Brussels - Vander Louvain), 1970, 199 pages, Price: 280 BF.-

This work com:ltitutes the first volume of a series exploring the "Decision ~}~a-king capacity of the 
European Community system", published under the direction of Mr. jean Buchmann, President of the Cent 
European Studies of the Catholic University of 1ouvair;.In it, the author studies the causes, develop-~-~·~
and solution of the crisis in the European Communities in 1965. These three phases are dominated by th .. 
negotiations in June 1965 in the Council of Ministers, General de Gaulle!s press conference of 9 Septmae·~ 
1965 and the Luxembourg compromise. The aim pursued is not, however, to give a historic description o • 
events, but rather to assess the .~xtent of the identification of the actors in the European Instituti 
consequently, the real decision-making capacity of the latter. 

According to Mrs. jaumin-Ponsar, the 1965 crisis showed that a real handicap in favour of the Institut-
ions in Brussels was not fully achieved and that the national States remained the only real sources of legit
imacy and CQnsequently of political power. "What our Continent needs is an authentic re-distribution of polit
ical power wpich would finally re-establish the balance between legal sovereignty. artificially fixed at the 
stage of the national State, and supranational political sovereignty in abeyance", writes the author in her 
conclusions, while stressing that the gaps. in the Community system are neither final nor irremediable. 

From the analysis carried out by the author of this work, the conclusion can, in fact, be drawn that 
the existence of the Community institutional system has not caused the building of Europe to go forward. On 
the contrary, this system has led us very far. But it was accepted at the offset that it wou~d not, in it
self, be sufficient. Indeed, reforms of the structures ~an be imagined, but what is needed is th~ commitment 
of political forces. DOes· :this..absence of commitment confirm the theory (Etzioni) of npremature l,lnification"? 
Or must it be considered that constitutional action of itself brings about a process of ttmaturingtt? 

J. RENAULD: Droit europeen des societes (European company law), Centre d'Etudes Europeennes- Universite 
Catholique de Louvain, Editors: Bruylant (Brussels), ~ander (Louvain), 1969, Price: 400 BF.- This manual by 
Professor j. Renauld of the University of Louvain has been edited according to the needs of university teaeh
ing. After a preliminary chapter devoted to certain elements of comparative company law, a first title 
studies the idea of the company in the Treaty of Rome. The work then develops in three sections. The first 
analyses the incidence on the situation of companies of the fundamental liberties included in the Treaty of 
Rome; the second approaches the problems of the recognition of companies and of international link-ups; the 
third studies the problem of the methods adapted to solving the difficulties which will have been noted in 
the first two sections: the harmonisation, in its widest sens~, of company law. An abundant bibliography 
enables the study of various problems to be continued. 

- Revue de la Societe d 1Etudes et d' ansion, No 242, September-October 1970, 12, Avenue Rogier, 4000 -
Liege Belgium .-We mention articles on Austria and the European economic integration by Mr. F.H. Leitner, 
Austrian Ambassador to the European Communities; The V.A.T.: a modern and European tax, by Baron Snoy et 
d'Oppuers. · 

1 EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2/3 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: American concern on the Ostpolitik.- Disagreement between the Communists 

and Socialists in France on European construction.- Message by Lord Harlech.- President Kekkonen 
in Italy.- Elections in Denmark: in Mp.i-ch? - Reorganisation of the US economic external policy? 
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5 
6-7 
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9 
10 
11 

Parliamentary conference of the EEC/AASM Association: at Yaounde 
After Burgos: European Commission's reaction 
Community's financial autonomy: from l Jan\la:ry 
Measuring nnits: proposal for gradual uni:(ication 
Rate of the TVA applicable to papers:reply to question no 256 by Mr.Westerterp 
OECD: economic prospects for 1971 
EFI'A: external tr~de 
'iron ore: production in 1970 
Light fuel oil: future increase of list prices 
Hoesch~Hoogovens: merger in 1971? 
Coal production in November 
European CQmffiunities 1Publications 
ECrnOMIC INTERPENErRATION No 1546 
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which are sent to us and Whose publication• 

is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

Institut d'Etudes Juridiques Europeennes de la ~aculte de Droit de l 1Universite de Liege: De l 1Union Do 
iere a l 1Union economigue (From the Customs Union to the Economi~ Union); Papers of the fourt Sympos~ 
the Merger of the European Communities, organised at Liege on 23, 24 and 25 April 1969, Liege, 1970, 31 
pages.- After the introduction by Mr. Raymond Barre, Vice-President of·the European Commission, the re·D4~1CII,~ 
and discussions are grouped around two main subjects. The first, dealing with the Customs Union to be c•••~~ 
pleted, groups together the reports presented by Messrs. Maas (Europa-Instituut of Leyde} and Colonna di 
Paliano. The reports by Messrs. Dabin and fescatore (University of Liege) and Oppeman (Law Faculty of 
Tiibingen) occupy the second part of the volume, entitled "Beyond the Customs Union, the Economic Union" 
The work also contains all the discussions held around the two main subjects. 

- Euro-Spectra, Scientific and technical review of the European Communities, December 1970, Vol. IX, No 
Brussels, Price of annual subscription: 125 BF.- In the summary: the public effort in favour of researc 
the European Community; The culture of vegetable cells inNitro:- new prospects; the computer and weathe 
forecasting. 

- European Community, December 1970, London Office (23, Chesham Street, London S.W.l).- We mention articles· 
on the monetary union and the role of the Council of Ministers. 

- Comunita europee, December 1970, Management and administration: 00187 - Roma (Via Poli 29).- This number 
contains articles by Mr. Altiero Spinelli on Government and the consensus for Europe, by Mr. Ferdinando 
Riccardi on the enlargement negotiations, by Mr. Ugo Piccione on the monetary union and an account of Mr. 
Malfatti 1 s visit to Rome. 

- Comunidad europe(' No 66, December 1970, Information Offices of Montevideo (Bartolome Mitre 1337) and of 
Santiago de Chtle Torres de Tajamar).- This number is largely devoted to the Werner Plan. 

- L1Europa, Settimanale di Po1itica, Economia e Cultura, No 32-33 of 15 December 1970, Management and ad
ministration: 00187 Roma (Via Emi1ia 47).- In the s~ary: Women and Europe by Mr. Romana Catti De Gasperi; 
One year after The Hague, by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo; Reflcxions on the monetary union, by Mr. Rinaldo Ossola; 
the role of the majority, by Fuasto Cuoco1o. 

- Bollettino dell 1Istituto di Studi Europei "Alcide De Gasperi", 00198 Roma (Via Pola 12), July-September 
no., 1970.- This number is devoted to a study (text in Italian and French) by Professor Francesco Zaccaria 
entitled "Contribution to the scientific theory for the determination of the optimal level of public spend
ing and for the rationalisation of the consequent choices". 

- L'Europeen, No 112-1970, t040-Brussels (77 rue Baron de Cas~ro).- In the summary: The EEC against inflat
ion; Relations between Mexico and the EEC; Prospects for the next decade, by Mr. Ulrich Meyer-Cording, Vice
President of the E.J.B.; Berlin needs the EEC. 

- Forward in Europe, Bulletin in eight languages of the Council of Europe, No 5/1970, Strasbourg.- This num
ber is devoted to the 47th. session of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, to the European 
Conference of Local Authorities and to the 3rd. International Colloquy about the European Convention on 
Human Rights. 

- Lettre de l 10CIPE, No 21 of 18 December 1970, Office Catholique d 1Information sur les Problemes Europeens, 
~Strasbourg (5, rue Bencker) or Brussels {60, avenue de Tervueren).- In the summary: Permanent Education in 
Europe; European unification and opening up to the East; the conclus:Lons of the Davignon Report. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Scandinavian Socialists and the enlarged Community - Franco-British relations in 
the nuclear field - Mr. Luns in Iran - The sentenced of Burgos 
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- The Presidency of the Community Council will be assumed by France from 1 January 
- Time-limit of l January 1971 for the Community 
...,. EUROSYNDICAT: l34.34 
- Radio and teleVISIOn sets originating in the Community 
- Transport: uniform accounting of infrastructure spending 
- Ta anese commercial re uests to the Community 
- EEC Denmark: taking of stand on taxation problems and the CCT 
- Prizes of the European Communities and university research scholarships 
- German aids for brewing barley producers: reply to question no. 250 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Attitude of the developing countries regarding "generalized preferences": reply to question no. 

322 from Mr. Vredeling · 
- French steel industry: 1970 situation 
- German steel industry: re-organisation 
- Radioecologr. applied to the protection of man and his environment 
-Sales of bu~ter at reduced prices to the armies of the M.S.: reply to question no. 27S from Mr. 

Vredeling 
- ~GRICULTURAL lNFORMATION: Imports of mandarines, clementines etc from Spain no longer subject to the 

payment of full duties of the cq~ - The compensatory tax on Mandarines, clementines etc. f~a Alge~ 
ia amended - Italy has re-opened her frontiers to imports of hogs from Belgium 

-·U.K.:.OECD economic study 
- EffeCtive ta~iff protection: examined by economists 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1547 

In wishiiig its readers a happy and prosperous New Year, EUROPE 
informs them that its next Bulletin will appear on Monday 4 

January. 
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